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L i s t s  a c t i v e  grants and research con t rac ts  w i t h  col leges and 
u n i v e r s i t i e s  dur ing  FY 1974. Includes f o r  each en t ry :  
I n s t i t u t i o n  and locat ion,  b r i e f  d e s c r i p t i o n  o f  pro ject ,  
pe r iod  o f  performance, p r i n c i p a l  i n v e s t i g a t o r  a t  
i n s t i t u t i o n ,  NASA techn ica l  o f f i c e r  (monitor), sponsoring 
NASA i n s t a l l a t i o n ,  interagency f i e l d  o f  science o r  
engineering c l a s s i f i c a t i o n  ("C.A.S.E. category"), grant  
o r  con t rac t  number, FY 74 ob l iga t ions ,  cumulat ive obl  i ga- 
t i o n s  and most recent  RTOP coding. En t r i es  are arranged 
a l p h a b e t i c a l l y  w i t h i n  s t a t e  o r  country. Contains f o u r  cross 
indices:  By grant  o r  con t rac t  number; by C.A.S.E. f i e l d  o f  
science o r  engineering; by NASA techn ica l  o f f i c e r  locat ion ;  
and by RTOP (Research and Technology Operating Plan designat ion)  
code. 
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FOREWORD 
, . As basic policy NASA believes that colleges and universities should be encouraged to participate,in 
the nation's space and aeronautics program to  the maximum extent practicable. Indeed, unlversltles 
are considered as partners with government and industryinthe nation's aerospace program. NASA's 
objective is to have them bring their scientific, engineering, and social research competence to bear 
on aerospace problems and on the broader social, economic, and international implications of 
NASA's technical and scientific programs. It is expected that, in so dorng, universities will strengthen 
' both their research and their educational capabilities to contribute more effectively to the nat~onal 
well-being. 
. . 
: NASA Field Centers and certain Headquarters Program Offices provide funds for those R&D 
activities in universities which contribute to the mission needs of that particular NASA element. 
. , Although NASA h a s n o  predetermined amount of money t o  devote to university activities, the 
effort funded each year is substantial. (See the bar chart on the next page.) This annual report is 
one means of documenting the NASA-university relationship, frequently denoted. collectively. as 
NASA's University Program. 
The Office of University Affairs (OUA) serves as a focal point'for NASA's relationships with 
colleges and universities. One of its roles is to provide information on the NASA University 
Program. The present document is designed to serve several purposes arid a wide range of audiences 
from private individuals to NASA employees. The emphasis is on the technical content of the 
program, ratherthan on fiscal data, which is available separately from OUA. As some terminology 
will not be familiar lo all readers, a "User's Guide" is included to facilitate the fullest use of the 
material related to the interests of any particular reader. 
Information on obtaining reports resulting from these projects may be obtained from: NASA. 
Scientific and Technical Information Office. Code KS. Washington. DC 20546. 
- 
Frnnk D. Hansing. Director 
Ofli~u: of University Affairs 
iii 
NASA OBLIGATIONS TO UNIVERSITIES 
FISCAL YEARS 
Notes: 1 .  Excluder obligations to or through Federally Funded Rsreorch ond Development Centers (JPL, Lincoln Lab., SREL). 
2 .  Chonge in status horn "univenitv" to "man-profit" for Awe orgonizotions acounts 
for $10.1M of the difference b e k e e n  pl 73and  FY 74. Proper Lob, ERI, 'Dudley Obrervotofy). 
3. Office of ~ n i v e r r i t y  Affoin includes 1962-1971 Smtaining University Program. . . 
. . Source: NASA Office of University Affoin 
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USER'S GUIDE 
The University Program Report provides current information and related ,statistics for each grant o r  
research contract active during the report period. The following guidance is provided as  an aid to the 
reader in readily locating matenal of interest and in optim~zing the use of this document. 
I. Typical Citation 
2 i 
NGL 31-00M)ll 
4 -Lunar sample analysis 
Penal m*,ionc 
5- 09/19/72-01/31/77 FY74: S78f75 TOTAL: $279.86- 
P l h  i n r s l  NASA Tech. Ofl<ccr CASE C a l q r ) ~  
8 -Adarnr, J .  B. JSCIHarris. J .  W. 13-Physics- 10 
(72-810 388-1&03) f t 
1. Grant or  Contract Number. 
2. Institution Name. 
3. Accession Number. 
4. Brief work description. 
5. Approximate period of performance. 
6 .  Amount (if any) actually provided during the indicated fiscal year. 
7 .  Total amount actually provided during the indicated period of performance. 
8. Principal Investigator(s) at the educational institution. 
9. NASA Technical Officer and organizational location. 
10. CASE Field of Science and Engineering code and name. 
11. Source code (a) and RTOP (b). Sec Part V. 
11. NASA Installations 
NASA installations are included in the citation both as abbreviations (item 9) and as codes (items 
Ila). The following listing of installations will be useful to those desiring further information on 
specific projects. 
Installation Name 
Abbrev. Code and Address 
Telephone Number 
for Information 
ARC 21 Ames Research Center 4 151965-5000 
NASA 
Moffett Field, CA 94035 
FRC 24 Flight Research Center 
NASA - ~ 
P.O. Box 273 
Edwards, CA 93523 
GSFC 51 Coddard Space Flight Center 
NASA 
Greenbelt, MD 20771 
JPL 55 Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
4800 Oak Grove Drive 
Pasadena, CA 91103 
JSC 72 Johnson Space Center 
NASA 
I 
 ousto on, TX 77058 
KSC 76 Kennedy Space Center 3051867-7 113 
NASA 
Kennedy Space Center, FL  32899 
LARC 23 Langley Research Center 8041827-1100 
NASA 
Langley Station 
Hampton, VA 23665 
LERC 22 Lewis Research Center 
NASA 
21000 Brookpark Road 
Cleveland, OH 44135 
MSFC 62 Marshall Space Flight Center 205/453-2 12 1 
NASA 
Marshall Space Flight Center. AL 
35812 
NSTL -- National Space Technology Laboratory 6011688-2211 
NASA 
Bay St. Louis, MS 39520 
WFC 53 Wallops Flight Center 
NASA 
Wallops Island. VA 23337 
WTR -- Western Test Range 
P.O. Box 425 
Lompoc, CA 93436 
HQ 10 NASA Headquarters 
Washington, DC 20546 
. ?  , '  '. 
The abbreviatio'i lor NASA ~cad~ua r t e r s ,  HQ, usually carries a suffix, for cxample HQ-PY, :which 
denotes a particular oflick and gcneral area of responsibility. (PY i s  the Office of Univcrsity Affairs.) 
A full listing o f  the suffix letters and information on NASA's organizational structure may be lound 
in  the NASA Headquarters Telephone Directory. (The Directory i s  for sale by the Superintendent o f  
Documents, U.S. Govkrnment Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402. Single copy price: $1.55: 
$1.55 additional for forcign mailing.) 
I l l .  CASE Fields of Science and Engineering 
The National Science ~ounda i ion  (NSF) on behalf o f  the committee on Academic Science and 
Engineering(CASE) of the Federal Council for  Science and Technology (FCST)  operates a 
government-wide system for collecting and analyzing data on support to colleges and universities. 
Participating agencies report annually to NSF which i n  turn, issues Support to Uttivrrsitie.~. Co1lege.s 
I c d  I 1 1 . ~ 1 i t t i o t 1 .  The CASE Fields, used in the extensive tabulations contained in 
that document, form the only consistent classification system for government sponsored research. 
The lields are listed in  full in Appendix 9. 
IV. Cross-Indexes 
The cross-indexed Appendices are related to the citations (descriptions) by the accession number 
(item 3). The accession number has meaning only in this report; i t  i s  in  no way permanently associated 
with.nor does it uniquely identify a specific grant or contract anywhere except in  the present report. 
Accession numbers are assigned sequentially to the citations, beginning with 1000. Thus, when an 
entry of interest is identified'in' any one o f  the Appendices, the associated accession number allows 
ready location o f  the lu l l  description in  the body o f  the report. 
Appendix A - Given pnly the grant or contract number this index enables the reader 
t o  locate'the citation. The first page tells how to distinguish grants 
from contracts. 
Appendix B - This index provides rapid access to all projects in  a particular area of 
endeavor, as defined by the CASE Fields. This listing i s  also easily 
used to determine the institutions and principal investigators conducting 
NASA projects i n  a field. 
. . 
. . 
Appendix C - The types o f  effort sponsored by each NASA installation may be 
determined from this index. 
Appendix D - This index,is included primarily for the convenience of internal NASA 
readers. However, the RTOP, per'se, may be of considerable interest 
to external users. See V, below. 
V .  Source Code and RTOP 
The last line of the citation (item I I) contains 1-3 sets of numbers i n  parenthesis. By interpreting the 
coding a great deal of additional information on a project may be obtained. The first set i s  current 
and is the most useful; the second and third sets, i f  present, generally represent historical data. 
Each set of numbers is further divided into two groups separated by a blank space. The first group 
contains source coding, while the second is the "Research and Technology Operating Plan" (RTOP). 
Source Codins (Item I la) 
The first two-digit number identifies the NASA installation (by the code given in 11, 
above) which has most recently added funds to the project. Disagreement between this 
installation and the technical officer location usually indicates that 'responsibility for a 
project is being transferred. 
The second number identifies the major NASA Program Office responsible for the research, 
as follows: 200.299, Office of Technology Utilization: 300-399, Office of University Affairs; 
400-499. Office of Energy Programs; 500-599, Office of Tracking and Data Acquisition; 
600-699. Office of Applications; 700.799, Office of Aeronautics and Space Technology; 
800-899, Office of Space Science; and 900-999. Office of Manned Space Flight. 
RTOP (Item I Ib) 
The RTOP. "Research and Technology Operating Plan" number indicates a broad technical 
area in which NASA desires to achieve certain objectives. Numerous projects, conducted 
both in-house and out-of-house and with all classes of performers may contribute to the 
objective of a single RTOP. Detailed descriptions of the RTOPs, including names of 
responsible individuals and extensive cross-indexing are published annually. The FY74 
edition entitled Research and Tech~rology Operarirrg Pla~r Su~tmtar? may be purchased from 
the National Technical Information S c ~ i c e  (NTIS), Springfield, Virginia 22151, for $3.00. 
($2.50 additional for Foreign mailing.) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
NCR 014014U Nabam A&M UnlrPnity IDDO 
MHZ shuttle. slation and satellite mmmunktions analysis 
P e M  m4n.lbm 
03/30/7l43/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: $37.698 
Plln l ~ r a  NASA T r d  DBlm CASE W o ' y  
Lamine. L. HQPY/Pohly, J. G. 41-Aero Engr 
(62-920 982-5200) (62920 98M000) (62920 976-30-00) 
NGR OlW~1.017 Alsbmm ALM UnirnsHy 1001 
D~clopment of an adhesion niterion in gas -lid interface 
NCR 01401.018 A l a b  AQM Uldrersity loot 
lnveaigation of water quality pramelem and sclectod points on 
Ulc Tmcnncarcc River 
p.Md ~~ 
08/03/7205/01/73 FY74: TOTAL: $19,690 
. . . . 
M. In",,. NASA Tad. Wlwr CASE CaIW'y 
I ,  Manger, M. C. HQPY/Pohly, J. G. 39-Env Sci. NEC 
MSFC/&nt, M. I. 
(10-371 3400000) 
NGR 01401420 ~ l . b a i ~  A&M UmivedQ 1003 
Dcsradalion dfect on space communicalion and energy transmis- 
sion by laser beams due to the variation of almosphcric refracIivs 
index 
*Ad mwlou 
09/07/7248/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: 531,139 
P A  I-. NASA Trd .  O@r CASE -0. 
Lce, C. T. HQ-PY/Pohly. J. G. 13-Physics 
MSFC/Kum R. L. 
(10-371 34000-00) 
NCR 01-001-021 Alsbmm A&M University 1004 
Pcrfomancc analysis & preliminary system configuration 
P d  ~I~ 
' 03/05/7M7/31/74 FY74: TOTAL $21.491 
M 1"- NASA T d  WmP CASE C a m  
Weathers, G. D. HQ-PY/Pahly, I. C .  6 M s h  Engr 
(10371 MO-CWO) 
NCR 01-001m Alsbmm A&M Univedty 1005 
DNelopment of m o l e  msing applicallons for natural resourn 
study and management 
&Ad mew 
06/13/7301/15/75 FY74: $21,175 TOTAL: $44.453 
I* 1-U NASA T d  WlcW CASE C a # ~ r y  
Golden, M. S. MSFC/Downs, S. W.. Jr. 
39-Env Sci. NEC 
(62-371 34000-00) (10371 MO-CWO) 
NCR 01401424 Alabama A&M Ulllversity 1W6 
Rocket engine t h w t  calculation and analysls 
P < M  mbdo!" 
Ul/Ol/73-06/M/74 FY74: $21,428 TOTAL: $21.428 
. . k he". NASA Trd .  O f l w  CASE GI- 
Saha, H. HQ-PY/Pohly, J. G. 41-Acro Engr 
MSFC/Gross. K. W. 
(la371 M 
NCR 01401-025 A l h m  ABM University 1007 
lnvcstigatlon of wakr quality paramelem at %let@ points on 
Tennesaec River 
P d  mw,lou 
09/01/73-09/14/74 FY74: 522558 TOTAL: $22,558 
M" 1nrn  NAS* T r d  GfPer CASE 
Manger, M. C. MSFC/McDonough, G. F. 
39-Env Sci, NEC 
MSFC/Kent, M. I. 
(62-371 WMWXl) 
NSC SOOl AWmu A&M ,Udrenlty lDOB 
Applicalion of, Vansition radiations for detection of charged 




George, M. C. 
NSC 8011 Al.b.ms AM1 University IW9 
Application of self-induced transparency and %If-trapping to 
red- the degradation of lavr pulses 
P r M  mmIbbb 
07/01/7407/01/75 FY74: $19.644 TOTAL: S 19.644 
h i n i n n n .  ' , NASA T r d .  Wlinr. CASE M w  
Lee, C. T. MSFC/Kur& R. L . 13-Physics 
MSFC/Kcnt, M. I. 
(62-371 34000-00) 
NSC 8013 AWnm ABM Umirenity ' 1010 
Perionnance analysis and design study for a bmposed HEAO 
tracking and data relay ralellitc data  communication^ link 
PeAd ~~~~ - 
07/01/74U7/Ol/75 FY74: $24,118 TOTAL: 524.118 
P*. Inrzr N1SA Tn* ODpm CASE Ca- 
Wcathm. G. MSFC/Lonsy. D. 0. .4%Els Engr 
(62-371 3404WY3) 
NAS 8-28058 Alhems College 1011 
Chemical analysis of outgassing contaminanl on spacecraft 
surfaeel 
Pmod mwlm 
10/27/7144/01/75 FY74: $45,222 TOTAL: $72,830 
P* l m s r  NASA T d  Wfm, CASE UII- 
McNuIt, R C. MSFC/Ju, D. W. 13-Physics 
MSFC/Shrivcr, E. L. 
(62-950 951-mOO) (62980 975-7243) (62-704 502.01-03) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
ALABAMA (Continued) 
NAS 8-30561 Athens College 1012 
Solidification kinetics 
P r r d  0blipti.m 
06/25/7409/25/75 FY74: $22.067 TOTAL: $22.067 
NAS 11-20765 Auburn University 1013 
Frequency modulated (FM) telemetry systems 
P d d  m,rn!<a., 
05/22/67-06/15/74 FY74: TOTAL: $216.988 
Prin InveN. NASA Tech Ollirrr CASE C a t p r ~  
Irwin. J .  D. MSFC/Emens, F. H. 45-Ela Engr 
James, S. 
(62-500 150-22-03) 
NAS 8-26193 Auburn University 1014 
Research work pertaining to telemetry measuring and radio 
frequency systems 
P~nod  w(&,irn, 
06/18/70@9/17/74 FY74: TOTAL: SI20.W 
Plyl Cwll \ ' <$A re,'& O / / ~ ~ c r  CAI> 1 n m W r  
Hu~tncll. M. A. MSI:(.'/Louery. D. 0. 45-tlec Engr 
(62-950 951-I5-U)) (62.910 933-5000) 162.500 15060-00) 
NAS 8-26579 Auburn University 1015 
Study of thcnnal conductivity of heterogeneous mixtures 
?end obnprions 
10/23/7@05/15/74 FY74: $3.566 TOTAL: $43.566 
~ r h  l n w r .  NASA ~ d .  o//icer CASE catwry 
Vachan. R. I. MSFC/Joncs, 8. P. 13-Physics 
MSFC/Millcr, E. 
(62-704 502-21-27) (62-140 129WLO) 
NAS 826930 Auburn University 1016 




Irwin, J. D. 
(62-950 951-1560) 
m&n,ionr 
FY74: TOTAL: S55.W 
N.4- Ted.  Off!-, CASE C m w r  
MSFC/Whits, J. B. 45-Elcc Engr 
MSFC/Yearwaod. H.  E. 
(62-910 933-50-00) (62-830 180Ca00) 
NAS U-27664 Auburn Unircrsity 1017 
Study of effects of unccnainties on comds and asteroid encoun- 
ter 
P r n d  0bl>*.,rkW, 
06/08/71-12/15/73 FY74: TOTAL: 1670.0(10 
Prin I rw~r .  NASA r d .  Ojfi~er CASE Carrson. 
Bennett. A. G .  MSFC/Helhcoat, J. P. 42-Astro Engr 
(62-840 186-68-64) (62-830 18040-00) 
NAS 8-29852 Auburn Unirerity LOIS 
Investigation of problems involving calculation of space tug's 
position in an inertial coordinate system 
P?"d OM~p,ionr 
Q6/20/73-06/19/75 FY74: TOTAL: $74,394 
Ptin 1mu.l. NASA Tcd. 0//>1lir CASE Caregnr? 
Boland. J. S.. Ill MSFC/Ellsworth. D. J. 49-Engr. NEC 
(62-980 9V)-55-05) 
NAS 8-29856 Auburn University 1019 
Detection o f  soil acidity 
 PI"^ WQ"e", 
07/01/73-07/18/75 FY74: $29,900 TOTAL: $S,9m 
Prin lnvrrr  NASA T&. O//!ccr CASE Cn#- 
Hagler. T. 8. MSFC/Do*ns. S. W. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
MSFC/Derington. 1. C. 
(62-680 16075-15) 
NAS 8-29R81 Auburn University 1020 
Econometdc analysis of materials proansing in spa- 
P."d WWlrn, 
031 12174-03/12/75 FY74: $14,324 TOTAL: $74,324 
NAS 8-MZ48 Auburn Unlrcrsity I021 
Terminal guidance and navigation for  comet and asteroid 
rendezvous 
Pnn h r r x r .  
Bennett, A. G. 
NAS 8-3lWd Auburn University 1022 
Development of Alabama Resources Information Management 
System 
retimi o u i p , i m  
W/23/74@4/22/75 FY74: S30,WO TOTAL: 530.W 
Prh. Inrst. NASA Tmh. O f l i r  CASE Carw,y 
Vachon, R. I. MSFC/Cummings. R. E.21-Mathcmaticies 
Herring. B. E. MSFC/Mcsscr, C. W. 
(62-680 177-52-71) 
NCT 0 1 - 0 0 W  Auburm University 102.3 
Summer fellowship programs in engineering systems design 
P < d  W@Il i  
121 16169-03/31/15 FY74: $128,825 TOTAL: $578.036 
Plin Inn,$. NASA Td. Dlfi-r CASE Cn#qo,y 
Vaehon. R. I .  HQ-PY/Csrler. C. H. 49-Engr. NEC 
(10371 34WM-W) 
NCT Old03adS Auburn University 1024 
Summer faculty fellowship program in aeronautics and spa= 
research 
P d  OU@nnl 
12/16/69-03/31/75 FY74: $101.142 TOTAL: $341,562 
Ptin lnrrr. NASA rd. 0lfi-r CASE C#lqon 
O'Brien. J. F. HQ-PY/Ortcr. C. H. 49-Engr. NEC 
(10-371 34@0@00) (10370 1 8 1 a 0 0 )  
NSG 1002 Auburn University 1025 
Analysis and compilation of rntssle aerodynamic data 
h.ld W@allms 
01/01/7412/31/74 FY74: $10,033 TOTAL: $10,033 
Pli,~ Inrrxr. NASl Tnh OJkr CASE Calrmrr 
, Nichols. J. 0. LARC/Spearman, M. L. 41-Aero Engr 
(23-702 760-17-01) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
ALABAMA (Continued) 
NGR 01607404 :. Tdladegs College 1026 
Strains ~ r o d u ~ c d  in clean metallic thin films by a gaseous 
environment 
. ' f i n d  O b l ~ ~ l o n l  
03/25/71-12/31/73 FY74: TOTAL: 547,465 
: Prln. lmwl. NASA Tech. Ofllnr CASE COInNy 
Morrison. R. A. HQ-PY/Carter. C. H. 13-Physics 
MSFC/Horton. 1. 
(10-371 MOJXL00) 
. . , , , 
NGR 0l-W-W9 , , Tnlladega College 1027 
Far infrared lattice- properties of gallium arsenide 
Pl,td oblizc,ionr 
01/01/74-01/01/75 FY74: S32.W TOTAL: 1632.W 
~ r i n  ~nxr t .  NASA ~ l c h ,  0fltcc.r CASE corcgory 
Breecher. I. MSFC/Dalins. I. 13-Physics 
MSFClKent. M. I. 
(62-371 340-00-00) 
NCR 01-007410 Talladega College 1028 
Thermal and solvent slablipolymers study 
P ~ d d  obluuu,."rd 
09/01/73-08/31/74 FY74: $21,240 TOTAL: $21,240 
P*. I n u 5 l .  NASA Tech. Oflfccrr CASE Ca,now 
Kray. W. 0. ARC/Rosar, R. W. 12-Chemistry 
ARClParker. J .  A. 
(21-371 340W-00) , . ' . 
NSG 8010 Tdladoga College 1029 
Strains in clean metallic thin f i lms produced by gaseous 
environment . . 
Pedd Oblbbllms 
05/23/7445/23/75 . . FY74: $25.056 TOTAL: $25,056 
Plin. Inws l .  NASA Tech. Oflilnr CASE Cnlesory 
Morrison, R. A. MSFC/McKannan. E. C. 
. f  47:Materials Engr 
(62-371 340-W-00) 
NAS 9.13844 Tuakrgre lnstllule 1030 
Analytical investigation of the heat-pipe radiator as a spscecrall 
beat rejection system 
PIMd Obllmt!onr 
01/01/74-08/31/74 - . ,): FY74: SI2.WO TOTAL: S12.0WJ 
PI(.. I~wII. NASA I d .  W l l n r  CASE Carelory 
Sellers, 1. P. . JSCIFnnch, B. 0. 46-Mech Engr 
(72.980 909-44-02) 
NGR 01605403 Twkegee Inrtihte 1031 
~ r o w t h  of insulating magnctic crystals involving second and third 
transition metal ions 
P ~ d d  OMIptIonr 
'06/13/69-12/30/72 ' FY74 TOTAL: $62.343 
Plin Inns , .  NASA Ted. O/licr CASE Colcgory 
Reams, F. M. MSFCIBannister. T. C. 13-Physics 
MSFCIKent, M. I .  
(10-no 183-woo) (62-9io 933-50-W) 
NGR 01605410 Tuskege. Institute 1032 
A study of the ea-axial-submerged free jet 
P?"d obl@nlion, 
~/07/71-10/30/74 ; FY74: $23.780 TOTAL: $69.537 
Plin burs!. NASA Tmh. Oflker CASE Colcgory 
knw. C. S. MSFCjGuest, S. H. 41-Aera Engr 
MSFC/Kent, M. I. 
(62.371 340-00-00) (10-371 34@W-00) 
NGR 01405012 Tuskegee l d h t e  1033 
High temperature deformation of bismuth Ielluride 
f i r i d  OU@,im 
04/07/71-11/30/74 ' FY74: TOTAL: 541.532 
P"n. In rY .  NASA T d .  W*r CASE Cawory 
Terrill, G .  R. ' HQ-PY/Pohly. J. G .  4.5-Elec Engr 
(10-371 340W-00) 
NSC 8003 Tukegee lnstihtr 1034 
Effects of  corona. and electrical discharges on degradation of 
insulation materials 
P . M  W@,ionl 
02/01/74-02/01/75 FY74: $23,891 TOTAL: 523,891 
P"". k r r " , .  NASA T-6. Ofltccr CASE Cetqov 
Dorcswamy, C. V. MSFC/Clark. E. E., Jr. , 45-Elec Engr 
MSFC/Kent. M. I. 
(62-371 34060.00) 
NGR 01410-001 University of Alsbama - Birmimgham 1035 
Model for origin and coevolution of genet$= cadc and the process 
of protein synthesis 
P.nd m,p,m, 
05/09/7345/31/75 FY74: $24,267 TOTAL 545,267 
Pen bw$t NASA T h  OJfimr CASE Coteor, 




University 01 .Alabama - Hvntrrille 1036 
Study of radiation environment in orbit o l  the Apollo applicalions 
satellites 
P e a  o&.,rm' 
06/24/69-07/25/74 FY74: $15,000 TOTAL: $195.278 
~ d n .  rnvrsr. NASI T h ,  Om*, CASE Cnrqory 
Gregory, J .  C. MSFC/Parnell, T. A. Il-Astronomy 
MSFC/Eby.. P. B: 
(62-960 964-5W) (62-910 933-Moo) 
NAS 8-24953 Univcrslty of Alabsma - Huntsville l O n  
Study of speclftc llght output of CSI crystals 
P # o d  Obl1prMnr 
06/26/6943/31/75 FY74: $56996 TOTAL: 1279.855 
. . . . 
Prin Inwal. NASA T,&. ommmm CASE CateOly 
Gregory. 1. C. ' . MSFC/Parncll. T. A. 13-€%ydcs 
MSFC/Quong, H. 
(62-920 983-1560) (62-950 951-W-00) 
NAS 8-25750 ' University of Almbama - Huntsville r 1038 
In flight atmospheric model criteria monograph 
P?"d O~i~n,io"s 
03/24/70-02/28/74 FY74: TOTAL: $90,152 
Pn'n lnnsl.  NASA Tech Ofl,e~.r CASE Camow 
Wu, S. T. MSFC/Swenson, G. R. 49-Engr, NEC 
(62-850 188-36-56) (62-740 114-03-55) 
NAS SM055 University of Alabama - Huntsrille 1039 
Program history of Project Saturn 
Pl l ld  oanp,,."", 
04/22/70-01/02/74 FY74: TOTAL: $146,996 
Pnn. Invert. NASA Tech OflIcer CASE Cnl#8orr 
Beltz, I. S. MSFCISonnsen, V. C. 73-History 
MSFOlAkcns. D. S. 
NASA'S U N I V E R S I T Y  P R O G R A M  
A L A B A M A  (Continued) 
NAS 52718I Univerritg of Alabama - Huntsville 1040 
Mathematical resarch on spline' functions (splint ap- 
~roximat ionr)  
P r n d  0Mcl0,8,1?1. 
03/25/71-11/30/73 FY74: TOTAL: $48,663 
Pn'!r Inw.,r NASA Tech Of/+er ( I S 5  Celvarr 
Horner. J. M .  MSFC/Jones. B. P. 13-Phyricr 
(62-950 95 1-16-00) (62-9 10 933-50-00) 
NAS 8-27809 Univerrily of Alabama - Huntsville 1041 
Superconducting compounds & alloys 
P , " d  Ou!~nlror.~ 
06/29/71-08/31/74 FY74: $20,000 TOTAL: $92.281 
Pr;n Inupr,. NASA Trrh Olfico CASE Ca(cr,>rc 
0110. G .  H .  MSFC/Lacy, L. L. 13-Physics 
(62-630 179-1 1-14) (62-980 975-90-95) (62-950 951-16M)) 
NAS 8-28097 University o l  Alabama - Huntsville 1042 
Triggering mechanisms for solar flares 
Perrod ~ ~ l ~ a z r n ~ . ~  
12/06/71-03/30/75 FY74: $60,000 TOTAL: ~80,bOl 
Ptin lnvrr. NASA 74. Offi-r CASE Cnresn<v 
Wu. S. T. MSFC/Hagyard, M .  J. 13-Physics 
MSFC/Jones, 0. P. 
(62-950 951-00-00) (62.950 951-16-00) 
NAS 8-28248 Uniremity of Alabama - Huntsville 104.3 
Environmental dynamics at orbital altitudes 
Pedod OMisDlions 
01/24/72-09/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: 161C4.332 
P*. Inucsl. NASA TIEn OlIicer CASE Calnoq 
Hermann, R. MSFC/Smith, R. E. 42-Astro Engr 
MSFC/Devries. L. L. 
(62-980 909-55-47) (62-980 908-54-22) 
NAS 8-28304 University ol  Alabama - Hunbville 1044 
Skylab experiment on growth of spherical crystals 
P e r i d  m#sa,io"s 
09/19/72-01/31/75 FY74: $15,000 TOTAL: $52,547 
. . 
P h .  lnr.rr. NASA Ted .  OlJier U S E  Car#pry 
Walter. H. U. MSFC/Adsms, W. R. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
MSFC/Bannister, T. C. 
(62-960 948-90-95) 
NAS 528545 University of Alabama - Huntsville 1045 
Imaging processing techniques and application to the E R T S  
program 
P?"d oanpo,lonr 
03/22/72-03/21/73 FY74: TOTAL: $35.000 
Pnn bwrl NASA Teb O/lrcer CASE CoIezery 
Polge, R. J. MSFCjHodges, B. 13-Phystcs 
MSFC/Wesson, R L. 
(62-980 908-54-33) 
NAS 628588 Univeoity of Alabama - Huntsville 1046 
Investigation of the jet noise prediction theory and application 
utilizing the P A 0  formulator 
Pen& O b l , ~ C < ~ 3  
03/17/72-l0/31/73 FY74: TOTAL: $49,946 
Pen I n w .  NASA Ted .  Oflrmr CASE Colrgorj 
Pao, S. P. MSFC/Jones, J. H. 46-Mech Engr 
(62-920 982-52-W) 
NAS 5287.16 Unirrr\ity of Al#bsma - Huntsvill~ I047 
Experimental inucrtigatians of relationships between the pressure 
drop and pertinent flow system parameters of capillary screen 
channels 
Pen,d O#i@,;,,m.v 
051 l7/72-07/17/74 FY74: TOTAL: $35,194 
frbl. ,>,",,,. >'AS" Trrh OflC?<r CASE Cal.*nn 
Shih. C. C. MSFC/Allums. S. L. 46-Mech Engr 
(62-950 95 1- 15-00) (62-910 933-40-00) 
%AS 8-29316 Cnirersit) of Alabsm - Huntsville 1048 
Working model of the London moment readout system 
h t i d  Oh!;p,;,mr 
10/06/72- 11/30/74 FY74: $114,000 TOTAL: SiM.24i 
Pnn. i"*l,. \AS" rw* oflt<*r CASE C d l q o n  
Hendricks. 1. B. MSFC/Desher. R. 13-Physics 
MSFCjUrhan. E. W. 
(62-850 188-41-54) (62.850 188-78-51) 
NAS 8-29501 Vnircrsity of Alabama - Hunhrille 1049 
Study analysis of cxperimenlal concepts relative to plasma physics 
and environment perturbations laboratory 
prnod ouig.,;"", 
12/22/72-02/28/74 FY74: TOTAL: $8.997 
Pnn. hwsL NASA Twh Olflwr CASE Cn,.l.Wy 
Wu, S. T. MSFC/Smith, R. E. 13-Physics 
(62480 975-84-10) 
NAS 8-29542 Unirereil). of Alabama - Huntsville 1 0 9  
Electrical characterization of single crystals 
- .  
Pen& OMlaorionr 
01/02/72-05/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: $83.482 
Pnn. i n u s ,  NASA T r h .  OJfiwr CASE Car?pom 
Castle, J. G. MSFCIDavidson, M. C. 
47-Materials Engr 
MSFC/Zwicner, J. M. 
(62-960 948-90-95) (62-980 975-9&95) 
NAS %I9543 University of Alabama - Huntsville 1051 
Airglow research 
Perid O#!~',~,O".. 
02/01/73-10/3L/74 FY74: TOTAL: (629.990 
Prtn h*rn NASA Twh. Olflwr CASE Carrm" 
Wu, S. T. MSFC/Swenson, G .  R. 13-Physics 
(62-850 188-36-56) 
NAS 8-29650 University o i  Alabama - Huntsville 1052 
Evsiuation & comparison ol semiconductor specimens by X-ray 
techniques 
P?"d oM;~allon.7 
03/20/73-06/30/74 FY74: 525.WO TOTAL: U1.999 
Pn'n hwst NASA Tech Olfier CASE Cmcgo?? 
Walter, H. U. MSFC/Davidsan, M.  C. 13-Physics 
MSFC/Zwiener, Z. M. 
(62-630 179- 12-13) 
NAS 8-30216 Unirerrity of Alabsms - Huntsville 1053 
Study af define points of entry for potential contaminants in 
limestone aquifers 
P#Nd ONig~iwn, 
06/?2/73-08/31/74 FY74: $9,992 TOTAL: $15,400 
Pnn. Aw.,!. NASA Twh. Ofllnr CASE C m ~ p n  
Doyle, F. L. MSFCIHamby, H. G. 39-Env Sci. NEC 
(62-680 176-53-71) (62-680 160-75-98) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
ALABAMA (Continued) 
5 NAS 8-30244 Unire+y of Alabama - Huntsville 1054 
Study of effect of shock wave compaction on A-I5 supsrconduc- \ ton 
PC#.=, Obltpnon, 
' 06/27/73-08/15/74 FY74 TOTAL: $23,720 
Pdn I n ~ $ r .  NA SI 7 t h .  Ofl!cer CASE Cmrzory 
Otto, G. H. MSFC/Urban, E. W. 13-Physics 
'(62-954,953-37-00) 
NAS 8-30247 University of Alabama - Huntsville 1055 
Review, study, and evaluation of possible flight experiments 
relating t o  cloud Physics wperiments in space 
Perid obl,@,iow 
11/01/73-10/31/74 . FY74: $30.000 TOTAL: $30.000 
Ptin Invrs,. NASA TI*. O T i r  CASE C a r e q  
Hung,R. J. MSFC/Smith, R. E. 46-Mcch Engr 
MSFC/Vaughan, W. W. 
(62-980 975-61-05) 
NAS 8-30% . ., University 01 Allbnrna - Hu~trrille 10% 
Design, fabrication, & installation of safety shield for X-ray 
apparatus 
P e w  DM,p,im, 
07/11/73-W/ll/73 FY74: $4,000 TOTAL: $4,W 
Pnn. h w , ~  NASA T h .  Of l i i i  U S E  Cmezory 
Walters, H. U. MSFC/Fields. S. A. 49-Engr, NEC 
MSFC/Davidson, M. C. 
(62-980 975-90-95) 
NAS 8-30616 ' ~ n i r i r ~ i t y  of Alabama - Huntsville I& 
Tidal and sravity wave propagation 
P#"d Ob't@ll0", 
02/14/74-02/13/75 FY74: $10,000 TOTAL: $lO,MKI 
Pn'n l n w .  NASA Tech. Ofl i i r  CASE Camwry 
Hung, R. J .  MSFC/Smith. R. E. 31-Atmos Sci 
Rao, G.  L. MSFC/Swenson, G. R. 
(62-680 17541-73) 
NAS 8-30737 University 01 Alabama -,Huntsville ' 1058 
Educational uses and users for the space transportation system 
Pond ob!t@r,onr 
03/01/74G?/01/74 FY74: $24,967 TOTAL: $24,%7 
P l i n  lnves,.~ NASA 'T&. Ofltcer CASE Cntwory 
Engk. H.  A. MSFC/Johnson, C. 99-Multi-Discip 
Christensen, D. L. 
(62-980 975-50-01) 
NAS'~-30773 ~nirersiiy of Alabama - Huntsrille 1059 
Environmental parameters of the Tenncsm River 
P e M  Ot4!pim3 
05/16/74-05/15/75 FY74: $14,762 TOTAL: $14.762 
P h  l n r u r  NASA Ted. o / P i r  CASE G-lc%ory 
Rossing, L. M. MSFC/Morton. R. R. 32~tologiea l  Sei 
MSFC/Hamby, H. G. 
(62.680 176-53-72) 
N A S ' ~ - ~ O S ~ ~  University of Alabma - Huntsville 1 W 
Demonstrate the feasibility of the mirads for the retrieval of air 
pollution data 
P < M  mwb3 
06/26/7466/29/75 ' FY74: $14,997 TOTAL: $14,997 
Ptin b w ~ r .  NASA 7-h. Ofll~a? CASE Calno?? 
MSFCf 39-Env Sci, NEC 
i62-680 176-81.71) 
NGL OI-OOWWI Unireraity of A l h a n s  - HunIsvilk 1061 
Research in aerospace physical sciicnas and engineering 
Pend Obl@Nom 
09/17/6962/28/76 FY74: TOTAL: $500,000 
Prjn. Inxs'. NASA TNh. Ollilir CASE Cdqory 
Rush, J.  E. HQ-PYlRedding, E. R. 99-Multi-Discip 
MSFC/Kent. M. I. 
(10.371 340%@3) (10-370 1 8 3 - M )  
NGR 01-Ml8.015 University of Alabama - Huntsville 1062 
Effects of solar flare ionization on terres tria one ionosphere 
PIMd otJ !~ , iow 
11/30/73-01/31/75 FY74: $15,189 TOTAL: $15.189 
P*. Bust. NASA 7d .  OJfnr CASE Cdwov 
Rao, G.  L. HQ-SG/Oertel, G. K. Il-Astronomy 
(10-850 385.3860) 
NAS 5-21876 University of &bans - Tuswloosl, 1063 
ERTSA data user investigation using daIa Iron Alabama 
Petid Obliptionr 
lO/C4/72-10/01/74 FY74: $50.000 TOTAL: S250,WO 
Pn'n. lnn8r NASA 7"h. Oflirrr CASE Ca!#zory 
Henry, H. R. GSFC/Stonesifer. G. R. 
39-Env &, NEC 
(51-680 641-14-04) 
NAS 8-U)172 University of Alabama - Turnlmsl, 1061 
Study and analysis of the FM/FM and SS/FM telemetry systems 
lor the Saturn vehicle . '. 
f i t i d  ot4ip,,ow 
06/10/65-07/30/74 FY74: TOTAL! $529.545 
Per AX$!. NASA 7 d .  Of l i i i  CASE Coyory 
Houts, R. C. MSFC/Emens,'F. H. 45-Elec Engr 
(62-500 l5O-2263) 
NAS 8-25563 Uaivenity ol Alabama - Turalwsa 1065 
The study o f  the effects of atmospheric turbulence on laser 
communication system 
Perid . . Obl@a,im 
03/03{7M15/ 12/74 FY74: TOTAL: $89,824 
Pl(n Irusl. NASA Trr* Oflirii CASE Cmcpory 
Webb, W. E. MSFCjRandall, J. L.. 45-Elcc Engr 
MSFC/Marrero, P. J. 
(62-750 115-22-05) 
NAS 8-28019 Uniwnity of Alabama - Tuxsloosa 1066 
Active control of primary mirror of an orbiting telescope with 
thermal excitation 
h lrlrrr NASA Tlrh O V e r  CASE Care8wY 
HdI, I. L. MSFC/Clarke, W. D. 49-Engr, NEC 
MSFC/Randall, I. L 
(62-704 502-23-21) 
NAS 8-28098 University 01 Alabama - Tuxdoow 106; 
Crystal growth 
P"id ot4!#ania",~ 
12/02/71-01/21/75 FY74: $20,000 TOTAL: $79.826 
Pa. Inwst. NASA Ted. Oflice, CASE Coregory 
Miyagawa, I. MSFC/Bannistcr, T. C. 13-Physics 




NAS 8-29100 University of Alabama - Tuscaloosa 1068 NGL 01-002-064 University of Alabama - Tuscaloosa 1075
Water resources planning for rivers draining into mobile bay Research in the aerospace physical sciences and engineering
Period Obligations Period Obligations
07/01/73-09/30/74 FY74: $25,000 TOTAL: $25,000 03/01/69-08/01/73 FY74: TOTAL: $150,000
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
April, G. MSFC/Hamby, H. G. 39-Env Sci, NEC Whitehurst, R. HQ-PY/Redding, E. R. 99-Multi-DisciF
(62-680 160-75-98) (62-680.177-56-71) MSFC/Kent, M. I.
(10-370 183-00-00)
NAS 8-29494 University of Alabama - Tuscaloosa 1069
Study-experiment analysis and ground base test programs for a
single crystal growth project
Period Obligations NGT 01-002-080 University of Alabama - Tuscaloosa: 1076
01/29/73-09/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: $19,497 Summer faculty fellowship program
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Period Obligations
De Smet, D. J. MSFC/Schafer, C. F. 13-Physics 01/14/71-12/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: $211,885
MSFC/Davidson, M. C. Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
(62-960 948-90-95) Raney, D. C. HQ-PY/Carter, C. H. 49-Engr, NEC
(10-371 340-00-00) (62-960 972-50-00)
NAS 8-29900 University of Alabama - Tuscaloosa 1070
Analysis of the relativistic orbiting gyroscope experiment
Period Obligations
05/31/73-11/30/73 FY74: TOTAL: $6,931 NAS 8-27301 University of Montevallo 1077
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Mathematical analysis of imaging characteristics of an ATM X-ray
Coulter, C. A. MSFC/Eby, P. B. 13-Physics telescope
(62-850 188-41-54) Period Obligations
05/07/71-08/15/73 FY74: TOTAL: $16,736
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
NAS 8-29936 University of Alabama - Tuscaloosa 1071 Foreman, J. W., Jr. MSFC/Hoover, R. B. 11-Astronomy
Assessment of practicality of remote sensing techniques for study MSFC/Randall, J. L.
of effects of strip mining in Alabama (62-850 188-48-51) (62-850 188-00-00)
Period Obligations
06/08/73-06/30/75 FY74: $17,662 TOTAL: $32,651
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Hughes, T. H. MSFC/Bensko, J., Jr. 32-Geological Sci
MSFC/Wells, E. H. NAS 8-29855 University of Montevallo 1078
(62-680 177-53-71) (62-680 160-75-10) Analytical study of the large orbital X-ray telescope imaging
system
Period Obligations
NAS 8-29937 University of Alabama - Tuscaloosa 1072 07/02/73-09/02/73 FY74: $7,815 TOTAL: $7,815
Use of remote sensing techniques for geological hazard surveys Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
in vegetated urban regions Foreman, W. J. MSFC/Randall, J. L. 11-Astronomy
Period Obligations MSFC/Zurasky, J. L.
06/08/73-06/30/75 FY74: $15,000 TOTAL: $29,996 (62-850 832-12-00)
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Stow, S. H. MSFC/Bensko, J., Jr. 32-Geological Sci
MSFC/Greene, W. M.(62-680 177-53-71) (62-680 160-75-10)
NAS 8-28722 University of South Alabama 1079
Studies on atmospheric effects on remote sensing of non linearNAS 8-30479 University of Alabama - Tuscaloosa 1073 temperature sources
Evaluation of composite mobile holographic nondestructive test Period Obligations
system 04/13/72-04/13/74 FY74: TOTAL: $20,000
Period Obligations Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
12/28/73-05/27/75 FY74: $16,000 TOTAL: $16,000 Elliott, J. M. MSFC/Larson, P. A. 46-Mech Engr
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category McNeill, W. A.
Liu, H. K. MSFC/Moore, W. W. 13-Physics (62-680 160-44-58)(62-950 951-16-00)
NAS 8-30624 University of Alabama - Tuscaloosa 1074
Plume induced flow separation in unsteady aerodynamics NSG 3003 University of South Alabama 1080
Period Obligations Laser Doppler spectrometer method of particle sizing
05/13/74-05/12/75 FY74: $25,000 TOTAL: $25,000 Period Obligations
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 06/15/74-03/14/75 FY74: 5$9,744 TOTAL: $9,744Doughty, J. O. MSFC/Schutzenhofer, L. A. Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
46-Mech Engr Weber, F. N., Jr. LERC/Fordyce, J. S. 13-Physics
MSFC/Jones, J. H. LERC/King, R. B.(62-920 986-25-00) (22-702 770-18-01)
6
I NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
ALASKA 
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ALASKA 
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NAB 5-21833 Univcnity 01 Alaska - Flrbanks 1081 
ERTS data user investigations 
Pdcd ohwrm 
W/13/72-09/01/74 FY74: $19,321 TOTAL: $469,321 
P h .  c-st. NASA T A .  O f l N  CASE Corwory 
Bclon. A. E. GSFCfCrump, E. W. 32-Geological Ei 
Branton, C. I. 
. .. Anderson, J .H .  
(51-680 641-1461) (514S0 641-1442) (51-680 641-1443) 
NAS 6-1932 ~ni'rersity of ~ l a s k a  - Fairbanks 1082 
Support ssrvices and site use of the geophysical institute facilities 
lo launch rockets for aumral rtudiis 
&nod oh@,io~ 
02/L1/7164/30/73 FY74: TOTAL: S851.009 
Prin inrs!. NASA T e d .  Ofl- CASE Cllreon 
Davis, T. N. , , WFC/Gray, J. W. 31-Atmos k i  
Brown, N. B. 
(53-500 311&03) (53-850 87422-00) (53-850 879-24-00) 
NAS 9-13945 University 01 AI~ska - Fairbanks i(#u 
ApoUo Soyuz iest projecl experimcnt,MA617-barium cloud 
h d  otf@,am 
Ol/2l/74-05/05/14 ~ ~ 7 4 :  $29.509 TOTAL: S29.m 
Pdn I*rr#. NASA T e d .  O D l m  C A F f  Caleo" 
Wescott, E. M. ISC/Leblane. C. M. 32-Geological k i  
Davis, R. N. 
(72-930 9630-00) 
NGL OU)O1492 University of Alaska: Fairbanks 1084 
Application d =mote sensing data to surveys of the Alaskan 
cnvimnment 
P d  ' ,  OblWirnl 
07/26/72-09/30/76 FY74: $I25,000 TOTAL: $275,000 
Plfn. InmC. NASA Teh. OUi-r CASE Careory 
&Ion. A. E. HQ-PY/Vitale, J. A. 39-Env k i ,  NEC 
Miller, J. M. 
(I0371 
. . 
NGR OWOldOl ~ n i v i m i t ~  of ~ l & k a  - Fairbanks . 1085 
Theoretical study of the ring eurnnt and geomagnetic field 
phenomena 
P c d  owp,irns 
10/15161-12/31/73 FY74: TOTAL: $518.516 
. , . . 
pris ~ n m .  NASI T e h .  Ofli-r CASE Cocegory 
Akasofu, S. I. HQSGjKavanagh, L. D., Jr. 13-Physics 
HQSG/Hallen@k, D. R. 
(10-850 38560.00) (10850 188-3655) (10-850 1 8 8 - W )  
NGR 02-001487 ~ n i v r & t ~  of Alaska - Fairbanks , . 1086 
Measurement of electric fieldi in a rayed aumral arc 
&nod OMtpt!onr 
03/02/7263/31/74 FY74: $101.779 TOTAL: $175,417 
~, . . . 
pn". Inws,. NASA Tech. OjP-r C p E  Calrwry 
Davis, T. N. HQ.SG/Kavanagh, L. D.. Jr. 13-Physics 
HQ-SGJOD, E. J. . , .  
(10-850 879.1 1-00) 
NCR DZmldss  University of Alaska - Fairbank 1C87 
Field ltnc traelng by shaped charge lnjcctton of barturn plasma 
PI& o*t111 
05/&/72-01/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: $160,774 
Pm'n llllll NASA T A .  Of/,-r CASE C#<wN 
Wexott, E. M. HQ-SG/Dubin, M. 31-Atmos S i  
HQ-SG/Kavanagh. L. D., Jr. 
(10850 879-1 1-00) 
NGR 02001P)9 University of Alaska - Firbanks 1088 
Research effort by airborne xiences 
PInod ONiF , i i i i  
11/28/7201/01/75 ' FY74: $43,218 TOTAL: $75,467 
Pn'm. I # r a l .  NASA T.d. O f l ~ ~  CASE OleZery 
Sivjee, C. G. ARC/Haughncy. L. C. Il-Astronomy 
(21-850 35262-02) (21-850 352-02-01) 
NCR OUWII-106 Umiverity of Alaska - Fairbanks 1 W  
Airborne observations of comet Kohovtek 
P e d  OMimt*'rio"s 
12/01/73-12/01/74 FY74: $38.407 TOTAL: $38,407 
P h .  l n l x l .  NASA T d i .  Ofi-r CASE Catczary 
Sivjee. C. G. ARC/Haughney, L. C. ' ll-Astronomy 
Romick, G. J. ARC/Mulholland. D. R. 
Mureray. W. 
(21-975 977-10-64) 
NSC 7051 U~reFslt). of Alnska - Fairbanks 1090 
Study of the relationship bctwecn the ring current and magnctosp- 
here substarms 
PC& OMl~nt l I?  
01/01/7412/31/74 FY74: $I5,WO TOTAL: $15.000 
. . . . 
Pd", la*,,. NASA T r h  offj-r CASE C0,lpry 
Akasofu. S. I. HQ-SG/Kavanagh, L. D., Ir. 13-Physics 
HQSG/khrncrling, E. R. 
NGL 03dOldOl Arim?a State University 1091 
Development of improved procedures for sampling, characterizing 
& classifying meteorite swimens 
renod Oblrnl,0lu 
04/l6/63-02/28/77 FY74: $25,847 TOTAL $256,259 
NCR OU)OI-057. Arizaaa S a t e  University 1092 
Lunar sample analysis 
P l d d  migorim, 
Ol/12/71-01/31/75 FY74: $14,850 TOTAL: $57,550 
P h .  lnvrl. NASA Ted. Officrr CASE Caregory 
Moore. C. B. JSC/Hariis, 1. W. 12-Chemistry 
(72-810 388-1C-02) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
ARIZONA (Continued) 
NSG 1019 A d m a  &k UniversAy 1093 
Work function evaluation of iron-nickel alloys and other metals 
for low tempnature thcrmionic energy conveners 
PC& OtJ@#N 
01/01/74-12/31/74 FY74: 115,543 TOTAL: 115,543 
P N I  Ilrn. NASA Ted. m r  U S E  L a e o y  
Jacobson, D. L. HQRR/Lundholm. 1. G. 13-Physics 
Backus, C. E. HQRR/Schwenk, F. C, 
Gmn. R. 
( l a ic4  S O ~ I M I )  
NSG 1040 Admm Stlk Uohersl* 1094 
A data synthesis proposal to explain the chemical composition 
of the moon 
P r d  ouI#.,lm, 
04/01/1443/31/75 FY74: $35.270 TOTAL: $35.210 
. . . . 
Mn. lawar. NASA T,d. W r  CASK * 
Larimcr, I. W. HQSM/Hanley, I. B. 32-Omlogicsl Sci 
Mom,  C. B. HQSM/Robrmn. F. I. 
(10.810 383-2041) 
NAS 9-13342 ~ m t t  ~ollege 1095 
Hydrology of prehisloric fanning ayatems in Central A b n a  
emtone - Skytab EREP investigstion 
NAS Unlvedty of Arlpomm 1096 
IPP wftwam & display aystcm 
Fwd oumttw 
ll/Ol/7M)1/31/75 FY14: 1283,790 TOTAL: S117.590 
P M .  1nr.l. NASA T d .  G$~OOTOOT CASE CII- 
Gehrelr, A. M. ARC/Hall. C. F. I I-Astronomy 
Coffeelcen. D. L. ARC/Porter. D. L. 
(21-840 811-2260) 
NAS 2-7476 University of Ad- lO?l 
Real time image display system 
P " w  mmh 
03/01/7f01/15/75 FY14: $22,360 TOTAL: $21360 
Prin Inr,,. BAS" Tm. WW#, CISE CU.a'Y 
Baker, L. R. ARC/Wirth, M. N. I l-Astmnomy 
(21-840 811-2MO) 
NAS 2-7839 University of Arizona 1098 
Pioneer FIG data analysis of shock waves 
P#& Obl@,&L8 
10/01/7346/30/74 FY14: S18.OW TOTAL: S18,MX) 
PrU I"-. N I X 4  T d .  Oflrrr CASE C~~ 
Sonett, C. P. ARC/Hall, C. F. 13-Physiw 
(21-840 811-22-00) 
NAS 2788.3 University of Admna 1099 
Design and development of a solar radiometer 
Pdod Wl@,iou 
11/01/73XB/31/74 FY74: S96.305 TOTAL: $96,305 
PNI. In-s#. NASA Tech. OJW? CASE Canon 
Tomasko. M. ARC/Tirhkr. E. 3 1-Atmos Sei 
ARC/Hall. C. F. 
(21-840 186--3) 
NAS 5-11444 Univedty of Ad- l l m ,  
Analysis and evaluation of scientific results from the Eo & 
0 0 0 - 5  expniment 
P d  mmIm 
06/02/7146/30/73 FY74: TOTAL: S20.036 
Pdl. l n l U  NASA Ted. O m  CASE C- 
L'Hcureux, 1. J. GSFC/Mcnc, K. I. 13-Physin 
(51-850 385-SU) 
NAS 5-114% Unheraiiy of Ad- 1101 
Holographic grating study 
PeMd WWn- 
061 1611 144/20/14 FW4: $20,621 TOTAL: $80.466 
P A  Inrat. NASA Ted Omen CASE Wnoy 
Maratly, A. S. GSFCjChin. E. S. Il-Astronomy 
(51454 18841-51) 
NAS 5-20514 U o h d q  ol A d m u  1lm 
Visible infrared pblarization measumenUl 
P"&d 'Jwnh 
06/06/1410/01/74 FY74: S22,JM TOTAL: 122.39 
M n .  Irmn. NASA T.d W r  CASK cmmw 
GSFC/Hanaen. 1. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
(51-680 61 1-13-00) 
NAS 5-11812 UairrrdQ ol Arlmnw 11- 
Studv to canlore the usc of orbital m o t e  sensinx -
*,id 061W1h 
08/11/7204/01/75 FW4: $22,487 TOTAL: 349,975 
m. Inwo. NASA Ted. ewIl CASE Catqwy 
McGinnies. W. G. GSFC/Stoncsifcr. G. R. 
59-Life Sci. NEC 
Haaae. E. F. 
(51680 641-14-07) 
NAS S21819 Udsersity of Arimma 1101 
ERTSA data uJcr investigation to determine desert plant Jpccicr 
by spearal signatures 
P*,id o(vhriou 
lO/0(/72-W/01/74 FW4: TOTAL: 114.156 
Pnr I-. NASA T d .  0s-r CASE OUmr)' 
Low, C. H. GSFC/Stonesifer. G.  R. 
kplsy. L. K. 59-Lif= Sd. NEC 
Van Triu. B. 1. 
(51680 MI-14-07) 
NAS 5-21820 Uaivwsity of A r i m  1105 
Investigation of u s  of eanh w u r m  technological sateUitc 
' Fwd o s r ~ ~  
08/17/72-12/01/74 FY74: TOTAL: ~20,000 
Pli- In-Y NASA T d .  Whvr CASE C m  
Smith. E. L.. 11. GSFC/Stomifeer. G. R. 
Fish. E. 8. 39-Env Sd. NEC 
(51680 641-1441) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
ARIZONA (Continued) 
NAS SZIS49 Udrmity el  A r i m  1106 
Evaluation of ERTSA and EREP image sensor spatial resolution 
in photographic form 
p.Md 061Ovkw 
, 09/18/1208/16/74 FY74: S20,WO TOTAL: S15,aY) 
.-PNI. Innt. NASA T d .  m r  CASE O W o w  
Slatcr.'P. N. GSFC/Stomsifcr, G. R. 99-Multi-Disfip 
Baker. L. R. 
SchoenWf R. A. 
(51-680 601-14-09) 
NAS Sf326) Udvedty of Arizona IlCn 
Maintenance and operation of the 40' telescope at Mt. Lemmon 
o w m m  
FY74: $55,227 TOTAL: 8 5 . m  
NASA T d .  ou10u1r use C W T  
GSFC/Stshcr, T. P. 11-Astronomy 
GSFC/Hamilton. T. W. 
NAS $7.3176 Unlvedty of Ariwna 1 I08 
Phase C/D for HECRE-HEAOA 
hdd ablm,m 
12/0lfl207/01/76 FYl4: TOTAL: $M,WO 
RUl l n l n t  NASA T d .  O#le? CASE E.Wv 
Bow% T. GSFC/Browning. R. K. Il-Astronomy 
Bir+ D. A. 
(51.8~1 ~ ~ u a o o )  
NAS ana unhnrlty 01 MWM 1109 
Bray light suppression study 
'%'(rum 
FY74: S35,UXJ TOTAL: $194.950 
NASA T h  4mnr a s p  (hWow 
MSFC/Gnncr, D. B. 19-Phys Sa. NEC 
MSFC/Zurasky. J. L. 
NAS 6ns63 University of Ariwm 1110 
Study on an instrvhcnt for sensing e n o n  in a telescope's 
wavcfmnt 
P d  m4.W- 
' i, I 01/21/72-06/23/74 FY74: $50.800 TOTAL: 1123,645 
PM. Imn. NASA T d .  W m  CASE La- 
Shack, R. V: MSFC/Wyman, C. L. 13-Physics 
. (62-854 188-18-57) 
~~s'ats661 lJoi.miQ d ~ " ~ 0 0 s  1111 
~ c a s u m c n t  of dimensional stability 
pNla( 061iauMI 
M106/72-06/05/14 FY74: 127,683 TOTAL: $69,256 
. . . . 
P*. 18-1. NASA T d  OJ7kr U S E  Cat- 
' Jambs. s. F. MSFC/Moore, W. W. 13-Physics 
MSFC/Kur4 R. L. 
, ,  "(62450 188-78-57) (62980 975-84-20) 
NAS 8-m U d v d y  d Arilmm 1112 
Rok of gravity in pwarative elcnrophorcs~s 
P,dd Oblbbh 
02/01/73-07/19/14 FYl4: $49.961 TOTAL: 1149,920 
PM lW NASA T d  Wlrnwlrn CASE C- 
Bier. M. MSFC/Snyder. R. S. 51-Biology 
(62-630 179-13-11) 
NASR U8 Udarsity of Arimm 1113 
Devclopmcnt and testing of basic phnopolarimeter instrument 
package at UIC working 'breadboard model stage adaptable to 
future missions 
P,,w WIbIlaa , 
01/03/63-lO/01/74 FY14: TOTAL: $295,125 
P h .  hm. NASA T d .  ou1omom CASE L a m v  
Gehrels, A. M. HQSL/Brunk. W. E. '31-Atmos Sci 
(10-840 l8UIO-00) 
NASW 3283 UdrmdQ of Admm 1114 
O p t i d  studis on law space tclcawpe 
P.Md orvborr 
08/16/7148/16/74 FY14: TOTAL: S57.050 
PNI I l r r t .  NASA T h  WWrr CASE 
Mnnel. A. B. HO-SG/Aucmnann+ M. J. 
- .  
42-Astro E n g  
HQ-SO/Chag, R. H. 
(I0850 1884WO) 
NA81&&518 Ualverslty of M m  1115 
Thundnatorm elfftrical fi ld changes and absociakd mmeorologi- 
. . cal conditions at KSC 
fidd MCW 
02/12/7444/14/15 FY74: S11,WO , , TOTA'L: SI7,WO 
P h .  Inw,,. NASA T h .  GfPcw CASE aW'y 
Krider, E. P. KSC/Toh, P. D. '31-Atmoo Sn 
t ,  Jambaon. E. A. 





. , ,  
NCL ObOXtO3 .UnlvedQ of ~ r i p l u  1116 
Planetary. spectiompic. ~~lenodetic & physical studies of I u d r  , ' 
surface 
Pedd O U ~ h  
08/12/6105/31/77 FY74: TOTAL: S2A19.460 .. ' 
Pm. I n r s r  NASA T d  DUlm CASE CDnory 
Kuipcr. G. P. HQ-SL/Bmnk, W. E. I I-Astronomy 
(10-840 196-41-80) (10-840 1 8 5 W )  
., , 
NCL uni-ty 01 ~ r i -  1 1 n  
Application of modern automatic mntrol theory to nudear rocket 
dynamics B mntrol 
Pedd ow- 
06/28/63-06/01/74 FW4: TOTAL:. $437,819 . . 
Pnn. Ima. NASA T d .  m r  CASE C& , . 
Sfhull% D. G. HQNS/SEhwenk, F. C. '45-Els Engr 
.HQNS/Hintzc. A. S. 
(10704 5om.01)  ( 4 5 p ~  112-0000) 
NGL 03dOU)17 University ol Arimon 1118, , , ' .  
Operation W MV Van dk Graaff accelerator for basic eiperimenfs . . , 
in atomic optical spcdrorcopy 
P # d d  0 6 1 m  
05/2I/W10/31/16 FY74: S50,WO TOTAL: 596(*061 
P h .  1n-t. NASA T h .  O h ,  CASE Onrory 
Bashkin. S. HQ-SG/Roman. N. 0. , Il-Astronomy 
HQSG/Oertel. G. K. 
(10-850 188-41-51) (10-850 188-O(F00) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
AR1U)NA (Continued) 
NCL 03-002-019 University 01 Arizona 1119 
High resolution electron microscopic techniques to  study biological 
material 
P?"d Wl@r&ns 
06/07/63-08/31/76 FY74: S30,WO TOTAL: $381,055 
. . 
Pm. inwsz. NASA Trrh OII<c,r CASE Camwry 
Hoenig, S. A. HQSL/Fellows, R. F. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQ-SL/Brunk, W. E. 
(10-840 18547-80) 
NCL 05002032 University of Arimna 1120 
Large optical telescope systems suitable for use with manned 
space systems 
Perid O b l i ~ i ~ " ,  
08/05/W3/31/75 FY74: S6.W TOTAL: $746,232 
m n .  inues!. NASA T ~ c h  O k r  CASE &- 
Tifft, W. G. HQ-SG/Roman, N. G. Il-Aslronomy 
HQ-SG/Boggess. N. W. 
(10-85C 1881:-51) (10-850 188-WCO) (10-980 981-WOO) 
NCL 0360M81 University of Arizona 1121 
Photometry and polarimelry of minor planets 
P ~ d d  Wl!t.,libS 
03/14/6603/31/76 FY74: TOTAL: $289,272 
Pna, hxst. NASA rrrh Om-r CASE CaZwr? 
Gehrcls, A. M. HQ-%/Dubin, M. Il-Artmnomy 
HQ-SL/Brunk, W. E. 
(IC-850 18845-51) (10-850 188-00-00) 
NCL 03402-122 University of Arizma 1122 
Astrometric and astrophysical investigation of comets, minor 
planets, and satellites 
f i r i d  Wl&~r,ms 
02/22/67-04/01/75 . FY74: TOTAL: $188.015 
Ptin. hural NASA Tech. OJflmr CASE &,wry  
Roemer. E. HPSL/Brunk. W. E. Il-Astronomy 
(10-840 19MI-80) (10-840 185-0060) 
NCL 03-W2-191 University of Arizona 1123 
Lunar surface and planetology 





. . .. TOTAL: $389.455 
Y. C. T x l  nrr.,.. r-. V P  r",..",. . .  . -  . . . . .. - ,,   . -. . -- -- . *-. , 
HQ-SM/BrySOn. R. P. 32-Geological Sci 
HO-SMIAltenhv R I 
NCL 03602-313 University of Arizona 1124 
Remote sensing applicationS for slate & local government 
P c n d  oblim,ians 
03/W/72-02/28/77 FY74: $75,000 TOTAL: $275,m0 
. . .. . . . .. . . . . . .... ...... -n..v. -""- --.-s "., 
Johnson, I. D. HQ-PYjVitalc, 1. A. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
Fostier, K. E. 
(10-371 34L-WW) 
NGR 03-WZa71 University d Arizona 1125 
Cosmic ray investigations of elementary particle phenomena at 
very high energies 
Psnd OM&miam 
01/12/6602/01/75 FY74: S90,LXO TQT.41: $985,LDD 
Pn". Inrerr. NASA Tech Olfi-r CASE &lqory 
Bouen, T. HQ-SG/Opp, A. G. Il-Astronomy 
HPSG/Kavanagh, L. D., Ir. 
(10-850 188-4656) (10-850 18846-52) (10-850 188-00-00) 
10 
NCR 03402101 University of Arimn. 1126 
Basic ressarch in aslmphysics and space scienes 
P e d  OUIptbm 
09/01/67-08/31/74 FY74: SS5.000 TOTAL: $363.063 
P"n. lww88. NASA 1 4  Ofjtc~r CASE CnI* 
Fan, C. Y. HQSG/Kavanagh, L. 0.. Ir. 
19-Phys Sci.NEC 
HQ-SG/Schmeding, E. R. 
(IC-850 188-36-55) 
, .. 
NGR 03002-155 University 01 Arlmnn l l n  
Optimization of solutions of the equation ol radiative transfa 
for atmospheric processes including emission, absorption. 
polarization. and multiple MIE a t e r i n g  
P e l i d  o u * , i ~ r  
04/08/6868/31/73 FY74: TOTAL: S222,WO 
P M .  I n r x l .  NASA T d .  O m  CASE Cam 
Herman, B. M. GSFC/Cumn. R. J. 31-Atmas Sci 
(51-680 IC43-4-54) 
NGR 03-002-171 University of Arimna Ilk3 
Analysis of carbonaceous meteorites 
P c d  o u m r m  
10/26/68-09/30/74 FY74: $SO,mO TOTAL: $342.000 
Prin bwsl. NASA T h .  O,@w CAST C n , w  
Nagy, B. HQSL/Young, R. S. 32-Geological Sei 
Urey. H. C. 
(10-840 192-55-62) 
NGR 03-002-18(1 University of Arimlu 1129 
Multicolor photoelectric photometry and interferometric /Fourier 
transform/ infrared spectroscopy 
PeMd ~ i p r b n r  
02/17/69-07/31/73 FY74: TOTAL: $62,751 
Pltn b u s r  NASA 1-h. OJficer CASE G l , q q  
Lee, T. A. GSFC/Hoffman, W. F. I!-Astronomy 
GSFCjStothen. R. B. 
(51.850 405-02-02) (51-850 188-00-00) 
NGR 03402-213 Unirersily of Arizona 1130 
Flow visualiralian studies of the fluidistics in a nozzle wilh large 
blowing rates 
fine4 OUiWion" 
02/05/70-02/28/74 FY74: TOTAL: $129,992 
P M .  Burr,. NASA T h .  Wmr CASE Catwav 
Perkins, H. C. LERC/Kaplan, G. M. 49-Engr, NEC 
Kinney. R. B. 
(22-704 503-WOI) (22-720 122-WOO) 
NGR 03602-219 University of Arimns 1131 
PholepIarimelr). of bfercur): Man, and salcllites 
P e r i d  OMi~ario"" 
02/13/70-10/31/74 FY74: $34.972 TOTAL: $174.360 
Prim l n r r r .  NASA T h .  Ofjtc~r CASE C#!wov 
Gehrels. A.  M. HQSL/Brunk, W. E. .Il-Artmnomy 
HQ-SL/Fellows, R. F. 
(10-840 196-41-80) (10-840 19600-00) 
NGR 03002-237 University of Arimns 1132 
Lunar sample analysis 
P P M  mi69,ranran 
02/04/71-08/01/74 FY74: TOTAL: $173.400 
Pnn. b w s r  NASA l h .  Ollicer CASE Celeo'71 
Nagy. B. JSC/Harris, I. W. 12-Chemistry 
(i2-910 9 1 u - w )  
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
ARIZONA (Continued) 
NCR 03-002-269 University of Arizona 1133 
' Operation of a 30 cm flying infrared telescop 
e n d  OM@,ion, 
05/W/7145/31/75 FY74: S67,MS TOTAL: 5229,171 
):: Pdi. l m n l .  NASA T e d  Ofper CASE (h-Y 
-Low, F .  I. HQ-SG/Boggess, N. W. I I-Astronomy 
HQ-SG/Ott. E. I. 
(10850 18841-55) (10.850 188-0000) 
NCR ~ F O O Z J ~ ~  University ol Arizona 1134 
Development of a photon-counting silicon intensifier target 
device 
' m@,,om 
041 14~72-06/30/73 FY74: TOTAL: 574,884 
PIU. l n l l l  NASA T h .  Offmr CASE O ! w w  
Wcymann, R. I. HQSG/Sobieski, S. l I-Astronomy 
. . HQ-SG/Aucrcmanne. M: I. 
(l0850,188-78-57) 
NCR aFOOZ33l Umivenity of Ari- 1135 
Infrared stellar spectroscopy from the NASA 36 lnch tclsscope 
on board the GI41  rurcraR 
hdcd o ~ l m r  
03/05/7368/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: S20,WO 
Pzin Irml NASA Ted W m r  CASE Cclmov 
Johnson. H. L. ARC/Camron, R. M. Il-Astronomy 
(21-850 3524243) 
NGR 034WZ-332 University of Arimm 1136 
Infrared spectroscopy of the planets from I-5.6mieron with the 
medium-rcsalution W L  Fourier interferometer 
' h d d  OM@,W 
03/05/7347/04/74 FY74: $12,300 TOTAL: $37,300 
PIU. em,. NASA r d .  ~ l l n r  CASE c ~ r w r y  
Larson, H. P. ARC/Cameron. R. M. Il-Astronomy 
(21-850 3524243) 
NGR @SOW333 Unive+ty of Arizona I137 
Design, construction B installsti?n of an infrared Fouricr- 
trqnslorm 6pecIrometcr f o r  apcctmscopic obsewations of stan, 
planets, satcUites and other infra'red emitting devices 
hdcd LMIWM 
03/05/7347/01/74 FY74: TOTAL: SI5,Oa) 
PHn. In-U. NASA TeA. OVlnr CASE C n w  
Johnson. H. L. ARC/Cameran. R. M. 11-Astronomy 
(21-850 35242-03) 
NCR OHOLJM Uniredty of Ari- 1138 
Infrared absewations of thc planets 
P<riod obl@,lonlon 
03/09/7342/28/74 FY74: TOTAL: $19.000 
PNI  *w,z. N l S l  T h .  O W  CASE CnI- 
Low, F. 1. HQ-SL/Brunk, W. E. 11-Astronomy 
HQSLjFeUows. R. F. 
(IC-840 196-41-80) 
NGR OMD2-363 University of Arimaa 1139 
Diffraction limited camera an the large space telescope 
PdCd 0Mrrrrri.nr 
10/01/73-12/31/74 FY74: $7,322 TOTAL: $7.322 
Plin. InWsl. NASA T h .  Ofltcer CASE Cclrrpry 
Ssrkowski, K. M. GSFC/Sobkski, S. 11-Astronomy 
GSFC/Levin, G. M. 
(51.850 188-78-58) 
NCR 03002370 University of Arimna I140 
An investigation of electromagnetic processes in the early solar 
system with hearing a n  thcrmdl evolution and fossil magnetism 
pen4 0 6 1 i ~ f i . N  
l0/01/73-12/M/74 FY74: 550,000 TOTAL: $50,000 
Pdn.' Invet. NASA Ted. Offter CASE Caregay 
Sonett. C. P. HQ-SL/Dwornik, S. E. 32-Geological Sci 
HQ.SL/Holt. H. E. 
(10.840 185-5C-81) 
NCR 03602-371 University of Ariwna 1141 
Far infrared observations of galactic and extra-galactic rourfcs 
of radiation 
period mizm,ionl 
09/01/73-12/30/74 FY74: $50,000 TOTAL: $SO,Oa) 
Pnn. Imrn. NASA reh. Ofper CASE Cmtqmy 
Hoffman, W. F. HQ-SG/Boggcss, N. W. I I-Astronomy 
Aqnncstad, P. A. HQ-SG/Roman, N. G. 
(10.850 188-41-55) 
NGR aFOOZ372 University 01 Arizona 1142 
Silicon intensifier target photon counting spectrograph rercarch 
Prricd m i 8 1 r m  
OI/01/74-12/31/74 FY74: $24.990 TOTAL: 524,990 
. . . . 
Pnn ln*rs#. NASA rh.  Ofl,cer CASE (hfegwy 
Gilbert. G. R. GSFC/Sobierki, S. I I-Astmnomy 
Wcymann, R. I. GSFClWright, D. U.. 11. 
Slrittmatter, P. A. 
(51-850 180-7846) 
NGR DMOZ38Z Unlverslty of Arizona 1141, . 
Determination of atmospheric ozone profiles above 20 km 
P l M  ou,w,1m, 
12/OL/73-11/30/74 FY74: $19,900 ' TOTAL: $19,900 . , 
Plln Iru~t NASA Teh 0//111 CASE categav 
Herman, B. M. GSFCIHesth, D. F. 31-Amos Sci 
(51-680 175-2142) 
NGR 03a)WS8 Univendty of Arimna 
. . 
, 1144 
Lunar sample analysis 
P e w  OM@li0"‘ 
02/01/74-01/31/75 FY74: 530.700 TOTAL: $30,700 
Pdn. Imv',. NASA T d .  0fl1111 CASE Cnlrpry 
Drake, M. J .  ' JSC/Harris, 1. W. 12-Chemistry ., 
(72-810 388-1041) 
NGR 03-002-390 University of Arizona 1145 
Mapping structure of galacttc center 
period ou@tims 
lO/OI/73-10/01/74 . FY74: 521.980 TOTAL: $21.980 
PNn. Iqwnl. NASA 1-h. Off~mr CASE C a l r p v  
Hoffman, W. F. ARC/Camcron, R. M. .Il-Astronomy 
(21-850 352=02-03) . . 
NCR 03002392 University of Arizona 1146 
Investigation of infrared spectroscopy of comet Kohoutek 
perid 0~jcoriaru 
12/10/7369/W/74 FY74: $9,700 TOTAL: S9,7M) 
Pn'n Inrrr. NASA .re& OJmr CASE C@O<&T ( , 
Fink, U. GSFCjHobbs. R. W. 11-Astronomy 
GSFC/Maran, S. P. 
(51-840 19641-53) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
ARIZONA (Continued) 
NGR 05002393 UnireRity o( Arizona 1147 
Study of high resolution narrow band photography of comet 
Kohoutck with an image intensilier 
P<Ad obi*,iar 
12/10/73-09/09/74 FY74: $4.3W TOTAL: $4,3W 
P A  hw?,. NASA T h .  Ofii'?, CASE C w w v  
Larson, S. M. GSFC/Hobbs, R. W. Il-Astronomy 
GSFC/Maran. S. P. 
(51-840 196-41-53) 
NSG 5001 University of Arizona 1148 
Large space tclsscop diffraction limited camera investigations 
Peed OWkntimr 
W/01/7&12/31/74 FY74: $8.944 TOTAL: $8.944 
Ph. Imn. NASA T e d .  OUlccr CASE Cnteow 
Angel. J .  R. GSFC/Sobieski, S. I l-Astronomy 
(51-850 188-78-56) 
NSG 7011 Univemlty of Arilana 1149 
Radiation history of meteorites 
PC"& Obli*lhs 
03/01/74-02/28/75 FY74: $18,250 TOTAL: $18,250 
Plin bwn. NASA r d ,  0fic.r CASE C#8ezory 
Wilkening. L. L. HQ-SM/Bryson, R. P. 32-Geological Sci 
HQ-SM/Robcmn, F. 1. 
(10-810 19542-67) 
NSC 7014 University of Arimnr 1130 
Comparison of color composite photography with other lunar 
data 
P e M  Oblze,Lm. 
03/01/74-02/28/75 FY74: $2,000 TOTAL: $2.000 
M n .  Inxs l .  NASA TI&. O/lirr CASE Catesory 
Whitaker, E. A. HQ-SMIHanley, J. B. 32-Geological Sci 
HQ-SM/Robcmn, F. I. 
(10-810 383-20-03) 
NSG 7020 University of Arilalu 1151 
Investigation of lunar induced and pcrmancnt magnetism in the 
lunar data analysis and synthesis program 
P C M  Obi!~,fO". 
03/01/74-03/01/75 FY74: S42.291 TOTAL: $42,291 
Ptin. tnws8. NASA T&. O V w  CASE Carwry 
Sonctl. C. P. HQ-SM/Hanley. J. B. 32-Geological Sci 
HQ-SM/Robe~n ,  F. 1. 
(10-810 383-20-03) 
NSG 7024 University of Ari- 1152 
Study of the earth's magnctosphcre and solar wind 
Rnod oanmriom 
02/01/74-01/31/75 FW4: $50.000 TOTAL: $50,000 
%. b.lzc. NASA Tmh. Ofilm, CASE Ce Iwry  
Sonett, C. P. HQ-SGIKavanagh, L. D., Jr. 
31-Atmos Sci 
HQ-SG/Schmcrling. E. R. 
(10-850 385-36-00) 
NSG 7045 University of Aliz- 1153 
Interiors of the giant planets 
Period W t z n t i m  
05/22/7463/31/75 FY74: $30.000 TOTAL: S30.000 
Pdn. l r r s r  N ~ S A  ~ d .  Offiwr CASE Carego,? 
Hubbard, W. B. HQ-SL HW-SL/Brunk. W. 
(10-840 19641-85) Il-Astronomy 
ARKANSAS 
NAS 9-14134 Hprdimg College 11% 
Study of optimal protocol fdr cardiovascular and muscular 
efficiency 
Pniod OMiWrom 
01/01/74-12/31/74 FY74: $40,000 TOTAL: 140,aX) 
Prin InWrt. NASA Th. Offl'?r CASE Cat- 
Olree. H. JSC/Rummel, I. A. 52-Clinical Med 
(72-970 970-51-14) 
NAS %I4251 University of Arkanus - Faymerille 1155 
Remote sensing of soil rnoirlurc content 
P I W  0titarnh$ 
06/01/74-05/31/75 FY74: $20.000 TOTAL: S20.W 
Pfn. lnw>r NASA T'h, OD-r CASE Camego,y 
Waite. W .  P. JSC/PoUcr, A. E. 19-Phys Sci. NEC 
MacDonald, H. C. JSC/Whilchcad, V. F. 
(12-680 177-51-84) 
NGL 04401407 University of Arkansas - Fayelterille I156 
Application of lasers to  instrumentation k measurement 
techniques 
P d  W<*,b", 
Mi/15/70.ll/30/74 FY74: S19.507 TOTAL: $329,699 
P"n, b w s .  NASA T&. OJfiw? CASE C a m o  
Tsstcrman, M. K. ARC/Ragcnl, B. 13-Physics 
Ballard, G. S. ARC/Givcns. I. I. 
Bond, R. L. 
(21-840 18668-60) (21-750 I25-lWW) 
NGR 04-001439 University of Arkansas - Fayemrille 1157 
To further basic rewarch in chronobiology by providing support 
to the 11th International Mating of the Society for Study of 
Biological Rhythms 
Petid Ot.'*,ii 
09/10/7L-06/01/73 FY74: TOTAL: 54.200 
PM. Cwsr. NASA Teh. OIfililir CAST Calwr? 
Pauly. J .  E. HQ-MM/Belkville. R. E. 51-Biology 
(10-970 970-14-01) 
NAS 9-13196 Uoiremity of A r k -  - Mooticello 1158 
Geologic rlrueturs of shallow maria data analysis 
PI& ow*,nnr 
1 I/ 10/12-07/01/75 FY74: $3.804 TOTAL: $38.804 
Pdn. bmsr NASA T 4 .  Orer r  CASE Ce!ego~ 
Dellon. R. A. JSC/Hardcc. S. N. 13-Phyria 
(72-810 383-30-02) 
NCR 0e00&001 University of Arkansas - Moatirrllo 1159 
Mars geologic mapping MC-29 
Pr& o u w l o l *  
03/15/73-05/31/75 FY74: $13.579 TOTAL: $13,579 
PNl. l n r s r  NASA T d .  Ofilc<r CASE Careron 
Dchon, R. A. HQSL/Dwornik, S. E. 32-Geological Sci 
HQSL/Holl. H. E. 
(10-840 384-50-80) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
ARKANSAS (Continued) 
NSG 9002 Unir. 01 Arkansas - Pine Bluff 1160 
Identilication of crops in Arkansas using visual and infrared 
spectral reflectance signatures 
period 'Obl@d,,OEJ 
03/01/7442/28/75 FY74: $20,000 TOTAL: 620,WO 
Ptin lnrs , .  NASA T-h. Ofltc#r CASE CoI<#ow 
Davis, L. A,, Jr. JSC/Potter, A. E. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
(72-371 ?-lCL00-00) 
CALIFORNIA 
NAS 1-9703 Califomis Institute of ~echooloby 1161 
Participation in seismology planning for the Viking 1975 
missions 
P e M  OU@alim~ 
D1/M/7003/31/77 FY74: $169.680 TOTAL: S5C0.980 
NAS S-12.311 CalSmnis Institote o( Technology 1162 
Panicipation in science planning lor Viking 1975 mission in the 
area of biology 
P . M  Obl@.rim, 
o7/02/73a3/31ln ~ ~ 7 4 :  $61,975 TOTAL: $95,975 
Pm. frills. N A U  Tech. WJmr CASE C O ~ W Y  
Horowitz, N. H. LARC/Soffen, G. A. 51-Biology 
(23-840 815-2040) 
NAS 2-6556 California Institute of Teehadogy 1163 
Pioneer F IG  data analysis 
P * d  Obl*,iclru 
09/17/71-MI30174 FY74: $71.321 TOTAL: 598.647 
Ptiin. Inns#. NASA Tcb. ONjcer CASE Careary 
Munch, G. ARC/Hall, C. F. I l-Astronomy 
ARC/Portcr. D. L. 
(21-840 811-22-00) ' '. 
NAS 511066 Calilomb Institote of Technology 1164 
IMP-HBJ clectrob isotope spenramctcr crpcrimcnt 
P ~ d d  OM@l0", 
01/12/68d9/M/75 FY74: SllO.000 TOTAL: $1,353,000 
Ptir hrU. N A S l  T r h  w r ~ 7  C*SE &,qry 
Stone, D. C. GSFC/Davis. M. A. 13-Physin 
(51-850 86142-00) 
NAS 5-20492 California Institute 01 Technology 1165 
Infrared photometry' study 
P l d d  Obl@.rtm, 
05/10/7405/10/75 FY74: $45,300 TOTAL: W 5 . m  
P h  lnnlr NASA T d .  Ofli-r CASE C@laory 
Neugcbauer. G. GSFC/Kcllsall. T. 39-Enr k i .  NEC 
(51.850 188-78-56) 
NAS 523287 Callfonds InrtihRe d Technology 1166 
Instrument delinilion study , ' 
Oui~~tb", 
08/24/73-12/31/74 , . FY74: Sl9,mO TOTAL: S19,WO 
Ptin hwn. ' NASA Tmh. OJlililili CASE C a l w y  
Neugcbauer, G. GSFC/Sobieski, S. I l-Astronomy 
(51.850 188-7656) (51-850 188-78-58) 
. . . . 
. . 
NAS 5-23315 California Institute of Technology I167 
Cosmic X-ray experiment for HEAO-2 
period *imliom , 
11/15/13-04/15/78 FY74: $130.000 TOTAL: 6130,000 
rn'n. Inxrn.  NASA Ted.  OJfir CASE ChIqvry 
Garmire. G. P. ' GSFC/Wrublik, D. P. Il-Astronomy 
GSFC/Browning, R. K. 
(51.850 832-12-00) 
NAS % 2 7 m  California Institute of Trehoology 1168 
HEAO-Mission B experiment feasibility study & diffuse X-ray 
rneasunment 
PItiod 0ui11,ions 
06/29/71-11/30/73 FY74: $30,000 TOTAL: $287,b5 
Pdn. lnursr, NASA Ted. Of/&, CASE C e l a m  
Stone, E. C. MSFC/Kromc, H. 0. Il-Astranomy 
MSFC/Cochran, J. 
(62-850 832-12-00) 
NAS 8-27978 C.Wornia INnmte of Technology 1169 
Design, development & operation of the ACR-7 heavy nuclei 
experiment under the HEAO program 
Pen& Oblblim, 
06/23/72-01/31/78 FY74: TOTAL: $108.560 
Pn'n. InWaf. NASA Ted.  OJJker CASE Carrgory 
Stone. E. C. MSFC/Krarns, H. 0. Il.Astronomy 
MSFC/Cochran. J. 
(62-850 832-12.00) 
NAS 8-28028 California Institute 01 Technology 1170 
Development lnstrvmentalton lor observation 01 solar octlne 
reglons 
PIMd O W i m '  . . 
01/21/72-05/20/74 . ~ ~ 7 4 :  $25,115 TOTAL: $230,175 
Pnn. Inwst. NASA 7-b. OIneII CASE Cuclory 
Zirin. H. MSFC/Rcichman, E. J. II-Astronomy 
(62.960 99600-00) (62-980 975-0400) 
NAS 8-29313 California Institute 01 Techmlogy 1171 
Dynamin of unsleady cavihting caseadcs 
period Obl l~arim 
09/28/72-10/27/74 FY74: SS2,867 TOTAL: $161,066 
P h .  In.",. NASA ld. WPcer CASE COIwry 
Acosta, A. 1. MSFC/Gross. L. A. 46-Mcch Engr 
MSFC/Strong, I. S. 
(62-920 983-15-00) . '(62-710 113-31-14) 
NAS 9-12585 Califomis Institute of Trehaolagy 1172 
Design, development & lesting of lunar neutron flux gradient 
probe prototype unit 
period oUrp8,0"* 
041 10/7245/31/74 FY74: $18.430 TOTAL: 5244,758 
P*. imwrt. NASA rirh W j e r  CASE Cntqoo. 
Burnett, D. S. JSC/Eichclman. W. F. 19-Phfs SEi, NEC 
(72-810 383-25-03) 
NAS A13960 California Institute of Terhmlogy 1173 
Geologic invertigatton 
P*"d oU@iaiaia"' 
03/04/7448/31/74 FY74: $27.WO TOTAL: $27,000 
P*. Inwn. NdS.4 T d .  OJn-, CASE Cm-r 
Silver, L. T. ISC/Wilmarth, V. R. 32Geologtcal Sci 
(72-960 948-80-80) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
CALIFORNIA (Continued) 
NGL 0500UIOZ California Institute of Technology 1174 
Investigation of fluid mechanics of rarefied gaws utilizing large 
diarnetcr shock tubes 
P<Md obf@.,Bn, 
08/01/59-01/01/13 FY74: TOTAL: $805,950 
Pdn. ,nus,. NASA Ted. WPmr CASE Colwry 
Lkpmann, H. W. HQ-RAIRoudebush, W. H. 
41-Aero Engr 
HQ-RAjGessan. A. 
(10-740 12960-00) (23-740 129-MOO) 
NGL 05002603 California Iostilute of Techhnlogy 1175 
Basic scientific research on lunar & planetary exploration 
PI"'., Oblwnon, 
12/01/59-11/30/76 FY74: 9138,497 TOTAL: $2310,875 
Plfn Inwrr. NASA T l d .  OIIii i i  CASE Cot<rooi 
Muhlcman, D. 0. HQ-SL/Brunk, W. E. Il-Astmnomy 
HQSL/Fellows, R. F. 
(I0840 19641.80) (10840 1 8 5 - W )  
NGL 05002005 California lnrtitute of Technology 1176 
Experimental & theoretical research on failure criteria for 
viswelastic marcrials typical of solid rocket propellants 
P c M  OM@.,!~s 
08/10/61-12/31/73 FY74: TOTAL: 9529,102 
Pnn Inus, NASA Tech. O l ~ ~ c r  CASE Cotwory 
Knaurs, W. G. HQ-RP/Wawl. R. A. 13-Physics 
(10-710 128-WOO) 
NGL DM02407 California Indilute of Trchoolog* 1117 
Space related research in cosmic rays, interplanetary magnetic 
, fields, solar physics, thwntical astrophysics, planetary spsctros- 
copy & infrared astronomy 
Petid 0uiKaaims 
05/20/63-W/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: $4,645,302 
Ptin ,on# NASA Tech. Officer C4SE Cotepo 
Ncugcbaucr, G. HQ-%/Roman, N. G. Il-Astronomy 
HQ-%/Oh, E. 1. 
(10-850 188-Ma)) (10-370 183.00-W) (ID840 185-03m) 
NGL OYW12-034 California institute of Teehoology 1178 
Rescarch in solar flares and the solar atmosphere 
P d  Obl@,rn 
05/18/65-08\31/76 FY74: $175,m0 TOTAL: $1,848,353 
P a  Inrrl.  N A U  T r h .  O#icer CASE QIemV 
Zirin, H. HQ-SG/Weldon, 1. M. Il-Astronomy 
HQ-SG/Oertel, G .  K. 
( l a s s o  188-38-52) 
NGL OWWO69 Caliloroia Instilute d Technology 1179 
Theoretical investigation of planetary interiors 
P<"d OtJ@.2nonl 
06/12/6768/01/75 FY74: $3 TOTAL: $509,370 
Pf ln  Inw5r. NASA Tech. On-r CASE Cmmv 
Anderson, D. L. HQ'-SM/Bryson, R. P. 32-Geologjeal Sci 
HQSM/Allcnby, R. 1. 
( la810 195-W-00) (IC-810 383JB-56) (10-8Ml 849-WM) 
NGL WW2-IW Californls Institute of Technology 1180 
Spa= charge effects in current transport 
P~ti'., ablw,,"m 
04/18/68-11/01/72 FY74: TOTAL: S97 .N  
Pn'n ewsr .  NASA Txh.  O l l i r r  CASE Cafqory 
Nicolett, M. A. LARC/Kenimsr I l-Astmnomy 
(25-750 125-00-00) (23-750 125-MOO) (23-740 1 2 9 - W )  
14 
NGL 05002-105 Cdifornt  Institute of Technlogy 1181 
Shock effects in minerals 
Perid W I I W o l l  
08/16/6863/31/77 FY74: I l13 .W TOTAL: WN.950 
P M  hCIl NASA Trrh Ofl1-r CASE C-
Ahrens. T. J. HQ-SM/Bryson. R. P. 32Gealosical Scn 
HQ-SMjRabersan, F. I. 
(10-810 19542.65) (10-810 383.2003) 
NGL 0500t134 C.liforoi. I d m e  of Teehnol~gy I181 
Modern astmnomical instrument devslopment 
Period wim,ims 
10/27/694B/30/76 FY74: 164.382 TOTAL: $418,382 
PHn. lnrrr. NASA Tmh. OJb-b CASE C # # m  
Oke, J. 8. HQ-S(j/Boggess, N. W. Il-Astronomy 
Dennison, E. W. HQ-SGjRaman. N. G. 
NGL 05.002-136 C.ldonla InUilute of Tmbmlogi 1183 
Restarch on' turbomachines 
Prrnd w n , , m  
Qb/02/69-04/M/76 FY74: 542.000 TOTAL: 5248.325 
rnn 1 ~ ~ 8 r .  NASA ~ e c h .  wcr CISE camm, 
Rannie, W .  D. LERC/Sandercock. D. M. 41-Asm Engr 
(22-704 501-WO3) (22-762 132-15-05) 
NGL 05002-140 Calitomh Institute 01 Teehwlogy ' 11.94 
Research in planetary astronomy 
PC.7o.l o u l m , ~  
04/11/6943/31/76 FY74: S20,CCCI TOTAL: 1307,505 
Pan Inr r l  NASA T M .  WI  CASE OWay 
Munch. G. HQSL/Brunk, W. E. Il-Astronomy 
HQSL/Fellows. R. F, 
(10-840 196-41-80) (10-840 1 8 5 - W )  
NGL 05002-187 Califemis Institute of Techwlogy 1185 
Lunar sample analysis 
Petid m4wbM~ 
02/09/7141/31/76 FY74: $17.220 TOTAL: 1655,485 
Pnr I-*#. NASA Tmh. OJb<er CASE Ca!x#w 
Silver, L. T. JSC/Harris, J. W. 12-Chemistry 
(72-810 388-IM2) 
NGL OM02-188 California lostitute of Teekmlogy 1186 
Lunar sample analysis 
period OUImtii 
02/03/7161/31/77 FY74: $302,012 TOTAL: $l,971,382 
Plin, ,nus,. NASA T&. OJPm CASE C n # n w  
Wasserburg, G.  1. JSCjHarris, J. W. 12-Chemistry 
(72-810 388-1002) 
NGL 05002-190 California instilute of Technology 1187 
Lunar sample analysis 
P e w  ouim,io"n 
01/19/71-01/31/17 FY74: $112,970 TOTAL: 5503,770 
Plin law, .  NASA Tech. Ofpm, CASE Chlrzory 




NGL 05-002-207 California Institute of Technology 1188 NGR 05-002-158 California Institute of Technology 1195
Research in infrared and X-ray astronomy Determination of optical properties of lunar regolith from Surveyor
Period Obligations television pictures
02/18/71-09/30/76 FY74: 5$95,000 TOTAL: $380,000 Period Obligations
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 04/30/70-11/30/73 FY74: TOTAL: $93,466
Neugebauer, G. HQ-SG/Boggess, N. W. II-Astronomy Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Cateorv
Garmire, G. P. HQ-SG/Roman, N. G. Ingersoll, A. P. HQ-SM/Bryson, R. P. 32-Geological Sci(10-850 188-41-55) (10-850 188-41-59) HQ-SM/Allenby, R. J.
(10-810 383-09-50) (10-810 383-00-00)
NGL 05-002-229 California Institute of Technology 1189
Experimental study of flow about a stalled two-dimensional NGR 05-002-159 California Institute of Technology 1196
airflow Calibration and photometric analysis of Hasselbald & lunar
Period Obligations geological exploration cameras
05/11/71-08/01/74 FY74: TOTAL: $108,020 Period Obligations
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 12/03/69-05/31/73 FY74: TOTAL: 567,312
Cole, D. ARC/Olson, L. E. . 41-Aero Engr Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
(10-371 340-00-00) Silver, L. T. JSC/Bates, J. R. 32-Geological Sci
(72-910 914-40-00)
NGL 05-002-338 California Institute of Technology 1190 NGR 05-002-160 California Institute of Technology 1197
'Petrologic and microprobe investigations on isotopically dated Research in particles and fields
lunar samples Period Obligations
Period Obligations 10/27/69-09/30/75 FY74: 5$295,000 TOTAL: $1,345,00002/01/74-01/31/77 FY74: $113,862 TOTAL: $113,862 Prin. Inves. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Prin. Invest. " NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Vogt, R. E. HQ-SG/Opp, A. G. I 11-AstronomyAlbee, A' L. JSC/Harris, J. W. 13-Physics HQ-SG/Kavanagh, L. D., Jr.(72-810 388-10-01) i (10-850 188-46-56) (10-850 188-46-51)
NGR 05-002-114 California. Institute of Technology 1191 NGR 05-002-181 California Institute of Technology 1198
Radio interferometry of Mars and Venus Mariner 6&7 picture analysis
Period Obligations Period Obligations
10/11/68-09/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: $186,816 09/18/70-09/30/73 FY74: TOTAL: $65,735
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Muhleman, D. O. HQ-SL/Brunk, W. E. 11-Astronomy Leighton, R. B. HQ-SL/Dwornik, S. E. 32-Geoiogical Sci(10-840 196-41-82) HQ-SL/Allingham, J. W.
(10-840 384-50-80)
NGR 05-002-117 California Institute of Technology 1192
Analysis and evaluation of alternative approaches to photography NGR 05-002-185 California Institute of Technology 1199
from a Mercury/Venus flyby Design and supervision of an infrared sky noise survey
Period Obligations Period .. Obligations
10/01/68-12/30/74 FY74: $141,310 TOTAL: $432,775 06/25/70-06/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: $292,608
Prin. Invest. 'NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Prin. Invest. NASA Tech.' Officer CASE Category
Murray, B. C. HQ-SL/Dwornik, S. E. 32-Geological Sci Westphal, J. A. HQ-SL/Brunk, W. E. 11-Astronomy
HQ-SL/Holt, H. E. (10-840 196-41-80) (10-840 196-00-00)(10-840 185-50-81) (10-840 185-00-00)
NGR 05-002-220 California Institute of Technology 1200
NGR 05-002-121 California Institute of Technology 1193 Investigation of finite amplitude sound waves
A study of water metabolism in Neurospora crassaa Period Obligations
Period obligations 07/03/71-01/31/73 FY74: TOTAL: $30,000
01/01/69-12/31/74 FY74: $53,000 TOTAL: $216,229 Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Liepmann, H. W. LARC/Lansing, D. L. 13-Physics
Horowitz, N. H. HQ-SL/Young, R. S. 51-Biology LARC/Hubbard, H. H.(10-840 192-55-64) (23-740 129-00-00)
NGR 054002-142 California Institute of Technology 1194 NGR 05-002-256 California Institute of Technology 1201
Research in solar physics Study and research' on experimental tests of gravitation theoryPeriod Obligations Period Obligations
06/12/69-09/30/73 FY74: TOTAL: $280,933 02/23/72-12/31/74 FY74: $25,000 TOTAL: $65,000
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Leighton, R. B. HQ-SG/Weldon, J. M. ll-Astronomy Thorne, K. S. HQ-SG/Boggess, N. W. ll-Astronomy
HQ-SG/Oertel, G. K. HQ-SG/Roman, N. G.(10-850 188-38-51) (10-850 188-41-54)
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NASA'S UNIVERSITY P R O G R A M  
CALIFORNIA (Continued) 
NCR OHnX-281 . Wilomh lmtitute of T&mlqa laJ2 
High angular rewlution of H I1 regions and asaociated galactic 
s o u m  
PeMd 0ueMu 
03/01/1349/30/14 FY74: $19,980 TOTAL: 139,980 
P a  Inma. NASA I,&. Omnr CASE Calm 
Werner, M. W. ARC/Cameron. R. M. Il-Astronomy 
ARC/Oillespie, C. M., Jr. 
(21450 352-0243) 
NCR 05402-t84 Cdilmla lnakote of T&mbgy 1 x 0  
High angular resolution wsmic X-ray astmnomy obsewations 
in the energy band 0.15-2ke and XUV obs~tvations 01 early stars 
from an attirude wntroUd mcket 
Pndd Obi- 
03/05/73-08/31/74 FY74: SIM.000 TOTAL: $260,000 
P*. Im.88. NASA Id. Wrm CAW Cmmw 
Garmire, 0. P. HQSG/KclsalI. T. I I-Astronomy 
HQSG/Boawe.. N. W. 
(108% 879-0040) 
NGR OSOOZ-294 W U m l e  InsllinD ol T&adogy 1204 
Analysis of OOOS and 000-7 X-ray dam 
rrMd ohw(olr 
06/21/lMl/31/75 FYl4: TOTAL: S30,000 
m. Ir*ul. NASA W. W3kr CASE Cwmw 
Zirin. H. HQSG/Hallcnkck. D. R. II-Astronomy 
(IfF850 385-3840) 
NGR C&OO%7.96 C.moml8 lnslltute of Technology I M  
Solecud X-ray studies to be performed u~ing data from the 
UHURU (SAOA) eamllifc 
w WIwm 
01/01/73-10/31/74 FYl4: $25846 TOTAL: 525,046 
P* h"~. NASA Id. Ojf&~ CASE Cwawy 
Garmire, G. P. HQ-SG/Hallcnbeck, D. R. I I-Astronomy 
(lo450 38541-00) 
NCR WW-332 Cdilaml8 lortltpe 01 T c d d w  1206 
Gwlogl and goomorphology of Martian shmld volcanos 
rrMd OUqu(W 
02/19/1366/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: S12.119 
Ph. I"",l. NASA M. onke, U S b  Cu09 
Shocmakcr, E. M. HQ.SL/Dwarnik, S. E. 32-Geolagicul Sci 
(10.840 185-5M)l) 
NGR 05-OmJO) Callforoh IrtsllhrIe ot T&ado# 124 
Syakmatic soarch prognm for new Apollo Amor asteroids 
rrM Os(- 
08/01/13-10/31/14 FY74: S2ROM TOTAL: S20.WS 
Plb In-. NASA Ikl. OOhr CmSb C- 
Shoemaker, E. M. HQSL/Dwornik. S. E. 32.Geological Sci 
HQSL/Allingham, J. W. 
(10.640 185-5041) 
NCR 05002505 Wllomi. Inslime ol Technology 1208 
Analysis of Mariner 9 im@ng data 
P d d  ouq.ra, 
I1/0117M1/31/15 FY74: 120,000 TOTAL: UO.000 
% CIS,. NASA r n l .  ~ a h v  n.% r-
Mumy. B. C. HQSL/Dwornik. S 8. 32.Gcological Sci 
HQSL/Holt, H. E. 
(IO-&X) 384-5C-80) 
NGR OS.WXW8 Cdlfurnb ltuhte of TednsIw 129P 
Mars relattd biological s t u d ~ s  
P#Md OUb.IDnr 
03/06/1308/31/74 FYl4: $70,000 TOTAL: 1110.855 
Pdn b m  NASA I& CASE 
Horowiy N. H. ARC/Johnaon. R. D. Il-Astronomy 
(21-840 19255-64) 
NGR o s a w i a  - n o d  - * T- 1210 
Geochemistry of biomolcsulcs 
Pmal ommlau 
03/06/73-06/30/74 FY74: $45,000 TOTAL: %Z6m 
m. Ihwrt. NASA Id. Wlm CASE c.wmy 
Sonnor, J. HQ-SL/YOU%. R. S. 32~~eological w
( l a w  192-5542) 
NCR OUIOWY Wmh idrtlrae d TrrbmIooy 1211 
Flanotary lei8mologiad studies, 
Pmal Lwml- 
05/25/73-10/31/14 Fn4: TOTAL: SZI.O)l 
m. 1-1. NASA Tn* &r CASK C-
Anderson. D. L. HQ-SL/Dwornik, S. E. 32.Gcolpical Sci 
( I W  18ssas1) 
NGR DLOOWU WIfomh I d t u t e  of T d m l q y  1211 
Lunar sample analysis 
Pndd cub.lm 
02/01/7441/31/75 FY14: S4b.IM) TOTAL: Y16.100 
P*. lm-a. N1SA T.r* Omm CASK cam, 
Tombmllo. T. A. JSC/Hama, J. W. ISPhyda 
(72-810 388.1042) 
NGR CJlfonlr Inah tc  d Tshlology 1213 
Virtual integration of planetary uploration robot 
Pndd 
12/01/73-11/30/14 FY14: S30,UYJ TOTAL: $34000 
~. Ph lnm. NASA Tm). O h ,  CASK CuIIW 
McCann, G. D. HQRE/Pontiow. C, E. 49-Bngr, NEC 
Wcinstsin. M. JPL/Wodol. J. L. 
(lO7M 50243-31) 
NGR OWln345 W m f a  I d l u t e  of Tlcbnlq). I2M 
A 65-100 cm apenure photo-heliograph lor Ihc spa- ahulllc 
w -
10/01/73-12/)0/14 FYl4: SlS0,CUJ TOTAL: S160,COO 
. . 
P h  Lm. NASA T d .  oahr CIS c*rlon 
Zirin, H. HQ.SG/Wcldon. J. M. I l-Astnonomy 
HQSG/Ocrtcl. 0. K. 
NSD 1OM CdUomb laJnmte d TdmuIow 1115 
Utilization of stags to determine knockdown facton tmm 
mcsursd initid imperfections 
BMd - 
07/01/74-12/31/75 FY14: $26,917 TOTAL: $26,917 
. . . . 
M h Y .  NASA T d  WIm, CASE C- 
hbmcL. C. D.. Jr. LARC/Davif R. C. 49-Engr. NEC 
A r b  J. LARC/Stepphcns, W. B. 
(23-704 50t32-01) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
CALIFORNIA (Continued) 
' g ~ S C  7023 W i h h  IrpllNte of T a w  1216 NCR 054SOlU EpWomia Slate Udvedly - S.mMalo 122) 
Synthesis of particle cxwsurc data for lunar samples Dnclopmcnt of wmbvstion stability spsifications and verification 
.. . &,id pmecd"res for liquid propsliant rocket engines 
" 04/01/7443/31/75 FY74: $36.93?wtar~OTAL: $36,932 P P W  m @ n w  
.' P* I"-. 'NASA T d  oms. U S E  c-rww M/23/7241/31/75 FY74: 16.000 TOTAL: $9.234 
Burnen, D. S. HQSM/Bryson. R. P. 32-Geological Sci P .  in-Y. NASA T d .  qpr CASE 0- 
Wwlum. D. 5. HQ.SM/Robcrson. F. I. Rcardon, F. H. LERC/Priem, R. J. 41-Aero Engr 
(10-810 383-2006) (22-704 502-(LI-25) 
NSR OSOUM7l Calllornin Inslime of Tedmolopy 1217 NAS 5.23249 California %te Uoh.cdly - S.. Diego 1224 
Feadbility study for large apcrturc solar teksurpc to fly on Apolla Atmospheric tranamiaoon measurcmcnls 
Telcscopc Mount ( A m )  system p"!d ~ b l ~ ~ ~  
fwd Om=& M/25/7341/25/75 FW4: $18,999 TOTAL. $28,599 
OI/iH/6748/31/73 FW4: TOTAL 9943.808 Prpn l n n u  NASA Ted pylpylpyl CASE cnt.,wp 
PM: L a  NASA T d  O m  CASE m'y Ang~one, R. 1. GSFC/Roosen, R G. 31-Atmos,Sn 
Zlrin. H. HQ-SG/Chasc. R. H. Il-Aatmnomy (51-850 385-4540) (51-704 501-24-20) 
HQSG/Otrtcl, 0. K. 
( IM80 975.8425) 
NCL 05U76001 Cllllornh State Udvedly - Qko 1218 
Life lormaUon in planetary utmosphem 
rdd 
02/07/7101/01/77 FY74: SE.657 w m r D n r r n A ~ :  $50.775 
m l n l u  NASA id pylpylr CASE 
mas, J. L. ARC/Basc, R. W. 3 Id tmos  Sci 
(21480 17&lI-11) 
NCR 60714W. Wllorda  Sue UIJlenlry . Fdltnon 1119 
Sponrogopic #ludic4 of interslollsr dust 
hrw 
04/29Jl143/31/74 , FY74: wwlDIUTO~~L: S57.Om 
m. bw. NASA m* cm.? CASE a- 
.Johnson. F.  M. HQSO/Dubin, M. I l-Astronomy 
Young. R. S. HQSL/Young, R. S. 
( I N S 0  1884543) 
NCR -1- $ate ua i redty  - Welton 
Computation of cyclic pmdiotor-wnoEtor methods and application 
to mloUitc orbit problems 
w Om=IW 
07/01/7206/30~74 ~ Y 7 4 :  TOTAL: 120.285 
& hm. NASA id. ODlnr CASE a- 
Pimz, s. GSFC/Vclez, C. E. 21-Mathemutics 
(51-500 1S22-22) 
NSC 7U26 Califonl. SWe Umlvedly - S.. Dkga 1125 
7hamodynamic models of lunar metoorile impad inwrporating 
a l a ~ t  poroaily parameter 
R.id w@.,lsn, 
06/01/74-05/31/75 FY74: $20,918 TOTAL: $20.918 
. . . . 
P*. C I U .  NASA i d .  W W r  CASE Cnt.,wp 
Rehfusn, D. E. . HQSM/Brywn. R. P. 3~GcologicalSci 
HQSM/Robcmn, F. I. 
(10-810 195-4245) 
NSC m33 W l f o n i s  &ate UmIvedly - S.. Fnn 1226 
Partid support for n wnfcrcna scrios on Planetary Management 
Probkma 
ntid Oblmm 
06/01/7446/17/75 FY14: $400,62J TOTAL: $400,625 
Ei# Inrrn. NASA Ted nolm CASE Wnory 
Duckworth, E. L. ARC/Middaugh, C. W. 99.Multi-Dilcip 
ARC/Billingham. J. 
(21-840 185-4749) 
NAS t7616 C.llfornls S t ab  Ualveralty - S.. ~cn. 1227 
Meteomlogical observations and analysis 
rrrM 
06/18/73-12/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: $31,866 
Rhl. kwll. NASA id ODlm C A Y  W 
Milk.  A. ARC/Olori&, H. R. 31-Atmos Sci 
(21-701 77S18-03) 
NCR OM71433 Cdifo& Shte Udws+ly - WokRon 1221 
Eleamqclic w i o n s  in lhc inlcrstcllat m d i  NCL ' Callforaia She Udvenlty - S.. JOY 1228 
R n ) a d  wplh Angular acakration in man 
M/U/7345/31/74 FYH: TOTAL: $23.711 fwd mbtm 
, . .  M I n m .  NASA id. Oahv CASK Covlon. W/Ol/6749/30/75 FW4: SEl.716 TOTAL: ,W71,148 
Wegncr, P. A. HQ-SL/Youn& R. S, 12-Chemistry P& hw. N#SA 1 ' .  cm.r C A ~ C ~  
Way. D. T. Clark. W. 8. ARC/Scewart. J. D. 69-Paych. NEC 
(1- 192-55-61) (21-704 SOI-l640) (21-7W 501-2942) (21-704 M4-29-02) 
' 'NGR l%W-MZ C.IUwnb Slate Vliherslty - Noribridge .I= 
An &perimcntd evaluation of the strtsJcs in hollow rolling NGR 05-046011 QIlfo~llla State Umircnlly - S.. Jcn. 1229 
elements fnvcrtigation of l r a n r p n  parameterr' relating to hmdiltrat ian . . . 
h,id ObWm for waste water purifiktion 
01/25/7248/31/74 , FY74: $19.337 TOTAL: $35,690 fwd w@,rom , .' 
m la-. NASA id. DBLr CASE C- W/O1/7&IB/ 19/74 FY74: 535,833 TOTAL: $160.937 
Nypan, L. J. LERC/Coc. H. H. 46Mech Engr P& I"-, N ~ S A  id oa*., CASE c- 
LERCJScibbe. H. W .  Spim,  L. A. ARC/Wydeven. T. J. 12-Chemistry 
(21-704 501-24-10) (21-970 9m22-23) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
CALIFORNIA (Continued) 
NGR 05646015 C.liomi. S t ab  University - Son Jme IUO 
Distribution of chlorophyll in San Francisco bodies of water 
 PI"^ Obl*a,ionl 
04/08/7l-C4/30/75 FY74: TOTAL: S52,WO 
Pnn k ~ s l .  NASA Tmh. 0jJx.r CASE Caleory 
Weaver. E. C. ARC/Arvesen, I. C. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
(21-680 160-75-22) 
NCR 054M-020 Calilornis State Unirersily - Son Jose 1231 
Topics in t h t  chemistry of the stratogphere and mesosphere 
P d  ObliPM' 
05/08/72-12/31/73 FY74: TOTAL: $4,707 
Plin ln ( l l l .  NASA Ted. ONim CASE Corrgory 
Miller. A. ARC/Whitten. R. C. 31.Atmos Sci 
(21-680 16044-19) 
NSG 2W5 Dr A n n  Cdlp%r 12x2 
Geotschnical investigation of landslides 
P d  Ouiplbm 
OL/15/74-0lj15/75 FY74: S15,WO TOTAL: SI5.W 
Plrn Inwsr NASA Tmh. Oflcc, CASE &temp 
Cotton, W. R. ARC/Blanchard. M. B. 32-Gsaloglcal Sci 
(21480 177-53-11) 
NSG 7.001 Foothill College 1233 
Study of instructional and educational motivation techniques for 
ihc teaching of astronomy and astrophysics 
P d  Obli@O"' 
02/01/74-02/01/15 FY74: $26,631 TOTAL: $26,631 
Prim. Inwzc. NASA RL*. Oflrccr CASC Cor<pv 
Keliman, S. A. ARC/Rcynolds, R. T. Il-Astronomy 
(21-790 797-WOO) 
NAS 28143 Hnrrey Mudd College 1234 
Generation of a monodispersed aerosol 
Pelid Obl*(Uim 
0211 1/7446/30/74 FY74: $4,150 TOTAL: $4,154 
P M  l n v I I  #AS2 Tr* 0,fmr CASE & ~ ~ I I T  
Unavailable ARC/Unavailable IXChemistry 
(21-704 501-06-12) 
NAS I-118% Pomonr. College 1235 
Participation in inorganic chemistry planning for Ule Viking 1975 
missions 
P l M  ougtnnnn 
08/09/7203/01/77 FY74: $5,500 TOTAL: $16,435 
Pdn. Inwxl. NASA TeL* OJfl-r CASE Ollerory 
Baird, A. K. LARC/Soffen, G. A. 12-Chemistry 
(23-840 815-2000) 
NSG 2011 Pomms College 1236 
Airborne 91sm tclescopc raster scanning systcm 
PInod Obliplwnr 
02/01/74-10/30/74 FY74: $1,824 TOTAL: $1,824 
Pnb. lalrrr. N l S l  Tmb. D/bbb CASE C#te#ao' 
Webb, W. ARC/Cameron. R. M. II-Astronomy 
ARC/Gillespie. C. M., Ir. 
(21.850 352-02-03) 
NGR 05084602 Socnmnlo Oty College lm 
Cornlatian of type 111 radio events with hard X-rgy and H 
data anad analysis of in-process phase of wlar flares 
Ou*' 
FY74: 110,000 TOTAL: 610,aY) 
NASA re&, O#,cc, CASE C*" 
HQ-SG/Ocrtcl, G. K .  Il-Astronamy 
HQ-SG/Wcldon, J. M. 
NAS 1-9682 Saoford University 1238 
Participation in imaging planning for the Viking 1975 miasions 
P ~ t i d  OU@,,rn, 
03/24/70-03/31/71 FY74: $61,132 ' TOTAL: 5189,517 
Pnn. b r s t .  NAS8 Ted. OJflcffff CASE Cunor). 
Lcvin1hal.E. C. LARC/Soffen, G .  A. 13-Physics 
(23-840 815-20-00) (2>840 815-10-00) 
NAS 1-9692 Stamford University IU9  
Participation in the biology planning for the Viking 1975 
missions 
P d  oub.Itm . 
04/ 13/7(M3/3 1/77 FY74: 54,769 TOTAL: 522.726 
~ r i n  lnwsr. NASA rm, OJ~M CASE me@," 
Lcdcrberg. J .  LARC/Soflen, G. A. SI-Biology 
(23840 815-2000) (23-840 8156000) 
NAS 1-9701 Stanford University IUO 
Participation in the radio rience planning for the Viking 1975 
missions 
P I " ~  WI,pc,rar 
04/21/70-03/31/77 FY74: $45,859 TOTAL. $98.340 
Pnn, innsr. NASA Tmh. W 7 r  CASE GW.7 
Tyler. C .  L. LARC/Soffen, G. A. 45-Elee Engr 
(23-840 815-W00) (23-840 815.0060) 
NAS 24671 Shnford Unhersitg 1241 
Pioneer C post launch operations 
Pe.id ou@tionn 
12/13/67-09/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: 51,346,988 
Ptin lnlrsl. NASA T&. Wficrr CASE Cam 
Van Eshlcman, V. R. ARCIHall, C. F. 13-Physies 
ARCINunamaker. R. R. 
(21-840 384-47-66) 01-840 811-0000) 
NAS 2-5587 Stasford University 1242 
Biology crperimcnt hardwan definition 
PC& oui*arions 
10/31/6947/31/74 FY74: S63.W TOTAL: 5372,123 
Pnn. lows,. NASA Trrh O#icnr CASE Cslcnry 
Pittendrigh, C. S. ARC/Trsrnor. I. W. 51-Biology 
(21-9Ml 948-80-80) (21-960 964-50-W) 
NAS 2-6158 Stanford Univcnity 1243 
Study aerodynamic noise 
 PI"^ ouim,ionr 
09/09/70-02/08/14 FY74: 167,386 TOTAL: $126.925 
P"n. lnwv. NASA Ted. 0ffl-r CASE CaIcZOV 
Karamchcti, K. ARC/Vause. G. R. dl-Acnr Engr 
ARC/Schrnitz. F. H. 
(21-701 501-1760) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
CALIFORNIA (Continued) 
NAS 2-6706 Sanford Univc&y I244 
' E l a m n  mic&scopc scrvides 
P.ricd . 1  I M I l p t l m  
12/,06/71-02/06/74 , FY74: TOTAL: $59,999 
P h .  1"w. , ' NASA 1 4 .  O T ? r  CASE C a w  
:'BFnseh, K. G. ARC/Miquel, J. 51-Biology 
(21-970 970-21-62) (21-970 970-21-63) 
NAS 2-7199 Stanford Univrrai* 1245 
Study short haul aircraft systems 
Period Wh, 
09/27/72-08/31/74 FY74: $13,264 TOTAL: $34,764 
Prin Inws,.' : NISA 14. Ollrnr CASE Cawory 
Shevill, R .  S.' ARCjKcnyon. G. C. 49-Engr. NEC 
ARC/Galloway. T. L. 
(15-701 791-93-03) . , 
NAS 2-7959 Stsnlord University 1246 
Radlo frcqwncy atmasphsnc mcasunments 
Pmod 061lmrlmr 
l2/01/7309/31/74 FY74: $7,369 TOTAL: $7,369 
Ph Iawsr. NASA T d .  OIIIII CASE C d t w  
CrofST. A. ARC/Hightower. W. D., Y-Atmos Sci 
ARCJHall. C. F. 
(21-840 18f-6843) 
NAS ?-I4324 S t d o r d  University 1247 
Research for the fundamental study of fvllcovcragc film cooling 
PC,,& ,, IMIlmIW" 
M/13/71-01/12/14 FY14: S50.ZM) TOTAL: $145,200 
. P*. Inu!. NASA T&. 0,pww CASE C d w v  
Kay$ W. M. LERC/Colladay, R. S. 41-Acm Engr 
(22-704 501-2609) , " , 
NAS 5-10102 Stanford Ulliversity 1248 
Radio propagation studies of the ionosphsrc 
R.lod " O h I l p l i . ~  
. , 
06/27/66.02/01/77 FY74: TOTAL: $395.897 
Prir Inrat. ' ' NASA Treh. OffW CASE u m o v  
Villard, 0. 0. GSFC/Bakcr. J. 45-Elsc Engr 
(51-620 63WU00) , )  
NAS 5-21684 Stanford Uaiveraily 1249 
Study the design of a drag-free satellite 
PIU 2"lrrl 
Debra, D. 8. 
PowcU, J. D. 
(51-630 161-7948) 
O t d b t i i i  
FY74: $34.967 TOTAL: $114.967 
N1s.4 r<&. 0 I . r  CASE Calewv 
GSFC/Lidstan, 1. M. 42-Astro Engr 
NAS 5-21ns %amfiord University 12y) 
Structmal and lithologic study of northern coast range usmg 
ERTSA data 
' ' PC"& 061*rlmr 
06/20/7207/30/74 FY74: 164,279 TOTAL: $30,279 
Prin. B w s ~ .  'NASA ,Ted. Ofper CASE C m w  
Rich, E. I. GSFC/Crump, E. W. 32-Geological Sci 
(51-630 641-1M3) (51-680 641-14-00) 
NAS 5-21884 ' Stanford Unherslty . .  . I251 
ERTS data user 
nM otam,rmr 
11/03/72-11/01/74 FY74: S48.632 TOTAL: S90.632 
P M .  I n r r ~ .  NAS* T&. Ofl-r CASK C n # o l y  
Lyon, R. P. GSFC/Crumr, E. W. 12-Geological k i  
(51480 641-14-03) (51-680 Ml-O%GQ) 
NAS MI960 , . Stmford University 1252 
Gravity only orbit control subsystem 
P . M  mitarm 
12/21/73-12/21/75 FY74: $110.000 TOTAL: $lIO.WO 
PNI. I ~ X I I .  NASA T&. ofltmr CASE c4rrz00. 
&m. D. '8. GSFC/Lidston, J. M. 42-Astro Engr 
(51-630 161-79-68) (51-630 681-M-03) 
NAS 5-23117 Stanford University 1253 
Systems definition /phase 8/ studies for the EGRET cipsrirnint 
on the HEAOB spacraft 
n d d  mistroro 
06/22/7209/30/74 ~ ~ 7 4 :  $26.000 TOTAL: $434,000 
P h .  b n s t .  NASA Tech. 41"' CASE Cangory 
Hofstadter. R.' GSFC/Wrublik, D. P. Il-Astronomy 
(51-850 832-12.00) 
NAS 5-23205 Sta~~ford University 1254 
Rescarch in salcllitc observatrons of solar & magnetospheric radio 
noise 
P e M  W l p l t r n "  
03/16/73.06/30/74 FY74: $15.000 TOTAL: $39.923 
Pen. I n w .  N I W  T r d .  OV-r CASE C a w v  
Pctcrson, A. M. GSFC/Stone. R. G. 13-Physics 
Frankel. M. S. 
NAS 9-5632 Shmford University 1255 
Actwe wlsmlc cxpcnment for ALSEP 
PlMd IMIearwnr 
02/03/66-12/31/74 FYI4  TOTAL: $692,688 
Pnn lnwrt NASA T r d  OJficrrr CASE Catczar7 
Kovach, R. 1. JSC/Eichelman, W F. 39-Env %I. NEC 
(72-910 914-4C-00) 
NAS %I357  Stadoid University 1256 
Feasibility of using 5191 infrared spectra for gtolo$ical studies 
from s p a s  Skylab EREP investigation no. 9641 
Pnid  ourcl,ion, 
05/23/73-09/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: $63,WO 
P-n. he,,. MAS* Trrh Officer CASE Oregory 
Lyon, R. P. JSC/York. L. 6. 19-Phys +i, NEC 
(72.964 948-63-86) 
NASW 2216 Stnaford University 1257 
Biomedical technology transfer 
&r(d 0blt11,roll 
05/19/71-07/01/72 FY74: TOTAL: $104,576 
PA e~.,. NAS" T#*, oflim CASE c c z e ~ g .  
Harrison HQKT/Zimmcrman. R. R. 
99-Multi-Diseip 
,(IS750 125MOO) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
CALIFORNIA (Continued) 
NGL 05020-007 Stanford Univenit, 12s 
Guidance and control of flight vehicles 
Prnod Oblwlolv 
08/17/72-08/14/76 FY74: $58,000 TOTAL: S1.165.064 
Prin In."#. NASA Tech. OU%x CASE C#rw UY 
Bryson. A. E. ARC/Doolin, B. F. 49-Engr. NEC 
(21-704 501-03-11) 
NGL 05020.008 Stanford UniversiQ 1259 
Lnvcstigation af experimental Lechniques for measurement of law 
frequency electromagnetic phenomena in the atmosphere 
OM@zbm 
FY74: S135,000 TOTAL: $1,019,443 
NASA T d .  OfJ-r CASE Calrgory 
HQSG/Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. 13-Physics 
HQ-SG/Sfhmerling, E. R. 
(10-850 385-3640) 
NGL (Kma014 Stmford University 1160 
Theoretical & cxpcrimcntal radio & radar studies of lunar, 
planetary ionospheres, atmospheres, 4 surfaces of sun & 
interplanetary medium 
P I N  OtJWionr 
W/M/6369/30/76 FY74: $138.588 TOTAL: $2,347,959 
Plln l n w r  NASA re*. Wfmr CASE C a l c n y  
Howard, H. T. HQ-SL/FcUawa, R. F. 31-Atmos SEi 
H@SG/Schmcrling. E. R. 
(10-840 185-47-80) (10-850 188-36-57) 
NGL OM20103 Stanford University 1261 
Investigation of laser dynamics, modulation and control by means 
of intra-cavity time varying perturbation 
P."d Obl@,ionr 
05/16/6603/31/77 FY74: $90,000 TOTAL: $877,000 
. . . . 
P e .  Bnal. NASA T d .  Officer CASE Cdnow 
NGL 05-020-134 Stanford University 1261 
Mass transfer to a turbulent boundary layer with step changes 
in boundary conditions and variable free-stream velocity 
PIMd Obl@,ionr 
02/24/& 12/01/74 FY74: TOTAL: $251,220 
PIln Inu?,. NASA Tech O f k r  CASE Cunnnj 
Kays. W. M. LERC/Graham. R. W. 46Mcch Engr 
Moffat, R. J. 
(22-704 501-24-07) (22-762 132-15-05) 
NGL 05-02@176 Stnnford University 1263 
Investigation of spa-rclatcd whistler propagation phenomena 
in laboratory plasmas 
P d d  OMynrh", 
03/02/67-06/30/76 FY74: $100,000 TOTAL: $699.800 
Pn'n. lmvesr NASA TF*. O f k r  CASE Cmtnon- 
Crawford. F. W. HQ-SGjKavanagh. L. D.. Jr. 13-Physics 
HQ-SG/Schmerling. E. R. 
(10850 188-3657) (10-850 I88-03-W) 
NGL 0502@232 Stanford University 1264 
Evaluation, and developmental studies of possible active vismic 
experiments during the post-Apollo period 
P*,w m<m,kw 
06/16/67-06/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: $177,468 
Plin Inrut. NASA T d .  OUt-r CASE cot- 
Kovach, R: L. HQSM/Bryron, R. P. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
HQ-SM/Allcnby, R. 1. 
(10-840 1856000) (10-810 195-W00) 
NGL 05-020-242 %anford University 1265 
Research on the effects of structure upon the electronic behavior 
of materials 
P~"od Win,*"> 
03/26/68-01/31/76 FY74: TOTAL: $I60.l29 
Prim I n n s t .  NASA Tmh. DUlm CASE C m q ~ w  
Little, W. A. HQ-RW/Wcinberg, I. 13-Physics 
JPL/Rembaum, A. 
(10-704 502-01-02) (10-740 129-CC-00) 
NGL 05-020-7A3 Stsmford University 1% 
Relined methods of aemlastic analysis and optimization 
period oar&!- 
08/29/6708/31/76 FY74: Sl0,000 TOTAL: S80.630 
Pn.. brrrr. NASA T d .  OJficer CASE Calnol). 
Ashley, H. LARC/Doggett, R. V.. 11. 41-Aero Engr 
Mclntosh, S. C.. Jr. LARC/Bland, S. R. 
(23-704 MI-22-W) (23-760 1361442) 
NGL 05.920212 %anlord Unlvenity 1261 
Theoretical study of the solar atmosphere and the structure of 
active regions 
* r i d  Odl I~trorr  
06/07/68-06/30/76 FY74: $75,000 TOTAL: $597,5(10 
Pn'n Inrrrt. NASA T&. O h ?  CASE Cmtepw 
Sturrock. P. A. HQSG/Wcldon, J. M. 13-Physics 
HQ-SG/Oertcl, G. K. 
(10-850 188-38-53) 
NGL 05-020-275 %anford University 1268 
A study of the fluid mechanics of edptones 
P#,w O M I ~ , ~ .  
M/08/68-I2/01/72 FY74: TOTAL: SL28.443 
pnn mrr.2. NASA T d .  OfJw CASE C u w w  
Karamcheti. K. HQ-RL/Unavailable 13-Physics 
(10-740 1296000) (23-740 lBJl&W) 
NGL 05020-335 Stanford UniveRity 1269 
Evaluation of the cardiovascular system during various circulatory 
struses 
Petid oU&,h,  
09/17/68-08/31/16 FY74: S139.727 TOTAL: $816.032 
Prin Bwrr. NASA T d .  Officer CASE C e # w  
Harrison, D. C. ARC/Sandkr. H. 52-Clinical Med 
(21-970 970-21-12) 
NGL 05020-397 Stanford University 12m 
Dynamics of mechanical systems coupled to eneqy sources 
P~nbd oU@,i0", 
021 17/7003/31/76 FY74: TOTAL: $40.000 
Pnn. l n n s l .  NASA T d .  Offimr CASE C a m ?  
Herrmann, G. LARC/Reed. W. H. 41-Aero Engr 
(23-760 l26W00) 
NASA'S UNlVERSlTY PROGRAM 
CALIFORNIA (Continued) 
NGL W20-498 Slufard University 1n.1 
Modal supprepsion to flutter control 
n w  Oblipr,onl 
W/Ol/71-04/01/77 FY14: TOTAL: S10,000 
P h .  In=#. 8 A S I  T&. O / j m  CASE Carpry 
Mclntosh, S. C., Jr. FRClKordes, E. E. 41-Acro Engr 
NGL 05620-582 Stloford University 1272 
Abiotic origins of optical activity 
period Obllpcln", 
04/18/7244/30/76 FY74: TOTAL: $135,281 
P&. h r s t .  NASA Teh. O/pz?, CASE GVery 
Banner. W. A. ARC/Kvenvoldm. K. A. 
59-Life Sci, NEC 
HQSL/Young, R. S. 
(10-970 970-1441) 
NGR 05-02001 Stamford University 1273 
lonosphcric research utilizing satallitc radio transmissions 
P e M  oMp,iow 
07/20/59-11/15/74 FY74: $5O,W TOTAL: $1,145.622 
Plin I n r ~ l  NAS1 nrh .  Ofplilir CASE Calrzory 
Darosa. A. V. HQ-SG/Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. 
31-Atmos Sci 
HQ-SG/Schmeding, E. R. 
(10-850 385-3600) ' 
NGR 05-02(C004 Stanlord Unirtmily 1274 
Cylochemical studies of planetary microorganisms 
Pdcd Oui~,cons 
01/01/WO8/31/74 FY74: SI5O.W ~ 0 ~ ~ c ' $ 4 . 1 6 5 . 5 8 7  
Inn lnnrl. NASA Ted.  Olliwr CASE C~tnory  
Lderberg. J .  HQ-SL/Young, R. S. 5 1-Biology 
Levinthal. E. C. 
Djerassi, C. 
(10.840 192-55-63) 
NGR W2OQI9 Ysnbrd Universily 1275 
Performance of a gym test of general relativity in a satellite & 
development of associated control technology 
Period O b l ~ l r n 5  
05/13/64-l1/12/74 FY14: S320.W TOTAL: $2,784,075 
. . . . 
?tin. lnnrr i NASA Td. Ouiouir CASE Celeary 
Fairbanks, W. M. MSFC/Pattcr, R. A. 13-Physics 
Evcritt, C. W. MSFC/Dechcr, R. 
NGR 05-OU)-3Q5 S(satord University 1276 
Rescarch in remote control 
period OUrnlionr 
06/09/69-I 1/01/74 FY14: '$30.000 TOTAL: 5102,055 
p r i m  l n u ~ r  N ~ S A  Tech. O/pccr CASE Catwry 
Adams, J. L. ARC/Jones, J. L. 99-Multi-Dirip 
vcrplank. W. L. 
(21.970 970-23-20) 
NGR 05620-405 Stanford University 1277 
Electronic properties of hydrogen cyanideland i l  polymers of 
pyrroles and ferric porphyrins 
P."d Obl~0,ioru 
02/11/70-12/01/14 FY74: $10,000 TOTAL: $52,836 
Pnn Inn5l. NASA TNh. Ofper CASE C m w m  
Low, G. H. ARC/Chang, S. 12-Chcmiatry 
ARC/Kvenvolden, K. A. 
(21-840 192-55-61) (21-910 914-4040) 
NGR 05420.407 Sholord University ln8 
Analysis of solar wind structural data acquired lrom Plonecr 




Croft. T. A. 
n u r n r m  
FY74: S5O.W TOTAL: S235,bM 
NASA T h .  OJi-r CASE C@!eory 
HQSG/Kavanagh, L. D., Ir. 
19-Phys Sci, NEC 
HQ-SG/Schmerling, E. R. 
NGR (KOZa435 Stanlord Uairenity 1279 
Neuranal analysns of vaual peraeptron 
Penal 0ble.tioru 
01/01/70-02/01/75 FY74 $6,000 TOTAL. $22,845 
Pnn hnst N A U  T d  Off ir  CASE Cuesory 
Chaw, K .  L. ARC/Mehlcr, W. R. 59-Life Sci, NEC 
(21970 910-21-11) (21-970 970.21-63) 
NGR 05-020-452 St.nfard ~ n h e n i $  1280 
Instrument development for high energy physics experiment in 
space 
Prn"od oup , lms  
06/09/70-06/30/74 FY74: $220,442 ' TOTAL: $607,941 
Ptin. brsl. : NASA Td. We, CASE Orrgov 
Hofstadter, R. HQ-SG/Opp. A. F. 11-Astronomy 
HQ-SG/Kavanagh. L. D., Jr. 
(10-850 180-4657) (10.850 18846-52) 
NGR 05.020-456 S ~ n b r d  Uniremit). 1291 
Effccts of altered pavitational stress on fluid balance and 
circulation of blood 
P~riod O b l l ~ ~ l l ~ " ,  
05/13/70-l0/01/74 FY74: $52.868 TOTAL: 5168,748 
Pn'n Inwsl. NASA Twh. Offler C4SE Category 
Luetaeher. J. A. ARC/Greenleaf, J. E. 53-Othcr~Medical 
Goldman, R. H. 
Greenleaf, J. E. 
(21-970 97CL21-14) 
NGR 056UC510 Stanford University 1292 
Galactic and extra galactcc infrared line emission 
P I " ~  Obltp,i0"3 
03/31/71-03/31/75 FY74: SI5.W TOTAL: $60,000 
rnn. ,nu$,. NASA Tech. Ollinr CASE CalParY 
Pelmsian, V. HQ-SG/Boggess. N. W. ll-Astronomy 
HQ-SG/Roman. N. G. 
(10-850 lWr-41-55) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
CALIFORNIA (Continued) 
NGR 05020-526 Stamlord Univemity I?.m 
Rc~carch program in air transportation 
PItiod OtJy.,i0", 
03/25/71-09/01/75 FY74: TOTAL: $130.000 
Pdn I nwr .  NASA Tech. Ofli-r CASE Grrgwy 
Bryson. A. R. ARC/Kelley, M. W. 41-Aero Engr 
(21.760 7214060) 
NCR 05020-559 Stanford Unlrenity 12.W 
Structure of solar magnetic and velocity fields 
P<tid OMipBn" 
03/22/72-08/31/14 FY74: $80,000 TOTAL: $220,000 
P M .  Inwxt.  NASA 7-h. Ofliiii CASE Cn~emr). 
Wilcox, J. M. HQ-SG/Weldon, I. M. I I-Astrononiy 
HQ-SG/&rlel, G .  K. 
(10-850 188-38-52) (10-850 188-38-53) 
NGR 05-020-518 Stanford Univerrity 1285 
Radiorespirometry studies 
P ~ t i d  OYIB.IIMI 
01/10/72-01/01/75 FY74: 526,505 TOTAL: $86.936 
Pnn. l n r s z .  NASA Tnd. Oflcer CASE Corrgor, 
Degrazia. J. A. ARCjFeller. D. D. 52-Clinical Med 
(21-970 970-21-16) 
NGR 05020-583 Staaford Unirenily 1286 
Nonequilibrium shock wave structure kinetics of nitric oxide 
formation & decomposition 
Petid OM@,- 
11/09/71-12/31/74 FY74: SI5,OM TOTAL: 185,584 
Pnn. Inust.  NASA Tceh. OJfier CASE C p l w l y  
Kmger. C. H. ARC/Park, C. 41-Acro Engr 
Hanson, R. K. 
(21-704 502-37-02) (21.704 502-0761) 
NCR 05-020592 Stanford Ullirersity 1 8 7  
Navigation and guidance for solar electric missions 
period OM,prion, 
06/01/72-05/31/73 FY74: TOTAL: $35,190 
PNI. Invxt. NASA Tech. O f l r  CASE C n r ~ o o .  
Breakwell, J. V. GSFC/Barbieri, R. W. 42-Astro Engr 
(51-830 180-06-50) 
NGR 05-020415 Stanford Univenlty 1288 
Ultrasonic Doppler measurement of renal artery blood flow 
P~tiod O M ! p r i ~ '  
05/26/7268/31/74 FY74: IEI00,WO TOTAL: $216,7W 
P A .  ,nn,,. NASA 7 n d  OJ#'Y, U S E  c* ,qov  
Meindl, J .  D. ARC/Sandlcr, H. 53-Other Medical 
(21-970 970-23-30) 
NGR 05-02W22 Slanlord Unhenity 1289 
Computation of turbulent flows 
prnod obli~tron. 
07/20/7267/14/74 FY74: $50,215 TOTAL: $100,432 
P M .  lnrrrl. NASA Ted. OJJIII CASE Co!erary 
Reynolds, W. C. ARCJRubcsin, M. W. 42-Astro Engr 
(21-704 5010642) 
NCR 05420632 St.nford Unirmity 1290 
Analytical methodology for biochemical monitoring 
P d d  Obl@ia t ,~~  
05/29/73-04/30/75 FY74: $60,000 TOTAL: 1120,000 
Ptir brill. NASA 7 d .  0)7!crr CASE G q a r y  
Lcderbcrg. J .  JSC/Rurnmel, J .  A. 53-Other Medical 
(72-970 970-5 145) 
NCR LlS420433 Stnnlwd University. 1291 
Lunar sample analysis 
*nod O b l w t m  
02/01/1368/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: S21.W 
Plin I n r r z .  NASA T d .  0fl-r CASE Cm- 
Nur. A. ISC/Harris, I.' W. 13-Physin 
(72-910 91440-W) 
NGR 0 5 0 ~  Stanford Univerrity 
Biomedical Ln'hnoloRY transfer 
.. 
P r n d  O b l @ , h  
12/07/72-08/31/74 FY74: $179.913 TOTAL: $259,889 
Pn.n Inwzl. NASA Teh. Ofpddd CASE Cat- 
Harrison, D. C. ARC/Sandler. H. S2-Clinical Med 
(21-250 141-95-02) (21-250 141-93-MI) 
NCR 050- Stanford University 1293 
High resolution obselvations of Jovian magnetospheric microwave 
synchrotron emission 
P I n d  oM@,ronr 
01/01/73-12/31/73 FY74: TOTAL: $23.453 
P"". I"W,t. NASA Tmh. O W  CASE Ce- 
Bracewell, R. N. HQ-SL/Brunk, W. E. ll-Astronomy 
HQ-SL/Fellows, R. F. 
(10-840 19641-82) 
NCR 05020449 Stanford University 1294 
Study of lunar and planetary surfaces 
Pet id O M < s * i a ~  
03/06/73-12/31/74 FY74: $16,850 TOTAL: D3.370 
Prin laws,. NASA T-h. Ofper CASE CU- 
Howard, H. T. HQ.SL/Holl, H. E. 32-Geological Sci 
HQ-SL/Feliows. R. F. 
(10-840 185-5081) 
NCR 05-0UC662 Sunford University 1295 
Fracture mechanics of fiber-reinforced composite maferials 
PIriod Obliza,bns 
03/13/73-04/01/75 FY74: $39,198 TOTAL: $74,189 
P"'w. Inwe.  NASA Tnd. Ofl<ce? CASE Gt- 
Barnett, D. M. ARC/Williams. D. P. 47-Materials Engr 
ARC/Dahms. R. G. 
(21.704 501-21-21) 
NCR 05020-663 Stadord Univcnily 12% 
Investigation of effects of asymmetry on dynamic stability of 
aircraft 
Petid oM@,le", 
01/18/73-11/27/74 FY74: $11,193 TOTAL: 134,996 
Pn'n l n w ~ l .  NASA T h .  Oflice-, CASE Cnt#pv 
Powell, J. D. ARC/Thomas, C. L. 41-Aero Engr 
(21-702 760-64-01) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGKANI 
CALIFORNIA (Continued) 
NGR 05OlM611 Stenford Univonity 1297 
Magnetosphere struetun and radiation mechanisms on pulsars 
~ ~~ 
11 /01 /7~ i /31 /75  FY74: E23.W TOTAL: 523.000 
. ' Ptin. lam#. NASA T d .  Oat-, CASE C n l w  
Sturrwk, P. A. HQ-%/Raman, N. G. II-Astmnamy 
HQ-%/Boggcss. N. W. 
(LCL850 188-41-59) 
NGR 05020-671 , Ssnford Universily 1298 
Mechanical behavior of dispersion-rtrcngthened matprials a t  
elevated temperatufCs 
RW ouiphm 
06/05/7366/30/75 . FY74: Sl5 .W TOTAL: 144.259 
M n .  In-22. NASA Tech. Cfftcer CASE Cotwry 
Sherby, 0. D. LERC/Whittenbergcr, I. D. 
47-Materials Engr 
(22-704 5024166) 
NGR OS-028676 Stanford Uaivedy If99 
Research program in acoustics 
., PI"d mm,ia* 
07/OL/73-06/30/76 FY74: TOTAL: 51KI.Oe0 
NGR OY)W690 Stanford Unkenity 1300 
Miniature gas analysis systems 
*W oM@,fm 
09/01/73-08/31/74 FY74: S40.0a) TOTAL: 540,000 
Ptin. fin,#. NASA Trr* Olfmr CASE C m t z q  
Angell. 1. ARC/Sandlcr. H. 53.Other Medical 
(21-970 970-23-30) 
NGR 05020695 Sanford University 1301 
Struclurs and cdmposition of Ule solar atmosphere 
n d d  oM@,i i  
09/01/73-10/31/74 ~ ~ 7 4 :  s35.W TOTAL: $35,000 
Plln In=.,. NASA 14. wkm CASE C~IW'Y 
Walker. A. B. HQ-SG/Weldm, J. M. Il-Astronomy 
( I M W  385-3860) 
NGR 05-020499 S(snfonl University 1302 
Dual computermnfigurations 
F e d  .. ouifltbrn 
11/01/73-06/30/75 FY74: 555,910 TOTAL: $55,910 
Pm, fnws,. NAS1 T d .  Ofljm CASE Catwry 
McCluskey, E. J .  ARC/Hruby, R. 1. 41-Aero Engr 
ARC/Lsssing, H. C. 
(21-702 768-8345) 
NGR 0 ~ - 0 m 7 ~  SMlord U ~ ~ c r s i i y  1303 
Rcssarch in human waste management system 
Puiod OUtpt!O", 
LO/O1/73-09/30/74 FY74: $4,860 TOTAL: 14.8M) 
Prin In* NASA T d .  CASE Mwry 
Manning, I. R. ARc/@attrone. P. D. 12-Chemistry 
. (21-970 970-22-30) 
NCR OUl2LL710 Snnfard Uaivenity 1304 
Interaction of coatings wjheating environments 
PWid o u i ~ l f m  
01/01/74-O1/24j75 FY74: $30,452 TOTAL: $30,452 
Pnn Bws,. NASA re*. 0 I W r  CASE coteor). 
Shyne. J .  C. ARC/G,oldstcin. H. E. 47-Materials Engr 
ARC/Larson, H. K: 
(21-700 502-31-50) 
NGT 050YI-361 5~olord URiversity 1305 
Training of predmoral students in field of aeronautics 
finad ob,*,ionr 
01/11/69-08/01/73 FY74: TOTAL: S192,la) 
Pdn. briar. NASA Trrh Ojpmr C*SE C#teory 
Pettit, 1. M. HQ-PY/Carter, C. H. 41-Acro Engr 
(10-370 181JX-a)) 
NCT B5M(UOP St.nford University 1306 
Summer faculty f e l l ovsh~p  program in cngtneering systems 
dcrngn 
P . n d  ou,nuim 
12/18/69-03/31/74 FY14: SIU),S95 TOTAL $586.406 
. . . . 
Pdn. Inlrr,. NASA Tech O/pmr CASK Carnay 
Adams, J .  L. HQ-PYjCarter, C. H. 49-Engr, NEC 
(10-371 340-0000) 
NGT 05010-412 Stanford University 13W 
A summer program of NASA summer faculty fellowships 
P<Hd ou*rm 
L2/16/69-03/31/75 FY74: 5130.5l9 TOTAL: $676,823 
PNI lawrr NASA Trr* W f i r  CASE Cerqcb~ 
Bershader. D. HQPY/Carter, C. H. 49-Ens. NEC 
(1@371 3400000) 
NSG I011 Stsaford University I308 
Infrared diffcrcntial absorption lor atinosphcre pollution 
detection 
Pl"d ou!~.,rin", 
03/22/74-03/2l/15 FY74: E45.588 TOTAL: $45,588 ' 
Pnn. lnrsr. NASA T d .  OJ@r CASE Calqory 
Eyer, R. L. LARC/Northam, G. B. 31-Atmos Sci 
LARC/Hocll, 1. M.; Jr. 
(23.601 645-2043) 
NSG 2Mn Stanlord University 1309 
Research in aeroacousties 
 PI^ W*,im 
01/l5/74-07/01/77 FY74: S280.W TOTAL: S280,WO 
P*. rnr,z. NASA 1 4 .  ojr-r C ~ S E  C.,CZOO. 
Karamcheti, K. ARCjHickey. D. H. 13-Physics 
ARC/Davis, S. S. 
(21-7M 760-17-01) (21-790 797-WCO) 
NSG M12 SIsolord Uni.rrs)ty 1310 
Effect of bedrest on insulin resistance 
firlod ouiwtia, 
04/15/74-12/31/74 FY74: $21,385 ,TOTAL: $21,385 
. . 
Ptin Inrrrt. NASA T h .  OJp-r CASE C a r q q  
Rcaven, G. M. ARC/Dolkas, C. 8. 53-Other Medical 
Mondon, C. E. 
(21-970 970-21-14) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
C A U r n R N l A  ( C o o t i d )  
NSC 2017 sldold u- 1311 
Radio frrpueaq eapximats with outa  planst entry p m b  
M aa4cru 
03/01/7*48/01/74 FY74: 17,636 TOTAL: 17,636 
Rb I-. NdSA Rd wre U r n  - 
Cmh T. A. ARC/Om1. T. L. 45-Ek Engr 
ARC/Vojv&, N. S 
(21440 1 W )  
NSG SIUlad Uahnhg I312 
Rcmotc moni tow of physiologic &ON of simulated rpart 
f w t  
Pdd aa4cru 
01/01/74-00/01/75 FnP:  $99.950 TOTAL 999,950 
Rb I&. N l S l R d O W a  U S E  L2"s.J 
Pow. R. ARC/%dkr. H. 52- Med 
( Z l a o  590.23-30) 
NSC lCa9 -u- U U  
Radar data from tbc mmn 
Pdd mrplrm 
04/01/7403/31/75 FY74: 172,243 TOTAL: SlZ.243 
Rb 1- NAS4 T d  * U S E  Cre.l 
Tykr. 0. L HQ-SM/Brya~n, R. P. jZ-&olorncal Scr 
Howad, & T. HQ-SM/Roberson. F. I. 
(lo.810 38%a003) 
NSG 704l S.drl UhnriQ Dl4  
Modulate the e n q y  of an c b n  beam d a lanu 
Pdd mrplrm 
05/01/7410/31/74 FY74: 114.550 TUTAL: SL4.550 
NAS 2-7562 U.hmiIydc.u1nd.-lwkdq I315 
Intcgratcd Skylab study of c a d  m u m  in Wifornis 
Pdd - 
05/26/7346/30/74 FY74: 1135Pm W A L :  1145,000 
. . -- .- . .- -"-. -, 
Colw.4 R. N. ARC/Poppoff, I. G. 39-Em Sd, NEC 
TIlnr*y. G. ARCptmor. I. W. 
(2L-%0 -3-83) 
NAS 27567 U & e m a , d m - E d d q  U16 
Ayicultud intnprctsr tdtni',uc dnc l~pmmt  
lkial -
05/24/7306/30/74 FYI4 ~ 5 , 0 0 0  TOTAL: SlSO,ml 
Pb Ins. nrs, T d  * UP Cre.l 
C o l d .  R. N. ARC/Poppoff, I. G. 39-Env Sd, NEC 
ARC/T1smor. I. W. 
(21-960 94M3-83) 
NAS 2-819 UahmiIydc.6fai.-aertek, U17 
Yudy of supply and h a n d  equilibrium in short haul air 
tranoportatwn 
h.id - 
05/01/74-W/31/75 FY74: $30,000 TOTAL: 130.000 
m*hm 111s" Tnl* CASE - 
Homnjdf. R. ARC/Kcnyon. G. 75-Political Sci 
Kanafani A. ARC/Galloway. T. L. 
(15-701 791-9103) 
NAS U1288 UahmiIydWilon*-l&~kdey UIS 
Firc prokclion mating for 6pray-m polyurethane foam 
m*d mrc.aa 
M/M/1611/05/74 m4: SpOO 'IDTAL: 55,000 
RI. I-. . NASA T d  DDsar U S E  - 
Wdliamson, R B. ARC/Riaiticlo, S R. 12ChcmiBry 
(21-704 501-31-90) 
NAS 5-1KJS - 4 C d i b n b - m  I314 
IMP-1 sob  p d c h  qmiment  
. r&d - 
06/30/6741/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: 3659.000 
R b h s  NASA T d  ODiDn CASE - 
Andwan, R A. GSFC/M&kn. I. 1. 13-mysia 
(51-850 861-5240) 
NAS $10019 U d l n £ i i y o t ~ - ~ y  U2B 
Et~rgclic p d c k ~  flux 1 for mfnaatmnal sunCarib 
mbm mother & d a u g t r d  
h.kd - 
05/23/74-10/30/ls M4: 124,152 TOTAL: 124,152 
Mlna U S A  T d  o,j%, CASE Oqay 
Andtnw, K. A. GSFC/Davis, M. A. l%Phyrig 
Lin. R. P. 
Puts G. K. 
(51-850 8614240) 
NAS Sm080 U ~ o f c . l i l o r d l - ~ y  W.1 
Qw&kUic C i s  upcrimcot for ISEE mothcr/daughter 
-
w a(bh. 
05/21/7410/30/79 m4:szzooo T O T A L : S ~ ~ ~ ~  
Rb lam.  NASA T d  * C '  CO.llrr 
Mom, F. S. GSFC/DaV4 M. A. 13-Physics 
Kdley, M. C 
(51-850 8616240) 
NAS 5-21827 U i . d Q a l c . M d a - ~  Ua 
ERTPA drtr usr iavrrtigationr. of Califomla m u -  
w - 
08129172-11/01/74 FY74:SL36m0 TOTAL: 148600 
. . . . 
M h. NASA T d  ODhr CASE Crarr 
-11. R. N. GSFC/C-p. E. W. 39-Env Sd, NEC 
(51480641-1441) (51480641-1407) 
NA. an- u d ~ m o ( ( u i f a i . - ~  uz1 
HEA(1Mirum B experiment feasibility s t d y  
Pdd m4J-s 
M/01/71-02/28/73 W 4 :  m T A L  Sl35.954 
m* h. NASA T d .  41hr CASE clmrr 
A l w q  L W. MSFC/Dabk I. R. 11-ArVonomy 
(62450 832-1240) (62980 95-84-10) 
NAS b29((U U i m r i R d w - & . t e * J  1 3 U  
Cmmk nn M I  cMimcnl  on t~~ w m i c  rays 
- -  . 
lhad ade-= 
03113/7~130/75  FY74: 580.000 TOTAL 5179.738 . . . . 
m* I-. NASA ~d  am^, CASE - 
Ria. P. 8. MSFC/Ondrat. B. T. 13-Phyrin 
(62-960 948-8042) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
CALIFORNIA (Coatirmed) 
, NAS . Uhdty d Cllllomh - krke ley  1 3 s  
HEAO audy ( a - q  
IMd - 
03/16/73-06/30/73 FY74: TOTAL: $Z5210W 
M h  NASA T d  DDrn US - 
Alvarcq L W. MSFC/Ncuschafrr, R. W. 31-Almos Sd 
m L .  MSFC/Jonq 1. B. 
Wllfisslou A. 
(62-850 832-ltm) (62-850 8 3 2 m )  
NAS 9-7801 Unive&yOtWttomh-WY U26 
Hina altitotdc &dc ~hysics aprimeat  (HAWE) pmgram 
- . . 
IMd WlctP*m 
03/18/6808/31/74 FY74: 143.940 TOTAL: 54,781.3U6 
. . . . 
I l h h  NASA 1 4  CASE Em414 
Aharq L W. JSC/Claddod; W. L. 31-AMOS Sd 
(7- IM7S-55) (72%50 812-1200) (72-980 97M4-14 
NAS 9-10509 U & n s i y d ~ - ~  a27 




0)/14/7006/30/74 FY74: 575,767 TOTAL: 1526.031 
P,&ear NASA T d  wm U S E  'xe=v 
Andemu K. A. JSC/I.atkIy, P. E I3-Phync3 
(72-810 383-3041) (72-9(0 91449-00) 
NAS9-I3.m I328 
Scsrch for mrrw olvaviokl 
on UE A~pollO/syu. 
Arrm Wyarrao 
08/01/73(H/ 10/76 FY74.5732000 TOTAL. $732000 
P , & h  NASA Ta* q- U S E  - 
Boayn, C. S. JSC/Sander% J. I I-Asmnomy 
h p t w  M. JSC/Mdwin. R. 
(72-930 W 3 0 0 0 )  
NAS 9-13%cn Unive&yofcanl&-W 1329 
M-rc (hc intensity of Ur intuplanetary hcllum glm from 
ApaUo/Soyuz spauuafl 
w ~ & - -  
08/01/73U7/10/16 FY74: 1662.W TOTAL: 166Z.600 
mhB NASA T . d  90- CASE 
Bovyer, C. S. JSC/San&rq J. I I-l\stmnomy 
Pursa. F. JSC/WM, R. 
(72-930 9663000) 
NAS 9-141111 U ~ d ~ ~ - B n k d c y  I330 
stylab viural oInb+ation p r o w  dala 
. . IMd 
OSp1/7~11/30/74 F-4: S 2 3 S r n ~ m T A ~ ;  5 2 3 W  
M I-. NASA T d .  DDrn . CASEcdcs .7  
ColuU, R. N. JSC/Wilmanh, V. R. WEnv Sci. NEC 
came&, D. M. JSC/KalPobem J. L. 
( 7 t W  -)
rmr . .  cw@- 
08pI/M10/31/76 FY74: Sl80,000 TOTAL: 53,218,~1 
% h e  NASA T l d  Wm CASE w 
C a l k  M. H@SL/Young R. S. 32Goologid Sci 
NGL €&WM16 U M I y  d WUonb - -I U1Z 
Rscarcb pmgram in mnlml C i n l o d o n  SY- 
w Gnkd- 
02/26/63-12/01/73 FY74: TOTAL: 1514,670 
Mr h .  NASA T '  ODLa C-QW 
Dcsocr, C. A. HQRE/Konhal% P. R. 41-Aem Engr 
Pol&. E A. ARC/Stcrart, E. C. 
Zadch. L. A. 
(10750 12M000) ( 2 5 0  3 )  (21-750 I-) 
NGL€&WMll Udve&rdC.Ulad.-W UU 
Invenigation of hk# c- solar flare radiation & trapped 
radiatlou h i d i n g  balloon-bomc & sounding mdct tcsls of 
pmtotyps dctoctat-6 
Pohl ovbaaD 
W/08/6101/31/l7 FW4: SllSPm TOTAL $1>32942 
. . . . 
mhsr NASA Ta* ODLa U S E  - y T  
Aod.mn. K.  A. HQSO/Kavaaagb. L D.. Jr. 1 3 - P h w  
HQsG/s2hmhg" E. R. 
( I W  lsgM55) . (IOSW 385-36m) 
NCLOSOOIIM U&edlyof~an&-&tr*Y 1334 
Rimale hcmodynamrs d mstaboliw under conditions of 
w- 
Pohl cw@- 
08/01/63-10/01/74 FY74: 189,356 TOTAL: 12676,374 
NGLOSCnXUm U ~ o f c a n l ~ - B e r k d e ~  U36 
An iave&alioa of m q m  ausy tshniqucs lor life MW in 
~~lratmsslrinl60il 
rmr - 
06/23/6406/01/73 M 4 :  TOTAL: S331.695 
%% ' NASA Tld. DDrn C*SE Cn*m 
McLnmn, A. D. . H W L / Y w a g  R. S. 51-BnloM 
(10870 189-WW) 
N G L ~ ~  d C d i f o r & - l * r t e * y  I336 
R d  on radiation pb* 
rmr 0W-i- 
03/01/6%42/28/76 . FY74: TOTAL; W.380 
% hB. NASA T d  ODLa CASE - 
T o m a ,  C. H. H@SG/Ro-. N. G. I%Phyr Sd. NEE 
GSFC/RotLin. H. H. 
(IUM 18841-55) (1a7w r n - 0 ~ 1 1 )  (10750 I I S - Z Z ~ )  \ 
NGL-286 ~ - d ( ~ a a i . - e ~ ,  I U I  
Orbiting spaoscrafl infrared spcclromctc. dnclopmmt for 
-rial and laboratory study of planstaiy atmosphmr 
w .  0W-i- 
08/08/M/31/76 ~ ~ 7 4 :  583% TOTAL: ~776.504 
% l a m  N.4SA T d .  CASE - 
Pimcntel. G. C. ' HQ-SL/Fellaw R. F. 31-AM- Sd 
H@SL/i3nnt, W. E. 
(10840 18-7-81) 
NASA'S UNIVERSlTY PROGRAM 
CALIFORNIA (Continued) 
NGL MM)3-404 University of Cslilornir - Mkeley I338 
Lnt~grated study of earth resources in the state of California 
using remote sensing techniques 
penal r n ~ i t ~ ~ r o ~ r  
07/13/7044/30/77 FY74: $SOO.WO TOTAL: S3,mO,mO 
Plin. Inuxi. NASA reth OJfilir CASE Cd%orY 
Colewell, R. N. HQPY/Vitale. J. A. 39-Env Sci. NEC 
ARCjPoppoff, I. G. 
( 0  177-7101) (10-371 340-MW) (IS680 1a15-80) 
NGL 05.lm3.409 University of Cdifornis - Berkeley 1339 
Lunar rample analysis 
P#"d Obl@Mnr 
01/26/71-01/31/77 FY74: $73,350 TOTAL: $339,100 
Pnn. 1nrt.l NASA l'erh. Ofl9rrr CASE Calwerg 
Reynolds, J .  H .  JSC/Harris. I .  W. 13-Physics 
(72-810 388-1042) 
NGL OS00fb10 University of Calilornis - Berkeley 1340 
Lunar sample analysis 
Pelid Obl@nonr 
02/22/71-01/31/77 FY74: llM,3M) TOTAL: $487,160 
Pm. lnvcll. NASA Ted .  Ommr CASE CntqorY 
Price, P. 0.  ISC/Harris, I. W. $2-Chemistry 
(72-810 388-10-03) (72-910 914-40-M)) 
NGL 05-003491 University of California - Berkeley 1341 
Research in space sciences 
P?"d Obllglli"", 
W/05/72-03/31/77 FY74: S2W.W TOTAL: S6W.000 
. . . . 
P"". rnrr,. MAS" T e d .  o f l r  CASE C~l%orY 
Anderson, K. A. HQ-PYjRedding, E. R. 9 9 - ~ u l t i - ~ i s c i p  
(10-37 1 3404%W) 
NGR 05-003-239 University of California - Berkeley 1342 
Auroral zone rocket studies of electric fields and precipitating 
panicles 
pet id obl&liom 
08/26/68-08/01/74 FY74: TOTAL: $515,811 
Pnrl inr~ac NASA Tech, OJfimr CASE Calrgoo) 
Anderson, K. A. HQ-SGjKavanagh, L. D., Jr. 13-Physics 
H%SG/Otl, E. I. 
(10850 879-11-00) 
NGR 05-003-302 University of California - Berkeley 1343 
Martian su+ace weathering studies 
period O b l i ~ l i 0 " ~  
11/25/68-06/30/73 FY74: TOTAL: $151,928 
Ptin In.ezt. NASA Tol. Officer CASE Cdqory 
Calvin. M. HQ-SLJDwornik, S. E. 32Geoiogical Sci 
HQ-SL/Allingham, I .  W. 
(10-840 185-%81) (10840 185-OOW) 
NGR 054J03-305' Uoirersity of Calilornia - Berkeley 1344 
Non-gravitational forces of periodic camels 
P d ' d  o t f ~ a , i m  
10/20/7012/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: $20,000 
Prin Invey. NASA Trh. Ofl(rrr CASE Cale8nry 
Cunningham, L. E. HQSG/Dubin, M. 31-Atmos Sci 
(10850 188.OOM) 
NGR 05603-316 University ol Calilornia - Berkeley 1345 
High resolution studies of cosmic rays and solar particles 
PC"& 09.rron, 
W/16/71-10/31/74 FY74: 185,WO TOTAL: S253.W 
Pr>n Inrrsr. NASA Tech OV<er CASE Colerarj 
Pilfe, P. 0. HQ-SG/Opp, A. G.  Il-Astronomy 
HQ-SGjKavanagh. L. D., Jr. 
(10-850 879-1 I-M) 
NGR 05-W-402 Udrersity of Calilorni. - k r h l e y  1346 
High angular resolution and position determinations by infrared 
interferometry 
Pmid  obligrrions 
04/27/lS 10/31/73 FY74: TOTAL: $69,00U 
Ptin I n r r r .  NASA T e d .  Ofl-r CASE Cacrrory 
Townes, C. H. HQ-SG/Boggcss, N. W. ll-Astronomy 
HQ-SG/Roman, N. G. 
(10-850 188-41-55) (10-680 16SCC-00) (ID850 188-WW) 
NGR 05603-406 University ol California - Berkeley 1347 
Lunar soil properties and soil mechanics 
P c " ~  oblwariom 
06/09/70-12/31/73 FY74: TOTAL: $125.510 
h n  in.,$, %A. \4  T o h  O / l ~ ~ ~ ~  ('d>,.  <iacl? 
M~tchcll. J. K .  llQ.SM/Br)fln. R. P. 32<icol~p!cal r, 
110-810 283.09.10) (I@# 10 191M)W~ (10910 914-41-OUJ 
NCR 05-003432 University of California - Berkeley 1338 
Airborne far infrared astronomy 
Pen& OMIgalonr 
05/10/71-08/31/74 FY74: $30,000 TOTAL: $IW,121 
P"n. Inucst. NASA red. ofl-r CASE Caterory 
Townes, C. H.  ARC/Cameron, R. M. Il-Astrnnorny 
(21-850 352-02-01) (10-850 352-02-01) 
NGR 05603435 Unirerriry of California - Berkeley 1349 
Lunar sample analysis 
Pen& ou,p,ronr 
M/Ol/7l-01/31/77 FY74:'$Z00.000 TOTAL: $1,111,800 
P"". 1nrcrr. NASA Tech. Oflkcr CASE CnIqoIory 
Burlingame, A. L. JSC/Harris, J .  W. 13-Physics 
(72-8 10 388-10-02) (72-910 914-40-W) 
NGR 05-003.445 University of California - Berkeley 1350 
Experiment for the Swedish auroral payload 
Perid OtJ@allonr 
04/06/71-03/31/73 FY74: TOTAL: $57,741 
Ptin. h r z l .  NASA Ted .  OJfiCrr CASE C4rc8OrY 
Mozer. F. S. HQ-%/Dubin, M. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQ-SGjKavanagh, L. D.. Ir. 
(lo-850 879-11-03) (IS850 879m00)  
NGR IlS-00- Unirerrity of Calilornia - Berkeley 1351 
Study of X-ray emission from galactic and extragalactic sources 
with emphasis on raft and ultla-soft wavelengths 
Perid Oblirnlirn. 
05/28/71-W/30/75 FY74: S130.WO TOTAL: $540,549 
Pnn. Inwrt. NASA Tech Oflice? CASE Cdrrgory 
Bowyer, C. S. HQSG/Roman, N. G. Il-Astronomy 
H@SG/Ott, E. 1. 
(lo-850 879-11-00) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
CALIFORNIA (Continued) 
NGR OM(I3-451 University of Csliformia - Borlreky 1352 
Research in aeronautics & air transportation 
P . d  ou@,Mnl 
03/30/71-04/01/75 FY74: 965,175 TOTAL: 6256,140 
P& Lnsr  NASA Ted Olflrrr CASE Calnury 
Talbot, L. ARC/Perkm% E W. 41-Aero Engr 
(21-704 501-06.12) (21-704 501-15-81) (21-760 12600-00) 
NCR W 3 - 4 5 2  University of Calilornla - Berkeley 1353 
Infrared spectra of planetary atmospheres 
Pwkd ob l ip , IM~~  
02/18/72-06/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: $75,744 
P h .  bn,,. NASA Ted.  Ofliwr CASE Cnlrxory 
Townes, C. H. HQ-SLfBrunk. W. E. Il-Astronomy 
HQ-SL/Fellows, R. F. 
(10.840 19641.80) (10-840 19600-00) 
NCR 05003453 University of California - Berkeley 1354 
Thsorettcal X- and gamma ray astronomy 
P W d  o b l w r m  
08/30/71-07/31/13 FY74: TOTAL. $55.401 
P l h .  Inrrst. NASA TEh. Oflte"' CASE Colrory 
Silk, 1. 1. HQ-S/Kelsall, T. LI-Astronomy 
HQ-SfRoman. N. G. 
' NGR 0 5 W M  University ol California - Berkeley 1355 
The chemistry of living systems 
Penal 0bl;~orionc 
, . 
. 07/21/7167/31/74 FY74: $75,000 TOTAL: $250,000 
Pnn. lnnrl.  NASA TIrk Oflbtr CASE C4reprY 
Jukes, T. H. HQ-SL/Young, R. S. 12-Chemistry 
(1W40 192-55-61) 
NGR 05603-462 UnirerJity of California - Berkeley 13% 
Formation of alkaline oxides in electric discharge 
PI& Obly~liom 
05/06/71-08/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: $50,413 
Pnn. Brill.. NASA Tech Offier CASE C.zlrgooi 
Bcll. A. T. ARC/Wydeven, T. 1. 43-Chem Engr 
(21-970 970-22-30) (21-970 970-22-20) 
NGR OSCQ3d70 Uni~eRity of California - Berkeley 1357 
lnvivo measurement of human body measurements 
penal Wl@,i0", 
0511 1172-09/30/74 FY74: $70.000 TOTAL: $176,508 
Ptin. InwsL NASA Teh.  Offimr . CASE Glrpo. 
P a a .  N. ARC/Newsom, B. D. 59-Life Sci, NEC 
(21-970 970-21-14) 
NGR 05003471 uhversity of Cnlifornia - Berkeley 1358 
sociopolitical assessment o l  aavanced teclrnolagy 
-rial OM@~,O"S 
05/21171-l2/01/74 FY74: $94.469 TOTAL: $235.801 ~. . , . 
P"n bnn WAS" Ted. Ofljc#r CASE C a m ~ r y  
Laporte, T. R. ARC/Tanner, T. A. W-Soc Sci, NEC 
(21-704 504-09-05) (21.104 5W-29-01) (21-704 501-1660) 
NCR 05-WJ-478 University of Cplifwnia : Berkeley 1359 
Competitive reactivity and poisoning of noble metal catalysts 
?<"a* Ohl,*~,i."", 
10/08/71-10/01/74 FY74 $20,000 TOTAL: $71,201 
P"". BW., NASA rerh Ofli<cr CI SE cotwry  
Merrill. R. P. ARC/Wydevcn, T. J .  43-Chem Engr 
(21-970 910.22-21) (21-970 970-22-20) 
N C R  05-003-480 University of California - Berkeley 1364 
Continued reduction and analysis of data obtained by the DME 
expen'mcnt on A S S  
pe,iod 0u;wrions 
04/0l/720)/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: $80,000 
. ,  . 
Prr" lnvr*,. NASA Ted.  ojficer CASE c.,qeo. 
Mom.  F. S. HQ-SG/Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. 13-Physics 
(10-850 385-36-W) (10.850 385-00-00) 
NCR 05-003-499 University of California - Berkeley 1361 
Photometric study of sun spats' 
Pe"d m i ~ ~ l i o n r  
03/12/73-05/3 1/73 FY74: TOTAL: $17.624 
PM. b x ~ l .  NASA Ted.  0fl;cer CASE Cnl?og. 
Phillips, I. G. HQ-SGfWeldon, J. M. Il-Astronomy 
HQ-SG/(xnel, G. K. 
(10-850 188-38-53) 
NGR 05003-510 Unirersily of California - Berkeley. 1362 
0 0 0 - 5  solar X-ray measurements and related solar flare 
emissions 
P l n d  Oblip.,rion, 
11/11/72-10/31/74 FY74 $20,000 TOTAL: $45,000 
Prim Inv#ll. NASA Tech. OflCcer CASE Carrboo. 
Anderson. K.  A. HQ-SG/Oertel. G. K. Il-Astronomy 
HQSG/Weldon, J. M. 
(10-850 385-38-00) 
NGR 05-003-511 University of California - Berkeley 1363 
Spectrographic observation of infrared lines 
P l n d  Wl i~~ , ion . !  
03/0l/7308/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: $70,000 
. . 
Pr in  Inrrsr. NASA Tech. Oflier CASE Currgory 
Townes, C. H. .ARC/Camcron, R. M. Il-Astronomy 
(21-850 352-02-03) 
NGR 05-003-513 University of California - Berkeley 1364 
Heavy eon fragment cxpenments at the Bevatron 
Penal oM#n,,m* 
10/01/73-12/30/74 FY74 $135,000 TOTAL: $135,000 
. . 
Fnn. Inrrrr. NASA ~ w h .  Oflinr CASE C#raory 
Hcdrmm, H. H. H Q - S Q p ,  A. G .  II-Astronomy 
HQ-SG/Kavanagh, L. D., J r .  
(10.850 188-46-56) 
NGR 05-00S538 University of California - Berkeley 1365 
Source cncoding of images lor efficient transmission 
Pend Obl@l;ans 
12/18/7244/17/73 FY74: TOTAL: $1,000 
Pdn. I n w ~ l .  NASA Tech Offar CASE C n q o v  
Algazi. V. R. GSFC/Lynch, T. J. . 45-Elec Engr 
Sakrison, D. I. 
(5 1-620 164-0658) (5 1-620 164-00-00) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
CALIFORNIA (Continued) 
NGR 05-W3-553 University of California - Berkeley 1366 
High energy primary cosmic radiation measured by supercanduct- 
ing magnetic spectrometer 
penal ONeerron~ 
05/10/73-12/31/74 FY74: $250,000 TOTAL: $250,000 
Pen ,nn.?r. NASA Tmh. Oflfeer CASE Cntqory 
Alvanz, L. W. HQSG/Opp, A. G .  Il-Astronomy 
HQ-SG/Kavanagh. L. D., Jr. 
(10-850 188-46-56) 
NGR OQUN-559 University of California - Berkeley 1367 
Metal barrier metal optical diodes 
P?"d OblOorior 
03/19/73-04/01/75 FY74: $39,WO TOTAL: $73,524 
Ptin. h w l .  NASA TP&. DJfier CASE Colqnry 
Gustafron, T. K. ARC/Bilimiln, K. W. 13-Physics 
(21-704 502-11-11) (21-704 759-11-21) 
WGR 05-003-562 University 01 California - Berkeley 1364 
Development of iron base alloys with superior strength and fracture 
toughness for use at cryogenic temperatures 
PC"& O b f ~ l i ~ ~  
08/15/73-08/15/74 FY74: $30,000 TOTAL: $30,000 
P"n. Inrpsr. NASA Teh.  Ofltcrrr CASE Colmry 
Zackay, V .  F. LERC/Stephcnr, J. R. 47-Malerials Engr 
(22-704 502-21-20) 
NGR 05-003-578 University of California - Berkeley 1369 
Theoretical X-ray and gamma-ray astronomy 
Obf@,<rn~ 
FY74: $29,858 TOTAL: $29.858 
NASA Trrh. OJfimr CASE Cmeory 
HQ-SG/Kelsall, T. I l-Astronomy 
HQ-SG/Roman, N. G. 
NGR (H603-587 University of Cnlifornia - Berkeley 1370 
Investigation of strong features in the spectrum of procyon 
Pnia l  oM~p,,o"r 
12/01/73-11/30/74 FY74: 61.015 TOTAL: $1,015 
~ # n .  Brrrr. NASA Tech O/flccr C1CE Ce,eory 
Spinrad, H. GSFC/.Kupperian, J. E. Il-Astronomy 
(51-850 83143-00) 
NGR 05603-598 University of Cslilarnia - Berkeley 1371 
Microwave and infrared observations of molecular spectra in comet 
Kohautek 
PC"& obfi~~l ian,  
12/10/73-09/09/74 FY74: $3,603 TOTAL: S 3 . m  
P ~ J  I n l y , .  NASA Trh. Offie, CASE Cmqnry 
Twnes,  C. H. GSFC/Hobbs. R. W. Il-Astronomy 
GSFC/Maran. S. P. 
(51.840 196-41-53) 
NSG 2003 University of California - Berkeley 1372 
Remote sensing and large-sale movemints regarding water truth 
measurements 
P<#d Dbliccrinns 
Ol/l5/74dl/15/75 F Y I 4  617.221 TOTAL: $17.221 
Pnr b w ~ l .  NASA Tch. Ofltmr CASE Cnrqwj 
Horne. A. J .  ARC/Wrigley. R. C. 39-Env Sci. NEC 
(21-680 176.53- 11) 
NSG 2026 University of Cdiiornia - Berkeley 1373 
Fire testing of aircraft interiors 
n d d  ~ @ t i r n s  
05/01/74W/30/75 PY74: $60,000 TOTAL: S60,WO 
Plln Inmsl. NASA T d .  OJJlc,, CASE Cdczory 
Williamson, R. B. ARC/Kaurlider, D. A. 44-Civil Engr 
(21-7W 501-21-22) 
NSG 3028 University of Qlilornia - Berkeley 1374 
Techniques for stabilization of lean combustion systems 
P<,id W*ia'<rn' 
07/01/74-06/3/75 FY74: $72,380 TOTAL: $72,380 
Pnn brsl. NASA T d .  Offir CASE Carqwy 
Branch, M .  C. LERC/Marek. C. I. 46Mech Engr 
Oppenheim. A. K. 
Sawyer. R. F. 
(22-7W 501-2402) 
NAS 2-6633 University of California - Davis 1375 
Study influence of gravity on the metabolism of various amino 
acids in higher plants 
~ ~ 
Petid oN,~nllo", 
10/01/72-09/30/74 FY74: $24,976 TOTAL: $59,276 
. . 
Pnn. Inrrt. NASA Tmh. O/fi<rrr CASE Cotwry 
Mazelis, M. ARC/Takcta, S. T. 39-Env Sd, NEC 
(21-970 970-21-61) 
NAS 2-7152 University of Cdifomia - Davis 1376 
Social interaction study 
P r f d  obliwrio"" 
08/24/72-10/30/74 FY74: $58,771 TOTAL: $166,250 
Pnn I"w,. NASA TCb. o/per CASE c a r ,  
Beljan. J .  R. ARC/Winpt, C. M. 53-Other Medical 
Chapman. L. F .  
(21-970 970-2145) (21-970 97CL21-52) (21-970 97CL21-53) 
NAS t7503 University d C.lilomin - Davis F77 
Plasma-hcart-tcmperatu~ determinations 
P e M  0Nl.lions 
04/03/73-04/03/74 FY74: TOTAL: 19,900 
Pdn. l n u n .  NASA Trrh OJfinr CASE C n l c p ~  
Evans. J. W. ARC/Wingct, C. M. 59-Life Sci. NEC 
ARC/Danellir, I. V. 
(21-970 970-21-52) 
NAS 2-7513 University of C.lifomis - Davis 1378 
Analysis of muscle and bane mineral cantent by direct photon 
absorptiamctry 
PInod ON@tii", 
W/17/73-1 l/30/73 FY74: $8,237 TOTAL: $8.237 
P h .  Inwl .  NASA T d .  OJflccr CASE C a r w v  
Unavailable ARC/Unavailable 13-Physics 
(21-970 910-21-61) 
NAS 2-7516 University of Calilornla - Davis 1379 
Waler sampling & analysis 
P ~ n d  Ou,Ptkm 
05/01/73-10/31/74 FY74: $2,033 TOTAL: S2.m 
Pnn In-3, NASA Twh Oflcw CASE C n r w l ,  
Goldman. C. R. ARC/Wriglcy, R. C. 31-Atmor Sci 
(21-680 17553-1 1)  
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
CALIFORNIA (Continued) 
NAS 2-7519 UoirerJily of Cslifomir - Dayis 1380 
Biolelemetrv from instrumented simians 
period OUW#i0", 
04/10/73-12/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: $13,000 
M n .  hwrr  NASA T d .  Oflier CASE Coteoy 
Chapman. L. F. ARC/Wingct, C. M. 53-Other Medical 
, ARC/Danellis, J. V. 
(21-970 970-WOO) 
NAS 9-13504 ; - . Usiversity of Californis - Davis 1381 
Endocrinological and .nutritional consequences of group in- 
teraaions 
Pm"d O~i~.",i."", 
06/28/73-08/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: $15,977 
Pdm.;Lws#. NASA Tab. Ofli<<r CASE Cnlc%ory 
&Ijan. 1. R. JSC/Leach. C. S. 52-Clinical Med 
(72-970 970-51-16) 
NAS 9-13549 ~niveni ty  of California - Davis 1382 
Study of bone mineral measurement medical experiment M078 
&.%.I O u ! ~ < i r n 4  
07/02/73-09/30/74 FY74: $120,000 TOTAL: $120,000 
Pn'n Bus!. NASA TIEh Ofice, CASE Cntrwry 
Vogcl. I. M. JSCjSmith, M. C., 11. 59-Life Sci, NEC 
(72-960 948-6&W) 
NGL I l M l U O W  University of California - Davis 1383 
Physioloaical effects of chronic acceleration 
. . 
P d d  Odlmrionr 
03/01/65-02/01/77 FY74: 550,mO TOTAL: $740.807 
Pdn Irusl NASA 7 4  OJfiinr CASE Colexory 
Smdh, A. H. ARC/Oyama. J. 51-Btology 
(21-970 970-21-61) (10-870 189-0060) 
NGR 05604606 University of Califomis - Davis 1384 
Self-consistent study of trapped radiation in the geomagnetic 
field 
PC& OdlWih"' 
02/01/6&02/01/77 FY74: TOTAL: $19,177 
Pnn Innrz. NASA TI& OJfiinr CASE Cmqov 
Mcllwain, C. E. HQSG/Mead. ti. 32-tielogical Sei 
(51-850 18840.W) 
NGR 05434635 Uni~emity of Cnlilornia - Davis 1385 
The role of bmwn fat in the thcrmogenesis of animals and man 
Pe& OblW'ionl 
10/27/67-10/31/72 FY74: TOTAL: $219.458 
Mn Inrst. NASA Tmb. Oflfmt CASE Corwory 
Smith, R. E. WFC/Holton, E. M. 51-Biology 
WFC/Jacksan. E. B. 
(53-970 910-71.61) (53-970 970-WW) 
NGR 05604414 Unirersi(g of Califorria - Dwis 1386 
High pressun Hugoniot measurements on lunar racks callccled 
on Amlio missions . . 
P d d  otiwi- 
061 12/7003/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: $21,272 
Pdn Inw#. NASA T I .  Of l lm CASE Cnfw,. 
Borg. R. 1. HQSM/Brysan, R. P, 32~,mlogical  Sci 
HQSM/Allenby. R. 1. 
(1&810 195-00.00) 
NCR 05-004099 University of Californis - Daris 1387 
Investigation of the effect of altered gravity on temperature 
regulation in mammals 
P<"d OUWlf rn  
11/20/73-11/19/74 FYl4: $15,000 TOTAL: $15,WO 
Pnn. Inns,. NASA TI<&. Ofice, CASE Cmegury 
Honvitr, B. A. ARC/Hollon. E. M. 5 1-Biology 
Horowitz, I. M. 
(21.970 970-21-61) (53-970 970-71-61) 
NGR 6041-012 Uniremity of California - Iwine 1.388 
Diagnosis of preclinieal viral illness and prophylaxis against viral 
disease 
PI& o u ; ~ I ; M ,  
07/13/71-12/07/?4 FY74: $39,996 TOTAL: SIM.692 
Ptin. lnwsl. NASA Ri* OJficer CASE Cn(e8ory 
Tillcs, J. G.  ARC/Mandel, A. D. 52-Clinical Med 
(21-970 970-21-25) 
NAS 2-6791 University of California - Los Angeles IUF) 
Lunar mametometer network support 
~. 
Pdod Ouiprionr 
01/14/72-12/31/73 FY74: TOTAL: $15,OW 
Prin h r e r l .  NASA 7rch OJficer CASE Ca,egan 
Schubert. G .  ARC/Dyal, P. 13-Physics 
(21-910 914-WM) 
NAS 2-7251 University of California - Los Angeles 1390 
Pionctr FG data analysis 
P#".d m;zn,iaw 
10/13/7266/30/74 FY74: $69,670 TOTAL $114.670 
Pnn Inwrt NASA Trch Ofice, CASr Coregory 
Coleman, P. J.. Jr. ARC/Hall, C. F 13-Physncs 
(21-840 811-2260) 
NAS 2-7440 University of California - Los Angeles 1391 
Stable isotope ratio measurements 
Pmod OU* i i i  
02/28/73-12/31/74 FY74: $9,084 TOTAL: $20,484 
Pnn. l n w .  NASA T t d .  OJfieer CASE Cnl~ loV  
Kaplan, I. R. ARCjChang, S. 12-Chemistry 
(21-810 388-1042) (21-840 192-55-62) (21.910 9144MQ) 
NAS 2-TI85 University of California - Los Angeles 1392 
Computer studies 
Penal otiga,wru 
09/13/73-08/20/74 FY74: $7,303 TOTAL: $7.500 
Pti" 1nw.2. NASA 7 -h .  Ofltmr CASE C m r ~ r y  
Britt. P. ARC/Polentz, P. P. 4l-Acro Engr 
ARC/Erickson, L. L. 
(21-790 797-00-00) 
NAS 4-1995 University of California - Los Angel- 1393 
Computer studies 
!"*nod ou;zo,in, 
05/24/7366/30/74 FY74: $5,000 TOTAL: $35.000 
Prh. 1nw5,. NASA Teh.  Officer CASE Calcgoru 
Unavailable FRC/Cartcr, A. L. 41-Aero Engr 
(24-702 76672-01) (24704 501-22-01) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
CALIFORNIA (Cont inued)  , 
NAS 5.11674 Uoiwnily of Cdifornia - Las Angek 1394 
Magnctomcter experiment for the ATSF  
P~Iiod ou*,iom 
M/29/69-04/30/76 FY74: TOTAL: $407,500 
Pnn. Inws,. NASA re*. Ol/ier CASE C-ry 
Coleman, P. J., Jr. GSFC/Walcs. R. 0. 32Geological Sci 
(51-620 6M-22-W) 
NAS S 2 W  Univenily of California - las Angeles 1395 
Magnutic field investigation for S E E  mother/daughter space- 
craft 
Pdod W(yn,,on, 
06/05/74-i0/30/79 FY74: $19.618 TOTAL: $19.618 
Plm. lnxr l .  NASA Ted. O I I j j r  CASE C a ~ ~ o v  
Russell. C. T. GSFC/Davis. M. A. 13-Physics 
McPhcrron, R. L. 
(51-850 861-62-MJ) 
NAS 5-21968 Unbenity of Caliornia - Los Angeler 13% 
R ~ p o r t  of proceedings of international eonfcrcnce on radiation 
and remote probing of atmosphere 
P ~ d d  - Obllg.li0"l 
08/29/73-12/30/73 FY74: $5,000 TOTAL: $5,000 
P"'" lnnrl. NASA T-h. Ol/fcer CASE Cnrr~ory 
Kuriyan. J. G .  GSFCjBandeen, W. R. 31-Atmos k i  
(51-680 16044-54) 
NAS 62463 University of Clliforni. - Las Anbeles 1397 
GEOSC research inm tectonics of ocean regions 
P<&d w k a r b n r  
W/18/74-04/17/76 FY74: $21,000 TOTAL: SZi.000 
Pdn, bw3l. NASA T'rh O//fcrrr CASE Catwry 
Kaula, W. M. WFC/Stanley. H. R. 33-Oceanography 
tingenfcltcr, R. E. WFC/Rossi, L. C. 
NAS 8-UU10 University of Calllornia - Loa Anples 1398 
Metal and halide eutectics, Skylab experiment 
Pltiod Oh!@arb~ 
11/02/72-04/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: $34,967 
P M .  m v a r  PASA Tech. O/ji'<cr CASE Carrpry 
Yue, A. S. MSFC/Adams, W. R. IBPhys Sci, NEC 
MSFC/Aldrich. B. R. 
(62-960 948-90-95) 
NAS 8-28358 University of California - Las Angeles 1399 
Study of conlrol systems for advanced qacc vehicles 
Pttiod W ( @ U , ~ N  
02/15/72-12/14/74 FY74: $27,947 TOTAL: $66,818 
Pdn. l n w .  NASA Tech OI/III CASE Caregory 
Likins, P. W. MSFC/Seltzer, S. M. 49-Engr, NEC 
(62-850 188-78-57) 
NAS 8-2- University of California - Los Angelecles 14% 
Directional solidification of intcetic Composites in space 
Period Obl@olbnl 
08/07/73-11/06/74 FY74: $23,645 TOTAL: $23,645 
PIln lnnlt. NASA Terh O#twr CASE Calrgory 
Yue, A. S. MSFC/McPhsrson, W. 6. 12-Chemistry 
(62-980 975-90-95) 
NAS 8505'19 University ol Calllornis - Lor Angelor 1401 
Zero solidifition of a sodium chloridc-lithium fluoride cutoctic 
mixture 
P e d  Wlrn<(O", 
01/1i/74-03/31/76 FY74: 154,700 TOTAL: 146,700 
PM,  Inwsn. NASA T D .  O j W r  CASE C- 
Yuc, A. S. MSFC/Adams. W. R. 19-Phys Sd. NEC 
MSFC/Baese. A. 
(62-930 966-3WO) 
NAS 9-12% Unh-enity of Cdifornia - Lor Angek 1402 
Apollo lunar orbit subsatcllitc magnetometer expriment 
* d d  W(iw,im, 
10/19/7L-06/30/74 FY74: S57.W TOTAL: $402.903 
P"n. Inn,,. NASA T l d .  D / W r  CASE ~ Y I Y I W  
Coleman. P. J., It. JSCjLafferty, P. E. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
(72.810 383-30-01) (72-910 9iM9dO) 
NAS 9-12757 Univeroity of Cdifornil - h Angekr 1403 
Lunar photo and altimetry analysis 
P."d rn r r r r~  
05/0~/7247/01/75 FY74: 130.419 TOTAL: 190,419 
Ptin. mwr NASA Teh. O/Pcer CASE C m t w  
Kaula. W. M. JSC/Hardw. S. N. 13-Physics 
(72-810 383-3042) 
\(;L 05007.002 Llmi.cnity ol Cslilornla - las Angeln 1404 
Thcorrllcal evalual~on of the lntcrnal structures and atmosphrrcs 
of planets and the moon 
f i r i d  W(@rbm 
01/01/62-12/31/76 FY74: $72,638 TOTAL: $546.053 
Pti" 1nwst. NASA 74. O/flcer U S E  C- 
Kaula, W. M. HQSM/Bryson. R. P. 31-Gtologicsl Sci 
HQ-SMjRobcrson, F. I. 
(10-810 195-42-65) (10-810 383-20-03) 
NGL 05007603 Unirenily of California - La8 Angeles 1405 
Interdisciplinary space oriented nsearch in physical, biological 
and cngincering sciences 
P d  m,r,,,i~(. 
03/01/62-03/31/75 FY74: TOTAL: 54,840,654 
P"". lnwsl. NASA Trd. OUlcdr CASE Catqory 
Libby, W. F. HQ-PYlRedding, E. R. 99-Multi-Discip 
(10-860 19040-00) (lC-870 189-00-00) (10-860 849-00.00) 
YCL 05607-CxU L'nirersif? of C.lllonia - Lor Angel- 1406 
Thcomtncal & crprr~mcntal investlgauonr of panlcler 8r ftelds in 
spa;r. ,nriudtng eonstrunLon of pro1ot)pc lnrtrumentatron 
f i n d  w i ~ a r ~ o n r  
03/01/62-09/30/76 FY74: SI55,WO TOTAL: 12,030,554 
PHR. hwrt NASA ~ e h .  O f l e t  CASE a t e w  
Coleman, P. J., JT. HQ-SG/Kavanagh. L. D., Jr. 13-Physics 
UnW. ICchmcrling, E R. 
NGL 05407605 Unlrersity of Califomla - Los Angeks 1407 
Isotopic chemistry of meteorites, including studies of variation 
in isotopic abundances among discrete specimens 
PC"& OMtp,iM, 
09/20/62-08/31/76 FY74: 515,475 TOTAL: $143,475 
Ptin. lnwrr NASA Ted. Oflfwr CASE Cale~ar). 
Wctheriil, 0. W. HQSG/Dubin. M. I l-Astronomy 
HQSM/Bryson. R. 
(10-850 18845.52) (10-810 383-0947) (10-810 383-0940) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
CALIFORNIA (Continued) 
NGL k l 0 7 4 0 6  University of California - Los Angeles ' 1408 
Studies on the high pressure solid phasesof inert gases. particularly 
as they might relate to planetary interiors 
P& . .  OM,pli0", 
09/24/62-09/30/76 FY74: $38,084 TOTAL: 5470,622 
P*. em,. , NASA ~ " h .  011inr CASE canor). 
Kennedy, G. C. ' HQ-SM/Bryson. R. P. 12Gmlogicai Sci 
HQ-SM/Roberson, F. I. 
(10-810 195-42-68) (10-8iO 19542-65) 
., ., .. 
NGL 05001646 Uiirirsib of Caliionia - Lor ~ n g e l n  1409 
Solar elements, their physical parameters and abvndanar 
?,lid' Otf@,onl 
IO/C6)6566/30/74 . . FY74: TOTAL: $373,081 
Prh. lnrs,. NASA T d .  O f f l ~ r  CASE Cnte- 
Alley, L: H. HQ-SG/Weldon, J. M. Il-Astronomy 
(10-850 188-O(C00) 
NGL 05001-190 University of Cdiiomi. - Los Angcles 1410 
Theoretical space plasma physics 
period ObliWiM, 
06/27/68-09/30/76 FY74: S35,WO ,TOTAL: $248,380 
Pd-. l n w ~ l  NASA Trh. OJJmI CASE Gzegoo. 
Kennel, C. F. HQ-SG/Kavanagh, L. D., Ji. 13-Physics 
HQSG/Schrncriing. E. R. 
'(10-850 188-3655): (10-850 188-0060). 
NGL 05007-195 University of Cnliorni. - Los Angeles 1411 
Phenomena underlying behavior of complc% living syslems i n  
spa- 
P I M  Otf&,ronr 
04/01/68-06/30/74 'FY74: TOTAL: $1,132,000 
~r I~WSV. NASA na om,  CASE cmwo. 
, , French, J. D. ARC/Wintcr. D. L. . . 51-Biology 
(10870 1 8 9 W )  , , 
NGL 05007-287 University of California - Lo. Angeles 1412 
Lunar sample analysis 
Period OM,slion. 
01/12/71-01/31/75 , FY74: S25.124 TOTAL: $284,794 
P*. I n a t .  NASA T h .  OJfimr CASE Corepry 
Wclherill, G. W. JSCjHarris, J. W. Ildhysics 
(72-910 914-4000) 
NCL 05607-330 UUnirersity of California - Lor Aogeles 1413 
Lunar sample analysis 
Petid oM*,,im 
05/18/71-01/31/75 ' FY74: $8,800 , TOTAL: $180,050 
Pn*. b w .  NASA Tch.  oflker CASE C#,qory 
Wamn, N. JSC/Hanis, J. W. 13-Physics 
(72.810 388-1003) 
NGL 05407-367 University of California - Los Angeler 1414 
Lunar sample analysis 
PIMd Obl@<0"8 
06/30/72-01/31/77 FY74: $62,950 TOTAL: S202.950 
P d  L111. NASA T h ,  O I I i i i  CASE Cafegory 
Warson, J. T. JSC/Harris, J. W. 12-Chemistry 
(72-810 388-1002) 
NGL 0ynn-379 University of Calilamia - Lm Angeles 1415 
night dynamics analysts and system identification 
Pl l ia l  O H , ~ ~ ~ l o n r  
12/01/72-11/30/76 FY74: S25,WO TOTAL: $109.548 
. . . . 
P*. blu,. NASA T h .  OJ/;er CASE Cotezoo. 
Balakrishnan, A. V .  FRC/Rediess, H. A. 41-Aero Engr 
(24-704 501-26.01) 
YGR 05001491 Unittr%il) 01 Cslstornba - Lo, Ampples 1416 
Imc%t~galton of apllmum m~lcuraloglcal ,atcllllc rcchnlqu~r b) 
numcncdl s~rnulatlun cxpcrlmenlr 
P.M oM,p , im 
Ll/04/64-09/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: 5590.100 
Pri" in*,. NASA Teh. OIICecr CASE Catqoo. 
Minlz, Y. GSFC/Wexler, R. 31-Atmos Sci 
Arkaura, A. 
Wcbrtcr, P. J. 
(51-620 610-11-00) 
NGR 05001-215 University ol Caliloroia - Lor Angeler 1417 
Support of group for the analysis of carbon compounds 
period W/i'.a,iia"' 
04/01/68-L2/31/73 FY74: TOTAL: (6145.W 
Pnn. blrrz. NASA Tech q B ~ r  CA SE Caf-y 
Libby, W. F. HQ-SL/Yaung, R. S. 32Geolgicai-Sci 
(10-840 192-55-62) (10-870 1896000) 
NGR 05007-221 University of California - Lor Aneeler , 1418 
Nature and changes of organic matter in deep ocean corer 
P ~ d d  Otf;~.lions 
08/08/69-12/31/74 FY74: $54,WO TOTAL: $276,415 
P"n. lnrrrr NASA Tcrh Ofl-r CASE Calqory 
Kaplan. I .  R. HQ-SL/Young, R. S. 32ljmlogicol Sci 
(10-840 192-55-62) 
NGR 05007-276 Unibersity of California - Los Angeles 1419 
Data analysis on the OGO-3 and OGO-4 search coil magnetome- 
Len 
oIXig.,,,rn. 
FY74: S20.W TOTAL: $140.W 
NASA Trd.  OJfimr CASE Cwmory 
HQ-SG/Kavanagh. L. D., Jr. 13-Physics 
HQ-SG/Schrncrling, E. R. 
NGR (K007-283 Unkersity of California - Lor Angelcr 14M 
Analysts of laser rangfing to the moon 
P ~ l d  ohl*lbr,on, 
04/16/70-09/30/74 FY74 $12.182 TOTAL $51,473 
Plin Inwsl NASA Trrh OJnr CASE Carmory 
Kaula. W M. HQ-SM/Stnckland, A. T. 
NGR 0540'-289 ' Unirersily of California - Lor Angeler 1421 
Lunar rampie analysis 
Rlid OM;~n,tons 
12/29/70-01/31/75 FY74: S67.9W TOTAL: $238,780 
Pdn ,nus,. NASA Teh.  OIIimr CASE Col?gory 
Kapian, I. R. JSC/Harris, 1. W. 13-Physics 
(72.810 388-10-04) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
CALIFORNIA (Continued) 
NCR cYYn-317 UllhPrahy ol WUonb - Lm h@€% 1.422 
Wotogologic inlerprclntion of Mariner M m  1969 imageq 
P d d  mrnar 
03/09/7164/15/75 FY74 $12,960 TOTAL: S56.56.881 
m. Ilm NASA T& Wimv u = . - F W  
Linpnhher, R. E. HQ-SL/Puorn&. S E. 32Geolog1cal Sci 
HC+SL/Hdt, H. E. 
(10-840 3 a 4 - W )  
NCR OYYn-323 UnlnrdQ of C h l h n h  - k l  h@€% 143 
Rgearsb in asmnautics & air Irsnsponatbn 
P&d mrnar 
O ~ / Z S / ~ I - I O / O I / ~  m4: ~9.905 TOTAL: s 1'19.~69 
PFX in-. NASA M. (akr CASa C '  
M d a m .  W. C. ARC/Hoddcr, B. K. 41-Aem Engr 
ARC/Hickcy. D. A. 
(21-704 501-15-81) 
NGR OYYn-327 UairersHy of WUonb - La A @ e a  I424 
Definition phase of Grand Tour mission magnotic fields 
inve&ation for outer p laM missions 
hnM 
W/O5/71-10/31/72 
P F X h B  
Coleman, P. J ,  Jr. 
- 
FY74: TOTAL $46,262 
NASA T d .  Wimv CASE - 
. H O S L / M i  M. A. I>PhyJin 
HQsL)Kc11cr, J.  W. 
NGR aWB7-328 Uai.errify ol Wami. - los A@ 1425 
Numerical modeling of the global amosphcrc and Ute world 
@ceanS 
*Hod - 
08/15/71-12/31/74 FY74: 539,000 TOTAL: 1239.309 
Yanai, M. 
(51480 175-11-41) (51- 1604i-52) 
NGR OSW7-329 Unive* d W o m h  - La 1426 
Ucmcntal variations in pnctically = l a d  mclsoritcJ 
P d  
04/27/71-04/30/75 FY74: $3.439 TOTAL: 5121.661 
P M  In-. NASA T&. W a r  CASE C w  
Wasson, J. T. HQ-SM/Bryron. R. P. 32-Geolo~i$al Sci 
Smtl. R. D. HQ-SM/Robermn. F. I. 
(L@SlO 195-42-67) 
NGR OWWJn Umivemity el Cdi iomi~  - La Amsles 1427 
Appmximation mnccpu in structural synthesis 
m O d l ~ h ,  
04/05/72-06/30/75 FY74: 164,235 TOTAL: 1169,464 
NCR --I38 UnirerJt). of Csliioni. - La Angels 1428 
Bioeompatibility and other a n t i a l  characteristics of sveml new 
plastiu and new metal alloys for poasiblc u x  in total joint 
replacements 
w OdlWILaa 
12/01/71-07/31/75 ~ ~ 7 4 :  121,120 TOTAL: ~ 1 . 1 m  
% I s w .  NASA Om" CASE C-
Amst* H. C. LERC/Johnsan, R. L. 47-Materials Engr 
LERC/Swikert. M. A. 
(22-7W 502-21-24) 
NCR W 3 5 1  Um4RNY of Wihmh - La Anglks 1429 
Correlative studies of Apollo I5 and 16 satellite magnetomeler 
data with the Explorer 35 and lunar surfaa magnetometer d m  
w O M W h  
05/25/72-01/31/75 FY74: 1157,899 TOTAL: 5207.899 
m. h. NASA r d .  ~ i m v  CASE c.2- 
Coleman, P. J., Jr. HQ-SM/Bryron, R. P. 32-Geologicul Sci 
Schubert, G. HQ-SM/Robemn. F. I. 
(IOJJIO B3.2003) 
NGR OYYn353 Unbmity el  Cdilomis - La Aogdr. 1424 
Computational techniques for unsteady transnow 
P..rrd cwm@- 
02/07/7109/01/74 FY74: TOTAL: SI5.000 
Plb, hw. NASA Ted Oaam CASE C- 
Cole, 1. D. LARC/Bland. S. R. 41-Acm Engr 
(23-704 501-2264) 
NGR O Y Y n N  Uairprsity of &UiOni. - Lw Aogdr. 1431 
Pakobiologic studies of the antiquity and p m b r i a n  evolution 
Of We 
rmbd Odl- 
W/10/73-05/31/75 ~ ~ 7 4 :  $57.440 TOTAL: S57.440 
NGR OWJOl-414 Udrerrit). of W o &  - La An@- 1432 
Aeroelastic stability of helicopter blades in hover and in forward 
fliahl usine various u n e d v  aerodynamic theories 
- - 
Pmod oh*- 
09/01/7369/01/74 FY74: 129.159 TOTAL: 129.159 
Prin. l m x r ( .  NASA rd. Win CASE C- 
Friedmand. P. P. LARC/Hammond. C. E. 41-Acm Engr 
LARC/Kvatemik, R. G.  
(23-702 7 W )  
NGR 05-OOl-416 Uoiversily el Cdilmi .  - Lm A@ 1433 
Research on interaction of satellite-speed helium atoms with 
aluminum and quartz surf- 
&,id Odl*rbu 
10/09/73-10/08/74 FY74: S37.363 TOTAL: 5 3 7 3 3  
%. I n m .  NASA 74. GffIm CASE Careso,, 
Knuth, E. L. LARC/Keating, G.  M. IMhysia  
(23-850 3 8 5 - W )  (2-850 863-1 I-) 
NGR OSWl-418 Udwrsily d Cnlifomh - La ADslpp 1434 
Ulricular influences on visual motor control -arch 
Per id  Odl*,- 
09/01/73611/31/74 FY74: $29,450 TOTAL: $29,450 
m. ID- NASA T d .  oDrn C"sE.m-7 
Markham. C. H. ARC/Daunton. N. G.  59-Life %I, NEC 
(21-970 97021.1 I) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
CALIFORNIA (Continued) 
N G R B U n . U I  Unhcmilyd CdtIonia-Loo A* 106 
Analpis of Mariner 71 inlrad radiometer dam 
r&d -
10/01/73-12/30/74 FYl4 519,469 TOTAL: 519.@ 
n* alu NASA r d  4gh. U S E  C11194 
K*&, H. H. HQSL/F&ruq R. F. 31-Amos Sd 
HQSL/Daomi*, S E. 
(1- 3Fd-47-81) 
N C R W s 8  U&a&tydWikrd.- Lm A* 14% 
I n ~ t i o n  of sbcll stars and slipsins bin& 
r&d wwk- 
05/01/74-W/30/75 FY74: S13.4M TOTAL: $13.400 
M 1.- NASA I d  4gh. CASE catw-7 
Plavs. M. GSFC/Kuppuian, J. E. Il-AsMnomy 
(SIW m l u a o )  
NSG lOZ5 Unh+r&dwUd-IpaAqeh 1437 
Metal mmsion ~ C S  
FwW - 
~ / O I / ~ W S ~ I / ~ S  FYl4: $31.635 TOTAL: 531.635 
mr l a w  NASA T d  G#km USE -=-PY 
Douglas. D. L ARC/Poppa, H. R. 47-Matmals Enm 
(21-f04 50241-01) 
NSC 4031 UahHstty af Cdao',li, - bs A+ 1- 
Short-time dimtology related m mr twbulcn= 
Rdd mw"- 
0310l17442128175 FYl4: 523,850 TOTAL: 123,850 
NSC 7002 Uai.cmity d c.fifonh - bs Angdrs 1- 
AnclPst~ models of fault-mne fmonns and &err mtasummcnl 
b space tcehnlqucs 
Pmd - 
ll/Ol/lMI131/75 FY74. $59,729 TOTAL $59.729 
ma 1- NASA rrd ~ a r n  can % 
Kaula, W .  M. HQES/Murphy, J. P. 9!+Mulll-Dimp 
(10630 16102-07) 
NSC 700s Uai.eeiIy 01 C . l i f d  - Ipa A* 1440 
n i r d  Solar Wind Cosfcnemz 
P*& 0w-k." 
OI/Ol/74-12/31/74 FY74: $8.000 TOTAL: %,mO 
Plb h e .  '" NXSA Td. Darn CASE 6,- 
R w l l .  C. T. HQ-SG/Berk% F. W. I>Physia 
HQ-SG/Sehmerling, E. R. 
(108M 18&36-55) 
NSG 7052 Univedy d Wdo- - Las Aagln  1441 




81/01/7443/31/75 FY74: S25.m TOTAL: S25.W 
- ,  . , . 
Fm 1"- NASA T r d  OJmr CaSE 
Khffn. S. W. HQSM/Bryson. R. P. 32Gtologhcal Sci 
HO-SMIRobcrson, F. I. 
NAS l-lWI3 U ~ d C d a ~ - ~  1111 
Dctstion af  minor atmospheric mnotitusnls by means of lbe 
solar inlrad spdrum m u n s  of the solar i n f d  apedrum 
Rlhl oypaar 
1 0 / 2 3 ~ / 3 0 / 7 2  W 4 :  TOTAL: $34,980 
. . 
m hw. NASA r d  U S E  a*pl 
&bar. J. V. LARC/Rdchlc, H. G.. Jr. 31-Atmm So 
(2MSO I-) 
NCL WO&WRl U&ts& d Cdihmh - RivNatte 1443 
Atomic s.Uan# theory 
Rlll wI#b= 
11/~/6602/28/n F W ~  $ 1 0 . 0 ~  TOTAL: $110.953 
hh I.* MAS4 red 401m US ronm 
Po+ R. T. GSFC/Temkm. A. l>Wysia 
(514SO 1884-52) (51-850 188dOM) 
NCR OSoO&m Unhdly d wUonh - Rivnsb* 1444 
Measurement of nsvtmns hom sun 
P&d - 
05/16/6940/15/74 FY74: $40.000 TOTAL: $230,000 
Adrlnat NASA I d  G#km US '=WV 
while, R. S. HQ.SG/Opp, A. G. II-AsVonomy 
HQSG/Kavanagh. L. D.. Jr. 
(108% 16846-56) ((10820 1884-51) 
NGR 05mscT) Umi'rersity Sr cllifoni. - Rive* 1445 




03/23/7109/30/75 FY74: -TOTAL $107.7~ 
NAS Mbn Ut~iremity d Cd~fan i .  - Sau Dii 1446 
Data analysi. of Jovian trapped radialion by Ronccr FIG 
, FY74: $170.201 TOTAL: 1295.U71 
NASA m* 40SCll G=aw 
ARC/Hall. C. F. lldstmnomy 
ARC/PoNr. D. L 
NAS 5-11080 Uainrsity d cklxo* - Sm D i i  1447 
kit X-my cxperiment O S H  
P"w ousu- 
091 13/67&5/30/74 FY74: $169,509 TOTAL $1,973,131 
hh lmt NASA T d  W m r  CASE c#,w 
Rtcrson. L E. GSFC/Danky, J. L 39-Env Sci, NEC 
Baity. W. A. 
NAS 5-11W1 Uai.ecity 01 Wionis - SP. Dii 1448 
Soft C hard wlar X-ray experiment foi OSO 
P"w m*k. ' 
09/13/6709/30/74 FYI4 SIM.435 TOTAL: $2101.543 
~ ~ 
P* Ilrn NASA Trd.  wc, CASE Onnor). 
Rtem?.  L. E. GSFC/Donlcy, I. L. 19-Phys Sci NEC, 
(51- 821-22-00) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
CALIFORNIA (Continued) 
NAS 5-21055 University i f  California - Sso Dirgo 1449 
Programmable auroral particles experiment to be flown an the 
ATSF  
PC"& OU~.,,f~"" 
06/27/69-04/30/76 FY74:'$128,WO TOTAL: SI,113,000 
Prin Inn",. NASA T e k .  OllcCr CASE C ~ ~ L O ' Y  
Mcllwain, C. E. GSFC/Wales, R. 0. 13-Physics 
(5 1-620 630-22.03) (51-620 6300000) 
NAS 8-27974 University of California - S.n Diego 1450 
Design &development of AGR-4 MeV range gamma ray telescope 
experiment under the HEAO program 
P c m  o M @ , h ~  
06/22/72-04/15/78 FY74: $362,000 TOTAL: $3,089,439 
P*. lnwrr NASA Tech. o/fililir CASE Cal<8or~ 
Peterson. L. E. MSFC/lordan, W. E. Il-Astronomy 
MSFC/lones, J. B. 
(62-850 832-1200) 
NAS 8-28015 University of Califomis - San Diego 1451 
Solar flare infrared observations 
period m @ l l m ,  
10/26/71-09/01/74 FY74: TOTAL: $90,000 
P k  brst. NASA Twh OVi~br CASE C#trllorlly 
Hudson. H. S. MSFC/Fountain, W. F. Il-Astronomy 
MSFC/Wdowiak, T. J. 
(62-960 996-0000) 
NGL 05-005-003 University of California - SPn Diep  1452 
Laboratory and balloon experiments in X-ray and gamma ray 
astronomy 
Pen& Obligawnr 
09/15/62-02/28/75 FY74: $llO,WO TOTAL: $1.630.457 
Pnn. Cusl. NASA Trrh Oflcer CASE Camwry 
Peterson. L. E.  HQ-SG/Opp, A. G. 13-Physics 
Pelling, R. M. HQ-SG/Roman, N. G .  
(10850 18846-57) (I0850 188-0000) (10-850 188-4653) 
NGL OM05d04 University ol California - Son Diego 1453 
Theoretical studia in astrophysics 
Pnlod oMrbrbtiom 
02/04/63-03/31/77 FY74: $55.W TOTAL: $612,133 
Pn*. hwl. NASA Trr l  Ofliker CASE Cmqo?y 
Burbidge.G. R. HQ-SG/Boggess, N. W. 11-Astmnomy 
Gould. R. J. HQSG/Roman, N. G .  
(10-850 188-41-51) (10850 188-0000) 
NGL 05605007 University of Califamis - S.n Diego 1454 
Study 01 gwmagnetically trapped particles by Explorer & lnjun 
satellite data, refining particle detectors, detector systems & 
telemetered-data processing equipment 
PeHd OU@limr 
02/20/64-0813 1/76 FY74: $165,000 TOTAL: $1.537.894 
Plin. lnverl. NASA T h .  Offiwr CASE Cotetdd~ 
Mellwain, C. E. HQ-SGjKavanagh. L. D.. 11. 13-Physics 
HQ-SG/Schmerling. E. R. 
(10850 188-36-55) (10850 385-3660) 
NGL 05009-002 University 01 California - S n  Dirgo 1455 
Studies of the composition and structure of meteorites 
Rnod OUdxa~~om~ 
10/02/6362/28/77 FY74: S98,OM) TOTAL: $484,024 
P"". Inn*,. NASA Tech ofltmr CASE Co,cror,: 
Arrhenius, G. HQ-SMjBrywn, R. P. 32Geological 
NCL 05609-004 University of Calilornia - Ssn Diega 1456 
Rcsearch on  interaction of meteorites & cosmic rays & wnsldera- 
lion of origin & h~stary of meteorites 
Pelfad man, ,ons  
l2/19/62-03/14/77 FY74: 137.000 TOTAL: $884,214 
, . . . 
Prin In*,,. NASA T b . O l / i n r  CASE C.,,b.,) 
Arnold, I. R. HQ-SM/Bryson, R. P. 32Geological Sci 
HQ-SM/Roberson. F. I. 
(10-810 195-42-67) (10-810 383-09-57) (10850 188-W-W) 
.  - / r s , . l i l i 
NGL 05609-005 University of Crliiomia - Sa.n Diego 1457 
Research on general gwchcmical problems, including meteorite 
materials, rare gas content 01 meteorites & scparalion in gas 
phase at time of formation of solar system 
P M ~  mitarion7 
10/31/62-02/28/77 FY74: $30,000 TOTAL: $440.707 
P"n. I n w ~ l .  NASA Tech OfRm? CASE C*rclor) 
Suess, H. E. HQSM/Bryson, R. P. 32Gmlogical Sci 
HQ-SMjRoberson. F. 1. 
(10-810 195-42-65) (10-840 18560-00) 
NCL 05609079 University of California - Sam Diego 1458 
The application of signal detection theory to optics 
period m,rn,ion., 
06/05/68-09/01/72 FY74: TOTAL: S134,WO 
Pnn. Inws,. NASA Twh. Offimr CASE Calquv 
Helstom. C. W. GSFC/Carrion, W. J. 13-Physics 
(51-750 125-DaDD) (25-750 12s-W-00) 
NCL 05-009-103 University of California - Sam Diego I459 
Radiation measurement of radiological hazards in man and 
space 
 end o ~ i ~ r n l o ~ . ~  
LO/O1/68-09/01/79 FY74: TOTAL: $259.321 
Pnn. l n w r  NASA Tech. WI... CASE Cotepry 
'daily, N. A. HQ-MMjEaunders. 1. F .  51-Biology 
HQ-MM/lones, W. L. 
(23-770 127-0000) (10-970 9701 1-63) (72-770 127M)-W) 
"n 
NCL 05-009-109 University of California - San Diego 1460 
In-fl'iht evaluation of weightlessness and gravity on car- 
diopulmonary function of man 
p r m d  0 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 " "  
02/17/69-11/01/76 FY14: 586,414 TOTAL: $577.351 
Pm. hnsz. MA= TKI. Oflinr CASE Cntrsoq 
West. J. B. ARC/Billingham, 1. 53-Other Medical 
(21-970 97021-13) (21-970 97021-62) 
NCL 05-009-148 University of California - San Dicgo 1461 
Lunar sample analysis 
PC& OMimtBm 
02/11/?1-01/31/77 FY74: S94.W TOTAL: W6,WO 
P"n. b r s t .  NASA Fch. Olfi<c, CASE CntemT 
Arnold, I. R. JSC/Harris, I. W. 12-Chemistry 
(72-8 10 388- 1062) 
N A S A ' s  UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
CALIFORNIA (Continued) 
NCL,(K009-150 Univerrify of Cnlifornis - Spn Diego 1462 
Lunar sample analysis 
P . M  Obluurronl 
02/01/71-01/31/17 FY74: $143,490 TOTAL: $586,480 
Pnn. lnrrrt .  NASA T h .  Oflice, CASE C m o r  
Marti. K .  JSC/Harrir, I. W. 12-Chemidry 
(72-810 388-1002) 
NGL 05009-154 Uaiversity of Cellfornir - Sm Diego 1463 
Lunar sample analysis 
. , Ou@#r,onc P<,d 
01/06/71.~01/31/75 FY74: $23,670 TOTAL: S27O.W 
P"h. Inns,. , NASA Ted. Ofltetr CASE Calnory 
Arrhenius, G. 0. ISC/Harris, J .  W. 13-Physics 
(72-910 914-40.00) 
, . 
NGL 05-009-230 University of California - SM Diego 1464 
Infrared' astronomy research 
 PI"^ Obliddl;""r 
03/08/73-11/30/76 FY74: $45.000 TOTAL: $89,880 
Prim avrr. NASA Tech. olhwr CASE catezory 
Stein. W .  A. HQ-SG/Boggess. N. W. Ii-Astronomy 
HQ-SG/Roman, N. G. 
(10-850 18841-55) (10.850 352-0243) 
NGR 054IX-iMS ~~niuer&ty of Cllifornis - Son Diego 1465 
Study, of lunar gamma ray emission 
f i r i d  ObI@,i0", 
@/10/63-07/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: $440,607 
Ptin Inwzl. NASA Tceh 0fl111r CASE Cszwry 
Arnold, .J. R. HQ-SMfBryson, R.  P. 32Gmlogical Sci 
Peterson, L. E. 
(10.840 185.M00) (10.810 195-00-00) (10.860 849-MW) 
NGR 05-005-055 Unlre~lty of California - Son Diego 1466 
Infrared astronomic observation from high altitude airplane/ 
telescope pmgram 
P ~ r l d  OUI~"0"' 
06/05/73-0813 1/74 FY74: $40,217 TOTAL: S40.217 
Pdn. lnursl. NASA Tee.  0f;mr CASE Calezory 
Stein. W. A. ARC/Cameron, K. M. Il-Astronomy 
ARC/Giilespie, C. M.. Ir. 
(21-850 352-02-03) 
NGR 05-009-075 University of California - Sm Diego 1467 
Velocity dirlributians and electroll moment equalions 
peed Obl&irllM' 
09/13/6748/31/74 FY74: $45,WO TOTAL:'$322,784 
. . 
prin. lnrr~l .  ' NASA Teck ojftcrr CASE co#epg.ry 
Banks, P. M. HQSG/Schmeriing, E. R. 31-Atmos SEi 
HQSG/Kavanagh. L. D., Jr. 
(10.850 188-3656) 
NGR 05609-016 Unirerdty of California - Son Diego 1468 
'theory of wave propagation and wave-particle interaction in the 
carth magnelospherc 
pm~d 0bI;sorians 
lO/19/67-W/30/74 FY74: $35.000 TOTAL: $288,656 
Pdn, bwxr. N A U  Teh.  0 ~ ; w r  CASE Cornepxy 
Fojer, J .  A. HQ-SGjSchmcrling. E. R. 13-Physics 
HQ-SG/l(avanagh, L. D., Jr. 
(10.850 188-3656) 
NGR IlWO9-081 University of California - San Diego ' 1469 
Theorelieal studnes of fields, particles and plasmas in space 
Perid ou!p,rM' 
02/08/68-12/31/74 FY74: 16M.000 TOTAL: S422.W 
P*. Inxrt. NASA Tech. O//lc*r CASE e l t p r y  
Axford, W .  I. HQ-SG/Kavanagh, L. D.. Ir. 13-Physics 
HC1-SGjSchmerling. E. R. 
(10.850 188-36-55) c10.850 188-Moo) 
NGR Md091)83 Unhorsity of California - Sam Digo  1410 
Elcctraphys~ologlcal studies of the nervous system 
~ ~ 
Pa"& ouu4rwru , 
01/01/68-09/01/78 FY74: TOTAL: $113,059 
Pm. Invdst. NASA T e h .  Ojftc#r CASE C@twow ' 
Galambos, R. ARC/Winter, D. L. 61-Biol Aspecta 
(10-870 189MWO) .(21-870 189MUIO) 
NGR 05-0a)-110 University of California - Ssn Diego 1471 
The structure and evolution of the asteroid belt 
~ < " d  ouia.rlMi 
01/23/7l&08/31/74 FY74: $5O,W TOTAL: $308,690 
. . . . 
Ptin Inrsr. NASA T d .  O/nwr CASE C a r a p ~ .  
Alfven. H. HQ-SLlDwornik, S. E. )ZGeological S "  
Booker, H. G. HQ-SLjHolt; H. E. 
(1W40 185-50.81) (30-850 18845-51) 
NGR 05-009-142 University of California - San Diego 1472 
Infrared speetrometcr invsstigalions of the plancts and satellites 
P<"d ou@a,nc 
06/02/70.03/01/73 FY74: TOTAL: $95,824 
Ph. Invrsr. NASA Tech OIfieer CASE COI~PD~Y 
Gillett, F. C. HQ-SL/Brunk, W. E. il-Astronomy 
HQ-SL/Fcllows, R. F. 
(10.840 1 9 W W )  (10.840 19641-02) ,. . 
NGR (KW9-178 Uoirersity of California - San Diego 1413 
Measurement of fluctuations in turbvlcnt boundary layers with 
heterogencdus composition 
,r..id oui8~rianr 
02/l3/72-08/31/74 ' FY74: " '  TOTAL: ,$30,W 
Prim. I n n ~ t .  NASA Tech, O f l U  CASE C@lwory 
Libby, P. A. LARC/Gessow, A. 41-Asro Engr 
LARC/Bcrlram, M. H. 
(23-760 136-13-01) 
, 
NGR 05609-188 UniverSity of California - Son Diego 1474 
Construction of a 200 channel photometer for use in low light 
level astronomy 
P d d  OU,p,ron~ 
05/17/72-06/30/75 . FY74: $50.000 TOTAL: $250.000 
P,I". in*,,. NASA T K h  0lfic.r CASE Cm,e#or" 
Mcllwain. C. E. HQ.SG/Aucremanne, M. I .  .. 
Il-Astronomy 
Burbidgc, M. E. GSFC/Sobiesk~. S. 
(IS850 188-78-56) 
NGR 05-W9-192 Unirersily of Califqmia - k n  Diego 1475 
' Study visual aspects of aircrall operaflon 
Pedd OUblionr 
02/01/72-05/01/75 FY74: $50,000 TOTAL: $157,300 
Pdn. Inwxt. NASA 7 4 .  Ofll<rr CASE C~IWIY 
Harris, I. L. ARCjHaines, R. F. 59-Life Sd, NEC 
ARC/HuH, E. M. 
(21-704 504-29-03) (21-704'501-29-03) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
CALIFORNIA (Continued) 
NGR O!i409-198 ' University of Cllifomis - San Diego 1476 
Mechanisms of alcrtncs in man 
P*"oll ou@nlbn, 
05/24/7266/01/75 FY74: $53,479 TOTAL: $143.479 
Pm. lnnlr. NASA T r h .  OJJtmr CASE C m ~ p r y  
Hillyard. S. A. ARC/Anliker. J. E. 59-Life Sci, NEC 
(21.970 970-21-1 1) (21-970 970-2401) 
NCR 05609-213 University of California - Saa Diego I477 
Hydrastatic pressure and macro-molecular synthesis in marine 
baetcria 
P ~ H C ~  ' o u e e ~ i w  
041 12173-05/31/75 FY74: $89,954 TOTAL: $89,954 
P." Inwn. NASA Teh. Ojjcer CASE Cmqory 
Yayanos, A. A. HQSL/Young, R. S. 5 I-Biology 
(10840 192-55-64) 
NCR 05409-218 University of California - Ssa D i e p  1478 
An automatic analyrer for amino acids purines and pyrimidines 
to examine li;nar and Martian sail samples 
Pf"d  ou*n,km 
DS/12/72-08/15/74 FY74: $41,132 TOTAL: $81,132 
Ptin In**. NASA Teh. Of#- CASE Cerwory 
Miller, S. L. HQ-SL/Young. R. S. IZChemirtry 
( la840 192-55-61) 
NCR 05-009-226 university of Calilornia - San Diego 1479 
Absolute GF-value and hydrogen atom collision 
P e d  OY@',,&". 
041 12/73-0813 1/74 FY74: $27,000 TOTAL: $27,000 
Plin. Inwn. NASA Teh.  OJflmli CASE Calcpo. 
Rnner. S. S. HQ-SCi/Weldon. J. M. 13-Physics 
(10-850 188-38-53) 
NGR 05-009-239 Uniredty of California - San Diego 1480 
Low resoi~tion spectrograph for the large space telescope 
PIMd ou@n, iw  
10/01/73-12/31/74 FY74: $12,000 TOTAL: $12,000 
NCR OSQiW-246 Universih of California - San Diego 1481 
Geophysical perturbations on satellite geodesy 
Pa*d 0bItp11,ono 
11/01/73-10/31/74 FY74: PI8,WO TOTAL: $18,000 
Ptin. Inns,. NASA ~ e c h  ommmr CASE a f ~ g o r y  
Berger, I. GSFC/Carpenter, L. H. 
A-Env Sci. NEC 
Haubrich, R. A. 
(51-630 161-03-03) 
NGR 05-009-256 University of California - S.n Diego 1482 
Conference on Magnetospheric-lonosphcrif Coupling G 
P c " ~  m&,m 
12/01/7342/28/15 FY74: $5,000 TOTAL: $5,000 
Prim Inrst. NASA Trrlr. OJJfmr CASE Carr~oo. 
Banks. P. M. HQ-SG/Schmcrling; E. R. 
19-Phys Sci, NEC 
HQ-SGJKavanagh, L. D.. Jr. 
(10850 188-3655) 
NCR 05009-257 University ol Wifornia - Su Diego 1 W  
Sinale scan lclcvision radiosra~hv 
- - .  , 
P & d  W > W S  
1 l/Ol/73-I l/OlI74 FY74: S30000 TOTAL: SM.Lk% 
. . , . .--.-.- 
P"n. fnws,. NASA T d .  O#~UIUI CASE C h e w ,  
Baib, N. A. ARC/Sandln, H. 52-Clinical Mcd 
(21-970 97023-30) 
NGR 05409-260 University ol California - San ~ i e g o  14ai 
Rapid quality mntrol of photographs 
P r B d  m i m , i a 3  
03/18/74-03/17/75 FY74: $11,000 TOTAL: S11.000 
Pnn Inrsr .  NASA T D .  O W  CASE C-ry 
Lee, S. H .  GSFC/Shuiman. A. R. IEPhysies 
(51-500 3 1 W 3 9 )  
NGR OSQiW-264 University of Cslifoni. - San Diego 1485 
Optical parallel processing 
P l r i d  m@,iu'  
031 15174-03/14/75 FY74: S42,lW TOTAL: S42,IM) 
Pri" in**r NASA T D .  OJflmr CASE  can.^ 
Lee, S. H. GSFC/Schaefer, D. H. 49-Engr. NEC 
(51-704 502-21-32) 
NSG 7001 University sf California - San D i  1486 
lnvesligalianr of auroral phenomena 
P l r n  m;p , rou  
1l/Ol/73-10/31/74 FY74: $30.000 TOTAL: $30,000 
Prim. Ins,. NASA T d .  OUkcr CASE Cmqov 
Doupnik, 1. R. HQ-SG/Schmerling. E. R. 31-Atmos Ssi 
HPSG/Kavanagh, L. D.. Ir. 
( la850 188-36-55) 
NSG 7027 University d California - San Diego 1487 
Orbital geochemical data analysis and synthesis 
P I " ~  Oulpl,on. 
03/01/7442/28/75 FY74: $74.959 TOTAL: 174,959 
Prin bml NASA T d .  Wm? CASE C a m  
Arnold.,J. R. HQ-SM/Brysan, R. P. 320mio&cnl Sci 
Peterson, L. E. HQ-SM/Roberson. F. I. , 
(10-810 383-20-04) 
NGL 05-0ZSD14 University of Calilorni. - San Francism 1488 
Structure and function of the purple membrane of halobacterium 
halobium 
P e w  miv,ronr 
05/17/72-04/30/76 FY74: TOTAL: 5187,903 
P,~A ,#ra,. NASA Ted. Ofier CASE Cnt~go .~  
Stolckenua, W .  ARC/Zill. L. P. 59-Life Sci, NEC 
HQ-SLJYoung, W. S. 
(10-970 97wl4-01) 
NGR OME-tWU Uaiversity ol Wifornia - S.n Francism 1489 
Microbial ecology of anterior nares of man 
Perm ou*,ionl 
W/Ol/68-06/01/74 FY74: TOTAL $174.715 
Pdn. Inusr. NASA Teh. O/&r CASE Canqorn 
Maibach, H .  I .  ARCIMandel, A. D. 52-Clinical Med 
(21-970 970-21-25) 
\ NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM \ C A L t F ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , , ( c o n t i n u e d )  
NGL OSO10019 +Jnivrrsity ol California - Ssnta Barbara 1490 
Maar volcanoes\and the role of water in their origin 
P n i d  1, OUjp( i rn~  
06/22/67-03/01/33 FY74: TOTAL: $113,915 
Pdn. bwrr. \ ,  NASA M. Officer CASE C W w w  
. Fisher, R. V. HQ-SMjBryson, R. P. 32Gealogical Sci 
HQ-SM/Allcnby. 9. J .  
(10810 195-42-64)\ (10810 195-M)-00) 
NGR 0541&035 Uo rerely ol Cnlilarnia - S.nb Barbara 1491 
Pre-palcozoic.biot and environments 
Pt"d 
1 ,  
obI@llor, 
08/01/6841/31/74 FY74: S35.W TOTAL: S2IO.W 
Pdn. Crrst. NASA Tmh. O f i r  CASE Carezor). 
Cloud. P. E. HQ-SLJYoung, R. S. 32GeoIo@~d Sei 
(10840 192-55-62) 
ol Cdilomia - h o b  Barbara 1492 
Planetary geophysics 
obl@alim, 
03/01/73-07/01/74 FY74: $2,176 TOTAL: S32.W 
P h .  inwnr. NASA Teh.  OJfiter CASE Qrrpory 
kale,  S. J .  HQ.SL/Dwornik. S. E. 32Gmlogical Sci 
NGR 05-0l(U#ll Barbam 1493 
Lunar sample analysis 
f i n d  Obl@,h", 
02/01/73-01/31/75 FY74: $45.280 TOTAL: $102,705 
Pn". ,nws,. CAST &,.Eo," 
Tilton, G. R. 32Geological Sci 
(72-810 388-1003) 
NGR 05-061-015 University of Califomin - %at. CNZ 1494 
lnlrared inrtrumcntaiion 
, . :  
P d  \ ON@,?, 
07/06/72-01/31/73 
P*. ,""e#l. CASE (hregwy 
Rank. D. M. 
(10850 188-41-55) 
NAS 27059 1495 
Apollo radiation dosimetry 
h"d Obliplroru 
06/14/72-06/30/75 
mn. lnws,. :!$ a S E  C4rcgory , 
Benton, E. V. 13-Physics 
(21-970 97021-62) 
NAS 0-26758 Uoirersi6 of Ssn Fnndsm 1496 
Study for hcavy,partick, passive/, personnel dosimetry using etched 
~artielcs 4 
n r i d  
01/21/7145/15/75 
Plfn. rnws,. 
Benton, E. V. 
\ obl@N."* 
FY74'r S17.W TOTAL: $58,073 
NASA le ,&. Offkr? CASE C#terq  
M S F C / P \ ' ~ ~ ~ I I ,  T. A. 13-Physics 
MSFC/E1by. P. B. 
(62-740 114-0345) 
NAS 9-12466 University d h n  Francisco 1497 
Dosimetry materials 
P d d  OMigallm 
02/02/72-10/01/74 FY74: TOTAL: S120,WO 
Pm, laws,. NASA TKh. OIlilir CASE Cofqry  
Benton. E. V. JSC/Bailey. J.  V. 13-Physics 
(72-910 914-00.00) 
NAS a27799 University of Ssnta a818 1498 
Study of algebraic methods for analysis and design of attitude 
cantrol systems 
PC"& ouiga,b"s 
06/30/7l-01/31/75 FY74: $20.835 TOTAL: $77.029 
Plin lnw3L NASA re&. O l i r r  CASE C I I I e z y  
Siljak, D. D. MSFC/Seltler, S. M. 49-Engr, NEC 
(62-850 188-78-57) 
NGR OULl7-010 Unirersity of Snnta Clara 1499 
Extension of mitrovics methbd for the analysis and dcsign of 
dynamic systems 
P I " ~  0ug.tl.nr 
01/01/67-11/01/74 FY74: $28.985 TOTAL: $184,881 
Pn". I n w r .  NASA Tm). OJlmr CASE Cmr%ON 
Siljak, D. D. ARC/Doolin, B. F. 49-Engr, NEC 
Thalcr, G. 
(21-70P 501-03-1 1) 
NGR 05-017-027 University of Santa Clara 1500 
Planetary geologystellar evolution 
penad obI<*o,iont 
0313 1/71-10/20/74 FY74: $68,829 TOTAL: $236,627 
Prin Inwar. NASA Terh. OffW CASE Carecon. 
Barker, W. A. ARC/Poppoff, I. 0. Il-Astronomy 
(21-910 914-4960) (21.910 9 1 4 4 0 0 )  
NGR 05-017-029 Uaivenity ol S.nU Clara 1501 
Study of compresstble turbulent flow flelds 
Pend obl@t!oma 
12/08/7141/01/73 FY74 TOTAL $81.791 
. . . . 
Pdn. hGn. NASA Tech Of@mr CASE C.leg0ry 
Owen, F. K. ARC/Marvin, 1. G. 41-Aero Engr 
(21-704 502-0741) (21-702 768-83-01) (21-790 797-00-00) 
NGR 05-017-031 University of Ssnh C I m  1502 
Evaluation of STOL navigation avionics 
Pd'd O U ~ I I I ,  
051 10/7245/30/75 FY74. TOTAL: $140,000 
. . 
PIin Inn,,. NASA Trrh O J p r  CASE C=Wrmn' 
Dunn, W. R. ARC/Hruly, R. 41-Acro Engr 
(21-760 136-6342) (21-763 133-11-10) 
NGR 05-017433 ~ n ~ e n i t y  a1 Ssnta Clara 1503 
Study ol viscdus flow fields 
. - IAL: 1688.164 
. -,. CASE C.leg."ry 
ARCjSchwarU, I. R. 41-Aero Engr 
ARC/Davis, S. S. 
(21-702 168-83-01) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
CALIFORNIA (Continued) 
NGR 05-017-037 U~lircnity of Santa Clara 1504 NAS a29807 University of Southern Calilarnia 1511 
Mapping geology of Mars quadrangle MC-6 cassius Study of analylics of crystal growth in space / 
hdd oblt@<anr P#"d 
Ol/Ol/73-ll/30/74 FY74: $14,000 TOTAL: $21,531 06/05/73-12/18/74 FY74: S 2 0 , g P T O T A L :  $45.030 
Ptin. I n r ~ r .  NASA T h .  OJJicrr CASE Calr80rv Pnn. lnvcrr. NASA Tech. Offlmr 
'1 CASE c..,ewy Grecley. R. HQ-SL/Dwornik, S. E. 32Gwlogical Sd Wilcox, W. R. MSFC/Bannister, 7. C. 13-Physics HQ-SL/Holt, H. E. MSFC/Faccmire, I(: E. 
(10-840 384-5080) (62-630 179-12-23) 
NSC 7013 University of Saota Clan NAS 9-6164 University of 1512 
Descriptive lunar geology Proton accelerator studies 
OblU.,h" Pniud P?"'d 
01/01/74-09/31/74 FY74: $6.905 TOTAL: $6.905 06/01/66-06/01/77 FY74: TOTAL: $4,004 
P A .  Bresl. NASA Ted.  Of lhr  CASE Ca,ebury P"n. Inwjz. NASA Teh.  Ofl~ce, CASE Colaorv 
Greeley, R. HQ.SM/Bryson, R. P. 32Gmlogical Sci Unavailable JSC/Unavailable 13-Physics (72-910 914-14-00) Schultr, P. H.  HQ-SM/Roberson, F. 1. 
(10-810 383-2001) 
X AS *A558 University of Swthern Cplilornia 1% 
Pioneer FIG analysis o l  ultraviolet experiment 
Pend mi#~,;o"' 
09/01/71-0513 1/75 FY74: $153,850 TOTAL: 6299,932 
P*. hlrrr. NASA Tech. Ofldmr CASE CaWso'y 
Judge. D. L. ARC/Hall, C. F. I3.Physics 
(21.840 811-22-00) 
NAS 2-7969 University of Southern California 1507 
Pioneer F/G data analysis 
h , t d  obl!r#,;mz 
12/05/7366/30/74 FY74: S30,MX) TOTAL: $30.000 
Pdn. kwsl NASA Tmh. 0J f i '~~  CASE Cn,r8ory 
Inlriligator, D. S. ARC/Porter, D. L. 13-Physics 
(21.840 8 11-22-00) 
, NAS 9-13980 1513 
Global omanographic studies 
P~ticd 
03/04/74-09/30/74 
Pnn. lnu#sr. CASE Catqery 
Stone, R. 0. 
(72-960 948-80-80) 
NASW 2360 University of Sout lprn Calnornia i 1514 Regional dissemination eenter opera ion in the Wesrrn Research Application Centcr P * M  O~~IL.L.,I~"S MIZlj72-01/31/74 FY74: ', TOTAL: $452808 
NAS 3-17857 1508 NASW 2592 Unirersity of %thorn Cplilornis 1515 
Jet noise basic research program 
Pl,Id 
Pend ObII~arbm 
06/29/7346/28/74 FY74: TOTAL: $27.290 06/18/74-01/31/75 
P,h. I"rr,l. 
P"". I~W',. CASE Coleor). NASA Tech. 0jJi.w CASE Celr#ary 
Laufer, I. Unavailable LERC/Dorsch, R. G .  41-Aero Engr 
(22-704 501-04-01) 99)9-Multi-Discip (10250 141-9341) 
NAS 5-21505 University of Soulhera Cdifornis 1509 NGL 05-018-104 Uolvedty of (Southern California 1516 
Pioneer FIG analysis of ultraviolet experi,ment The study of synchronization for optical communica- 
PIW oauastiont tion sysims 
06/04/7012/27/75 FY74: $46,000 TOTAL: $220,580 P , , ~  I W I W I W I W ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
~~ 
M n .  Inw~l.  NASA Tcb. OJJ!ccr CASE Co1c8wp 11 /07/68$6/31/74 TOTAL: $34,914 Davissan, L. D. GSFC/Kutz, R. L. 45-Elec Engr rdn. bwrr. CASE ~ a t q ~ w  (51-680 604-42-W) (51-630 369-06-00) (51.680 642.43-00) Gagliardi, R. M. A. 45-Elsc Engr 
(51-750 125-00-00) (25-750 7125-00-00) (51-750 115-22-08) 
NAS 8-28305 Universily of Sautbern California 1510 
Skylab experimenl - Mixed Ill-2V crystal growth analysis effort 
P < N  Obl@~,,0", 
lO/19/72-04/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: W7.m 
P M .  lnr..,. NASA Tech. OJJIN, CASE Cnlaolo'y 
Wilcon, W. R. MSFC/Adama. W. R. 19-Phys S i ,  NEC 
MSFCIDavidson, M. C. 
(62-960 948-9WS) 
I 
NCL 05-018-118 Unlversily o f Sauthern California 1517 
Advanced communications tccrnniques 
P d a l  Oh'I#mtMn~n 
10/09/69-l1/30/76 ~ ~ " 7 4 :  $20.000 TOTAL: SIIO.WO 
Pdn lnwr. NASA) r e d  ojflce, CASE Cntrtory 
Davisson, L. D. GSFC/Kutz. R. L. 45-Elec Engr 
(51-680 175-00-00) (51-680 602-43-W) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
CALIFORNJA (Continued) 
NGR 05618178 University of Souther. California 1518 
Dynamics of rotating-stratified flows with applications to the 
Jovian atmosphere 
P e M  Obl*,im. 
' 09/11/72-08/31/74 , , FY74: $38.126 TOTAL: $75,493 
Ptin Inwl. N4.W Ted .  0jfz.r CASE CAZ<Eory 
Maxworthy, T. HQ-SL/Fillows, R. F. . 31-Atmos Sci 
HQSL/Brunk, W. E. 
(10-840 185-47-81) 
NGR 05-01b180 University of Southern California 1519 
Photon-molecule mkract~on studies of the atmosphsnc gases 
f i n d  OM~.Irn' 
08/31/72-10/3i/74 FY74. $36.507 TOTAL $62,817 
Pnn Inwn N ISA Ted Oflirrr CASE Cmq- 
Judge. D. L. HQ-SL/Fsllows. R. F. 31-Atmos Sex 
HQ-SL/Brunk. W. E. 
(10-840 185-47-83) 
. . . . 
NGR OMIS-181 University of Sournern California 1520 
Analysis of Pioneer solar wind ob~crvations of the inkplanetary 
medium 
Pen& ONkrall0). 
10/25/72-12/30/74 FY74 $40,000 TOTAL $80,000 
NGR 05418185 University of Southern Cslifonlil 1521 
Study of the structure of magnetopaus using simultaneous OGO-5 
magnetic field light ion mass 
period m*ar 
06/27/73-06/30/74 FV74: TOTAL: $25,795 
Pdn. Innsz. NASA Tech. Wmr CASE C#~&?Y 
Intriligator. D. S. HQSG/Kavanagh, L. D.. Jr. 13-Physics 
(ICi850 385-3600) 
: a .. . 
. . 
NCT 05d18-127 University of Southern ~alifornia 1522 
Training of graduate studenu in the field of communication 
sciences 
Pdod m @ , M s  
.08/11/6968/01/73 FY74: TOTAL: $191,400 
P M  Inw~t .  NASA Tech. OU%rr CASE C ~ P ~ N I .  
Kaprielian, Z. A. HQ-PYjCarter, C. H. 49-Engr, NEC 
(10-370 181-00-00) 
. . 
NSC M25 University of Southern Califomis ' 1523 
Basic Aoise research pmgram 
pen.", oM@ar~n l  
06/28/74-06/27/75 FV74: 532,758 , TOTAL: $32.758 
P h .  ansr .  NASA Ti*. O r i r  CASE Or#rory 
Laufer,J. LERC/pisch.  R. G. , dl-Acro'Engr . 
(22-704 501-01-01) 
NSR 05-01M7 Unfrcmity of Southrrn California 1524 
Observation of anerial blood pressure of 'the primate 
Period ow*t;m, 
07/10/68-11/30/72 FY74: TOTAL: $382,548 
Ptin. 1 n w i  NASA Tcch. OJ~7er CASE Carqo,y 
Meehan. J .  P. HQMM/Saunders, J. F. 
59-Life Sci,,NEC 
(10-980 945-82-00) (10-980 975-8260) 
COLORADO 
NAS 5-21778 Colondo School of Mines 1525 
lnvestlgauan of geological, mineral & waler resources in Wmtern 
Colorado 
PItiod owgdm, 
06/30/72-10/15/74 ~ ~ 7 4 :  530,242 TOTAL: 5136,242 
Prin I n n ~ r .  NASA Teh. OjPc#r CASE . @ I W .  
Reeves, R. G .  GSFC/Stonesifcr. G. R.32Gwlog~cal Sd 
(51-680 MI-14-03) 
NAS 9-13394 C o l o d o  L b m l  of Mimes 1526 
Geologic, mineral. & water nsourcc investigation in western 
colorado using EREP.data 
Pd.4  OM,~,,0"* 
05/25/73-06/30/75 FY74: TOTAL: $80,000 
Ptim. b r s r .  NASA Ted. Wlm CASE C a q ~ y  
'Lee, K. JSC/Miller, M. L. 32Grnlogical Sci 
(72.964 948-63-83) 
NGL WM)I-lllS Colondo Smod ol Mines 1527 
Application of remote Lnsordata to geologic & economic analyxs 
of the Bonanza test site 
P e d  Dbl@,lw 
031 11169-03/31/75 FY74: T0TA.L: $731980 
n y-r 
(10-680 16075-80) (10.371 
NAS 1-12106 Colondo Slate Umiredty 1528 
Development of data te?t sets & simul?tian models for long term 
zonal earth energy budget experiment 
P d  obl1mairn. 
02/36/73-01/31/75 FY74: S49.548 TOTAL: $69.732 
P m  bw NASA T e d  O j f i r  CASE  cam^ 
Vonder Haar, T. H. LARCjSwt ,  G. E. 31-Atmos Sct 
LARC/Woerner. C. V. 
(23-680 638-1003) (23-680 1 W 9 X )  
NAS 2-6615' Colorado State University 1529 
Study plant tumor tissues on clinostats & in spa= environment 
Plricd Osrikli0"~ 
09/10/71-12/10/74 FY74: $20.000 TOTAL: $58.100 
Prim. Inx,l. NASA Trrh. O j b  CAST C a q w y  
Baker, R. ARC/Trsmor. J. W. 51-Biology 
(21-970 970-21-61) (21-980 975-00-00) 
NAS 3-17213 Colorsdo SUte UniveFSifj 1 5 3  
Rcmotc measuring of lake ice thickness 
Pf"d OMipllmr 
03/10/73-04/10/73 FY74: TOTAL: S14,2M 
Pdn. l n r r r  N4SA T~cb. Ojlirrr CASE C~~ 
Vickcrs, R.  S. LERC/Gcdney, R. T. ~2Gmlogical  Sci 
(22-701 599-8560) (22-701 598-85-00) (22-701 599-0000) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
CoLQRAW (Continued) 
NAS 8-1%590 Colondo Sate U n b e ~  1531 
Feasibility of rsmott evnparatim and predpiiatim slimales 
R&d oueim 
05/18/7U)6/M/74 FY74: TOTAL: 599.000 
% Inac. NASA T d  4&m u Y , - 6 W  
Sadeh, W. 2. MSFC/lwncr, R. E. 39-Env Sa. NEC 
RUII. T. F. 
(62-9Yl951-IMO) (62-910 933-M40) 
NAS Coknda Slate Ulllversily 1-2 
Fwibility 01 aimh 6urreys for stMm discharp prediction 
@awb= 
FY74: TOTAL: W.000 
NASA T L  DDla U S 6  - 
MSFC/Slom. J. C. 39-Env Sd. NEC 
MSFC/Turner. R. E. 
(62-910 933-5000) 
NAS a m  ~ d ~ n d o  ~ h k  uol~t1~3ly 15x3 
Wind lvnnel mumtigation of wake downwind of buildings and 
natural obstacles 
Prrad 0wPlk-S 
05/23/73-C6/30/75 FY74: SShS06 TOTAL: 585,017 
%M NASA T L  WCT, CASE Lb- 
Ccrmak, J. E. MSFC/Camp. D. W. &Civil Engr 
Rkrka, J. A. MSFCfWalker, R. W. 
(62-7M 501.08-10) 
NAS 830233 Colondo Shlr Uoi*nsily IS34 
Appliotion of clectro-hydrodynamic phenomena to  space 
pmeessiog 
P d d  0wPlim 
02/01/7441/31/75 ~ ~ 7 4 :  115,ml TOTAL: SIS,MI 
P d .  Lm. NASA Tnd. qy*.? CASE C a w  
Jones, T. B. MSFCjAdams. G. D. 45-Ekc Engr 
Wilm-, C. W. MSFCISch-r, P. H. 
(62-630 179-1510) 
NAS %I2972 Colondo St.& UnkeriQ 1535 
Investigation of prep-piing transformation 
PI& O b l w i m  
06/27/7248/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: $71,970 
P M  l n r u  NASA TrA Wm C r Y  cm.xq 
Smith, J. JSC/Dragg J. 31-ALmos Sci 
(72- 16€L75-56) 
NGL 0600UW Cdonda &re UIlivcrsity 1536 
Stress intensity faclors lor surface llawed IraEture specimens 
PI& mw- 
02/17/69-01/01/75 FY74: TOTAL: 1143,408 
m. h a .  NASA T d .  Oaprrr C A Y  Cm- 
Smith. F. W. LERC/Mixncik, J. A. 46Mech Engr 
(22-704 502-2203) (22-742 124WOO) 
NGR -5 Calonpo a l e  Uoivedly 1537 
Metabolic e f f a  of artificial environment 
P d  ahwii 
10/18/6610/31/14 FY74: 525,000 TOTAL: 5228,000 
P*. In-. NASA Tn*. W m r  as W ' Y  
Jordan. J. P. ARC/Holton, E. M. 5 1-Biology 
Schatts. C. L. 
(21-970 9702M1) (53-970 97071-61) 
NCR MJJ02-095 Cdorulo Shte U n k d I y  1539 
Combusiion instability with partial length acoustic line8 
P"kd obwk- 
12/02/6JM)/O1/76 ~ ~ 7 4  565.333 TOTAL: $230,013 
% l a w .  NASA T d .  Dopm U S E  C W  
MiWlcU. C. E .  LERC/Riem, R. J. 42-Astm E q r  
(2-704 502-00-25) 
NGR 0 6 0 0 ~  Colondo Shte U~vemlly IU)  
Amorpheric transport proetsss as evaluaied from Nimbus I11 
satellib data 
Pew OtJ- 
o4/13/ml0/3l/ls FY74: 530,000 TOTAL: $197.787 
mh h e .  NASA Tn* DDla C A Y  - 
Rcitcr, E. R. GSFC/Wexkt, R. 31-Alms Sd 
(51680 175-61-41) (51680 16044-51) 
NGR -182 Wondo Shtr Univrmily IYO 
Stud* of radiation mursurcmenls from polar and geosynchronous 
satcUitcs 
Pew * l * u  
09/23/~10/31/74 FY74: W,OM TOTAL: $221,000 
M 1- NASA Tnd qp" C A Y  - 
Vondcr Haar, T. H. GSFC/Wu*r, R. 31-Atmos Sd 
( 5 1 4 0  175-61-41) (51-680 16044-51) 
NGR -2-112 Colando Sme Uoiverslly 1541 
An cxpcrimcnlal innsliption 01 hollow ~ U l o d e  discharge Ran-up 
and operation 
- omeww" 
l2/21/7&11/30/74 FY74: SO.555 TOTAL: $187,242 
P.ia Inru .  NASA Tnd. 414141 EISE caeo, 
Wilbur, P. J. LERC/Knslakc, W. R. WEngr, NEC 
(22710 113-31.08) (22-710 113-3149) (tZ-7M 502JXOI) 
NGR 06SNlZ-119 Colondo Snte Ur.ivi.erdt). 1542 
Mechanism of  i n d  growth response of plants ta lunar 
samples 
mrid 
06/21/7266/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: $95.980 
P a  i n r s .  NASA T c d  W ~ e v  CASE -Y 
Lindsay, W. A. JSC/Harris, J. W. 13-Pbysia 
(72-910 9144000) 
NCR 0b00l1n Colondo Slab Unirrlslly I543 
Inmigation of ckctrohydmdynamu heat p ips  
Rrid 
04/29/71-ll/OL/74 FY74: 512874 TOTAL: $37.819 
r e .  rrsr NASA ~ d .  ~t CASE c w  
Jones, T. B. ARC/Kirkpatri&. J. P. 6 M a h  Engr 
(21-7M 502-21-27) 
NGR -128 Gbndo &k University 1544 
E M  of msmie radiation 
P I W  OdliWioar 
08/31/7248/31/74 FY74: 165.W TOTAL: 5130,000 
% I n . ~ c .  NASA Ted q f e r  CASE C a w v  
Lctl, 1. T. lSC/Hoflman. R. A. 51-Biology 
Powers, G. P. JSC/Bailey, J. V. 
(72-910 9705143) (I0470 97011-63) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
aX)LORADO (Continued) . 
NGR BMOZI47 Glondo Shte U&trsM, 1515 
'Ibcoraical invsli&ons on plasm. p- in lhe Knvfman 
U1~6let 
add maau 
00/14/72-06/14/75 N74: f n j M  TOTAL: $82050 
. hhhril NASA T n L  Ma4 
Wilhclm. H. E. LERC/Scrafini. J. S 42-Astm E m  
(2-7M SM-Oeol) 
NGR 06402-159 Colondo Shte Unh"slly 1% 
Bulk PmprIres of atomic tnplcl hydmgcn & hish pressure 
cquahon of slab for sold hydrogen 
add maau 
12/ol/7207/22/74 F n 4 :  S a U l  TOTAL: W,299 
, PNLW r N1SA Rd.* U S E  
Eltcra. R. D. LERCjBmwn, G. V. 13-Physics 
(22.701 M2-(K35) 
NGR ~402-166 ~olondo st.e uoi.rrsi@ ism 
Course dcvdopment in space sciences 
Rhd w-'b 
12/W/72-12/01/73 F 4 :  TOTAL: $7.920 
& ha^ NASA 16, Winr U S E  C o ( w  
os& J . E .  ARC/Wintsr. D. L. Jl-Biology 
, . .  ARCJKLcin, H. P. 
(21-970 97024-01) 
,,NGR 06003-191 Cdondo Shtr Udreasily 1548 
Impact studies qn mmputer needs for a vhok earth dynPmifal 
model 
P e M  ow* 
05/01/740(/30/75 FY74: $9,000 TOTAL: 19,000 
Phn h.ru N l s l  T d .  qYm CASE WW 
Thompson,. E. G. GSFC/Carpenter, L H. 32Gmlogifal Sd 
Winn, C. 9. GSFC/Smilh. D. E. 
(51-630 161-020s) 
NSG la23 , C d d o  %Le Univtdly 1543 
Aircraft m&uremcnts and analysis of swen storms 
w OM@,-. 
~/01/7443/31/75 FY74: $30,000 TOTAL: S30,WO 
Prir in-. NASA T d .  qOrn U S E  C.=.-pp 
Sinslair, P. C LARC/Casten, R. C. 31-Atmos Sci 
(2F680 175-21-31) 
NSG nM9 Cdorulo State Udvusi@ 1550 
Ultrasonic methods Ior hemodynamic rneasvnmeols 
FY74: S30.W TMAL: W.WJ3 
NdSA Ta* W- C A F - P V  
ARCjRositano, S A. 19-Phys So. NEC 
ARC/Sandlcr, H. 
NSG 3011 Cdondo W e  Umi.e.rity 1561 
F,xprimental invsslrgalions of argon and xenon ion sou- 
P e a  me=-- 
M/01/74-06/)0/75 FW4: 150,197 TOTAL: SSO.197 
Pri. Lru NASA Ted Omnr U S E  - 
Wilbur. P 1. LERCjMlnich. M. 1. 42-kstm Engr 
LERC/Bycm, D. C. 
(22-704 SO244-0l) 
P+kh.mt NASA rnL a a% -ntW 
Grant L. 0. GSFC/Allison. L. J. 31-Amos Sci 
(Sl-sso 611-1s-m) 
NAS 2-7901 Uoherrlly of colordo - t l d d e r  15bJ 
Design and dcvclopmcnl of uilraviolct spslmmcter ' , ' . , 
Rhd ' 0IYpAaB.r 
IO/W/7301/10/74 FYM 533,657 mTAL: U3;657 
Ria hu. NASA ln*. WIc" a, Stem I. ARC/Sinaotl, D.' 31-Amos So 
ARC/Hall, C. F. 
(21-840'186-68-63) . .  , $  
NAS 5 1 1 W  University 01 Colondo - Bollldrr 1554 ' . 
OSO-I paintal experiment hardyare 
add 
~/22 /71-~3~30/75  FY74: 5974.2VJ TOTAL: 54.m4.793 , .  , 
PN h m  N4SA r d  oDnro~nr C M ,  
Brunner, E. C.. GSFC/Donlcy. J. L 31-Atrnos So 
(51-854 821-32-W) , . 
NAS 511406 U o i r d y  of Cdordo - BDaldrr 1555 
Univslsity of Colorado ultraviolet nitric oxide uperimcnl for 
, , ' , 
almosphcrc Explorer 
P e a  W N  
03/17/7163/31/76 FW4: $149.000 TOTAL: 1624.000 
PN ha,, N4.U T d  *r U S E  cmp, 
Barth. C. A. GSFC/Findlay, J. A. . 31-Amos Sci ' , , ' ' 
(51450 852-22-m) , , ,  
NAS 5,21274 university d c o k d a  - notlhler 15% 
Dcuclopment of models for physical properttes of sWlar 
chromospheres 
Pmad owm- 
08/01/7f08/01/74 N74:  S14,m0 TOTAL: S14.000 
m. lruz. NASA T d .  4uzm CAsECo(.xW ' 1, 
Linsky, 1. L. GSFC/Undcrhill. Ai B. I l-Aslrooomy 
(51-850 38541-3 ,, 
NGL 060(13052 U o i n d y  of Cob& - Bm(*r ' I M  
l'b+re(ical and experimental research program in physics of .. 
planetary almosphcrs , , 
PmLd w .  
06/28/6606/30/76 ~ 7 ' 4 :  $349,923 TOTAL: 12857.W7 , . , 
m. I--a. N8.U T d .  Wir CASE 
Barth, C. A. HQSL/Fclloan, R. F. 31-Amos Sci 
HQSL/Brunk, W. E. 
(L@840 18547.83) 
N C L m a u O n  U o i i ~  arf Colorado - Boolkr ' 1558 
Basic mearch in solar physics 
M OIdemtiw, 
OP/05/670s/31/76 . . FY74: Sl00,mO TOTAL: 5588,500 
P h .  h. NASA Tn* Om, CASE C & w  , " 
Hummer, D. G. HQSG/Weldon, J. M. Il-Astmnomy 
HQSG/Oertel. G. K. 
(IOSSO 188-38-53) (IOSSO 385-38-W) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
C O U 3 R A W  (Continued) 
NGL 06a03-064 University ol Calonda - Boulder 1559 NGR 06-003-179 University of Colorado - Boulder 1566 
Rocket research nragram in the ultraviolet airglow and aurora OAO-I1 data analysis program 
o f  planetary atmospieres PC"& Obli%i%rianr 
p ~ n d  LMI'8otmnl 06/07/71-06/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: $41.100 
11/30/67-08/31/76 FY74: $160,000 TOTAL: $l,l59,122 P ~ M .  lnws,. N ~ s d  Terh OJAAAA CASE Cawory 
pnn, lnlrrr 61- T P ~ .  D,,fi<cr CASE catnoor> Lillie, C. F.  HQ-SGIRoman. N. G. ll-Astronomy 
Banh. C. A. HQ-SG/Dubin. M. 31-Atmos Sci (10-850 385-41-W) 
NGL 0&003-200 UUnirersity of Colorndo - Boulder 1560 
Application of space technology to practical problems such as 
those currently facing Ihe mountain sections of the State Ol 
Colorado 
~ f r d  Obl@t8onr 
0711 1172-MI30177 FY74: $150,000 TOTAL: $300,000 
. . . . 
Pnn. Inws!. NASA Tech. Oljjer CASE Carewry 
Ives, J .  D. HQ-PY/Vitale, I. A. 39-Env Sci. NEC 
(10-371 340-WHO) 
NGR 06003-069 University of Colorado - Boulder 1561 
Solar physics research 
~enod OMkal8anr 
11/29/67-12/30/74 FY74: $100,000 TOTAL: $867,801 
. . 
Prim Inwr. NASA T e d .  O/Amr CASE C a r q o ~ ~  
Bruncr, E. C. HQ-SG/Weldon, J. M. Il-Astronomy 
Renae, W. A. HQ-SG/Holtz, 1. R. 
NGR 06-003-181 University of Colorado - Boulder 1567 
Lunar sample analysis 
PSr,od otd,sn,imr 
06/24/11-01/31/75 FY74: $30,330 TOTAL: $84.950 
PrU inns NAS4 Trr* O//irrr CASE CoU~wy 
Larson, E. E. ISC/Harrir, J. W. 13-Physics 
(72-810 388-10-03) 
NGR MDM199 University ol Colondo - Boulder 1% 
Geologic analysis of Martian surface features from Mariner 9 
photography as a basis for systematic geologic mapping of Mars 
Period OM;p,ionr 
05/24/7268/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: $25,715 
Pnn. ran,. NASA hd. 0 1 1 , ~ ~  CASE Cmtrtor,' 
P e k m n ,  J. E. HQ-SL/Dwornik, S. E. 320cological Sci 
(10-840 38450-80) (10-840 384-WOO) 
NGR W4l03-ZOl University of Colorado - Boulder 1569 
Analysis of data from satellite experiments 
NGR 06003692 Unirersily of Colorado - Boulder P ~ M  o ~ i ~ ~ r i a n l  
Analysis of IMP-C data from the magnetospheric tail 09/11/72-08/31/74 FY74: $75,361 TOTAL: $206,913 
perid oM'8at~m'. Pnn. Inusl.  NASA Tmh. O/fipe! CASE Cn!<,zory 
L1/01/6865/31/73 FY74: TOTAL: S33,W Thomas. G. E. HQ-SL/Fellows, R. F. 31-Atmos Sci 
P.n kusr. NASA rxh. OJJtwr CASE Co~eory H@SL/Brunk. W. E. 
Speiser, T. W. HQ-SG/Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. 13-Physics (10-S40 36447.81) 
HQ-SG/Schardt, A. W. 
(IO.850 385-WOO) 
NGR 06603-205 University a l  Colorado - Boulder 1570 
1563 lon-implanted, epitarially-grown ZnSe NGR 06-003-127 University of Colorado - Boulder P * M  0Mig1,ronr Data reduction-coordinated experiments 10/01/72-09/30/74 FY74: $3.031 TOTAL: $3,031 
Pen& OUip l l rn  
08/18/69-08/31/74 FY74: 5175,WO TOTAL: $642,861 Prin Inws,. NASA Ted. q p c ~ r  CASE Olegun Chernow, F. LARCIHutchby, I. A. 13-Physia 
Pdr h u r l  NASA rerh qJ$nr  CASE Cmnory LARCjHendricks. H. D. 
Earth. C. A. HQSL/Fcllows, R. F. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQSL/Brunk, W. E. (23-704 502-23-56) 
(10-840 384-47-8 1) (10-840 384-W-00) 
NGR 06-003-160 University of Colorado - Boulder 1% 
Point-contact junction detectors 
P e d  Obll~,l0n. 
06/17/70-08/31/73 FY74: TOTAL: S5O.W 
P"r Invl l .  NASA Tech Oljjcer CASE Cu(e~0gory 
Baird, I .  R. HQ-ER/Lehmann, 1. 45-Elec Engr 
HQ-PY/Vitalo, J. A. 
(10-680 I6aoaW) 
NGR 06003-176 Unirersity of Colondo - Boulder 1545 
Rocket research program in stellar ultraviolet astronomy 
P e M  oa1'8@,irn' 
12/29/71-07/14/74 FY74: 575,000 TOTAL: $136.255 
Pnn inwrt. NASA Tcrh Ofll-r CASE Cllrrgory 
Lillie, C. F. HQ-SGjRoman, N. G .  ll-Astronomy 
(ICr850 879-11-00) 
NGR 06-WMW University of Colondo - Boulder 1571 
Energy transfer in isotropic turbulence 
PIliod OM,#n,rm, 
09/05/72-08/31/74 FY74: $16,000 TOTAL: $36,000 
P"n, l n r u .  NASA Tch. O&r CASE Cal%orF 
Uberoi, hi. S. LERCjDcissler, R. C .  41-Aero Engr 
(22-704 502-04-25) 
NGR 06-003-215 University of Colorado - Boulder 1572 
Analysis of satellite data from the magnetosphere and comparison 
with ground-based data 
petid LMI:gorrons 
07/01/73-12/31/74 FY74: $29,957 TOTAL: 529.957 
. . 
P#n. Invr8r. NASA T<d.  War CASE Celegwr 
Speiser, T. W. HQ.SG/Calahm, H. D. 13-Physics 
(10-850 385-36-00) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
COLORADO (Continued) 
NGR 06403-216 University of Colondo - Boulder 1573 
Physical properties of chromospheric active and quiet regions by 
thc analysis of existing 050.4 and OSO-6 euv data 
r e n d  OblMli"", 
11/01/73~01/31/75 , FY74: $24,000 TOTAL: $211.000 
.. , 
' P N .  lnral. NASA Teh.  Ofl#cer CASE Calqory 
"linslry, J.' L. HQSG/Calahan, H. D. I I-Astronomy 
HQ-SGjOertel, G. K. 
(ICb850 385-38-00) 
, . 
NGR M-IW3-2l9 University of Colondo - Boulder 1" 
High resolution spectrograph of large space telescope 
P ~ d d  ob!m,fm* 
10/01/73-12/31/74 ' FY74: $8,805 TOTAL: $8,805 
NCR W 3 - 2 2 2  University of Colorado - Boulder 1575 
Zodiacal light rocket research program 
period obliaia,ionr 
W/01/73-06/30/75 FY74: 5170,000 TOTAL: $170,000 
Ptin inmat. NASA T h .  Olfice, CASE Corn~my 
Lillie, C. F. HQ-SG/Dubin, M. . 11-Astronomy 
HQ-SJjjHolu, J .  R. 
(I0850 879-1160) 
NGR W3-2.36 Uoirerdty of Colorado - Boulder 1516 
Scventh U.S. National Congress of Applied Mechanics 
P e d d  ouemla, 
01/15/7COl/l5/75 FY74: $6.035 TOTAL: $6,035 
Pnk, brill. NASA red .  0f l ler  CASE Calrrory 
Esscnburg, F. LERC/Hirschberg. M. H. 
21-Mathematics 
(22-704 501-21-21) (22-704 501-2407) 
NSG 1027 University ol Colorado - Boulder 1577 





O M , ~ , 0 " ,  
FY74: $8.000 TOTAL: $8,000 
NASA Tech. Oflier CASE Caregory 
LARC/Hutchby, J. A. 19-Phys Sci. NEC 
LARC/Hendricks, H. D. 
NSG 1037 University of Colondo - Boulder 1578 
Ion-implanted, epitaxially-grown ZnSc 
P < M  ob!rn,fm" 
. 05/01/74~/30/75 FY74: $32,255 TOTAL: $32,255 
Ptln bn3r. NASA T c l .  Ofllwr CASK Cargory 
Chernow. F. LARC/Hutchby. J. A. 19-Phys Sci. NEC 
LARC/Hendricks. H. D. 
(23.704 932-0343) 
NSG 10% Unirrrsity of Colorado - Boulder 1579 
Theory of hypersonic flight 
P c M  oum1onr 
06/01/7411/30/75 FY74: $34,390 TOTAL: $34.390 
Ptin. lnwl.  NASA T e d  OUlerr CASK CoJqov 
Buscmann, A. LARC/Rainey. R. W. 41-Aero Engr 
(23-704 501-15-82) 
NAS t7794 University of Colorado - Medicd Center ' . 1580 
Elcctrarnilogram amplifier 
R 6 . d  ob!&no," , 
09/11/73-01/30/74 FY74: $3,389 TOTAL: $3.389 
~ l i n  fnlrsr. NASA rmb. off& CASE c~rcgcgcgy 
Rock, K. C. ARClAnliker, J. E. 69-Psych, NEC 
(21-970 97021-11) (21-970 970-21-51) 
NAS 28200 Unirersity of Denver I581 
Delectability of atmospheric species 
P e M  OUiznt!ons 
M/01/74-06/30/74 FY74: $19,858 TOTAL: $19,858 
Pl in  I m ~ s l .  NASA Ted. Oflker CASE Cornov 
Murcray, D. G .  ARC/Boesc, R. W. 13-Physics 
ARC/Witteborn, F. C. 
(21-702 743-3422) 
NAS 5.23190 University of Denver . 1582 
Construction of a 31.4 GHS parametric amplifier 
PIri0.l Ob l~ r ionc  
03/16/73-06/15/74 FY74: TOTAL: $16,972 
~ r i n .  1nur.r. NASA rch.  oflicnr , CASE cotcgo,y 
Edrich, J .  GSFC/Habbs. R. W. 13-Physics 
(51-850 188-3842) . , 
. . 
NASW 2362 University of Denver 1583 
Collcftian and analysis of information relating to technology 
transfer and application 
P d  mizoz im 
04/05/72-01/13/74 FY74: TOTAL: $475,000 
. . . . 
PM.  bu~l. NASA T t d .  OflJer CASE Calerorv 
Kotlenstettc, J .  P. HQ.KT/Orrick. U. W: 9BMulti-Discip 
Freeman, J. E. . HQ-KT/Carlson, J. M. 1 . , 
{l0-250 141-94-00) 
NASW 2Mn Universily of Denver 1% 
The callcction and analysis of information da t i ng  to technology 
transfer and application 
perid Obliaiarionr 
03/12/7401/13/75 FY74: $100.000 . TOTAL: S100,000 
PA". lnvcll. NASA Tech OlPcer CASE f i le+ 
Unavailable HQ-KT/AuIt, 1. A. , 75.Political Sci 
(10250 141-9400) 
NGL 0&00&096 Univcrsily of Denver 1585 
Exlending the universities role in the exploitation of ,acrospaa 
technology 
Pen* OU&.ll0", 
09/08/6963/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: $2W,000 
~ l i n  lnwr  NASA rmh olficrr CASE c o t r ~ a v  
Blackledge. I. P. HQ-PY/Redd~ng. E. R. 41-Aero Engr 
(10370 183-W-00) 
NGR WOOM5S Unlverslty of Denver ' I586 
Study 0 ,  hydromagnetic disturbanas in the gcomagnctic field at 
satellile altitudes 
Perid oanr~ciom 
05/02/68-W/30/75 FY74: $20kW3 TOTAL: $118.000 
Pti". I n n , .  NASA Terh. Ollicer CASE Calesov 
Patel. V. L. HQ-SG/Kavanagh. L. D., Jr. 13-Physics 
HQSG/Schmerling. E. R. 
(10850 385-3600) (10850 385-0000) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
COMRADO (Continued) 
NCR IJ&MW%O University of Denver 1587 
Study of physical processes which govern the dynamics of 
geomagnctically trapped radiation 
Purod O M C h *  
05/08/68-05/31/75 FY74: S22.W TOTAL: $153,000 
Plin. Inuc5l. NASA Terb OficYr CASE Cmegog. 
Roderef. J. G. HQSG/Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. 13-Physics 
HQ-SGjSchmcding, E. R. 
(10-850 385-36-00) (10-850 385-OWJO) 
NGR O6-004-1W University of Denver 1588 
Study of geomagnetic storms 
P ~ d d  ONi~.liW 
10/10/73-01/09/15 FY74: $19.867 TOTAL: $19,867 
Plln lnxr t .  NASA T r h .  Off{-r CASE C # l w r y  
Patel. V. L. HQ-SGfCalahan, H. D. 13-Physics 
HQSG/Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. 
(10-850 385-3&M) 
NCR OMIO1-IZS University of Denver 1589 
Space cabin atmospheric environments 
P d d  ON*riac 
01/22/73-01/14/75 FY74: $l7,3M TOTAL: $37.010 
Prim lnrcrr. NASA Tech. Olfar CASE Category 
Ross. L. W. ARC/Quattrone, P. D.19-Phys Sci, NEC 
ARCILeban, M. 
(21-970 970-22-21) 
\CR 06004128 Ld~tmi l !  01 l>em>er 1590 
Quanulau\e ~peclroscopa stud#f% of Ihc I 1  3 mlcron and 21 Y 
macron rnlrared bands of IIVO slratorphrr~~ empoaturcl  
" ldd  Oblasttm 
05/23/7349/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: $11.232 
Prim. Inlrn. NASA Teb.  Ofller CASE (hzexory 
Mureray, D. G. LARC/RusseU. J. M., Ill 31-Atmos Sci 
(23-680 160-44-64) 
NCR 06-M14131 University of Denver 1591 
Measurement of atmospheric emission with a balloon-borne 
NSG M04 University of t k n ~ e r  1594 
Study a1 Ccphei variable stars using data from OAOZ 
Pertal Ou,p!lm. 
05/01/74-04/30/75 FY74: $7,449 TOTAL: $7,449 
Prh. Inrrrl. NASA Teh. Off!crrr CASE C@1)1)1)~ 
Lesh. J .  R. GSFCjKupperian, J.  E. 11-Astronomy 
(51-850 83143-W) 
CONNECTICUT 
NGR 07-01QW2 Fsirlield University I595 
Investigation of energy deposition processes i n  the upper 
atmosphere, and the interaction between the mesosphere and the 
thermosphere 
P."d Obli*.onr 
04/24/68-09/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: $49,435 
Prin b n s r  NASA I d .  Olbnr CASE C.?<~O.) 
McElancy, J .  H. GSFC/Heath, D. F. 31-Afmos Sci 
(51-680 607-0040) (51-680 160-44-67) 
NGL 07609-003 ~~~~~~r Polytechnic lnstifute - Conn 15% 
Investigation of a quadrupole ultra-high vacuum ion pump 
PI& Obl,p,i, 
Ol/24/69-08/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: $80,000 
P a .  bnzr.  NASA I-. OJbbbb CASE Cc~mwv 
Schwarr, H .  J .  LARC/Yeagcr. P. R. 13-Physics 
LARC/W0ud, G. M. 
(23-750 125-WOO) 
NGR 07601604 University of Bridgepan 1597 
Cutout reinforcement of stiffcned cylindrical shdls 
penal OUigIrion* 
09/10/7369/30/74 FY74: $5.000 TOTAL: $5,000 
. . . . 
spectrometer system P*. brrt .  NASA TCI. wtmr CASE cotrgory 
PI"& OM@O~QW Palazotta. A. N. LARC/Williams, I. G. dl-Aero Engr 
01/01/7409/01/74 FY74: $38,373 TOTAL: $38.373 (23-704 501-22-03) 
PNI. tnnll. NASA Ted. Ofllmr CASE C o l w r y  
Murcray, D. G . .  LARC/Ruswll, J. M., I11 31-Atmos Sfi 
LARC/Davis, R. E. 
(a-680 638-10-M) NAS 628734 University of conneai>ut 1598 
Material~-~rocessin~ in space, sphere-lorming & composite-casting 
. . 
experiment 
NGR 06004-133 Unherrily of Denver 1592 pr"d  oblfpr iun~ 
Infrared observation of cornct Kohoutck 05/24/72-06/18/74 FY74: TOTAL: $27.350 
. . . . 
P e w  ON@IIMI Pel. bwsL NASA Ted. OJJ<c#r CASE Coleory 
12/10/7349/09/74 FY74: $ l l , W  TOTAL: $11,000 Katahir. T. Z. MSFC/Hauemeyer, E. A. 
~ n n .  I~KII .  NASA r e b .  ofllcer CASE car#gory 47-Materials Engr 
Lesh J .  R. GSFC/Hobbs. R. W. 11-Astronomy MSFC/McPherson, W. 8. 
GSFC/Maran, S. P. (62-960 948-90-95) 
(51-840 19641-53) 
NGT 060W-WS University of Denver 1593 NAS 9-11941 University of Connecticut 1599 
Training of graduate students in space-nlated science and Immunological and physiological sllects of micmflora in spacecraft 
technology environments 
Perid ONtprlou Pedal Obloblg0,bnr 
04/02/63-08/01/72 FY74: TOTAL: $430,345 W/17/71-07/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: $159,920 
. . . . . . 
P*. Inul l .  NA.U Ted. Oflker CASE Catnor). Plh ,  lnnsl. #AS* Teb. 0llrc.r CASE Catwory 
Evers. N. H. HQ-PY/Cartcr, C. H. 99-Multi-Discip Kenyon. A. J. JSC/Mieszkuc, B. J. 59-Life Sci, NEC 
(10-370 181-0040) (72-970 970-51-25) (72-910 914-51-W) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
CONNECTICUT (Continued) 
NASW 2307 University of Cowetievt 1600 
Operation gf lheNsw England Rewarch Application Center 
P c " ~  oulwziw. 
01/20/72-06/30/74 FY74: $10,464 TOTAL: $285,464 
Pdm. bwsl. NASA Tmh. Ofllnr CASE Cmelury 
Wildc, D. HQ-KT/Holley. H. L. 9!-Multi-Discip 
HQ-KTJHamilton, I .  T. 
(10-250 141-Ma)) (10250 141.93-01) 
NASW 2516 Univmity of Connecticut I601 
Regional Dissemination Ccntcr Operation 
~ /28 /7 j66 /30 /75  FY74: $165,& 
Pt in  Inucxl. NASA Tech. Wer CASE Catqory 
Wilde. D HO-KTlHallsy. H. L. 99-Multi-Diseip 
R t i d  OUktirn,  
08/06/6268/01/73 FY74: TOTAL: 9315,890 
Plfn lnrzt. NASA red. Ofper CASE Colrpry 
Lindorff, D. P. HQ-RE/Kurzhals, P. R. 41-Aero Engr 
LARC/Crcedan. I. F. 
(10-750 125-00-00) 
\ 
NGR 07-002-054 Univedty of Conllfftieut 1603 
Cryaal chemistry of tonic conductors 
P*,id ~ l @ @ t , r n ,  
08/07/72-08/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: $10,576 
Ptin l f l~rrr. NASA T r h  WBBB CASE C a t q r y  
Wells, A. F. LERC/Antoine. A. C. 12-Chemistry 
(22-704 502-05-51) . , . 
NGR 07-006-W4 Wedcyan University 1604 
Ultraviolet energy dislribution of galaxies 
P e n 4  Obl<p,lrns 
05/05/69-04/18/75 FY74: TOTAL: $14,375 
Pdn. hrrrl. NASA Tfd .  Olficrr CA- Caregory 
Page. T. HQ-FG/Raman. N. G. I l-Astronomy 
(I0850 831XW.3) 
NGR 07-006-006 Wedeyan University 1M15 
Far-UV (extra-atmosphsric) observations of galaxies from a lunar 
observatory 
Petid ow~al io",  
09/26/69-06/30/73 FY74: TOTAL: 532,550 
P*. bvsr NASA T h .  OJficcr CASE C~?RRRY 
Page, T. lSC/Kondo. Y. Il-Astronomy 
(72-910 914-#a)) 
NGR 07-006-W8 Weskyan University 1M)6 
Laser ranging ground station devclopmcnl 
P ~ M  O U i ~ ~ r i o w  
03/23/7GW/30/73 FY74: TOTAL: $223.750 
Pnn. Inwxt. N4S.4 Ted. Oflice, CASE Cou.cary 
Faller, J. E. HQ-SM/Strickland. A. T. 13-Physics 
(10-810 195-00-a)) 
NAS 5-23004 Yale Unirerrity 1607 
Theoretical investigations for the atmasphcric Explorer satellite 
PC,,& oartn,,olans 
09/28/7 1-1 1/28/76 FY74: $40,a)0 TOTAL. SIZ0,WO 
. . 
P n .  lnvrr .  NASA TIEh. O/J:<#r CASE Carrpor). 
Walker. I. W. GSFC/Findlay. I. A. 31-Atmos Sci 
(51-8.50 852-22-00) 
NGL 07-ODCW5 Ylle University 1608 
Low-power, low-speed date storage and processing equipment 
firid Odlkiaiarronr 
01/01/71-05/31/77 FY74: TOTAL: $628,643 
Pnn. Inwsl. NASA Tech., Ofltcrr CASE Camory 
Baiker. R. C. GSFC/Schaefer, D. H. 45-El& Engr 
(51-704 502-23-32) (51-750 125-WOO) 
NGL 07604035 Yde Universify 
Investigation of basic foundation of masers and lasers 
'609 
P E , ~  ou,11,1m 
02/W/32-12/31/74 FY74: $67.595 TOTAL: 1264.902 
PlUl b w a  NASA Ted Ol/mr CASE Catwry 
Lamb, W E ,  Jr. GSFC/ 12-Chemwry 
(51-704 502-03-1 1) (51-740 IB-WW) (51-750 115-2242) 
NGL 07604043 Yale Unirerrity 1610 
Chemical reactions in the electron-volt region 
P e d  O U W b r n  
10/26/65-12/30/76 FY74. $31.567 TOTAL: $363.477 
NGL 07604103 Yale University ' ' 1611 
Definition and investigation o l  the feasibilily of geochcrnicsl 
experiments 
PeHd OUiwthnr 
09/23/69-08/01/74 FY74: TOTAL: $211.574 
P N I  Inw$r. NASA Ted. OJI!<EC CASE Caregory 
Skinner, 6. 1. HQ-SMIBryson, R. P. 32Cleolo@cal Sci 
HQ-SM/Allcnby, R: I. 
(10410 383-09-53) 
NGR 07-MI44NW Yde Unlrrrsily 1612 
Dekrmination & analysis of properties & characlcristics of 
extrerncly small free-living self-replicating e l l s  
PIliod ' OUisnriMI 
11/01/61-10/30/74 FY74: S2O.WO TOTAL: $268,708 
Prin. l n n ~ r  NASA T e h ,  O l ~ i e r  CASE COIIIIY 
Morowitz, H. 1. HQ-SL/Young, R. S. 51-Biology 
(10-840 192-55-63) 
NGR 0740&109 Yak University 1613 
lonosphcric transport proeesws 
Petid W1#0,,, 
11/21/68-W/30/74 FY74: TOTAL $121,621 
rnn I,,~,,. NASA red. O J J ? ~ ~  CASE c a r o r y  
Walker, I .  C. HQ-SG/Schrnerling. E. R..  31-Atmos Sci 
(108.50 188-36-56) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
CONNECTICUT (Continued) 
NGR 0 7 h 1 4 6  Yale University 1614 
lnfcction in cloxd ecological systems 
P. r i d  oh@Iiau 
03/10/71-02/28/75 FY74: TOTAL: 58 1,700 
Ptin he,,. NASA Ted .  OUFUFUFUF CASE C#Jrbory 
Evans, A. S. ARC/Mandel, A. D. 52-Clinical Med 
(21.910 970-21-25) 
NGR 07-004-157 Yde University i615 
Computative mineralogical composition of Martian surface 
Puw (MIiglrrtem 
07/10/72-05/31/14 FY74: S15,mO TOTAL: E43.500 
. . 
Pnn bwrl NASA Tmh. 0fl;er CASE Cor$Prv 
Skinner, B. J. HQ-SL/Dwornik, S. E. 32Gmlogical Sci 
H@SL/Allingham. J. W. 
(10-840 384-50-80) (1&840 384-W-00) 
NGR 07-166 Yale University 1616 
Nonhomogeneous accumulation origin ol pallariles and its bearing 
on models o l  lunar and planelacy formation 
P l d d  OMtJa,,"' 
06/15/73-06/14/75 FY74: $25,888 TOTAL: $25,888 
, . . . 
Plin. lnvclr. M S A  Tech. O U ? ,  CASE Calegolory 
Turekian. K. K. HQ-SM/Kosafsky, L. 1.32Gmlogical Sci 
HQ-SM/Robersan, F. 1. 
(10-810 195-42-67) 
DELAWARE 
NGR OWW2-Wl Delaware State College 1617 
Research on the s~ecific heat of platinum 
. . 
Period ( M I k ~ l i a s  
09/25/69-06/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: $24,767 
. . . . 
Pnn. Inwsl. NASA Trrh O m r  CASE Cnteow 
Hclmy, E. M. HQ-PY/Pohly. J. G. 13-Physics 
(10-371 340W00) (10370 183-W-00) 
NGR 08402-003 Delaware State College 1618 
Procedure used in measuring bacterial titers in urine samples by 
the luciicrax assay for ATP 
Pcrjd OMWtbw 
01/13/72-01/14/14 FY74: $3,850 TOTAL: $38,742 
P"". Inwrr. NASA TKh. Ofpcrr CASE C o I w q  
Bush, V. N.  GSFC/Picciolo, G .  L. 51-Biology 
(51-250 141-93-02) (10-371 34C-00-M) 
NGR 0IUY)Z-W5 Delaware State Callrp 1619 
Research on the photo detachment cross section and threshold 
energy of negative ions in carbon dioxide 
*nod ~ k ~ r ~ o n l  
03/16/7367/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: $22,105 
Prin. l n e r l .  NASA Terh O/fi<<r C I S £  C a l n o ? ~  
Helmy, E. M. HQ-PYjPohly. J. G. 13-Physics 
(10371 340-mw) 
NAS I-1UW University of Delaware 1620 
Skylab earth resources experiment package application to 
ewlagical, geological and oceanographic investigation of Delaware 
bav 
P l d  OMkrpli0N 
06/05/73-02/18/75 FY74: 643.050 TOTAL: 178,050 
Prln l n r r r l  NASA Tech Ofp<er CASE Ca<wq 
Klemas. V. LARC/Johnson, R. W. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
Jordan, R. R. 
Kinsman. B, 
(23-680 177-91-00) 
NAS 5-21784 University of Delaware 1621 
ERTS-A data user investigation o f  dynamics of plankton 
populations in upwelling arcas 
P,& ouaation, 
06/13/72-08/01/74 FY74 TOTAL: $50.482 
Prin. Innlr. WAS* Tc&. Olftcer CASE Calrpry 
Szekielda, K. H. GSFC/Gordon, F., Ir. 33-Oceanography 
(51-680 MI-14-00) (5 1-680 641-14-05) 
NAS 5-21837 University of Delaware 16.22 
ERTSA data u x r  investigation of the applications of ecological. 
geological and oceanographic ERTEA imagery of Delaware 
coastal resources planning 
P."d OM,tn,ron.c 
08/16/72-12/31/74 FY74: $26.099 TOTAL: $54,099 
Ptin Inw3l. NASA Tdi. OjJkw CASE Calezolory 
Klemas. V .  GSFC/Gordon. F. 39-Env Sci. NEC 
(51-680 641-1467) 
NAS 9-13344 University of Delaware 1623 
Dynamics of plankton populations in upwelling areas - Skylab 
investigation 518 
Pen& OMiPtan" 
03/19/73-12/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: $61,800 
. . 
Pnn. hral. N l S l  Tech Ofbbbr CASE Cnlaay 
Szekielda, K. H. JSC/Byms. Z. H. 33-Oceanography 
(72-960 948-63-84) 
NGR WOO1429 University ol Delaware 1624 
Lunar sample analysis 
period Wla',,ionr 
02/22/7161/31/75 FY74 $6,820 TOTAL: $38,780 
PIDl mrerr. NASA Tech Olf<wr CASE CalqorY 
Glass, B. P. ISCfHarris, I. W. 13-Physics 
(72-910 9144-00) 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
NAS 1-12209 W American Unlvemity 1625 
Analytical investigation ol data from Skylab/ Earth Resources 
Experiment Package (EREP) in wetland areas 
P#"d Dtliwiia, 
04/06/73-07/15/75 FY74: S54.W TOTAL: $54,mO 
Pdn. I n r n l .  NASA T e h .  OJJker CASE C~regao 
Anderson, R. R. LARC/Whitman, R. I. 39-Env Sci. NEC 
(23.960 948-63-85) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA (Continued) 
NAS 5-21752 The Americm Unirersity 1626 
ERTS-A data user investigation of wetland ecology 
fi"d Ob,i$#,iO", 
05/18/72-01/01/75 FY74: 58,331 TOTAL: 550,331 
Pdn. hrm. NASA T h .  O J h  CASE C a l q w ~  
Anderson, R. R. GSFC/Gordon, F., Ir. 39-Env Sci. NEC 
(512680 MI- 14-01) (51-680 641-14-00) 
NAS 5-21992 TIP American Uni~enity 1627 
ERTSA data user tnvcst#gatton of ERTS ~nformatton system 
devclapment for Potomac Rlver basrn natural resources managem- 
ent 
Perld MI*lb,,mr 
11/03/12-07/01/74 FY14: TOTAL: $62.426 
. . . . 
P M  B n s r  NASA Tech. Ojfimr CASE Cmqw 
Machod,  N. H. GSFC/Gordon, F.. Ir. 39-Env Set, NEC 
(51-680 641-14-08) 
NAS 521570 The American University 1628 
Studv of ERTS imapcrv of west African countries 
- .  
P c ~  Oblprionr 
10/05/13-02/03/75 FY74:'$87.800 TOTAL: $81.800 
. , . , 
. . 
Prin l n n l .  NA? Tea.  OJJ;~~, CASE C~ ,~PPY 
MacLeod, N. H. GSFC/Waiter, L. S. 39-Env Sci. NEC 
(51-680 11652-41) , (51-680 17742-41) (51-680 641-14-@I) 
NAS 9-13956 Ihe Ameriem University 1629 
Study of arid lands and descrtification p r e s s e s  
*end O b i ! ~ , ; a .  
05/01/74-12/31/74 FY14: $14,832 TOTAL: $14,832 
Prvl lnwzl. NASA Tmh. .OJfimr CASE C # t w v  
MacLcod. N. H. JSC/Wilmarth. V. ,R. 39-Env k i ,  NEC 
(12-960 948-8080) 
NGR 09403-014 Ihe American Unirerrity 1630 
Studies of magnetic scmimnductors 
Ptr(od O b l r ~ m m  
03/28/69-05/31/74 FY74: $6.000 TOTAL: $12l,mO 
P*. lnwn NASA 7 ' .  Ofl jm CASE Cmeguv 
Cullen, E. LARCjLong, E. R., Jr. 45-Elec Engr 
(23-104 932-01-03) (M140 129-Wa0) (25-740 129-00-00) 
NGR 09-005-022 Cathalic Univenit). 1631 
Genetic studies of hydrogen bacteria 8r their application to 
biological life support systems 
Obl,#,i~", 
FY74: TOTAL: $162.294 
NdSA Ted. Ofltcer CASE Cotwry 
HQ-MMjSaunden. I .  F. 51-Biology 
HQ-MM/Cobur", K. R. 
NGR 0 ~ ~ 0 0 0 6 3  Catholic University 1632 
Interaction of the solar wind with the moon 
f i r i d  Obl,p,irn' 
04115169-05/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: $104.000 
. . 
~ . n .  bw. NASA red. Oflie, CASE Ca,@ory 
Whang. Y. C. HQ-SGlKavanagh, L. D., Ir. 13-Physics 
HQ-SG/Schmcrling. E. R. 
( la850 385 -3m)  (10-850 385-WW) 
NGR 09-005-076 Catholic University 1633 
Experimental study on weak turbulence 
?rial ouiga, im 
ll/?B/69-L2/3l/73 FY74: TOTAL: 11 1.984 
Plin Inwsn. NASA Tech. OJfi-, CASE Gieiory 
Ling, S. C. LERC/Deissler. R. G. 13-Physics 
(22-140 129-MJ-M) 
NGR 09-W5077 Catbolie University 1634 
Detector developmen1 for the study of high energy cosmic rays 
P M d  ob,;~ania", 
09/01/1 1-08/31/74 FY14: $43,600 TOTAL: $144,273 
p.n. ~ W S I .  NASl T&. OJfi<r.r CASE Cnrezory 
Crannell. H. GSFC/Fichtcl. C .  E. 13-Physics 
Cowan, C. L. 
(51-850 188-46-57) (51-850 108-4644) (51-850 832-12-00) 
NGR 09-005099 Catholic University 1635 
Experimental study of the structure of turbulence with intermediate 
range of Reynolds number 
P e i d  ~U<S.,~MJ 
09/19/72-lO/31/74 FY14: TOTAL: $15,640 
Pnn. lnwsr. NASA Tech Ojfier CASE C m w ~  
Ling, S. C. LERC/Deissler, R. G.  dl-Aera Engr 
(22-lM 502-04-25) 
NGR 09-005-103 Catholic University 1636 
Kinetics and mechanism of the reactions of o(3p) and h atoms 
and Ch3Cn and other nitrilcs 
P l " d  OM<PIIM, 
07/01/13-00/31/75 FY74: $24,867 TOTAL: $24,861 
Frh.  /nu<#. NASA Trr* O j k r  CASE C ~ , K ~ ' Y  
Tirnmons. R. B. GSFCIStief, L. I. 12-Chemistry 
(51.840 185-47-55) (51-850 18845-51) 
NGT 09005-3 Catholic University 1637 
A summer faculty fellowship program in rcsearch 
period ONb0,i- 
12/08/11-03/31/74 ' FY14: TOTAL: $211,173 
tin. Inwsr. NASd Tech. O,J?<e, CASE C ~ I I ~ ? .  
Fang, B. T. HQ-PY/Carter. C. H. 49-Engr, NEC 
(10-371 340-00-00) 
NSC 2019 Catholic University 
Biomedical a~~l lea t iona  of vibration 
. . 
Pnia l  Wli@',,,orn 
05/01/74-05/01/75 FY74: SI5.000 ' . TOTAL: $15.000 
Plin Inxsr. NASA T'ch. OJfi<cr CASE a,aav 
Lih. M. M. ARC/Ncwsom, B. D. 59-Life Sei, NEC 
(21-970 97021-17) 
NGR 09-053602 Districtof Columbia Teachers Cdlege 1639 
Liquid surface sensing capability of polarized optical techniques 
Rnd OUi~ot ia$  
08/Ol/l3-07/31/14 FY74: $13,500 TOTAL: $13,500 
Pdn. mwsf. N A S A  TKh. OjJ,cer CASE Cn(@ory 
Curtis, W. C. WFC/Holland. A. C. 19-Phys k i ,  NEC 
WFC/Spinak, A. D. 
(53-371 34000-00) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
DISTEUCF OF OOLUMBlA (Coatirrwd) 
NGR- Dhtr*rof Co*rmbLTeSdWnCdl%r 1640 
Imaiga thn  of pmbkms as.%&tcd with solid enapsulation of 
hi* v o w  &monk assembh 
Mdd cw9k.U 
W/15/7404/14/75 FY74: 52I.MS TOTAL: 521.495 
Pd. I d .  NASA T n L  om" CAsh Cpnur 
B m r .  R S GSFC/W&mm, I. L. 3AEnv Sfi, NEC 
GSFC/wsfiuni E. R. 
(51-371 -)
NCR lJ945Mml *.- 1641 
Siudy of demurs for utrrmcly rrlnlmsts P~IIMcs 
iww @wl- 
l0/07/69-12/31/74 FY74: SW.978 TOTAL: 1197,161 
& m. NASA T d .  om" CASE 
Whitside. H. GSFC/McDandd, F. 8. Il-AsImnomy 
Rogers. E. H., Jr. GSFC/hmcs, J. F. 
NGR %%OSWX3 1611 
Fundmmtsl m d  l a a l y ~ W  invem@ons of mechanisms and 
phenomena rdated t o e  e l a h s m i d  d e v h  
hnM cw9k.U 
~ 0 / 0 7 / ~ / 0 1 f 7 5  FY74: S15.000 TOTAL: $95,349 . . . . 
PIYI law NASA Id. om" CASE Gqw 
Nonb&m, W. C. GSFC/Webeter, W. ti., Jr.11-Admnomy 
(51-700 502-25-58) (10371 30000M) i ] NCR0)850010 F*oif).CdLg. 1643 
laboratory investigation of different interstellar bands b a d  on 
the sprva of t c t r a b p o r p h i n  
hnM ae-k." 
01/25/7209/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: Sl8.000 
Ih b"~.,. NASA T n L  qRSa CISE 
McDovcll, H. HQPY/Pohly. 1.0. Il-Aslmnomy 
(10850 18841-57) (10-371 YUMMO) 
NCP o!MSO4U F d w -  1644 
Appbtiona of medical information ~ ~ n t  rystcms 
mhd u 
011/01/7207/16/74 FY74: 120.606 TOTAL: 125,520 
Plb DsL NIS.4 T d .  C4.W c-S.7 
Friedman, C. GSFC/Alle- S. 5tClinieal Mod 
GSFC/FMman. D. S 
(51-250 141-9100) (51-371 YUMMO) (51620 402070l) 
NGR 09QB019 ~anl alr -m l a  
Dencrminalion of heavy melds in d i n t s  md knlhic spsirs 
in rslstion to nudeas powr  plant operation 
hnM au- 
02/18/7442/17/75 FY74: 124.932 TOTAL: 124932 
&k.ar NASA T& om" U S E  C-XW 
Phlps, H. L G S F C p a v a  D. F. 39-Env Sci. NEC 
( 5 W l  m) 
NCR OMXWZO oif). COWS 1646 
Application of Alsxeev's thcortm to two body perturbed 
pmbk"u 
hnM o@w%- 
03/01/7402/28/75 ~ ~ 7 4 :  S I O . ~ ~  ~ T A L :  s 1 a n 3  
NASW U14 cww W- urn- 1UI 
Enhmamcnt a1 acmsp.a t s h n o w  tram to pmbdFm arcar 
in biomedicine B public seEtar 
Bdd avtDMu 
03/09/7103/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: Sl75.W 
Plb l a m  NASA 7 ' '  OaM CASK * 
Talbot. J. M. HQKT/AUII, I.. A. S9-Multi-Discip 
HQ.KT/Hamilton. 1. T. 
(WW, 141-93-02) (I0250 141-9440) (I0250 141-9100) 
NASW SSBl G C W  WtrLiqtoa uOhP6ih 168 
Conduding thc 38th Meeting of fhe SLrunurea and Matsriak 
-1 Advisory Group 
Pnid - 
00/11~4-04/30/74 F n 4 :  $9.719 TOTAL: S9.719 
. . . . 
& I-. NASA T n L  ah-" CASE - 
U~a"ailnbk HQRW/Md@ J. 49-Engr. NFX 
(10704 501-21-20) 
NCL OP-01IM30 Gpow Wuhi.bt. .  UhcJsiq lip9 
Multidisciplinary program of policy slud*s m scicna and 
tsEhnolow 
W ouwb- 
09/09/M/01/74 FY74: TOTAL: Sl.737.628 
rrb l a w .  NASA Td. OaM * 
Mayo. A. L HQPY/Rddi ig  E. R 79Soe Sci. NEC 
(10370 1830D00) (10-250 14100M) (10-980 981-60M) 
NGL OM1005J Gmrp W.sei.sma Umim& 1650 
in spa-dald areas in cngioccring and applied 
NCR OM100(4 W w o .  U&&y 1661 
R-h in amustics at the NASA Langlcy Regveh CZntsr 
m*r aQm- 
02/04/7001/3l/75 FY74: 5222ga) TOTAL: 589448  
Pm la- NASA rd. w U S E  - 
Licbomy H. LARC/Margoli~ K. 41-Am Engr 
( 2 3 . 7 ~  501-1) (23.m2 ~60-63-02) (21-704 501-zza) 
NCR 09-81W4 Gmge W- U m k d y  1662 
Ragram in mnau t icp  
m - 
04/06/7105/31/75 FY74: U19.500 TOTAL: 1619.800 
. . . . 
Pm 1"- NASA T '  WIhv CASE 
LrbowiU. H. LARC/Mulae. R. W. 41-Acm Ery 
(23.704 501-15-82) (23-702 760-6102) (L3702 760-6100 
NCR OP-0l(W78 Cag WrQbbta  U.iredy 1653 
Rokram in computer-aided structural design 
P * d  Oe-i-4 
01/06/7204/30/75 FY74: S166PM TOTAL: S383.W 
P n  1.- NASA Tn* cW%r < ASE C- 
kbrml~ ,  H LARC/Fdtan. R. k 41-Acm Engr 
(23-704 502-3202) (LF704 502-2248) (23-704 501-2201) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA (Condwed) 
NCRaJslWJB ~ W + r b i n p a o o U ~  It54 
Ahnaft no& redvction meam41 
mrd - 
02/21/73.OS/31/74 FW4: TOTAL S 150,Om 
wear NASA r d  u@w CASE - 
Lrbowik H. LARC/Hubbard H. H. 41-Acm Eagr 
~23.701 50I.rM-01) (23-704 50149.02) (23-704 501-29-11) 
P 5 . h  NASA 1 4  u@w CASE * 
Kabn. W. K. OSFC/Mmrc, J V. W n g r ,  NEC 
(51-850 87&21M) 
NCR 09410096 Grorge W- U d . 9  16b6 
Rsvprcb pmgram m minowave rcmotc rcaslw 
mrd omw'i- 
09/01/7508/31f74 FY74 SM,OM TOTAL: S3O.mO 
P5. 1- NASA T d  u@w U S E  - 
Iicbowits H. LARC/Swift, C T. 3U*canograpby 
(23480 16QMS4) 
NSC 1024 Ccogr W&i@@n Utaimay 1657 
A gnduat. ratarrb p-m in environmental modding 
- - 
cu/21/?6cu/m/75 FY74: ~llo.&Xl" TOTAL Sll0,Om 
% *  NAU rd  oom USE c.u14 
L*bodk  H. LARClCaU'i L. B. 31-Atmm SEi 
. . 
' N& OMlPOn Wdim@om Uoi.&y 1658 
Sr*ntific mmmunication Fgcarch in spas bnology 
lkad -*I. 
M/24/w/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: SZl15.538 
m h. NASA r d .  w- USE c-z-7 
S d S ,  H. I. LERC/Baker. C. E. *Life Sci.NEC 
. . ~idk~. a HPMM/Bror~~tcin,  H. S. 
(10-970 9 m l U L )  ( 1 8 4 0  193-5F-63) (LO-910 97-) 
NAS 8-29ns -u- 169 
Diffsrcntial cMrophomic rcparatioa d & and its dfra on 
9 viability 
nw omw'i- 
D5/01/7108/25/74 FY4: $31,998 TOTAL: f81,% 
m d. NASA re& e CASE cmg.rp 
L c i i ,  E M. MSFC/AUsn, R. E. 47-Materials Eog 
MSFC/Kmpni&, A. C . 
(62630 16241-(U) 
NAS fh3Om HanrlUtaimay 1660 
D m w n  m l l ~ d  metal S Y d m S  
lhad rmaaam 
12/01/7~1/10/75 FY74: 117,720 TOTAL 517,720 
k L B  NdSA T d  DDFrr. U%C-mv 
Uknnra, A 0. MSFC/Schaler. C. F. I%Pbysrr 
MSFC/Bannl~tcr, T. C. 
(62430 179-15-12) 
NASW U86 Horud uoi*el%q 1661 
Summer institute in biamedid cnginarim 
mrd o&- 
mps/rtl2/01/72 F W ~  TOTAL: uzzn 
m I#- NASA rrrb qOPn U S E  C-mV 
Dehtch, E. M. GSFC/Chcn. W. T. SMLhcr Mcdicsl 
Cannon, I. N. GSFC/Friedman. O. S. 
(IS371 MO-OMW) 
NCL 094114M Haud U n h m  1662 
Optical, mapclio and cloctrical prop& of Iektitcs, mctmrita 
and other spx-&tcd mat.ruls 
mrd ouwt= 
Ol/W/saoS/Ot/73 FY74 TOTAL. 1168p3I 
Rflhrrr NASA T a l  qOPn CASE Urar 
~borpc. A. N. GSFC/WC. J. A l r ~ h ~ s i f s  
(21-810 19MMa) (51-840 18UIWO) (51-810 195-4263) 
NCL 09411417 Haud Unimsily 1663 
Swdy of ncumhumoral control systems operations in adjuntmcnt 
Of m l u i e u l a c  pcrformance 
lkad omw'i- 
I)P/25/680L/IS/l? FY74: S85.mO TOTAL: W7.398 
mk 1- NASA T d  OUhr C A Y  Co*ra, 
Ha.rlhomz E. W. ARC/Smdkr. H. 5-r Mcdieal 
(21.970 97021.12) (21.770 12740-00) 
NCL 09411W6 Hard Unimsity 1 W  
lnvcstigation o l  radiation detectors lor environmental Vaa 
drmcnts 
M - 
W/25/72d7/01/75 FY74: TOTAL: $33.131 
Aa 1.w. h,,4UT,, , U S E - ,  
Fcguson, G. A. HQPY/PohIy, I. 0. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
(IS37l 340mm) 
NGR 0941I-MM lkrud Ud.c&y 1666 
Rgcarch in  spa^^ -as 
lkad - 
06/24/6102/28/75 FY74: 15,634 TOTAL: 1297,409 
NGR OM1l439 HorudU-. 1666 
Maion and stability of dual-win satcllitc 
w - 
12/29/7142/28/73 FY74: TOTAL: S 13,389 
P 5 . a  N A U  T d  Wm U S E  c-z-7 
Baioum. P. M. GRC/Fedor. 1. V. 41-Aem Ew 
HQPY/Pohly. 1. C. 
(IS311 34WlMO) (516XI 1647651) 
NCR ~ I l - E S Z  Harud UmimSay 1667 
Isopbotomctry of m m N  
fid rmaaam 
M/M/7109/15/74 FY74: TOTAL: 115.800 
m 1"- NASA T '  o ~ j ? ~ ,  USE * 
Kumar. C. K. HQPY/PohIy, I. G. 11-Mmoomy 
(IO-37l34oauW) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA (Continued)
N R 09-011-053 . Howard University 1668 FLORIDA
Three-dimensional motion and stability of rotating space
station-cable-counter-weight configuration
Period Obligations
05/09/73-05/15/75 FY74: 5$22,853 TOTAL: $37,814 NGR 10-022-001 Bethune - Cookman College 1675
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category A study of lagoonal and estuarine processes through the beneficial
Bainum, P. M. HQ-MT/Huff, V. N. 46-Mech Engr disposal of solid waste
(10-371 340-00-00) Period Obligations
07/26/72-11/01/74 FY74: 5$26,442 TOTAL: $46,326
Prin. Invest.. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
NGR 09-011-056 Howard University 1669 Poonai, P. KSC/Schoenberger, F. B.
N-Env Sci, NEC
Investigative measurements of magnetic field in comet Kohoutek Avalos, Z. R.
Period Obligations Marlins, J. G
12/01/73-11/30/74 FY74: $18,000 TOTAL: $18,000 Marlins, J. G.P3n. Invet. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category (76-371 340-00-00) (10-980 908-94-00) (10-371 340-00-00)
Prin. Inest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Kumar, C. K. GSFC/Hobbs, R. W. I -Astronomy
GSFC/Maran, S. P.
(51-371 340-00-00) NGR 10-010-002 Florida A&M University 1676
Development of methods for analysis of hydrocarbons in partially
purified waste water
NGR 09-011-057 Howard University -1670 Period Obligations
Electron spectroscopy 60/17/30-07/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: $24,225
Period Obligations Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
04/01/74-03/31/75 FY74: 5$15,300 TOTAL: $15,300 Cottrell, P. T. HQ-PY/Pohly, J. G. 59-Life Sci, NEC
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category (10-371 340-00-00)
Tsang, T. GSFC/Yin, L. 1. 13-Physics
GSFC/Adler, 1.
(51-371 340-00-00) NSG 901 Florida A&M University 1677
Electron-impact excitation of molecular nitrogen
Period Obligations
NGT 09-011-051 Howard University 1671 09/12/74-09/11/75 FY74: $24,000 TOTAL: $24,000
Undergraduate research participation program for 10 students Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Period Obligations Jones, H. W. JPL/Trajmar, S. 13-Physics
01/01/73-03/31/75 FY74: $37,525 TOTAL: $72,508 (56-371 340-00-00)
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Deloatch, E. M. HQ-PY/Chen, W. T. 59-Life Sci, NEC
(10-371 340-00-00)
NASIO-8399 Florida Institute of Technology 1678
Hypergolic propellants liquid and vapor disposal study
NGT 09-011-058 Howard University 1672 Period Obligations
National aerospace fellowship program 08/08/73-02/15/75 FY74: $75,000 TOTAL: $75,000
Period Obligations Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
06/01/74-05/31/75 FY74: 5$14,000 TOTAL: $14,000 Bowman, T. E. KSC/Franks, H. H. 43-Chem Engr
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Newman, R. W. KSC/Dobson, J. L.
Cox, E. L. HQ-PY/Pohly, J. G. 99-Multi-Discip (76-980 909-64-36)
HQ-U/Jenkins, H. G.
(10-030 010-00-00)
NGR 10-015-008 Florida Institute of Technology 1679
Study of lagoonal and estuarine ecological processes
NSG 9010 Howard University 1673 Period obligations
Theoretical evaluation of linear Kalman filtering techniques for 04/11/72-08/31/74 FY74: $65,000 TOTAL: $164,930
advanced mission state determination Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Period Obligations Nevin, T. A. KSC/Lee, W. H. 39-Env Sci, NEC
07/01/74-06/30/75 FY74: $15,960 TOTAL: $15,960 Lasater, J. A. KSC/Gayle, J. B., Jr.
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASECategory Clark, K. B.
Choudhury, A. K. JSC/Savely, R. T. 45-Elec Engr (76-980 909-00-00)
(72-371 340-00-00)
NGR 09-059-002 Washington Technical Institute. 1674 NAS 1-9693 Florida State University 1680
Electronics fabrication studies Participation in the science planning for the Viking 1975 missions
Period Obligations in the area of meteorology
01/15/74-01/14/75 FY74: 5$42,600 TOTAL: $42,600 Period Obligations
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 03/23/70-03/31/77 FY74: 5$24,207 TOTAL: $195,168
Brach, P. GSFC/Ehrmann, C. H. 45-Elec Engr Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
GSFC/Abid, G. E. Hess, S. K. LARC/Soffen, G. A. 31-Atmos Sci
(51-371 340-00-00) (51-840 404-02-01) (51-850 188-36-53) (23-840 815-20-00)
50
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NGR 10-014441 Florida State University 1681 
M~croblal actwty in non-aqueous systems 
 PI"^ mipiprow 
07/17/72-08/31/74 FY74: 126,000 TOTAL: $161.700 
Pnn Innr, NASA T h  olpnr CASE C0100ry 
Larock, P A HQ-SL/Young. R. S 51-Btology 
(10-840 192-55-64) 
NCR 10404056 Florida Slate University 1682 
Infrared absorptaon from 0 8 to 1 5  microns of Nh3, Ch4 and 
C 0 2  
Petid OblI~,&nr 
03/25/69-01/31/75 FY74: $25,589 TOTAL: $186,365 
Pnn ,Jnxsr. NASA 74. O # / w  CASE a u g o r y  
Hunt. R. H. HQ-SL/Brunk, W. E. I l-Astronomy 
HQ-SL/Fcllows, R. F. 
(10-840 19641-84) (10-840 185-0000) 
NSG 1021 F l o r i d a ~ h t e  Unlversih 1681 
Large scale disturbances mechanism of jet noise generation 
. , R"d O M * ~ , h ~  
06/01/74-05/31/15 FY74:. $23,023 TOTAL: $23,023 
Pm. Inx$z. NAS4 T d .  OI~IEEE CASE Cnrrpry 
Tam, C. K. LARClHardin, 1. C. 13.Physics 
(23-704 501-06-13) 
NGR 10419-MM , Florida Technological University 168P 
Study of a divcrse coastal ecosystem on the Atlantic coast of 
Florida 
. . 
Prnd ' ' OM<mlrm 
04/11/72-08/31/74 FY74: $68.000 TOTAL: $153,000 
Plin Inwrl. NASI re&. O&r CASE Qresory 
Swcct. H. C. KSC/Lcc, W. H. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
Ehrhart. L. M. KSC/Gaylc. J. 8.. Jr. 
Snelwn. F. F. 
NGR lMl19-009 Florida Terhnolagieal University 1685 
Sohd rocket exhaust elfects on ecology and environment 
Pend Obl@,ionr 
02/03/73-08/31/74 FY74: $56,718 TOTAL: $124,318 
PHn. Inw5r. NASA Tmh. Ofliiii CASE Cn!<~"ry 
Nimmo, B. G. KSCjLee, W. H. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
Stout. I. J. KSC/Gayle, I. B.. Jr. 
Mickus. I. 
NAS 8-20247 .., University of Florida 1686 
Study of age deterioration of gasket materials installed in simulated 
launch vehicle hardware 
n n r d  miprroro 
06/28/65-06/30/76 FY74: TOTAL: 129,408 
Pdn CwIl. NASA Trh. OIfi~r~r~r CASE Corflory 
Patlorson. E. P. MSFC/Schell; J. T. 12-Chcmirtj 
(62-950 951-15-00) (62-910 933-50-00) (62-910 933-31-00) 
NASICCIZSS, University of Florida 1687 
Feasibility studyon csplosive effects of liquid propellants 
Pen& 
LL4/~2/M-ob/30/73 
P",, I " l S 5 l  
Farbcr, E A 
(76-980 909-00-00) 
NAS10-7791 University ol Florida 1688 
Services & material to research & writela narrative history of 
Ule IFK's Space Center Apallo launch facilities & opernlians 
P~riod oMip,fa"r 
10/15/71-12/31/74 ' FY74: S42.828 TOTAL: $142,017 
Prin hwtt. NdS.4 TI*. OlfI<er CASE Enregor). 
Bcnron, C. D. KSC/Schnoor, R. H. 73-History 
KSC/Hawkins, G. M. 
(76-030 073-3606) (76950 953-3600) 
NAS10-8297 University of Florida 1689 
KSC ocean k a c h  erosmn 
P a d  Oblblgdlcm' 
04/19/7M6/15/73 FY74 S7.W TOTAL: S7.W 
Pnn. lnwsr NASA Tech Oflccer CASE Culwory 
O'Brien, M. P. KSCjDeere. 1. H. 33-Oceanography 
(76-950 953-WOO) 
NASIO-8404 Uoivenity of Florida 16W 
Remote sensing lor evaluating surface temperature freeze 
conditions 
h n d  OM(g~fbm 
09/05/73-01/15/14 FY74: $25,420 TOTAL: $25,420 
Pnn. ,n*rn. NASA Tech Olfircr CASE corraury 
Bartholic, 1. F. KSC/Miehalski, I. P. 3t-Atmas Sci 
Phung, H. T. KSC/Gard, J .  T. 
(76-680 160-75-15) 
NASlC-8560 University of Florida ' 1691 
Study models to predlct earth-a~r ~nterface temperature rcglmes 
dunng freeze condbtlans 
period ou,~on"nr 
05/01/7411/06/74 FY74 $50,000 TOTAL S50.000 
prin trim. NASA n r n ' o ~ p ~ ~ ,  CASE c.rrsory 
Bartholie. J. F. KSC/Tolt, P. D. : 39-Env Sci, NEC 
(76-680 177-51-91) 
NGL I o ( K 0 0 8  University of Florida 1692 
Theorctlcal atmos~herrc ohvsxcs 
. . 
P ~ l t d  ou;p,;on, 
06/04/6404/30/76 FY74: TOTAL:'$464,460 
PIin lnrclr. NASA Tech Ofljrrr CASE Corqory 
Green. A. S. HQ-SL/Feiluwr, R. F. 31-Amos Sci 
HQ-SL/Brunk, W:E. , ' 
(10440 185-00-00) (10840 185-47-81). (10-850 188.0000) 
NGL l O W 5 M Z  University of Florida 1693 
Gas solubilities and transport properties in fuel 'ell electrolytes 
P*"d Oblbbbiii 
02/14/6608/09/74 FY74: $12,596 TOTAL: $243,211 
NCL 10-005-039 Univenity of Florida 1694 
Investigation of structures with the field ion microscope 
PC,?& Ob1,~nrionr 
03/14/66-02/01/75 ' FY74: TOTAL: $221.259 
P"". I"u.9,. NASA Ted. CASE C#,<!ory 
Hren. I.. J. LERC/Lad, R. A. 47-Materials Engr 
LERC/Grimrs, H. H. 
(10-740 129-00-00) (22-740 129-00-00) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
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NCL 10dQ5-0*) University of Florida 1695 
Investigation o f  spectra in the vacuum UV and soft X-ray 
reeion 
- 
P , M  osr+'w 
03/24/6602/28/74 FY74: TOTAL: 1123,903 
Plm. lnrs t .  NASA Ted. Oddd CASE Cat- 
Schncider. R. T. HQSO/Ocrtel. G .  K. 49-En& NEC 
Campbell, H. D. LERC/Fordya. J. S. 
(I0850 l88ar-00) (L1-740 129-0000) 
NGL 10005680 Unirmrsity of Florida 1696 
Electrotransport in thin films 
R"d oar@lie"> 
03/22/6804/01/75 FY74: TOTAL: $143,273 
Pnb In-v NASA Ted. C~P~VI~VI CASE Carwry 
Hummel, R. E. LERC/W.  R. A. 47-Materials Engr 
Guy, A. G .  
(IC-740 129-m00) (22-740 129-m00) 
NGL 104WiU?3 Unirersily of florid. 1697 
Experimental investigation of a uranium plasma 
P*nbd ou@,ibnr 
01/30/68-12/01/18 FY74: $89,000 TOTAL: $575.795 
Pl in  Inrsz. NASJ T d .  m r  CASE Campry 
Schncidsr. R. T. HQRR/Tlom, K. 13-Physics 
LARCjHohl, F. 
(10-704 502-10-01) (10720 112-0000) (IS740 129-0000) 
NGL ~ ~ l n  Unimrity of Florida 1698 
Experimental investigation of round turbulent jet  exhausting into 
s subsonic cross flow 
Perid oarilom. 
12/16/69-10/31/76 FY74: 530,921 TOTAL: 5148,998 
Plln Inns,. N l S l  T d .  O f i r  CASE C a t w v  
Fearn, R. L. LARCjMargason, R. I .  41-Aero Engr 
(23-702 7W62-01) 
NGR 10.005457 Univemhy of Florida 1699 
Studies of electroencephalographic patterns 
P d d  osrb,"n"n 
05/23/6841/01/75 FY74: $55,000 TOTAL: $334,470 
. . . .. 
P M .  In-,. N l S l  Teh. Offir CASE Cangory 
Wcbb. W. B. ARC/Anl&er. J. E. 69-Psych, NEC 
(21-970 97W-52)  
NCR 10-005-169 University of Florida 1700 
Lightning studies 
rrnbd oarwlow 
01/15/73-01/15/75 FY74: $7,452 . TOTAL: $16,866 
P h ,  lnrrsl .  NASA T d ,  Oflt-r CASE Cotgory 
Uman, M. A. KSCfTofl, P. D. 31-Atmos SEi 
Chenctte, E. R. KSC/Carraway. A. J. 
(76980 XI!-&@) (76-980 908-62.09) (76-980 90847-00) 
NGR 1%005-176 University 01 Florida I701 
Analysis of Jupiter data from the RAE-I satellite 
h r i d  wI i@ia" 
06/27/73-06/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: $16.414 
Pnn bwsl .  NASA T d .  Of..-r CASE Cafepry 
Carr, T. D. HQ-SO/Hailenkck, D. R. I L-Astronomy 
(I0850 3854l-W) 
NGR 10005182 University of florid. 1702 
Fundamental studies on electrolyte matrix processing 
Prrid OblbrMN 
06/26/73-0813 1/74 FY74: TOTAL: $33,726 
f f l n .  lmw$t. NASA TNh. Ofl<ar CASE C~lcgory 
Walker, R. D.. Jr. LERC/Soltis, D. G. 42-Astro Engr 
(22-704 502-25-53) 
NGR 10-005-183 Unlrersity of Florida I703 
Spectrophotomctric obsrvation of persci using the Princeton 
University Obwrvatory spectrometer on the Copernicur satellite 
f i r i d  O W ! ~ ! ~ N I  
12/01/73-I 1/30/74 FY74: $5,000 TOTAL: $5,000 
PIM. I#w1. NASA Teh. O f l f ~ r  CASE C#tero'y 
GSFC/ I l-Astronomy 
(51.850 831-43-00) 
NSG 20% University of Florida 1701 
Mural control of locomotor performance in inssets 
P l d d  Oblb ,bU 
07/01/74-07/01/75 FY74: $29.990 TOTAL: $29,990 
PrUl b r ~ r  N l S A  T&. Ofliw CASE Ce- 
Heath, J .  E. ARC/Williams, 8. A. 51-Biology 
ARC/Quattrone. P. D. 
(21-970 970-2141) 
NSG 3018 University of Florida 1705 
Silicon PN junction Qiar cells 
Pl"d  OYiViOm 
06/24/74-06/23/75 FY74: $56,983 TOTAL: $56,983 
Plln. rnwsr. ,WAS1 Teh. Ollirrr CASE Wer1)ry 
Lindholm, F.  A. LERC/Godlewski. M. P. 45-Eis Engr 
Sah, C. T. LERC/Brandharst, H. B.. Jr. 
Li, C. C. 
(22-7W 502-05-50) 
NASlO-&Un Unirerslty of Miami 1706 
Thermal pollution study 
PC& Owig,,lions 
@/01/73-12/31/73 FY74: $27,430 TOTAL: $21,430 
Pm. Inlrar. N A U  Trrh Oflrer CASE Cargow 
Vedroglu. T. N. KSC/Garo, J. T. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
Lee. S. S. KSC/Michaiski, J. P. 
(76-680 16015-98) 
NASlM49S Uaiverslly ol Miami 1707 
Application of remote sensing to detecting thermal pollution 
?end m , ~ a ~ n m  
03/01/74-l0/01/74 FY74: $SO,OW TOTAL: S50,OW 
PNn. lnnrr NASA Tmb. Of/rer CASE Gwe~Lv  
Vcdroglu, T. N. KSC/Bland, R. A. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
h e ,  S. S. 
(76.680 177-56-91) 
NASIO-8MIO University ol Miami 1708 
Laser application to  measure verticle sea temperature and 
turbidity 
Pcnd Otf,p,imu 
06/01/7412/01/74 FY74: S3O.W TOTAL: $%,OW 
Plin Inw31. NASA Tlr* Officer CASE Calgary 
Hirschberg, 1. G. KSC/Bland, R. A. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
KSCfT0ft. P. 
(76-680 177-1 1-91) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
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NGL I W - 0 1 0  University of Miami 1709 
Multidisciplinary research in spa= sciences 
Pen& OM*,ha 
02/28/66.10/01/73 FY74: TOTAL: $l,l00.Om 
Pl in  Innst. NASA Teb. OJlkw CASE Catory  
Man. E. H. HQ-PY/Rcdding, E. R. 99-Multi-Discip 
HO-PYlQuinn, H. B. 
NCR 1 W d W I  University of Miami 1710 
Rescarch in the institute of molecular evolution in the school af  
environmental and planetary sciences 
PC"& o b l i ~ ~ i a s  
06/09/64-09/30/74 FY74: $150.000 TOTAL: $1,892,040 
Pdn. " ~ ~ 8 .  NASA T d ,  O/Ji-r CASE Cutepry 
Fox, S. W .  HQSL/Young, R. S. ItChcmislry 
(10-840 192-55-61) 
NGR 1 W a 5 2  University of Miami 1711 
Study of optical'activity in the context of prebiological chem- 
istry 
PC"& ou*,,oru 
02/27/68-09/30/74 FY74: $25,000 TOTAL: S171.040 
Plin. Innll. NASA Ted. Olficer CASE Cemory 
Harada, K. HQ.SL/Young. R. S. 12-Chemistry 
(10-840 192-55-61) 
NGR I W - C S S  University of Miami 1712 
Lunar sample analysis 
Rriod - ou&,i0", 
021 1717 166/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: $136,300 
Pnn. I n w ~ l .  NASA T d .  Officer CASE Cmlwry 
Fox, S. W. . . JSC/Hanis. J. W. 12-Chemistry 
(72.910 914-@W) 
NGR lhW7-089 Univemity of Miami 1713 
Research studies basic to the US purpasc of promoting interna- 
tional cooperation in spa- 
Pen& O M e n r N  
09/17/70-08/01/73 FY74: TOTAL: $118,089 
Pnn. lnnlr. NASA Tech q f i b r  CASE Carqory 
Harvey. M. L. HQl/Frutkin. A. W. 75-Political k i  
HQ-PY/Morris, J. D. 
(10-370 183-00-00) 
NGR 10607-097 Uoircrrity of Miami 1714 
Water immersion study 
PC"& OHix.,,ia, 
06/08/72-05/31/75 FY74: S20.000 TOTAL: I5,WO 
. . 
Pnn. In rn .  NASA T h .  Of/i/i/i/i CdSE Cm~p? 
Epstein, M. JSC/Leach, C. S. 52-Clinical' M e d  
(72.970 970-51-16) 
NGR 10407-113 University of Miami 1715 
Negative pnssure chamber 
hnod OMigatN 
08/15/7348/14/74 FY74: $9,500 . TOTAL: S 9 . m  
Pl in  lnnsl. NASA Ttrh Gffibr CASE Carrpory 
Uline, I. HQKT/Zimmerman, R. 52-Clinical Med 
Bancalari, E. H. HQ-KT/Hamiltan, J. T. 
NGR 1 W - 1 1 8  University of Miami 1716 
Comparison of stress corrosion cracking bshavior of high slnngth 
alloys in natural sea water and synthetic sea a l l  solulions 
nncd oH*,im, 
11/26/73-12/31/74 FY74: $14,250 TOTAL: 114.2M 
Pnn. l n n l l  NASA Ted. OJPm, CASE G ! w  
Craig, H. L., Jr. LERC/Shannon, 1. L.. Jr. 
47-Materiala Engr 
LERC/Brown, W. F., Jr. 
(22-704 502-22-03) . . 
NSC 1 W  University of Miami 1717 
Impact propertics of fiber reinforced materials and slrvctvns 
Penad o u @ ! i i  
OS/OI/74-05/31/75 FY74: $23,892 TOTAL: 123,892 
Plin I#**. MAS4 TN* OfJlm U S E  C a l m  
Plass, H. I., Jr. LARC/Housner, I. M. 46-Mcch Engr 
LARC/Rhodes, M. D. 
(2.-7W 502-U-10) 
GEORGIA 
NGR ll-0lOaOl a a r k  Collqe 1718 
Study of nucleation 
PInbd O M k l l r m  
09/01/73-08/31/74 FY74: $40.262 TOTAL: $40,262 
Pdn. Inrrsr. NASA T-8. O m  CASE Cotwly  
Kiang, C. S. ARC/Pollack, I. B. 31-Atmos Sci 
ARC/Whitten, R: C. 
(21-371 34CbW00) 
NGL 11601609 Emory Uaiversity 1-119 
Study of cardiovascular adaptation during long-term weightless- 
ness 
PeMd o u * , ~  
05/12/6566/30/77 FY74: $45.000 TOTAL: $517,179 
~ n n  h e s t .  NASA r d .  o//*r C A S ~  C-ly 
Popovie, V .  P. ARC/Holtan. E. M. 5 1-Biology 
(21-970 970-21-61) 
. . 
NGR 11601-012 Emry Unbersily 1720 
Effects of gravitational stimuli on s l m  and vestibular function 
PI"& oh'imionr 
06/01/65-12/01/75 FY74: TOTAL: $566,038 
P"". ll*,,. NASA Ted. OJlfrrr CASE O n w r y  
Perschio, A. A. ARC/Wintcr, D. L. 61-Biol Aspects 
(10-870 1 8 9 w m )  
NGR 11-001-016 Emory University 1721 
H$opathologieal & histochemical study of subhuman primates 
PC"& OM@riwr 
02/00/32-02/28/75 . FY74: 575,WO TOTAL: S630.812 
Pnn Inwst. NASA Tmh. Om-r CASE Cornwry 
Bourne. G .  H. ARC/Wintsr, D. L. 51-Biology 
(21-970 970-21-61) 
NASA'S UNlVERSlTY PROGRAM 
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NGR I I M l d 4 5  Emor), University 1722 
vestibular influence pn sleep in non-human primates 
P e w  m i o r b n r  
10/07/71-12/01/74 FY74: S 6 0 . W  TOTAL: $175,488 
Prim Inwst.  NASA T r d .  On;-r CASE Cntegary 
Pcrachio, A. A. ARC/Anliker. J. E. 5 I-Biology 
(21.970 97&21-11) (21-970 970-21-53) 
NAS 2-6340 Georgia Institute d Technology 1723 
Hovering rotor potential flow theory 
penbd ouimrims 
02/12/71-09/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: $112.844 
Ptin. Inwst. NASA T e d .  O W  CASE Calfgory 
Wu, I. C. ARC/Morsc, H. A. 41-Aero Engr 
(21-760 136-1341) (21-760 1 2 6 - W )  
NAS 3-1'1827 Georgia Institute of Teehndagy 1724 
kncfit-cost methodology study with u w  of wind generators 
aoolication 
. . 
P e w  ou*,ionr 
061 l0/7&02/09/75 FY74: $65,194 TOTAL: $65.194 
P#n. 6wrt. NASA Ted. W f f r  CASE Cnfqory 
LERC/ 49-Engr, NEC 
(22-701 367-00-00) 
NAS >I7861 Georgia Institute of Technalogy 1725 
Basic noisc research combustion and entropy noise in turbo- 
propulrion systems 
Plnal obltpriau 
07/16/73-07/15/74 FY74: 535,775 ' TOTAL: 135,775 
Plfn ,nr,z. NASA 7 d .  0Jfi-r CASE c s , w v  
Strahle. W .  C. LERC/Huff, R. G.  41-Aero Engr 
Handley. J. C. LERCfDorsch, R. G. 
(22-704 5010b01) 
NAS 3-18901 Georgia lnrtimte of Technology 1726 
Sband omnidirectional antenna 
Pcnd Obl*,<0"~ 
06/24/74-12/23/74 FY74: $75,331 TOTAL: $75,331 
Ptin, h n s l .  WAS" Torh WJiw CASE Carwry 
LERC/ 45-Elec Engr 
(22-704 502-2416) 
NAS 8--2%591_ Georgia loeitute of Tedtnology 1727 
Devslopmsnt of a mherent hlgh scanner 
PC"& Oblipnunr 
05/09/72-10/00/73 FY74: TOTAL: $73,855 
P r h  l n n ~ l .  NASA T e d .  Oflkrrr CASE c.,cgnry 
Callor. W .  R. MSFC/Keri. J.  H. 45-Elec Engr 
MSFClSmith, H. F. 
(62.910 9 3 3 - m )  
NAS a28735 Georgia Institute of Technology 1728 
Experiments on sphere-forming & compodte-casting 
P e w  O u ~ ~ r i o " ,  
05/16/72-06/16/74 FY74: TOTAL: S40,OM 
Pdn. lnurt. NASA T e d .  OJJkw CASE Carrzory 
Brown, J .  L. MSFCjHasemeyer. E. A. 
47-Materials Engr 
MSFC/McPhsrson, W. B. 
(62-960 948-9&95) 
NAS a29753 Georgia Institute of Technology 1729 
Engineering atmospheric modg. for space shuttle reentry and 
return 
Pcnod OUfzozim.! 
04/13/73-01/13/74 FY74: $47,000 TOTAL: S47,OM 
pH". ,nw,,. NASA T d .  OJfimr CASE C m u r y  
Justus, C .  G. MSFC/Smith, 0. E. 13-Physics 
MSFC/Smith, R. E. 
(62-704 501-08-10) 
NAS 8-29860 Goorgin Institute of Technology 1730 
Design, fabrication, testing, & delivery of clectron gun 
pend o~igarionr 
06/08/73-02/28/74 FY74: TOTAL: $23,938 
Pdn. larest. NASA T e d  OJfier CASE C 4 l q o ~  
Hart. R. K. MSFC/Kerr. J. H. 45-Elec Engr 
(62-680 160-7547) 
NAS 8-30246 Georgia Institute of Technology 1731 
Multiple halogram recording in lithium niobate 
Petid oangntlon, 
10/01/73-11/01/74 FY74: $8,976 TOTAL: $8,976 
prim. lnwsr NASA re& ofltmr CASE c . ~ ~ o r y  
Callen, W .  R. MSFC/Kerr, J. H. 13-Physics 
Gaylord, T. K. MSFCIPitts, E. H. 
(62-975 977-2243) (62-980 975-1M2) 
NAS 8-30534 Gwrgia lnstitvte o l  Technology 1732 
Analysis of sir band multispectral images and iabrication of a 
Fourier transform detector 
Pen& oM,g."r;m, 
12/21/1342/21/75 FY74: $59,881 TOTAL: $59.881 
PHm. Inwsr. NASA Tech 0fl;crr CASE Corewn 
Shackelford, R.  G.  MSFC/Kcrr, J. H. 99-Multi-Discip 
MSFC/Smith. H. F. 
(62-680 177-51-71) (62-680 177-52-71) 
NAS 8-30617 Georgia Institute of Technology 1733 
Probability analysis of crank initiation 
pcnd ~dlfgrrimr 
03122174-03/21/75 FY74: $9,455 TOTAL: $9,455 
. . . . 
Prfn lnwsr.  NASA I1&. Ofl<err CASE Calrgory 
Hanagud. S. V. MSFC/Thomas. J. M. 19-Phys Sci. NEC 
(62-960 972-50-00) 
NAS 8-30653 Georgia Institute ol Technology 1734 
USGSINASA land-use classification system 
Pnod OM~~arrO", 
M/02/74-04/02/75 FY74: $19.980 TOTAL: 619,980 
Ptin. lnvrrr. NASA Tcrk OJJier CASE Careror). 
Spann, G. W. MSFC/Cummingr, R. E. 
39-Env Sci. NEC 
FBUS~. N. L. MSFC/Paludan, C. T .  
(62-680 177-52-71) 
NAS 8-30657 Geor~ia  InltiNtc of Tochndogy I135 
Neutral thermodynamic atmospheric model research study 
Prdd 0Uig~"ons 
04/22/74-01/21/75 FY74: 634.637 TOTAL: 534,637 
. . . . 
Ptin I~ws<. NASA 7-h.  Ofli-T CASE C ~ R O T Y  
Justus. C. C. MSFC/Smith, 0. E. 49-Engr. ~%EC 
MSFC/Smith. R. E. 
(62-920 986-25-00) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
GEORGIA (Continued) 
NAS 8-30919 Gmrgia Institute of Technology 1736 
Time delay profiles for teleoperator 
. ~ 
p ~ t i d  m a t * -  
06/06/7~02/21/75 FY74: $39,835 TOTAL: D9.835 
Prin Inwr NASA reek Oflnr CASE &,elO'y 
Walsh. J. R MSFC/Hugqins, C. T. 21-Mathematics 
MSFC/Bcll, J. L. 
(62-970 970-63-20) 
N A S l M 7 5  Georgia Institote of Technology 1737 
Study of computer model development for electrical power 
system 
Pe"d OblpPiim 
06/26/73-12/11/74 FY74: TOTAL: S96,MO 
Pti#. In r r~r  NASA T&. W f i ~  CISE &- 
Webb, R. P. KSC/Wright, M. L 45-Elec Engr 
Debs, A. S. KSC/Baggs, W. H. 
Ray. D. C. 
(76980 909-6442) 
I I tieordl lmuitae of Cech.olo~ nB 
Thcorclncal and cxpcrimenlal rcvarch program in geoph)rlcs ~ t l h  
cmphr,,, un upper almosphrrr chcmicsl releas studies 
PInod Obl<~,i0", 
09/27/62-05/31/76 FY74: TOTAL: $675,075 
Plin. I n n , .  NASA Tech. Omer  CASE Cmrmry 
Edwards. H. D. HQ-SL/Fellows, R. F. 31-Atmos Sci 
, HQ-SLfHipsher, H. F. 
( l a w  185-47.81) ( l a s s o  188-WW) (10-840 1 8 s - a m )  
NCL lld0%085 Cporgia Institute of Tmbmlogy 1739 
Behavior of navlcs and acoustic liners in thm-dimensional 
acoustic fields 
Wlen,iow 
52 TOTAL: $248,572 
NGL ll-Mn-096 Georgia lnstitufl ol Tmbnohgy 1740 
Research on stability of large shells 
P#rird WIWh 
04/04/69-09/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: S4M1.473 
~ " n .  Inust.  NASA 7 4 .  OJPmr CASE Carwry 
Horton, W. H .  LARC/Petemn. J. P. 41-Acm Engr 
(23-704 501-22-01) (2>7M) 722-WOO) 
N G R ' I I M M ~ I  Georgia InaiMe of Technology 1741 
Phase I1 engineering systems design program 
P e M d  OblWtlax 
05/28/@-08/31/73 FY74: TOTAL: $107.348 
pen. bm. NASA Teh.  Ofli'c CASE Catwow 
Hansen, A. G.  HQ-PY/Vitale, J. A. 99-Multi-Discip 
(10-370 183-WW) 
NGR 11402-133 Georgia lortitutr ol T ~ n o l ~  1742 
Investigations of lubricant rheology as applied to clas~ohydrody- 
namic lubrication 
Petid OMnmtlas 
03/05/71-04/04/75 FY74: 533,255 TOTAL: 5129.378 
Pnn. b r r t .  NASA Tech. OJJimr CASE Corelon 
Winer, W. 0. LERC/Joner, W. R., Jr. .&Mffh Engr 
Sanborn. D. M. 
(22-704 502-21-24) (22-740 129-W00) 
NGR 11602-146 Gw@s llatitute of T~hnalogy 1743 
The attenuation of radiant energy in d s d  hydrogen plasmas - 
an cxpcrimcntal study related to the gaseous core nuclsar m k c t  
P d  *& 
09/10/7107/31/73 FY74: TOTAL: $76.688 
Prin. k r n 8 l  NASA T d .  q k r  CASE Cat"~on. 
Williams, J. R. LERC/Masser, C. C. 49-Engr. NEC 
Clcmcnt, 1. D. 
Thompson. S. 
(22-720 112-28-20) (22-704 5036461) 
NGR 11602-157 Georgia InrtiMe of TIchnahgy 1744 
Thwry of turbulent chemically reacting flows with application 
to supersonic combustion 
PIMd ohw,lo.r 
11/01/72-12/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: 132.200 
P M .  bwz1. NASA T d .  OJflmr CASE a- 
Huang, A. 6. LARC/Evan% J. S. 41-Aero Engr 
LARCjAndsrson, G. Y. 
(23704 5016463) 
NCR 11602-158 Geovgia ImsIiMe ol Tecbmlogy 1745 
Program in mmputer scicnm far Dr. M. Tapia 
Pdod oun,om, 
05/23/72-09/12/74 FY74: 523,230 TOTAL: $47,861 
. . 
P M .  Inuxt. NASA T h .  Ofltcer CASE C e f w y  
Walker, R. D.. Jr. LARC/Moms, R. . 45-Elec Engr 
LARC/Eskew, M. H. 
(23-704 504-39-1 1) 
NGR 11-002-159 Georgia Inrtitute of Technology 1746 
Nonequilibrivm turbulent wall flow by statistical method 
P c M  oMen,las 
08/01/72-12/31/74 , FY74: TOTAL: $10.700 
Prin Inrs l .  NASA Trrh. Ofmr CASE C o w r y  
Huang, A. 8. LARC/Bushnell. D. M. 41-Aem Engr 
LARCJHarris, I. E. 
(23-704 501-06-01) 
NGR 11602166 Georgia InsIitute of T&mlog 1747 
Comparative cvalustion of solar fission, fusion and fossil power 
systems 
 PI"^ O b l i d " ,  
03/13/73-08/31/73 FY74: SIO.305 TOTAL:SIO,305 
Pnn. Inns,. NASA T h .  Olficrr CASE Cmtqc.7 
Clement, J.  D. LERC/Kaseak, A. F. 49-Engr. NEC 
Williams, 1. R. 
(22-720 112-28-20) 
NGR 11602-169 Gm+ InsIiMe of Tmhnobgy ' 1748 
Research on EMvery of nects based on statistical methods, fracture 
mechanics, and fatigue thcorics 
P * M  Obl@,!.m 
02/09/73-0313 1/75 FY74: Sl5.196 TOTAL: $27,690 
t i m .  br~r. #IS* T d .  Orflmr CASE Canvrr 
Hanagud, S. V. LARC/Leybold, H. A. 21-Mathematics 
LARC/Davidsan. J. R., Jr. 
(23-704 501-22-02) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
GEORGIA (Continued) 
NGR Il4O&l77 Georgia lllaihte d T d l d w  7 NSG ZOO4 Georgia laYHot, ol T d d w  17% 
Study of effects of injector gwmary on fuel air mixing and Investigation of physical structure of porous catalysts and 
combustion I973 absorbents 
RW WWf- PmBd MI@-- 
09/01/7MI/31/75 FY74: TOTAL: $18,932 02/01/7402/01/75 FY74: 522.282 TOTAL: S2k282 
P*. I-. NASA T d . O / @ r  CASE C n w  Plln bnir. NASA T&. 0 1 m r  CASE c4Wo01 
Bangen. L. H. LARC/Boatright, W. B. ' 41-Aera Engr Orr,  C. ARC/Quattmnc. P. D. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
(23-704 501-0443) ARC/Wydcven. T. 1. (21-970 970-22-21) 
NGR 11002-179 Coorgia InsliMe d T d m l o g  1750 
Determination d l  effects of nozzle nonlincaritics upon nonlinear 
stability of liquid 
PmDd O U W h  
07/02/73-07/31/75 FY74: $49,570 TOTAL: $49.570 
P.U ~ m .  NASA T d .  Oulnouln CASE m!=w 
Zinn, 8. T. LERC/Ricm, R. J. 4tAsVo Engr 
(22-704 502-04-25) 
NGR 114O&181 Gcorgi. lnslinte d Tdmlology 1751 
Extraternstrial power plant utilizing a gaseous core reactor with 
MHD cpnversion 
Rdd w i -  
01/07/74-05/02/74 FY74: S10.200 TOTAL: SI0,Zm 
. . . . 
Prln. CIII. NASA T d .  Om= CASE m # w  
Ckmcnt, J. D. LERCJKaplan, G.  M. 49-Engr, NEC 
(22-704 502-35-62) 
NGR 114O&1115 ..&wgls l d h t r  ol T&olgy 1752 
Dynamic stall in an oscillating air stream 
RW O b l @ l h  
1 l/OI/73-11/30/74 FY74: $32.892 TOTAL: $32892 
P h .  l n l u  NASA T& m r  CASE C m ' y  
Pierce. G. A. LARC/Hammond. C. E. 41-Acro Engr 
(23-702 7W63-00) (23-702 7M1.6342) 
NGT 11-002-064 Goord.  IuIHIute of T&* 1753 
Training o f  prodoctoral graduate studenla in the field of 
enginocring design 
P r h l  w w m  
W/20/67-08/01/72 FW4: TOTAL: $288,000 
P h .  lnw$#. N lSA T d .  O m  CASK C a w ' y  
Hanscn. A. G. HQ.PY/Vitale, J. A. 99-Mul t i -Wp 
(10370 181-0000) 
NSG 1004 Ceo* l d M I  of Teehmlegy hY 
Studv of visfovs flow about airfoils bv the intenrodifkrential 
NSG 3015 Georgia b a i n t e  of Technology 1751 
Combustion and entropy noise in turbopropulsion systcms 
P c " ~  OUi~clIkm 
07/L5174-07/I4/75 FY74: $40.853 TOTAL: 540.853 
. . 
P h .  lawst. NASA T&. Ofimr CASE C d w  
Strahk. W. C. LERC/Huff. R. G. 13-F'hysics 
(22.104 501.0461) 
NSG 5012 Cooqia lastitote 05 TrrLm!+m 175% 
Research in millimeter wave techniques 
*dd OuWNm 
06/15/74-06/14/75 FY74: $59.433 TOTAL: S59.433 
P h .  L e s t .  NASA T d .  OJflzvr CASE C n # w  
Dee% J. W. GSFC/King, 1. L. 45-Elec Engr 
(51-620 643-1W) 
NSG 7067 G-ia lnslinte af Technology 1759 
Analysis of a d v a d  reactor for geosynchronous power plants 
P I H d  Odlwtf- 
06/01/74-12/31/74 FY74: $19,898 TOTAL: $19.898 
Pdm. Jfi,w#. NASA Td. Omer CASE CSlWOV 
Williams. R. HQ-RR/Thorn, K. 13-Physics 
LARCIHohl. F. 
(10-704 9 3 - I W I )  
NCL 11-1 Morohovsr College 1760 
A research program in atmospheric and astro chemislty 
P& ww,f- 
05/22/72-06/M/76 FY74 $26.250 TOTAL: $76,932 
Prln. In-. NASA Td. OJpt" CASK Cameon 
Gales. I. N. MSFC/Smith, R. E. 12-Chemistry 
Meridcth. C. W. MSFC/Kent. M. I. 
(62-37 1 34000-00) (10-371 340-00-00) 
NGR IIW&OOZ Momhmw Colkge ' 1761 
Research program in mngnctogardynamics utilizing hypervelocity 
wnxial m lama ncncratora 
mcth-cd 
- - 
perlad O U W I I  
P I W  Ot4mkm 04/18/7345/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: 123,045 
03/01/74.02/28/75 FY74: $lO,000 TOTAL: $IO,MX) Prln. lnurr  NASA 1 4 .  O m  CASE cn- 
P&. I"-. NASA ~ k b ,  om, CASE CWT Spight. C. HQ=PY/Pohly, J. G. 13-Phyucs 
Wu, 1. C. LARC/Carlcr, 1. E. 41-Am Engr MSFC/Shriver, E. L. 
(23-704 501060l)  (10-371 34000-00) 
NSG 1047 Georgln lostitate ol Tech6dw 17% NGT IIdOgOW M h  College 1762 
Ropagation of aircraft noise National acrospacs fellowship program 
Rdd ObI&#bm Pedd oW5"k-w 
05/01/74-05/31/75 FY74 S26.641 TOTAL: $26.641 06/Ol/7465/3l/75 FY74: S7 .m  , TOTAL: $7,m0 
P h .  Inrst. N d U  nd, O W  CASE *reo'y Plln In-st. NASA 7 ' ' .  OfRer CASE C,tqoo. 
Pierce, A. D. LARC/Pasey, J. W. 46-Mcch Engr Gayles, I. N. HQPY/Pahly, J. G.  99-Multi-Discip 
Bell. W. A. LARC/Clark, L. R. HQ-UjJcnkins, H. G.  
(23-704 501-24-01) (IOON) OIMIOM) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
GEORGIA (Continued) 
NSG 8014 Momhow College - . 1763 NGR Il4W-033 University of Ccorgla 1770 
A rescareh program in magnetogasdynamics lnterpreration of Mars stratigraphy and gcomorphology fmm the 
P e w  Oblil.rm~ Mariner Mars 1969 tclcvirion pictures 
' 06/0y74-06/02/75 FY74: $15,906 TOTAL: $15,906 M M W h  
Prin 'lnu,. NASA r .  WWW CASE Cat- 06/04/7104/14/74 FY74: TOTAL: $ l S , ~  
Spight, C. MSFC/Shrivcr. E. L. . 13-Physics P*. In**. NASA T&. w r  CASP CDUpl* 
MSFC/Kcnl. M. I. Hen, N. HQ-SL/Dwornik,S. E. 320slogical Sci 
(62-371 340-00-00) (10840 3&M000) 
NAS 8-30619 North Ceo@ College I764 
. ' Carrelation studies of remote sensing and line beetle infcslation 
Pd,., oM@otio"r 
W/09/7408/01/75 FY74: $9,758 TOTAL: $9.758 
Pdn.:lnrsr NASA Trrh, On<- CASE (Z lwry  
Bicsbrack, J. A. MSFC/Doms, S. W. 51-Biology 
MSFC/Dcrington, 1. C. 
(62-680 177-51.71) 
NSG 8002 Pdoe Collqe 1765 
. . 
NCR 11603637 Unirenily af Georgia 1771 
Interpretation of stratigraphy and gmlogic mappine of Mars from 
Mariner M a n  1971 tclcvisian pictures 
PC",., O d l ~ h  
05/24/7201/14/75 FY74: SI7,MY) TOTAL: 150.300 
~ r i l  1 n m .  NASA T d .  w4pn CASE wn4 
Howard. H. T. HQ-SL/Dwornik, S. E. 32-Gelogifal Sd 
Woodruff, 1. F. HQ-SL/Holt. H. E. 
(10840 38450.80) 
Materials for spaee processing 
P& Oblw,l.w 
01/14/74-0l/13/75 FY74: $23,230 TOTAL: $23.230 
P m  Inwsr NASA Ted Ofi-r CASE UI#wry 
h l ,  R. B. MSFC/Bann13ter, T. C. 13-Physics 
MSFCJKenI, M. I. 
(62371 34M10d0) HAWAII 
NGT 11613601 Splmen Collqc 1766 NAS 2-647A U ~ V ~ * L ~ ~ Y  o( m i i  m z  , . 
Training of two under-graduate students in the space-related Study of metabolism & cnngetics in hypogravity 
sciences and engineering w ~~ 
peek' 0blw11 09/15/71-08/31/74 FY74: S35,Wl TOTAL: 192.938 
06/01/7405/31/75 FY74: $7.000 TOTAL: S7.W P* law!. NASA r d  -, CASE ~ 3 ~ q  
Pnn. InGr,. NASA ~ d .  OW, CASE c a l m  Sicgcl. S. M. ' : ARC/Takem, S. T. 39-Env Sci. NEC 
McBay, S. M. HQ-PY/Pohly. 1. G. 99-Multi-Disfip (21-970 97021-61) (21-980 9 7 W )  ,, , 
HQ-U/Jenkins, H. G. 
(10430 010-OMX)) . , 
NAS 26700 Ulllnraltv ol Hamil 1 3  
NAS 8-11175 Unlvenlty of Georgia 1767 Advanced forms of ampuler  mmmunications networks 
Analysis of variance wlth wrm~ted  VariaQa and its significsnee P e w  OUrpth 
for mctcorological slatistics 11/01/7149/30/74 FY74: Sl.lOl.266TOTAL: $2571.266 
P l W  Oblrpllonr P h .  Inks,. NASA Ted. O@er CASPWnool  , ' 
03/23/64-07/21/72 FY74: TOTAL: S159.781 Litchenbcr#er, W. ' ARC/Pirtle. M. W. 99-Multi-Discip 
, ' P,", laws,. N A S ~  r d .  o& CASE Calnwy Abrammn, N. ' ARC/Smith, M. 
Cohen, A. C. MSFC/Falls, L. W. 21-Mathsmatica (21-760 3 W B N I ) .  
MSFC/Smith. 0. E. 
. ,, (62.910 933 -5W)  (62-840 818-CKWI) (62-742 ltMO-00) . . 
NAS a n 9 5 0  U n l ~  of Ha rd1  1774 
NAS 8-29939 Unlvenlty of Georgia 1768 An obscnational investigation of coronal a d v c  regions in support 
Calculation of amplitude, phase and direction ~ s i n c s  over a of the Apallo tekscope mount in the l int  Skylab mission 
- spcilicd receiver surface of plane wave acoustic rays 
P l e d  Obl@,,rn, 
06/11/73-12/11/73 FY74: TOTAL: 623.896 
P,n, Inmst. NASA T d .  O h r  CASE Cat- 
Burkhard, D. G. MSFC/Folds, D. 49-Engr, NEC 
Shcaly, D. L. . 
. ' (62-950 953-3740) 
Odlm,m 
FY74: TOTAL: S301.996 
NASA T& O m  CASE C ~ W T  
MSFCfMcGuire, J. P. Il-Astronomy 
MSFCJGary, A. 
NASW UOI University of Georgia 1769 NASW 2.326 University ol Hawdl 1775 
Computer  oftw ware Management Information ~cntcr'apcration Design development and fabrication of nacareh equipment 
. . PI& Obl&a,lr P e w  W W h  
10/10/72-06/30/74 FY74: $52,000 TOTAL: $215,286 06/22/7206/M/74 FY74: $101.833 TOTAL: SM0.102 
. . . . . . 
, ' Plln hwst. NASA Tech. OjJ-r CASE C s t w v  P&. Inwfi. NASA Tcrh. O W  CASE 9- 
Camon, 1. L. HQ-KT/Hallcy, A. L. 99-Multi-Discip Jefferics. J. T. HQ-SM/Strickland. A. T. I l-Astmnomy : 
HQ-KT/Harrison. J. 0. (10-810 19543-50) (10.810 3830000) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
HAWAII (Continued) 
NGF 12401-102 University ol Hawaii 1776 
Acauisilion of scientific research facilities 
h",., ON,pllM" 
05/12/72-06/30/74 FY74: TOTAL S142.8W 
Prh. h-t. NASA T d .  Olficer CASE Cm<go,y 
Jeffcries, 1. T. HQ-SM/Strickland, A. T. Il-Astronomy 
( IW10  19543-50) (10-810 195-00) 
NCL 1260141I Univemity of Hawaii 1777 
Research in coronal and chromospheric physics 
P d o d  OM,ptlDN 
11/16/6410/31/74 FY74: $150,000 TOTAL 53,079,234 
Plin. buu NASA Gd. OJflnnn CASE Caregory 
Jefferies. I .  T. HQ-SG/Wcldon, I. M. Il-Astronomy 
HQ-SG/Ckfiel, G. K. 
(10-850 188-38-52) 
NGL 12-W1442 University of Hawaii 1778 
Performance and cspabilitics ol terrestrial organisms in extreme 
and unusually gaseous and liquid environments 
PC",., m,prim" 
04/14/67-06/30/76 FY74: $50.000 TOTAL: $401,378 
Plh .  lnrrt. NASA T h .  Olf!<cr CASE Carwry 
Siegcl, S. M. HQ-SL/Young, R. S. 51-Biology 
(10-840 192-55-64) 
NGL 12401457 University of Hnwsii 1779 
Research in planetary studies 
Pnod OMdprkmr 
05/21/68-06/33/76 FY74: $335,000 TOTAL. $1,811,972 
Prim Inn8r NAS.4 Ted Olfllili CASE Calwry 
lefferies, J. T. HQSL/Brunk. W. E. ll-Astronomy 
HQ-SL/Fsllowr, R. F. 
(10-840 19641-80) (10-840 185-00-00) 
NGR IUY)IM5 University of Hawaii 1780 
Research in solar ultraviolet spectroscopy 
P"kd W~ionr 
12/09/69-12/33/74 tY74: $250.000 TOTAL: $1,250,421 
P"". ,nn.r NASA Tc*. OIflbbb CASE c.lqo,y 
Icffsrieq I .  T. HQ-SG/Wcldon. J. M. ll-Astronomy 
HQSG/Hollz I. R. 
(lC-850 879- 11-03) 
NGR 32601-08.3 University of Hawaii 1781 
A high resolution interferometer for planetary spectroampy 
PIlud ObliWiMl 
09/14/70-06/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: $191,181 
Pnn lnwsl. NASA Teh.  ON!c#r CASE Carepry 
Sinton, W. M. HQ-SLjBmnk. W. E. Il-Astronomy 
(10-840 196-0060) (10-840 196-41-81) 
NCR 12601-109 Universily of Hawaii 1782 
N-heterocyclic compounds role in chemical evolution distribution 
in meteorites ancient sediments and as products of spark discharge 
reaclions 
P,",., O U ~ ~ O " '  
06/26/72-05/14/75 FY74: $23.052 TOTAL: $85,627 
Pnh  lnnll. NASA Ted. Omer CASE Colrgory 
Folsomc. C. E. HQ-SL/Young, R. S. 12-Chemist7 
(10-840 192-55-61) 
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NGR 12-001-111 Unirersiiy of Hawaii I783 
Facilitation of infrared observations from the Mauna Kea 
Observatory 
PI*# 0 M i ~ f i M 1  
06/14/72-06/30/74 FY74: $10,000 TOTAL: $38,282 
Pnn. lnnrr. NASA Tmh. Ofltccr CASE C m c w  
Jefferies. 1. T. HQ-SG/Boggess, N. W. Il-Astronomy 
(10-850 188-41-55) (1&8M 188-41-51) 
NGR 12601-127 University of Hawaii 1784 
Operation of the Haleak-Ala Lunar Ranging Observatory 
PC",., ou,an,rm 
06/01/73-06/30/f5 FY74: $340,000 TOTAL: S340,OW 
P M .  b r s t .  N I U  Tech. Olfferr CASE. Cotqov 
lefferiss. J. T. HO-SMISlrickland. A. T. 
Carter, W. E. 
(10-810 387-30-01) 
IDAHO 
NAS 5-21850 University of Idaho 1785 
ERTS-A data uscr investigation of thc applications ol the earth 
resources technological satellik in Idaho 
P t H d  Oblimllo", 
09/27/7263/01/74 FY74: TOTAL: $33.750 
Pnn. lnvur NASA Ted. OIIte? CASE Carrsory 
Tisdale, E .  W. GSFC/Crump, E. W. 39~Env Sci, NEC 
(5 1-680 641-14-07) 
NGR 1-1-014 University ol Idaho 1786 
Interpretation ol a lunar far side area 
PI,,,., O t f ~ ~ ~ m '  
0611 1/7346/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: S6.847 
Pnn. hr~r .  NASA Tech. OJ!c<, CASE Cmqwy 
Hall, W. 8. HQ-SMIBryson, R. P. 32Geolodcal Sci 
HQ-SM/Allenby, R. J. 
(10-8 10 383-09-50) 
NCR 14-OWOO8 Illinois Institute ol Technology 1787 
Turbulent. sosfficienu and stability studies for the coaxial flow 
of dissimilar fluids 
Pfd,., obltgarion. 
0611 1164-06/30/74 FY74: 114,180 TOTAL: $826.515 
PNI. I n w ~ l .  NASA rd. 0fl-r CASE Coretory 
Weinstein. H. LERC/Kaplan, G. M. 43-Chem Engr 
(45-720 I2Z-W-W) (22-720 112-28-20) 
NGR 14-004449 Illinois Institute ol Terhmlogy 1788 
The influence of impurities upon the rate ol nickel diffusion in 
face cenlerd cubic iron 
period OM?~~,,O". 
05/13/71-11/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: $30.572 
P n .  lnrsr, N A U  Teh. O f l r ~ r  CASE Cmlqorf 
Higgins, G. T. HQ-SMjBryson. R. P. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
(ICL810 195.00.00) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
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NSG 7039 Illinois Institute of Technology 1789 
Review of coaxial flows with application t o  gas cote nuclear 
reactors 
penal Oblp.,l0W 
06/01/74-08/31/75 FY74: S30.Wo TOTAL: $30,000 
Pnn lnnxr  NASA Tech OlJrrrr CASE Calwory 
Wetnstetn, H HQ-RR/Thom. K 13-Phyaa 
LARCjHohl, F. 
(10-704 502-1061) 
NAS 9-12280 . Northwestern University 1790 
Star study 
Per id  Obli~~,ronx 
11/23/71-06/30/75 FY74: TOTAL: $45,500 
P"". lnw~z. NASA T&. OlJfCer C l  SE Caleory 
Hynek. J. A. JSC/Hcnize, K. G. I 1-Astronomy 
(72-910 924-2360) 
NGL 14007416 Northwestern University 1791 
Optical study . 
PC"& OblU.,i""* 
02/05/65-09/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: $705,863 
PA bmr. N A S ~  re& 0,7iccr CASE cntpmm 
Hynek, J .A. HQ-SM/Bryson, R. P. 32Gmlogical Sci 
(10-840 1854XMO) (10-810 195-00-00) 
NGL 14007-041 Northwestern University 1792 
A study ol celestial objects of  high angular momenta 
Obliption, 
FY74: S20.000 TOTAL: $205.251 
NASA Tech. OlJ<ecr CASE C d e y  
HQ-SGjBaggess, N. w.' Il-Astronomy 
HQ-%/Roman, N. G. 
(10-850 188-00-00) 
NG,Ll4-007-058 ~o;thwertern University 1193 
Rcaarcb program in administration 
P e a  obli~~timl 
06/04/68-12/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: S425.WO 
, . . , 
Pdn. kwr( .  NASA Ted. OlJ<er CASE C O ~ ~ O I Y  
Radnor. M. HQ-PY/Morris. J. D. 79-Soc Sci, NEC 
(10-370 183#00) 
NGL 14-007-062 Northwestern University 1794 
Studies and analysis of the managemsnt ol scientific research 
and development 
P . M  Oblr~llonr 
06/27/67-12/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: S260.000 
Plin I n W .  W S A  Tech. Olfiw CASE CareEoJv 
Rubenstein. A. H. HQ-PY/Morris, J. D. W-Multi-Dirip 
Thompson. C. N. 
(10-370 183-00-00) ( I s250 143-00-00) 
NGL 14-007-081 Nonhwostcrn University 1795 
Potential and charge distribution near a metallic interface 
PC& obllg.,ionx 
01/21/69-12/31/75 FY74: TOTAL: S150,MIO 
, . 
Pnn. Inrcsl. NASA Trrh OlJiiii CASE Careorr 
Waber. J. T. LERC/Lad, R. A. 13-Physics 
LERCjBambakidis, G. 
(22.704 502-01-02) (10-740 129-00-00) 
NGR 14-007-084 Northwestern UniieAity 1796 
Effcas qf ~urlace irregularities and friction on elastohydradynamic 
lubrication 
PCW Obltmriaru 
10/20/69-01/31/75 FY74: TOTAL: $lM,976 
P#n. lnwst. NASA Tech Officer CASE Careo.? 
Ching. H. S. LERC/Zaretrky, E. V. 46-Mech Engr 
LERCjAndcrran, W. J. 
(22-704 501-24-10) 
NGR 14-007-114 Northwestern Uni~er l ty  lm 
Study program of tile influences of intensity and s a l e  of turbulcncc 
on emission concentrations in Ule primary zone of a gar turbine 
mmbustor 
P e t i d  OMprms 
06/01/71-12/31/74 ' FY74: TOTAL: $47,625 
P*. b*.,. M S A  Terh Om-r CASE cotegory 
Kovih  A. A. LERCjGrobman. J. S. 41-Aero Engr 
(22-760 1 2 m )  
NCR 14-007-122 Nodbwestern University 1798 " 
Time variations of UV cmission features of be stars 
Pen& o a n ~ , i O n r  
08/01/7247/31/74 FY74: S4.400 TOTAL: Sl4tlM 
Pdn. inwll. NASA Tmh. 0ffi-r CASE (hn%on. 
Bahng, J .  D. HQ-%/Roman, N. G. Il-Astronomy 
HQ-SG/Calahan, D. 
(10-850 385-4140) 
NGR 14-007-329 Nonhwestern Univenity 1799 
Decision-directed adaptive estimation 
R r i d  IWIII~M, 
11/01/72-10/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: $26,416 
PNI. Inrut .  MAS* Tech. OlJi-r CASE C a * w  
Schaefer. B. M. LARC/Painter. J. H .  45-Elcc Engr 
(23-620 63M1000) 
NGR 14407-131 Nonhrertem University 18W 
Study of clcctronic factors in fracture of metals 
Penal ot,<~,,ons 
07/30/73JX/29/75 FY74: $50,000 , TOTAL: 650,000 
.P"n. lnws,. NASA Twh. OIfier CASE Ca Icgo~  
Waber, J. T. LERC/Bambakidis, G. ' 13-Physics 
(22.704 50261-02) 
NCR 14007-136 Northwestern Universky 1801 
Study of NASA and its laboratories i n  a changing environmenl 
Perid IWip,;m* 
11/01/73-lO/31/74 FY74: S24.000 TOTAL: S24.WO 
pnn. ,nw,n. NASA T ~ & .  qjcr r "sE  carego,? 
Radnor, M. HQ-D/Myers. B. C. 99-Multi-Discip 
HQ-DjNolan. J. P. 
( l M 3 0  010-WCQ) 
NSR 14007-103 Northrerlern University 1802 
Study of the communications systems of the Office of Advanced 
Rrsearch and Technology 
Pc"d Oui~anonr 
10/22/70-08/01/72 FY74: TOTAL: $49.89.868 
Pnn l n r r l  NAS1 Tmh. OJPnnn ~ A S E  rolaory 
Radnor. M. HQ-RMjBrandon, F. D. 99-Multi-Discip 
HQ-RMjWisniewski. R. J. 
(ILL705 130-00-00) 
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NCR 144WO26 Sootbrm Illinois University - Carbondale I803 
Characterization of dsvelopmental physiology of previously 
unstudied life form. obligately. halophilie blue-green algae. 
~ ~ h s n o t h c a e  halothytica 
P , M  oblimrtmonr 
05/W/73-05/31/75 FY74: 937.101 TOTAL: 574.101 
P-", lnrrr. NASA Tmh. Oflfer CASE Cerrmr). 
Yopp, J. H. HQ-SL/Young. R. S. 51-Biology 
(10-840 192-5544) 
NAS 2.4551 Unirenity of Chicago 1804 
Pioneer F/G chargsdparticle experiment data analysis 
P?"d otdlp,lo"' 
08/09/71-06/30/75 FY74: $197,200 TOTAL: $454.483 
Pnn. l n w .  NASA Ted.  OJJler CASE Carwry 
Simpson. I. A. ARC/Hall, C. F. Il-Astronomy 
ARC/Pofier, D. L. 
(21-840 8 11-22-00) 
NAS 5-9096 Unirersily of Chingo 1805 
Cosmic ray elatron experiment 
P c M  mlprw? 
ll/18/fd-09/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: 11,159,000 
Ptin B w ~ r .  NASA Tch. 0fl;mr CASE Colwry 
Mcycr. P. GSFC/Meese, K. J. 13-Physics 
(51.850 841dOM) 
NAS 5-9366 University of Chicago 1806 
Low energy-heavy cosmic ray particles experiment for O G O E  
spacecraft 
... 
M/28, -. .-, . ., .  . TOTAL: $569,175 
~ r i n  lnrsr.  NASA Tmh. 0f l ;er  CASE Cmgory 
Simpsan. 1. A. GSFC/Meew, K. J ,  13-Physics 
(51-89 841-0060) (51-850 385-5000) 
NAS 5-11037 University of Chicago 1807 
IMP1 solar particlcr radiation experiment 
P*Hd oM@.,,m 
08/15/67-09/30/73 FY74: TOTAL: $675,000 
M a .  lnwsl. NASA T e d .  OF-r CASE Cst rgo~  
Simpson, J. A. GSFC/Ferer. B. H. 13-Physics 
Munos, M. G. 
Verma, S. D .  
(51-850 861-52-00) 
NAS 5-11067 University of Chicago 1808 
IMP-H&J solar flare and isotope experiment 
P I M d  Oblf~eriunr 
0611 1/68-08/31/75 FY74: S225,WO TOTAL: F1.141,WO 
Ptir, Inrsr. NASA Toh. Oflk<r CASE Calrpry 
Simpson. J .  A. GSFC/Davis, M. A. 13-Physia 
(51-850 861-4260) 
NAS 5-23288 Unirrnity 01 (hieago 1W19 
Instrument definition study 
P~nod Ohl@,Im 
081 15/73-12/31/74 FY74: 117,976 TOTAL: 517,976 
Ptin. lnnsr NASA Teh.  oflice, CISE cnmory 
Van Altcna. W. F. GSFCfSobieski. S. I l-Astronomy 
(51-850 188-78-56) (51,850 188-78-58) 
NAS 8-27407 University of Chiigo 1810 
HEAO-Mission B experiment feasibility study on high energy 
elearon 





FY74: TOTAL: $251,039 
NASA Tech. Ollierr . . CASE Caegory 
MSFC/Dabbs, J. R.  Il-Astronomy 
MSFC/Cochran, J. 
NAS 9-14042 University of Chicago 1811 
Project data meteorology tropical storms and related meteorologi- 
cal features 
PC& obl,gs,;e"" 
W/01/7469/30/74 FY74: $17,000 TOTAL: S17,WO 
P a .  ,nna,. NASA 1-h. 0flir.r CASE Celqow 
Fujita. T. JSC/Wilmafih, V. R. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
JSC/Kaltenbach, J. L. 
(72-960 948-80-80) 
NCL 1 4 W I M I  University of Chicago 1817. 
Investigation of effects of solar wind in interplanetary spa- 
period O.~,E~,,O"S 
08/01/60-10/13/76 FY74: $63,000 TOTAL: $833.372 
Pti" Inns,. NASA Trd .  Oflice, CASE c..,qwy 
Parker, E .  N. HQ-SGIOpp, A. G. Il-Astronomy 
HQ-SG/Kavanagh. 1. D., Jr. 
(10-850 1884-56) (10-850 188-4651) 
NCL 14Ml-CQ5 University of Cnieago 1813 
High altitude balloon investigations on composition, energy 
spectrum & intensity of primary cosmic radiation at high & 
intermediate geomagnetic latitudes 
PC"@, Obi@.,,"", 
05/01/61-10/31/76 FY74: 5375,000 TOTAL: $3,982,258 
Pdn. Inns,. NASA T h .  Olflwr CASE C.r(gory 
Meyer, P. HQ-SG/Opp, A. G. I l-Astronomy 
HQSG/Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. 
(10-850 188-46-56) (10-850 188-4651) 
NGL 14Wld06  University of Chicago 1814 
Experimental and theoretical studies of energetic panicles and 
electrodynamical processes in interplanetary space and in vicinity 
of planets 
P d d  Obifltiii 
08/01/61-07/31/78 FY74: S340,W TOTAL: $4,122,559 
Ptin l n w l  NASA Ted.  Oflrmr CASE Carrrory 
Simpson. I. A. HQ-SG/Opp, A. G. Il-Astronomy 
HQ-SG/Roman, N. G. 
(10-850 188-46-56) (10-850 841-WW) (10-850 188-46-51) 
NGL 14W1-010 Univerrily of Chicago 1815 
Rewarch and investigation of origin, age and campasition of 
meteorites 
~ c n d  ohll~orions 
031 11/63-0313 1/77 FY74: S50,000 TOTAL: $1.092.703 
~ n n .  lnvrsr. NASA ~ e h .  o~flcr CASE Cqtqory 
Anders, E. HQ-SM/Hosterman. J. W. 
32Geological Sci 
HQ-SM/Robcrsan. F. I. 
(10-810 195-42-67) (10-810 383-09-57) (10-870 189-00-00) 
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NGL l4-001412 University of Chi'eago 1816 
Investigations in space-related molecular biology, including 
consideration of molecular organization of extraterrestrial 
matter 
penal OMtfmionr 
06/05/6342/28/74 FY74: TOTAL: $1.771.136 
Prin. Bwsr NASA ~ h .  0flnr CASE Carrtory 
Moran. H. F. HQ-SB/Jacobs. G. I. 59-Lik +i, NEC 
(10870 189-00-00) 
NGL 14-00ld60 Uniuel5ity of Chicago 1817 
Study of comet tails by photoelectric spectrophotometry 
Ptrtad oblia, 
05/18/6548/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: 1147.516 
P"n. b w 5 l  NASA T e d .  q f i - r  CASE Cm#xory 
Adams; T. HQ-SG/Dubin, M. I l-Astronomy 
(10450 188-00M)) 
NGL 14-001-167 University of Chicago 1818 
Lunar sample analysis 
fi?iGd OMtp,ionr 
03/29/72-0113 1/77 FY74: $172,230 TOTAL: $756,130 
Pnn Inn,,. NASA Teh. O / f / ~ r  CASE C."Iemry 
And~rs, E. JSC/Harris, 1. W. 13-Physics 
(12-810 388-1042) 
NGL 14-001-169 Uoiversitj of Chicago 1819 
Lunar sample analysis 
Prnflal O ~ , o n . ,  
01/19/71-01/31/77 FY74: $142,980 TOTAL: $287,680 
P h ,  b ~ 3 t .  NASA Tech. Oflfcrrr CASE Caqory 
Clayton. R. N. JSC/Harris, I. W. 12-Chemistry 
(72-810 388-1002) (72-910 914-40-00) 
NGL 1401-171 University of Chicago 1820 
Lunar sample analysis 
P ~ t i d  ou;vt<un, 
01/19/71-01/31/77 FY74: $65,000 TOTAL: $277.000 
. . 
Pn'n Invrxc. NASA T e h .  Ofl<ccr CASE Catqory 
Smith, J. V .  JSCjHarris, J. W. IbPhysics 
(72-810 388-1041) 
NGL 14-001-258 University of Chicago 1821 
Advanccd technical developments in supporl of scientific 
experiments in space 
PIMd obl@riow 
06/15/73-06/30/77 FY74: $200,000 TOTAL: S4W.WO 
Pd. bwrt.  NASA T#<h O/fi<cr CASE Cotclury 
Simpron, I. A. HQ-PY/Redding, E. R. 99-Multi-Discip 
(10.371 340-00.00) 
NGR I4-001-M)8 University of Chingo 1822 
~e t eb ro lo~ ica l  interpretation of satellite radiation dala 
Penal  oMf8orio":r 
09/01/7069/?43/74 FY74: S144,Oo TOTAL: 5666,WI 
Pnn Inws,. NASA Tmh. Ofltcsr CASE C@,ezory 
Fujita, T .  T. GSFC/Shenk, W. E. 31-Atmos Sci 
(51.680 175-21-43) (51-680 175-6141) 
NGR 1 W l - I 3 5  University of Chicago 182.7 
Feasibility of the alpha scattering lcchnique for Martian surface 
analysis 
P t H d  O U ~ ~ ~ , * " S  
02/25/69-01/31/73 FY74:$75.020 TOTAL: $459,852 
Pnn. bwrr. NASA T e d .  q/mr CASE Cmtnnnr 
Turkevich. A. L. HQ-SL/Dwornik, S. E. 32Geological Sei 
HQ-SL/Allingham, J. W. 
(10-640 185-50-81) (10840 185-WOO) 
NGR 14601-147 University of Chicago 1824 
lnlerfsrometric high-resolution spectroswpy of optical interstellar 
lines 
Penal  otfitorio"9 
03/18/1012/31/74 FY74: $21.901 TOTAL: $122.207 
P h .  bw>l. NASA r h .  OIJ>cer CASE Coreor). 
Adams, T. HQ-SG/Kclrall, T. I l-Astronomy 
HQ-SGjRoman. N. G .  
(10-850 188-41-51) (10850 188-00.00) 
NGR 1401-164 University of 0 k . p  1825 
Spectral measurement of the X-ray emission from nonflare solar 
active region 
Period oMy.r,an, 
05/19/7012/31/75 FY74: $201,975 TOTAL: $651,065 
Prim. l n x s r .  NASA Teh. Of@er CASE Celqoq 
Blake, R. L. HQ-SG/Weldon. J. M. Il-Astmnomy 
HQ-SG/Jordan. S. D. 
(10850 879-11-W) 
NGR 14-W1-194 University of Chicago 1826 
Quantitative spectrosopy of planetary atmospheres 
~ c n d  our8,uenz 
W/20/7 1-04/ 15/74 FY74: TOTAL: $56,857 
Ptin. In==. NASA T c d .  Oflice? CASE C s t q w  
Kaplan, L. D. HQ-SL/Fcllows. R. F. 31-Atmos Sci 
(10.840 38447-81) 
NGR 14-001-203 University of Chicago 1827 
Origin of organic wmpounds in meteorites 
Pen& OU,~ , ,O" ,  
08/17/71-09/30/74 FY74: $35,000 TOTAL: $105,000 
P"'". ,nw,r. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Ca~aors 
Anders, E. HQ-SL/Young. R. S. 32Gwlogical Sci 
( la840 192-55-62) 
NGR l4601-211 Uni~enity of Chicago 1828 
Far infrared photometry of H I1 regions and planets using the 
NASA 30 cm flying infrared telescope 
Penal  0U;~~ l ionr  
02/14/72-08/31/74 FY74: S45.000 TOTAL: S112.088 
Pen. b v r n .  NASA Tech. Ofltcrrr CASE C o r w q  
Harper, D. A. ARC/Cameron, R. M. il-Astronomy 
ARCjMason, R. H. 
(21-850 352-0261) (21-980 975-50.01) 
NGR 14001-224 University of Chiengo 1829 
Advanced technical development in support of scientific experi- 
ments in spa= 
P e r i d  oMiga,,o", 
06/09/72-06/01/74 FY74: TOTAL: $200,033 
F"n. bWNI. NASA Trrh. Officer CASE C~ lc~ory  
Simpson, I. A. HQ-PYlRedding, E. R: 
19-Phys Sci. NEC 
(10-371 340-m-00) 
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NGR 14-001-225 University of Chicago 1830 
Physiology of the vestibular system of the squirrel monkey 
P ~ d d  Oblimllo", 
05/12/67-08/31/74 FY74: $65,663 TOTAL: 1157.893 
pdn. I-. NASA  orb O J I : ~ ~  CASE Coreow 
Fernandez, C. ARC/Daunton, N. G. 51-Biology 
Goldberg, I. M. ARC/Mchler, W. R. 
(21-970 970-21-11) (21-970 970-21-53) 
VCR 14401-227 I niaerulr al Chica~o 1x31 
Photometry of g~lacue and cxtrsgalacte far inlrlred ,oum, uvng 
lhc 91 5 crn arrhorne 6nframd telescope 
P e a  Oblimim, 
M/27/7362/28/75 FY74: $49,174 TOTAL: $134,174 
PI ir  Inwst. NASA Tmh. Olfic<rr CASE Corrgory 
Harper, D. A. ARC/Cameran. R. M. Il-Astronomy 
(21-850 352-02-03) 
NGR 14-001-249 University al Chicago 1832 
Physical properties of solar nebula as deduced from chondrites 
P d d  Obl ipt im 
051 14/7345/31/75 FY74: $63.269 TOTAL: $73,059 
Ptin. Inw,,. NASA T d i .  Olftmr CASE Cmtrzory 
Grossman, L. HQ-SMIHosterman. 1. W. 
32Gmlogieal Sci 
HQ-SMIRoberson, F. I .  
(10-810 19542-67) 
NGR 14-001-250 University 01 Chicago I833 
Development of an alpha scattering instrument for heavy clement 
detection in surfacc materials 
R t i d  owwions 
06/20/7346/ 15/74 FY74: $35,000 TOTAL: $35,WO 
Ptin. Inwst. NASA Ted,  OjJier CASE Corelory 
Turkevich. A. L. HQ-SLIDwornik, S. E. 13-Physics 
(10-250 141-93-02) 
NGR 14-012-026 University 01 Illinois - Chicago Circle 1834 
Stress and altered gaseous cnviranments as altemants of immune 
response 
Pdod oYim,i.n, 
03/31/72-09/01/74 FY74: $24.402 TOTAL: 563,102 
Pm. IrwsL NASA Ted.  OJler CASE Calrzory 
Guttman. H.  N. JSCIKimzcy, S. L. 53-Other Medical 
(72-970 970-5 1- 15) 
AF306 24144 University of Illinois - Urbnns 1835 
llliac IV-computer 
Pwld  OYhotim, 
03/23/6647/01/72 FY74: TOTAL: 13,247.256 
P h .  b~.sl .  NASA Torh. O f i  CASE Cdrpry  
Unavailable ARC/Unavailable 21-Mathematics 
(21-764 36640-W) 
NAS 1-7722 University d Illinois - U r b a ~  1836 
Interactive graphics display system 
Pldod 
06/29/73.09/01/74 
P h .  1"w" 
Sher, M. S. 
O b I i ~ , i ~ '  
FY74: $236.972 TOTAL: $236,972 
NASA Ted.  OJfter CASE Calezory 
ARCIHarl. J. P. 2l.Mathematics 
ARCjFishcr, 19. L. 
NAS 5-23334 University of Illinois - Urbsna 1837 
A prototype ANAY prwessor for the IBM 360195 computer 
Period OblIp, im 
03/06/7463/05/75 FY74: $54,239 TOTAL: $54,239 
P h .  In*rsl. NASA Ted.  OfJ+cer CASE Corc~or). 
Slotnick, 0. GSFC/Schneck. P. B. 21-Mathematics 
Graham, M. 
(51.680 611-13-00) 
NAS 9-12459 Uniwrsity of Illinois - Urbana 1838 
Development of a tri-leaflet aortic valve prosthesis 
Perid miw,iur" 
02/28/72-08/01/74 FY74: TOTAL: 935,000 
Pn". tnwrt. NASA Ted. Offier CASE Caqor). 
Karara, H .  M. JSC/&ndcr. M. I. 44-Civil Engr 
(72-250 141-93-02) (72r250 141-9340) 
NGL 14405474 University 01 Illinois - Urbssa 1839 
Physiological responses of central vestibular paUlways and diffuse 
ascending systems to vestibular stimulation 
P n i d  OH,m,ions 
11/15/65-01/01/75 FY74: TOTAL: $931,044 
Pdn I n r s r .  NASA TIch qprprr CASE Caretory 
Ades. H.  W .  HQ-MM/Jones, W. L. 52-Clinical Mcd 
(10-704501-0942) (10-770 137-09-02) 
NGL 14-005-140 University 01 Illinois - Urbaan 1840 
Research on nuid dynamic and heat transfer problems of modern 
air breathing propulsive systems 
P c " ~  O b l i ~ l i o N  
05/23/69-05/31\75 FY74: 127.667 TOTAL: $162,661 
Pdn. lnnrl. NASA Tmh. OfJiwr CASE C a q q  
Chow, W .  L. LERC/Anderron, B. H.' 41-Aero Engr 
Korst, H. H. 
(22-704 501-24-06) 
NGR 14405-002 University a1 Illinois - Urban. I841 
Study of physical propcrties of ionosphcrs using aatellitc radio 
transmissions and theoretical study ol wave propagation 
Pe?ld O b l l m ~ r u  
07/09/59-12/31/73 FY74: TOTAL: $1,191,393 
. . 
Pvin. Invrr,. NASA T h .  Ojficcr CASE Carerory 
Yeh, K. C. HQ-SG/Schmcrling. E. R. 31-Atmos Sci 
(lo-850 385-36-00) 
NGR I44OM10 University of lllinois - Urbana 1.842 
Study of line integrals, surlacc integrals, volume, ccntmids and 
moments of inertia for a c l a s  of shclls of revolution and for a 
larger class of shells 
Rdd ObliWlioN 
05/29/63-09/01/72 FY74: TOTAL: $91.729 
. . . . 
Pnn. hmra. NASA re&. OfJier CASE Catwry 
Worlcy. W. J .  HQ-RR/Unavailablc 19-Phys Sci. NEC 
(10-740 129-0040) (62-910 933-50-00) 
NGR 10005144 University 01 Illinois - Urbma 1843 
Determination of multiple clcmsnt airloil gcometriss for 
maximizing lift coefficient 
PC"& Ob!,~tIrn' 
02/16/70-11/30/76 FY74: $138.849 TOTAL: 1209.700 
. . . . 
P#n I r w ~ r .  NASA Tmh, Olfter CASE C a m ~ r y  
Ormsbee. A. I. LARC/Margan, H. L., Jr. 41-Aero Engr 
(23-702 760.63-00) (23-702 760-63-02) (23-704 501JX-05) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
ILLINOIS (Continued) 
NCR 1ME-149 Unilersity of Illinois - Urban* 1844 NGR 14005-194 University of Illinois - urban. . 1851 
Study of local pressure field in turbulent shear flow and its relation Law noia level general aviation propeller 
to aerodynamje noise generation &dd miwlm 
Perial atf,p,im, 09/15/72-08/13/74 FY74: SM.500 TOTAL: $92,5W 
02/10/70-07/31/74 FY74: $40,OW TOTAL: $154,031 PM. bwxt. NASA Tech. o m r  CASE Cartzzq 
p.m. bwlr. NASA rcrh oflieii CASE a r e m r y  Ormsbee. A. I. LARC/Stieklc, 1. W. 41-Acro Engr 
Jones, B. G. LERC/Karchmer, A. M. 41-Aero Engr Sivier, K. R. LARC/Cranc, H. L. 
LERC/Dorsch, R. G. (23-704 501-24-01) (23-702 760-6001) 
(22-704 MI-04-01) (22-740 1 2 9 - r n )  (22-762 132-8LLOl) 
NGR 14005-176 . University of lllimie - Urban. 1845 
Investigation of the amosphere of Jupiter by studying the  
. ammonia feature al a wavelength of 1.26 cm . , 
PeMd oukariwu 
05/$/72-11/01/74 FY74: ' TOTAL: $18,969 
P"'". l n r s l .  W S A  Tech. Ofliiii CASE ca,<zory 
Dichel, J .  R. HQ-SL/Brunk, W. E. Il-Astronomy 
(IC-840 19641-82) 
NGR 1-5-177 ' Llnirerrity Df illhis - Urbslu 1846 
Studies of local pressure and velocity fields in large scale subsonic 
facilities, including simple jets & variable by-pass jets, and their 
relation to aerodynamic no i~c  generation 
P,*d obl,pnonr 
05/25/71-12/15/74 FY74: TOTAL: $47,500 
Pl in  Inrst. NASA T e d .  OJkr CASE C@rllDry 
Jones, B. G. LERCjKarchmer, A. M. 41-Acro Engr 
(22.760 126-0060) ,, , 
NGR 14005-2W University of Illinois - Urbma 1852 
'. Studicr of discharge mechanisms occurring in high pressure gases 
with applications to high efficienfy high power lasers 
PI"& OU@,rn> 
04/06/73-M/30/75 FY74: S64,860 TOTAL: $M.SW 
Ptin. Brat. t i d S l  Ted. Olficv CASE C e m r y  
Verdeysn, J .  T., LERC/Dunning. J.  W.. Jr. 13-Physics 
Chsicington. 8. E. 
(22-704 502-11-01) 
NGR 1-202 Ll~irersily 01 Illinois - Urban. 1853 
Implementation of llliae IV algorithms for mult~spcclral image 
interpretation 
P<dd ougnttom 
02/27/73-02/01/75 FY74: $39,000 TOTAL: S99.W 
Ptin bvsl. NASA T&. O//<cer CASE Col#mn 
Ray, R. M. ARC/Slyc. R. F. 19-Phys Sci. NEC 
(21-680 177-11-11) (21-790 797-MLO3) 
NGR 14-005-2N University of lllimis - Urbalu . 18% 
NCR 14005-181 University d Illioois - Urbuu 
. Feasibility of using a sailplane as an instrument platform for 
Racket studies of the lower ionosphere wake measurements 
O M ~ S , i i i i  ~ & d  Pdcd  oM*<o"a 
08/01/71~7/31/74 FY74: $4M),WO TOTAL: S1.225,OW 04/03/73-05/15/74 FY74: $2,014 TOTAL: $2,014 
Prim Inwll. NASA Te;h. O m r  CASE C a l w v  Pd8. I n r r l .  NASA Tech. Oflie, CASE COraory 
Bowhill. S. A. HQ-SG/Schrnerling, E. R. Ormsbee. A. 1. LARC/Stickle. J. W. I - A e r o  Engr 
19-Phys Sci. NEC (23-704 501-38-13) 
WFC/Milliner, C. F., Jr. 
(53-850 879-1 1-00) 
.. , , . 
, , 
. . NCR 14005-221 University of lllinoir - Urban. 1855 
NGR 14-005-183 University of Illinois - Urbsnn 184X Quantitative studies of hair cells and nerve endings in the maculac 
A thwreti~al investigation of nuclear induced plasma kinetics and cochleae of animals, and in t he  vestibular and  cochlear 
P."M OMipPronr 
nuclei 
12/07/71-W/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: W 6 , W  PInod mi~oma 
~ n n .  lnwsr. N A U  r e d .  ofltcer CASE Careory 01/01/74-12/31/74 . FY74: 939.992 TOTAL: $39,992 
Miley. G.  H. HQ-NS/Thom. K. 12-Chemistry P*. rnurs,. NASA T&. On!- CASE C ~ ~ ~ I I J  
(10-704 503-1003) (45-720 112-02-22) Ades, H. W. ARC/Mehler, W. R. 51-Biology , (21-970 970-21-1 1) 
NGR 14005-189 University of Illinois - Urbsns 1849 
Theoretical study o f  scintillation of transionospheric radio - NSC 1063 University of Illinois - Urbans 1856 
sienals Nuclear induced plasma kinetics 
" 
P<*d ONku~l," P<"d OMrEarran, 
08/01/72-10/01/73 FY74: TOTAL: $26,765 06/01/74-05/31/75 FY74: $26.000 TOTAL: S26.W 
rnn. bn.rr. NASA Tpd OJ,CCP CASE Cafr#on Pmn. Inwsr. NASA Ted. Oflfcer CASE Cnrvw? 
Yeh, K. C. GSFCjGolden, T. S. 45-Elec Engr Mileu, G. H. LARCIHohl. F. 19-Phys Sci, NEC. 
(5 1-620 636-00-00) (23-704 502-10-01) 
NCR 14405-193 University of lllimin - Urban. l?SO NSG 30M University ol Illinois - Urban. 1857 
High intensity combustion and nitrousoxide formation in a turbine The analysis o f  the structure of blast waves from accidental 
engine combustor ,. . . explosions 
P c M  OMTra?2or.s P f n d  O t i z ~ r i ~ ~  . 
06/22/72-06/30/76 FY74: TOTAL: $50.936 05/10/74-06/01/75 FY74: $49,845 TOTAL: $49.845 
.P~,I. InwSZ. NASA Trrh O f l r ~ r  CASE Carqw? Pnn l!lrrll NASA Twh 0ljr.r CASE Carrpn  
Strehlaw, R. A. LERCJMarek. C. J. . 41-Aero Engr Strehlow, R. A. LERC/Siewert. R. D. 13-Physics 
(22-704 501-15-83) , (22-702 741-72-M) (22-704 502-28-04) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
ILLINOIS (Continued) 
NSG 7030 Ualversity ol Illinois - Urbms 1858 
Rcrarch in long bs%linc inlerlemmctry using a mmmunicalions 
satellite 
NSG m(4 Udvenity of Illinois - Urbuu 1859 
Evolution of thc a l i  and the translation proass 
P,M W W m J  
06/01/74-05/31/75 F W ~ :  5 3 2 , ~ o  TOTAL: 132.300 
m, l m r r t  NASA Trd. O m ,  CASE G!epry 
Wase. C. R. HQ-SL/Young, R. S. 12-Chemistry 
(10840 192-5541) 
INDIANA 
NAS 1-12055 Indlrns UnheRity - Blmmington 1860 
Study of b l d  rates of chmmatomphic mlvrnns for use with 
the Martian gems 
P , d  ~ I m J  
01/22/73-10/20/74 FY74: 526.572 TOTAL: $33,865 
Ra. I n a t .  NASA T n l  DUla ClsE W- 
Hayes, J .  M. LARC/Diaz. A. V. 13-Physin 
Novotny. M. V. 
(~3-840 LM-m) 
NAS 5-21% I o d W  UmireRity - BlmmiDgtoo 1861 
EXTfA i m a m  related to  mine Wety 
rma( au*. 
06/30/7247/01/74 FY74: 516,100 TOTAL 5101,025 
P*. : lnrm. NASA Tech. OIk-r  CIS€ Cckw,, 
Wier, C. E. GSFC/Gardon, F.. Jr. 32Gmlodeal Sci 
(51-680 641-1443) 
NASW 2353 ladlam University - Blmmimgbo 1861 
Regional Dimmination Center operation in A m s p a  Research. 
Application Center 
Pnial 0ble-m 
05/16/72-11/01/73 FY74: S11.035 TOTAL: $250.085 
. . . . 
pnn 10- NASA rrd  WPPP ( ' A X  cb,*.~ 
Shrincr. H. HQ-KTfHollcy. H. L. 99-Mulu-D~scip 
(10250 141-9341) (10250 141-9340) (102.50 141-0000) 
NASW 2A6l IMhar, Uoi*erGly - iihmdgm 1863 
Regional Informatbn Dissemination Centn 
mM W W m J  
05/14/7312/31/74 FY74: 1201.500 TOTAL: S22,HX) 
P,~A Lur NASI Tn* Ofj7-r CASE C a q o , ~  
Shrincr. H. HQ-KT/Hollcy, H. L. 99-Multi-Discip 
(I0250 141-9341) 
NGL 1500MlX Indiana University - Blmmington 1864 
A theonlical investigation of the steady state inleiaction bstwten 
radiation and mdtcr in stellar atmospheres 
Period ouw,;ow 
07/17/63-12/31/76 FY74: S7.700 TOTAL: $335,877 
PM. l n r x r  NASA T d .  OfPmr CASE C m P v  
Johnson, H.  R. HQ-SGjBogsess. N. W. Il-Astronomy 
HQ-SG/Roman. N. G. 
(10-650 188-41-33) (10-850 188-Wd0) 
NGL 15001077 l n d l ~ a  Unirersity - Bloominglsn 1866 
An experimental sludy of hearing loss and inncr ear damage 
after cxposun to sounds ol hiih intensity 
&ri l l  OUya#rons 
05/27/68-12/31/74 FY74: $30.000 TOTAL: S165.000 
Pm. 10*1z. NASA Trd OIPmr CASE CeWoy 
Nc& W .  D. ARC/Mehler. W. R. 59-Life Sci. NEC 
(21-970 97021-11) (10770 127&00) (23-770 137-0942) 
NGL 1SW3111 Indiana URi*ersity - Blmminglon 1866 
Study of effects 01 a stressful or abnonnal environment on aetion 
of sclected therapeutic drugs 
PIMd O t I W ~ t m  
05/19/12-04/30/76 FY74: TOTAL: $165,467 
P h  Inrn. NASA r d .  WJbr CASE CMlory 
Maickcl. R. P. HQMM/Vinograd. S. P. 
52-Clinical Med 
(10970 970-1401) 
NGR 154IOMW Indiana Umircrsi@ - Blmmiagtoo 1867 
lnvcsligatian of neurolagifal mmlates of inlormation reception 
P I N  a u w t i i i  
01/01/65-01/01/76 FY74: TOTAL $133,823 
Prin innst- NASA T d .  01-r CASE M- 
Nelf, W .  D. ARC/Weisoman, N. W. 51-Biology 
(10-870 1896000) (21-870 l89aMa)  
NGR 15003-105 l n d i  Uoirrrsity - Blmmiagtan 1868 
Lunar sample analysis 
P d d  O U W i i  
01/26/7141/31/75 FY74: 520,000 TOTAL: $123.300 
Prin *nu. N4.U T d  oUlnoUln CASE Gwry 
Mcinschcin, W. G. JSC/Harrig 1. W. 12-Chemistry 
(12-810 388-1004) 
NGR 35003-118 I n d i m  Unireily - B l m m i w n  1869 
Application of ultra-high sensitivity imlope ratio mass speetrom- 
ctry to oxanic geochemistry and cosmochcmirUy 
PdGd ou;~#,:m, 
06/20/7245/31/75 FY74: 5102,250 TOTAL: $175,966 
P*. lms. NASA 7". O m ,  CASE &I- 
Hayes, 1. M. HQSL/Young, R. S. 3ZGmbgieal Sci 
(10-840 192-55-62) 
NAS 2-7927 I n d i m  Unir. - I!Mialupalis Islo 
Radiobialo~cal tests on m o w  tissue 
Pmod auiariarhs 
01/01/7445/30/75 FY74: 123.621 TOTAL: $23,621 
Prim. brut. NASA T d .  LlDinr U S E  C a w  
Zcman, W. ARC/Haymaker. W. E. 51-Biology 
(21-970 970-21-63) 
I NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
' INDIANA (Continued) 
NAS 3-18010 Purdut UaivwGty 1871 NGL IY)(K003 Pndm Uoherslty 1818 
Research on multiplc pure tone noise a n  a supsnonic rotor Research on high prceision spectroscopy with particular gmphasis 
propagating in an aeouatieally tmtsd duct on the development of elccrmnie digital compubr mcthods 
Pwkd W1qrqrb.S RriDd otamiau 
08/'13/7308/12/74 FY74: $38.742 TOTAL: 138,742 10/01/6241/01/75 FY74: TOTAL: $589,068 
P A  Inwsr. NASA Tn*. ,Ol/mr CASE Cuemy P*. I~w,#.  NASA Tn*. O W  CASE Catq,, 
Vaidya. P. G. . LERCJMinncr, G. L. 41-Acm Engr A n d m ,  K. L. ' HQSO/Roman, N. G. Il-Astmnomy 
LERC/Ris, E. J. HPSG/&rtcl, G. K. 
(22-7W 501-04-01) (I0450 188-41-51) (la850 188JXUXl) , 
NAS 521773 Po* Udrcrsity 1872 
A study of thc utiliratton ol ERTSA data from the Wabash 
River basin 
P e d  W1wb.S 
06/27/72-01/01/75 FY74: $68,958 TOTAL: S2M958 
. . . . 
P M  Inn,!. NASA Ted.  CASE Cmem'y 
McDonald, R. 8.' GSFC/Godon, F.. Jr. ' 3 ~ ~ n v  Sci, NEC 
(51-680 MI-14-01) (51480 641-1460) 
NGL IS005094 hrdu t  U s i r m i t y  1879 
Aerodynamic problems related to jet powred VTOL aircraft 
*?id OUrnIlon 
03/18/69-12/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: $1 13.871 
P*. b n n .  NASA T d .  M)im CASE Cnr- 
Skirsiad. J. G. LARCJMargason, R. I. 41-Aero Engr 
(23-760 7 2 1 W )  (23-702 76&72+6) 
NGL 1smsj12 pordoe UnivePJty 1880 
NAS 521785 Purdue University 1m3 Rwarch in remote sensing in agricdlurr. eanh rrsowus and 
man's environment ERTSA data analysis 
fid P r d d  owmi rm mww 
06/30/7247/01/74 FY74: $8.790 TOTAL: $58.790 06/27/6945/01/75 FY74: Sl,M8,075 TOTAL: 16,329.971 
P*. I n m  NASA T d .  Wb" CASE m r e o ~  Pm. I m w .  NkSA T&. O p m  CASE C- 
Baumgardner. M. F. GSFC/Gordon. F., Ir.'19-Phyi Sci, NEC Landgrebe. D. A. JSC/Ovsrton. J. D. 13-Physics 
(51-680 641-1401) (51-680 641-1460) (72-680 17742-83) ,172680 683-7346) 
NAS 521880 1874 NGL IYYK140 h r d m  University 1881 , , Purdue University ' Origin of chondrilcs from relationships between fourteen key tram Interdisciplinary analysis of ERTS data for Colorado mounlain 
. elements 
environments using. ADP techniques P . d  Gue.2- 
P ~ r i a l  ouimrk-.. 
06/30/72-07/15/74 FY74: SZ0.132 TOTAL: $186,132 06/21/71*/31/76 . FY74: lWTAL: 1157.437 Ra Irr;,. NASA T d .  W t r  
CASE c . l~o 'y  
CASE ch"mw 
P- ~ m .  NASA r d .  om-, Liprhutl, M .  E. HQSM/Brym, R. P. 3Mmlogical Sei 
Bouchillon. C. W. GSFC/Godon, F., Jr. 99-Multi-Discip 
(51-680 641-1407) (51-680 641-14m) HQSM/Pomcroy, J. H. (10810 38MOm) . , 
NAS 9-13301 h . h K  University I s  NGL 154J6175 Study of ulilizttion of EREP datafmrn Wabash River basin Pordoe U&rr i ty  1882 
final G u w i r m  Lunar sample analysis . 
05/07/7343/31/75 FY74: P " w  
s97'160 02/0L/7341/31/76 
~ n n  ~ ~ r s r  NAM rd .  q r t r  CASE mq FY74: TOTAL: S92.290 
Silva, L. F. JSC/JoosL?n, R. E 39-Env Sci.. NEC PM. k ~ s ! .  NASA Tn*. 4)mr CXSE Olulo~ 
(72-960 948-63-85) Taylor, L. A. JSCJHarris, J. W. 13-Physics (72-910 ~144000) 
NAS 9-13380 Pod- Umivmity 1876 
Description and interdisciplinary analysis of mullispatral satellite NGL 15005.186 hrdoe UnirmiQ 1883 
data for selcfud cover types in Colorado mountains, using ADP Application of remote sensing technology to rolution ofproblems 
in managemen1 of m u m  techniques 
Period P e a  o s r ( r ( r ( r k  
04/30/73-09/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: $W,654l M/19/7345/31/77 FY74: $&,Mo-+oTAL: 1595,000 
Pm. I n a t .  NASA Tn*. 0- C 4 S E . m - y  P* Lw. ' NASA T d .  Wm CASE mew, 
Haffcr. R. M. JSC/Joostcn, R. E. 39-Env Sn, NEC Landgnbe, D. A. HQPY/ViLalc, J. A. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
(72.960 ~8~63.85)  ( l o n ~  m) 
NAS 9-14016 M m  Uaheni ly  1 ~ 7  
Applications of remote snsing 
P e a  ou**W 
06/01/74-05/31/75 FYl4: $336,435 TOTAkS336.435 
P d  In-. NASA 1 4 .  W7r CASE 
Iandgrebe. D. A. JSC/Potter, A. E. ' 39-Env Sci, NEC 
Fwerson, J. B. JSC/Hall, F. G. 
(72-680 177-42-83) 
NGR 1- Pwdw Udversity I= 
H d l  transfer in gases bubbling through liquid metal beds & 
inert gas . , 
PI"& 06)- 
06/01/61-12/31/73 FY74: TOTAL: 664.555 
m. l a a t .  N*SI T ~ .  - CASE m- 
Zwmw, M. J. HQRP/Unavailablc 43-Chcm E n p  
(10710 l28-OMl3) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
INDIANA (Continued) 
NGR 15605069 Pu& Unhcrsity 1885 
Research in engineering design 
P ~ d d  Oblipli~", 
03/07/68-08/01/72 FY74: TOTAL: $223,540 
. . . . 
Pr" Inus‘. NASA Teeb. O/fi#r CASE Cmepry 
Modrey, J. HQ-PY/Vitale, J. A. 49-Engr. NEC 
(IS370 183-0000) 
NCR 1M05-IW Purdue University 1886 
Revarch on lift andviscous cross flow 
Petid OblIpCii"' 
03/02/70-08p 1/74 FY74: $24,619 TOTAL: $87,154 
Plin Jnwri. NASA Ted. OfWr CASE Cn!<rory 
Marshall, F. I .  LARC/Landrum. E. J. 41-Aero Engr 
LARC/Bargsr, R. L. 
(23-704 501-0609) 
NCR IS-OOS-147 Purdue University 1887 
Gas film cooling of turbine blades 
renod OUipl ia.  
05/10/71-01/31/75 FY74: TOTAL: $50,149 
Pnn. Inwsr. N A S l  Tuh. OIfl~fltr CASE C m q o ~  
Lecuyer. M. R. LERC/Poferl, D. J. 41-Acro Engr 
(22-760 1 2 W W )  
NGR 15405151 Purdw University 1888 
Efficient encoding of multispectral scanner data 
~ n a d  oblymanl 
10/01/72-12/31/73 FY74: TOTAL: $39,900 
PI* bwr,. NASA Ted, O k r  CASE Cmqory 
Wintz. P. A. GSFC/Lynch, T. J .  45-Elec Engr 
(51-680 IM2Cb59) 
NCR 15005-157 Purdue Uni~errity 1889 
Lunar sample analysis 
Pcnd ObfimrUnl 
03/01/7241/31/75 FY74: $13,524 TOTAL: 962.524 
P-in. Inwsr. FASA T d .  Ofltw, CASE C o I q q  
Meyer. H. 0. JSC/Harris, J. W. 13-Physics 
(72-810 388-1CO1) (72.910 9144CL00) 
NGR 15605162 Purdue University 1890 
Flow characteristics in aircraft inlets 
perivd oMlm,lms 
05/12/7265/31/75 FY74: TOTAL: $49,973 
Pdn. Invr~,. NASA l i r h  Of lhr  CASE Ca(exory 
Hoffman. J .  D. LERC/Anderson. 8. H. 41-Aem Engr 
(22-7W 501-2408) 
NCR 15005-174 Purdre University 1891 
Research on acoustic theory of turbulence 
PP,,~ Oblimr,on. 
04/03/73-08/31/75 FY74: 521,650 TOTAL: $40,456 
P-n. l n r s l .  NASA 7n* OIAAA CASE Colwry  
Kentzr, C. P. LARC/Pao, S. P. 39-Env Sci. NEC 
LARC/Manning, J.  C. 
(23-704 501-04.01) 
NCR 15005-180 Purdue University 1892 
Purdue-NASA cwperative program in computer-aided design and 
computer graphics 
pmod obllpac"? 
05/10/7345/31/76 FY74: TOTAL: $170,000 
~ r i n  lnrerr NASA Teb Oflfccr CASE Cnz#z~ry 
Garrett. R. E. ARC/Gregory, T. J. 49-Engr, NEC 
(21-704 501-15-81) 
NCR 15-005-188 Purdu. University 1893 
Computational capability lor low speed STOL aerodynamics 
prnoll .ouia*2im. 
09/01/73-08/31/74 FY74:$17,775 TOTAL: $17.775 
Pdn, b r s l .  NASA 7-h. Oflfccrr CASE LhI~ddry 
Marshall, F. J. LARC/Morgan, H. L., Jr. 41-ALro Engr 
LARC/Margason. R. J. 
(23-700 501-0641) 
NCR 15405-I91 Pordap University 1894 
Calculation of the flow field and the vlrous inviscld flow 
interaction in aircraft rnlets 
p ~ r w d  Oblirorwr 
01/01/74-12/31/74 FY74: $27,900 TOTAL: $27,900 
P"n b n s l .  NASA rrrh- O l m r  CASE cote or^ 
Hoffman. J. D. LERC/Bishap, A. R. 41-Aera Engr 
(22904 501-24-05) 
NSG 3029 Purdue University 1895 
Multiple pure tone noise radiation from a supersonic rotor in 
an awusticallv treated duct 
P d  Oui~0,lonr 
08/11/7408/10/75 FY74: $54,864 TOTAL: $54,864 
P"#. lnrsr. NASl T h .  Olfierr CASE CaIegory 
Vaidya. P. G .  LERC/Minncr, G. L. 46-Mech Engr 
Shashaani, R. LERC/Rice, E. J. 
Kisncr. L. S. 
(22-704 501-M-01) 
NSG 5010 Purdue University 18% 
Investigations pcrlaining to encoding of multispectral ranner 
data 
P."d Wllpllonr 
06/15/7406/14/75 FY74: $46,550 TOTAL: 546,550 
P I i n  Inxsx. Prfl. Inrzt. NASA T h .  Olfiar 
Wintz. P. A. GSFC/Lynch. T. J. 32-Gelogical Sci 
(51-620 643-60-00) 
NSR lSd05437 Purduc University 1897 
Compilation and analysis of thermal radiative propenies 
P~rlod m.lim 
06/29/66-07/25/73 FY74: $1.092 TOTAL: $355,209 
P a .  , d m .  NASA Tqd. O/Per CAST Cslworr 
Dewitt, D. P. HQ-RW/Gilslad. D. A. 
4FMaterials Engr 
( la742 124-00-00) 
NAS 3-17357 Rasp-Hulman lnrlitute of Technology 1898 
Analysis of test data from an elaslohydrodynamic film thickness 
apparatus 
Pcr"M ON?sacfnnr 
03/21/73-12/20/73 FY74: TOTAL: $2.000 
PHv. Inrsz.  NA.T.4 Tech. Olfi-r CASE C~ugorr 
Coy, 1. J. LERC/Dtetrich, M. W. 46-Mech Engr 
(22-704 501-2410) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
INDIANA (Continued) 
NAS 1-12468 University 01 Notre Dame 1899 
Investigation of electrode materials used in charge coupled 
devices 
P r n d  Ohl@stinw 
06/04/73-09/04/73 FY74: TOTAL: $5,381 
PHn Inwat. NASA Tmb. O W  CASE Colrzory 
Gajda, W. I., Ir. LARC/Fripp, A. L. 45-Elec Engr 
LARC/Stermer, R. L. 
(23-704 502-03-52) 
NGL. 15-WQ026 ~ k r e n i t ~  01 Nolre Dane 1900 
Convolutional coding techniques for data protection 
P l " d  Obli*a,i"n' 
09/! 1/67:07/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: $168,922 
PHn. lnvecr NASA Tcrh Ol l i rr  CASE Cacewry 
Massey, 1. L. GSFCjLynch, T. J.  45-Elec Engr 
(51.620 164-18-54) (51-840 823-11-00) 
IOWA 
NGR 16002-038 Iowa Stale Unlrersih 1901 
Calculation of viscous compressible flow 
P d d  Obl@tim~ 
. . 
10/07/71-11/15/74 FY74: $16,910 , TOTAL: $48,532 
Prin. bwst. NASA Tech. Olfiia CASE M c z o r y  
Tannchill, J .  C. ARC/Rakich. 1. V. 21-Mathematics 
Holst. T. L. 
(21.704 5016642) (21-742 111-0060) 
NAS I-11257 University 01 lows 1902 
Design, development, fabrication, tesling and launch suppon of 
the lnjun F spacecrafl 
P ~ l l d  
03/17/72-08/01/74 
Pti", 1nr.t. 
Van Allen. J .  A. 
Obi@,i0", 
FY14: $815.000 TOTAL: $3,735,000 
NASA Ted.  Olf<cer CASE Co!#zory 
LARC/Coffee. C. W., Jr. 13-Physics 
LARC/Woerner. C. V. 
NAS 1-13129 . Uni~orsily al  Iowa 1903 
Hawkeye/neutral point Explorer experiments 
P e d d  OM@8Mnr 
05/20/74-08/03/16 FY74: $476,000 TOTAL: 5476.000 
Prim. Inn$,. NASA Ted.  Ofltel CASE Calcsor). 
Van Allen. J .  A. LARC/Coffec, C. W., Jr. 13.Physics 
Frank. L. A. 
Gurnett, D. A. 
(23-850 863-1 1-00) 
NAS 24553 U n i ~ e ~ i l y  of lor. I904 
Pjoncer F/G data analysis - lov~an charged parl~clcr expernment 
h t i d  ONib"'l0".~ 
07/2l,/l1-06/30/15 FY74:$116.657 TOTAL: $233.425 
PA". ~nrerr. NASA Tech. Oflirrr CASE Colcgorr 
Van Allen, J .  A. ARC/Haii, C. F. 13-Physics 
(21.840 81 1-22-00) 
NAS 511039 University 01 Iowa ' 1905 
IMP-I low encrgy electron and proton experiment 
Per?& OuiEmiollI 
06/19/68-06/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: $313,700 
Ph. lnrsl. NASA Twh. Ofice, CASE Calqoo. 
Frank, L. A. GSFC/Davis. M. A. 13-Physics 
(51-850 861-5260) 
NAS 5 l l W  Uairersity 01 Iowa 1906 
Low energy electrons and protons experument for IMP-H & 1 
-. 
P ~ , l d  WIi@.nnnn 
05/31/68-01/31/75 FY74: S147.000 TOTAL: $580,000 
Prh. InWrt. NASA TNh. Ol/i/i/i CASE CeCqoo. 
Frank, L. A. GSFC/Limberis, 6. R. 13-Physics 
(51-850 86142-00) 
NAS 5-11074 University of Iowa 1907 
Low-frequency radio noise experiment 
? m o d  Oblfp?,,rn' 
04/19/68-01/01/74 ~ ~ 1 4 :  $16.594 TOTAL: $543.610 
Pn'n lnnlr. NASA Ted. OOiier CASE Cmepy 
Gurnett;D. A. GSFC/Madden. I. 1. Il-Astronomy 
GSFC/Butler, P. 
(51-850 861-41-00) 
NAS 511167 University 01 Iowa 1W8 
Ac electric fields enoerlment for S 3A 
~ ~~ 
P d  odl@666 
09/25/6866/30/15 FY74: $19902 TOTAL: $316,202 
NAS 5.11265 University of Iowa 1909 
UK-4 low energy proton and electron diffcrcntial cncrgy analyzer 
sxpcriment 
h d d  WI@0*"3 
Oi/30/70-08/31/73 FY74: $50.000 TOTAL: W . 3 9 4  
Pdm. inwsl. NASA Ted, OJJInl CASE Ca l r l~ ry  
Frank, L. A. GSFC/Eaker, H. L. :I3-Physics 
Craven, J .  D. 
Yeager. D. M. 
(51-850 870-4260) 
NAS 511279 University ol low* 1910 
Solar wind plasma wave experiment for the Hslior missions 
Period OblIrrrMn~ 
03/30/70-03/15/15 FY14: $35.300 TOTAL: 1909,645 
M. brol. NASA T 4 .  Olfj/i? CASE C ~ I ~ W '  
Gurnctt, D. A. ' GSFC/Ousley, G. W. Il-Astronomy 
GSFC/White. C. E. . 
(51-840 823-12-00) (51-840 823-11-00) 
NAS 5-11431 University of Iowa 1911 
Ac electric and magnetic fields experiment 
odliprionr ' ' Penal 
05/21/11-11/01/75 FY74: $83.000 TOTAL: $373,000 
Pnn. innsr. NASA T f d .  Of jk~r  CASE Calrrarr 
Gurnctt, D. A. GSFC/Davis. M. A. 31-Atmos Sci 
(51-850 861-42-00) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
IOWA (Continued) 
NAS5-20093 * University of low1 1912 
Plasma wave crperirncnt for international sunzarth Explorer 
spacecraft A & B 
RW Obl,@,ion$ 
05/20/74-lO/31/79 FY74: $45.000 TOTAL: $45,000 
Pdn. lansr. NASA lid. Oll irr  CASE CWWI 
Gurnetl. D. A. GSFC/Davis, M. A. 13-Physics 
Frcdricks, R. W. 
Smith. E. J. 
(51-850 861-6260), 
NAS 5-20094 I ~i>ersi t)  of I.*. 1913 
Magnclo5phcrlc and tntcrplanclar) platma for tnUrnal8unal 
runsanh Explorcr molhcr & daughter spamrafl  
P r d d  Obl@ib,!MI 
05/20/7410/30/79 FY74: $10,000 TOTAL: $10.000 
P h .  lnusr  NASA Teh. Ofl?ru CASE C4regolv 
Frank, L. A. GSFC/Davis, M. 13-Physics 
Kennei. C. F. -. 
Vasyliuna~ U. T. 
(51-8.50 861-6260) 
NAS 52(H39 Unirersitv of lor. 1914 ~ . .  ~ ~ -~ ~ 
Spacecraft conlral and lclsmclry station operalions 
PI& OM<~,ionr 
06/03/74-08/02/76 FY74: $252.000 TOTAL: $252.000 
~, ~, ~~ , . 
Prin. Inn*. NASA re&. OJmr CASE C@tezorl 
Van Allen, 3. A. GSFC/Allen, R. F., I r .  Il-Astronomy 
Frank, L. A. GSFC/Sanford, R. G .  
Gumett. D. A. 
(51-500 311-07-13) 
NAS 5-21852 University of low9 1915 
Evaluation el ERTS imagery [or tectonic analysis 
P&. l".C.,. 
Hoppin. R. A. 
Baker. R. G. 
(51-680 641-14-03) 
ON@,U", 
FY74: TOTAL: $29,786 
NASA Tlrh. OV-r CA SE Cflr<gory 
GSFC/Stoncsifer. G. R.32Geological Sci 
NAS 9-13313 University ol lows 1916 
Investigation of Skylab data EREP no. 393 
P c ~  ou,@,,m, 
03/0)/73-12/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: $17,000 
Ptin Inust. NASA Trrh. OJfi-r CASE Carrgory 
Hoppin, R. A. ISC/Miller. M. 32Gwlogical Sci 
(72-960 948-63-83) 
NGL 16Wl-002 UnivaRity of lows 19 17 
Theoretical & cxpcrirnental studies related to particles & fields 
associated with major bodies of solar system 4 with interplanetary 
s p u  
P C M  
05/23/62-11/30/76 
P"". I"**,, 
Van Allcn, 1. A. 
Oblwrim 
FY74: 5240,000 TOT 
NGL I6-00l-043 Unirersity of Iowa 1918 ' 
Waves m vlasmas 
P<"d 0blil"'b"' 
03128167-1 I130176 FY74: $55.000 TOTAL: $577.986 
. . . . 
Prim. Inrzl .  N& Tc6 OVinr CASE Carrso~y 
Montgomery, D. C. HQ-SGISehmerling, E. R. 13-Physics 
HQ-SG/Hallsnbcck, D. R. 
KANSAS 
NGL 17-001426 Kamsns State University 1919 
Infrared laboratory sludies of synlhetic planetary atmospheres 
P<"d Obli@O"' 
01/10/67-11/30/76 FY74: $20,000 TOTAL: $207,054 
P<n. lnrrst. NASA Teh. OJP-r CASE C#J<IM 
Williams. D. HQ-SL/Fellows, R. F .  31-Atmos Sei 
HQSL/Brunk, W. E. 
(10-840 18547-83) (10-840 185-00-00) 
NAS I-10048 Unirersity of Kaaus 1920 
Developmenl of a composite Radiometer Scatterometsr 
(RADSCAT) experimenl and design of aircrait experiment & 
development of radar backscatter theory 
P& Oblierim 
06/02/70-01/31/75 FY74: $24,912 TOTAL: $118,207 
Pan brrsr  NASA 1 4 .  Offfce, CASE CaIexarY 
Moore, R. K. LARC/Jones, W. L. 99-Multi-Discip 
(23-630 369-05-07) (23-620 630-0060) 
NAS 1-12976 University of Kansas 1921 
Compressible vortex flow characteristics 
f i n d  Oui~~ , ion ,  
07/01/74-07/15/76 FY74: $39,395 TOTAL: $39,395 
Ptin bnst .  N A U  Tsl. Olflcer CASE CeI?8ev 
Muirhead. V. U .  LARC/Ward, I. F. 41-Aero Engr 
(23-702 76043.02) 
NAS 4-2148 University of Kansas 1922 
Flight test program of an attitude command conlrol system and 
report of findings 
Pedal 0iYi~'Iunl 
02/01/74-12/31/75 FY74: $292.000 TOTAL: $292,000 
Pnn. Innl l .  MAS" Trrh OJficzr CASE C<tcov 
Roskam. J.  FRCjGee, S. W. 41-Aero Engr 
(24.702 760-60-05) (24-704 501-23-21) 
NAS 521822 Unirerslly ol Kansas 1923 
A Kansas environmental and resourcc study using ERTSA data 
Perid OM,*,?O#. 
08/01/72-09/01/74 FY74: $83.424 TOTAL: $377.606 
Pti" brn. NASA Terh OlPirtr CASE C o l v r y  
Kanemasu, E. T. GSFC/Stonesifer. G. R. 
39-Env Sci. NEC 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
KANSAS (Continued) 
University of Ksnsas 1924 
Radar systems studies \ NAS 9-10261 
Penod OMiaiaiaionv 
'! 01/12/7O-06/30/75 FY74: S116.W TOTAL: $1,002,223 
P-n, bwL NASA Tech. O/,<MT CASE Cnf<pry 
Ulaby, F. T. JSC/Potter. A. E. 39-Env Sci. NEC 
(72-680 177-44-82) (72-680 16C-75-59) 
NAS 9-13271 University ol Kansas 1925 
Skylab study of water quality 
hnvd OM@n,ionl 
02/23/73-12/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: $22.500 
Prin Invcsl. NASA Tch. 0,fi-r CASE Colrzory 
Yargcr, H. L. ISC/York, 1. B. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
(72-960 948-63-86) 
NAS 9-13213 University 01 Kansas 1926 
Investigation of Skylab data EREP no. 540A 
Penvd OMtpliow 
03/19/73-08/31/14 FY74: TOTAL: $61,168 
Pdn. Inlr,,. N A S I  Tech qfmr CASE C n c w ~ y  
Eagleman, J .  R. JSC/Forbes, C. D. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
(72-960 948-63-82) 
NAS 9-13331 Unirersity of K s m s  1927 
lnvestigatlon of Skylab dala EREP no. 549M 
PC"& OMipliow 
03/26/73-09/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: 970.283 
Prh. lnrrsr NASA T t d .  O#&, C.4 SE Cmwry  
Moore. R. K.  JSC/York, L. 6. 19-Phys Sci. NEC 
(72-960 948-63-86) 
NAS 9-13347 University of Kansas 1928 
Engineering & rientific support to S193 radiometer/ 
scatterorneter 
Pprid OM@r"lr 
02/12/73-09/30/74 FY74: SI5O.W TOTAL: $280,000 
Pl in  hven. NASA Tpd. 0Jfkc.r CASE Caregory 
Moore, R. K. JSC/Dell. M. E. 49-Engr, NEC 
(72-9M) 948-80.81) 
NAS 9-1462 University ol Kansas 1929 
Joint sail moisture experiment 
P d  OMhhrkar 
04/01/7443/31/75 FY74: 648,243 TOTAL: $48.243 
Plin rmxrt. NASA Tech. ofljhr CASE Cnfczwy 
Ulaby, F. T. JSC/Potter, A. E. 39-Env Sci. NEC 
ISC/Burke, W. I. 
(72.680 177-51-84) 
NGL 1760MOI University of Kansas 1930 
Stimulating & promoting space-related research within facility & 
research staff, & providing guest lectims, seminars & symposia 
P<"d 'oM@l,onl 
08/21/62-09/M/74 FY74: TOTAL: S950,NX 
PA". b r r s l .  NASA Ted .  OJ,,er CASE C#rwory 
Barr, B- G. HQ-PY/Rcdding, E. R. 99-Multi-Discip 
(IO-370 183W00) 
NGL 11604024 University of K s m r  1931 
Rcrcarch on the applications of satellite remote wnsing 
P e w  OM@,rw. 
04/06/72-03/31/17 FY74: $lUJ,W TOTAL: S400.000 
Pm.  Inu~st.  NASA Tech. OJfiirrr CASE Cn- 
Barr, 8. G. HQ-PY/Vitalc, J. A. 39411" Sci, NEC 
(10-371 34(3-0000) (IO-370 1 8 3 - M )  
NGR l760UTn  University of Kamlas 1932 
Investigation of improved control method for light and general 
aviation aircraft 
P<dd Odl*,,O"> 
10/22/69.09/16/74 FY74: 5432.W TOTAL: S838.007 
Pm. 1nr.t. NASA T&. OJJier CASE Calnory 
Kohlman. D. L. LARC/Cranc, H. L. 41-Aero Engr 
(23-704 501-24-01) (23-702 76O-6C-01) 
NGR 1760.2495 Unkersity of K 8 n w  1933 
Investigation of separate surface slability augmentation systems 
for general aviation aircraft 
P e w  otJ*,iem 
08/31/71~1/31/74 FY74: $28,148 TOTAL: 5214.72L 
NGR 116(n-I06 University of K m w s  1934 
Possible contemporaneous climate changes on earth & Mars 
determined by Martian statistical gcomorphology 
PInad Obltp,imr 
08/30/72-03/30/75 FY74: $3.800 TOTAL: 56,300 
P"n. Inwn. N A S A  T&. OJPcw U S E  C o l n w  
Zsller, E. 1. HQSL/Dwornik, S. E. 32C.eological Sci 
(10-840 384-5O-80) 
NGR 17002.107 University ol Kansas 1935 
Analytical investigation of wing-jst interaction 
Plnd Obltp,iM* 
01/01(73-06/01/74 FY74: TOTAL: $18.413 
Plin fnw<r. NASA Ted. Officer CASE Cnrewry 
Lan, C. T. LARCjCampbell, 1. F. 41-Asro Engr 
LARC/Lamar, I. E. 
(23-704 501-06-01) 
NGR 17-21 Univerdty of K a m ~  1936 
Application of composite materials to aircraft structures 
hw Odlw,,onr 
05/18/72-04/30/75 FY74: $13,200 TOTAL: $36.200 
Prin lnwsr NASA Ted. Oflfctr CASE C . l n w  
Lsnren, K. H. LARC/Prids, R. A. 41-Asro Engr 
LARC/Dcrtcr, H. B. 
(23-704 501-2243) 
NGT 17-M2-044 University of Ksnsps 1931 
Training of prsdoctoral graduate students in the field of 
engineering design 
Penvd Oblt#n,ions 
04/21/67-08/01/72 FY74: TOTAL: $273,300 
. . 
Pen. hus l .  NASA TNh. OJfier CASE Cmtegwy 
Smith, W. P. HQ-PYICaner. C. H. 99-Multi-Discip 
(10-370 181-00-00) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
KANSAS (Continwd) 
NSC 1045 University of Kmsm 1938 
Summer research siudies at Langlcy 
Pen'& OUiWZb", 
05/10/7469/10/74 FY74: $23,822 TOTAL: $23,822 
Prh in**,. NASA T&. Olfimr CASE Calcsory 
Lenzcn, K. H. LARC/Martin, D. J. 49-Engr, NEC 
(23-680 175-31-31) (23-680 176-91-31) (23-702 76063-02) 
NSC 1046 University of K a n m  1 9 3  
Effects of aeroslastieity on control effectiveness 
Petid mhhr!onr 
06/10/74-06/30/75 FY74: $29,665 TOTAL: $29,665 
P ~ B .  k ~ 8 r  NASA T d .  O/f-r CASE Caregory 
Roskam. J .  LARC/Lamar, J .  E. 41-Acro Engr 
LARC/Henderson, W. P. 
(23.704 501-U-32) 
NSG 1M1 University of Kansas 1940 
NASA/University Conference on Aeronautics 
p ~ n d  obl i~otr  
06/01/74-03/31/75 FY74: $65,499 TOTAL: $65.499 
PIT". Inml. NASA Trh.  Offlc~r CASE Calcgorp 
Roskam. J .  LARC/Dubers, J. E. 41-Aero Engr 
(23-030 023-09-98) 
NCR 17-MlMI8 Wichita State University I941 
Numerical methods for the investigation of transmission and  
attenuation of sound in  acoustically treated ducts 




NCR 17-003-011 Wichita State Uni~erSIty 1942 
Experimental studies of flow eparation and stalling on lwo- 
dimensional airfoils at low speeds - Phase I 
P ~ d d  W I m l ~ o m  
12/01/13-12/01/74 FY74: $24.522 TOTAL: $24,522 
pdn. I ~ W S , .  NASA 7 4 ,  o~ne, CASE C ~ I I W ~ .  
Wentz. W .  H., 11. LARC/Noonan, K. W. 41-Aem Engr 
Seetharam. H. C. LARCjMffihcc, R . I .  
(23-702 76063-W) 
KENTUCKY 
NSC 801 Kentucky S a l t  Unirrmlty 1943 
Zoological effects of variations in atmospheric oxygen levels 
PI l id  OblW,i~ron, 
02/27/74-05/01/75 FY74: 537,210 TOTAL: $37.210 
Prin Inuxt. NASA Tech. O/~~I,I,I, CASE COZ<W,). 
Kloek. G. KSC/Morrison. J. D. 59-Life Sci. NEC 
Ridgel. G. C. KSC/Moyers. C. V. 
(76371 340-0000) 
NSC 8008 K D ~ N C ~ Y  Stste Universily 1944 
Synthesis of organosilory transition metal polymers 
P I M d  ou<pt<m, 
04/15/74-04/14/75 FY74: $21.981 TOTAL: $21,981 
Plln. Inwsr. MAS4 T-&. OI/<jcr CASE Calr#ory 
Marano. G. A. MSFCjPattcrron, W. 1. 12-Chemistry 
MSFC/Kent, M. I. 
(62.371 3404&IYJ) 
NAS 9.12749 University of Kentucky 1945 
Feuibility study of limb volvme measuring systems 
P l d d  Obltwrrm, 
06/05/72-09/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: $98,319 
pnn. l n r , ,  NASA Tcrl  0Uir.r CASE Comory 
Carter, W. M. JSC/Jackson, M. M,  46-Mech Engr 
(72-970 970-53-30) 
NCL 18601603 University of Kentucky 1946 
Expenmental investigation of gravity level prelerencs in small 
animals 
Petid OUl~.,,iau 
05/01/63-09/01/74 FY74: TOTAL: $1,110,879 
pnn ,nnsr NASA Tech. O//llilir CASE Carqov 
Langc, K. 0. ARC/Oyama, J. 61-Biol Aspects 
(10.870 189-0000) 
NCL 18601-041 University ol Kcnbeky 1941 
lnv~stigation of the rok o l  ion impurities in mcchonicsl failures 
P##d 0lp.tionr 
W/18/69-05/31\76 FY74: TOTAL: $106,6M 
Pnr int,,, %AS" 7-h 011, ,? CASE cam,.,  
Lclpold. M H LtRC/%nder\, W A 47-Mawnals Engr 
(22.704 501-01-06) (10740 129-0000) (22.740 134.03-20) 
NCR 18-001-058 Unherrlty of Kentucky I948 
Lunar sample analysis 
&rld O M ~ t i m r  
01/12/71-01/31/75 FY74: $31,060 TOTAL: $122,440 
P#". I~ws,. NASA T h .  O/fimr CASE CmIe#o~y 
Ehmann. W. D. JSC/Harris. J. W. 13-Physics 
(72-910 9 14.4060) 
NCR 18-001668 Unlvrrsity of Kentucky 1949 
Effects o f  background gravity stimuli on gravity controlled 
behavior 
PeHd ~ * , I M I  
09/23/71-09/01/75 FY74: TOTAL: $97.246 
Pdn. Inns<. NASA T h ,  OflcYr CASE Co!,sory 
McCoy. D. F. ARCjAnlikcr, 1. E. 61-Biol Aspects 
(21-970 970-21-53) 
NCR 18-001-083 University of Kentucky 1- 
Effects of  olcvalcd gravity upon gas flames 
Petid wl~omh,", 
08/01/73-09/01/74 FY74: $19,989 TOTAL- $19,989 
P,,". 1nw3r. NASA 7rrh. Offiwr C lSE Cntqwy 
Lienhard, J .  H. LERCjHaggard, 1. B. 13-Physics 
(22-704 502-28-04) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
KENTUCKY (Continued) 
1 NGR 1&00l-086 University of Kentucky 1951 
Evaluation of multistep thermal procesr for production of 
hydrogen from water 
Pen& om@a,,onr 
'.,03/29/73-05/01/14 ~ ~ 7 4 :  $79,935 TOTAL: $79,935 
. . .?nm. fnwst. NASA T&. wrmr CASE cmtqoy 
Funk, I .  E. LERC/Gordon, S. 12-Chemistry 
(22-7M 502-35-62) 
NSG 3013 University of Kentucky 1952 
Fracture toughness testingof berylium 
PC"'& om@ar*n, 
07/0i/7406/30/75 FY74: 2620,727 TOTAL: $20.727 
.Ph:;lnwst. NASX T e d  OJf&cr CASE Celqory 
Conrad, H. LERCIBrown, W. F.. Jr. 
47-Materials Engr 
Sargent, G.  A LERC/Joncs, M. H. 
(22.704 501-21-21) 
NGR 19615-001 Dillard University 1953 
Feasibility sludy of utilizuion of remots aerial s v s i n g  for 
predicting urban neighborhood characteristics 
Pen'", Obl@r,.". 
05/31/72-08/31/74 FY74: TOTAL. $25,000 
P h .  Inwll. NAS4 red. OJfece? CASE C#rqn,y 
Rogers, R. HQPY/Pohly, J .  G .  39-Env Sci, NEC 
(10-371 ~ - 0 0 . 0 0 )  
NGR 19611607 Grambling College 1954 
Study of low frequency hydromagnet~c waves umng A T S l  data 
r e n d  oanp,,onr 
I l/M/70-11/30/74 FY74 $13,272 TOTAL $48,623 
~ n n .  hwr,. ~ a s r  hd. 01fico CASE carqory 
Cummings. W .  D. HQSG/Kavanagh. L. D., Jr. 13-Physics 
HQ-SG/Schmerling. E. R. 
(ILLS50 385-36-00) 
NCR i9-OII-OW Grambling College - - .  I955 
Effect of continuous lowdose rate gamma irradiation on cell 
population kinetics of lymphoid tissue 
P ~ n o d  OM@l<onr 
05/03/71-10/01/74 FY74: $23,500 TOTAL: $40.000 
. . 
Pnn. hws! NASA Tnoi O J j w  CASE Carnorl 
Foster, B. R. HQ-PY/Pohly; J .  G. ' 51-Biology 
(10-371 340W003 
NGR 19611609 Grambling College . ' 1956 
Time exposure studies on stress corrosion cracking of aluminum 
Tend OM@'lonr , , . 
M/oS/71:02/28/74 FY74: TOTAL: 531,125 
P"'" I,,W>l NAZ" Tech oflkcr CASE Care*"" 
Terrell, J .  H@PY/Pohly. J. G. ', . 13-Physics 
(62-950 951-15-00)' (62-910 933-50.00) , (10-371 340-W-00) 
NGR 19611612 Grambling College 1957 
Theoretical investigation of isotopic anomaly of r enon ' i n  
carbonaceous chondrites 
PC"& OtJ@n,ianr 
04/24/72-08/31/75 FY74: TOTAL: $33.540 
Prin Inwst. NASA T d .  O f l m  CASE C n w ~  
Sabu, D. D. HQ-PYJPohly, I. G .  43-Chem Engr 
JSC/Bogard, D. D. 
(10-371 3406aoo) 
NGR 19411613 Gmmblinb Cdlrgr 19% 
Study of polarizations for hydromagnslic waves observed by 
A T S l  
Perid OU@~#""S 
04/24/72-03/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: $9.267 
Pnn. lnw8r NASA T&. Offimr CASE CuIerw 
Gajendar, N. HQ-PY/hhly. J .  G. 31-Atmos Sci 
(10-371 34lMWCO) 
NGR 19411414 Gnlnbling College 1959 
Study of coronal structures in a nonmagnetic star 
hrw : OMiptim, 
07/05/72-05/01/73 FY74: TOTAL: $9,515 
PH". ,nw,,. NASA T d .  Olfmr CASE Cme80r) 
Cross, M. A. HQ-PY/Pohly, I. G .  13-Physia 
JSCjBanner, G.  
(10-371 34CWMD) 
NGR 19411-016 Cmmbling College 1960. 
Distribution 01 extraionic electrons in semimetallic environments 
by nuclear quadrupole resonance techniques 
P<,W 061@ari""3 
11/14/72-01/31/74 FY74: $17.494 TOTAL: $32.799 
Pnn. rnues~. NlSl Ted. ouio~io~i CASE c ~ r q o r ) .  
Mufly, A. N. MSFC/Krocs, R. L. 13-Physics 
MSFC/Kent, M. I .  
(62-371 340-00-00) (10-371 3 4 W W )  
NAS 5-23174 Leuisiana State University - Batw Rouge 1961 
HEAO-A experimcnl 
P e a l  061~a.!t0, 
12/05/72-08/01/74 FY74: TOTAL: S75.W 
Pnn I"W'1. NASA Ted. Officer CASE Catcmn- 
Huggett. R. W. GSFC/Bmwning. R., K.  I l-Astronomy 
GSFC/Jannichc, P. A. 
(51-850 832-12-00) 
NAS 830380 Louisiana Stat. University - ?aton Roage 1962 
Developmen1 of a threedimensional timc-dependent now field 
model ' 
 nod oweerion, 
01/14/74-1 l/W/74 FY74: $25,000 TOTAL: S25.W 
P h .  bw.7,. NASA 7mh. Ofl,~,, CASE C . U b M  
Farmer. R. C. MSFC/Wilson. H. B. 13-Physics 
Waldrop. W. R. MSFC/Granwood, T. F. 
(62-680 177-54-71) 
N A S  830620 h i s i a w  State University - &ton Roup 1963 
Investigation of land-use spectral signatures 
Pwid OU!~allenr 
03/25/74-03\24/75 FY74: $9,419 TOTAL: 269.419 
Prln lri~rrr. ,NASA Ofl,c,r CASE Catkorr 
Maples. D. MSFC/Paludan. C. T. 39-Env Sci. NEC 
MSFC/Espy. P. N. 
(62-680 177-52-71) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
U)UISIANA (Cont inued)  
NAS 9-12352 LouWans %te University - btom Rouge 1964 
Shuttle oriented graduate program 
P d d  Ournlk7"~ 
12/07/7169/01/74 FY74: TOTAL: $35,000 
P&. lnWJt. N lSA  Ted. OlPwr CASE C a w v  
Daniel, L. R., Jr. JSC/Teiscirs. C. 41-Acro Engr 
Courur. R. W. 
Miller, P. H. 
(72-960 961-21-00) (72.910 9 1 4 5 W )  
NCL 19-001659 Louisiana State University - Baton Rovg 1965 
Analyris ol thc interaction 01 ablating proteelion systems and 
stagnation-rcgion heading 
P*dd m*,h 
01/14/69-09/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: S186,WI 
Plin Iln3l. NASA T d  O f i r  CASE Cnttwr~ 
Pike, R. W. LARC/Moss. 1. N. 49-Engr. NEC 
(23-742 1246o.00) 
NGL 19-001-068 Louisiana State Unlrerolty - Baton Rouge I966 
Special supporI of Saturn/Apollo utilizing Mississippi Test 
Facilities 
A M  OMWiar 
02/07/69-01/01/73 FY74: TOTAL: $275,000 
Pnn In-33. NaSA T d .  O h ,  CASE C m w v  
Whilehurst, C. A. LARC/Johnson. D. L. 49-Engr. NEC 
(62-910 933-SW) 
NGL l9-001-097 Louisiana Slate University - Baton Rouge 1967 
Interdisciplinary program in earth resource and environmental 
research 
R M  mwiau 
05/17/7108/01/74 FY74: TOTAL: S50.000 
Pm. lnrsr .  NASA T d .  Wkrr CASE Cm- 
Whitehum, C. A. HQPY/Redding. E. R.3PEnv Sci, NEC 
MSFC/Kcnt, M. I. 
(L&371 34aOaM) 
NGL 1W1-105 Loaisiula Slate University - Baton Rouge 1968 
lnterpmation of remote sensing data in the bay ou la Fourche 
ngion of South Louisiana 
P<nod M1wlou 
W/06/72-05/3 1/77 FY74: S175.000 TOTAL: $275.000 
. . 
Plfn hm. NASA Ted. Ofiw U S E  C4twv 
Whitehurst, C. A. HQ-PYjVitale, J. A. 39-Env Sei, NEC 
(10-371 340JXW3) 
NCR 19-001-012 Lolaisisma %te University - Bsmn lhg 1969 
Cosmic ray investigations utiliing an emulsion chambcr- 
calorimeter combination 
P~nbd Obl@"m, 
03/10/66-06/30/74 FY74: S143.000 TOTAL: $1,062,957 
Plin lanar NASA Td. o/mr CrSE Caw 
Hugsctt, R. W. HQ-SG/Opp, A. G. Il-Astronomy 
(I04.B 18-56) 
NAS .328955 Louiuana Slate Uolrrnity - New Orl- 1970 
Application of Saturn/Apoilo automated data system. capsbilitirs 
to  probkmr of the environmental impacts 01 urban transpofia. 
lion 
P<dd 0blmk.m 
06/06/72-11/30/73 FY74: TOTAL: S5,Om 
P##. Irtw~t. NASA T d .  oUlnr CISE CmzDv 
Saussy. G. A. MSFC/McDonbugh, G. F. 
39-Env Sd, NEC 
Hammond. I. 
(62-950 951-1540) (62-910 933-5000) 
NAS %I2941 Lwisiuu State Ualrerslty . New Orkana 1971 
Analysis 01 chemical components from tissue samples 
A M  0.9brW 
06/29/72-10/31/74 FY74: S60.000 TOTAL: 5135.000 
Pdn, larrst. NASA T d .  qpev CASE a#- 
Lsseter, J. L. ISC/Rummel, J. A. 51-Biology 
(72-970 970-5145) (72-960 961-51-W) 
NAS 9-9317 L o u i i m  SUtc University - Sb-port l97?. 
Study 01 modulatory eflece of solar wind in galactic msmic 
rays 
P<#d m*#h 
W/07/694b/?Q/75 FY74: S1,ZOO TOTAL: SM.160 
Pnn Inrsl. NASA T d .  O@r CASE CaWw 
Morr, T. A. JSC/Giuli. R. T. 11-Astronomy 
(72-850 1884144) (72-850 188-41-51) (72-950 9 5 1 - l a )  
NCR 19a05-003Sm&n Umiversity A&M Cal - Baon 1973 
R~uge 
Experimental and thmrctical study on noncqilibrium and unstcady 
phenomena in supersonic gas dynamics 
m m  
01/~/73-01/31/75 FY74: me'-TOTAL: n 5 . m  
P*. l n a r  NASA T d .  CASE cms.~ 
Johnson. J. A. HQ-PY/Pohly, I. G. 13-Physiss 
MSFC/Jones. 1. 
(62-950 951-1560) (62-910 933-5040) (1&371 3400000) 
NGR 19-(I(K-006Souhm Unive&y A&M Cd - Baton 1974 
Rwge 
Research in the many-particle theory of nuckar systems with 
application to neutmn star matter 
P e a  * I -  
10/17/72-12/01/74 FY74: SZ0.170 TOTAL: S35.170 
m n  ersr NASA r d .  wm CASE C~ 
ChakkalaLal, D. A. JPL/EsIabroak, F. B. Il-Astronomy 
Yang. C. H. 
(56371 340.0000) (10-371 340m00) 
NGR 19aOEW8Sou&m U~4veRity A&M Cd - M o m  1975 
Rouge 
Comparison of wnc radiometry and enthalpy pmbc ma- 
Summents 
R"d ouw6m 
07/20/72-12/31/73 FY74: TOTAL: 115.157 
PA.. rar NASA T d .  W- us - 
Walron, M. M. HQPY/Pohly. I. G. 4 M r m  Eng 
(10-850 1 8 8 4 5 2 )  MSFC/Kcnf M. 
(IC-37 I 3400000) 
VASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
U)UISIANA (Continued) 
NGR 19h409~omtber .  Unhrraity A&M Cal - Baton 1976 NGR 19dOt030 Tulrne Unir~nity 1982 
. . R ~ w  Determination of the intensity of turbulena.in liquid, rocket 
., Radiative p m p n y  invcsti~ation mmbustion chamkr  
~~ ~ 
R M  OblYoriou Pend ~ ~ l o n r  
03/26/7345/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: $20.000 12/31/69-12/31/74 FY74: $22,000 TOTAL: $122.227 
': Pdn. lewst. NASA T d ,  Ofl-r CIS& (hfqa'y Pdn. hr~l. N r U  Teh. DUlnr CASE OlW 
*It. R. L. HQP/Pohly, J. G. 13-Physics O'Hara, J. C. LERC/Priem. R. J. 41-Acra Engr 
GSFC/Trenklc. J. 1. (22-704 502-04-25) 
(10371 3400(Ha) 
NSC 8016 Swmem University ABM Col : Balon 1577 
. . .  ROW 
Radiative properly investigation 
RnM * N r m  
' 06/25/74M/25/75 FY74: 518.700 TOTAL: $18,700 
P h  &rY. NASA T d .  Cjfie, CASE C a w n  
Unavailable M WC/UnavailaMe 13-Physics 
(62-37 1 34ooom) 
NGR l940U)38 




Talsne Umversity 1983 . '  
a quadrangle on Mars based on Mariner 9 
ouis t iws  
FY74: TOTAL: SIS.OOO 
NASA Ted.  DUtrr CASE C a w  
HQSL/Dwornik. S. E. 320mlogical Sdi 
,! 
NGR l W J N 3 2  Xavier Umiverily - Louisiana 1% 
Xavisr University and thc sysrcmatic analysis research pmjccl 
NSC 9001 Somkm UrlivwsiQ ABM Cd - Bston 1978 P E N  OMipdim 
Romp 05/22/7212/01/74 FY74: TOTAL: S25,MO 
loc build-up on cryogenic tanks P*. k r u z .  NASA TA. qrmr CASE C~IW ', 
P d  *,i'w Fulwilcr, J. H. HQPY/Pohly, J. G .  76Soeiology (10371 340W.W) 06/01/74-06/30/75 FY74: $19,356 TOTAL: $19,356 
. . 
P a .  1n-r WAS" T d , O f l - r  CASE C.7,- * ,. 
Chehl..S. S. ISC/Curry, D. M. 19-Phys Sci, NEC , 
(72.371 34ooom) NGR 19a07404 Xarier Unircrsih - Looirisma 1985 
The correlation of the 24 hour p a l t ~ m  of rat plasma andadrenal ' ' ' 
sortisostcron= with the diurnal variations of certain tissue 
conaitucnts involved in carbohvdra* metabolirm . . 
NAS 2-7916 
Evaluations of pockcl 
RMd 
10/17/7M2/17/74 
T & n  Univemily 1979 
m i a  
O b l ~ l i o n .  
FY74 $15.229 TOTAL: S15.2i9 
NASA T A .  Wm CASE C S w  
ARC/Hayrnakcr, W. E.59-Life Sci, NEC 
OMf~4ions ; ,  
~ ~ 7 4 :  $35.000 ' TOTAL: 1 3 5 . b  " 
NASA T d .  017%~ CASE Ca lw 'y  " ,. 
ARC/Wingct, C. M. 51-Biology ., ,, 
ARC/Dancllis. I. V. 
. , 
" '  
MARYLAND NAS 8-29UZb T d a r  Unireraity 1980 . , 
Revarch study on an alrscwmenl of tht  vscfulncss of remote . . , . 
senring tcchniqm in dctsrmining qualily of urban environmsnl 
. . 
o a r @ , i m s  NCR 2 1 a n m 1  ~ 0 . i .  slatp C ? I I ~ ~  1986 P d d  Research in cosmic ray physics 06/15/7ZQ3/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: 145.IW 
P,"d 
P U  in*,,. NlSA T d .  Wlvn CASE Cmqnv OtJiWh,' 
Hidalgo. J. V. MSFC/McDonough. G. F. , ' 09/01/6942/28/75 . F Y ~ :  19.959 , TOTAL: $74935 
PM. Crt. N A S I  Td. qmr CASE t b r m  39-Env Sci. NEC , , 
MSFC/Daniels. 1. L., Jr. Tornabens. H. S. GSFC/Boldl. E. A. I I-Astronomy GSFC/McDonald. F. 8. , (62.950 951-1540) (62-910 933-5000) , (51-850 18841-59) (51-850 188-OO) 
NGL I- T~I-  UnirtRily I ~ I  NCR 21-0n-w Bode %ate C O L ~  I W  . . 
Els tmnk  lnnspart propertics of,molecular cryrlals Resarch in numerical integralion 
P d  OMimI i i i  Pchd OM~amiom 
02/17/6961/31/76 FY74: TOTAL: S122.000 05/25/71-09/30/74 ' FY74: TOTAL: 123,451 ' ' ! 
NASA T i l  WWrt CASE C w o ~  tin. 1nl.V. NASA Trrh OIJhhh CASECmmm' ' . , P*. I-. ,.. . 
13-Physics Srivastava, S. HQPY/Pohly. J. G.  2liMathemalia Hermann. A. M. HPRW/Wcinbcm I .  
JPL/Rembaum. A. GSFC/Velcz. C .  E. 
(1&7W 502-01-02) (10740 129-OOO) (10371 WOO) \ 
* 
, . 73 
> 
. . 
, . .  
. . 
NASA'S UNlVERSlTY PROGRAM 
MARYLAND (Continued) 
NGR 21427-030 Bowie State College 1988 
Holographic gratings for spectrographic applications study of, 
aberrations 
Perid OMlmrionr 
05/14/73-06/30!75 FY74: $14,983 TOTAL: $14,983 
Pnn. Inrs,. NASA Tech Ofinr CASE Cmaool 
Bhatia. M. S. GSFC/Caruso, A. J. 13-Physics 
GSFC/Osantowski, J. 
(51-371 340-WW) 
NGT 21-027-009 Bowie State College 1989 
A summer 1973 institute in computer applications 
Pen'& ob/im,io", 
04/09/73-01\31/74 FY74: TOTAL: 633,l?l0 
rnn.  I~X , , .  NASA r ~ ~ h .  olfier CASE carrgory 
Scurry. P. J .  HQ-PYIPohly, J. G. 21-Mathematics 
GSFCIMundy. I. R. 
(10-371 340-WW) 
NGT 21-027-012 Bowie State College 1990 
Undergraduate research panicipation program for 16 students 
h n d  oblizo!bn? 
06/01/7463/31/75 FY74: 133.694 TOTAL: $33,694 
Plin. Inurn. NASA Tech. Oflie, CASE C n l w r l  
Kirksey, C. H. ' GSFC/Mundy. J .  R. 21-Mathematics 
HQ-PY/Pohly, J. G .  
(10-371 340-WOO) (10-850 188-36-01) 
NSG 5009 Bowie State Collego 199 1 
Characterization of the physicoshemical properties of polymeric 
materials for aerospace flights 
PC"& ON;m,<onr 
06/30/74-06/30/75 FY74: 614.773 TOTAL: $14,773 
Pn,i lnwrl. NASA Torh Ollircr CASE Col<ton. 
Unavailable GSFC/Unavailabie 12-Chemistry 
(51-371 340-WW) 
NSG LO66 C h o ~ p a k e  Colhxe 1991 
Invcstigalion of a source of vacuum ultraviolet radiation lor uss 
in calibration of spectrometers 
P<"d ONi,~,h"., 
06/01/74-I 1/30/74 FY74: $6.140 TOTAL: 56.140 
Ptin Inuen. NASA Twh. O//?<w C4SE CSIIII~ 
Paul, F. w.' LARC/Nealy, J. E. 13-Physics 
LARC/Jones. J .  I. 
(23-704 502-27-01) 
NGR 21-122-0(11 Coppin State (bllexe 1993 
Computer graphics system lor the display o l  pu ls  hcight analysis 
dirta 
 PI",^ rlhlipo,i">.~ 
12/01/73-11/30/74 FY74: $1 1.958 TOTAL: 61 1.958 
PNu 111wr1 NASA 7-A ,?l,<,,errr CASE Cctrxlln 
Somrnrrlcldt. D. E. GSFC/Bracken. P. A. 21-Mathematics 
GSFC/Oivkman. C .  I. 
( 5  1-371 34aa1-w) 
N C T  21-1UdOl Goocher College 1994 
Training o f  two undergraduate studcnts in  the space-related 
sciences and engineering 
r e n d  O N ~ O ~ ~ O ~  
06/01/74-0513 1/75 FY74: 17.W TOTAL: $7,000 
P"n B m n .  NASA Tmh. Offin, CASE E . E . ~ ~  
Walker. K. HQ-PY/Pohly, J. G. 99-Multi-Diseip 
HQ-PY/Jenkinr, H. G. 
(10-030 OIO-WOO) 
NAS 5-11415 Johns Hopkin* University 1995 
Atmosphere Explorer photoelectron and energetic particle 
experiment 
hdod ou:~m,tm~ 
06/22/71-06/30/77 FY74: $140.500 TOTAL:'$710,50 
P h .  I n w ~ r .  NASA Ted. O//jer CASE Cornon 
Docring. J. P. GSFC/Findlay, J. A. 3I-Atmar Sci 
(51-850 852-2260) 
NAS 522071 Johm Hopkim Uniwrrity 19% 
Environmental  and t,oxicological evaluation of plasticizer 
migration 
period OM~~..,~O"S 
06/20/72-06/01/74 FY74: TOTAL: S2O.W 
Pnn 1 ~ ~ 3 , .  NASA Trrh Wfier CASE Cmmon 
Rubin, R. J. GSFC/Grou. F. C. 53-Other Medical 
GSFC/Fricdman, D. S. 
(51-250 1410tLW) 
NAS SU316 Johm Hapkinr University 199l 
Dcrign study of ultraviolet properties for large space telescope 
PC"'& OL*irr,ionr 
09/24/73-01/05/75 FY74: 144.tQ7 TOTAL: 144.W 
Plin. Inrsl. NASA Trrh. Ofleer CASE C@twn. 
Fastic, W .  G. GSFC/Sobicski. S. I l-Anronomy 
Kerr. 0. E. GSFC/Lcvin. G. M .  
(51-850 188-78-56) (51-850 188-78-58) 
NAS 9-115211 Johns Hapkinr University 1998 
Apollo far U V  spectrometer 
P e M  O N ~ ~ 0 , m r  
02/11/71-06/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: S4.194.324 
Ptit!. 1m"crt. NASA Twh. Of lhr  CASE COIIII? 
Fastie. W. G. JSCIHardee. S. N. I3-Physics 
(72-9 LO 914-49-W) 
NGR 21-001601 Johns Hopkins University 1999 
Rocket and laboratory experiments and analysis on ultraviolet 
spectra of upper atmosphere 
Prticd m i ~ r i 4 n s  
08/01/61-08/31/74 FY74: $240,000 TOTAL: $3,361,963 
Prifr. Inrr,tl .%AS4 7 4 .  Ofit-r CASE Cmnn 
Farlie. W. G. HQ-SG/Dubin. M .  I l-Astronomy 
HQ-SG/Roman. N .  G. 
(ICLXSO 879-1 1-00) 
NCR 21-001-024 Johns Hapkins Uniremity 2000 
Solar rndio observations in support of Skylab-A 
P,.,.rl Owtr..,",,,' 
06/26/72-0Dj2Oj7.1 FY74: TOTAL: 550.000 
Pllll l l ir l t l  .V.&S4 Tec.h <>iirc,cr C l S F  (blml'rr 
(iotxols. U. L. MSFC/Buugher. C. R. Il-Astronomy 
MSFC/Dunc;m. 8. J.  
(62-960 VVh+00) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
MARYLAND (Continued) 
:N,GR 21p01-080 ~ol;ns Hopkins University 2001 
Statistical models of lunar rocks and regolith 
P d M  oM,p,,o"r 
06/15/71-08/31/73 FY74: TOTAL: 138,887 
.., P M .  br,L NASA Trch. OJficw CASE Cale~en 
Marcus. A. H. HQ-SM/Bryson, R. P. 32Geological Sei 
HQ-SM/Allenby, R. J. 
(10-810 383-0060) 
NGR 21601-097 . Johns Hopkinr University 2002 
P h a x ~ o f  the Grand Tour missions energetic particle investigations 
for outer planst missions 
PC"& oblwtionr 
01/07/71-10/01/72 FY74: TOTAL: $46.272 
P~in;.Brar NASA Tech. Officer C l  SE Carqory 
Krirnigis. S. M. HQ-SLIMitz, M. A. 13-Physics 
HQ.SL/Keller, I. W. ' . 
(10-840 186-68-68) 
NGR 21fl1-111 Johns Hapkin3 University 2003 
Small group performance 4 cffects of contingency management 
in a programmed environment 
. . Pen& Oblw!bns 
03/31/72-10/14/74 FY74: $15O,WO TOTAL: $405,255 
Pn'n. Inwsf. NASA Rd. O f f i r  CASE Cnrwry 
Brady. J. V. ARCIPatton, R. M. 69-Psych. NEC 
(21-970 970-21-51) 
NGR 21601-119 Johns Hopkinr University 2W4 
Feaslbllity study for a charge composit~an Explorer satellite light 
ion releas smcnment 
period mNO"on8 
04126173-MI30174 FY74: TOTAL: $50,000 
. . . . 
Pdn. lnw3z. NASA Ted. OJJNI CASE Carwry 
Krimigis, S. M. HQ-SG/Kavanaph, L. D., Jr. 
NGR 21-001-120 Johns Hopklns University f005 
Far ultrav~olet observation of cool stars wth Ihe Copernlcvs 
satelltte 
P < d  m ~ l l o n r  
12/01/73-1 If30174 FY74. $12 124 TOTAL: $12.124 
Prin Inwsl NASA Tah OJJ%rr CASE Coteyolv 
Moos, H. W. GSFC/Kupperian, I. E Il-Astronomy 
(51.850 831-43-W) 
NSG 7055 Johns Hapkinr Unireraity . 2MM 
Satellite data analvsis . -~~~~~~ 
P e w  DNy.lim 
01101174-12/31/74 FY74: $35.000 TOTAL: 535.000 , . . , 
~r in .  hwr. NASA TEA. oflicir CASE catrpry 
Bostram, C. HQ-SGjKavanagh. L. D.. Jr. 13-Physics 
HQ-SGjSchmerling. E. R. 
(10-850 305-3643) 
NSG 9004 Johns Hopkins University 2507 
Determnnatton of thc far-ultravtolct reflccttv~ty of lunar dust 
68mnle~ - - ~ ~ ~  r~~~ 
p e w  Obly~ranr 
07/01/74-03/31/75 FY74: $16.500 TOTAL: $16.500 
~ , ~ ~ ,  , , 
P h .  bnlr. NASA Tech Ofliiii CAST Carepry 
Henry, R. C. JSCjHarris, J.'W. 13-Physics 
Faslie. W. G. 
NSR 21601477 Johns Hopkiar University 2008 
Collecting, cataloging, indexing and storing personal and 
professional papers of Dr. Hugh Latimer Drydcn 
Oblira,nr PC"& 
12/21/70-07/31/73 FY74: TOTAL: $71,783 
Pan. Inrsz. NASA T h ,  OJJiccrr CASE Colmry 
EIenhcl, J .H .  HQ-AAIEmmc, E. M. 73-History 
(10-250 141-00.00) (10-705 13WXMll) (10-370 183-M00) 
NGR 21625011 Morgan S a t e  Collcp 2009 
Evaluattvc research of audto modules 
POI& DN,~.,nonl 
01/01/74-12/31/74 FY74 125,750 TOTAL 625,750 
NCT 21-025006 M o w n  State C d l q e  2010 
Summcr faculty fcllowrhlp program 
Perf& obl,a@,ro"l 
04/16/71-03/31/75 FY74 538,900 TOTAL. $134,316 
Pnn Inwn NASA Tech q p n r  CASE Calcpr) 
Proctor. N K. HQ.PY/Pohly. J. G. 19-Phys Sct, NEC 
GSFC/Mundy. I. R. 
(51-030 051-02-00) (10-371 340-WOO) (51-030 039-00-00) 
. . 
NGR l l dOMlO Univtrrity of Maryland - Baltimore 2011 
Thmntical 4 experimental rexareh on gravitational radiation 
PI"& ouIrn,lon' 
06/12/6304/31/75 FY74: S29.W TOTAL: $939,223 
Pdn Inwsl. NASA Tk4.  OJfililili CASE Cattrpry 
Misner, C. W. HQ-SG/Roman, N. G. (I-~slronomy 
Hn.sG/Roscndhal, 1. D. 
NAS 511063 Unlversily of Maryland - Colley Park 2012 
Experiment to analyze ions and eleclrons lor IMP-H & J 
R"0d o M i ~ a , h .  
0611 1168-06/30/75 FY74: S101.192 TOTAL: S1.461.392 
Plin bra< .  NASA Ted ,  OJJiwr CASE Calr8ary 
Gloecklcr, G .  GSFC/Davis. M. A. 13-Physics , 
(51-850 861-42-00) 
NAS SfW62 Univcmity oi M u y l d  - College Puk  2013 
Law energy charged particlcr cxperimcnt fbr  international 
sun-earth Explorer mother and heliocentric spacecraft 
Perid meriorr 
05/02/74-W/30/80 FY74: SIO,000 TOTAL: $10,000 
P h .  6x11. NASA Ted. O f i r  CASE Cnrw'y 
Glocckler, G .  OSFC/Davis, M. A. 13-Physics 
Fo", C. Y. 
Fisk, L.  A. 
(51-850 861-62-00) 
NAS 54323l Unhersity of Maryland - College Park 2014 
Feasibility study for infrared interferometer, spectrometer, & 
radiometer lor Ma"ner/Jupiter 1977 launch 
P<Il& Obli@,lOm 
05/09/73-06/30/77 FY74: 68,400 TOTAL: SlZ9M) 
P M .  lnnrl. NASA Tech. OD,-# CASE COIIIIIY 
Ponnampruma, C. GSFC/Conrath. B. J .  12-Chemistry 
GSFCjHanel, R. A. 
(51-840 802-31.00) 
NASA's  UNlVERSlTY PROGRAM 
MARYLAND (Continued) 
NAS 9-5886 Unircnity of Maryland - College Park 2015 
Lunar gravimeter experiment lor ALSEP 
Pelid mlrnllm, 
W/26/66-12/31/74 FY74: S41.973 TOTAL: 52,203,588 
PI* AWSL #AS* T N h  OflJw CASE C#legon. 
Weber. J. JSC/Eichelman. W. F. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
(72-9 10 914-4MX1) 
NGL 2 1 4 0 k  U n i r d t y  ol Maryland - College Park 2016 
Theoretical =%arch on dynamics of astrophysical plasmas 
including studies of ,  structure of plasma shack waves in solar 
corona and their possiblc radio emission 
??rid Obl?olkn. 
02/01/6206/30/76 FY14: $50.000 TOTAL: $724,946 
mtim. kwsr  NASA re&. o/prer CASE cornwry 
Wu, C. S. HQ-SG/Kavanagh. L. D., Jr. 
19-Phys Sci, NEC 
HQ-Xi/Schmerling. E. R. 
(ILl850 188-3655) 
NGL 21402-029 Univcmity or. Maryland - College Park 2017 
Cooperative research in long wavelength radio astronomy 
PC* OM<m"m' 
02/01/6442/01/73 FY74: TOTAL: $506,677 
lnn. l n l l l .  NASA T N h  O f l k  CASf Carqory 
Erickson. W. C. GSFCIFainberg, J. I l-Artronomy 
Kundu, M. R. GSFC/Alexander, J. 
(51-850 188&00) (51-850 877-W-00) 
NGL 21-002433 Univenity of Maryland - College Park 2018 
Thmrrtieal and experimental studies in spaa sciences, including 
consideration of rocket orobe and satellites technioues 
. . 
PmDd 0Mig.tiow 
06/02/64-05/31/71 FY74: $205,000 TOTAL: $2.384.537 
Prir bwr,. NASA T&. Olj?cc.r CASE C'lewry 
Smith. E. P. GSFCJAbid, G .  E. 31-Atmos Sci 
Laser. H. E. GSPC/Pieper, G. F. 
(51-850 188-38-52) (51.850 188-38-53) (51-850 188-38-64) 
NGL 21402-167 Unirenily of Maryland - Colkge Park 2019 
Optical absorption eosfficients for uranium piasma 
PrHd DMipllon, 
04/26/68-06/30/73 FY74: TOTAL: $130,319 
Pnn. bwL NASA rrch O)pe, CASE Cal?%ory 
Miller, M. H. LERCjPatch, R. W. 13-Physics 
Wilkcrsan. T. D. 
(22-720 12260.00) (45-720 122-0a00) 
NGL 21402-367 University 01 Maryland - College Psrk 2020 
Multilrequcncy mapping of the radio sun 
PrnM OM*liar, 
10/01/7209/01/74 FY74: TOTAL: $202,000 
Prin rnm,. NASA T<ch oi l in,  CASE c.rrgory 
Kundu. M. R. GSFC/Fainbcrg, J. I l-Astronomy 
Erickson. W. C. 
(51-850 188-3841) 
NGR 21-002402 University of Mmylrod - College Pwk 2021 
Theoretical studies in atmospheric and space physics 
PC* OblftOM", 
02/01/6l%12/31/74 FY74: S25,WI TOTAL: $662,000 
Pnn. Inw,,. NASA 1-4. Ofl~li~li CASE Carcan. 
Opik. E. 1. HQ-SG/Dubin, M. I l-Astronomy 
Laser. H. HQ-SL/Brunk, W. E. 
(10-850 188-45-51) 
76 
NCR 21-002607 University of Maryland - College Park 2022 
Research on measurement or atomic transition probabilities of 
high temperature caxs 
Pend m ~ ~ n n o n r  
03/20/63-01/31/75 FY74: $20.000 TOTAL: $308,024 
Pnn. inre~l. NASA Teh.  Ofl!?rrr CASE Cerwr). 
W i l k e ~ n ,  T. D. HQ-SG/Weldon, J. M. I l-Astronomy 
Miller. M. H. HQSG/Oertel. G. K. 
(10-850 188-38-53) 
NGR 214OM66 University of Maryland - College Park MU 
A study of primary cosmic ray electrons, utilizing balloo.-borne 
experiments 
P<rid OMiwrlar~ 
11/19/65-12/31/74 FY74: S65,WO TOTAL: $705,WO 
Ph.  Inrrsr .  NASA Tech 011"' CASE Carezory 
Earl, J. A. HQ-SG/Opp, A. G .  I l-Astronomy 
O'Gallaghcr. J. J. 
(10-850 18846-56) (10-850 188-46-51) 
NGR 21-002473 University of Maryland - College Park 2024 
Experimental and theoretical investigation of plasma radiation 
Prnod ou<mrims 
M/26/66-02/28/75 FY74: S5O.W TOTAL: $597.005 
NCR 21-0024% University of Maryland - College Park 2025 
Research in atmospheric physcs 
P.&d Ouf~a,,,", 
06/21/66-12/31/74 FY14: 558,000 TOTAL: $482,414 
. . . . 
Pnn. Inbwr.  NASA Teh, Oflice, CASE Calc8oN 
Matthews, D. L. GSFClBraa, L. H. 31-Atmos Sci 
GSFC/Taylor, H. A,, Jr. 
(51-850 385-36-00) (51-840 185-47-51) (51-840 185-41-52) 
NGR 21-002-197 University of Maryland - College Park 2026 
Analysis of dala processing systems. 
P&d Oblit#llonl 
lO/O1/68-06/30/73 FY74: TOTAL: S115.WO 
P t i n  bvrzr. NASA Tech. OIfier CASE Caregory 
Chu. Y. GSFC/Grunby, E. I. 21-Mathematics 
Minhcr, J. 
(51-500 150-00-00) (51-500 150-22-38) 
NCR 214O2-I99 University of Maryland - College Park 2027 
Research in solar radio astronomy at short wavelengths 
P<dd OMi~,'r,on~ 
W/ll/69-09/30/74 FY74: $40,000 TOTAL: $114.156 
Prin Inverr NASA rm). Olf7er CASE CmddW 
Kundu, M. R. HQ-%/Weldon, J. M. Il-Astronomy 
Erickson, W. C. HQ-SG/Oertel, G .  K. 
(lo-850 188-38-52) 
NCR 21-002-219 University of Maryland - Colkp  Park 2028 
Measurement of molecular densities of the mcrospherr by means 
of optical radar 
P.,M ou*a,unr 
07/31/69-09/30/73 FY74: TOTAL: S55.W 
P* l n w  NASA 74. O//,III CASE CnlsgDrY 
Poultney, S. K. HQ-SG/Dubin, M. 31-Atmos S& 
(10-833 18845-52) (10-850 188-W-00) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
MARYLAND (Continued) 
NGR 21-002-224 University of Maryland - College Park 2029 
Research on the measurement of the charge and isotopic 
composition on the primary cosmic rays 
pen", otfiprtms 
07/31/69-10/31/74 FY74: $30,000 TOTAL: $153,002 
Pli". inns, .  nrrs.4 Trh. oJ/<ec.r CASE C.,%W" 
Gloeckler, G. HQ-SG/Opp, A. G. Il-Astronomy 
HQ-SG/Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. 
(10-850 188-4656) (10-850 188-46-51) 
NGR 21402-267 University of Maryland - College Park 2030 
Supervision of the laser ranging at McDonald Obsrvatory 
PI"", OM@a,rmr 
D4/03/70-03/31/74 FY74: $59,596 TOTAL: $534,847 
Ptin Inli~n. NASA Tech. Of/;c%., CASE C a I q , y  
Currie, D. G. HQ-SM/Strickland.A. T. 13-Physics 
(10-810 195-43-50) 
NGR 21402-270 University of Maryland - Callegg Park 2031 
Research in  mechanical theorem proving 
P < " d  ONiZ.,iam 
051 18/70-09/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: $63,439 
NGR 21-002-285 University of Maryland - College Psrk 2032 
Laser techniques and single photo-electron detection & timing 
for satellite ranging 
Perid 0t;zali.m 
11/02/7&9/30/73 FY74: S30.000 . TOTAL: $347,000 
Pnn lnnsr. NASA Tcd. Ofjtc<r CASE Ca?%nv 
Alley. C. 0. HQ-MT/Redfield, M. 13-Physics 
HQ-MT/Markey, M. F. 
(10-980 909-94-24) (10-980 908-94-24) 
NGR 21-002-291 Unirersity of Maryland - College Park 2033 
Studies of charged particles in natural and laboratory environ- 
ments 
P I " d  Obl!~,lun, 
01/28/71-09/30/74 FY74: $19.500 TOTAL: $98,995 
Pnn. I n n ~ l .  NASA T G ~ .  OJf~mr CASE Carwr). 
Rosenkrg, T. J .  GSFC/Ogilvie, K. W. 13-Physics 
Tammara, S. R. GSFC/Hoffman, R. A. 
(51-850 385-3600) (51-850 188-36-55) 
NGR 21M)2-296 University of Maryland - College Psrk 2034 
Studicspf shack wave propagation on the lunar surface 
P."'od OMiteltonr 
05/05/71-05/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: $42,500 
Plin l n ~ n  NASA Tech O/J<mr CASE C'legoq 
Pai. S. I. GSFC/Mentzer, R. 31-Atmas Sn 
Greenberg, J .  S. 
Hazelrigg. G .  A. 
(10-810 195-Wa0) 
NGR 21402-301 U n i r ~ ~ d t y  of Maryland - College Park 2035 
Dcvelopmcnt and application of an interferometer to measure 
.binary sparations and determination of stellar masses in 
spectroscopic binaries 
Pe"d Obl@,!unr 
03/10/73-07/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: $67,866 
Pnn. lnncr. NASA Tch. Olflrrr CASE Carryun 
Currie. D. G .  HQ-SG/Boggess. N. W.. I l-Astronomy 
(10-850 188-41-51) 
>,., 
NGR 21402-303 University of Maryland - College Park 2036 
Experimental studies of three dimensiqnal turbulent boundary 
layers 
P ~ l n l  OY@4,wn8 
04/22/7t-CB/31/73 FY74: TOTAL: $25.000 
P"n /nus<. NASA T-h. Ojflcer CASE Calcrov 
Meinik, W. L. HQ-RA/Gessow. A. 13-Physics 
(10.740 129-WOO) 
NGR 21-002-316 University of Maryland - College Park 2037 
Research program in charged particle detector technology 
P e d d  OUWrkms 
07/01/71-07/31/74 FY74: $286.500 TOTAL: 6550,717 
~ d n .  aws$. NASA rm. ojpmr CASE c o r e g ~ r ~  
Gloeckler, G. GSFC/Tcegardcn, B. J. 13-Physics 
O'Gallagher, J. J. 
(51450 879-1160) (51-850 832-12-00) (51-850 861-42-00) 
NGR 21402-317 University of Maryland - C o l b  Park M38 
Chemical studies of the origin of lifc 
PInad ouipiprion' 
08/18/71-08/14/74 FY74: $92.000 TOTAL: $272.000 
Pnn. lnrrr.  NASA T d .  DVinr CASE Calep,y 
Ponnamperuma, C. HQ-SL/Young, R. S. 12-Chcmislry 
(10-840 192-55-61) 
NGR 21402-344 University of Maryland - College Park 2039 
Studies an thermaphysieal properties in critical region of nuids 
P < M  ou&lrm' 
02/16/72-07/01/7S FY74: $14,835 1 TOTAL: $39.835 
NGR 21402-345 University of Maryland - College Park 2040 
CO2 laser cold cathode research 
P l " d  otimrionr 
01/01/72-11/30/73 FY74: TOTAL: $58.273 
Pnn lnnr r  NASA Ted Oj7Iwr ClSE C s # W  
Hochull. U. E. GSFC/Hun. C. R. 45-Elce Engr 
GSFC/McAvoy. N. 
(51-620 161-21-80) 
NGR 21402550 University of Maryland - College Park 2041 
Optimum design of composite materials in response to aerodynam- 
ic noise & noise transmission 
P~,!", otJipa,m"m 
03/07/72-08/31/74 FY74: 524,933 TOTAL: 539.880 
Ptin I nw , .  NASA Ted. 0ff-r CASE Camron. 
Yang, 1. C. ARC/Chyu. W. J. 41.Acro Engr 
(21-7LM 502-22-1 1) 
NGR 21-002-351 University 01 Msryland - College Park 2042 
Techniques lor processing of remotely sensed tmagcry 
Pen'd 0tlgarbn.s 
04/01/72-M/30/74 FY74: $15.000 TOTAL: $108,488 
Pnn. Inr.‘r NASA TNh. Ojfimr CASE Calclow 
Rosenfsld. A. GSFCIAlford. W. A. 49-Enpr. NEC 
(51-680 160-20-59) (51-680 160-75-53) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
MARYLAND (Continued) 
NGR 21-002-355 University of Maryland - Callqe Park 2043 
Investigation of microprogramming processors and their ap- 
plications 
P e n d  061izn,iii 
04/01/72-03/01/73 FY74: TOTAL: $35,565 
Pdn. Inns,. NASA Ted. Ofliwr CASE Carrpry 
Pugslcy, J. H. GSFC/Pc?w. P. 8. 45-Elcc Engr 
(51-5W 150-00.00) 
NGR 21-002-368 Universiti of Maryland - College Psrk 2044 
Geochemistry of lunar & melcoritic materials 
Pd-4 Oblirirtlor3 
06/01/72-07/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: $142,831 
Pnn. Invnr. NASA Trrh OfJinr CASE Careron. 
Weidner, J. R. GSFC/Schnetzler. C. C.32Gwlogical Sci 
(51-910 91440-003 (51-850 188-45-53) (51-810 383-C9-61) 
NGR 21-002-378 Unirersiay o l  Maryland - Cellege Park 2005 
Wind velocities from salellite pictures 
renod ouls.rnn~ 
10/16/72-12/31/74 FW4:  $50.000 TOTAL: $99,983 
Pnn. hx>l. NAW T d .  0f l ;w~ CASE Cmnor) 
Rosenfeld, A. GSFC/Arking. A. 3 1-Atmos Sci 
LO, R. C. 
(51-680 61 1-13-00) 
NGR 21-002-3% Unirersity o l  Maryland - College Park 2046 
Rocket investigation o l  Relativistic Elcetron Precipitation (REP) 
P < " d  oMiz~!lon, 
041 13173-06/30/74 FY74: $20,000 TOTAL: $20,000 
P l i n  Inw5l. NASA Rd. OJ/,-r CASE C#rcpr> 
Matthews. D. L. HQ-SGjKavanagh. L. D., Jr. 
I I-Astronomy 
(10-850 385-3600) 
NGR 21-002-390 Unirersity a l  Maryland - College Park 2047 
Geophysical cauws and measurement accuracies related to earth 
rotation 
P e n 4  0MIg.lbm 
1211 1/72-09/10/74' FY74: TOTAL: $13,104 
Pnn. bwsr. W S I  Trr* Ofliiii CASE C n ~ w r y  
Curnc, D. G.  CSFC/Smith, D. E. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
(51-630 161-79-51) 
NGR 21-002-391 Unirersity o l  Maryland - College Park 2048 
lnverl igalion of static aeroclaslic phenomena associated with 
oblique wing aircraft 
PInad OM<p,iOn., 
01/18/73-04/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: $5.389 
Pnn lnnr t .  NASA Ted. Ofliiii CASE Corrm?) 
Weisshaar. T. A.  ARC/Gaspers. P. A,. Jr. 41-Acro Engr 
ARC/Pfyi. F. 
(21-702 760-61-01) 
NGR 21602-399 University o l  Maryland - Cdlegr Park 2049 
Urbanization and geologic proccsxs in  Lhe Chesapeake bay 
watershed 
P 1 l i 4  oM*d#ion., 
03/01/73-10/31/14 FY74: $23.472 TOTAL: 123.472 
PM. Inn.?,. NASA TrcA. Olfi<<, CASE Cmrzon 
Weidner. J. R. GSFC/Mucller. R. F. 39-Env Sci. NEC 
(51-680 160-75-99) (51-680 16+75-98) 
NCR 21-002400 Unirersity ol Maryland - College Park UHO 
Preliminary experiments w i th  a split sphere high pressure 
apparatus 
Prnod m,w,,m, 
04/17/73-12/31/74 FY74: $40,000 TOTAL: $60,642 
rnn lnvrr NASA T W ~  officer CASE catccoPi 
Spain, 1. L. LERC/Coles. W. D. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
Paaunc. J. LERC/Aron, P. R. 
(22-704 502JX35) 
NGR 216024% University of Maryland - College Park 2051 
Investigations into nuclear plasmas and radiant energy systems 
P e r i d  oui~am", 
06/30/73-04/30/75 FY74: $30,000 TOTAL: $30,000 
rnn. hu3(. NASA ~ ~ h .  o/finr CASE c ~ , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
Tidman. D. A. HQ-RR/Thom, K. 21-Mathematics 
(10-704 503-1043) 
NGR 21-002412 University of Maryland - College Psrk 2052 
Investigation a f  uti corrections: pole mot ion  and relativity 
effects 
P e n d  OM,pzionr 
10/01/73-07/31/74 FY74: $10.000 TOTAL: $10.000 
Pnn. 1nrr.L NASA T-h. OJJwr CASE C4lrrov 
Richard, J .  P. GSFC/Rosenbaum, B. 13-Physics 
(5 1-630 161-02-01) (51-630 369-02-01) 
NGR 21-002425 University o l  Maryland - College Park 2053 
Lecture series an lile in  thc universe - Are we alone in the 
universe? 
period OM'g'g,l0"5 
08/01/7347/31/74 FY74: $18.600 TOTAL: $18,600 
Pt in  bwrt. NASA T e d .  OJJw CASE Coccgori 
Pannamperuma, C. HQ-SL/Young, R. S. 12-Chemistry 
(10-840 192-55-61) 
NGR 21-002433 Uoivcrrity of Maryland - College Psrk UH4 
Radar optimization for sea surface and geodetic measurements 
PC"& OM;.tin, 
01/01/7412/31/74 FY74: $12,019 TOTAL: $12,019 
Pnn. I n w l .  NASA Ted. Officer CASE Cclrgmy 
Harger, R. 0. GSFCJMarini, J. W, 33-Oceanography 
(51-630 161-03-01) 
NGR 21-002435 University of Maryland - College Park 2055 
Short pulse lasers and single photo-electron detection and timing 
for satellite ranging 
P<,iod oM,,ra,;an., 
10/01/73-09/30/74 FY74: $75,000 TOTAL: $75,000 
Pnn. I n w l .  NASA T r d .  Of l i i i  CASE L ~ , * ~ o v  
Alley, C. 0. WFC/Huge, F.  E. 13-Physics 
Currie. D. G. WPC/McGoogan. J. T. 
(53-630 161-05-02) 
NGR 21402444 University of Maryland - Collage Park 20% 
Develop and test a wide-band oplical very long baseline amplitude 
interferometer far precise determination of the polar position 
~ c n o d  0hf;xonnnr 
M/01/74-03/31/75 FY74: 130.000 TOTAL: $30,000 
Pnn. lnn.,l. NASA Tcch Offirrr CASE Calrgvn 
Currie. D. G. GSFC/Bufton. J. L. 13-Physics 




NGT 21-002-254 University of Maryland - College Park 2057 NSG 7017 University of Maryland - College Park 2063
Summer faculty fellowship program in research for 24 faculty Magnetic remanence associated with the shock wave impact
members induced gamma alpha transformation in iron
Period Obligations Period Obligations
12/23/69-03/31/75 FY74: $106,999 TOTAL: $310,679 03/01/74-02/28/75 FY74: 5$22,886 TOTAL: $22,886
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Emad, F. P. HQ-PY/Carter, C. H. 49-Engr, NEC Wasilewski, P. HQ-SM/Kosofsky, L. J.32-Geological Sci
(10-371 340-00-00) (10-370 181-00-00) Weidner, J. R. HQ-SM/Roberson, F. I.
(10-810 195-42-66)
NSG 1031 University of Maryland - College Park 2058
Kinetics investigation of several reactions involving chlorine- NSG 7046 University of Maryland - College Park 2064
containing compounds Studies of the Apollo 15.and 16 orbital X-ray data
Period Obligations Period Obligations
05/01/74-04/31/75 FY74: $50,527 TOTAL: $50,527 05/01/74-04/30/75 FY74: $33,961 TOTAL: $33,961
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Prin Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE CategoryDavis, D. D. LARC/Pellett, G. L. 12-Chemistry Adler, I. HQ-SM/Kosofsky, L. J. 32-Geological Sci(23-704 502-24-88) HQ-SM/Roberson, F. I.
(10-810 383-20-04)
NSG 1035 University of Maryland - College Park 2059
Measurements of NO, NO2, and 03 during the NASA ATS-F
satellite' mission NAS 6-2067 University of Maryland - Eastern Shore 2065
Period Obligations Library services
05/01/74-09/30/74 FY74: $19,633 TOTAL: $19,633 Period Obligations
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 09/08/71-09/30/73 FY74: $43,716 TOTAL: $123,780
Davis, D. D. LARC/Wagner, H. S. 31-Atmos Sci Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
LARC/Wornom, D. E. Unavailable WFC/Floyd, J. C. 99-Multi-Discip
(23-920 989-10-00) WFC/Denton, S. R.
(53-030 053-04-00) (53-030 039-00-00)
NSG 1036 University of Maryland - College Park 2060
Measurement of water vapor in the atmosphere
Period Obligations NGR 21-119-001 University of Maryland - Eastern Shore 2066
05/01/74-02/28/75 FY74: $48,900 TOTAL: $48,900 The fabrication of semiconductor injection lasers with output to
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category match specific atomic transitions
Wilkerson, T. D. LARC/Northam, G. B. 31-Atmos Sci Period Obligations
McIlrath, T. J. LARC/Remsberg, E. E. 10/12/72-07/01/75 FY74: TOTAL: 515,709
Ellingson, R. G. Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
(23-601 645-20-01) Singh, G. GSFC/Fitzmaurice, M. W.
19-Phys Sci, NEC
(10-371 340-00-00)
NSG 1075 University of Maryland - College Park 2061
Airborne in-situ atmospheric measurements of the OH free radical
via a tunable ultraviolet dye laser NGR 21-119-002 University of Maryland - Eastern Shore 2067Period Obligations Computer technique to vector aircrafts
07/01/74-06/30/75 FY74: $30,000 TOTAL: $30,000 Period Obligations
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 04/27/72-08/31/74 FY74: $8,480 TOTAL: $15,888Davis, D. D. LARC/Wagner, H. S. 31-Atmos Sci Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Moriarity, A. JSC/Stanley, J. F. Nagarajon, N. HQ-PY/Pohly, J. G. 41-Aero Engr(23-920 989-10-00) (10-371 340-00-00)
NSG 3001 University of Maryland - College Park 2062
Mechanical properties and the electronic 'structure of transition NGR 21-119-003 University of Maryland - Eastern Shore 2068
metal alloys High power pulsed laser beams and their atmospheric propagation
Period Obligations limitations
03/01/74-03/01/75 FY74:. $24,809 TOTAL: $24,809 Period Obligations
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 08/18/72-07/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: $19,539
Arsenault, R. J. LERC/Stephens, J. R. 13-Physics Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Drew, H. D. Singh, G. HQ-PY/Pohly, J. G. 31-Atmos Sci
(22-704 502-01-06) (10-371 340-00-00)
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NCR 22-005027 Barton College 2069 




Ealher. R. H. 
(~i-850 ~15-45-00) 
OtJimIia, 
~ ~ 7 4 :  sm.m TOTAL: $m,ooo 
NASA T d l .  Oddd CASE COmmy 
ARC/Haughncy. L. C. 31-Almos Sci 
ARC/Wagoner, C. B. 
NCR 22-003428 Boston College 2070 
Factors affecting the transfer of NASA management techniques 
P d  OM'b.'b.hnr 
lO/I0/72-03/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: $98.547 
~ l ~ l  l n m .  NASA re*. O/Pmr CASE Mwry 
Bruce, 8. N. HQPY/Morri% J. [I. 15-Political Sci (10-n! mcwo) 
NCR 2-18 Bmton University 2071 
Ult-nic measurement of hean volume 
P t M  O b l @ , h  
03/01/70-W/01/75 FY74: TOTAL: $65.5 11 
Prin. In=#. NASA Td. OIPmr CASE C. Iqo7  
Fulton, G. P. HQMM/Jona.  W. L. 59-Life Sci, NEC 
NCR 22-004421 BDston Ualvenily 2072 
Studies on thc patmpnesis and thcrspy of orthostatic hypoten- 
sion 
R.id O M ,  
06/19/7041/31/75 FY74: $40,000 TOTAL: $284.198 
P M .  inW11. NASA T d .  Oflmr CASE Cec- 
Chobanion, A. V. JSC/Hoffler, 0. W. 5ZClinieal Med 
(72-970 970-51-12) 
NCR udOCOU Boston U~iverdty 2073 
Study of bird tracking by artificial satellite 
Rdd OMmanr 
06/02/70-10/31/73 FY74: S6.500 TOTAL: $126.440 
, . . . 
P M .  bml. NASA T d .  O / o ~ r  CASE C a n w y  
MacKsy, R. S. HQER/Jacoba, G. J. 51-Bioiogy 
(10-680 160-75-29) 
NGR 2Z-004425 Boston Univedty 2074 
Microbial contributions to the precarnbrian earth 
Rmd Oblcct1- 
12/15/7009/30/74 FY74: 629.385 TOTAL: 358.353 
Pm. 111u. NASA ld. Omnr CASE C o r m ) .  
Margulis, L. HQ-SL/Young, R. S. 32Geological Sei 
(10-810 192-55-62) (10-870 189-00M1) 
NCR ZZMU473 Boaon Uniredty 2075 
Dynamics of sinuous rill formation 
RMd ~ U o I i m  
05/25/7I-IO/Ol/73 FY74: TOTAL: $19.705 
PIL.. 11wst. NASA T d .  O/Pmr CASE Carwry 
Brewer, T. HQ-SM/Bryson, R. P. 32Gwlogical Sci 
Coldwell, D. W. HpSM/Allsnby, R. J. 
Cheith, M. A. 
(10-810 383JX-00) 
NCR 2Z-WM30 Boslon University 2076 
Compressible unsteady potential aerodynamic flow around lifting 
badics having arbitrary shapes & motions 
P f k d  w,p,rm 
12/18/71-12/31/74 FY74: 352,538 TOTAL: $140,364 
Pnn. in-,. NASA T d l .  O//lwr CASE C a m  
Morino. L. LARC/Yates. E. C.. Jr. 41-Acro Engr 
(23-702 743-32-1 1) (23-740 1346060) 
NGR 2U)OU135 W o n  University ?@7l 
Measurement of cosmic background radiation at 1.32mm 
PC& ObAbiOnc 
11/22/7249/01/73 FY74: TOTAL: SI0,WO 
Pnn ,nw,r NASA T*.+ om<" CASE C ~ ~ W W  
Hcgyi, D. J .  HQSG/Boggcss. N. W. 13-Physics 
(la-850 188-41-55) 
NSC 7063 Bmtm University 2078 
Prograrnmcd health testing in a working population 
*w O b l w  
05/29/7&10/31/74 FY74: $6.683 TOTAL: $6,683 
. . 
Prfn l n w n  NASA T d l .  Oflcer CASECmtqory 
Hcrshbcrg. P. I. HQ HQJP/Arnaldi. L. B. 
52-Clinical Med (iwm OIWOO) 
NAS 1-10492 H m w d  Unirerslty 2079 
Panidpation in science planning for Viking I975 mbsions in 
area of entry science 
P n W  Obl@OlLm 
03/23/7l-03/31/77 FY74: 130.600 TOTAL: 1123.2WI 
P M .  !nun. NASA ~ m h .  Ofler CASE Cowry 
McElroy, M. 8. LARCJSoffen, G. A. 31-Atmos Sci 
(23-810 815-20-W) 
NAS 5-3949 Hanard Univedty 2080 
Study and cxpcrirnent for a high resolution ultra violet telescope 
and spectrometer system 
P*r(al O U ~ , l ~  
OL/28/65-06/01/14 FY74: $4.170.930 
TOTAL: 334,784,726 
P M .  I n m # .  NASA T d l .  O m r  CASK C n I W  
Coldberg, L. MSFC HQJP/Unavailab!sl I-Astronomy 
(62-960 948-80-80) (62-960 996-aUa) 
NAS S23199 H a n d  Uniramlty 2081 
Atmosphere Explorer thareticai investigations 
h i d  OblWIMDI 
03/19/734a/I9/77 FY74: W,OW TOTAL: S60,m 
P h  bn, NASA Twh OIP-r CASE 08qm 
McElroy. M. B. GSFC/F!ndlay. J. A 31-Atmor 
(51-850 852-Urn) (51-850 8 5 2 - W )  
NAS 9-13370 Hmard University 2082 
Monitoring & control of nvtritional intake & collection o f  
metabolic excreta 
Plnd Oblhu1111 
W/Z5/73-11/01/74 FY74: TOTAL: S38.W 
P M .  I n r r t .  N A U  T 4 .  oUio~io~i CASE C n t w  
Hegsted, D. M. JSC/Smith, M. C., Jr. S%Lifs Sci, NEC 
(72-960 94840-90) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
MASSACHUSE'ITS (Continued) 
NGL 22407-006 Hsward Udrrnity 2083 
'Theoretical & experimental studies on ultraviolet solar physics 
P d d  OM*<i~ru 
07/10/63-1213 1/74 FY14: $165.000 TOTAL: 13,716,398 
: Pdn. Inwn. N1SA 7.d. Om-, CASE Cmtqmy 
Goldberg, L. HQ-SG/Wcldon, J. M. I l-Aslronomy 
HQ-SG/&rlel. G. K. 
. (IO-BSO 188-38-53) (10850 1886000) 
NCL ZUWn669 'Haward University ?A784 
Infrared absorption $pectrophatometry of organic extractivcr from 
precambrian wdiments 
Pe"d OMizn'loos 
05/29/6665/31/17 FY74: $25.137 TOTAL: $256,869 
' ' ?tin. lnwst. NASA T&. Ofll-r CASE Cntaor~ 
Barghaorn. E. S: HQ-SL/YOU~~.  R. S. ~ z G ~ I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I  n 
(10-840 192-55-62) 
NCL 22601-117 Haward University 2085 
lnvcrtigation of the behavior o f  ultrashorl light pulwr of 
picosecond duration in optical media 
PNiod OMiplia," 
W/22/68-01/31/77 FYl4: $%,OM) TOTAL: 523S.W 
Pdn. l n w r  NASA T d .  Ofice, CASE Coraory 
Bloembergen, N. GSFC/Plotkin. H. H. 13-Physics 
(51-704 502-03-1 1) (51-750 115-22-02) 
NCL 22601-136 Haward University MS6 
Thcoretlcal atomic and molecular physics 
Pel(& OM,j.,lonl 
09/01/68-08/01/74 FY74: TOTAL: S186,m 
Plin. BwII. NASA Tah.  Ofi<cr CASE C # I w r  
Dabarno, 0. HQ-SG/Wcldon. J. M. Il-Astronomy 
HQ-SG/Ocrtel. G. K. 
(10-850 188-38-53) 
N C L  22601-228 Haward University U)87 
Theoretical invcstigathn of multiphats in Jupiter interior and 
possible relalionship to behavior of outcr atmoaphcri~ layers 
P e M  0 M N t r m ~  
12/15/71-09/30/76 FY74: 5105,050 TOTAL: S194.679 
. . 
pdn. fnws,. NASA red.  ofiwr CASE CoMon 
Goody, R; M. . HQ-SL/Fcllows, R. F. 31.Atrnos Sci 
HQ-SL/Brunk. W. E. 
(10-840 185-47-81) 
NGL 2 a 7 - 2 4 7  Haward University 2088 
Lunar sample analysis 
R r l d  OM&drlM1 
06/30/72-01/31/77 FY74: 178.026 TOTAL: 5197,826 
~ l i n ,  ew,,. NASA ~ . rh  oflter CASE camwn 
Hays. J. F. JSCIHarris, J .  W. 12-Chemistry 
(72-8 10 388-10-01) 
NCR 22601-175 Haward University 2089 
Melting behavior and phaw relations in the lunar interior 
P f M  Obllpliwr 
05/26/70-M/M/73 FY74: TOTAL: 16151.900 
Pnn. lnwsl NASA Twh. 0fl;cer CASE Cnfwdn. 
Hays. J. F. HQ-SMIBryson. R. P. 32Geological Scr 
HQSM/Allenby. R. J. 
(10-810 195-ma)) 
NCR 22407-176 Haward Unlrerslly BBil 
Research on complexity problems and formal language theory 
P M  Obl*O,h 
05/15/7~06/30/73 FY74: TOTAL: M 9 . m  
P h .  lnl3t. NASA 1 ' .  O f i r  CASE &IWV 
Book. R. V. HQ-RE/Rasenfcld, S: A.21-Mathematics 
(10740 129-00d0) 
NGR 22607-202 Haward Univenity 209 I 
Investigatians in thc far ultraviolet solar spectrum 
Pl t id  OM&#irn> 
l l/O5/7aO3/3L/75 FY74: S150.WO TOTAL: S755,WO 
~ l i n  l n * u  NASA red .  OUw CASE C a t q w  
Goldberg. L. HQ-SG/Weldan, J. M. Il-Astronomy 
HQ-SG/Oertel, G .  K. 
(10850 879-1I-W) 
NCR 22-007-203 Hsrrard University zmz ,, 
Correlation of medical history data wilh biochemical laboralory 
values 
pedd O M l p t i w  
06/26/70-06/30/73 FY74: TOTAL: 182.051 , , 
NCR 2M(n-242 Hswsrd Univenily ~ 9 3  
Theoretical researches inlo planetary atmospheres and their 
lnnvena upon surface lealures 
PIH.4 w m , , m ,  
06/13/72-06/14/74 FY74: TOTAL: 127,672 
~ d n .  bra# NASA M O l l k e  CASE C#Ie~on 
Goody, R. M. HQSL/Fcllows. R. F. 31-Atmw Sc! 
(10-840 185-47-81) 
NCR 22601-256 Hswsrd Univrrslly U)94 
Bone mctabolism and hormones 
P I d d  O b l N l l m  
03/28/73-02/01/15 FY74: S20.M TOTAL: $49,132 
pal r n r l r  VASA T W ~  DIP* n s c  c m ~  
Tashjmn. A. H.. Jr. ARC/Young. D. R. 5IOthsr Medical 
(21.970 970-21-61) (21-970 97021-14) (21-970 970-21-45) 
NGR 2l-Wl-lS7 Harrsrd Ualvenlly 2095 
Spsetra of solar radio bursts 
P"kd O M ~ i . " ,  
0411 1173-12/31/74 FY74: 175.000 TOTAL: $75.000 ,, 
Plk. Invsr. NASA T&. Oflie, CASE C a w ? "  
Maxucll, A. HQ.SG/Ocncl, G .  K. I I-Astronomy 
HQ-SG/Wcidon. J. M. 
(10-89 385-38100) (10-850 188-38-52) 
, 
NCR WW-267  Hswsrd Univenily 2096 
Trace elements of hydrogen and nitrogen in earth atmosphere 
Prnnd OM~III~,' 
09/19/73-12/31/74 FY74: $32.81 1 TOTAL: 132.811 
Pnu lnw.-,. VASA Tmh. 4 b b  CASE C s W T  
McElroy. M. B. HQ-SL/Fellowr. R. F. ' 31-Atmos Sei 
(10840 185-47-81) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
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NGR 2WD7-269 Haward University 2097 
Theoretical research in planetary physics 
P r i d  oa~,i0", 
09/01/73-08/31/74 ' FY74: $30,000 TOTAL: $ M , W  
P"". lnnsr .  NASA Tee&. O e r  CASE Celqory 
Cameron, A. G. HQSL/Dwornik. S. E. 32Geoio@cal Sci 
HQ-SL/Hok. H. E. 
(10-840 185-50-81) 
NGR 22-007-270 Haward University 2098 
The operation of a ballaon-borne 40-inch telescope for far infrared 
astronomy 
prliod OW@.,,!rn" 
11/05/73-02/04/78 FY74: $34,985 TOTAL: $34,985 
Pdn l n w r .  NASA Ted. OJficrr CASE Colegor~ 
Noyes. R. W. HQ-SG/Boggess. N. W. Il-Astronomy 
HQ-SG/Roman, N. G .  
(10-850 18841-55) 
NGR U607-272 Hanard University 2099 
Theoretical studies in space astronomy 
PI"& Obllalalionr 
09/01/73-11/30/74 FY74: $25,000 TOTAL: $25,000 
. . . . 
PM. l n r l l  N I S A  Teh.  OJlirr CASE Calcgoly 
Camrmn, A. G. HQ-SG/Kelsall, T. I l-Astronomy 
HQ-SG/Roman, N. G. 
(10-850 18841-51) 
NGR 2WD7-275 Haward University 2100 
Waves in the equatorial stratosphere 
,'#ad Obllbo'imr 
01/01/74-12/31/74 FY74: $25,000 TOTAL: $25,000 
Ptin Bwu. NASA T d .  Oflfe? ' CASE Calrgory 
Lindren, R. S. GSFC/Thcan, J. S. 31-Atmos Sci 
GSFCjWexler, R .  
(51-680 175-61-41) (51-680 175-6142) 
NGR LWD7-285 Haward University 2101 
Stellar chromospheres and coronas 
P ? M  m@,ionr 
05/01/74-10/31/75 FY74: $8,900 TOTAL: $8.900 
P h .  I n n u .  NASA Teh. Oflfcer CASE Caregory 
Noyes, R. W. GSFC/Kuppcrian, J. E. Il-Astronomy 
(51-850 831-4r-W) 
NGT 22607608 Haward Uoiverrity 2102 
Training of post-M.D. students in field of aerospace medicine 
h"& otd;rar&?. 
U7/17/63-08/31/73 FY74: TOTAL: $276,000 
Pnn. b r n l  NASA Ted. Officer CASE Cnlrgory 
McFarland. R. A. HQ-PY/CaRer. C. H. 99-Multi-Discip 
(10-370 181-0000) 
NSC 1019 Harvard Unircnity 2103 
IUTAM symposium on buckling of structures 
PC"& ohI<g#rh.! 
04/19/74-10/18/74 FY74: $4,000 TOTAL: S4 .W 
Prim Imrrt. NASA Tech OJ/!cer CASE Carwry 
Budiansky, B. LARC/Lsonard. H. W. 46-Mech Engr 
(23-704 502-22-1 1) 
NSG 2031 Harrard University 2104 
Chemistry and dynamics of trace stratospheric gaws 
P c , ~  miwtiO"1 
07/01/74-06/30/75 FY74: $45,000 TOTAL: $45,000 
Pnn, k rrn. NASl T f d .  Officer CASE C m o T  
McElroy, M. B. ARC/Poppoff. I. G. 31-Atrnos Sci 
ARC/Whittc", R. C. 
(21-920 989- 10-00) 
NSG 7009 Haward University 2 1 s  
Fourth International Conference on Ultra-Violet and X-ray 
Speclroscopy 
PC"& otd@anonr 
02/01/7461/31/75 FY74: $13,282 TOTAL: $13.282 
Pm. lnus, .  NASA Ted. OJ/<cer CASE Catqory 
Parkinson. W. H. HQ-SG/Wsldon, J .  M. Il-Astronomy 
HQ-SG/Roman, N. G. 
(10-850 188-38-53) (10-850 188-41-51) 
NSG 7018 Haward University 2106 
Transition and coronal line profiles in the solar extreme vltraviolet 
rneaSurementS 
PC"& OhI,g"no~ 
03/01/74-08/31/74 FY74: 527,000 TOTAL: $27.000 
Pnn. Inwr8. NASA Txh. Officer CASE ClrClrclrmw 
Noycs, R. W. HQ-SG/Weldon, J. M. Il-Astronomy 
(la-a50 188.3~64) 
NGR 22-01F-006 Lowell Terhmlogied lnrlilute 21M 
Analysis of self osfillating dc to dc converters 
fin& oN,~a,ron5 
02/02/73-08/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: $2,400 
Pm.  lnwsr. NASA 7 t h .  Officer CASE CQ~~I IT  
Burger. P. LERC/Lalli. V. R. 45-Elcc Engr 
(22-7 10 113-6053) (22.704 502-25-70) 
NAS 1-9644 M a ~ ~ ~ h u s e t l s  ln~titule of Technology 2108 
Participation in the science planning for the Viking 1975 missions 
in the area of molecular analysis 
f i n d  o~~ iar lons  
05/01/70-03/31\77 FY74: $147,122 TOTAL: $45 1,289 
Pm. Inwsl. NASA Tmh. Olfic~? CASE C.leooT 
Biemann, K.  LARC/Williama, T. S.. Jr. 12-Chemistry 
(23-840 815-20-00) 
NAS 14691 Marucku=tts Institute of Technology 2109 
Parlicipation in the science planning for the Viking 1975 missions 
in the area of biology 
P d d  Otd,g@,im~ 
06/15/70-03/31/77 FY74: $5,229 TOTAL: $46,762 
Pnn. Inws l .  NASA Tech OJflmr CASE c.r<gory 
Rich, A. LARC/Soffen, G. A. 51-Biology 
(23-840 815-Ma0) (23-840 8 15-00-00) 
NAS 1-9702 Maorschusetts Institute of Technology 2110 
Participation in the science planning far  the Viking 1975 missions 
in  the area of radio science 
prnod wiw,innr 
05/20/70-0313 1/77 FY74: TOTAL: S71,5W 
Pn'r,. l,rrr.r,. NASA T d .  Officer CASE CnIcwY 
Shapim, I. T. LARC/Saffen, G .  A. 45-Elec Engr 
(23-840 815-M-00) (23-840 815-00-00) 
N A S A ' s  UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
MASSACHUSETTS (Continued) 
NAS 1-10693 M a r u c h u ~ l t r  Institute of Terhmlogy 2111 
Development of experiments for microwave temperature sounding 
of the mesosphere and upper stratosphere (AAFE) 
P.,lul ob!<ga,ionr 
06/25/71-09/24/75 FY74: $38,700 TOTAL: 5174,778 
Ptin lnvrrl NASA Twh. Ogicrr CASE Co,flury 
Staciin, D. H. LARC/Howell. J. Q. 31-Almos Sci 
(23-620 6M-52-00) 
NAS. 2 7 x 2  ~ s s s ~ r h ~ s e t l s  Institute 01 Teehmlagy 2112 
Stud; of gust response & alleviation for propeller in cruising 
night 
P<,"d obl*a,<anr 
11/06/72-12/31/76 ' FY74: 1650,951 TOTAL: 1120,451 
Pnn. InUrsr. NASA Teh.  Officer CASE Colcor). 
Ham; N .  D. ARC/Rabbatt. J. P., J r .  41.Aero Engr 
Deyst. J. ARC/Johnwn, W. R. 
Tong, P. 
(21-702 760-6363) 
NAS 27684 M=srschusetts lnstiNte of Twhnology 2113 
Helicopter nota study 
penad obl,ga,,on, 
06/26/73-08/28/74 FY74: TOTAL. $50,068 
PIin I n r ~ r .  NASA Twh. Olflccr CASE Calelury 
Widnall, S. E. ' ARCISchmitr, F. H. 41-Aero Engr 
ARC/Boxwell, D. A. 
(21-7M 501-01-02) 
NAS 2:7994 Masrsehusetts lnltihlte 01 Terhnalagy 2114 
Develppment definition DVLBI  tracking Venus entry probe 
P d d  Obl@azio~ 
01/10/74-07/10/14 . FY74: $50,500 TOTAL: S50,SW 
~ d n .  hwr. NASA Teh.  OI/$ccr CASE Calr~oly 
Unavailable ARC/Unavailable 49-Engr, NEC 
(21-840 186-68-63) 
. . 
NAS 2-8151 Mnr~achuktts Institute of Technology 2115 
Study 01 air transportation demand 
, . 
P~nnd obl!p,ion, 
05/21/14-05/20/75 FY74: $21,000 TOTAL: $21,000 
pan. bwa. NASA red. o/flco CASE ca,wry 
Simpson, R. W .  ARCINarman, S. M. 41-Aera Engr 
Taneja, N. K. ARC/Waters. M .  H .  
(15-701 791-9343) 
NAS 3-17534 MarSaehusetts lnrlit"te of Technology 2116 
De"elopment and test of a polymeric early warning fire alarm 
device 
PrrMd OMic@tions 
09/17/73-09/16/74 FY74: $56,032 TOTAL: $56.032 
. . . . 
Pna lnrr l  NASA T#&. Ofper CASE Cmerory 
Senturia. S. D. LERCIHacker, P. T. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
(22-250 141-93-02) 
NAS 5-11062 Mw~chuset ts  InUiNte of Technology 2117 
I M P  Hal plasma cxperlment 
P d  obl<~~lrons 
05/11./@-06/M/l5 FY74: $207,WO TOTAL: SI,7SO,WO 
n*. .-..., . ..,, ,,,.... 
Bridge, H. S. GSFC/ 
(51-850 861-42-00) 
NAS 5- l lW2 Mawsch~Yth  Institute 01 Terhmlogy ' 2118 
Studies and design lor a rotating wheel :xpcrimcnt to provide a 
two color survey 01 the positions and time variations o l  cosmic 
X-ray wumr 
P,nad ou*n,,m'. 
06/30/67-V3/30/74 FY74: $164.552 TOTAL: $2.050.624 
. . 
P"'", ,nn.,,. NASA T f d .  OII i i i i  CASE C m w n  
Clark. G. W .  GSFC/Ostalf. W. 19-Phys Sci. NEC 
(51.850 821-22-M)) 
NAS 5-11450 M a w c h u ~ t h  Institute 01 Technology 2119 
A n  experiment to perform X-ray astronomy on the SAS-C 
spacecraft 
hnod OM,*a,~"n.c 
06/16/71-01/05/75 FY74: $1.815,800TOTAL: 06;586,8M 
Ptin lnrrrl ' NASA T!<h. ,O/flcer CASE Colqorr 
Clark. G. W. GSFC/Piterski. N. J. Il.Astronomy 
GSFCfTownsend. M. R. 
(51-850 878-12-00) 
NAS 5-20091 Marrrchurens Institute of Technology ZlZO 
Tiros-M operational vertical sounder/mierowave unit definition 
phare 
P~rtcd Obligdmm 
06/15/74-02/15/75 ~~14:.$10,000 TOTAL: S10 .a  
Pnn Imrsr.  NASA T,r* Olficvr CASE C.(ezan 
Staelin. D. GSFC/Cambeii, C. E. 42-Aslro Engr 
(51-680 601-13-W) 
NAS 5-21980 MaosPchuseltr Institute a1 Technology '2121 
Nimbus F scanning microwave spectrometer data reduction and 
analysis . , 
re"'& oMi~,,m' 
,01/25/14-02/28/77 FY74: SI00,MO T O T A L  $100.000 
Pnn b r x l  NASA Tmb. Offler CtSE Cm~ogon 
Unavailable GSFC/Unavailable 31-Atmos Sn 
(5 1-680 604-42-00) 
NAS 8-24364 Mawchusenr lnwitute of Technology 2122 
Integration of NASA-sponsored rtudicr on aluminum welding 
OU~~.,~O", 
05/21/69-11/15/73 FY74: TOTAL: $32.393 
Ph. Inrr~l .  NASA 7-h. Off,<<, CASE C # r w l  
Masubuchi, K. MSFC/Hawmeyer, E. A. 49-Engr. NEC 
(62-980 904-WW) 
NAS %Zd365 Massllehvvtlr Institute 01 Technology 2123 
Analysis 01 thermal stresses & metal movement during welding 
PC"., OUll.,lon> 
05/14/6945/30/74 . FY74: TOTAL: 165,225 
Pnn. lnnsr. NASA Ted. OJflwr CASE C m t q o ~  
Masubuchi, K. MSFC/Poorman, R. M.  46Mech Engr 
MSFC/Silcr, H. L. 
(62-980 908-51-21) 
NAS 8-27972 Marsrchuvm Institute of Technology 2124 
Design, development. & operations of the AXR-2 integrated 
modulation collimator crpcrimcnt undcr the HEAO program 
ou<m,<on. 
FY74: TOTAL: $212.220 
NASA 7th. OIIter CASE &lmn 
MSFCfBodie, W .  G.  I I-Astronomy 
MSFC/Gustin. R. A. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
MASSACHUSETTS (Continued) 
NAS 62TY75 Msrvchvsettr lnrlitvlp of Tmhnology 2125 
Desien and devrlopm~nl of thc A G R - 5  high energy X.ray 
ex~eriment under the HEAO program 
obl<e,,w.s 
FY74: TOTAL: 1838.672 
NASA Ted.  WInr CASE Colc~om 
MSFC/Jordan. W. I l-Astronomy 
MSFC/Jones. J. B. 
NAS 8-28055 M.ruch-llr lnslilulc of Technology 2126 
Research study on the design and conlrol of rcmolc manipula- 
1015 
P,md  mi^^,;"".. 
01/05/72-08/31/74 FY74: 623.030 TOTAL: S80.W 
, . . . 
Pnn. I n n r .  NASA Ted. Offiw, C4SE C m v ?  
Whilncy. D. E .  MSFC/Borelli. M.  T. 46-Mech Engr 
MSFC/Vallcly. D. P. 
YAS %,?Xi06 MassKhurens lnrtimte of T&mlogy 2127 
Skylab indium antimonidc nyrlals experiment 
P ~ m d  ou@,la, 
11/08/7264/30/74 FY74: $12.000 TOTAL: $32.030 
Pnn. Inwx,. NASA T h .  0jPcr.r CASE Carrcov 
Gatos H. C. MSFC/Adams, W. R. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
Witt. A. F. MSFC/Johnslon. M. H. 
(62-960 948-%95) 
NAS 8-28732 M-chur~m InsliNle of Technology 2128 
Eleetmn beam melting or welding of various melals in spa- & 
braising of SS tubes and directional solidificalion 
P,"d oU@,~", 
W/W/72-02/15/74 FY74: TOTAL: $37.025 
Phn b n s r .  NASl T h .  Mlirrr CASE Cn~qo" 
Masubuchi. K. MSFC/Hoppes R. V. 46-Mech Engr 
MSFCjPoorman, R. M .  
(62-960 948-9C-95) (62-960 948-WOO) 
NAS 629849 Masumusem l n d ~ t e  of Toehnolagy 2129 
Development and delivery of a third generation gyro 
P<"d m i p , a n 3  
07/10/73-09/01/73 FY74: $47.895 TOTAL: $47.895 
Prh.  innsr. NASA Ter* WPwr CASE CoGczon 
Ovcllette. G. MSFC/Fikes. E. H. 46Msch Engr 
MSFC/Doanc, G. B. 
(62-850 188-78-57) 
NAS a30301 M-chuunr InwiMe of T 4 o g y  2130 
Capability and limitations of relativistic gravity measurements 
using radio astronomy methods 
P ~ m d  m @ , ; a u  
12/01/73-05/31/74 FY74: $4.030 TOTAL: $4.000 
f i n .  l n r ~ r  NlSA Ted. 0lPir.r CASE Cm#@r). 
Shapim, I. I. MSFC/Hale, D. P. 13-Physics 
Counselman. C. C.. 111 
(62-850 188-41-54) 
NAS 8-30531 Massachusetts lnslilvte of Technology 2131 
Participation in HEAO mission B definition sludy 
Prnd Ml..rinnr 
12/10/73-05/31/74 FY74: $123.500 TOTAL: $123,500 
Pdn. lnwrl. NASA Twh. Oflt-r CASE Carrlurr 
Clark. G. W. MSFC/Manning. H. II-Astronomy 
MSFC/Powers. J. 
(62-850 832-12-00) 
NAS 8-30537 Massarhusellr lnrtitulc ol Technology 2131 
Solidification (crystal growth) in the abance of gravitational 
forces 
Pl"d  O U ~ ~ r ~ o n c  
12/03/73-08/03/74 FY74: $50,000 TOTAL: S5O.mO 
Pnr. In.,?, NASA Ted. O/J<rr CASE Calcgom 
Galor. H .  C. MSFC/Davidson. M .  C. 13-Physics 
Whitl. A. F. MSFC/Schafer, C. F. 
(62-630 179-12-14) 
NAS 8-30576 M ~ s u c h u u l l s  lastitute al Technology 2133 
Quantitalivc determination of zro-effects on electronic materials 
proacssing entitled: 'Interface marking in  crystals' 
period Oblb,!Oionr 
12/10/73-03/31/76 FY74: $85,030 TOTAL: $85.000 
Prin lnwsr. NASA Tech. Oflf-r CASE Calrbory 
Gatos. H. C. MSFC/Adams, W. R. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
Witl. A. F. MSFC/Boese. A. 
(62.930 966-30-00) 
NAS 9.l1540 Masslehuselts Institute of Technology 2134 
Surface electrical orooertic~exwrimcnt . . 
*,id m,rntion. 
03/31/71-03/31/74 FY74: ST6.792 TOTAL: $7,136.792 
Pnn. Inwal. NASA Terh Oflier CASE CaJczor). 
Simmons, D. G .  JSC/Eichelman, W. F. 19-Phys Sci. NEC 
(72-910 91440-00) 
NAS 9.12334 MsssDchusrns lnslitule of Technology 2135 
Co-investigator support for Apolla passive seismic experiment 
Perid oblig.,;,""s 
01/07/72-1013 1/74 FY74: $55,108 TOTAL: $210.108 
PHn. lmw>r NASA Tech. OKwer CASE Caregory 
Press, F. JSC/Eichelman. W. F. 31-Atmos Sci 
(72-810 383-25-03) (72-910 91440-W) 
NAS 9-12485 Massrchusens lnstimte of Technology 2136 
Mechanisms of deterioration of nutrients 
Pl"d oblipztw., 
03/17/72-W/O1/77 FY74: $65,000 TOTAL: $160,000 
Pen. h w ~ l .  W S A  red. OJJeer CASE Cnrqor). 
Flink. J. M.  JSC/Heidclbaugh, N. D. 
53-Other Medical 
(72-970 970-51-14) 
NASW 2197 Mawhuset t r  Institute 01Techoology 2137 
Research study on domestic information network; an asessment 
o l  technology and demand 
PC"& Obl,~*,L"m 
03/09/71-07/01/72 FY74: TOTAL: $100,000 
. . . . 
Pll" lnvrrl. NASl 1 4 .  OIfier CASE c.rq.Sy 
Harrington. 1. V .  HQ-EC/Silvcrman, D. 99-Multi:Discip 
HQ-EC/Andrus. A. G .  
(10-620 164-0060) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
MASSACHUSETTS (Continued) 
NASW 2412 Mnssaehurtts Institute of Technology 2138 
Air transportation systems analysis for aeronautical technologist 
Pried 0Migogo~"rn 
06/20/72C4/30/73 FY74: TOTAL: 6210,399 
r r i n  ~ n u r ~ n .  W S A  red .  ofltcer CASE category 
Simpon, R. HQ-ROjEnders, J. H. 99.Multi-Discip 
HQ-RDICherry, G. W. 
(16701 791-91-51) (10-763 133-17-01) (10-705 1390601) 
NASW 2524 Marsachuuns Institute ol Technology 2139 
Four-week workshop an problems of low/msdium density air 
transparlalion 
Pen& O M j ~ ~ I i i i i  
05/24/7363/31/74 FY74: 669,730 TOTAL: $99,730 
Pnn. Inw~r.  NASA Tech. Olfier CASE Co8ryov 
Unavailable HQ.R/Hodge, K .  E. 41-Aero tngr  
(10-701 791-93-51) (10-701 791-91-51) 
NGL 22409403 Ma~spchusetIs Institote of Tehnalogy 2140 
Mechanisms of alloy strengthening by line particle dispersions 
emphasizing reduction of nonrelractory oxidcs, rtahility of metals 
oxide systems & solid solution in mctal-metal oxide alloys 
PC"& 0blwrron.s 
11/15/70-01/14/77 FY74: $40,0a) TOTAL: $1,013,770 
Ptin lnrrrr. NASA T l d .  Oflke7 CASE CeIwry 
Grant, N. J. LERCIQualinetz, M. 47-Materials Engr 
(22-704 501-01-06) (10-740 129-W00) 
NGL 22-OiW-013 Masuchurt ls  Institute of Technology 2141 
Resarch on problems of communication in space environment 
PI"& Oblfxonions 
12/27/62-10/31/76 FY74: $90,000 TOTAL: $1,206,700 
~ n n .  b u s r  NASA lirh. Ojflcer CASE Csl#zory 
Kennedy, R. S. HQ-RE/Andsrton. H. L. 45-EIec Engr 
Gallager, R. G. GSFCjPlotkin, H. H. 
(10-704 502;03-12) (10-750 125-00-00) 
NGL 22409-015 Musachurtts lnalitutc ol Technology 2142 
Theoretical and enprrimenlal investigations of interplanetary 
medium and in gamma ray astronomy 
P e r i d  0MnOt""r 
Ol/O1/63-12/31/76 FY74: $438,432 TOTAL: $3,165,598 
. . 
P l i n  I n ~ l l .  NASA Tnch Oflker CASE Carcgorv 
Bridge, H. S. HQ-SGIOpp, A. G. 13-Physics 
HQ-S$i/Schmerling, E. R. 
(10-850 188-3655) (10-850 188-41-59) (10-850 385-36-00) 
NGL 22-009-016 Marurhurpttr Institute of Technology 2143 
Electromagnetic investigations of planetary and solar atmospheres 
and the lunar surface 
Period oMi#ar,o"s 
05101163-04/30/75 FY74: TOTAL: $1,391,075 
. . 
pnn b ~ s r .  .. NASA TCC.~. OJI~CO ' CASE careroo 
Barrctt. A. H. x.; HQ-SL/Brunk, W. E. 32Geoloeical Sci 
(10-840 185-00-M)) ., 
NGL 22-009-019 Masuehuretts Institute of Technology 2144 
Multidisciplinary rerearch in space-related physical, engineering, 
so& and life sciences 
P c n d  Ob~karlunr 
W/27/63-02/28/75 FY74: TOTAL: $8.051.886 
. . 
~ n n  bnrn. NASA r c h  offi-r C A S ~  caregory 
Harrington. 3. V .  HQ-PYJRedding, E. K. 99-Multi-Discip 
(10.370 183-WW) (10-870 189-00-00) (10-750 125-00-00) 
NCL 22609-025 Massachusetts Institute of Twhnology 2145 
Human dynamtc space onentatton ustng Lechntquss of control 
theory 
P I M  
01/30/54-12/01/76 
P"'" hW,,. 
Young, L. R. 
OMQarrOlu 
FY74: TOTAL: $980,09 1 
NASA rd, olfilnr CASE COI.IYI 
LARCIWhitlen, J .  B. 41-Aero Engr 
ARCjSadoff. M. 
NCL 22-009-124 Marsrchusttts institub 01 Technoloby ' 2146 
Control optimization stabilization and computation of algorithms 
for space applications 
Pertd ObJ(8nli.n~ 
03/30/66-08/31/16 FY74: 665,100 TOTAL: $530,289 
Pn',,. Inwrr. NASA Teh.  O!/<cer CASE Celebor). 
Athens, M. ARCjDooiin, B. F. 49-Engr, NEC 
Mitter, S. K. 
Johnson, T. L. 
(21-7W 501-03-11) 
NGL 22009-125 Masuchusens Institute ol Technology 2147 
Studies on the relationship between crystalline structure and 
ruperconductivity 
R"ai oblbll~las 
05105166-03/31/77 FY74: S33,5W TOTAL: $279,624 
rnn hs .  #Am 7mh. Ojj<car CASE Calcgun 
Galas, H. C. MSFC/Dalins, I. 13-Physics 
MSFC/Slern, H. E. 
(62-704 502-01-03) (10-740 129-00-00) 
NGL 22-009-156 Mauachusotts Institute of Technology 2108 
Biophysical evaluation of the human vestibular system 
Pcnd OMisanon, 
03130166-12/01 I73 FY74: TOTAL: 5255,700 
. . . . 
rrjn IOU,, NASA TF&. o ! , ~ ~ ,  CASE csrnnry 
Young, L. R. HQ-MMILang, R. H. 59-Life k i ,  NEC 
HQ-MMJVinograd, S. P. 
(10-970 970-11-11) 
NGL 22-009-187 Marachurattr Institute of Technology 2149 
Lunar geophysics, as rclald to the Apollo applications program 
P e w  obJ,~ano", 
09/02/66-02/28/76 FY74: TOTAL: $548.782 
Pnn. l n ~ r r .  NASA 7 4 .  OUjecr CASE CrZwol 
Press, F. HQ-SMJBryson, R. P. Il-A~trtronamy 
HQ-SM/Allcnby. R. J.  
(10-810 383-09-56) (10-810 383-09-53) (10-810 195-00-00) 
NGL 22-IM9-308 M-chuutts Intlitute of Technology 2150 
Maturatkon and development of meehanlsms of orlentatron and 
postural control 
P r n d  OM!aarfonr 
12/01/67-08/31/76 FY74: 1630,WO TOTAL: $696,646 
~ n n .  tnwsr NASA TI&. oflimr rrsf C O ~ ~ . , ~  
Teuber, H. L. ARC/Daunlon, N. G .  69-Psych, NEC 
Held R 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
,MASSACHUSElTS (Continued) 
NGL 2L09-309 MnnsschusPns lnrtitvte of Technology 215f 
Research in integrated plan & control system 
P r M  DMiB.limr 
07/01/68-09/01/73 FY74: TOTAL: $162.000 
Pn'm I,IvII. NASA T ~ r h  OIJi-r CASE Calc.rorY 
Zannetos. Z. S. HQPA/Smolensky, S. 45-Elec Engr 
(25-750 125-WW) (10-750 125-00-00) 
NGL 22-09-383 Msrs.rhuletta Institute of Technology 2152 
Research in propulsion and power generation 
. . 
P c " ~  ob,;~a,;a, 
01/16/69-08/31/76 FY74: $lW,WO TOTAL: $680,000 
Pnn. l n w r  NASA Tech OIJkrrr CASE Calrgory 
Kcrrebrock, J. L. LERC/MeNally, W. D. 41-Aero Engr 
Oliver. D. A. 
McCune, I. E. 
(22-704 501-04-03) 
NCL 22-009-521 Masrachusem Institute of Technology 2153 
Compoail~on and structure of planetary atmospheres 
PI"& Ob!,p,,on, 
08/10/70-06/30/76 FY74: $61.740 TOTAL: $278.321 
. . . . 
P"n Inwll. NASA Ted. OJjiicrr CASE Carerwy 
Lewis. 1. S. HgSL/Fellows, R. F. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQ-SL/Brunk. W. E. 
(10-840 18547.81) 
NGL 22-09-548 Mar~chuselts  Institute of Technology 2154 
Flight control systems research 
P w I d  ob1@,,~0", 
08/17/70-08/31/76 FY74: $45.000 TOTAL: $282.818 
. . . . 
Pdn. b u s ,  NASA T e h .  0flfcr.r CASE Calegury 
Whitaker, H. P. FRC/Szalai, K. J. 41-Aero Engr 
FRC/Redicss. H. A. 
(24-704 501-2641) (24-742 747-81-01) (24-760 126-CMO) 
NGL 22609-638 M~ss~ehuse l t s  lnstihlle of Teehnalogy , 2155 
Research in space science 
Pl,<ad DM&-orions 
03/03/72-03/01/77 FY74: S2W,000 TOTAL: $6W,000 
. . . . 
PNI. l n ~ s l .  NASA Tcrh Oflinr CASE Colqory 
Bridge, H. S. HQ-PYjRedding, E. R. 99-Multi-Discip 
(10-37 l 340-0000) 
NCL 22-009-640 Mnsse~hvsetts Institute of Technology 2156 
Joint university research program for air transportation needs 
P<,id oblfzarlom 
11/24/71-10/31/76 FY74: $50,000 TOTAL: S200.000 
PIfn Iz~rrz. NASA Trh.  Ojfier CASE Cartgory 
Simpson, R. W. LARC/Mace, W. D. 41-Asro Engr 
(23-704 501-03-02) (23-750 135-06-02) 
NGR 22009-005 M~uaehvsotts Institule of Technology 2157 
Detection & identification of organic matter by mass rpectrom- 
etry 
Pft id Obi&-ations 
12/01/61-06/30/74 FY74: W0.016 TOTAL: 16720.754 
P,;n b ~ w r  NASA Ted.  O!f?r CASE Cmegory 
Biemann. K.  HQ-SL/Young, R. S. 5 1-Biology 
(10-840 192-55-63) (10-840 192-55-62) 
NGR 22-009418 MassachusPns Institute of Twhmlogy 2158 
Panial support of multidisciplinary studics in neurosciences 
Pen& DMip,tonr 
06/20/63-06/01/72 FY74: TOTAL: $936,375 
Prin k r x l .  NASA Tk4 D f i r  CASE Cme8wY 
Schmitl, F.  0. HQ-MM/&lleville. R. E. 
52.Clinical Med 
(10-870 189-0000) 
NGR 22009-102 Mnssachulens Institute of Technology 2159 
Investigation of the effect of space environment on replica 
gratings 
Perf& OM@nl;anr 
06/28/6612/01/77 . FY74: TOTAL: $193,638 
Prin avrr r .  NASA Trh .  Ojfililili CASE Cnreto~ 
Biemann, K. HQ-SStHovnanian 42-Astro Engr 
HQ-SL/Gcib, D. S. 
(IG860 849-WCQ) (la860 848-W) 
KCR 2UW9r2W Mssrsfhuserrs Institute of 'reehnalogy 21M) 
Applications of guidance theory & trajectory analysis 
PC"& ob,,~#l,On, 
04/03/70-09/17/14 FY74: $37,000 TOTAL: $442,840 
Pnn Inusr. NASA T d .  Olfl<ar CASE Oulezory 
Deyst, J .  I., Jr. GSFC/Barbieri, R. W. 42-Aslro Engr 
(51-830 180-06-50) (51-980 981-6W) 
NGR 22009-277 M a s a c h u ~ t t s  Institute of Technology 2161 
Ihe prebiotie synthesis of palynucleotides and polynucleotide- 
directed polypeptides 
P<"d OM#,.,l~nc 
12/01/67-06/30/73 FY74: $65.992 TOTAL: $349.802 
Pm'n. ,nun. NASA Ted. Oflice, CASE Cnt444y 
Rich, A. HQ-SL/Young, R. S. 12-Chemistry 
(10-840 192-55-61) 
NGR 22409-339 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2162 
Investigation of containrnent/control of fragments from bursting 
turbine rotors 
P<"d Obit8~'iar 
06/14/684l/31/75 FY74: $74.433 TOTAL: $390.063 
Pn'n Inwr'. NASd Tech Olficrr CASE C ~ ~ I I Y  
Witner, E. A. LERC/Weiss. S. 41-Acro Engr 
Leech. J. W. LERC/Kemp. R. H. 
(22-704 501-38-13) (22-760 126-CMO) 
NGR ZZa09-39 Mswrehus~lt, Institute ol Technology 2163 




McCard, T. B. 
(10-810 383-09-56) 
otJ!gnr,a", 
FY74: TOTAL: $255,700 
NASA Trrh O!/!cer CASE CoIw'FIY 
HQ-SM/Bryson, R. P. 32Gealogical Sci 
HQ-SM/Allenby. R. J. 
(10-810 195do.W) 
. . 
NGR 22-09-366 Massschusettr Institute of Technulogy 2164 
Mariner V trackingdata analysis 
Period obl!~aronr 
03/11/69-12/31/73 FY74: TOTAL: $25.000 
Pnn. Inws,. WAS1 Ted. O/fi<er CASE Cmqor). 
Shapiro. I .  1. HQ-SG/Roman. N. G .  31-Atmos Sci 
(10-850 385-@I-00) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
MASSACHUSETTS (Cont inued)  
NGR 22-009-378 M.ssachuuns InstituR ol Technology 2164 
Study of pollutants from jet aircraft 
Prr id OM<ollon.! 
02/14/69-07/30/74 t ~ 7 4 :  1625.000 TOTAL: $324.575 
Pen. BVPU. NASA Twh. Olfkr CASE Cnrxor) 
. Fay. J. A. LERC/Holdeman, J.  D. 43-Chcm Engr 
Heywood, J. B. LERC/Joner, R. E. 
Chigier, N. A. 
(22-702 743-3422) (22-740 125-00.00) 
8 .  
PI"& oMig0,ia. 
~/30/70-06/30/73 . FY74: TOTAL: $186,000 
Ptin. 1n"rsr. NASA T r h .  qBmr CASE Cazeprp 
Barrett, A. H. GSFC/Wilhcit, T. T. 31-Atmos Sci 
(5 1-680 16044-54) 
NGR 22-009-473 Masuchusens Institute 01 Terhndogy 2167 
Planetary aqtronamy 
., . P.nd  m@o,lorm 
06/'10/7012/31/74 ' FY74: $70,000 TOTAL: $341,500 
NGR 22009-517 M a m c h w t t s  Institute of Technology 2168 
Solidification '(crystal growih) in the absence of gravitational 
f oms  
?"*nod m i ~ l i o n ,  
W/24/70-12/01/73 FY74: TOTAL: $252,265 
Plin lnvu l .  NASA Te<h. OIbbbb CASE Cmrzory 
Gatos. H. C. MSFC/Davidsan, M. C. 12-Chemistry 
MSFC/Ruff, R: C. 
(62-980 975-9095) (62-980 975-90-W) 
, . 
NGR 221109-526 Masuchusens Institute of Technology 2169 
Astronomy in the region between I mm to 0.1 mrn wavelengths 
prriul O M l 8 . 1 ~  
W/22/7009/30/74 FY74: $49,200 TOTAL: $192,700 
pnn. lnvrrr. N ~ S A  T&. ON~W CASE cermry 
Weis, R. ~Q-SG/Bog~ess ,  N. W. I l-Astronomy 
HQ-SG/Ott. E. J. 
(10-850 188-41-55) 
NGR 2ZW9-535 Ma~asehusem Institute of Technolog 2170 
Research in maehrne vrslon 
P I n d  OMiptim, 
06/26/70-06/01/72 . . . FY74: TOTAL: $47,000 
Pnn brrrr. 1: NASA Tech. OIBBBB CASE Ca~eory 
Guzrnan-Arenas, A. ' .  HQ-RE/Rosenfcld, R. A.99-Multi-Discip 
(10-740 125-OWO) 
NGR U-009-540 Muurnusem Ins6tute of Techmlogy 2171 
Lunar sample analyslr 
P < M  Odl@,ionion 
02/p8/71-01/31/75 FY74: $60,000 TOTAL: $305,825 
Prln brr.?,. NASA 7 4 .  OJi-r CASE Cnrwwy 
Simmons, G. JSC/Harris. J. W. 13-Physics 
(72.810 388-10-03) 
NGR 221109-551 Mawchuutrs inslitufe 04 T~rhnolOgY 2172 
Lunar sample analysis 
period otJ,srionv 
02/11/7161/31/75 FY74: $55.000 TOTAL: 1182,MI) 
Pnn I,,"r>r. N l S I  Teh ONinr CASE Carrgory 
Burns. R. G .  . JX/Harris, J. W. 12-Chemistry 
(72-810 388-1001) 
NGR U-009-583 M a s a c h ~ ~ t t r  Institute of Twhnohg  , . '2173 
Spectroscopy of the asteroids 
P*"d Ok,~.a,,~, 
10/26/71-08/30/73 FY74: 120,000 TOTAL: $70.000 
~ n n .  hwr. NASA Twh. OJfiwr CASE C d e p ? ~  
McCord, T. B. . HQ-SG/Dubin, M. I l-Astronomy 
(10-850 18845-51) 
NGR 2U)09.W5 M-chusenr lnstitute 01 Tcdulolosy 2174 
Investigation of aircraft wakes 
period ouimtraw 
04/06/7108/31/74 ~ ~ 7 4 :  TOTAL: $86,649 
Pen. I"r.8. NASA T e d .  ofl&r CASE Ca l ,pv  
Widnall, S. E. ARC/Corsiglia, V. R. 41-Aero Engr 
., 8 
NGR ZMO!MlB Mo88.ehusem lmtitute d Te&mlagy 2175 
Laboratory study of sonic bwmr and their scaling laws 
Petid ouwrms 
06/17/71-12/31/74 FY74: 847,480 TOTAL: 5122,640 
Pnn. ln"r8f. NASA TMh. O l W  CASE C~I<XON 
Toong, T. G. LARC/Batger. K. I.. 41-Aero Engr 
(23-702 743-65-31) (10760 13613-02) 
NGR U-009425 Musehusrttr Institute of Tochnalogy 2176 
Study of thc Mariner Mars 1969 irnagc data 
P ~ r w d  , Obl4,ion. 
05/19/71-03/31/73 FY74: TOTAL: 147.400 
P h .  l n r s l .  NASA T h .  O@!I CASE C a r w  
Thomas, T. 8. HQ-SL/Dwornik. S. E. 32Gmlog id  Sd 
HQSL/Allingham. J. W. 
(10-840 384-50-80) 
NGR 22-CQ9-627 M m c h u s t t s  institote of T d u ~ ~ l w  Z l n  
Control of serotonin-Containing neurons in the brain, by plasma 
tryptophan 
P d o d  oMm,ionr 
08/04/71-11/01/74 FY74: $65,000 TOTAL: $183.000 
?tin b n s r .  PAS1 Tech. olliollir CASE Q I W  
Wunman, R. 1. ARC/Winget, C. M. 53-Other Medical 
Lynch, H. J. 
(21-970 97a21-52) 
NGR -37 Msrwehuvtts Institute of Teehnolog 2178 
Volcanic geology photographic field studies of eruption mceha- 
nisms 
&*d Obl,#.7,~5 
06/18/7165/31/73 FY74: TOTAL: $57.532 
PM. lnwxt. NASA Teh. Oflfm, CASE Caseor) 
McGetchin. T. R. HQ-SL/Dwornik, S. E. 32G+ecal Sd 
HQ-SL/Allingharn, J.  W. 
(10-840 185-50-81) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
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NGR 224W944 M a s ~ . ~ h a r e m  Inslitutc 01 Techwlogy 2179 
Lunar sample analysis 
P,& 0.Whai in .c  
06/16/71-01/31/75 FY74: 163.900 TOTAL: 1215.700 
P#n. bus. NASA Tpd. Oflkr  CASE Caw"'  
Uhlmann, D. R. JSC/Harrir. J. W. 47-Materials Engr 
(72-810 388-1041) 
NGR ZXKW-WS M a r u r b w m  111stItute 01 Tahnlogy 1180 
Novel space fastening techniques suitable for a s ~ m b l y  and 
disassembly by teleope~ators 
h r l d  ou*r, 
12/06/71-06/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: $30,000 
pH#, Cwr N.4.W Ted. CWmr CASE Comoo 
Sheridan. T. B. HQ.NS/Millsr. D. J. 46-Msch Engr 
HQ-NS/Johnscn. E. G. 
(45-710 112-W17) 
NCR tU)(IW72 Msrosthmns laltllnle 01 Techmlogy 2181 
Gmund-based radar study of the moon and planets 
R M  OUWlas 
03/W/72-06/30/74 FY74: $15.000 TOTAL: 175,800 
h. l n w .  NASA T A .  O m  CASE Ca!wo' 
Pettengill. G. H. HQ.SL/Brunk. W. E. Il-Astronomy 
(10.840 19641-82) ( I W  196mOo) 
NCR 22409-693 Murhyarns  I d N t e  ol Tecbmlogy 2182 
Mission definition lor planetary Explorer missiona 
rmdd OUrnllON 
03/03/7207/01/72 FY74: TOTAL: 54.700 
P*. I~wJ!.  NASA Trrl. O l l k v  CASE CoIprY 
kitengill. G. H. ' HQSL/Fcllow R. F. 31-Atmos Sci 
( 1 & W  18668-63) 
NGR ZMW4W M-thusetb Instilute 01 Technolog 218) 
Planetary Explorer mission definitions 
hid 0.wddoW 
C13/08/72-06/30/73 FY74: TOTAL: SSPm 
M. I-. NASA T A .  Dmnr CASE C o m w  
Shapim. I. 1. HQ-SL/Fellows R. F. 31-Atmos Sci 
(10.840 18669-63) 
YCR Ztar)-'lOt M u r b n n m  lmrtltuh 01 T rdmolw  2184 
Integration of visual and motion rcqutrcments for fl~ght simulation 
and "de quality investigation 
hid OU@,tIW 
M/18/7265/31/75 FY74: $75.000 TOTAL: SWIXY) 
Pdm. Inw,,. NAS* T A .  0 . r  CASE Carno' 
Young, L. R. LARC/Stone. R. W.. Jr. dl-Aero Engr 
Curry. R. E. 
Oman. C. hi. 
(23-7W SW-29-14) (23-704 MI-3-14) 
NGR 25dOP-718 M a d u n t h  l~utihrte 01 Technology 2185 
Sps l roropic  observations of the moon. asteroids and planets 
fmm the NASA 91.5 cm airborne radar 
R d d  W*lM 
03/01/73-M/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: S35,WO 
P*. Irmn. NASA T A .  oahroahr CASE C d w v  
MECord, T. B. ARC/Cameron. R. M. ll-Astronomy 
(21450 3524243) 
NCR 12-(109-723 Msrurhusotls Institute of Technology 2186 
Bosch proaess and cvaluiltion of Borh  carbon as a so rkn t  
P , H ~  ou~m*enr 
09/ l9/12-09/30/74 FY74: 122.380 TOTAL: Y14.282 
Plfn. Inn,,. NASA T 4 .  Ommm CASE Col~lvn 
Quatlrone. P. D. ARC/Qualtrane, P. D. 12-Chemistry 
(21-970 97Cb22-21) 
NCR lMW-7% M-hurettr lnrtitute of Technology 11S7 
Pmjeaion of future trends in ncuroacien~ 
P ~ d d  OUI(p,l0", 
10/12/72-05/31/75 FY74: S I5 ,W TOTAL: Y(5.MX) 
Pdm. Inws#. NASA T A .  Ol/fw~ CASE Calrlon' 
Schmitt. F. 0. ARC/Billingham. J. 51-Biology 
Worden, F. G. 
(21-970 97C-21-52) 
NCR 2WDV-117 M-thu~nS InstlMe 01 Technology 2lM 
Study in numerical modeling of atmospheric phenomena 
Rr(d o u ~ , I r n ,  
02/01/73-01/31/75 FY74: 180.863 TOTAL: S155.863 
Prln h m .  NASA T A  Dmnr CASE C a t w v  
Charney. I. OSFC/Halem, M. 31-Atmos Sci 
GSFC/Somerville. R. C. 
(Sl-ssb611-IMO) (51-68040862-02) (51-68040&mOo) 
NCR 22909-750 MasathustIts lnlntote of Todmology 2189 
X-ray astronomy experiments fmm sounding mckets 
~.- - - 
03/22/7%h131/74 FYl4: 1260.000 TOTAL: 12fA8€0 
mn IO-., ~ A S A  rn*. CASE comv 
Bnrdt. H HOSG/Roman. N. 0. Il-Astronomv 
NCR W09-733 M a s a c h u m  lnstihtte of T d m l o g  2190 
Investigation of pilot's mle & display requirements in automatic 
landings 
Ot.%tlrn 
10/30/72-08/31/74 FY74: 561,000 TOTAL: SIL0.450 
. . . . 
Pdn. l n r r t  NASA 1 4 .  O W  CASE C o w r y  
Curry, R. E. ARC/Wemp. T. E. 59-Life Sd, NEC 
(21-704 501-29-02) (21-704 5W-79-02) 
NCR Z2409-13S Masaschusm Instinte of Technolow 2191 
Eotvor experiment in earth orbit and related studies 
&.id Obll(pllau 
06/07/73-06/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: SlW.000 
R l n .  Lux,. NASA T A .  O#h? CIS6 Cater ) .  
Chapman, P. K. HQ-MT/Hall, H. 13-Physics 
(10.980 908-91-00) 
NGR 22-009-741 Mcrvcbusem lnstikte ol Technology 2192 
Optical and inlrared lasers 
RrlDd OdlWh 
12/01/72-01/31/75 FY74: $45,MX) TOTAL: $90.000 
Prla l n a r  NASA T A .  ofl,ofl,ofl, CAS6 M w  
Javan. A. GSFC/Plotkin. H. H. 13-Physia 
(51-704 50263-1 1) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM
MASSACHUSETTS (Continued)
NGR 22-009-766 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2193 NGR 22-009-798 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2200
Monitoring spacecraft atmosphere contaminants by laser Role of brain areas controlling eye-head coordination in
absorption spectroscopy monkeys
Period Obligations Period OWiaone
01/01/74-12/30/76 FY74: $52,555 TOTAL: 552,555 09/01/73-08/31/74 FY74: 530,000 TOTAL: $30,000
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Steinfeld, J. I. ARC/Quattrone, P. D. 12-Chemistry Bizzi, E. ARC/Daunton, N. G. 51-Biology
(21-970 970-22-21) (21-970 970-24-01)
NGR 22-009-778 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2194 NGR 22-009-799 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2201
Low'spectral resolution studies by large space telescope Liquid phase catalytic reforming of organic spacecraft waste
Period Obligations Period Obugalons
10/01/73-12/31/74 FY74: $6,145 TOTAL: 56,145 10/01/73-08/15/74 FY74: $25000 TOTAL: 525,000
Prix. InVest. NASA Tech. Offier CASE Category Prim. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Categoy
McCord, T. B. GSFC/Sobieski, S. 11-Astronomy Modell, M. ARC/Quattrone, P. D. 12-Chemistry
GSFC/Levin, G. M. Reid, R. C.
(51-850 188-78-58) (21-970 970-22-23)
NGR 22-009-781 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2195 NGR 22-009-804 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2202
Exploitation of advanced composite materials to lightly loaded Analysis of Mariner 9 radio tracking data
structures period 
Obllgatlon
structures 07/01/73-12/31/74 FY74: 580,000 TOTAL: 580,000
Period Obligations Pri. Invest. NASA Tech. Offer CASE Category
04/16/73-01/31/75 FY74: 529,909 TOTAL: $59,841 Shapiro, I. I. HQ-SL/Fellows, R. F. 31-Atmos Sci
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category (10-84 38447-81)
Mar, J. W. LARC/Kyser, A. C. 41-Aero Engr
LARC/Mikulas, M. M.
(23-704 501-02-01) (23-704 501-21-23) NCR 22-009-805 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2203
Flow-generated noise and aeroacoustic instabilities in'ducts and
silencers
NGR 22009-782. Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2196 Perd
Gust alleviation system for a light airplane 09/01/73-08/31/76 FY74: TOTAL: 545,000
Period Obligations InstNASA Teck. Officer CASE Catory
04/23/73-09/30/74 FY74: $6,000 TOTAL: $6,000 Ingard, K. U. LERC/Baumeister, K. J. 41-Acro Engr
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Categor LERC/Rice, E. J.
Deyst, J. J., Jr. LARC/Stewart, E. C.. 41-Aero Engr (22-704 501-15-83)
(23-765 742-73-01)
NGR 22-009-785 Massachusetts Institute ofTchnology 2197 NGR 22-009-818 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2204
NCR 22-009-785 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2197 Aerodynamics of bird flight
Guest observer program for the MIT X-ray astronomy experiment A erodynamics of bird flightr
on the OSO-7 09/01/73-09/01/74 FY74: 5$18,580 TOTAL: $18,580
Period Obligations Pri. Inst. NASA Te. Offer CASE Categor
06/20/73-06/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: $48,852 r. . NASA r. O CASE CFY74:Widnall, S. E. LARC/Hoad, D. R. 41-Aero Engr
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer . CASE Cateorgory LARC/Margason, R. J.
Clark, G. W. HQ-SG/Roman, N. G. 13-Physics (23-702 760-63-02)
GSFC/Ashworth, C. D.
(10-850 385-41-00)
NGR 22-009-826 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2205
NGR ;1-009-786 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2198 Neural orientation growth and maintenance
Analysis of satellite plasma data Period O/etmAoms
Period Obllatons 09/01/73-08/31/74 FY74: 530,000 TOTAL: $30,000
06/22/73-03/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: $29,981 Pri Inve . NASA Tw. Offr CASE Cateo
Prim. Invet. NASA Tre. Officer CASE Category Nauta, W. J. ARC/Daunton, N. G. 51-Biology
Bridge, H. S. HQ-SG/Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. 13-Physics Teuber, H. L.
HQ-SG/Schmerling, E. R. (21-970 970-21-1)
(10-850 385-36-00)
NGR 22-009-839 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2206
NGR 22-009-790 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2199 Wideband recording system for very long baseline in-
Remote compositional mapping of the lunar surface terferometry
Period Oblaton.m Period Ohigaoln
06/22/73-10/31/74 FY74: $220,000 TOTAL: $220,000 04/01/74-03/31/75 FY74: 5$38.690 TOTAL: 538,690
prin. Invst. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Caerr Prifn. Ivest. NASA Ter. Officer CASE Categor
McCord, T. B. HQ-SM/Bryson. R. P. 32.Geological Sci Shapiro, I. 1. GSFC/Clark. T. A. 45-Elec Engr
(10-810 195-42-64) (51-630 161-02-01) (51-630 161-02-02) (51-630 369-02-02)
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NSC 1018 M-chu~te Institute of Technology 2Un 
Multiple model adaptive control method lor flight control 
systems 
*a( Obli%.aionr 
03/06/7&03/05/75 FY74: $39.000 TOTAL: $39,000 
Pnn lnerr. NASA T d .  O/P-r CASE C a r q r y  
Athens, M. LARC/Wliott. J. R. 41-Aero Engr 
LARCLBird, J. D. 
(23-702 766-75-02) 
NSC 1048 Mas&usettr Institute of Technology 22C8 
Wet photmlectric cells, conversion, transfer and storage of intense 
o~lical  enemy 
. 
PC"& O M i ~ r t ~ n s  
05/15/7405/14/75 FY74: $59,815 TOTAL: $59,815 
P*. fn.crt. NASl T h .  O//fcer CASE C#r%ory 
Wrighton, M. S. LARCjHess, R. V. 12-Chemistry 
(23-704 502-10-01) 
NSG 1051 Massachusetts Institute of ~eeh&logy 2209 
Nonlinear aeroelasticity research 
PC"& oafjaa,h,"" 
06/01/74-05/31/75 FY74: $36,100 TOTAL: $36,100 
Ptin hm. NASA TIch Ojj tcr  CASE Cmrgolp 
Dugundji, J .  LARC/Red, W. H., 111 41-Aero Engr 
LARC/Hess, R. W. 
(23-704 501-22-04) 
NSG 2010 Mssuchuwttr institute ol Techmlogy 2210 
Study of impact of space shuttle an stratospheric ozone 
F e n d  wyanar  
03/01/74-06/30/75 FY74: 5117,000 TOTAL- $117,000 
Pnn. lnvcll NASA Ted.  Of/,<er CASE C m r ~ o n .  
Prinn, R. G. ARCjReynolds, R. T. 31-Atmos k i  
(21-920 989-10-W) 
NSG 2024 M a s s ~ e h u ~ t b  Inslihlte of Technology 2211 
Lighter than air vehicles study 
Petid ONw,,ii 
05/01/74-04/30/75 FY74: $74.900 TOTAL: 574.900 
Ph. Inns'. NASA Ted.  OII i i i i  CASE Cntqary 
Simpson, R. W. ARCIMascy, A. C. 41-Aero Engr 
(21-701 791-9343) 
NSG 2032 MassaehusM IostiMe of Technology 2212 
Research on habituation to novel visual-vestibular environments 
with panicular reference to spa- flight 
P<"d ONig.,ionl 
07/01/74-06/30/75 FY74: $75,000 TOTAL: $75.WO 
Prin. lnnsl.  NASA Tech. O//#cer CASE Colqon. 
Young. L. R. ARCjBillingham, 1. 59-Lile Sci, NEC 
ARC/Daunton, N. G. 
(21-970 970-21-ii) (21.970 970-24-01) 
NSG 3006 MassachureUr Institute 01 Technology 2213 
Turbomachine atroelasticity 
P*Hd Obl~nrims 
04/01/74-12/31/74 FY74: $40,000 TOTAL: $40.000 
PIln kws,. NASA T e d .  O D k r  CASE Chrqalp 
Kembrock. J. L. LERCIOrange, T. W. 41-Aero Engr 
LERC/Kemp. R. H. 
(22-704 5014166) 
NSG MI7 Massrehumus lnslilnte of Twhnol&y 2214 
Silicon surface phenomena related to encrgy conversion 
r e d  O N i ~ l ~ s  
05/01/74-05/01/75 FY74: W,6W TOTAL: $40,600 
Pan. Inur31. NASA Trrh Ojfi-r CASE C ~ I I W Y  
Catoi, H. C. LERC/Weinbcrg, 1. 13-Physics 
LERC/Brandhorst, H. W., Jr. 
(22-704 502-05-50) 
NSC 7010 Maswchusctts Institute of Terhnalagy 221h 
Precision selenodssy and lunar libration 
Pd". lau*,. 
Counselman,C:e.;ll~ 
Shapiro, I. 1. 
(10-810 383-2043) 
ouw,,oru 
FY74: $62,500 TOTAL- $62,500 
NASA Tcl O m  CASE Corqery 
HQ-SMjKosofsky, L. J .  ll-Astronomy 
k ~ + . ~ / ~ o b e r s o n ,  F. I. 
NSG 7048 Massachuults Institute of T+nalogy 2216 
Structure and composition of a lunar region A synthesis 
P c " ~  ON#pr,m, 
03/01/74-04/31/75 FY74: $24,000 TOTAL: $24,000 
Pn'n frwsz NASA T d .  Weer  CASE Colrgolp 
McCord, T. B. HQ-SMIKosofsky, L. J. 32Gmlag1cal Sa 
HQ-SM/Robsmn. F. I. 
(10-810 383-2M2) 
NAS 2-7397 Northeastern University U17 
ldentilicatian 01 aircraft stability derivatives 
., 
Pen& 0Mig~"unr 
04/02/73-06/30/74 FY74: $14,458 TOTAL: $14,458 
Pen. Inw3l. NASA Tech W e r  CASE C r # q w  
Bach, R. E., Ir. ARC/Franklin, J. A. 41-Acm Engr 
ARCIMeycr, G. 
(21-702 766-71-02) 
NASIZ-2053 Narthe.ltera Uni~ersity 2218 
Power thyrystor improvement study 
Pcnnd oMkd!wm 
06/30/70-02/28/74 FY74: TOTAL: $99,792 
Pn". hwr. NASA T d .  Wf-r CASE Cm5ory 
Radinodici, B. LERCIMyers, I. 45-Elec Engr 
(22-710 120-00-00) (25-710 120-00-00) 
NGR 22-011470 Northeastern University 2219 
Circadian rhythms in brain & behavior 
P~riad 0Mig.linnr 
M/01/70-06/30/75 FY74: TOTAL: $108,000 
P*. Inrsl. NASA T d .  O//imr CAS8 C 4 r r w  
Terman. M. ARC/Anliksr. J. E. 61-Biol Aspects 
(21-970 970-21-52) (21-970 970-21-53) (21-970 970-2142) 
NSC 310 Northeastern University 2220 
Studies in magnetohydrodynamics to  explain the structure 01 spiral 
galaxies 
R"d OUknriow 
09/Ol/72-OJ/O1/74 FY74: TOTAL: $34,956 
Pd#  Inwar. nAs1 rwh, oflinr CASE Cetqory 




NGR 22-012-026 Tufts University 2221 NGR 22-010-039 University of Massachusetts - Amherst 2228
Investigation of atraumatic techniques for monitoring car- A research program in solar radio physics
diovascular status and conditioning Period Obligations
Period Obligations 10/30/68-08/31/74 FY74: $50,000 .TOTAL: $380,000
03/07/72-09/30/74 FY74: $15,000 TOTAL: $65,000 Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Prin. invest. NASA Teh. Officer CASE Category Hueuenin, G. R. HQ-SG/Weldon, J. M. I -Astronomy
.Spodick, D. H. JSC/Jackson, M. M. 53-Other Medical HQ-SG/Oertel, G. K.
(72-970 970-51-12) (72-910 914-51-00) (10-850 188-38-52)
NGR 22-012-031 Tufts University 2222 NGR 22-010-052 University of Massachusetts - Amherst 2229
Sound propagation from wind tunnel source Structural analysis of Mare Orientale
Period Obligations Period Obligations
09/01/73-12/31/74 FY74: $23,666 TOTAL: $23,666 05/19/70-07/01/74 FY74: TOTAL: $26,248
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Categor
Cole, J. E. ARC/Ahtye, W. F. 41-Aero Engr McGill, G. E. HQ-SM/Bryson, R. P. 32-Geological Sci
(21-702 743-36-11) Wise, D. U. HQ-SM/Allenby, R. J.(10-810 383-00-00) (10-810 383-09-50)
NAS 8-29073 University of Massachusetts - Amherst 2223
Working, model of a general purpose end effector for a remote NGR 22-010-054 University of Massachusetts - Amherst 2230
controlled manipulator Study of Mariner photography for. evidences of wind action and
Period bligations related phenomena on Mars
06/23/72-06/01/74 FY74: TOTAL: $23,360 Period Obligations
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 03/19/70-12/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: $511,000
Crossley, F. R. MSFC/Patterson, J. W. 46-Mech Engr Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
(62-720 112-30-13) Hartshorn, J. H. HQ-SL/Dwornik, S. E. 32-Geological Sci(10-840 384-50-80) (10-840 384-00-00)
NGL 22-010-018 University of Massachusetts - Amherst 2224
Pulse frequency modulation in control systems NGR 22-010-076 University of Massachusetts - Amherst 2231
Period Obligations Reconnaissance study of large geologic ring structures on Mars
03/12/68-01/01/75 FY74: TOTAL: $131,575 Period Obligations
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 05/19/70-10/31/74 FY74: S23,999 TOTAL: $71,624
Monopoli, R. V. GSFC/Rolinski, A. J. 45-Elec Engr Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
(51-500 310-20-32) McGill, G. E. HQ-SL/Dwornik, S. E. 32-Geological SciWise, D. U. HQ-SL/Holt, H. E.
(10-840 384-50-80) (10-840 384-00-00)
NGL 22-010-023 University of Massachusetts - Amherst 2225
Theoretical studies of diffuse reflection and transmission of
radiation in planetary atmospheres NAS 9-12563 Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute 2232
Period Obligations Gravity and crystal structure data analysis
05/24/67-08/01/74 FY74: $40,774 TOTAL: $263,535 Period Obligations
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 04/28/72-07/01/75 FY74: 5$22,310 TOTAL: $94,310
Irvine, W. M. HQ-SL/Brunk, W. E. 1l-Astronomy Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
HQ-SL/Fellows, R. F. Bowin, C. JSC/Hardee, N. 32-Geological Sci
(10-840 196-41-85) (10-840 196-00-00) (72-810 383-30-02)
NGL 22-010-025 University of Massachusetts - Amherst 2226 NAS 9-12564 Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute 2233
Study of solar chromosphere from balloon altitudes Volcanology and morphology data analysis
Period Obligations Period Obligations
10/24/67-08/01/73 FY74: 540,000 TOTAL: $536,007 04/28/72-07/01/75 FY74: TOTAL: $54,722
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Strong, J. HQ-SG/Weldon, J. M. 11-Astronomy Bryan, W. B. JSC/Hardee, N. 32-Geological Sci
:" HQ-SG/Oertel, G. K. (72-910 914-49-00)
(10-850 188-38-52)
NGR 22-017-024 Worcester Polytechnic Institute 2234
NGL 22-010-089 University of Massachusetts - Amherst 2227 Production of edible carbohydrates from formaldehyde in a
Lunar sample analysis spacecraft
Period Obligations Period Obligations
03/16/71-01/31/77 FY74: $20,300 TOTAL: $79,841 01/17/73-12/01/74 FY74: 5$6,000 TOTAL: $21,000,
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Haggerty, S. E. JSC/Harris, J. W. 13-Physics Weiss, A. H. ARC/Quattrone, P. D. 12-Chemistry
(72-810 388-10-01) (21-970 970-22-24)
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MICHIGAN 
MICHIGAN 
NAS 14860 Michigan State University 2235 
Beam time on 48 MeV accelerators 
P,"d ou&a,,""., 
11/01/67-11/01/77 FY74: TOTAL: 166.840 
Pn'm, lnn.9,. NASA Twh. OIIjcrrr CASE Carqon. 
Unavailable LARC/Unavailabie 13-Physics 
(23-742 124-00M) 
NAS 521834 Michigan St.tr UniveRily 2236 
ERTSA data uar  investigation of multidisciplinary analysis of 
Michiem resources 
Pcdd Obl*~v,on, 
08/l7/72-10/01/74 FY74: TOTAL: $90,469 
Pnn. lmw~r NASA Tech. OII i i i i  CASE Careror? 
Anderson, A. GSFC/Szajna. E. F. 39-Env Sci. NEC 
(51-680 MI-14-01) 
NAS 9-13332 Michigan State Uni~ersity 2237 
Earth resources experiment on Skylab 
P w W  OY@',,,rn' 
W/25/72-09/3Q/74 FY74: TOTAL: S126.W 
. . . . 
Ptir ~ C I I  NASA 1-d. Ollf~rrr CASE Carrgon. 
Manderschdd, L. V. JSCjForbes. C. D. I9,Phys Sci, NEC 
(72-960 94843-82) 
NGL 23- Michigan State University ZUS 
U x  of remote ansing far land uw policy formulation 
Penal 0bli11,iam 
06/08/72-05/31/77 FY74: SlIO.000 TOTAL: 5440,000 
P h .  Inwal. NASA Ted. O f f r  CASE Corcgor). 
Boylan, M. C. HQ-PY/Vitale. J. A. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
(10-371 340-00M) 
NGR 230ae069 Michigan State University 22.39 
Life detection based on soil atmosphere analysis 
P e a l  Obllg.,~~"' 
08/27/70-06/24/73 FY74: TOTAL: $96,300 
Pnn. lnrcrr NASA Tech. OjJkr CASE Cotqe ,~  
Erickson. A. E. HQ-SL/Young. R. S. 5 1-Biology 
(10-840 192-55-63) 
NGR 23404@95 Michigan Snte  Uaivemity 2240 
Application of wave mechanics theory to fluid dynamic prob- 
lems 
*nod obl<ganar 
06/14/72-(16/14/74 FY74: TOTAL' 650,000 
Pnn. l n r s r  NASA Ted. 0lficr.r CASE Cmqory 
Krzywoblocki. M. 2. LARC/Wcinstein, L. M. 41-Aero Engr 
LARC/Young. W. H.. Jr. 
(23-760 136-0a00) 
NCR ZF(104d89 Michigan Stale University 2241 
Experimental investigation of the initial condition effects on a 
turbulent shear layer 
Penal obl*,ion, 
05/09/7346/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: $3 ,W 
Pnr l n r r l .  NASI Tmh. OJp~cr CASE Cmlcbury 
Foss, J. F. LARC/Marrixttc. E. L. 41-Aero Engr 
(23-704 501-0648) 
NCR 23-004091 Michigan Shte University 2242 
Structure of a large angle oblique jet impingement flow 
fir,& Otapliun, 
11/01/73-11/30/74 FY74: $18.000 TOTAL: S18.W 
Pnn Inus!. NASA Tpr* Ofl!<r.r CASE C. (~ IU~)  
Foss, J .  F. LARC/Hnrdin, 1. C. 13-Physics 
(23-704 50164-01) 
NAS 9-14195 Oakland University 2243 
Investigation of correlation classification techniques 
PC"& OMpono"~ 
07/01/74-07/01/75 FY74: $64,800 TOTAL: 164,800 
P"n. Invrsl. NASA Terh O m r  CASE C ~ m o ~  
H~skcil. R. E. JSC/Dragg, I. L. 21-Mathematics 
JSC/Trichel. M. C. 
(72480 177-32-9X) 
NAS M057 Unircrdty of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2244 
Vestibular research in space 
Pen'& 0U;srrro"~ 
06/30/70-10/31/74 FY74: $37,041 TOTAL: $145.828 
. . 
P"n, brrrr. NASA Ted. OUl-r CASE Col~.pry 
Von Baumgarten A, R.ARC/Schillinger, G. 61-Biol Aspects 
, 
-. 
Baldrighi, G .  G .  ARC/Tremor, 1. W. 
(21-970 970-21-61) (21-970 970.0060) 
NAS Z7077 Unirerlty of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2245 
Design and development of an elcetron temperature probe 
*a oujw,!on. 
10/23/73-07/10/74 FY74: $45,000 TOTAL: S 5 . W  
Pen. Bu<r!. NASA Trrh Ofl,et CASE Cmqory 
Nagy. A. F. ARC/Wilhelmi, A. 1. 31-Atmos Sci 
ARC/Hall, C. F. 
(21-840 186-Ml-63) 
NAS 511073 University of Michigan - Aon Arbor 2246 
Orncgatron mars spectrometer system for the San Marco /C/ 
satellile 
Pend  OM,^^,,^"^ 
06/24/67-08/31/74 FY74: $38.757 TOTAL: $698,298 
Pr in  Inv3l. NASA Tech OfJtce~ CASE Corrrarj 
Carignan, G. R. GSFC/Speneer, N. W. 13-Physics 
(51-840 185-47-56) (51-850 874-3160) (51-850 894-12-00) 
NAS 5-11128 University of Mirhigao - Ann Arbor 2247 
Two flight tests of a quadrupole mass spectrometer system 
miod Obl&#,<on, 
06/06/69-07/31/75 FY74: S62,MO TOTAL: $401,523 
P e r  Inwrr. NASA Trd. Offker CASE Corcgury 
Carignan, G. R. CSFC/Niemann. H. B. 31-Atmos Sci 
GSFCjCaoley, 1. E. 
(51-680 175-6141) (51-840 185-47-52) (51-840 185-47-54) 
NAS 5-11174 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2248 
IMP-I radio astronomy experiment 
Pl?;'d oM!~#rionr 
05/08/6%08/31/73 FY74: TOTAL: 1362,W 
Pnn. aurr. NASA Terb Offkrr CASE Corelory 
Haddock, F. T. GSFCIMadden, J. 1. 13-Physics 
(51-850 861-52-00) 
NASA's UNlVERSlTY PROGRAM 
MICHIGAN (Continued) 
NAS 5-11309 Unirerrity d Michigan - Ann Arbor 2249 
Acros A-2 neutral atmosphere temperature experiment 
P l e d  Obl@lion. 
06/30/70-08/15/75 FY74: $40.000 TOTAL: $694,392 
Prin law>,. NASA Tech Ollinr CASE C#lqr). 
Carignan, G. R. GSFC/Pelz, D. T. I l-Astronomy 
Caldwell. J. 
(51-850 874-32-00) ,. , . 
... 
. . 
NAS 5-1 1376 Unirerslty of Michigan - Aoo Arbor 2250 
AE-C. D, & E Pelz experiment 
P t " d  Obl,ga"on? 
Ol/07/71-01j07/76 FY74 $143,000 TOTAL $855,750 
~ n n .  krsr. WSA re*. of~ker  CASE Cnreprr 
Carignan, G. R. GSFC/Pelz. D. T. 31-Atmos So 
(51-850 852-22-00) 
N A S  511380 U~iversity of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2251 
AE-C, D, and E neutral temperature experiment 
peri,.d OMi~l lon,  
02/03/71-06/30/77 FY74: $181,000 TOTAL: $706,818 
Pn'n I n v s l .  NASA T d .  W j c e  CASE C#!erory 
Carignan. G .  R. GSFC/Spcncer. N .  W. 3t.Atrnos Sci 
(51-830 490-01.04) (51-850 852-22-00) 
N A S  520622 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 22.52 
Nitric oxide detcdor 
htid obl@aronr 
05/18/74-01/30/75 FY74: $60,000 TOTAL: 1660.W 
~ l i n  b n s c .  N ~ A  re*. ogirer cis€ corrgan. 
GSFC/ 43-Chem Engr 
(5 1-680 W7-12-00) 
N A S  5-21038 Univ~tsity of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2253 




06/17/69-07/31/74 . FY74 TOTAL: S880,WO 
Pn'o lnrrrf NASA Tech O,J;t,er ( I S B  Camor,. 
Carignan. G. R. GSFC/Speoeer. N. W. 31-Atmos Sci 
(51.050 879-1 1-00) 
N A S  5-21147 University of Michigun - Ann Arbnr 22.54 
Pitol tube racket payloads 
Period MI*#,.,", 
03/02/70-05/15/74 FY74: TOTAL: $679,686 
Ppj,, l#>ws<. NASA Tld Olfirrr C A S K  Cerw>n 
Horvath. R .  . GSFCjWripht. D. U.. Jr. 31-Atmor Sci 
( 5  I -6rO 607-W00) '. ' .  
NAS S.2.W Unirerity of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2255 
Atmosphere Explorer visual airslow photometer 
P,"lxl Ohl<p#~<>mrn 
ax j24/7 i-06/30/77 FY74: S2W.000 TOTAL: $XJY.WO 
err,, lftsv7, NASA Tech Ol,,,.rr Cl.YF (olrp,lrr 
Hays. P. B. GSFC/Findlny. 1. A. 31-Almos ki 
Caripnan. Ci. R. 
Shepherd. G. G. 
(5 I.XS0 852-22-00) 
N A S  523130 Uni~eroity ol Michigan - Ann Arbor 22% 
Program of aeronautical research utilizing thermosphere probe 
P . d  Ou;~a,iun' 
06/18/73-06/18/76 FY74: $101,927 TOTAL: $186,927 
Pdl .  l m ~ s t .  NASA 74. OIfm, CASE Carrsoq 
Carignan, G. R. GSFCjSpencer. N. W. 31-Atmos Sci 
(5 1-850 879-1 1-00) 
N A S  5-23267 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2257 
Pulse circuitry lor application to spark chambers 
P."d Oui#4rionr 
06/21/73-06/30/74 FY74: S8.000 TOTAL: $17,354 
P h .  rnrrsl. NASA T ~ r h  Ofltccr CASE Cmt<sar? 
MacNae, A. 8. GsFC/T~ainor. J. M. 13-Physics 
(51-850 188-4644) (51-850 188-78-51) 
N A S  5.23310 Unircrsity of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2258 
Lower atmosphere composition experiment 
*%w oMiP,ims 
lO/29/73-08/31/74 FY74: $97,000 TOTAL: $97.000 
Pan. Inus,. NASA Teh. OIlililili CASE Cmqorr 
Unavailable GSFCjSpencer 31-Atmos k i  
(51-840 186-68-63) 
N A S  8-20228 University of Mirbigan - Ann Arbor 2U9  
Investigation and study of transient heat transfer 
Per id  OU~W,~~" . .  
06/30/65-10/31/73 FY74: $1.458 TOTAL: $37 1.462 
Ptin bus, .  NASA 7 ' .  0fJtc.r CASE Cornan 
Mcra, H . ,  Jr. MSFC/Littles. J. W. 49-Engr, NEC 
(62-710 113-31-12] (62-9 i 0  933-J3-W) 
N A S  8-28294 University of Michiban - Ann Arbor 2260 
Potential environment problcnir relative to the space shuttle 
Operations 
f i n d  ON*,h".. 
04/06/72-01/05/74 FY74: TOTAL: $99.967 
Pnn fnwrt. N l . S A  l e h  Ofl!m ClSE C a n o n  
Cicerone, R.  J. MSFC/Devrics, L. L. 13.Physics 
MSFC/Kaufrnan. J. W. 
(62-980 909-52-47) (02-980 908-3247) 
N A S  R-.W25 Llniverrity o l  Michigan - Ann Arbor 2261 
Environmental impact of OSS launch vehicle and propulsion 
programs 
P e n d  ONlp.tlnnr 
05/01/74-11/01/74 FY74: $25,250 TOTAL: SZ5.250 
Pdn In,?rr X 4 S l  l h  Ofl,mr CASE Co#qarr 
Sledman. D. H. MSFC/[kvries. L. L. 31-Atmos Sci 
Nelson, A. MSFCjKaufman. J. W. 
(62.830 180-70-50) 
N G 1  2FOnS-005 I'ni,enity 01 \ l i r h i pn  - Ann Arbor 2262 
Rcscarch on heat rerinmt rlloyr for use in supersonic aircrofis 
,"*",d OM,..,,,lnr 
12/1?/6047/01/74 FY74: TOTAL: S?YX.O(K 
Pro, Cl,..,. \,54 rrrh o/fi,rr C I S f  (blcll,"' 
Wilson. D. J. LtRC/Freche. J. C. 47-Materialr Engr 
LFRC/Hurl. F. H. 
(10-740 I?-M-001 (22-7Ml 720CKX00) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM
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NGL 23-005-010 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2263 NGR 23-005-320 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2270Structural analysis of aircraft tires Theoretical and experimental studies of spacecraft space plasma
Period Obligations interactions
02/01/63-12/31/75 FY74: TOTAL: $357,731 Period Obligations
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 01/29/69-10/31/74 FY74: $45,000 TOTAL: $252,557Clark, S. R. LARC/McCarty, J. L. 41-Aero Engr Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category(23-740 114-08-05) (23-760 126-00-00) (23-763 133-61-12) Samir, U. HQ-SG/Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. 13-Physics
HQ-SG/Schmerling, E. R.(10-850 188-36-56)
NGL 23-005-183 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2264
Microwave device investigations
Period Obligations NGR 23-005-360 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2271
12/09/69-09/01/73 FY74: TOTAL: $440,000 A program in aeronomy
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Period Obligations
Haddad, G. 1. GSFC/Hughes, W. E. 45-Elec Engr 12/29/69-06/30/74 FY74: $120,000 TOTAL: $728,101(25-750 125-00-00) (51-750 125-00-00) Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Sharp, W. E. HQ-SG/Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. 13-Physics
Hays, P. B. HQ-SG/Ott, E. J.NGL 23-005-275 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2265 (10-850 879-11-00) (10-850 879-00-00)Solar research program of McMath-Hulbert Observatory and
improvement of photoheliographic telescope
Period Obligations NGR 23-005-464 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 227204/08/68-03/31/75 FY74: 5$40,000 TOTAL: $445,000 Optical studies of galactic X-ray sources
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Period Obligations
Mohler, O. C. HQ-SG/Weldon, J. M. I -Astronomy 03/02/71-02/28/75 FY74: $13,991 TOTAL: $55,983
HQ-SG/Oertel, G. K. Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category(10-850 188-38-52) (10-850 188-00-00) Hiltner, W. A. HQ-SG/Boggess, N. W. ll-Astronomy
HQ-SG/Roman, N. G.(10-850 385-41-00) (10-850 188-41-51)NGL 23-005-336 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2266
Two-phase detonation as related to rocket motor combustion
instability NGR 23-005-523 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2273
Period Obligation. Study of flow near the foot of a weak shock terminating a region04/11/69-01/01/75 FY74: TOTAL: $342.405 of supersonic flow
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Period Obligations
Nicholls, J. A. LERC/Priem, R. J. 46-Mech Engr 04/20/72-04/30/75 FY74: 5$31,178 TOTAL: $88,178(22-710 128-00-00) (22-710 113-31-08) Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Adamson, T. C., Jr. LARC/Czarnecki, K. R. 41-Aero Engr
Sichel, M.NGR 23-005015 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2267 (23-704 501-06-05) (23-702 760-64-60)Theoretical investigation of space charge waves in ionosphere
and space plasma sheaths
Period Obligations NGR 23-005-528 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 227410/28/63-09/30/74 FY74: 5$105,000 TOTAL: $892,805 Fiber-reinforced solids possessing great fracture toughness & the
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category role of interfacial strength
Nagy, A. F. HQ-SG/Schmerling, E. R. 31-Atmos Sci Period Obligations
HQ-SG/Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. 07/26/72-08/01/74 FY74: TOTAL: $29,379(10-850 188-36-56) (10-850 385-36-00) Prin. Invrst. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Atkins, A. G. LARC/Fichter, W. B. 46-Mech Engr(23-704 501-22-02)
NGR 23-005-094 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2268
An investigation of plasma kinetics, with emphasis on the
interaction between rarefied plasmas and moving bodies NGR 23-005-536 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2275
Period Obligations Ignition of metals, lubricants, and contaminants in oxygen-rich06/26/64-04/30/75 FY74: $30,902 TOTAL: $284,228 atmospheres
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Period ObligationsLiu, V. C. HQ-SL/Fellows, W. R. 31-Atmos Sci 07/01/72-12/31/74 FY74: $25,000 TOTAL: $70,400
HQ-SL/Brunk, W. E. Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Categorn(10-840 185-47-81) (10-840 185-00-00) Nicholls, J. A. LERC/Priem, R. J. 46-Mech Engr
Adamson, T. C., Jr.(22-741 111-05-02) (22-704 502-28-04)NGR 23-005-185 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2269
Application of new bioelectronics to cardiovascular stresses
Period Obligations NGR 23-005-537 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 227605/13/66-09/30/73 FY74: 5$6,536 TOTAL: $234,736 Application of mossbauer spectroscopy to the determination ofPrin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category source material and thermal histories of tektitesFrench, J. R., Jr. HQ-JG/Arnoldi, L. B. 53-Other Medical Period ObligationsCampbell, D. HQ-JG/Mockbee, J. C. 06/23/72-05/31/75 FY74: 5$23,000 TOTAL: $45,494Vickers, R. Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Categort(10-030 010-0000) Evans, B. J. HQ-SM/Bryson, R. P. 32-Geological Sci(10-810 195-42-67)94
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NGR 23-005-538 University .of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2277 NGR 23-005-600 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2284
Transmissivity of the 2935 YM carbon monoxide band Boundary-layer transition in hypersonic nozzles -phase I;
Period Obligations documentation and verification
11/16/71-11/30/72 FY74: $5 TOTAL: $20,105 Period Obligations
Prin. Invest. ; NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 10/01/73-09/30/74 FY74: 5$9,966 TOTAL: $9,966
Bartman, F. L. LARC/Russell, J. M., III 31-Atmos Sci Prin. Invest. NASA Trech. Officer CASE Category
(23-680 160-44-64) (23-680 160-20-56) Nicholls, J. A. LARC/Beckwith, I. E. 41-Aero Engr
(23-704 501-06-07)
NGR 23-005-540 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2278 NGR 23-005-602 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2285
Experimental and theoretical study of sound from meteors Study of genetic direct-search algorithms for function optimiza-
Period Obligations tion
01/07/72-12/31/74 FY74: $34,000 TOTAL: $69,000 Period Obligations
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 04/23/73-04/22/74 FY74: TOTAL: $15.190
Bartman, F. L. HQ-SG/Dubin, M. 31-Atmos Sci Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Revelle, D. O. HQ-SM/Bryson, R. P. Zeigler, B. P. LARC/Tripp, J. S. 49-Engr, NEC
(10-850 188-45-52) (23-701 599-85-00)
NGR 23-005-603 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2286
NGR 23-005-543. University' of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2279 Wear of multiphase materials
Basic research in solar physics Period Obligations
Period Obligations 09/15/73-03/14/75 FY74: $16,800 TOTAL: $16,800
11/17/72-12/31/74 1' FY74: TOTAL: $15,664 Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Ludema, K. C. LERC/Buckley, D. H. 47-Materials Engr
Teske, R. G. HQ-SG/Weldon, J. M. 11-Astronomy LERC/Johnson, R. L.
(10-850 188-38-52) (22-704 501-15-83)
NGR 23-005-616 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2287
NGR 23-005-549 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2280 Photochemistry of the upper atmosphere
OGO-V solar;radio burst analysis . Period Obligations
Period Obligations 01/01/74-09/30/74 FY74: $29,560 TOTAL: $29,560
08/22/72-12/31/73 FY74: TOTAL: $49,993 Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Stolarski, R. S. JSC/Hudson, R. D. 31-Atmos Sci
Haddock, F. T. HQ-SG/Oertel, G. K. ll-Astronomy Cicerone, R. J. JSC/Robbins, D. E.
(10-850 385-38-00) (72-704 502-24-82)
NGR 23-005-617 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2288
NGR 23-005-561 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2281 Computer programs for the calculation of atmospherical infrared
OGO-VI data analysis transmittance
Period Obligations Period Obligations
08/07/72-09/30/74 FY74: $18,307 'TOTAL: $78,307 11/12/73-11/01/74 FY74: $26,166 TOTAL: $26,166
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Carignan, G. R. HQ-SL/Fellows, R. F. 31-Atmos Sci Drayson, S. R. LARC/Reichle, H. G., Jr. 31-Atmos Sci
HQ-SL/Brunk, W. E. LARC/Orr, H. D.
(10-840 384-47-81) ' (10-840 384-00-00) (23-680 160-44-64)
NGR 23-005-622 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2289
NGR 23-005-563 .University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2282 Theory of reliable systems
Studies on the polar C02 ice caps of Mars Period Obligations
Period Obligations 01/01/74-12/31/74 FY74: $40,000 TOTAL: $40,000
06/23/72-08/31/74 FY74: $13,000 TOTAL: $32,186 Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
. Prin. Invest. NASA Tech' Officer CASE Category Meyer, J. E. LARC/Bavuso, S. J. 21-Mathematics
Smith, C. I. HQ-SL/Dwornik, S. E.' 32-Geological Sci LARC/Pitts, F. L.
HQ-SL/Allingham, J. W. (23-704 501-23-32)
(10-840 384-50-80) (10-840 185-00-00)
NSG 1003 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2290
Measurement of ozone transmissivity at low temperature
NGR 23-005-599 University ot Michigan - Ann Arbor 2283 Period Obligations
Determination of hydrochloride in air 03/01/74-05/31/75 FY74: $39,322 TOTAL: $39,322
Period Obligations Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
05/09/73-05/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: $13,000 Drayson, S. R. LARC/Russell, J. M., II111 31-Atmos Sci
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer 'CASE Category Kuhn, W. R. LARC/Davis, R. E.
Stedman, D. H. LARC/Lanford, W. E. 12-Chemistry Chaney, L. W.
(23-830 180-72-50) (23-680 176-21-31)
95'
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NSC IOSO Unlrerdty of Michipn - Ann Arbor 2291 
Dsfinition of tire proprlies for landing system analyscr 
RMd ouPW1ar 
09/01/74-08/31/75 FY74: 138.462 TOTAL: 538,462 
Plfn lnmt. NASA T h .  Dmnr CASE  car^^^ 
Clark, S. K. LARC/McCarty. J. L. 41-Aero Engr 
(2.3-740 134-1401) (23-763 133.61-16) 
NSC 2018 University of M i d i y n  - Ann Arbor 2H2 
GRAD rcearch aergnautics program 
PIMd Ohipliw 
04/0l/7464/01/75 FY74: $59.562 TOTAL: $59,562 
Plfn l n r r r  NASA T d .  O m m  CASE CO~WJ 
Buning. H. ARC/Fcistei. T. W. 41-Acro Engr 
Kucthc. A. M. ARC/Maki. R. L. 
Lcrher. E. J. 
(21-702 7WMU)I) (21-704 501-2604) 
NSC 7004 University of Mirb iyn - Ann Arbor 2293 
IMP-6 mlnr rsdio bunt analysis 
*rial oMp,h="' 
lI/Ol/73-11/08/74 FY74: 388.703 TOTAL: 188,703 
Pen. Irru. NASA 1 4 .  O m  CASE C o t m  
Haddock. F. T. HQ.SG/Oensl. G. K. I l-Astronomy 
HQ-SG/Weldon. J. M. 
(10.850 385-38-00) 
NSR BOOS364 Univmrsity ol Midip. - Ann Arbor 2294 
Analysis 81 synthesis of manual mntml system 
Pmkd ObIPIw.5 
04/21/7&12/31/73 FY74: TOTAL: $257,617 
P l h .  I n n # .  NASA 1.4. Mli~lir CASE Cmqon 
Howe. R. M. LARC/Adams, J. A. W-Multi-Diwip 
PEW R W 
NSR ZUNIS376 University of Mirbipn - Arm Arbor 22.95 
High altitude radiation measurements 
*rial w*rb"* 
05/04/7@05/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: 5452,673 
Prin Inat. NASI T h .  O*r CASE Calqom 
Banman, F. L. GSFCjWexler. R. 31-Atmos Sei 
Kuhn. W. R. 
Chaney. L. W. 
(51480 1-54) (51-680 1600000) 
NAS a29823 Wayne Stale University 22% 
Electrophoretic separation of proteins in space 
P,& obl@tiw" 
05/15/73d9/I5/74 FY74: $25.000 TOTAL: $75.880 
Pn*. In.",. NASA T h .  W p e r  CASE C-ry 
Brown. R. K. MSFC/Allen. R. E. 47-Materials Engr 
MSFC/kott, F. E. 
(62-630 1626162) 
NGR U-006057 Wayne State Unlversity 2m 
Study of effects of guard ring StrUCtURI of excess junction current 
in silicon solar cells 
PI"& ObIptf.,", 
03110172- lO/OL/74 FY74: TOTAL: $26.814 
Plin, In-u. N l S I  Twh. Offir., CASE C m ~ r ) .  
Wang, E. Y. LERC/Brandhorst. H. W., Jr. 
45-Elec Engr (22-704 502-05-50) 
NCR ZMlWC63 Wayne State Unlrenity 2298 
NASAIWSU internship laser power solar cell rescarch 
P,& W*lW 
W/ 10173-0)/27/74 FY74: 521.200 TOTAL: $21.200 
Plfn. Inwr,. NASA T d .  OjJhr CAW Cmt.-wy 
Wang. E. Y. LERCfDunning. J. W.. Jr. 45-Elec Engr 
(22-704 502-05-50) 
NSG 2008 Wayne Shte UDIveISIty VS9 
Mathematical models of in viva measurement of human ulnar 
strength 
P,"d mir4,kwr 
02/01/74-02/01/75 FY74: 118.W TOTAL: $18,W 
P"n. Inw,t. NASA T&. 0fltr.r ClSE Coamw 
Ome. D. ARC/Young, D. R. 53-Other Medical 
(21-970 970.21-14) (21-970 970-21-17) 
NSG MI4 Wayne StsIe University 2300 
Solar energy revarch 
*rid oanm,im, 
Ob/ 19174-12/18/75 FY74: S1I.W TOTAL: S11,W 
Pdn. bnr,. NASA 14 O b h r  CASK C@l*ary 
Wang, E. Y. LERC/Brandhorst. H. W.. Jr. 13-Physics 
LERC/Bernatowicz. D. T. 
(22-704 502.05-50) 
MINNESOTA 
NAS 1-9697 Unir of Minnerota - Minneapolis-Y Paul 2301 
Participation in the k~ience planning for the Viking 1975 missions 
in the area of entry science 
P e a  Oh~mrIm 
03/M/70.03/31/77 FY74: $96.619 TOTAL: $290,519 
P,,n. Inwu. NASA T d .  O f l r  CASE Cmepry 
Nicr. A. 0. LARC/Sofkn, G. A. 31-Atmos ki 
(23-840 815-2&W) 
NAS 1-11676 Univ of Minnesota - Minneapolis-St Paul 2302 
Fabrication, *sting, and calibration of flight mass spectrometers 
for dual a i r  density project 
 PI^ Ohipipli.~ 
Ob/16/72-08/26/75 FY74: $145,999 TOTAL: $505,731 
Pn". l n e r r  NAS1 T d .  Oflier CASE Colwr) .  
Nier, A. 0. LARC/Melfi, L. T.. Jr. 31-Atmos Sci 
Mauersberpcr, K. LARCIPrior. E. J.  
(23-850 863-11-W) 
NAS 27900 Unh of Minnesota - Minneapolis-St Pad U03 
Desrgn and development of a neutral mass spectromctcr 
P<dd Obloblwionr 
10/01/73-07/10/74 FY74: $20,666 TOTAL $20,666 
Plin l n m  NASA T'h. OJp<cr CASr Cnrcrw 
Von Zahn. U. ARC/Polaski, L. 1. 31-Atmos Sci 
Nier, A. 0. ARC/Hall. C. F. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
MINNESOTA (Continued) 
NAS 5-3838 Ualv ol Minnesota - Mimmplls-SI Plul 2304 
Zodiacal light experiment 
R M  ow-Ih 
06/25/6446/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: 5489,581 
P h  I m l  NASA Ted O w  CASE (hlw 
Epnsy. 0. GSFC/Slilrr, W. 0. 13-Physics 
(51-850 821-22-00) 
NAS 5-11173 Univ of Minnesota - Minmpoll+% Paul '2305 
Magnetic fields experiment for S3 
PIMd Ow!p,&W 
IO/U/68-06/30/75 FY74: $50,000 TOTAL: $391,000 
P* lnwm NASA Tmb Oflu?, CASE (htw'y 
Cahdl, L. I., Jr. GSFC/Suemore, K. 0 49-Engr. NEC 
(Sl-850 857-12-00) 
NAS 5-11310 Uoiv of Mi-ta - MinneapolMST Paul 2306 
Ac clectrtc fields experiment Hclios 
P d d  oM@,,ar, 
06/29/70-06/30/76 ~ ~ 7 4 :  $120,000 TOTAL: $961,555 
. . 
P*. lnmr NASA T&. OF-r CASE (jrrnary 
K C I I O ~ ~ .  P. J. GSFC/White, C. E. 13-Physics 
(51-&10 871-12-00) 
NAS 5-11458 Univ of Minnesota - Minneapolis-% Paul 2307 
Opsn source neutral mass spectramctcrs for AE spacecraft. 
missions C. D. & E 
PIMd O N @ a I h  
06/15/71-06/30/77 FY74: $180,000 TOTAL. $752,000 
Pnn Inrxr NAS" 1 4  OJlilili ClSE C w o r ,  
Nier, A 0. GSFC/Findiay, J. A. 31-Atmos Sn 
(51-850 852-22-00) 
NAS 5-11687 Uaiv of Minnesota - Mimapolis% Paul 2308 
Study of particle acceleration meehanlsms for the ATSF 
P < M  W@rm 
05/21/6905/30/76 FY74: $24,000 TOTAL: $574,683 
P M  In*m WAS" TND Ofllcer CASE M w r y  
Winckler. J. R. GSFC/Wainscott, F. H. 49-Engr, NEC 
(51-620 63022-00) 
NAS 5-23273 Unir a l  Mionesots - Minneapoli+% Paul U09 
Data. reduction & analysis from electromagnetic field experiment 
aboard the IMP-I satellite 
R M  ONigarroms 
06/30/73-10/30/73 FY74: TOTAL: S20,oOO 
Mr. In*". .'NASA Teh. Officer U S E  C a m  
Kellogg, P. J. GSFC/Davis. M. A. . 13-Physics 
Cart'%ght. 0. G. 
(51-850 861-5200) 
NAS 8-27977 Uoiv of Minomot. - MinmmpdisSt Paul 2310 
Desiin, development, & ogeration of Ccrcnkov portton of the 
ACR-7 heavy nuclei experiment under the HEAO program 
period O b l W t l i  
06/16/7202/l5/78 FY74: TOTAL: S275.000 
Pnn 1"wl N I U  Tmh Oflcn CASE CamoN 
Waddrngton. C. 1. MSFC/Krome. H. 0. Il-Astronomy 
MSFC/Cochran. J. 
(62-850 832-12-W) 
NAS 9-IU60 Unlr of M i a a o t a  - MinncnpollsSl Pan1 2311 
Storage stability & impmvanent of intermediate moiature foods , 
RW W I m r t h  
03/23/72-03/17/77 FY74: 525,000 TOTAL: SI00,OM) 
P A  11~41. NASA T h .  O P  CASE Cmww 
Labuza. T. P. ISC/Hcidelbsugh, N. D. 
59-Life Sci. NEC, 
(72-970 970-52-24) (72-970 970-51-14) 
NGL tU105008 Uoiv ol  Mlmsota  - MinneapolisS Paul 2312 
Analytic and experimental research m spapacc physics ~ncluding 
balloon and rocket flight expcnmcnts 
pella( OMaOIW 
08/201621)6/M/75 FY74: TOTAL: $4,196,132 
Pm Inwst NASA Trch O/flu?r CASE (hmor j  
Winckler, I. R. HQSG/Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. 13-Physics 
HQSG/Roman, N. G. 
( I N 5 0  188-555) (10-850 18841-55) (1Cb850 188dQ00) 
NGL te005d09 Unir of Minnesota - Minneapolis-St Pwl  2313 
Dwelopmcnt and application of maw spectrometers to studies 
of eanhs upper atmosphere and planetary atmospheres 
P E M  
08/0l/62.05/31/76 
P* Inwr, 
Nier, A. 0. 
(10-840 185dQ00) 
O U @ 0 t h  
FY74 TOTAL: Sl,l75.189 
NASA Tnch Ofllmr CASE Oznory 
HQSL/Feliows, R. F. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQSL/Brunk. W. E. 
(10-840 185-47-80) 
NGL.24005.IM) Unir ol Minnesota - Minneapolis% ~ P u l  2314 
Investigation of environmental microbiology as related to planetary ' ' 
quarantine 
Po&, OYigdbW 
06/13/6805/31/76 FY74: TOTAL: $1,225,000 
Ptin lnnlr NASA TXA. omaa C A S E 6 1 m r j  ' ' 
Hug, I. J. HQSL/Hall, L. B. 51-Biology 
HQSL/Gallaghcr. S. G. 
(l&840 193-58-61) (10870 18Y-OWO) (10-870 lYI-CC-00), 
NGL 24-005-225 Univ of Minoesota - Minneapolis-Sf Paul 2115 
Lunar sample analysis 
P I " ~  Ow!p,ions 
01/26/7101/31/77 FY74: S94.9W TOTAL: $380,660 
Plh. In*x,. NASA T-5. OIBBB CASE (h rcor ,  
Pepin, R. 0. JSC/Harris, 1. W. 13-Physics 
(72-810 388-10-02) 
NGL 24-005-263 Univ ol Minnesota - MinnenpdisSt Paul 7316 
Study of Minnesota forests and lakes uslng data from earth 
resou- technology satelittes 
 PI"^ Ob(ip,i'm 
07/Ob/7206/30/76 FY74: TOTAL: $I50.000 
Pl in  I n w  NASA Th. OJfZr . ' CASE 6 m w  
Cahill. L. I.. Jr. HQPY/Vitalc. J. A. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
(10-371 3400000) 
NGR 24005-006 Univ ol Minnesota - Miane.paB+St Paul 7311 
Computer analysis of circadian rhythms 
Perid oMw,,mr 
07/OI/6366/01/74 FY74: ' TOTAL: $692,500 
Pm, Inus, NASA Trrh OYcer CASE C o l w ' I  
Halberg, F. ARC/Wtngst, C. M 61-Bioi Aspects 
(10-870 L89aO-00) (21-870 189dQ00) 
n 
NASA'§ UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
MINNESOTA (Continued) 
NGR 24605050 Uoir of Minnesota - MinmpolirrSt Pnul 2318 
Measurement of the prima ray flux of various celestial point 
sources from high altitude balloons 
P d  oblmtm* 
04/21/65-09/30/74 FY74: $45,105 TOTAL: 5547,887 
Ptin ,nu*<. NASd Th. Ofjker CASE C o l ~ w y  
Waddington. C. J. HQ-SG/Opp. A. G. I l-Astronomy 
(la850 188-4656) (10-850 188-46-54) . . 
NGR 24005111 Univ of Minnesota - Minneapolis-St Paul 2319 
Electron radar techniques as a probe of the trapped radiation 
belts 
P C " ~  Obl(po,,~l 
09/29/66-09/14/74 FY74: TOTAL: $529.591 
Pn'n lnrrrl. NASA Toh. O l m  CASE Caegor). 
Winckler, J. R. HQ-SG/Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. 13-Physics 
(10-sso 879-11-m) (10-850 879-moo) 
NGR 24005196 U n i ~  of Mimerota - Minneapolir-St. Paul 2320 
Studying the neutral conrtituents of the polar atmospheres above 
100 km during calendar year 1970 
Period Ok! i~ t i i i i  
031 16170-12/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: S2I0,aX) 
Ptiv. bwst. NASA Ted .  OJficer CASE Cmqory 
Nicr, A. 0.. HQSG/Dubin, M. I l-Astronomy 
(10-850 879-ll-MJ) (10-850 8 7 9 - W )  
NGR 24005-223 Unir of Mionerota - Minneapolis-% Paul 2321 
Lunar sample analysis 
P C " ~  Oblimrian. 
05/22/7141/31/75 FY74: $72,000 TOTAL: 5233,750 
Plin Invm.  NASA Tech, Oflcer CASE Cn1qw 
Murthy, V. R. JSC/Harris, J. W. 13-Physics 
(72-8 10 388-10-02) 
NGR 24-O(KM Univ of Minnesota - MinneapolibSt Paul 2322 
Lunar sample analysis 
P<,wd Oblirirrun. 
08/03/71-01/31/75 FY74: $52,485 TOTAL: $187,145 
P r h  Inwsz. NASA Tech. OJficer CASE Cmlaory 
Banerjee, S. K. JSCIHarris, J. W. 32.Geological Sci 
(72-810 388-1043) 
NGR U-OK-253 Univ of Minnesota - MinneapolisSt Paul 2323 
Panlcie and field studies of the magnetosphere 
Pm'd OM(a(ai0nr 
11 /01/71-06/30/75 FY74: $92.000 TOTAL: $308,186 
Plin hrur. NASA Tlch. Officrrr CdSE CDlwry 
Cahill, L. J.,  Jr. HQ-SGjKavanagh. L. D., Jr. 13-Physics 
HQ-SG/Ott, E. 1. 
(10-850 879-1 160) 
NGR 244E-265 Univ of Minnesota - MinwapolisSt Paul 2324 
2-10 micron photometric studies of stellar water and circumstellar 
and interstellar ice 
period W,PP~M, 
02/26/73-06/30/74 FY74: 516,000 TOTAL: 616,000 
PNI. Inws,. NASA Ter* Ojfinr CASE Colcp,) 
Woolf, N. J. ARC/Cameran, R. M. ll-Astronomy 
ARC/Gillespie. C. M.. Jr. 
(21-850 352-02-03) 
NGR 2400S7.67 Unir of M i ~ l e a o b  - Minnmpollis-St Paul 2325 
Photometric investigation of wavelength dependence of radialion 
from objects, shoring excess long wavc radiation (LO to 30 
microns) 
P e w  ouigm,im ' ' 
02/26/73-12/31/74 FY74: S2O.W TOTAL: W9,W 
PNI. b r s r .  NASA T h .  Of lhr  CASE Ce#wo'y 
Ney, E. P. ARC/Cameron, R. M. ll-Astronomy 
(21-850 3524243) 
NGR 24445-275 Univ of Minnesota - Minne.&iiSt Pnul 2326 
Iodine 129 as a pqsrible factor in prebiotic synthesis of biopoly- 
mers 
period OH(pollon, 
W/25/73-06/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: M.008 
P"n. Inwrt. NASA Tech. Ofl!c#r CASE Cavgory 
Swain, F. M. HQ-SL/Geib, D. S. 12-Chemistry 
(10-840 192-55-61) 
NGT Z400M12 Unir of Minnesota - M i w ~ p l i i Y  P a d  2327 
Training of graduate students in spaee-related science and 
technology 
PC"& W!W,lon, 
04/01/6208/01/72 FY74: TOTAL: $1,450.131 
. . 
Pan. bnl,. NASA Ted. Of l i i i  CASE Cotwly 
Crawford, B.. Jr. HQ-PY/Cartcr. C. H. 99-Multi-Discip 
(10-370 l8tCMMJ) 
NGT 7AhWU78 Univ of Minneson - Minneapolis-St Paul 2.328 
Training of predoctoral graduate students in space sciences and 
tschnology 
P < d d  obliptiow 
06/24/6548/01/78 FY74: TOTAL: $18,298 
Prfn. lnvesf. NASA Tmh. Ofls-r CASE Cn,<dw 
Anderson, G. W. HQ-PY/Cartcr, C. H. 99-Multi,Discip 
(10-370 181-WOO) 
NSG 2014 Unir of Minnesota - MinnespolirSt Paul 2329 
Exploratory astrophysics and infrared astronomy 
period ot.i~..z;on, 
02/01/7601/31/15 FY74: % 0 , W  TOTAL: S80.W 
Prln. t#wr. NASA Teh. 08,-r CASE Cnlrbov 
Ney. E. P. ARC/Cameron, R. M. Il-Astronomy 
(21-850 352-02-03) 
NSG 7WS Univ of Minnesolr - Minneapolis-St Paul 2330 
Energetic particles in the magnetosphere and space 
P.riad Obli~0li0"l 
07/01/73-06/30/76 FY74: $180,000 TOTAL: $180,000 
Prin. Inul r .  NASA T d .  Ofllcer CASE C d m  
Winckler. J .  R. HQ-SGjKavanagh, L. D., Jr. 13-Physics 
HQSG/Olt, E. J., 
(10-850 188-3655) (10-850 879-11-W) 
NSR WlXl5-238 Uoir of Minnesota - Mimanpolis-Sl Pwl  2331 
Development of a photometer system for use with the 91 cm IR 
telescope 
P?"d ou(a."rinr 
06/13/72-08/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: Srn.000 
?tin b r s z .  NASA Teh. OUlnr CASE C a r q w  
Ney, E. P. ARCjCamoron, R. M. Il-Astronomy 
ARC/Badcr. M. 
(10-850 352-03-WJ) 
NASA's  UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
MINNESOTA (Continued) 
NSR tld05-245 Univ of. Minnesota - MinnrapalirSt Paul . 2332 
Study of. the proper motion of stars using the automated proper 
,;., motion system 
period OuIg.",<e"l 
01/13/72-11/30/74 PY74: $51.324 TOTAL: $224.077 
P"? In"?3,. NASA T&. OJtmr C A S E  CntcEOrr 
Luytqn, W .  J. HQ-SG/Roman, N. G. Il-Astronomy 
GSFC/Mead. J.  M. 
(16850 188-41.51) 
NCR 25-01M01 Alcorn A&M College 2333 




Paul, M P 
rn&'Z,W.f 
FY74: $41,548 TOTAL: $41,548 
NASA Tech. OJIiiii CASE Calegory 
GSFC/Schmid, P. E. 31-Atrnos Sci 
GSFCjMarini, J .  W. 
NSC 8005 Aleorn AQlM College 2334 
Bio-degradation of rocket propellant waste (ammonium per- 
chloratc) 
P I M d  Oulg#,,onr-' 
M/Ol/74-04/01/75 ,. FY74: $20.518 TOTAL: $20,518 
Plln. Bus!. NASA Ter* OfJi-r CASE Cete8olon. 
Neqvi, S. M. MSFC/Wolvcrton, B. C. 
39-Em Sci. NEC 
Latif. A. MSFC/Kent, M. I. 
(62.37 1 340-0060) 
NGR 25-011-WI Jackson State College 2335 
Research in marshland ecology 
P<Md ObllPtlonr 
05/12/72-0713 1/74 FY74: TOTAL: $37,091 
, . . . 
Pdn. Invest. NASA Ted.  O#iccr CASE Coresory 
Nelson. F. HQ-PY/Pohly, I. G .  51-Biology 
(10-371 340-WW) 
NSC 3W4 Jackson Stsb Collew U38 
Numerical solution of Navier-Stoker equations for steady laminar 
incompressible flow between two plater with abrupt change of 
spacings 
. .
P < d  ou;w,iO"s 
03j01/7462/28175 FYI* ~ 2 1 . 5 ~  TOTAL: $21,520 
. . . . 
Pnn. I n r ~ r  NASA Trrh O/lmr CASE Care%on. 
Chu, C. S. LERC/Zuk. 1. 49-Engr, NEC 
(22-371 34C-O(MO) , 
NSC 8015 Jsrklon State College 2339 
Study aquiltrc plants as flltratnon systems for pholograph~c 
WBItC 
P d d  m,wim 
.06/03/74-06/02/75 . FY74: $24.919 TOTAL: $24,919 
~ d n .  b w ~ t .  NASA Ted. 0fJicr.r c ~ s e  care.eelon. 
Perkinr. J .  MSFC/Wolvcrton, B. C. 
39-Env Sci. NEC 
. , 
NAS 521817 MiPsissippi State University 7.340 
ERTSA data user for land usp planning 
P d  OM,g.,,Ion, 
0811 1172-07/04/74 FY74: TOTAL: '524,138 
P t i n  Bnsr NASA T d .  GfPcrti CASE C o r m  
Ingcls, F. M. GSFC/Stonesifer. G .  R.32-Feological Sci 
(51-680 641-14481 (51-680 MI-OOa)) 
NAS 5-21881 .Mi@rpippi State Univcmitg 2341 
ERTS-A data users investigation for the study 01 applications of 
remote sensing data. to agricultural practices in the Mississippi 
delta region 
P & d  oulmllonr 
l0/27/72-05/27/74 FY74: $32,630 TOTAL: 1102,630 
P l i n  Inn>,. NASA Tech. O&r CASE CntePy 
Bouchillon, C. W. GSFC/StonZrifcr; 0. R. 
39-En" Sci. NEC 
Shepard. C. G. 
(51-680 641-1401) 
NAS 8-26749 MiSsisrb~i State Universlt~ 2342 
2336 A sludy of trends and techniques for a p a a  bass electronics NGR 25411602 Jackson State College p e t i d  o t ihp , im~ 
Aquatic plants as filtration systems for photographic waste 01/12/7141/11/75 FY74: $25,000 TOTAL: $65,000 ., 
P e l i d  OUhpriom P&, Inn",. NASA Tmh. O/IImr CASE CnWow 
06/29/72-06/30/73 F Y I 4  TOTAL: $35.1 15 Gassaway, I. D. MSFC/Hollis, B. R.. Jr.  49-Engr. NEC 
Pnn. Inus,. MASA Tkb. Offlcer CASE C4lrgory MSFCjKcnnedy, B. W. 
Perkins, I. HQ-PY/Pohly, I. G. 61-Bial Aspects (62-704 502-23-51) 
MTFIWolverlon. B. C. 
NAS 8-2W36 Mississippi State Unlverdly 2343 
NGR 25-011605 Jackson State College 2337 Application of Saturn/Apollo automated data system capabilities 
Establishment of an analytical model for natural watcrsystem 
. , 
to problems of environmental impacts of urban transportation 
P<,Icl OblriDlBns P e r i d  ouilPID"" 
11/01/73-11/01/74 FY74: $20,933 TOTAL: $20,933 06/16/72-12/17/73 FY74: TOTAL: $5,WO 
P"n, lnrrrl. NASA Trrh OJPmr CASE Calrgory . Pnn. Inwsr. NASA Teh. O/Jfce# CASE Camow 
Sckhon, B. S. ~ S ~ C / W o l v e n b n ,  B. C. McKee, I. C., Ir. MSFC/McDonough, G. F. 
39-Env Sci, NEC 39-Env Sci, NEC 
MSFC/Kent, M. I. MSFC/Daniels, I. L., Jr. 
(62-371 340-03-00) (62.910 933-00-b0) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
MISSISSIPPI (Continued) 
NAS 8-30618 Miraissippi State University 2.344 
Fabrication of thema-plastic hologram storage devices 
O b l b I h  
FY74: 115,000 TOTAL: 515,000 
NASA re*. Wli l i r  CASE C a t w r j  
MSFC/Pitts. E. H. 45-Elec Engr 
MSFC/Kerr. J. H. 
NAS %.WU Hisissippi State Unirenit) 2345 
Appllcallon of wrnotr vnring lo Ihe edenuflcat~on of archaru.ogi- 
cai and potential rccrcauunai ,tics along ihr T~nnersee-Tornblgbcc 
waterway route 
renod Oblbb,.,"' 
04/01/7410/01/74 FY74: $10,645 TOTAL: $10.645 
P*". ~ n l r s r .  NASA r d .  ~ f l ; ~ ,  CASE catfor) 
Miller. W. F. MSFC/Daniels. J. L., Jr. 
39-Env Sci, NEC 
MSFClBensko. J.. Jr. 
NAS 9-13363 MiasisPippi Stale University 2346 
Study of application of Skylab EREP data to agriculfure in the 
Mississippi delta alluvial plains region - Skylab EREP investigation 
no. 339 
P"kd Obl,pr*nr 
0(/23/73-a6/30/75 FY74: TOTAL: Y 5 . W  
Pnn. l n r n .  NASA T d .  OJJiwr CASE C n z q 0 ~  
Bouchlllon, C. W. MTF/Mooneyhan. D. W. 
99-Multi-Discip 
Ingsls. F. M. 
(72-960 94863-82) 
NGL -1-032 Miraissippl State University 2347 
Specid suppart of Saturn/Apollo utilizing Mississippi test 
facility 
P l n d  OMbtinu 
03/06/69-01/01/73 FY74: TOTAL: S275,MO 
Pdn. lnlrrt. NASA T&. Om-r CASE CoIwry 
Bouehillon. C. W. MSFC/Kent, M. I. W-Multi-Discip 
(62-910 933-50-00) 
NGL Z-Wl4Ul Mississippi State University W8 
Interdisciplinary program in carth resource and environmental 
research 
m b , ; . w  
FY74: TOTAL: SI00.W 
NASA Ted. On;-r CASE Oolmry 
HQ-PY/Rcdding. E.R. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
MSFC/Kent, M. I. 
NGL ~1~ Midsippi  Stale U~~ivrrsity 2349 
Application of remotely sensed data to state and regional 
problems 
NGR SOO1-050 Mississippi State University 2350 
Stiffness and damping of inherently compensated gas thrusting 
bearing with finite square geometry 
PI* OtJlg.lB", 
01/30/73- 12/29/74 FY74: $8.652 TOTAL: $17,292 
Pnn, bnsl. NASA Trh,  OJJinr CASE C m r ~  
Stifflcr. A. K .  LERC/Fieming. D. P. 46-Mecb Engr 
LERC/Cunningham, R. E. 
(22-7M 501-24-10) 
NGR 25601655 Mississippi State University US1 
Numerical solution of the Navier-Stokes equations lor arbitrary 
two-dimensional multi-clcmenl airhils 
PC#& W/~*I~~O"'  
01/01/7401/01/75 FY74: SZ5.W TOTAL: S2S.W 
Pn". inwlr. NASA Ted. O f l , ~ ,  CASE C#r<gov 
Thcmpson. J. F. LARC/Bobbitt, P. J. 41-Acro Engr 
LARC/Newman, P. A. 
(23-7M 501-0645) 
NSG Mississippi Valley State Unir. 2352 
Biological indicators for  monitoring thc water quality of 
Mississippi Test Facility canals system 
 PI"^ ou,wrionr 
04/25/7404/24/75 FY74: $20,054 TOTAL: $20,054 
Prim Irrr>r. NASA Tech. OJJkr CASE Corqo,y 
Setni. S. L. MSFC/Woiverton, B. C. 51-Biology 
MSFC/Kent. M. 1. 
(62-371 39000-00) 
NGL 25-005-007 Unlrrrsity of Sarthern Misisippi 2353 
Remote sensing study of land use &sedimentation in Rose Barnett 
reservoir, Jackson. Mississippi area 
P e n 4  ou@N.nr 
02/15/72-02/28/76 FY74: TOTAL: $ IM,W 
Ptin Inmrl. NASA Te*. 0fPc1,r CASE CatqoT 
Pinson. J. W. HQ-PY/Vitaie, J. A. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
MTFIMooneyhan, D. W. 
(1@371 34@a)-00) 
NGR S O 0 5 4 5  Unirersity of Southern Mississippi 2354 
Novel diacids & dianhydrides as polymer precursors 
Period oui~.rio, 
06/09/71-06/30/75 FY74: TOTAL: $97,050 
Ptin Inwsf. NASA Tech. OJ+r CASE CaJqwy 
Thames. S. F. LARC/Johnston, N. J. 12-Chemistry 
LARC/Bell. V. L. 
(23-7M 501-21-22) (23.740 134-03-22) 
MISSOURI 
NGL 2-21 Splnt Louis University 2355 
Computer method for redesigning and n~nlinear analysis of a 
?<nod ~ b l @ a t i ~ ~  redundant mrnplcr structure 
11/01/7361/31/77 FY74: $200,000 TOTAL: P200.000 PS%W' ou~m,bnr 
P*. fnn*t. NASA ~ d .  o#imr CASE citqory 02IW69-11/10/74 FY74: TOTAL: $108,005 
. . . . 
Bouchillon, C. W. ~ Q - ~ ~ / ~ i t a l e ,  I. A. 39-Env Sci, NEC ~nm. t n w r .  NASA ~ c h .  o f f i ~ r  CASE c.ztrg0~ 
MSFC/McDonough, G. F. Rhodcs, J. L. LARC/Fultan, R. E. 41-Aero Engr 
( Is371 3 4 0 - W )  (23-760 12600-00) 
NASA's UNlVERSlTY PROGRAM 
MISSOURI (Continued) 
NGR 2C-006-0y Saint Louis University 2356 
Evaluation ~f cutansous sensitivity 
Pldd, Obll~IioM 
08/23/71-10/31/7,4 FY74: S7 .M TOTAL: $27.291 
P l i n  bwr,. NASA Terh Ofliwr CASE Caleo? 
Van Beaumont, W .  ARCjGreenleaf, J. E. 5SMher Medical 
(21-970 970-21-14) 
NGR 2HOf-042 Saint Louis University 2357 
Reinterpretation of Mariner 9 IRIS data 
PW,d m b m m  
10/03/73-l2/30/74 FY74: $14.991 TOTAL $14,991 
Pnn Inm, NASA Tech Ofltcer ClSE Co!eory 
Pallman, A. J. HPSL/Fcllows, R. P. I l-Aslmnorny 
(10-840 384-47-81) 
NSG U)23 SaiM Looim University 23% 
Monitoring of local sweating response with the onset of motion 
sickne~s 
pelid m & t e w  
05/01/74-05/01/75 FY74: $12,800 TOTAL: $12,8M 
Pdn. h a .  NASA Teh. Olfier cdSE cotwry 
Van kaumont, W .  ARC/Anliker, J. E. 53-Other Medical 
(21-970 97&21-11) 
NAS 9-9209 University of Missouri - Colombia US9 
Blood analyses lor Apollo hematology ptocedures 
hmd oblwrona 
M/28/69-06/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: $110,788 
NAS 9-12369 University of Mirrwri - Coiu~nbia WO 
Encrgy and nutrient intake monitoring 
P d d  ou@a'ioM 
01/19/72-09/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: $74,966 
. . 
PM. Inwsl. NASA Ttrh Oflker CASE C a r r w ~ .  
Rambaut, P. C. JSC/Smilh. M. C.. Ir. 59-Life Sci. NEC 
(72-970 970-51-14) 
NAS 9-12526 University of Misswri - Colulabi. U61 
Development of  a mathematical model 
P<Hd O U W t i O " .  
03/07/72-07/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: 528.W 
Plln lnwrl. NASA Twh. Ofliiii CASE CGIIWI. 
Winnick. J .  JSC/Ellir, W. E. 43-Chem Engr 
(72-970 970-52-21) (72-910 914-52-00) 
NAS 9-13436 University of Miswuri - Columbia 21b2 
Development and verification of a map model using system-I0 
computer-aided design pNgram 
P,riud OUb,,,,"" 
W/11/73-01/01/75 FY74: TOTAL: $29.073 
P ~ H .  Inv3t.  NASA Tech. Oflkrr CASE Csmttrr 
Tranler. W. H. JSC/Dawson. C. T. 21-Malhematier 
(72.980 90941-07) 
NGL 16004621 Unhemlty of Minsouri - Coluriibi. 2363 
Effects of radiation on gastro-intestinal function and cyclic 
turnover of intestinal epithelium 
n t i d  ouiw,iom 
07/13/65-09/30/74 FY74: 525 .M TOTAL: $310,764 
Plh. I",",. NASA Tech. q f i r  CASE C#,TON 
Musacchia. X .  J. ARC/Holton, E. M. 51-Bialow 
(21-970 970-2141) (53-970 97@71-61) 
NGR M004099 University of Mimuri  - Columbia 2364 
Composite polymer films for long term biological sensors 
P d d  Oulptlo~ 
06/22/72-09/14/74 FY74: $24,956 TOTAL: $74.830 
Plin lnrr t  NASA T d .  OJfiriri CASE c*,qory 
Millich, F. ARC/Sandler. H. , 52-Clinical Med 
(21-970 97CL23-30) 
NAS 2-7G78 Uaiversily of Mirsauri - Kanus City 2365 
Study air pollutant detectors 
Pmid OUib,WN 
06/27/72-08/01/73 FY74: TOTAL: $29.428 
P M .  ,mest. NASA T I rh  O f i r  CASE Calqcws 
Unavailable HQ-SS/Starr, W .  L. 39-Env Sci. NEC 
(21-250 141-93-00) 
NGR 26001618 Univcrslty of Mi-ri - Roll. UM 
Lumincseena of nucleic acids and dyes 
Pried O b l @ , W 5  
08/28/73-08/31/74 FY74: $9,904 TOTAL: 59.904 
Prin Inus,. NASA 7 4 .  Oflnr CASE C n I w ?  
Millich, F. ARCjGinora, H. S 12-Chemistry 
(21-840 192-5543) 
NCR -9 Unlvemlty of M-ri - Roll. U67 
Nutation control during pmes ion  of a spinrlabilired spacecraft 
hrmd oar@,,m, 
07/01/73-06/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: S1b.MX) 
-. Inwsr. NASA Tcrh. Wpm, CASE C g Z m  
Taylor. J. M. GSFC/Flatlcy, T. W. 49-Engr. NEC 
, (5l-680 l a m - 5 1 )  
NGR 260BeUOI University of Mi-ri - Roll. U68 
Research in bioenvironmental svstems 
Prrid Ww,!ms 
04/17/72-08/31/75 FY74: TOTAL: 157,750 
P"n. b r . 3 l .  NASA Ttrh 0,mr CASE Cotwrv 
Miles. J. B. ARC/Charnbers. A. B. 46Mech Engr 
ARC/Qualtrans. P. D. 
(21-970 970-22-20) 
,. . 
NSG 1050 Univcnityof Mi-ri - Roll. XU9 
Structural-acoustic respanx and ini;rior noise levels of fuselage 
structures 
Pmnd oU~rn~m.~m 
09/01/74-08/31/75 FY74: $29.949 TOTAL: 529,949 
Pnrr lnwrl NASA T 4  O/fier CASE ComM 
Kovnl, L R LARC/Mlrson. J S 41-Aero Enpr 
(23-702 76Wb1-04 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
MISSOURI (Continued) 
NAS 2-7613 WIshington University 2370 
Lifter rotor random modes and vibration 
P c d  O M W -  
07/01/73-@5/30/76 FY74: 5182,644 TOTAL: $182.64 
Ptin In.?,,. NASA T h  OfJImr CASE C#tesorY 
Hohenemser, K. H. ARC/Morse. H. A. 41-Aero Engr 
Prelcwicr, D. A. ARC/Statler, I. C. 
Yin. S. K. 
(21-7M 501-17-00) 
NAS W6OW Warhinston UniverCty 237 1 
Wave propagation in thermoviscour media 
Pend O#&ar!on, 
M/l0/70-07/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: 139.97 1 
Pril Inwsl. NASA T K h  WPinr CASE C d r m v  
Rodin, E .  Y. MSFC/Jones, 1. H. 13-Physics 
(62-920 982-5260) (62-920 976-30-00) (62-742 124-MOO) 
NAS a n 9 1 6  W h i n e o n  Univcmiry 2372 
Design, development and operation of a heavy nuclei experiment 
under the HEAO program 
P,dd o u w ~ i n '  
06/16/72-02/15/78 FY74: T O T A L  S137,m4 
PM.  bwsl .  #ASA Tech. OfJtcer CASE CoI~ory  
Israel. M .  H. MSFC/Krame, H. 0. Il-Astronomy 
MSFC/Cochran. J. 
(62-850 832-12-M) 
NAS 9-13741 Washington University 2373 
Microanaly~is of blood plasma 
Prrad OMwIIDnl 
08/01/73-07/31/74 FY74: SIO,000 TOTAL: 11O.WO 
Pdn. Inwxr. NASA T p 6  O/per CASE r3lemry 
Lawry. 0. JSC/kach. C. S. 52-Clinical Mod 
(72-960 948-60.90) 
NCL 244W%M4 Washington Unlverolty 2374 
Application o f  satellite communications to educational dcvelop- 
m n t  
R r i d  0bl~li.W. 
10/13/69-12/01/73 FY74: TOTAL: $WO.OM) 
Pnw hrll NASA T& O/h.r? CASE C o r w )  
Morgan. R P HQ-EC/Llrcrman. D W-Multt-Dlrcep 
HQ.PY/Reddlng. E. R 
(10371 I 4 C - W )  (10-620 164.0650) (10-370 1 8 3 m )  
N C L  2&00%057 Walhingmn Unlvcrslty 23'15 
Development of solar wind shock models with tensor plasma 
pressure for data analyds 
P,#d W,p,*ii 
12/29/69-01/15/75 FY74: 114.171 TOTAL: W9.171 
Pdm. I n r ~ r .  NASA Te~h.  Oflker CASE Carvary 
Abraharnshrauner. 6. HQ-SG/Kavanagh. L. D.. Jr. 13-Physics 
HQ-SG/Schmerling. E. R .  
(10-850 188-3655) (10-8M 188-00-00) 
N C L  2600R065 Washingtan Unimmily 2376 
Lunar sample analysis 
P,*d oD(i,m,,on3 
02/01/71-01/31/77 FY74: 1235.623 TOTAL: $1.109.153 
Pdn Inu.9,. NASA Twh, O/pwr CASE C.rq!,ry 
Walker, R. M .  JSC/Harrir. J. W. 13-Physics 
(72-810 388-10-01) 
NGR Z&OWOOl W.shiogton University 2377 
Determination of characteristics of high altitude primary casmic 
radiationat low latitudes 
Period oanp,ion, 
09/01/61-01/31/75 FY74: $lOO,a)I TOTAL: 51,048,281 
ptin, h n r l .  NASA Teh. ofnc~r CASE Carepry 
Klarrnann, J. HQ-SG/Opp, A. G. Il-Astronomy 
Israel. M. H. HQ-SG/Kavansgh, L. 0.. Jr. 
(10-850 18846-56) (10-850 188-46-51) (10-850 188-Ma)) 
NGR 2 6 0 0 W 9  Washington University 2378 
Astronomy at sub-millimeter wavelengths 
PI"d  OM'~,,Irn, 
04/26/7 1-0713 1/74 FY74: TOTAL: $1 19,666 
~ri*. rnreat. NASA rnh. WJ+CP~ CASE c.rrzev 
Friedlander, M. W. HQ-SG/Boggess, N. W. 11-Astronomy 
( I0450 188-41-55) 
NSG 1016 W.shington Uniwrsity 2379 
High resolution ultrasonic sensor for ob~ rva t i on  of particles in 
fluids 
I * d d  oui*.,ions 
03/15/74-03/14/75 FY74: $29,958 TOTAL: $29,958 
Pdn I n ~ s r  NASA Tmh. OlPelr CASE C n l q w  
Miller, J. G. LARC/Heyman, J. S. 13-Physics 
LARC/Hendricks, H. D. 
(23-704 502-23-56) 
NSG 7016 Washington University 2380 
Lunar data analysis and synthesis program an lunar surface 
dynamics 
Pcdd Ou&nrianz 
12/01/73-11/30/74 FY74: $59,158 TOTAL: $59,158 
PA" l n n l r  NASA Tech. O U m  CASE Cotcwly 
Hohenbcrg. C. M. HQ-SM/Hosterman. J. W. 
Podosek, F. A. 
(10-810 383-M-02) 
MONTANA 
NGR 27-001-040 Montana Stale University 2381 
Establishment of a mission-oriented gravitation rc~earch anter 
P l l i d  O#lw"nr 
0612817 1-@9/30/14 FY74: $30.000 TOTAL: $94.350 
. . 
Pnn. Inn.,,. NASA Tmh. Ofllwr CASE Cntcp". 
Nordivcdt. K.. Jr. HQ-SG/Roman. N. G. I I-Astronomy 
HQ-SG/Ashworth. C. D. 
NAS 521826 Unirerrily 01 Montan8 ZWt 
Investigation of applicability of ERTS-A to Montana 8cology 
P,Ad Ohl&a,in"r 
0(1/11/72-01/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: 3811,889 
Prin Inw.~,  NASA Tllh. O//lnr CASE C m w ?  
Weidman. R. M .  GSFC/Gordon. F.. Jr. 32Gealogical Sci 
(5 1.680 641-14-031 





Craighead, J. J. 
Varney, J. R. 
(10-680 .If&75-01) 
otd~~rronc 
FY74: TOTAL: $42.500 
NASA Ted O/ftnr , CASE Carqor) 
HQ-ER/Jacobs, G .  I. 5 1-Btology 
HQ-ER/Park. A. 8. 
NSG 2030 . . . . University of Montana . 2384 
Satellite wildlif~rewarch 
P~tiod oMig..,io"s . 
05/01/7406/06/75 FY74: $15,000 TOTAL: S15.000 
Pnn  inn.^,. NASA Teh. Oflfwr CASE Mewry 
Craighead, J. J! ARC/Scbesla, P. D.. 39-Env Sei, NEC 
ARC/Billingham, J .  -.. 
(21-680 177-5613) 
NAS 5-21756 University al  Nebraska - Limdn 2385 
Evaluation of ERTSA imagery in mapping and managing soil 
and range resources in the sand hills region of Nebraska 
Peed OU@.liDII 
05/25/72-02/01/75 FY74: TOTAL: S51.2W 
Pn'n bvur NASA Ted.  O f i r  CASE Cde~"?.  
Drew. J. V. GSFC/Stoncsifer. G. R. 
39:EnY Sci, NEC 
Bunlaff. D. F. , , ,  
(51-680 641-1401) (51-680 641-14-a)) . . 
, . 
NAS 523125 Unirerdt): of Nebraska - ~ i n ~ i n ,  ' 2386 
Calibration of magnetic electron multipliers 
Pdod Obl@.,lM' 
06/23/72-01/31/75 FY74: $10.642 TOTAL: $31,408 
PNl. Inns,. N8SA rerh Oflxe, CASE Carwry 
Samson. I. A. GSFC/Kalcl, M.  W. I l-Astronomy 
(51.850 879-11-00) (51-850 188-38-53) (51-850 188-38-64) 
, : 
NAS 9-11045 University of Nebraska - Linmln 2387 
Health proteetion and food preservation by gamma irradiation 
of food 
h r i d  OMlgnlionr 
06/29/7@11/01/74 : . ~ ~ 1 4 :  1620.~1 TOTAL: $89,977 
Prh. lowst. NASA Trch. Ouinr CASE Cnzqory 
Hartung, T. E. JSC/Heidelbaugh, N. D. 
, , . 
. . 59-Life Sci, NEC 
(72-970 97OAWCO) .. . 
NGL 28-0WOm University of Nebraska - Lincoln US8 
., Applications Of remote wnsing in resource management in 
" Nebraska 
Prnd om*,,onr 
04/20/72-05/31/77 FY74: $100,000 TOTAL: $250,000 
Plin Inucrt. NASA Teh. O//rer CASE C.legury 
Drew, 1. V. HQ-PY/Vit,ale, J. A. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
(1@371 34@00-00) 
NGR 28004.021 University ol Nebraska - Lineoln 2389 
Insraclion of radiation with planetary gases 
Period . . Ohiptimx 
,02/23/73-0113 1/77 FY.74: 1 8 4 . 9  TOTAL: 184.409 
Pnn. Inwlt. NASA Trcb. Wfier  CASE C W r y  
Samson. J. A. ~ HQ-SL/Brunk. W. E. - 31-Atmor Sei 
HQ-SL/Fcilow> R. F. 
(IcrssO 185-47-85) 
NGR 28004.025 Unirenily ol Nebraska - Lineoln 2390 
Study into slfeets ol  oxidized titanium on hydrogen transport in 
titanium at low temperatures 
P#,,cd ouip,;"", 
09/01/73-08/31/74 FY74: 68.017 TOTAL: 18,017 
Pn'n !nu>,. NASA T h .  Of lnr  CASE Calepry 
Johnson. D. L. ARC/Nelson. H. G. 47-Malerials Engr 
(21-7W 501-21-21) 
NGR 286(14-028 University of Nebruks - Lineoln 2391 
Physical properties of old novae 
P,"d O t d i I ~ t i i ~  
05/01/7604/30/75 FY14: S3.W TOTAL: $3,000 
Pm'n bw,r. NASA Trh. Ofl!<,r CASE C o r w  
Gallaghcr, J .  S. GSFCjKupperian, J. E. Il-Astronomy 
(51-850 8314360) 
NEVADA 
NAS 5-21810 University of Nevada - R e n  2392 
Study of the u a  of ERTS-A tmagery for wldland resource 
e~aluatlon 
P e d  Otd,~, ,~nc 
10/03/72-03/01/74 FY74: TOTAL: Y(0.651 
Pnn. in*3l. NASA Trh .  0lficr.r CASE C#!qory 
Tucller. P. A. GSFC/Crump. E: W. 39-Env k i .  NEC 
(51-680 641-1401) 
NAS 9-13274 University ol NevadP - Rem 2393 
The great basin investigation 
Perid Oh,p,<*m. 
02105173-09130174 ' FY74: TOTAL: $96.000 
. , . , 
Pnn. Inuul .  NASA Ted. O//#<#, CASE Carwry 
Quade. J. JSC/Miller, M. L. 3 2 ~ ~ l ~ ~ ~ ~ 1  sn 
(72-960 940-6343) ' ' 
N E W  H A M P S H I R E  
NAS MI749 Dartmouth Collqe 2394 
ERTS-A data user invesligation of land use of northern 
megalopolis 
P I n d  ou*,h, 
05/02/72-12/19/73 FY74: $27,322 TOTAL: $93,523 
P r h  Inwsr. NASA Tech. 41u.r CASE CotqOrS 
Simpson. R. B. . GSFC/Smjmjna, E. F. 39-Env Sqi. NEC 
(51-680 641-1402) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
NEW HAMPSHIRE (Continued) 
NAS 9-13311 Da~ tmuth  C a l k s  235'5 
Invcstigation of thermal anomalies in a n t n l  American volcanic 
chain and cvalustion of utility of thermal anomaly monitoring 
in ptedicling volcanic eruptions 
w O U U ~  
03/06/73-09/30174 FY74: TOTAL: SIO.600 
. . . . 
PIfn Inn,#. NASA T d .  O m  CASE ComM. 
Stoiber, R. E. JSC/Millcr. M. L. 32Clwlogieal Sci 
(72-960 948-6343) 
NCR YL00144I Dmimouth Colkgt UW 
Pmecssing and analysis of dala from VLF-LF experiments on 
thc OGO-4 and D G 0 6  rpaascraR and continuation of smdicr 
a ground stations 
P.md WIIprbnr 
lO/M/72-W/30/74 FY74: $60.000 TOTAL: $160.000 
M. ~ - r r .  NASA rnh .  o,7tCcr CASE c m w  
Laaspen. T. HQSG/Schmerling, E. R. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQSG/Hallenbsk, D. R. 
(10-850 385-3640) 
NSC 9 1 4  Dar tmud  College 235'7 
Gwlogical applications of ERTS data 
n,&d ou@ml.m8 
07/01/74-06/3Cl/75 FY74: 1124,400 TOTAL: $124.400 
P A .  Innsf.  NASA Ted. Wmr U S E  C a l w n  
Stoiber, R. E. GSFC/Jastmrv. R. 39-Env Sci. NEC 
Drake, C. L. 
Rcynolds. R. C. 
(51-7W 502-2343) (51-104 502-2608) 
NAS 511276 U111venlty of New Hampshire 2398 
Design, testing. & calibration of GSF Pioneer F & G cosmic 
ray unit 
Pew O U U b " ,  
021 L1/7008/30/74 FY74: $30,000 TOTAL: S114.000 
Ptir Ins,. NASA T h .  Ofice, CASE C o t w v  
Wsbber. W. R. GSFC/Teegarden, B. J. I l-Astronomy 
(51-&10 81 1-2260) 
NAS 511694 Uoliversity of New Hampshire 2399 
Low energy electron-proton erperimcnt for ATSF 
Pcrw OM@,;- 
05/01/69-05/01/76 FY74: 124,626 TOTAL: $480,726 
h. lnrsr  NASA T d .  O f i r  CASE C U w n  
Amoldy. R. L. GSFC/Wales, R. 0. Il-Astronomy 
(51-620 630-22-M) 
NAS 5-21263 Unirelslt). of New Hampshire 2400 
Design & fabrication of flight elearanics, balloon gondola with 
poinling system, and ground stations 
P d  ou*,M, 
06/25/73-01/15/74 FY74: TOTAL: $42.131 
~ n i .  mrSr. XASA r e d .  qr~, CASE ~c~~~~ 
Chinburg. D. L. GSFC/Onvig, L. E. 31-Atmm Sci 
(51-850 188-38-53) (51-850 385-38-00) 
NGL 3OUIZ-018 University of New Hampshire 2401 
Investigation of energy levels in foil excited atomic beams 
P d  WI@"@", 
03/15/6541/31/75 FY74: $10,000 TOTAL: 5157,355 
Pn. C - a .  NASA T d .  O/fim# CASE C m t w v  
Chupp. E. L. HQ-SG/Weldon, I. M. Il-Astronomy 
HQSG/Oertel, G. K. 
(104% 188-38-53) (IIFSM 188-38-52) 
104 
NCL 30002.021 Unlvcwlty of New Hampshire 2402 
Invcstigation and development of techniques for solar neutron 
and gamma ray delection 
P,"cd oulm#lon, 
02/28/6641/31/75 F V 4 :  $80,000 TOTAL: $155.000 
P k .  br~t. NISA T d .  O/J,lm CASE Cn!aog. 
Chupp, E. L. HQ-SO/Opp. A. G. , Il-Astronomy 
HQ-W/Roman. N. G. 
(10-850 188-46-57) 
NGR 3lUNl2-052 UnIvenIty of New Hampshire 2403 
Research Dropram in area of cosrtic ray and X-ray astronomy 
. . 
P r h d  ~ ~ n w s  
M/12/70-09/M/74 ~ ~ 7 4 :  $120,000 TOTAL: ~ 5 5 0 . ~ 0  
Prin hnr,. NASA T d .  OJPwr CASE Car'8o'y 
Webber, W. R. HQ-SG/Opp, A. G. Il-Astronomy 
HQSG/Kavanagh, L. D.. Jr. 
(10-850 188-4656) (10850 18846-51) 
NCR 30602054 Unlrerrity of New Hampshire 2404 
Auroral panicle measurements 
Pdcd  ou@o,lm" 
B/12/6966/30/75 FY74: $65,000 TOTAL: 5226,811 
Plh, l n m  NASA Tech oylwr CASE Como'y 
Arnoldy, R. L. HQSGJKavanagh, L. D.. Jr. 13-Physics 
HQ-SG/Otl, E. J. 
(10-850 879-1160) (10-850 8 7 9 - W )  
NCR 3060U)4 University of New Hampshire 2405 
Interrelationships of interplanetary encrgctic particles. solar wind 
plasma, and coronal magnetic structures deduced from H 
photographs 
P d  ou@a,ion, 
07/01/7306/M/74 FY74: $25.666 TOTAL: $25,666 
Pnn Inan  NASA Tech OfJtcer CASE Cmteay 
Roelof. E. C. HQSO/Calahan, H. D. 13-Physics 
HQSG/Kavansgh, L. D., Jr. 
(lO8SO 385-3MY1) 
NGR 3lUNl2-I04 University of New Hampshire 2406 
Gamma ray detector on OSO-7 
Prnl ou*,ionl 
12/W/73-08/31/74 FY74: 670.535 TOTAL: 970,535 
PHm. Inwsr. NASA Tech. WPBB CASE Careso'y 
Chupp, E.  L. HQSG/Weldon, J. M. I l-Astronomy 
HQ-SGJOenel, G .  K. 
(10-850 385-38-M) 
NEW JERSEY 
NCL 31-006010 Flirleigh DirkiMon Uoiveriity t(01 
Lunar and planetary spectral reflcetivity 
P # d  ~ ~ ~ 0 r i . m ~  
08/08/7202/29/76 FY74: TOTAL: S106.4M) 
Prin. ln.csf. NASA Tech OJfice? C I S E  Calqon 
Adams. J. B. HQ-SM/Bryson. R. P. 32Gmlogical Sci 
HQ-SM/ALlsnby, R. J. 
(10-810 383-09-53) (10-810 38369-57) 
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NGL 31M6011. FdMgh Dkkhm U a l d l y  ZPDS 
Lunar sample analysis 
RdLd Odimtloru 
09/19/7241/31/77 FY74: $78,775 TOTAL: $279,865 
, ' P*. bmn, NASA I d .  O f i r  CASE M- 
Adms,  I. B. ISC/Hanis, I. W. l3.Physics 
(72-810 388-1W3) 
. ,, 
NSG 1041 FdMgh. Dlckinsw Uoivcmlly ?A09 
Spatral reflectance CF/lunar samples to tclesmpic s p n r a  of 
unvisited parts of the moon 
, P#Md ' OdilzaIlou 
02/OL/7461/3l/75 FY74: 525,700 T ~ T A L :  $25.700 
Prin. lnxst.  NASA T h .  O m  CASE CDnwy 
Hanung. 1. B. HQ-SM/Kosofsky. L.I.32Gmbgical Sci 
HQ-SM/Robcrson, F.I. 
(10810 303-2802) 
NAS i-9705 Primton Universily 2410 
Participation in the science planning for the Viking 1975 missions 
in the area of magnetic propenies 
R d d  OM@,lou 
~ /03/7~-03/3 i /77  FY74: 514,828 TOTAL: $101,063 
P*. inmt. NASA re&. O m  FASE at- 
Hargravss. R. B. LARC/Soffcn. G. A. 12-Physics 
(23-840 815-2aW) 
NAS 1-11231 P&&tton Uoivem* 2411 
Right tcst program to imirovc the case and quality of landing 
merow 
FY74: $9.425 TOTAL: $145,790 
NASA Tc&. Oficcr CASE CnI- 
LARC/Crane, H. L. 41-Aero Engr 
LARC/S~ckle, I. W. 
NAS 2-6705 Primton Universiy 2412 
Study of aircraft fire safety 
P e M  w*rols 
11/15/7168/31/74 FY74: $40,000 TOTAL: $63.980 
P r h  I n a s .  NASA T d .  Officer CASE Gclr- 
Sirignano. W. A. ARC/Cagliostro, D. E. 43-Chcm Engr 
Glassman, I. ARCJParker, I. A. 
(21-704 501-21-22) 
NAS 21181 Primetoo Uoirerriv 2413 
Study m s o r  for V/STOL desim 
P d  m*"on. 
10/05/72-09/M/74 FY74: $35.000 TOTAL: 586.847 
Prin Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Calm 
Durbin, E. I. ARC/Gossett. T. D. 41-Aero Engr 
ARC/Morse. H. A. 
(21-702 7W-1760) 
NAS. 21350 Princeton Uniredry 2414 
STOL approach & landing research 
Pedd w*,iarr 
03/02/73-12/31/74 FY74: $124,989 TOTAL: $224.989 
P*. Inma. NASA T d .  Offimb CASE &ego'y 
Scckel, E. ARC/Franklin, I. A. 41-Aero Engr 
(21.702 766-7102) (21.702 7W61-03) 
NAS 2-7615 FWlhnm U,dwrslly 1415 . . 
Effccte of distributed blade properties on stability of hingeless 
blades 
R M  OlVWh ' .  
05/30/7366/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: $40,345 
Mn. Ina l .  NASA Ted. Dmnr CASE M.w 
Dowll. 8. H. ARC/Ormistoton, R. A. 41-Aem Engr 
Cuniss, H. C. ARC/Monc, H. A. 
(21-704 501-01-02) 
NAS $1810 , Primelm Unirersip . U 1 6  ,, . 
Lksign. dsvelopment, fabrication. & tcsting of orbiting astronami- , , 
cal observatory cxpcriment 
e n d  WWlw 
06/08/72-12/01/78 N74: $387,M0 TOTAL: $16,646,798 ' ' 
p n .  i n w .  NASA 14. q ~ n l  CASE SEM- 
Spitrcr, L., lr. GSFC/Kupperian, j. E. 11-~strondmy, 
(Sl-850 831-4260) ' , 
NAS 520069 Prlncelon University 2411 
Large high resolution integrating 'IT ensor study 
P e w  ota,O,h& 
04/11/74-lI/l1/74 ~ ~ 7 4 :  $77.031 , TOTAL: $77 .0~  
Pdn km. NASA Tmh. olllolllolll CASE C u w  
Spitzer. L.. Jr. GSFC/Sobicski. S. I l-Astronomy , , 




NAS 5-20507 PrinMon University 2418 
Permanent magnet IoCusing study 
Perrod otJlza,lou , . 
04/23/7411/23/74 FY74: $33,400 , TOTA.L: G 3 ; k  
P h .  Lnll NASA T d .  Ol7rm CASK , " 
Lowrana.'J. L. GSFC/Kelsall, T. 49-Engr. NEC 
GSFC/Sobieski, S. 
(51-850 188-78-56) , , 
. , 
NAS 5-23% i Prioeetm Universiw 2419 # 
. , Instrument definition study for the high resolution imaging camera 
for law.spaoc telescope , . 
P # M  misario~ 
M/20/73-12/31/74 FY74: $17,511 TOTAL: $17,511 
P*. innst. NASA Tcrh Wiii  CASE 5qq , .  , 
Danielson. R. E. , GSFC/Sobieski, S. I l-Astronomy 
(51-850 188-78-56) (51-850 188-78-58) 
NAS 8-29239 Princeton Uoirrrsily 24m 
Evaluation of Stratosmpe 111 tekvlsron system 
P * d  Guanrau 
09/06/72-09/OL/74 FY74 TOTAL $3.930 
NGL 3 l d 0 1 m 5  Princeton Unirersily Zi2 1 
Formation & stability o l  magnetogasdynamic front.in a piFh , , 
discharge 
. , 
P e M  WWiau 
W/24/62-01/01/76 FY74: $lM),OW TOTAL: S1,')42.912 
~ r i n .  lrnsr NASA Ted. GfJTmr CASE C o W Y  
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N C L  31601407 Princeton University 2422 
Theoretical & experimental studies of ullraviolct phenomena of 
astronomical interest & galactic gar dynamics 
Rnwd ou<fl,la' 
05/06/63-03/31/77 FY74: $100,000 TOTAL: $1,571,000 
P"'" rnr,,. WAS" T d .  oflt<er CASE C#,ctOry 
Spitzcr, L., Jr. H@SG/Rosendhal. J. D. Il-Astronomy 
HQSG/Raman. N. G. 
(10-850 18841-51) (10-850 188-00-00) 
N C L  31601-109 Princeton Unirenity 2423 
Design of principles lor predicting ignition performaneof solid 
propellant rocket motors 
P<nod Ouipl lon 
03/05/68-09/01/74 FY74: TOTAL: $250.478 
Pl in  Bus,. #IS* 7-h. O//irr CASE Cnl*ory 
Summerfield, M. JPL/Strand. L. 41-Acro Engr 
LARC/Sullivan. E. M. 
(23-710 128-0a-00) (23-710 113-32-04) 
N C L  31601-119 Princeton University 2424 
Theorelical problems connected with sonic boom 
P*"d Obf~aclonr 
01/29/68-09/30/75 FY74: TOTAL: $167,790 
P h .  Rnll NASA Trrh. 0fltfr.r CASE Cetr~ory 
Hayes. W .  D. LARC/Hilton. D. A. 41-Acro Engr 
(23-704 501 -M l l )  (10-740 129-0a-00) (23-760 136-1342) 
N C L  31601-129 Princeton University 2425 
Combustion of mstals 
P E M  Obl~ t ian ,  
WJ24/68-09/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: $174,000 
P*. h r x r .  NASA Ted. Oflicc, CASE Calctory 
Glassman. I. LERC/Dunning, J. W. 12-Chemistry 
(22-710 113-3148) (22-710 128.00) 
N C L  31601-146 Princeton University 2426 
Boundary layer noirc and panel flutter 
P * M  O b t * ~ , i ~ . ~  
11/01/68-10/31/76 FY74: $26,820 TOTAL: $3 12.2110 
Pnn. lnrnr. NASA T e d .  Mlkr CASE Camory 
Dawell. E .  H .  LARC/Mirson. J. S. 42-Astro Engr 
Ventres, C. S. 
(23-704 501-2244) (23-740 114-08-05) (23-760 126-WOO) 
N C L  31601-252 Princeton University 2427 
Air  tralfic control technology 
Perid 0Yi11tmnr 
l l / l 7 /7 l - l l /O l / 76  FY74: $50.000 TOTAL: $200,000 
Pdn. !#w.t! NASA 7 4  OIIiirr CASE Cnrq,>,? 
Graham, D. LARC/Mace. W. D. 41-Asrb Engr 
LARC/Kuhn. R. E. 
(23-704 501-03-02) (23-750 135-06-021 
N C L  31-001-283 Prinreton Unirerrily 24Dl 
Lunar sample analysis 
P ~ m d  ouig..,;,mr 
06/30/72-0 1/31/77 FY74: 576.W TOTAL: SIVY.000 
NCR 31601601 Princeton University 2429 
Soatascope II program 
P~nod OMr#n'imr 
021 12170-12/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: $2,740,925 
Pnn. Burt. NASA Ted. 0,7;mr CASE arr.eory 
Millich. F .  H@SG/Roman. N. 0. Il-Aslmnomy 
(10-850 188-41-51) 
NCR 31601-14). Princeton University 2430 
Application of digital computer and optical analog techniques 
to rectification and enhancement of astronomical imagcs 
PC"& Otdrgngnimr 
12/18/68-12/31/73 FY74: TOTAL: S195.7W 
Prin, lnrrar NASA Trrb Ofllmr CASE Cntqwy 
Daniclson. R. E. HQ-SG/Sures. A. H. Il-Astronomy 
Lowrancc, J. L. HQ-SG/Aucrcmanne, M.  J. (lasso ~ a s m m ) )  (10-850 188-78-57) 
NCR 31-001-151 Princeton University 2431 
Molecular beam studies of  inelastic neutral particle cross 
sections 
PI"d  ou;~.,,lons 
10/01/68-09/30/72 FY74: TOTAL: $95,993 
P r h  Inr .~ , .  RASA T d .  OlI?~cr CASE Cmqwy 
Kelly. A .  J. H@NS/Harrison. H. H. 13-Physics 
(10-720 112-02-20) (45-720 112-02-20) 
NCR 31-001-152 Princeton University 2432 
Analytical methods of trajectory analysis 
perid Ouixarbns 
01/15/70-10/31/74 FY74: $37,000 TOTAL: $229.MX) 
Pdn. l n w .  NAS* Tm). Of lk~r  CASE Cafegory 
Lion. P. M.  GSFC/Barbicri. R. W. 42-Aslro Engr 
(51.830 180-06-50) 
NCR 31-001-185 Princeton University 2433 
Continued m a r s h  on analysir of nuclear rocket engine ryrtcms 
PeHd OU!~m,;~n.s 
05/M/70-09/30/73 FY74: SI5.000 TOTAL: $610.000 
PHn. l n n r l .  NASA T D .  0fli-r CASE Co,<pon. 
Layton. J .  P. HQ-RD/Sfhwcnk, F.  C. 49-Engr, NEC 
HQ-RD/Thom. K. 
(10-720 112-M-17) (45-701 792-91-b2) (IS701 792-91-01) 
NCR 31601-197 Princeton University 2434 
Three-dimensional boundary layer eflcctr an panel flutter 
P,,,d OH,~ar,,,r. 
03/25/70-01/01/75 FY74: $64,580 TOTAL: $171.280 
Prln hverr. NASA Twh 011-r CASF Calrsnrr 
Dowell. E. H. ARC/Garperr. P. A,. Jr. 41-Asro Engr 
(21-704 501-22-05) 
N(;R 31601-202 Prinrrlnn linirerrily 2435 
Lunar rctro-rcficctor ranging 
P m r l  OhlC.,C,,\ 
05/27/70&/ 14/76 FY74: TOTAL: $15,000 
Pnn. bwr, N4.V" r ~ c h  Ol j f?r  <'A.TE <bcrxr~rv 
Dicke. I(. H. HQ-SM/Slrickland, A. T. 13-Physics 
( Ill-X I0  3x3-00.m)) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
NEW JERSEY (Continued) 
NGR 31601-221 Princeton University 2436 NCR 31601-274 Princeton University 244l 
Investigation of structun-property relations in systsmatic series Studies in elastic and electronmagnetic wave scattering in the 
;of. novel polymers . lunar crust 
Pli" I"",,,. 
Gillham, I. K. 
OMWim,  
FY74: $26.972 TOTAL: $105,011 
NASA Tech. OJJker CASE C#rqor) 
LARC/lohnston. N. I. 12-Chcrnistry 
LARCjBsll. V. L. 
(23-7M 501-21-22) (23-740 134-03-22) 
NGR 31601-230 Prinecton University 2437 
High s p d  hydrogenjgraphite. interaction 
P c , ~  OM@,<0", 
d/16/7166j01/73 FY74: TOTAL: 5160,000 
Ptin. Inurn. NASA Tcd.  O a r  CASE Catwry 
Kelly. A. I. HQNSjSchwenk. F. C. 42-Astra Engr 
Harje, D. T. HQ-NS/Cerstcin. N. 
(45-720 122-0060) 
. . . . . , . .. . . . .. 
Phinney, R. A. 
Jordan. T. H. 
(10.810 383-09-53) 
oujpriams 
FY74: TOTAL: $80,000 
NASA Ted. Oflie<, CASE C-ny 
HQ-SM/Brysan. R. P. 32Gcological Sci 
, HQ-SM/Allcnby. R. 1.. 
NGR 31601-Z7l Princeton Univcnih 2443 
VTOL mathcmattcal model designs for optimal wntml systems 
de~lgns 
F e d  
M/ZO/72-10/31/74 
P"" 1nnrr 
Durbin, E. J. 
Dukes, T. A. 
(21-704 501-03.1 1) 
0u;pC;o"' 
FY74: $50,000 ~ 0 ~ ~ ~ : ' $ 9 9 , 3 3 0  
NASA Tn*. OJJEIl CASE Catwry 
ARCjSmith. G. A. 41-Acro Engr', 
NGR 31601-306 Primton Unirersily 2444 
High resolution spectrograph for the large space telescope 
NGR 31401-236 Princeton Uni~rrsity 243s PI"& o t ip , im,  
Largehigh resolution integrating TV sensor for astron?mical 10/01/73-12/31/74 FY74: S1.600 TOTAL: $I.&% . 
applications Plin. lnrrr. NASA Tech OJfier CASE Car- Morton, D. C. GSFC/Sabicrki, S. I l-Artmnorny 
P e r u  OM@tlrnr 
06/15/71-10/31/74 FY74: $lSI,WO TOTAL: $531,000 York, D. G. GSFCILcuin, G. M. (51450 188-78-58) 
P*. bus<. NASA red.  or-r CASE C~IW 
S~itzer. L.. Jr. HOSOISurss. A. H. I l-Astronorn~ 
HQ-SGj~ucr~manne,  M. 1. NCR 31601-307 Priaceton University 
(51.850 188.78-56) (10-980 975-8600) (10-850 188-78-56) 2 4 4 3 .  Fundamental and applied research on core sngins combustion 
noise of aircraft engines 
. . P c M  oM,p,im' 
, .. W/O1/73-06/14/76 FY74: . TOTAL: $39.444 
NGR 31-001-242 Pri~ccton University 2439 ~ r ~ l  briar. NASA T&. o f i r  CASE c a ~ ~ m o  
A new spectroscopic technique utilizing the Fabry-Pcrol in- Summerfield, M. LERCIGray, V. H. 41-Acm Engr (22-704 )401-15-83) tcrferometer 
071 13172-06/30/74 
P A  h*S,  
Smith, W. H. 
-~ ~ 
FY74: $52.409 TOTAL: $67,529 
NASA Teh. Oh'icrr CASE C u c 8 w  
HQ-SLjBrunk. W .  E. Il-Astronomy 
HQ-SL/Fcllows, R. F. 
(IC-840 196CMW) 
NGR 31601-267 Princeton University 2440 
Theoretical analysis of impact in composite plates 
P e w  OMUottol" 
M/03/72-05/01/75 ' ' ~ Y 7 4 :  $54,970 TOTAL: $93,950 
P&. inu5 l .  NASA Ted.  OJfilnr CASE Cotmoo 
Moon. F. C. LERCIChamis, C. C. 4l:Acro Engr 
Dowell; E. H. LERC/.Youngcr. C. L. 
(22-704 502-22-09) .: (22.704 501-2243) 
'NGR 31-001-272 
. , , . ,  
Princeton University 2441 
Structure property relations in low temperature adhesives 
Period OM~ntirns 
03/31/72-10/31/74 FY74: SZO.000 TOTAL: $80.000 
Pnn brrsr NASA Tmh. OUl'inr CASE mnw 
Gillham, J .  K. LARC/McHattan, A. D. 
I9-Phys +,'NEC 
(23.704 561-22-10) (23-703 3ZC-oOdo) 
NGR 31601-312 Princeton. Univerlty 2 4 4 6 .  
Chemical laser action in' low pressure metal flames 
P,dd otUo!l0na 
10/01/73;09/30/74 . FY74: $20,500 TOTAL: $20.500 
P h .  Innst. NASA T 4 .  OJpmr CASE Cotwg. i 
Glassman, I. LERCIDunning, 1. W., Ir. 
19-Phys Sci. NEC 
122-7114 502-M.25) 
NCR 31601-328 Princeton !Jnlvenitj Z4CT 
Nuclear fission plas,ma characterization and applications analysis 
resrarch 
PIMd mimion ,  
10/01/73-12/30/74 FY74: $75,000 TOTAL: $75,000 
Pdn. lnw~,. NASA Ted .  OJIker CASE Camwry 
Layton. I. P. HQRR/Thorn, K. 13-Physics 
Stoenescu, M. LERCjKaufman, S. I .  
(10-704 502-01-01) 
NSG 1070 Plineeton Uni~enity 2448 
Resonant Doppler velocimcter 
Pmid O M ~ ~ l ~ " ,  
07/01/7466/30/75 FY74: SSZOSI TOTAL: $52.051 
Plln, lnr r , .  NASA T d .  OUlnr CASE C a r w  
Milcs, R. B. LARCjHunter. W. W.. Ir. 13-Physics 
LARC/Exton, R. I. 
(23-704 503-1C-01) 
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NSC 7053 Princeton Univcmlty 2449 
Theoretical & laboratory planetary physics 
P e M  Oaeario", 
C4/01/7443/31/75 . FY74: $36.882 TOTAL: $36.882 
mr b r a , .  NASA 7 d .  Ofllmr CASE Comov 
Danielsan. R. E. HQ-SL/Brunk. W. E. Il.Astronamy 
HQ-SL/Fellows. R. F. 
(10-840 196-41-84) 
NSR 31601-127 P"mton UnirerPity 2450 
Evaluation and dcvelopmcnt o f  television tubes for space 
astronomy 
P e w  OMisuioru 
06/26/68-12/31/73 FY74: TOTAL: $464,958 
Pdn. Crrr. NAS1 T d .  0fl;mr CASE CoIqory 
Spitzer. L. HQ-SG/Roman, N. G. Il-Astronomy 
HQ-SGIAucnmanne, M. 1. 
(IS850 188-OOdO) (M850 188-78-57) 
NSR 31601-259 Prinnmn Usivcrsity 2451 
Development and evaluation o l  infrared scnsitivc image sensors 
for space astronomy 
PmBd W b b " ,  
03/16/72-04/30/74 FW4: 539 TOTAL: 689.462 
P d .  ln."~. NASA T d .  Mlmr CASE CelqorY 
Morton, D. C. HQSG/Sures. A. H. Il-Astronomy 
Lowranes. J. L. HQ-SG/Aucremanne, M. J. 
(10-830 188-78-57) 
NSR 31401-286 Princeton Unlvcnity 2452 
Dev~lopmcnt o l  a small television tube for space astronomy 
f i d d  OMWio", 
061 11/73-07/13/73 FY74: TOTAL: $90.000 
Plln Inrst .  NASA T d .  OlJilili CASE Cer(80'Y 
Lowran~e. J. L. GSFC/Boggess, A., III Il-Astmnomy 
Spitzer, L., Jr. 
(10-850 878-21-W) (10-850 188-78-57) (10-850 188W00) 
NSR 31401-313 Primeton Unirersily 2453 
Economic analysis of solar system exploration space missions 
P,Hd Obl@lbm 
08/08/73-08/07/74 FY74: 549,794 TOTAL: $49.794 
Pr(n, lnvv .  NASA rn*. Oli7mr CASE C a r e p . ~  
Layton, J. P. HQ-SL/Tarvcr, P. 42-Astm Engr 
C a n b e r g .  J. S. 
HaEelrigg. G .  A. 
(10-840 684-8960) 
NSR 31-tOl-901 Princeten Unirersity 2454 
Ultraviokt spectrographic investigations by high altitude rocket 
flights 
period OH@,lrn 
Q6/30/67-03/31/75 FY74: TOTAL: S1.494.196 
Plln. In-',. NASI Terh GfP-r CASE C h l w r y  
Lowranes. J. L. HQSGIRoman, N. G. Il.Astronomy 
S p i t ~ r ,  L., JI. HQSG/Ott, E. J. 
(10-850 879-11-00) 
NCR 31604649 Rutprs University - Newark 2455 
Zodiacal light experiment of OSO.6 
period OHa.n,<0"5 
02/17/72-11/30/74 FY74: $30,000 TOTAL: S90.W 
Pn'n. k w l t .  NASA 7 h .  Wjer CASE Cnllo?y 
Carroll, B. HQ-SGjDubin, M. 13-Physics 
HQ-SG/Arhwonh, C. D. 
(1W850 385-45-00) 
NCL 31-MlM20 Stevens Institute oi  Techmlogy 2456 
Proximity effects betwecn superconducting and normal metals 
period OMi~nlion. 
03/08/65-03/01/74 FY74: TOTAL: S139,YM 
Pn'n. inwxt. NASA re*. Oflilir CASE Corrmry 
Mcissner. H. HQ-NS/Harrison, H. H. 13-Physics 
(1W740 129-0000) 
NEW MEXICO 
NCT 32-010UOl New Mexim Highlands University 2457 
Training o l  four undergraduate students in the rpace-related 
sciences and engineering 
P e r i d  
06/01/74-05/31/75 
Plm. r n r r , .  
Maestas. S. 
OHisuiolr 
FY74: S14.000 TOTAL: S14.W 
NASA Tech. Oflker CASE Caregory 
HQ-PY/Pohly, J .  G. 99-Multi-Discip 
HQ-U/Jenkins. H. G .  
NAS I-12715 New Mexico State Uoivor?ity - Las Cruces 2458 
Meteor patrol triangulation network 
Fend Obli%cl%clI~~ 
09/01/73-05/30/74 FY-74: $6.041 TOTAL: $6,041 
Ptin. lnrcr .  NASA Tmh. OJJinn CASE C m w w  
Beebe, R. LARCjHawey, G. A. Il-Astronomy 
(23.850 1as4s-52) 
NAS 24484 New Mexico State University - L.s Cruces 2459 
Sparcs launch support 
Plrid 0bl ig is"Ol  
06/04/71-07/31/74 FY74: 11W.WO TOTAL: $125,000 
Ptin. mwsr. NASA Tmh. Ollira CASE C#legory 
Connell, H. L. ARC/Van Ess, J. C. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
(21-850 879-40-00) (21-850 879-WW) 
NAS EmM5 New Mexko State University - Las Cruces 2460 
Minitrack antenna calibration 
P d  OMb,irnS 
07/01/74-06/30/75 FY74: $10,000 TOTAL: S10,WO 
Prim. Inns8 NASA 7-h. O O h r  CASE Cam- 
Post, C. C. GSFC/Lanlz. P. A. 45-Elec Engr 
Henry, D. G .  
snow. L. L. 
(51-500 311-20-20) 
NAS 5-21432 New Mexico State Uni~enity - L.s Cruces 2461 
Calibration services for stadan minitrack antennas 
period 0M~a"MII 
07/01/71-06/30/73 FY74: TOTAL: $164.239 
P h .  Busr WSA r h .  Of lnr  CASE Carepw 
Snow, L. L. GSFC/Flowcrs, J. 45-Elcc Engr 
(51-5M) 311-MZO) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
NEW MEXICO (Continued) 
NAS 5-21433 New Mexico State University - h s  C n m s  M 2  
Data reduction for photosnic plates & films 
Perid Obl*,un' 
W/01/71-06/30/73 ~ ~ 7 4 :  TOTAL: $62,204 
Pnn hnrr NASA Tech Oflrrr CASE C a l v r y  
Chaveq R GSFC/Oostcrhaut, I. D. Il-Astronomy 
(51-500 31 1.2020) 
NAS 5-22203 New Mexico State University - h r  Cnms  2463 
Minitrack antenna,calibration 
Pend 0NipipipIM.IM 
W/01/7346/30/74 ~ ~ 7 4  $83,387 ~ 0 ~ ~ < $ 9 3 , 3 8 7  
Pnn. inwst. NASA Trrh Oflj-r CASE C a I v r ?  
Post, C. C. GSFCILantq P. A. 45-Elec Engr 
Henry, D. G. 
Snow, L. L. 
(51-500 311-20.20) 
NCL 3243.069 New Mexico State University - L s  C m n s  2469 




Liefeld. R. 1. 
(I0850 188-CCb00) 
GtdiWlkm 
FY74: TOTAL: 113,203 
NASA Tech. Office, CASE C@lqory 
HQS€/Roman. N. G. I i-Astronomy 
HQ-%/Opp, A. G .  
NGR 32403475 New Mexi- %It Unhcdty  - L s  Crvcer 2470 
Evaluation of Martian dust storm statistics 
P*<d Obl@#in"s 
09/01/73-11/30/74 FY74: 530,000 TOTAL: $30,000 
Pl in  lnrrsr. NASA Tmb. om*, CASE Ca!,, 
Smith, B. A. HQSL/Dwornik, S. E. 32-Gmb%cal Sci 
HQ-SL/Allingham, J. W. 
(I0840 384-5WO) 
NAS 522219 New Mexico State University - Las Crucos 2464 NGR 32-003676 N~~ ~~~i~ state U&mity . cmms 2471 
Spa- Tracking and Data Network (STDN) data reduction Analvsis of rcatterinc nraacrties of dust in the Martian at- 
P c " ~  Obl@liMI , ~ ~~ ~ - r  ,~ ~ -~ 
07/01/73-06/30/74 m o s p h e ~  FY74: $7,965 TOTAL: $26,965 P I I I ~  ou,m~ron. 
Pr fn  h r r r l .  NASA Tmh. OVm - CASE Corqor! 
Sayles, A.: Jr. GSFC/Oosterhout, J. D. 49-Engr, NEC 07/01/73-68/30/74 ~ n n .  l n ~ , , .  NASA 1-h. offirnr FY74: 528,934 TOTAL: 128.934 CASE Cat- Henry, D. G. Smith. B. A. HOSLIFellows. R. F. 31-Atmos Sci Snow, L. L. 
(51-500 311-2020) 
NAS 5.23001 New Mexico State Uoiversity - h r  Cnms 2465 NAS 1-11855 ~ n i i e d t y  of New Mexico 2472 
Tekmary engineering analytical & field support services for  Participation in sciena planning for Viking i9j5 missions in 
soundine rocket nmeram area of inorganic chemistry 
~ - - ~. ~ ~-~~~~~~ 
P S " ~  Obl@,tM' period Oblbrroru' 
05/1 1173-07/31/74 FY74: $890,800 TOTAL: $2,965,800 08/18/7263/01/77 FY74: SlL500 TOTAL: $25.500 
Pdn. Inrr8. NASA Tech. 0fli-r CASE CQl%wy PHn. Inrr~i. NASA T h .  O f i ~ r  CASE Carqory 
Lawrence. 0. H. GSFC/Bissell, E. E .  19-Phys Sci, NEC Keil, K. LARC/Soffsn, G. A. 12-Chemistry 
GSFC/Conrad, R. W. (23-840 8 15-20a0) 
(51-850 879-21-00) (51-850 879-40-00) 
NAS XI8522 University of New Mcrieo 2473 
NAS 9-95435 New Mexico State University - L.3 C m s  2466 Technical search and processing of abstracts into documents lor 
Definition 01 a radiometer calibration facility five (5 )  specific fields of cmrgy 
Perid Obl@#kws Pcrid WuJu~uJhns 
05/24/74-08/31/74 FY74: $30.045 TOTAL: $30,045 05/16/74-08/15/75 FY74: 515.522 TOTAL: 115.522 
P h .  l n v s l .  NASA Tech Offi-r CASE Colwr? PIM. lnrsr. NASA T&. OfJ-r CASE Camgar? 
Henry. D. G. JSC/Fenner, R. G .  39-Env Sci, NEC Long. W. W. LERC/Hyland. R. F. . 49-Engr. NEC 
(72-680 64004-04) (22-702 77CLl841) 
NAS10-7399 New Mexico Stste University - LPs Crmes 2467 
Telemetry research Br development in telemetry field services in 
support of unmanned launch operations 
P I o d  Obl@,iM, 
I2/02/7012/Ol/74 FY74: S262,M)O TOTAL: 11,586,000 
~ n n .  inwsr. NASA TI*. offie, CASE cmwy 
Bumgarner. R. A. KSC/Schlimmer. G. E. 45-Elsc Engr 
Noda. T. T. KSC/MacKey, A. J. 
(76830 492-2240) 476-950 95G5540) 
NAS 5-9314 University of Now M c x b  2474 
Solar ultraviolet energy survey experiment lor the orbiting 
geophysical observatories program, OGO-F m i s h n  
P e w  OU@~,,0", 
03/23/6609/30/73 FY74: TOTAL: S824.000 
Pnn. Inutrs. NASA Ted. Wrrr CASE Csr- 
Regener. V .  H. GSFCIMecse. K. 1. 13-Physics 
(51-850 8 4 1 - W )  
NCL 32403-003 New Mexico Siate University - Lar Cruccs 2468 NASW 2%99 University of New Mexi- 2475 
Photographic patrol and study of physical conditions on the moon Operation of a Regional Dissemination Center in the Technology 
and planets Application Center 
p,rrnd ouw,imx P<Had Oulnnianr 
04/15/61-04/14/77 FY74: $123.865 TOTAL: $1,674,047 09/22/72-06/01/74 FY74: $220,000 TOTAL: $410.000 
Pnn hn.7,. NASA Ted. OIfimr CASE Cm'~wj Pr in  Inuen. NASl Tmh. Oflier CASE Camqorr 
Smith. 8. A. HQ-SL/Bruok, W. E. Il-Astronomy Shinnick. W. A. HQ-KTjHollsy. H. L. 99-Multi-Disfip 
HQSL/Feliows, R. F. (10-250 141-93-01) (l0.250 141-(a00) 
(10.840 196-41.80) (10840 185-W00) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
NEW MEXICO (Continued) 
NASW 2534 University of New Mexico 2476 
Study of ERTS contributions to state and local needs on a regional 
basis 
P e t i d  OMmriow 
06/28/73-08/31/73 FY74: $71,000 TOTAL: $71,000 
Pm. l a u ~ t .  NASA T t A  WAmr CASE C ~ W N  
Shinnick, W. A. HQKT/Holley. H. L. 75-Political Sci 
(10.250 141-92-02) (10.680 I@-88-50) 
NGL 3t006011 University of New Mexico 2477 
Comparative study of lunar craters and terrestrial volcano-tectonic 
depressions in rhyolite ash-flow plateaus 
PC"& O N I g ~ t i i i  
10/12/64-05/31/76 FY74: TOTAL: $380.880 
P"m. lnwx~. NASA n t h .  O f i r  CASE Cstqor) 
Elston. W. E. HQSMIBryson, R. P. 32Gtolopieal Sd 
(l0.8lO 383-09-50) (10.840 185-00-00) 
' ' NGL 32-094442 University of New Mexico 2478 
The proof-of-concept approach lo thc design and managcmcnt 
of public policy problems 
P c ~  OMmrion, 
021 19168-06/30/75 FY74: TOTAL: $470,400 
Pn'n k r s l .  NASA re&. Officw CASE Glqory  
R o ~ n t h a l ,  A. H. HQ-PY/Morris. J. 0. 75-Political Sci 
(10.371 34a03-00) (10.370 18360-00) 
a NGL 32004663 University of New Mexico 2479 
Lunar sample analysts 
. . 
p c ~ d  m m , i m r  
01/06/71-01/31/77 FY74: $101,170 TOTAL: $417,145 
Pnn. Inrst.  NASA Trclr. O m  CASE Co~qar )  
Ksil. K .  JSC/Harris, 1. W. 12-Chemistry 
(72-810 388-10-01) 
NGL 32404464 University of New Mexico 2480 
Mineralogy and chemistry of polymiot-brecciated stone meteor- 
ites 
P*"d oN,g~B,m* 
06/14/71-05/31/76 FY74: TOTAL: $179.363 
Ptin lnrrt. NASA Tech. Oflfcer CASE Caregar> 
Kcil. K.  HQ-SM/Bryson. R. P. 32Gwlogical Sci 
HQ-SM/Pomeroy. J. H. 
(10.810 383-05-57) (10-810 383-09.51) 
NGR 3t006026 University of New Mexico 2481 
Numerical study of the flow in the vortex rate sensor 
Peed  OMlm!ionr 
05/27/66-06/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: $75,918 
P n n  Inrrr. NASA T h .  Oflimr CASE Catmory 
Richards, C. G. LARC/Hcllbaum, R. F. 46Mcch Engr 
(23-750 125-03-00) (23-702 7@-71-04) 
NGR 32-004662 University of New Mexico 2482 
Search for evidcnce of dynamic process 
 PI"^ Ob1,mrio"l 
06/22/70. 12/31/74 FY74: $21,990 TOTAL: $90,250 
PHn. l n r s r .  NASA Ted.  OiPmr CASE Carrgnry 
Elston, W. E. HQ.SL/Dwornik. S. E. 32Gwloaieal sci 
HQSL/Holt. H. E. 
(ICb840 384-50.80) 
NGR 3Z-OOUX8 University of New Mexico 2483 
Thermal radiation from interplanetary dust 
P e t i d  Obllg~,i"nc 
12/15/71-03/01/74 FY74: TOTAL: $51,WO 
Plin Inns,. NASA Tmh. Oifl-r CASE Cnl<~or~  
Peterson, A. W. HQSG/Dubin. M. Il-Astronomy 
(10-850 l8845-51). 
NGR 32404486 University of New Mexico 2484 
Correlation between interplanetary magnetic field, solar wind, 
and cosmos 
h n d  ON,prrow 
08/15/73-11/14/74 FY74: $20,560 TOTAL: $20,560 
P m .  Inrsr. NASA Tech Ofljce, CASE Cmqory 
Ahluwalia. H. S. HQ-SG/Calahan, H. D. 13-Physics 
HQ-SG/Kava:agh, L. D.. Jr. 
(10.850 385-3660) 
NEW YORK 
NAS 9-9964 Albany Medical College 2485 
Study of toxicological evaluation of fire suppressants and 
extinguishers 
Ptmod oM<#n'<m' 
10/07/69- 12/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: 1286.293 
Pnn. I n w ~ l .  NASA Tech. OJJtmr CASE Caregoo' 
Coulrtan, F. JSC/Carter, V. L. 59-Life Sci, NEC 
(72910 914-50.00) (72-910 914-51-00) 
NASW 2504 Alfred University 2486 
Joint sponsorship of Conference on Surfaces and Interfaces of 
Glass and Ceramics 
Per id  oN<#ntrunr 
W/03/7364/30/74 FY74: $3,314 TOTAL: 53,314 
Pnn. I n u ~ t .  N.4 W T'h. O//i/i/i/i CASE Cerrrory 
Frechette, V. D. HQ-RW/Gangler, J. I. 47-Materials Engr 
(10.704 502-01-03) 
NAS 5-20041 City College of New York 2487 
Global wave forecasting methodology 
P e d d  OH,~a,,onr 
02/22/74-03/22/75 FY74: $30,000 TOTAL: S30.000 
PNl lnllsr. #AS" Tmh. Oflie, CASE Calegory 
Pisrron. W. I. GSFC/Eckerman. J. 33-Oceanography 
Greenwood, I. A. 
Salfi. R. 
(51-630 161-03-02) 
NAS 62439 City College of New York 2488 
GEOS-C research study 
h r i d  oN!#n,tm>" 
02/04/74-06/30/74 FY74: $11,700 TOTAL: $11,700 
Prin I n r ~ l .  NASA Trh .  Oflier CASE Cmcfon 
Pierson. W. I. WFC/Rossi. L. C. 32Gcological Sci 
(53-630 855-33-00) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
NEW YORK (Continued) 
-NAS 8-2%16 City College of New York 2489 NGR 33-01Unl Cily Collhp of New York 24% 
Study of eastern lest range ocean wave statistics for spa= shuttle Optimal spa= communications techniques 
booster design and rcwvery operations petid ~ b l @ o r t m  
Penal O M ~ O , ~ ~ ,  01/22/73-01/21/74 FY14: 535,000 TOTAL: $35,000 
. r 06/05/73-04/01/14 FY74: TOTAL: $10.000 ~ n n .  hm,. NASA r h .  oflrwr CASE C ~ , P * O , ~  
~ n n .  rnr~,,. NASA 7.d. offirrr CASE carrtom Schilling, D. L. GSFC/Rrawn, J.  P. . 45-Elec Engr 
Pisrson, W. J. MSFC/Brown. S. C. 33-Oc2anography (51.620 164-21-58) 
(62-920 916-3O.W) 
. .. 
NAS 9-13642 NG6 33-013-086 City College of New York Gty College of New York 2490 
2497 
Models for large s a l e  meleorologieal prediction experiments Joint meteorological, oceanographic and sensor evaluation P<"d ou,pnto". program. Skylab experiment S193 10/01/73-10/01/74 
Pen& 
FY74: W5.W TOTAL: $45,000 
Ou&no", ' P"". 1nrrt. NASA Tmh. O m ,  W/O1/73-12/31/74 CASE Cntepw FY74: $147,940 TOTAL: $ 1 4 1 , 9 ~  Spar, I. GSFCjHakm, M. 31-Atmos Sci 
Prim ln*rt. NASA Terh Ofli~.rr CASE CaIqao GSFC/Hanwn, I. E. Pierson, W. J. lSC/Byrns. 2. H. l3Phyrics (51-680 408-02-02) . . 
(72.680 177-91-00) (72.960 948-63-84) 
NAS 9-13940 City Collep of New Yock 2491 
Communication systems analysis study 
Pend OM~iaollow 
04/04/74-04/ 14/75 FY74: 599,892 TOTAL $99,892 
Ptin Inwsr. NASA T h .  Offirrr CASE Cam=a.y 
Schilling, D. L. JSC/Batson, B. H. 45-Elec Engr 
Oh. S. J. JSCIDawron. C. T. 
NGL 33413429 City College of New York 2492 
Effect of particle and fluid properties on heat tranrfc; coefficient 
and pressun drop of a dilute flowing gas solid suspension 
Petid OU@riem> 
lO/04/67-07/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: $49.124 
Pnn. lnwsz. NASA nrh, 0/(iccpr CASE Ca~qo~uru 
Pfcffer, R. LERC/Putrc. H. 13-Physics 
(22-720 122-M00) , 
NGL 33-013-034 City College ol New Ywk 2493 
lnvcstlgatlans of electmmagnettes and stittlrttcal dynamtcs as 
applted to plasma propulmon 
Pen4 Obl i~~r ron .  
03/22/6847/31/15 FY74 TOTAL $80,000 
~ n n  lnwr NASA red  ofltce, CASE cmnnny 
Tchen, C. M HQ-NS/Thom, K. 13-Physics 
(10-740 129-M00) . 
NGL 33-01~040 city a l l ege  of NIW ~ o ; k  2494 
Theoretical =%arch in astrophysics and astronomy 
.-*nod Obl&,,on, 
04/23/69-09/30/76 FY74: S20.W TOTAL: $294,000 
Prin Innsr. NASA TIrh OII&m CASE Calepry 
Lea, K. M. GSFC/Stothers, R. B. Il-Astronomy 
GSFCJChiu, H. Y. 
(51-850 405-02-02) (51.840 404-02-02) 
NGR 3S013-048 City College of New York ' 2495 
Optimal space communications techniques 
PIMd OMk-0,!0", 
09117169-09114172 FY74 TOTAL: $74.800 
. . 
Pnn 1 1 . n 1  .% 4 5 "  It* o,c*, CASE Co,rbor) 
.khiIl,ng, I )  I . .  GSkC Rruun. J P 45-Flec Engr 
(51.620 164-06.53) (21.750 125,MW) (51-750 125W00) 
NSG 5013 City Collcp of New York 2498 
Efficient proassing of video signals 
f i r i d  Obl<Pll0". 
W/15/7606/14/75 FYI4 $35,000 TOTAL: $35.000 
Ptin Inns,. NASA Ted. Ofllcer CASE Catqmy 
Schilling. D. L. GSFC/Miller. J. E. 45-Elec Engr 
GSFC/Brown, I. 
(51-620 643-10-00) 
NSG 7028 City Univ of Ny - Grad Sfhml & Univ Cln 2459 
A statistical chemical and thermodynamic approach to the study 
of lunar rocks , . 
Perid OU!mrian~ 
01/01/74-12/31/74 FY14: 517,786 TOTAL: 517,786 
Ptic. In*rr. NASA Tmh. O f i r  CASE Cmqor). 
Samna, S. K. HQ-SM/Kosofsky;L.J. 3ZGcologiesl Sci 
HPSM/Roberson.F.f. 
(10-810 383-20-04) 
NGL 33-6Vl-075 C h r k m  College a1 Technology 2500 
Structural synthesis of stiffened shells of revolution 
P I n d  O U ~ , , o n ,  
03/14/69-08/31/74 FY74: TOTAL S72.W 
m n .  I n m  NASA T&. Olfl<er CASE CaWw 
Thornmn. W. A. LARC/Stroud. W. I. 41-Acro Engr 
(23-742 124d0-00) (23-760 1 2 6 W )  
NAS ~ 1 1 % ~  Columbia University 2501 
OSO-1 wheel experiment hardware 
P."d ONk4,i.N 
01/28/7l-06/30/75 FY74: $730,190 TOTAL: S2,579,000 
pnn. I~WSZ. NASA T&. wrmr CASE catecory 
Novick, R. GSFC/Donley, 1. L. 19-Phys Sei, NEC 
(51-850 821-32-00) 
NAS 62455 Columbia University 2502 
Mapping of oaan tides using GEOSC data 
f ind ou*a,"N 
. 03/15/74-03/14/76 FY74: $30,900 TOTAL: $30,900 
Pnn bwsr NASA Tzh. O ? r  CASE Categw). 
Kuo, I. T. WFC/Stanlcy, H. R. 33-Ocsanagraphy 
Jachens. R. C. WFC/Rossi, L. C. 
(53-630 36947-01) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
NEW YORK (Continued) 
NAS Cdombia Udvedly U03 
Bragg crystal X-ray spatmmctcr - HEAO mission experiment 
fcasibilily audy 
Fwd Wl@rhnr 
Wp/71-09/30/73 FY74: TOTAL: 5278,000 
Pn. f n m .  NASA T 4 .  O W  CASE C w e w  
Angel. J. R. MSFC/Neuschaefer. R. W. 
II-Aslmnomy 
(62-850 832-1200) 
NAS anwo co~umbia Univerdty uw 
Design and devcla$ment of the HEAOlarge area bcusing mlkctor 
exprimen1 
*?hi ~ @ , l ~  
06/27/7243/15/77 FYl4: TOTAL: $583,618 
Ph. l l V I I  NASA T d .  O W  CASE COI- 
Novick. R. MSFC/Lavender, R. E. Il-Astronomy 
MSFC/Jones, J. B. 
(6Z8SO 832-1240) 
NAS B3M32 Columbia Univerdly 2505 
PsrIicipation in HEAO mission B definition 
P1w 
11/29/7345/31/74 FY74: SIS.lZ?wIOU~O~AL: $15,125 
Ph. I#*". NASA 14 Ollkt CASK C#t- 
Novick. R. MSFC/Mannin&, H. Il-Astronomy 
MSFC/Powsn. J. 
(62430 8 3 2 - I W  
NAS 9405) CdumMa U n i d l y  1506 
H a l  now exprimen1 far ALSEP 
mw Wlw)ar 
06106/6&12131174 FY74: 1136.872 TOTAL: SI.W.972 , . , . 
R(I h-,a NASA T d  0JP.W CASE Owl) 
Lsngmh. M G. JSC/Eichelman. W. F. 19-Phys Sn. NEC 
(72-810 3 8 3 - W )  (72-910 914-4CKO) 
NAS 9-11151 Cdumbls Unlvrrsly W 
Traverse gravimeter 
hrw W @ o n r  
06/U/7 L-06/M/74 FY14: TOTAL: S239.0m 
Ph. h u .  NASA T.r* O h  CASE Coqw, 
Tdwani, M. ISC/Eichclman, W.F. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
(12-910 914dO.W 
NGL XAW@11 Cdumbh University 2508 
Thmrctical research in space science 
hrw o w t r o u  
W/18/6348/01/74 FY74: TOTAL: $1,944;993 
P*. fnm3,. NASA red WNI CASE Cot- 
Wolljn. L. GSFC/Thsddeus, P. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
HQ-PY/Redding. E. R. 
(51-640 4C44UU) 
NGL 33WgOW C d m b h  Unlwnlty 2509 
Systems appmaJI to device circuit iateraction in electrical power 
processing 
&w obln16MI 
06/20/6143/01/74 FY74: TOTAL: $214.081 
. . . . 
Plb b*nr NASA T& LWer CASE C7uPrr 
Stern, T. LERC/Lalli. V. R. 45-Elcc Engr 
(25-710 IZOlXIW) (22-710 1200000) 
NCL 3YIC8998 Colmbls Unlverdty 8 1 0  
Rcscarch into lhc theory of the supcrboom 
P.M 
08/31/6141/01/72 
Pdn. l " ~ , , .  
Friedman. M. B. 
(10-740 129dMW)) 
Obl1m,w. 
FY74: TOTAL: $180,498 
NASA T d .  OU7U7 CASE C n I w  
LARC/Danberg. J .  E. 41-Acm Engr 
LARC/Carlson. H. W. 
(10-7M) 1361342) 
NGL 33-008-118 Columbia University Z l l  
Rcaclions of people to  aircran noise & sonic booms 
M d  OblwnMI 
04/04/69-10/31/74 FY14: $140,WO TOTAL: SlW.415 
P h  Im*n#. NASA T h .  OJ7hv CASE a#ww 
Borsky. P. N. LARC/Shepherd. W. T. 
62-Social Aspccts 
(23-704 504-29-11) (23-704 501-29-1 1) (23-770 137-09-02) 
NGR 3MNSIM BlumMa Universfty 2512 
Research in X-ray astronomy 
P d d  OarWlh. 
0 l / ~ / e i m / 3 1 / 1 5  FY14: S185.0m TOTAL: $l,WS,840 
Plfn. fnlrst. NASA T h ,  Om*, CASE C- 
Novick. R. HQ-SO/Roman, N. 0. Il-Astronomy 
Angsl, 1. R. 
(10-850 879-1140) (10-850 1884149) 
NGR 33-008-106 Columbl.. University 2513 
The structural gometry and IeUonic history a1 the Sudbury basin 
Canadian shield 
*,la( WIw,tm, 
06/30/1 l.06/30/14 FY74: TOTAL: $45.774 
Prln I r r f l .  NASA M, Oflm, CASE C d w  
Dalpicl. 1. W. HQ-SM/Bryson. R. P. 320Fological Sci 
(1C-810 195dMW)) 
NGR 3-125 Columbla Unhersity 2514 
Solar X-ray Mronomy polarization study of solar X-ray nares 
R& Oarmfm 
10/02/69-1213 1/73 FY14: TOTAL: $176,242 
Pdn. Inma. NASA T d ,  O m  U S E  WWW 
Novick, R. HQ-SG/Oertcl, 0. K. Il-Astronomy 
(10-850 385-3840) 
NGR %QIX-146 Calombis Unherdty 2515 
Sludy of slrain buildup, release and earthquake prediction 
w O k l l a u  
02/09/71-08/31/14 FY74: W , 5 M  TOTAL: $147,380 
Pr*. Inlrr,. NASA Ted. WlNr CASE UNlsw, 
Scholn. C. H. OSFC/Smilh, D. E. 320mlogical Sci 
Sykcs. L. R. 
(51.630 161-0241) (51-680 16W%W) 
NCR J5008.158 Columbla Univerdty 1516 
Mosaic ayslsl d w i m  for stellar and solar X-ray sspclmssopy 
and polarimetry 
rn ~ ~ , I ~  
11/04/1146/30/73 FYl4: TOTAL: 174,754 
P m  lllr,!. NASA T h .  ODlm CASE C o w  
Novick, R. HQSG/Boggess, N. W. 11-Astronomy 
HQ-SG/Roman. N. G. 
(10-8.54 188-41-59) 
NASA's  UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
NEW YORK (Continued) 
NCR 3 k l b s  Columbia University 2517 
, Economic impin of the NASA program 
P ~ d d  owmtiom 
09/21/7169/30/74 FY14: TOTAL: $71,850 
Pm. Inns,. N ~ S A  Tnh. O/PPP W S E  Calwory 
' Ginzkrg, E. HQ-PY/Hansing, F. D. 72-Emnomics 
(10-371 340-WOO) 
NGR 3MC%l69 Colvmbla University 2518 
Lunar sample analysis 
W M d  Obl@,lW 
l1/0l/7241/31/75 FY74: $17,410 TOTAL: $42,910 
prin. lnrn NASA r e d .  ofn~ ,  CASE C D , ~ ~  
Horai. K. JSC/Harris. J. W. 13dhysics 
(12-810 388-lCb03) 
NGR 33 .1~177  Cdumbia University 2519 
Lunar sample snilysis 
R M d  
lI/Ol/7241/31/75 FY74: $ I O . ~ ~ ? ~ ~ T O T A L :  $25,690 
PlnL lmh. NASA Ted,  OJP-r CASE C o 8 r w  
Horai, K. JSC/Hawis, J. W. 13-Physics 
(72810 388-1043) 
NCR 35008-183 Cdumbla University U20 
Study of nonequillbrium conditions in active regions during salar 
narcs 
P"kd Obl@,lou 
07/01/73-10/31/74 FY74: $25.259 TOTAL: $25,259 
Pdm kr,r NASA Tnh O m ,  CASE Camwy 
Wolff. R. S. HQSG/Hallenkck. D.R Il.Astronomy 
(10-850 385-3860) 
NGR -189 Columbla University 2521 
Sludy of X-ray polsrimtion of solar flares 
P d d  
09/01/73-I 1/30/74 FY14: $25,28?@-TOTAL: $25.287 
Pdn larx!. NASA Tnh. WInr CASE C n w  
' Wolff. R. S. HQSG/Oertel, G. K. I l-Astronomy 
(10-850 385-3860) 
NGR JJdO&191 Cah~mbia University 25U 
Multidisciplinary research in the space sciences 
W M  w & m / m  
02/15/7342/ 14/75 FY74: $807,519 TOTAL: 1807.519 
. . 
Plhr hwsr NASA red ,  0- CASE Colcpv 
Bmecker. W. S. GSFC/Thaddeus. P. I l-Astronomy 
Hnnmann. S. R. CSFC/Somcrvilie. R. C. 
(Sl-680 408-02-01) (51-680 408-0242) (51-840 404-02-01) 
NGR Urns-194 Columbia University 2523 
Dclailed studies of the nonperiodic time variability of several 
galactic X-ray sauraes 
W d d  oMlaia* 
11/01/7341/31/75 FY74: $20.500 TOTAL: $20.500 
Prim. I-. NAS* 14. O h r  CASE Cawon- 
Weisskopf, M. C. HQSG/Kelsall. T. I l-Astronomy 
HQ-SG/Roman. N. G. 
(10-850 3854l-W) 
NGR 3-199 Cdumbis University UU 
Petrological study of lithic clasts in Apollo 14 breceias: dc tmina -  
tion of bulk chcmistrv and mineralom as con8trainlr on highlands 
-. 
pctrapnesis and evohtion 
- 
P<Md OIYmMN 
02/01/74-01/3l/75 FY74: $33,455 TOTAL: $33.455 
P* lnrrrr NASA Tnh O#lcw CASE 
Ridley. W. I. JSC/Harris, I .  W. 12-Chemistly 
(72810 388-10-01) 
NGR 33dC8-200 Columbia University UU 
Analysis and interpretation of rocket X-ray polarimclric &la 
for solar X-ray astronomy 
W M d  Ot4rnIW 
IO/Ol/73-12/30/74 FY74: $24,860 TOTAL: $24,860 
Prin. lnrsr NASA T d ,  OUlm CASE &- 
Novick, R. HQ-SO/Ocrtel. G. K. Il-Astronomy 
HQSG/Wcldon. J. M. 
(lCb850 385-38-00) 
N C T  34@413 Colombb Unhenly  U26 
Training of predoctoral graduate students in space-related scienct 
& technolonv 
-.
R d d  011@,W 
OS/l6/63-08/01/72 FY74: TOTAL: S1.125.073 
Pdn. I rwn.  NASA Tnh O m  CASK C u m  
Robcy, R. C. HQ-PY/Cartcr. C. H. 99-Multi-Discip 
(lCb370 181MW) 
NSC 1059 COIUIIIUP u t t ~ ~ e n l t y  nn 
Structural responsc a1 reusable surfs- insulation panels of spa- 
shuttle to random pressure fields 
W M d  Oblmlou 
07/01/74-06/30/75 FY74: 18.009 TOTAL: 58.009 
PlUl I~WJI NASA Tn* O f i r  CASE C- 
Vailmtaq R. LARC/Mixson. J. S. 41-Acro Engr 
(23-704 501-2264) 
NAS 1-9683 Cornell Uaivrdty UZB 
Panicipalion in the science planning for the Viking 1915 missions 
in lhe alrs of imaging 
N A S  2-7844 Corwll University 1529 
Study on cells and cmbryogcnesis in space 
m Wrn,/..,, 
09/01/7348/31/74 FW4: 132,300 TOTAL: S32.300 
M e .  h-~l NASA Rn. 01% CASE C m  
Steward, F. C. ARC/Trcmor. J. W. 51-Biology 
Krikorian, A. D. 
(21-970 910-21-62) 
N A S  5-21781 Corndl University 
Phenoloav uoeriment using ERTSA data 
-. . . - 
PNlol O U m a ~  
08/08/7249/08/74 FY74: TOTAL: 1233.763 
. . . , ~ ~-~ ~. 
Prin. I n r "  NASA T d .  O h r  c a m  0,- 
Dethicr. 8 .  E. GSFC/Smjnjna. E. F. 39-Enu Sci. NEC 
(51.680 641-14-01) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
NEW YORK (Continued) 
NAS 521844 Conrll University 253 1 
Engineering analysis of ERTS data far southeast Asian agricul- 
ture 
P e r i d  0Myueo"r 
10/02/72-11/08/74 FY74: TOTAL: $100.986 
. . . . 
P h .  l n l l l .  NASA Tcrlr. Oflicer CASE Carqory 
McNair, A. I. GSFC/Szajna. E. F. 59-Life Sci, NEC 
(51-640 641-1441) 
NAS $23236 Cornell Uniremitr 2532 . ~ ~ 
Feasibility study for infrared interferometer, spectrometer, & 
radiomuer far Mariner/Jupiter I977 launch 
P e t i d  Ohf@rb"s 
05/01/734!6/30/77 FY74: $5,800 TOTAL: $8,300 
Pdn. Inrzr .  NASA Teh.  OlPmr CASE CoIzla'y 
Gierasch, P. 1. GSFCfConrath, B. 1. 13-Physics 
GSFC/Hanel, R. A. 
(51-840 802-31-00) 
NAS 9-13364 Cornell University 2533 
Evaluation of satellite imagery & an information service for  
inventorying land use & natural resources 
P n i d  OM@,t0", 
M/24/73-1 l/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: 556,000 
Pm. Inrxf .  NASA TNh Offimr CASE Col~lory 
Hardy, E. E. JSC/Joosten, R. E. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
(72-960 948-63-85) 
NASW 2366 Cornell University 2534 
Development of control elements for an unmanned extraterrestrial 
vehicle 
R l i d  OM@rions 
03/22/724%/14/72 FY74: TOTAL: $70,000 
Pt in  lawlr MAS1 T e d  Oflfcer CASE Co!cry  
Wehe, R. L. HQ-SL/Tawcr, P. 42-Astro Engr 
HQ-SLIHcrman, D. H. 
(10-840 18-00) 
NASW 2445 Cornell University 2535 
Development of control elements for an unmanned Martian roving 
vehicle 
& r i d  oNerion, 
1211 1/724%/30/73 FY74: TOTAL: $95.000 
Pdn Inrsr N A U  T d  Offinr CASE Co,trm 
Unavailable HQ-SL/Ranng, R H. 32Gmlo.cal Sn 
(10-840 18668-55) (10-840 18600.00) 
NASW 2573 Comll  University 2536 
Control elements for an unmannd Martian raving vehicle 
Pen& Oblibbirn, 
09/01/73-11/30/74 FY74: $95,000 TOTAL: 195,000 
Prin. I rrst .  NASA Ted. Olfi?" CASE CmIrlo~y 
Wche. R. L. HQ-SLITawcr, P. 49-Engr, NEC 
HQ-SLIHerman, D. H. 
(10-840 18668-55) 
NGL 33-0IO-M Corwll University 2537 
ludies of lunar ~urfacs & solar atmosphere in vicinity of the 
moon 
P ~ r i d  m*,im.. 
031 13163-IO/31/75 FY74: 127.558 TOTAL: $1,623.508 
P*. Inrsr. NASA TE1. 0flIcr.r CASE Ca lwrr  
Gold, T. HQ-SM/Brywn. R. P. 32Gmlogical Sci 
HQ-SM/Roberson. F. I .  
(10-810 19542-66) (10-840 1 8 5 - W )  
114 
NCL 33-010-042 C O ~ ~ ~ I I  University 2538 
Study of high ternpcrature heat transfer 
PC"& ouign,im> 
06/29/6646/01/74 FY74: TOTAL: W6,016 
Prin h r r t  NASA T d  0ffi-r CASE Carrgury 
Moore, F. K. LERCjEvvard, I. C. 46-Mcch Engr 
(22-720 112-28-20) (22-704 50SM-01) 
NGL 33-010654 Cornell Uni~emity 2539 
Sonic boom research 
P e n d  
G9/14/67-08/01/74 
PH" ,nr.r. 
Seebass, A. R. 
George, A. R. 
(10-740 129-0-00) 
oM<p,iow 
FY74: TOTAL: $201,500 
NASA Teh. Oflfce, CASE C ~ < I I ~  
LARC/Carlson, H. W. 13-Physics 
NGL 33-010457 Cornell Universily WO 
Sonic boom phenomena 
 PI"^ out8arims 
09/06/67-08/31/75 FY74: $29.100 TOTAL: $126,168 
Pr in  Inrsl. MAS1 Tmh. Ofltccr CASE Cangory 
Seebass. A. R. ARC/Murman, E. hi. 41-Aem Engr 
(21-702 760-1741) (10-740 129W00) (21-790 797-00.00) 
NGL 33-010664 Cornell University 2541 
Molecular energy transfer by fluid mixing 
P<rlod Obl'Baranr 
03/29/68-12/31/74 FY74: $45,000 TOTAL: 9243.492 
~ " n .  I"-. NASA r h .  0fl.r CASE catcpry 
Cool, T. A. LARC/#Allario, F. 12-Chemistry 
HQ-NS/Thom, K. 
NGL 3 3 d l W 0  Cornell Unirersity 2542 
Finite element shell instability analysis 
P ~ r i a l  OMfpziam 
12/16/68-10/01/74 FY74: TOTAL: $175,170 
P.ln Inrsr. NASA T d .  OJfimr CASE ColrrorY 
Gallagher, R. H. LARC/Stephsns, W. B. 41-Aero Engr 
(23-760 126-0-00) (23-740 13614-05) 
NGL 3 M I W Z  Conell University 2543 
The audy of lunar and planetary surfaces and atmospheres 
penal Ouiption' 
09/23/68-1 1130176 FY74: $62,805 TOTAL: $402,452 
P"". rnr,,. N A ~ A  ~ d .  oflicer CASE c.t~~ory 
Sagan, C. HQ-SL/Fellows, R. F. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQ-SLIBrunk. W. E. 
(10-840 185-47-81) 
NGL 33-010-171 Cornell Unirrrsity 2544 
A program in remote sensing 
Pl,,od 0tf'Bnmnl 
021 14/72-0513 1/77 FY74: $100.000 TOTAL: 16400,MK) 
Pr in  Inrsl.  NASA Trd. OfPmr CASE CmteWI 
Liang. T. HQ.PY/Vitale. J. A. 39-Env Sci. NEC 
(10-371 340-00-00) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
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NGL 33-010-186 Cornell University 2545 
' Studies of thermal structure and motnan of planetary at- 
mosohcrer 
P ~ m d  rnt@#,&", 
" 04/18/73-06/14/76 FY74: TOTAL: 552,400 
P r h .  Inn,,. NASA Tpd. Ofltccr CASE Cntqo,y 
Gierascti, P. J. ' . HQ-SL/Fellows. R. F. 31-Atmos k i  
(10-840 185-47-81) 
NCR 33-010-071 Cornell University . ' 2546 
Graduate engineering design program 
PI"& ou@.,im, 
05/15/68-08/01/72 FY74: TOTAL: $135,222 
Pnn 'Inwrr. NASA Teh. O r e ,  CASE C o u g o ~  
McHanus, H. N. HQ-PY/Vitale. J .  A. 49-Engr, NEC 
(10-370 183-MOO) 
. . 
NGR 3% 010.081 Cornell University 2547 
. . 2 to 4 micron spsctmxopy of Mars 
PC"& o u , p , ; a ,  
03/01/73-09/30/74 FY74: $25,921 TOTAL: $43,521 
P ~ W .  inur,,. NASA red. ofir  CASE C ~ W , Y  
Houck, 1. R. ARC/Cameron, R. M. Il-Astronomy 
ARC/Gillespis. C. M., Jr. 
(21-850 352-02-03) 
NGR 33-010-101 Cornell University W8 
An integrated program in exobiology and problems rclatcd to 
origin of life 
&,id Obl@.,l~", 
30/09/69dX/30/74 , FY74: $84,945 TOTAL: S369.945 
Plin lnvll NdSA Ted Ollkrrr CASE Cmrgory 
Sagan. C. HQ-SL/Young, R. S 12-Chemstry 
Khare, 8. N. 
(10-840 192-55-61) 
NGR 33-010-108 Cor?dl Uni~rrsity 2549 
Implications of convection within the moon 
P#"d Obliplionr 
05/18/70-11/30/74 FY74: $23,037 TOTAL: $60,567 
. . . . 
P"" I".,<, +.4s4  re^" Olfi.,, LASS L i , , p r ,  
Turcoue, 0 I.. HO.SM/Br)scn. R .  P. 32Gcolu@cal S a  
(10-dl0 3k3UY.561 (IOIIU 383-09.531 (10-810 381-MOO) 
NGR 33-010-127 Cornell University 2550 
Detection of soil microorganisms in silu by, combined gas 
chromatography 
P I M ~  Ow?~nrio." 
06/02/70-11/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: $108,632 
Pnn b e r l .  NASll Tech. Dl/,lrlr CASE Cc lwty  
Durbury. J .  M. HQ-SL/Geib, D. S. 51-Biology 
Alexander, M. ., : 
(10-840 192-55-63) 
NGR 3%010-137 Cornell University 2551 
.:Lunar sample analysis 
P."d owqnrbm 
02/12/71-W/30/74 ' FY74: $16.500 TOTAL: Il64,lW 
Pnn. lnrrrr. ' ' NASA T-h. Oflkrr CASE Cotwry 
Gold. T. JSC/Harris, J. W. 13-Physics 
' . (72-810 388-10-03) 
NGR 33-010-145 Cornell University 2552 
Cosmic gamma-ray telescope 
Pvticd ONlpllatl ' ' - '  
01/06/71-02/15/75 FY74: $42.400 TOTAL: S248.m 
Pd". mw'r. NASA Trrh. Of/tcrr CASE Cmlezo;~ 
Grsisen, K.  I .  HQ-Xi/Opp. A. G. ' ' I  !-Astronomy 
HQ-SG/Roman, N. G. 
(10-850 18846-57) ' ( la850 188-46-54) 
NGR 33-010-146 Cornell Univmity 2553 
Subm~lltmeter astronom~cal spectrometry from atrcraft 
P d d  oUiw#!o?r 
021 16/7248/31/74 FY74: $23,000 TOTAL: $65,800 
Pnn. Inwu. NASA Tmh. CASE &wry 
Hanvit. M. 0. ARC/Cameron. R. M. I l-Astronomy 
ARC/Mason. R. H. 
(21-850 352-02-01) 
NGR 33-010.161 Cornell University 2554 
Studies of the magnetospheres of Eanh and Jupiter 
PeMd ot , ;x i rb~  
01/18/72-12/31/74 FY74: $30,000 TOTAL: $87,7W 
Pnn. l n r x l .  NASA Tmh. On-r CASE CaI'z'zw 
Brim, N. M. HQ-SL/Fellows, R. F. 13-Physics 
(10-840 185-47-81) (10-850 188-3655) 
NGR 33-010-169 Carngll University 2555 
Analysis of a partially filled viscous ring damper 
PI& ou,~~nonr  
02/01/72-09/18/73 FY74 $4,030 TOTAL: $23.490 
Prim Inwsr NASA re*. Ofljcn CASE Cn!##o,y 
Alfriend, K .  T. GSFC/Hrastar, J. 'A. 49;Engr. NEC 
(51-840 823-1 1-00) (51-840 823-12-a)) 
NGR 33-010-172 Cornell Uni~erdty 1% 
A multiband far infrared surface with a balloon-borne telescope 
PC"& . . . oui~~non '  
11/20/72-11/19/74 FY74: $49,519 TOTAL: $94,519 
Pm. lnrcrr NASA Ted. 0ficcr CASL Ca,r#or? 
Harwit, M. 0. HQ-SG/Boggess, N. W. ll-Astronomy 
HQ-SG/Roman, N. G. 
(10-850 18841-55) , 
NGR 3>010-178 Coraell University 2557 
Analys~r of Apollo I2 and Explorer 35 magnctametcr data 
%nod ou+,ionl 
06/13/7266/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: $41,693 
Pen. bwsf .  N A M  Tech. Mjmr CASE Cafcm,y 
Kuckes, A. F. HQ-SM/Bryson, R. P. 32Gsological Sci 
HQ-SM/Allenby, R. J. 
( la810 383-w-56) (10-810 383-y-53) 
NGR 33-010-179 Cornell University 2558 
Central neural m~chantsms govcrn~ng postual cardtovascular 
reflexes 
P r n l  odldlp,"", 
05/25/7Z-06/15/75 FY74 $43,000 TOTAL S1M.7M) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
NEW YORK (Continued) 
NGR 33-010-182 Cornell University 2559 
16 to 40 micron spectroscopy of Jupiter 
P,liod OtJir0,iii 
12/20/72-08/01/74 FY74: $40,322 TOTAL: $62.318 
Pnn. lnnsr NASA Tah.  Olfier CASE Catqorr 
Houck. J. R. ARC/Maron. R. H. Il-Astronomy 
ARC/Cameron. R .  M. 
(21.975 977-10-M) (21-980 975-50-01) 
NGR 33416188 C o d l  University 2560 
Artmohvsical material science t h w w  . > 
hdcd OtJtprionr 
02100132-07131174 FY74: $34.000 TOTAL: SbS.000 , , , . 
P*. Inrrt. NASA Tech. Ofiicw CASE Carwry 
Ashcroh. N. W. LERC/Brown, G. V. 13-Physics 
Krumhanrl, J. A. LERC/Coles, W. D. 
(22-704 502-W35) 
NGR 33-016189 Comell University 2% I 
Ultra pressure materials r i e n a  
h"d OtJUIUIion. 
lO/31/72-07/31/74 FY74: $90,000 TOTAL: SI50,MX) 
NGR 3MlO-f03 Cornell Unlversily 2562 
Sonic boom research related to future air and space transportation 
systems 
R"cd ObO,~,ia"ia 
07/01/73-08/31/74 FY74: $25,000 TOTAL: 525,000 
Plin I n w r .  NASA Tech O//mr . CASE Cargory 
Seebass, A. R. LARC/Barger, R. L. 41-Acro Engr 
George, A. R. 
(23-702 743-65-31) 
NGR 33-010-210 Comell University 2563 
High resolution 10-micron spectra at different planetary lati- 
tudes 
h r t d  WIiaiali0"l 
09/01/73-08/31/74 FY74: $28,691 TOTAL: $28.691 
P"n Innst. NASA Tech. Ofifmr CASE Ci lr~ory 
Harwit, M. 0. HQ-SL/Brunk, W. E. 45-Elec Engr 
HQ-SL/Fcllows, R. F. 
(10-840 19M1-80) 
NGR 33-010-220 Comell Uairrraily 2564 
Inlerdiscidinarv inve~tinalions of Mariner 9 data 
. . " 
P < M  OM**l0, 
12105173-06130174 FY74: 667.000 TOTAL: 567.000 
. . , , 
Pnn Innrr. NASA Tech. O/jmr CISE carwrv 
Sagan. C. HQ-SL/Dwornik. S. E. 32Geological Sei 
(10-840 185-50-81) (10-840 384-50-80) 
NGT 33-010-052 Corndl University 2565 
Training of predoctaral graduate students in engineering design 
as related to aeronautical and space technology 
PC"& O f f l , ~ , i r n  
05/02/67-08/01/72 FY74: TOTAL: $310.800 
pH". hn~, .  NdSd Ttrh O(jinr CASE Cargory 
Schullq A., Jr .  HQ-PY/Carter, C. H. 99-Multi-Discip 
(10-370 ISI-M!-00) 
NSC 3019 Cornell University 2% 
Flow processes in combusters 
Pen& oMil.,ion, 
07/01/7466/30/75 FY74: 563.205 TOTAL: 563,205 
Prim In*rxl. NASA Tprh. Officer CASE Cmqwy 
Gouldin, F. C. LERC/Marek. C. J. 41-Aera Engr 
Leibavich. S. 
Mwm,  F. K. 
(22.704 501-2442) 
NSR 33-012006 Fordhm University 2567 
Time and motion exwriment 
P c ~  oulaa,ianr 
06/30/67-09/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: $557,157 
P"n. fnnn.  NASA Tech. Ofi<cr CASE Carqery 
Kubir, J. F. JSC/Feddemn. W. E. 69-Psych, NEC 
(72-960 948-6091) (72.960 948-6000) 
NCR 33-19Z-tdJ1 Hamilton College 2568 
Photographic interpretation of Marincr-Mars 6 and 7 photographs 
on the chaotic terrain 
P I M  oMU~,,ons 
04/23/7@05/31/75 FY74: $7,070 TOTAL: $40.430 
P* I"..', *AS* m n  ,,J,!z,, ' A S ,  <*I<",, 
Poucr. D B HQ-SL/Duorntk, S t 3 2 G m l u ~ c a l  Sa  
(10-840 384.50-80) (10-840 3a443%00) 
NGR 33-209-002 Holrtn University 2569 
Wave height measurements with a correlation radar 
penad 061,p,,m, 
02/28/72-11/30/75 FY74: $17.332 TOTAL: $44.316 
Prin hwst. NASA Tc<h Ofiice, CASE Category 
Wcissrnan, D. E. LARC/SwifL. C. T. 45-Elec Engr 
(23-680 16020-54) 
h A S  5-21792 latoe Idand I'ni$ersit! 2570 
Inardlsc#pl~nar) study 01 the rslurlnc *nd mdiljl oornopraphy 
of Block Island sounds and adjnrrfll Ncu Yorr coa~tnl ualen 
Pcnd OM<pflom 
06/30/7241/23/74 FY74: TOTAL: 5109,844 
Prin. Innsl. NASA T h .  Olfinn CASE Category 
Yost. E. GSFC/Szajna, E. I. 33-Oceanography 
Hallman. R. 
(51-680 641-14-05) 
NAS 5-21793 Long Island University 251 1 
In situ speclroradiometric quantifications of ERTS data 
Pedd Obliaalim~ 
06/30/7264/01/74 FY74: TOTAL: $36,833 
Prim l n ~ ~ r  NASA T h .  Officer CASE Colqory 
Yost. E. GSFC/Godan. F. 32Gealagical Sci 
(51-680 641-1442) 
NAS 9-13308 Long Island University 257Z 
I n  sit" spcctroradiamctric calibration of EREP imagery and 
oceanography of Block Island sound Skylab EREP inveaigalion 
069/070 
PI"d  OM~Eariom 
04/10/73-09/30/74 FY74: $58,925 TOTAL: $58,925 
Pnn. Inn>< NASA Ted. OfIrrrr CASE Cargo,, 
Yost, E. JSC/York, L. B. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
(72-96C 948-63-86) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
NEW YORK (continued) 
NGR 33-151-006 h g  Islsod University 2573 NGL 33-016119 New Yolk Univer3ity 2580 
Photographic techniques f a r  transforming multispcctral pho- Engine effect on sonic boom; unsteady engine inlet interaction 
tographic imagery into geologic information period o~ig~,;ons 
Period obl=~riom 06/20/67-07/31/74 FY74: 564,909 TOTAL: $454,629 
12/01/7242/28/74 FY74: TOTAL: $5,191 pnn. rnw1t. NASA T N h  OD-, CASE Grrtnry  
~ n n .  Inu.,~. NASA Tech OJJtca CASE Carrpv  Fer", A. LARC/Fettcrman, D. E. 41-Aero Engr 
Yost. E. GSFC/Jastraw, R. 32Geolo@cal Sci (23-702 743-65-31) (10-740 129-WOO) 
(51-680 408-02-02) 
NGR 33-DO-001 New York Institute of Techmlogy 2574 
Proposed novel techniques for interferametrically controlled ruling 
of improved large diffraction g ~ t i n g s  
PI"d OM@,i0", 
10/16/72-10/01/73 FY74: TOTAL: $68,970 
Pnn. Bxrt. NASA Tech OJJfce CASE Grr%oly 
Stroke, G. W. GSFC/Mangus, I. D. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
(51-850 188-38-51) 
NAS 1-10090 New Yark University 2575 
The composite Radiomcter-Sfattcrometer (RADSCAT) experi- 
ment for ocean surface modeling and electromagnetic scattering 
P*. 1nuxr. 
Pierson. W. I., Jr. 
(23-620 630-5260) 
. . OMIJ"t'0nr 
FY74: TOTAL: $1 17,WO 
NASA 7" OJJfcer CASE Colrbory 
LARC/Jones. W. L. 99-Multi-Discip 
(23-620 630-00-00) 
NGR 33-016-131 New York Unirerrity 2581 
Hypersonic engine airplane integration 
Pmod OM,p,,onr 
03/11/68-07/31/74 FY74: $115,280 TOTAL: $854,186 
Pnn Inus#. NASA 7rrh OJfi-r CASE Cn- 
Ferri. A. LARC/Huber. P. W. 41-Acro Engr 
LARC/Henry. 1. R. 
(23-704 501-04-03) 
NGR 33-016167 New Yark Unirenity D 2  
Numerical design of transonic shockless airfoils 
Perid 0u~nr;on' 
03/01/70-09/30/74 FY74: 550.000 TOTAL: $355,000 
NGR 33016-174 
NASA Tech ODWr 
LARC/South, J.  C., Jr. 
(23-702 760-64-W) 




Investigation o l  models for large scale meteorological prediction 
NAS 26813 New York University 2576 experiments 
Study transonic rotary wing aerodynamics pedd oufga,iom 
~ e " d  o b l b , i ~ m  11/01/71-10/31/73 FY74: TOTAL: 584,WO 
02/18/72-11/15/73 FY74: TOTAL: $30,948 prim. lnnSr. NlS.4 7 4 .  o~fle, CASE c ~ r e m r j  
PA". ,nust. NASA rwh. O~fic-rr .. CASE G ~ C Z O ~ Y  Spar. J. GSFC/Halem, M: ' 31-Atmos Sci 
Isam, M. P. ARC/Caradonna, F .  X. 41-Aera Engr GSFC/Holan, J. S.' 
ARC/McCroskey, W. J. (51480 40842-02) 
(21-764 1369X-00) 
2577 NGR 33-016-177 New York Unive$ty NAS 2-7963 New York University rn Fluid dynamic aspects of jet noise generation 
Pioneer FIG data analysis of zodiacal light experiment P ~ H O ~  oU<~,"lrn, 
P ~ M  OUIZO~~MI 08/29/72-10/01/74 FY74: S50.000 TOTAL: SlW.378 
01/04/7+06/3oji4" FY74: $94.396 TOTAL: 594.396 PH". rnurr. NASA T d .  Offlu CASE Carewy 
Pnn. brcll NASA T h .  Oljicer CASE Colwory Ferri, A. LARC/Masstrello. L. 41-Aero Engr Unavailable ARC/Unavailable I l-Astronomy LARC/Manning. J. C. 
(21-840 811-22-02) (23-704 501-04-01) 
NAS a29578 New York University 2578 NGR 33416-179 Study of eastern test range ocean wave statistics for space shultle New York University 295 
boaster design Br recovery operations Reynolds number and Mach number elfcct on space shuttle 
P<"d obl~nt ,m, configuration 
02/05/73-06/05/73 FY74: TOTAL: 510,000 Penal WIrnlkm. 
pH". lnvtrl. NASA T h .  Olfi-r CASE C.~W?' 09/01/71-03/01/74 FY74: TOTAL: $89,744 
Pisrson, W. J ;  MSFC/Brown, S. C. 33-Oceanography Pnn. Inw>r NASI TKh. Offinnn CASE Catnw.? 
MSFC/Fichtl, G. H. Zakkay, V. LARC/Dunavant. I. C. 41-Aero Engr 
(62-920 976-30-00) (62-920 976-WOO) LARCJWhitehead, A. H.. Jr. (23-704 502-37-01) 
NGL 33616013 New York University 2579 
Theoretical research on the properties of the atmosphere of the NGR 33616193 New York University 2586 
earth and other planets and on the atmospheric effects of solar Convective coolinp. forces 
- 
activity h"d ouipnanl 
&nod O W % ~ I ~ M X  08/01/72-10/01/72 FY74: TOTAL: 525.100 
06/01/73-06/30/76 FY74: $70,000 TOTAL: %591,181 ~ n n .  1nn.7,. NASA T&. ormi,  CASE c m m m  
~rjn. lnws~. NASA ~ e r h  ont~er CASE cstezun Ferri. A. LARC/Hcfncr. J. N. 41-Aem Engr 
Schaeffer, 0. A. GSFC/Haiem. M. 31-Atmor Sci LARC/Kirkham. F. S. 
(51-680 408-02-02) (5 1-680 164-0060) (23-702 760-66-01) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
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NGR 33-016-196 Now York University 2587 
Physical properlies of molecular clouds 
P l M  O6liz.liunr 
09/01/73. 1013 1/74 FY74: S20.MXI TOTAL: S2O.W 
Pnn. hwsl. NASA Ted. OJffCer ClSE Cnmory 
Glassgold, A. E. HQ-SG/Kelsall, T. Il-Astronomy 
(10-850 188-41-51) 
NGR 33616197 New York Uniredty 2588 
Scale model wind tunnel study of dispersion of pollutants in the 
Cleveland area 
P r d  OMigal#enr 
03/15/73-03/14/75 FY74: $50,000 TOTAL: S90,WO 
Plin l n r n .  NASA TIED Olfieer CASE Category 
Hoydysh. W. G .  LERC/Neustadter. H. E. 
39-Env Sci, NEC 
(22-702 770-18-01) 
NGR $3-016-201 New York University 2589 
Study of transonic flow over yawed wings 
P~riod O M i ~ , i o " ~  
05/29/73-08/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: S50.000 
Pnn. Inr?rr. NASA Twh. OII i i i i  CASE CaIc~ury 
Garabedian. P. R. ARC/Hickr, R. M. 41-Aero Engr 
(21-702 7Md4-01) 
NSG 1049 NOW York University 2590 
Skin friction drag reduction 
?,ti& ObliPIirn, 
Cd/Ol/7403/31/75 FY74: 679.W TOTAL: 179.W 
Plln lnnsz. NASA Tmh. OUsw CASE Calqory 
Ferri. A. LARC/Hefncr, J. N. 41-Aero Engr 
Zakkay. V. 
(23-702 760-M-M)) 
NAS 2-8399 Polytechnic institute of New York 2591 
Radiation integrals in helicopter rotor remarch 
Period OMipPIOn, 
06/03/7&08/31/74 FY74: $11.144 TOTAL: $11.144 
Pnn B r s r .  NASA Twh. OJfjmr CASE Co(?rar)' 
Isom, M. P. ARC/Schmitz, F. H. 41-Aero Engr 
(21-702 760-17-00) 
NGR 3240&047 P o l y t h i c  institute of New York 2592 
Investigation of diffraction by planetary atmospheres 
Pcnod OMlplions 
03/25/68-0313 1/75 FY74: $25,000 TOTAL: $164.509 
Pdn. bu~r. NIS.4 Ted.  OJfter CASE Calezon 
Gross, S. H. HQ-SGjKavanagh, L. D.. Jr. 13-Physics 
HQ-SG/Schmerling. E. R. 
(10-850 188-3686) (10-850 188-36-55) (10-850 188-0000) 
NGR 33-006468 Polytcchnk In*itute of New YorE 2593 
Study of escape of gases from wmsts, planets, and satellites 
h n d  o ~ i ~ o l l o n ~  
12/26/72-03/31/75 FY74: $28,903 TOTAL: $55.451 
Pnn. lnrx l .  NASA TI+. OOi<?r CASE Calqory 
Gross. S. H. HQ-SL/F~IIOWP. R. F. 13-Physics 
HQ-SL/Brunk, W. E. 
(10-840 185-47-81) 
NGR 35006670 Polytechnic Institute of New York 2594 
Synthesis of polypeptides, sugar phosphates and polynuclcotides 
from intermediates under simulated conditions 
Pen& Ol,!@onam 
04/26/73-06/14/75 FY74: $44.120 TOTAL: $83,948 
Pnn. I n u ~ l .  NASA Teh. Yflcer CASE Care8ory 
Eirich, F. R. . . HQ-SL/Young, R. S. IbChemistry 
(10-840 192-55-61) 
NGT 3 5 W 6 W 3  Polytechnic Institute a1 New York 2595 
Traming of graduilts students rn space-related science and 
technology 
Pen& Obl,*al,rnr 
04102/63-08/01/72 FY74: TOTAL: $1,178,896 
NSG 9008 Queens College 2596 
An inquiry into the low scismic artenutation of the lunar crust 
Per id  oM;*~,!ons 
06/10/74-03/09/15 FY74: $15.345 TOTAL: $15,345 
Prim. b w n .  NASA T h .  OlJFIr CASE Cr#qory 
Schrciber. E. JSCIHarris, J. W. I3dhysics 
(72-810 388-10-03) 
NAS 8-26146 Rensrelaer Polytechnic Institute 2597 
Growth of single crystals by vapor transport in zero gravity 
environment 
penad OMi~goiO"., 
06/04/7W3/05/75 FY74: $28,000 TOTAL: S148.W 
Pnn, hnl,. NASA Tech. OflilC, CASE ca4rgoly 
Wicdemeicr, H. T. MSFC/Davidson, M. C. 13-Physjcs 
MSFCJArnett, G. M. 
(62-630 179-12-13) (62-980 975-90-95) (62-740 129-00-00) 
NAS a28307 Rens~elner Polytechnic institute 2598 
Vapor growth of Il-VI compounds 
P r n d  Obl>~arionr 
101 11/72-04/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: S30.W 
PNI. In%exr. NASA Tnh. Ol/ier CASE Cerc%oly 
Wiedemeier, H. MSFC/Adams, W. R. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
MSFC/Davidron. M. C. 
(62-960 948-9Ll95) 
NAS 830578 Rensselaer Polytechnic lnntltute 2599 
Crystal growth from vapor phase in  zero environment 
P.dd obliganonr 
01/11/7403/31/76 FY74: $72.000 TOTAL: S72,WO 
P"". lnwrr. NASA Twh. OIIjer CASE Cmegorl 
Wiederneier, H. MSFCJAdarns. W. R. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
MSFC/Boeae. A. 
(62-930 966-30-M) 
NCL 33.018603 Renrrelrer Polytechnic Institute 2600 
Interdisciplinary materials research including fundamental physics 
& chemistry of materials, environmental effects, and related 
problems 
hnod OMiznr~t~n.~ 
09/01/70-04/30/77 FY74: $200.WO TOTAL: $3.809.400 
Pnn. hrrr. NASA Teh. Ofl!<<r CASE ( b t ~ o n  
Wiberly, S. E. LERC/Lad. R. A. 47-Materials Engr 
N A S A ' s  UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
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NGL 33418-007 Renmelaer Polytechnic Institmte 2601 
lnvestrgatmn of comporctlan & chemucal behawor of atmosphere 
of Venus 
P d  0Nig1,0w 
06/19/62-08/31/76 . FY74: 16100.000 TOTAL: S1,187.W 
Plin bwsr. NASA Ted. OJlilili CASE Catwry 
Haneck, P. HQ-SL/Fcllows, R. F. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQSL/Hipsher, H. F. 
(I&&20 185-47-85) (10840 18547.82) (lCL840 18540.00) 
NCL 33-018-017 Rensvlaer Polytechnic Institute 2602 
Spatial nucleation and crystal growth 
. ' P c t i d  Obl@11m1 
06/23/64-12/31/73 FY74: TOTAL: 5323,832 
Pnn I n u n  NASA Tcch. Oflrlnr CASE Cataorp 
Hudson, J .  B. HQSG/Dubin. M. I l-Astronomy 
GSFC/Dann, B. 
(51-850 18840.013) (LC-850 188-45-53) (ILL850 188-WM)) 
NGL 33415091 Renselaer Polytechnic Institute 2603 
Analysis and design of a capsule landing system and surface 
vehicle control system for Mars exploration 
,-<rid rn@,!rn, 
06/14/67-05/31/76 FY74: 16105.000 TOTAL: $690,000 
P h .  Inwsl. NASA Tmh. O@r CASE Cmwry  
Yerazunis, S. W. HQ-SL/Tarvcr, P. 49-Engr. NEC 
HQ-SL/Hcrman. D. H. 
f 10-840 18668-55) 
NGR 33418-148 Rennelrar Polytechnic Instine 2604 
Photochemical investigations of the atmosphere of other planets 
Period otdblp,ion, 
08/17/7008/31/74 PY74: S32.000 TOTAL: S114.000 
P m  bnrr.  NASA Tch. 0pfr.r CASE CAragory 
Ferris, I .  P. HQ-SL/Gcib, D. S. 12;Chemist~ 
HQ-SL/Young. R. S. 
( l a w 0  192.55-61) 
',.Y 
NGR 33418-152 Roomelaer Polytechnic InstiNte 2MW 
Mechanics of high energy brakes 
P,,m ONl.,i0", 
06/29/70-06/14/74 FY74 TOTAL: $207,000 
Pnn. l n w l  NASA Tcd. OJf!cw CASE WBB'y  
Ling, F. F. LERCjMillcr, C. D. 47-Materials Engr 
LERC/Wciss, S. 
(22-704 501-38-12) 
NGR 33418-183 Renss~laer Polytechnic lnrtihlte 2606 
Dieital ada~tivc flieht controller develooment 
- 
P e t i d  oN@nrunr 
09/15/72-06/14/75 FY74: $75,4IW TOTAL: $110,700 
Prin Innsl. NASA Tech. Ofi<<r CASE C m q w  
Kadfman, H. LARC/Elliott. J. R. 41-Aero Engr 
(23-702 766-7542) 
NGR 33-018-1911 Rensselaer Polytechnic Instilute 2607 
Design Br analysis 01 communication subsystem for plansLsry 
entry missions 
PI,W O N l p r m  
' , 04/26/73-05/31/75 FY74: S25.000 TOTAL: $25,000 
P"n. bwS. NASA T-h. Oflilir CASE C#qov  
Modestino, J. W. ARC/Grant, T. L. 45-Elcc Engr 
(21.840 186-68-65) 
NSG 1052 Renrvlaer Polylcrhnir Institute 26LM 
Utililation of ion implanted filaments as ion sources for in-sit" 
calibration of unmanned spa= vehicles and pthcr applications 
P"id ~<g.,,,0"' 
M/01/74-04/30/75 FY74: $10.000 TOTAL: $10,000 
Prin. lnurz. NASA T h  Olfier CASE Cstqay 
White. F. A. LARC/Wwd, G. M. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
LARC/Yeagcr, P. R. 
(23-704 502-03-53) 
NSC 3W7 Re-ller Polytechnic Institute 2609 
Relationship betwen baron fiber properties and its use in 
compogitcs 
n r i d  OU@SCYDS 
06/01/74-05/31/75 FY74: $35.000 TOTAL: $35.000 
Pdn. l n m r  NASA T d .  0ff11, CASE C c I w  
Diefendorf, R. J.  LERCjGrimes, H. H. 47-Materials Engr 
LERCjLad. R. A. 
(22-704 502dl42) 
NSG 7065 R ~ s ~ p t a e r  Pdytorhnir lartitotr 2610 
Structure-function studics on bacillus Stcamthermophilus 
PI& Ou@,ia", 
06/01/7605/31/75 FY74: 1620,800 TOTAL: $20,800 
P a .  lnrrr .  NASA T&. MTw" CdSE C-w 
Wedler. F. C. HQSL/Yaung, R. S. 5 1-Biology 
Boylen. C. W. 
(1CL84C 192-5544) 
NAS UIlTY Rockddkr University 2611 
Elcctrophysiological equipment 
P < M  odngnr*n, 
03/25/7446/30/74 FY74: $3,7013 TOTAL: $3,7013 
Ptim. l a m  NASA 7& Offimr CASE Cat- 
Eiscnbcrg, L. ARC/Daunton, N. G. 5 1-Biology 
(21-790 79740-00) 
NAS 8-30%~ Slate Unlv of New York - Albany 2612 
Data analysis of W73 gegenrhsin/zodiacal light experiment 
P e n d  OUipt~onl 
10/01/7364/29/75 FY74: $157,294 TOTAL: $157.294 
Ptin Rrrrt. NASA T d .  OJfl'rm CASE C#%ov 
Weinberg, I .  L. MSFC/Ousley. A. T. II-Astronomy 
MSFCjFryman, 1. C. 
(62-960 948-7670) 
NCR 33-182418 State Unir of New York - Albany 2613 
Polarirnctric obssrvationr of comet Kohourk from -the 'gmund 
P l " d  ON*lirn 
12/03/73-09/02/74 FY74: 1615.750 TOTAL: $15,750 
P". bnn. NASA 7mh. Oflflir CASE Maw 
Weinbcrg. 1. L. GSFC/Hobbs. R. W. Il-Astmnomy 
(51-850 18845-51) 
NAS U-29745 Slate Univ ol New Yark - Buffalo 2614 
Electrophoretic separation of cells in space 
PI"& ~ ' W < Y U  
05/15/73-09/16/74 FY74: $33,000 TOTAL: $79,995 
Pnn. Brr~.ll. NASA T d .  OJfilili CASE C a r e y  
Bigaai, P. E. MSFC/Allcn. R. E. 13-Physics 




NGL 33-183-012 State Univ of New York - Buffalo 2615 NGL 33-015-130 State Univ of New York - Stony Brook 2622
Radar studies of bird migration Lunar sample analysis
Period Obliations Period Obligations
08/01/70-06/01/74 FY74: TOTAL: $13,026 02/11/71-01/31/77 FY74: $111,110 TOTAL: $508,810
Pri. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Williams, T. C. WFC/Vaughn, C. R. 5 I-Biology Papike, J. J. JSC/Harris, J. W. 13-Physics
(53-680 160-75-27) (72-810 388-10-01)
NGL 33-015-174 State Univ of New York - Stony Brook 2623
NGL 33-183-013 State Univ of New York - Buffalo 2616 Lunar sample analysis
Lunar sample analysis Period OMigations
Period Obigarioa 02/01/73-01/31/76 FY74: $50,000 TOTAL: $200,000
02/01/73-01/31/77 FY74: $59,283 TOTAL: $59,283 Prim Invest. NASA Teh. Officer CASE Category
Prin. Inest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Schaeffer, O. A. JSC/Harris, J. W. 12-Chemistry
Cadenhead, D. A. JSC/Harris, J. W. 12-Chemistry (72-810 388-10-02)
(72-810 388-10-03)
NGR 33-015-068 State Univ of New York - Stony Brook 2624
NGR 33-015-002 State Univ of New York - Buffalo 2617 Techniques for interferometrically controlled ruling of improved
Studies in cellular theory and molecular mechanisms large diffraction gratings
P;d gaios Period Obligations
07/30/63-09/30/74 FY74: $120,000 TOTAL: $742,237 12/07/67-06/30/73 FY74: TOTAL: $506,970
P, Ies. NASA Tech. Office CASE Cagoy Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Cateor
Danielli, J. F. HQ-SL/Geib, D. 12-Chemistry Stroke, G. W. HQ-SG/Weldon, J. M. 13-Physics
HQ-SL/Young, R. S. GSFC/Mangus, J. D.
(10-840 192-55-61) (10-850 188-38-51) (10-850 188-00-00)
NGR 33-015-139 State Univ of New York - Stony Brook 2625
NGR 33-015-108 State Univ of New York - Buffalo 2618 Quantitative spectroscopic measurements on the principal
Planetary curriculum and related geologic research constituents in planetary atmospheres
Period Obligations Period Obligations
06/02/70-05/14/75 FY74: $19,993 TOTAL: $131,463 04/12/71-05/31/76 FY74: $39,000 TOTAL: $145,038
Prin. Inest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
King, J. S. HQ-SL/Dwornik, S. E. 32-Geological Sci Varanasi, P. HQ-SL/Fellows, R. F. 31-Atmos Sci
HQ-SL/Holt, H. E. HQ-SL/Brunk, W. E.
(10-840 185-50-81) (10-840 384-50-80) (10-840 185-47-83)
NAS 1-10493 State Univ of New York - Stony Brook 2619 NGR 33-015-140 State Univ of New York - Stony Brook 2626
Participation in the science planning for the Viking 1975 missions Infrared spectroscopy of astronomical objects with a Fourier
in the area of molecular analysis transform spectrometer at high altitudes
Period OMigations Period Obligations
01/18/71-03/31/77 FY74: $15,106 TOTAL: $84,744 06/07/71-08/15/74 FY74: TOTAL: $33,000
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Owens, T. LARC/Soffen, G. A. 13-Physics Knacke, R. E. ARC/Mason, R. H. 11-Astronomy
(23-840 815-20-00) (21-850 352-02-01) (10-850 352-02-01)
NGR 33-015-141 State Univ of New York - Stony Brook 2627
NGL 33-015-035 State Univ of New York - Stony Brook 2620 Spectroscopic observations of the planets
Investigation of thermodynamic properties of interstitial elements Period Obligations
in refractory metals 01/26/71-03/31/75 FY74: $29,086 TOTAL: $114,425
Period Obligations Prin. Inest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
06/17/66-05/01/73 FY74: TOTAL: $131,885 Owen, T. HQ-SL/Brunk, W. E. I -Astronomy
Prn,. Inest. NASA Tech. Offwer CASE Category HQ-SL/Fellows, R. F.
Seigle, L. L. LERC/Lad, R. A. 47-Materials Engr (10-840 196-41-80)
(10-740 129-00-00) (22-740 129-00-00)
NGR 33-015-160 State Univ of New York - Stony Brook 2628
NGL 33-015-082 State Univ of New York - Stony Brook 2621 Thermodynamics and kinetics of reactions in protective coating
Study of high energy and relativistic astrophysics systems
Period Obligations Period Obligations
10/16/69-09/30/74 FY74: $10,000 TOTAL: $189,940 04/12/72-06/01/75 FY74: $38,733 TOTAL: $109,673
Prin. Inest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Owen, T. GSFC/Chiu, H. Y. I l-Astronomy Seigle, L. L. LERC/Levine, S. R. 47-Materials Engr
(51-850 405-02-02) (22-704 501-01-06)
120
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NGR 33-01516.3 Shtc Uiiir of New York - Stmy B d  26?9 NSC 9 1 5  S a l e  U.ir of New Y a k  - Stony BrmL Zb36 
Research an atmospheric pollution elf& of turbine engine Thmrstical sfudies of the atmosphsres of the giant planets 
produets over range of operating altitudes firiod o u i m t i m  
P d  W I * , ~  01/0l/74-07/01/75 FY74: $33,026 TOTAL: 133,026 
05/22/7Z-05/01/75 FY74: TOTAL: $48.544 P*. l a m  NASA re& omDN CASE C-v 
P*. b u t .  NASA Tn*. DUbr CASE (imry k, R. D. GSFC/Hanan, I. E. 31-Atmos Sci 
Ikrlad, A. L. LERC/Iklla. F. E. 39-Env Sci, NEC GSFC/Stone. P. 
LERC/Gordon, S. (51-840 404-0202) 
(22-704 501-2447), 
NGR 33-015165 State Univ 01 New York - Staay Bmok 2630 
Planetary atmospheres m a r c h  
P e w  O b l * k  
11/01/7248/31j74 FY74: 515,917 TOTAL: S45.911 
w". Inrx l .  NASA T&. W f i w  CASE Cmepv 
Owen. T. GSFC/Hanrcn, J. 31-Atmos Sci 
GSFC/Slone. P. 
(51440 404-02-02) . , 
NSC lW3 Srm Univ o l  New York - Stony B m k  2637 
Organic mukcules in the atmosphere of cloud deck 
Pmad mwuw 
1110117~IO131174 FY74: 524,000 TOTAL $24.000 
. . . . 
Pem In- NASA Tn*. Wile, CASE OQq 
Stmke, ti. W. ~PSG/Weldon ,  J. M. 45-Elec Engr 
HPSG/Oertel. G. K. 
(10-850 188-38-53) 
NGR 33-015-166 Stst. Univ of New Yo& - Stany Bmok 2631 NSC 7036 *st= ~ m t r  ei New  ark - %y ~k a618 
Infrared interferometry of astmnomical objens using an airborne Lunar rock surface phenomena 
e-dt-3 ou@mbm 91.5 cm telescope 
Rriod OUWtiau ' 02/01/7441/31/75 ' FY74: S18.640 TOTAL: Sl8.640 
03/01/13-08/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: $9,& R* lmn. NASA T d .  O/par CASE Csc=or! 
mn. lmu NASA Tn*. ofi<c, CASE cmeory Hartung. I. B. H+SM/Kosafsky, L. J. 32GmbgicalSci 
Gebel, W. ARC/Camemn, R. M. -11-Astronomy H@SM/Roberson. F. I. 
(21-850 3520243) (10-810 383-2000 
NGR 35015169 Yatc Univ of New York - Stony B m k  2632 
Organoe molecules m the atmosphere of Jupntcr; mvertlgallon of 
colon in Jovtan cloud deck 
P < d  obl@mi"ns 
10/16/72-12/30/74 FY74: $17,592 TOTAL: 537,578 
P h .  ,mmsc. NASA T&. Winr CASE Ca8wry 
Own. T. HQ-SL/Geib. D. S. Itchernistry 
(1W840 192-55-61) 
NGR 33615.180 S a l e  Univ of New York - Stony Bmok 2633 
Cosmic rays in interplanclary spa= 
P e w  0bllSI1 
01/07/7448/31/74 FY74: 124.800 TOTAL $24,800 
P* Inw5r NASA T e d  Ofimr CASE CoraorL 
Forman, M. A HQSG/Opp. A. G Il-Astmnomy 
( I N 5 0  385464lO) 
NCR 336151% S(.te Uoiv of New York - soay Bmok 2b.34 
Obseryalions of comet Kohoutek at far infrared and submillimeter 
wavelengths 
'-<,id WI*,b"onr 
121 10173-09/09/74 FY74: $3.470 TOTAL: D.470 
. . . . 
Prim l n r w .  NASA T& Of/<*? CASE C a m o n  
Simon. M. GSFC/Hobbs. R. W. Il-Astmnomy 
GSFC/Maran. S. P. 
NAS 5 U n 7  Stale UDir ol New York - 'DonBale Med Ctr 2639 
~dn. hrs,. NASA Tn*. qfl~ CASE c- 
Feaky. R. D. GSFC/Chen, W. T. 52Clinical Mcd 
Damadian. R. GSFC/Friedman, D: S. 
(51-250 141-9542) 
NAS 9-11846 S a l e  Univ of N m  York - Upstale Md Ctr 2640 
Anatxys of urine wmpkr for antidiuretic hormone 
P e w  -
M/lO/71aS/31/75 ~ ~ 7 4 :  1 ~ 0 . m  TOTAL: 569.000 
?ti#. In-,,. NASA T d .  W m r  CASE C a f V  
Miller. M. JSCjLeach. C. S. 59-Life Sci. NEC 
(72-970 970-51-16) 
NdS 9-12770 State Univ 04 New York Col - G- 2641 
~ w i a r  eastern maria data analysis experiment 
PMCd 0bl*,YY 
M/20/7207/01/75 FY14: TOTAL: S46.646 
P#m bws!. NASA T d .  W f i r  C.<SE C u n m  
Young. R. A. ISC/Harda. S. N. 32Gsologid Sci 
(72-910 914494LI) 
NGR 33&15.i% F t e  Univ of New York - Stony Brmk 2635 
Proposed novel techniques for interferometrical contmlled ruling NCR 33-2194332 %ate Unir ol Nw York Cd - G m s m  ZM2 
o l  improved large diffraction gratings Comparision 01 Lyman 2 and HE I & 10830 line rtru,ctures and 
 ON@,...^ variations in early type star atmosphere . , Pmad 
01/01/74-09/31/74 FY74: 612,mO TOTAL: S12;000 ~.rYd 0 1 1 ~ ~ ~  
P"W~ I,IWX, NASA rrrn of/;-r CASE Cmr":":":nrr 05/14/13-08/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: S1.7M 
Stroke. ti. W. GSFC/Mangus. J. D. 13-Physics ~ n n .  b-~n .  +AS" T d .  OIfimr CASE C w a r r  
GSFC/hntowski.  J. F. Meial. D. D. HQSG/Roman. N. G. I I-Astronomy 
(51-910 914-4000) (10-850 188-41-55) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
NEW YORK (Continued) 
NGL 3342U*U) Syracuse University ZM3 
Multidisciplinary studies i n  management and development 
programs in  the public %tor 
P~riod O M M I  
02/05/68-09/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: $1,070,500 
Prin Inere. W S A  re&. GfJimr CASE Corelory 
Barrslelay. M. E. H+PY/Morris, I. D. 79-Soe Sci. NEC 
(10-370 18360.00) (1CL680 160W00) 
NCR 3 m 2 - 1 5 0  Syncuse University 2644 
Interfacing u x r  to large data b a s  system 
P n i d  ON*Uloa8 
09/l8/72-Ol/l7/74 FY74: TOTAL: $37,166 
Pnn Inns,. MAS4 7 -4 .  Of lk r  CASE ColegorY 
Fosltr, G. H. GSFCjPease, P. B. 21-Mathematics 
(51-500 150-22-36) 
NCR 33422157 Syncuse University 2645 
Appiication o i  strain range partitioning to  crack propagation 
P*,kd ou*rnns 
09/01/73-08/31/74 FY74: $16,950 TOTAL: $16,950 
P l h  ! n n l  NASA Ted .  Oflkcr CASE CaraorV 
Liu, H. W. LERC/Hirschbcrg, M. H. 
47-Materials Engr 
(22-704 501-21-21) 
NCR 33432-004 Union College 2644 
Optically pumped rubmillimeter waveguide maser amplifiers and 
ari l lators 
period ONtp,<ms 
04/15/74-12/14/74 FY74: 120.000 TOTAL: $20,000 
Pnn. Inlrs!. NASA Tech. Ofltmr CASE Cdrrpry 
Galantowiq A. CSFC/McAvoy, N. 13-Physics 
GSFC/Carriorl, W. I. 
(51-620 643aaW) 
NAS 1-9689 University of Rochester 2647 
Participation in  the science planning for biology 
P~liod oM;ce,ias 
W/11/7063/31/77 FY74: TOTAL: $146,531 
Pnn Inn38 NASA Ted Ofice, CASE Carcgary 
Vishniac, W .  V. LARC/Solfen. G. A. 5 I-B~olagy 
(23-840 8 15-20-00) 
NCR 33419-126 Uoirersity of RoeheEter 2650 
Radiative damping of waves in solar atmospheres 
P.dd OUig..,i""~ 
04/07/72-1213 1/73 FY74: TOTAL: $15,000 
Pnn. Inn8r.  NASA 7-&. OJ/ter CASE Colegory 
Clark, A .  HQ-SG/Weldon. J. M. Il-Astronomy 
H+SG/Oertel, G. K. 
(10-850 188-38-53) 
NGR 33-019-127 University of Rochester 2651 
50 microns 100 micron5 observations o l  strong sources with a 
lamellar grating interferometer on the C-141 infrared telescope 
P."d oM*nrranr 
03/06/73-08/31/74 FY74: $20,000 TOTAL: 640.000 
P"n. Inns,. NASA 7-h. Ofliiii CASE Cmqory 
Pipher, J. L. ARC/Camcron. R. M. II-Astronomy 
Duthie, J. G. ARC/Gillespie, C. M., Jr. 
(21-850 352-02-03) 
NORTH CAROLINA 
NAS 8-29286 Appalaehisn Stale Unirrrsily 2652 
Slatistical studies 01 atmospheric variables related to Skylab and 
space shuttle programs 
P e d  OM*t<rn3 
10/06/72-10/06/74 FY74: $5.264 TOTAL: $20,226 
. . . . 
Pen. Inwxl. NASA 7Eh Oflc?, CASE Calrrory 
Carter. M. C. MSFC/Falls, L. W. 21-Mathematics 
MSFC/Smith, 0. E. 
(62-704 501-08- 10) 
NCT 34617601 Eknnen College 2653 
Training of two undergraduate students in  the space-related 
sciences and engineering 
Pen& oM;~o,bnr 
06/01/74-05/31/75 FV74: S7.W TOTAL: S7.W 
Pnn. b r ~ r  NASA T d .  Oflkcr CASE Cacepry 
Sayles, J .  H .  HQ-PY/Pahly, J. G. 9'-Multi-Discip 
HQU/Jenkins, H. G. 
(10-030 010-00-00) 
NAS 520028 University of Roche~er 2648 
Optical components associated with investigation a1 solar NSC Io3' Eknnett College 2654 
phenomena in  ultraviolet region D ~ c l o p m c n t  of a laboratory transportable absorption column 
Imad OM@#t;m applicable t o  air sampling industrial launch sites lor GLC 
01/15/7LM2/07/75 FY74: SI3,ZOO 'TOTAL: $13.2W analysis 
P-n. In"%!. NdSA Twb. Oflirrr CASE Caterr). Perid OM@luns 
Baumeister, P. GSFC/Osantowski, J .  F. 13-Physics 04/15/74-04/14/75 FY74: $35,531 TOTAL: $35.531 
(51-850 188-41-51) Pen. B ~ s r .  NASA Tch. OlPcrr CASE Calc.cory 
Maggiolo, A. LARC/Lanford. W. E. 12-Chemistry 
Duhart, B. T. LARC/Gregory. G. L. 
NGR 31019-002 University of Rochear 2649 (23-37 1 340W00) 
Research on automatic remote direction bacteria including 
modilication of detection device for chcmieal analysis of lunar 
8r planetary sur lan matenils NAS 27655 Duke University 2655 
&?id oM*,;m, 
12/19/61-W/30/74 FY74: 131.686 TOTAL: $1,048.028 
P*. Inns,. NASA Tech. 0flj:er CASE Carnary 
Vishniac, W. V. HQ-SL/Geib. D. S. 51-Biology 
HQ-SL/Young, R. S. 
(10-840 192-55-63) 
Brain and scalp sections of mice 
PeHd ODl!r~~ionr 
06/20/73-061 19/74 FY74: TOTAL: 121.500 
. . 
Pdn. Bwrr .  NASA Tech. Ofljrrr CASE Car~or) .  
Vogel, F. S. ARC/Hamaker. W. E. 53-Other Medical 
(21-970 970-21-63) 
NASA's  UNIVERSITY P R O G R A M  
NORTH CAROLINA (Continued) 
NGL 34-001-001 Duke University 2656 
Research on raalhte electrtcal power conversion systems and 
clrcutt protection 
f i n a l  ouim,ionr 
02/19/65-02/28/77 FY74: S70.WO TOTAL: 5806.031 
PA Inns,. NASA Tmh. Oflttrrr C l  SE Csrqov 
Wilson. T. J. GSFC/Rodriguez, G. E. 45-Elec Engr 
(51-704 502-25-72) 
NGR 34-001-041 Duke University 2657 
Satellite power conversion system 
. Penal Obll~~nionr 
02/01/72-05/31/75 FY74: $3,100 TOTAL: $17,226 
Pnn. Inrrsl. NASA Tech. Oflj-r CASE Caregorp 
IYFoghludha, F. GSFC/Trombka, J. I. Il-Astronomy 
(51-810 383-09.61) (51-810 383 -W1)  
NGR 34001454 Duke University ?A58 
Cosmic ray track interactions in lunar pyroxenes 
P I M  OMbllgalonr 
02/01/74-01/31/75 FY74: $700 TOTAL: $700 
Pnn. Invrrr. NASA Tezh 0fli~r.r CASE Celwry 
Cocks, F. H. ISC/Harris, J. W. 13-Physics 
(72-810 388-1&03) 
. . 
NGR 3441244l3 North Carolina A&T State University 2659. 
Applications of scattering theory to spearal line satellites 
Pnmd'  OM*iii 
08/14/70-08/31/14 FY74: TOTAL: $56,130 
NGR 34612-004 North Camllna A&T State University 2660 
Microelectronic components and metallic oxide studies and 
applications 
Perid Ob!,p!ims 
04/17/70-08/31/74 FY74: $40,000 TOTAL: $130.120 
Ptin NIKII. NASA Tech. Ofltccr CASE Carrgory 
Williams, L. LARCfFripp. A. L. 45-Elcc Engr 
Edwards. D. A. 
(23.371 34NKL00) (10-371 340-00-00) (10-370 183-0060) 
NGR 34012-013 North Camliaa A&T State University . 2661 
Consolidation and analysis of ceramics data 
Pencl Obl l~ l ims  
12/01/73-11/30/74 FY74: $23,199 TOTAL: $23.199 
pn>:lnnrr NASA T h .  Ofl!cv CASE Carrgo~  
Craft, W. J .  JPL/Mounihan, P. I. 47-Materials Engr 
(56371 34060-00) 
NAS 1 - 1 m  Norm Carolina Slate Univ. - Raleigh ?.642 
Dsvclopmentaf a thin film solid-state gaseous HCL sensor 
. ' penal OMi~rti*", 
12/10/73-M/ 15/75 FY74: $24.974 TOTAL: $24,974 
Pnn. Inwst. NASA Tech Oflj-r CASE CalaoT 
Monteith, L. K. LARC/Lassiter, W. S. 45-Elec Engr 
(23.704 502-04.41) 
NAS 5-21732 North Carolina State Unir. - Raleigh 2463 
Utilization ol ERTSA data in geological evaluation, ngional 
planning, forest management and water management in North 
Carolina 
P,,iOd OU!P~<""S 
05/02/72-07/01/74 FY74: TOTAL: S18.028 
Pnn. Inns,. NASA T-h. 0llIi"r CdSE Camon 
Wclby, C. W. GSFC/Enwr, G .  J. 32Gcological So 
Lammi, 1. 0. 
Carson. R. J.. 111 
(51-680 641-14-00) 
NAS 9-13321 North Carolina State Univ. - Raleigh 2664 
Geological evaluation, regional planning, forest management and 
water management in North Carolina; EREP 018 
Pried OMlWlro". 
03/08/73-12/31/74 FY74: $35.650 TOTAL: $39,650 
Pnn. Inuer(. NASA T e h .  Oflira , CASE Cadwry 
Welby. C. MSFC/Derington, J. C. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
Carson, R. J. 
Lammi, I. 0. 
(62-960 948-63-83) (62-960 948-63-85) 
NGL 34-002417 North Carolina State Univ. - Raleigh 2465 
Transvene inrtabilities ol magnetically self-rocusing streams in 
plasmas 
P c M  OM<plims 
IZ/03/M-11/01/75 FY74: TOTAL: $156,871 
Prin inwsz. NASA Ted. 0ffi-r CASE Cecqov 
Bcnnett, W. H. HQ-NS/Thom, K. 13-Physics 
(1W720 ll2-02-22) (45-720 112-02-22) 
NGL 34-002032 North Camlina State Univ. - Raleigh 2M6 
Mathematical thcory of optimal control 
Pr"d OM,p,,onr 
10/13/65-09/14/74 FY74: TOTAL: $137,460 
Pnn. bnxt .  NASA Ted. Ol l i rr  CASE C ~ l q o Y  
Sagan, H. LARC/Armstrang, E.S. 21-Mathematics 
(23-750 125-00-00) 
NGL 34.002484 North Csmlina Slate Un i~ .  - Raleigh 2667 
A theoretical study of the process and initiation ol spallation of 
a plate subjected to hypervelocity impact 
P<Hd wiIO,;m* 
10/22/68-1213 1/73 PY74: TOTAL: $66,674 
. . 
Pnn. Inm5l. NASA T-h. OJfcc? CASE Cntepo 
Chang. T. S. LARC/Thomson, R. G. 41-Aero Engr 
(23-742 124-00-00) 
NGL 34002-095 North Carolina State Univ. - Raleigh 2668 
Acoustic energy eflects on sleep and human performance 
P<dd w,an,","s 
04/11/69-08/31/75 FY74: $34,890 TOTAL: S285.890 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM
NORTH CAROLINA (Continued)
NGR 34-002-108 North Carolina State Univ. - Raleigh 2669 NGR 34-002-188 North Carolina State Univ. - Raleigh 2676Development of high-temperature materials for solid propellant Multiple-shaped beam antenna study
rocket nozzle applications Period ObligationsPeriod Obligations 09/01/72-12/31/74 FY74: $17,515 TOTAL: $35,36006/09/69-09/01/74 FY74: $25,525 TOTAL: $101,290 Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE CategoryPrin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Categor, Kauffman, J. F. LARC/Croswell, W. F. 45-Elec EngrManning, C. R., Jr. LARC/Hagginbothom, W. K., Jr. LARC/Bailey, M. C.
47-Materials Engr (23-680 175-31-31) (23-680 160-20-54) (23-620 636-18-71)LARC/Buckley, J. D.
(23-830 180-32-51) (23-830 180-00-00) NGR 34-002-189 North Carolina State Univ. - i.leigh 2677
Differential vibration of feet and trunk of humans in transportNGR 34-002-172 North Carolina State Univ. - Raleigh 2670 environments
Ion implanted infrared sensor arrays Period Obligations
Period Obligations 04/10/73-09/30/74 FY74: $20,000 TOTAL: $20,000
08/18/71-03/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: $73,411 Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Suggs, C. W. LARC/Leatherwood, J. D.
Monteith, L. K. LARC/Hendricks, H. D. 45-Elec Engr 59-Life Sci, NEC
LARC/Hutchby, J. A. (23-704 501-29-12)(23-704 502-03-53)
NGR 34-002-193 North Carolina State Univ. - Raleigh 2678
NGR 34-002-175 North Carolina State Univ. - Raleigh 2671 Surface fitting three-dimensional bodies
Effect of hydrogen on mechanical properties of alloys containing Period Obligations
a martensite phase 05/07/73-07/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: $11,980
Period Obligations Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
12/01/71-01/01/75 FY74: $25,000 TOTAL: $72,653 Dejaarnette, F. R. LARC/Hamilton, H. H., II
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 41-Aero EngrBenson, R. B., Jr. ARC/Williams, D. P. 47-Materials Engr (23-704 502-37-01)(21-704 501-21-21)
NGR 34-002-195 North Carolina State Univ. - Raleigh 2679
Theoretical analysis of current voltage characteristics of solarNGR 34-002-177 North Carolina State Univ. - Raleigh 2672 cells
Analysis of nuclear induced plasmas by means of kinetic theory
Period Obligations Period Obligations
03/06/72-2/31/74 FY74:30,000 TOTAL: 60,000 06/01/73-06/30/75 FY74: $26,500 TOTAL: $53,00003/06/7 12/3 4 F 74: $30,000 TOTAL: $60,000 Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE CategoryPrin. Invest. NASA Tecrh. Offirer CASE Category Hauser, J. R. LERC/Godlewski, M. P. 45-Elec EngrHassan, H. A. HQ-RR/Thom, K. 13-Physics LERC/Bandhorst, H. W., Jr.(10-704 503-10-03) (22-704LERC/Brandhorst, H. W., Jr.
NGR 34-002-179 North Carolina State Univ. - Raleigh 2673 NGR 34-002-196 North Carolina State Univ. - Raleigh 2680Review and analysis of lift & drag estimation for use in light Photometry of vapor clouds released above the earthaircraft performance prediction Period Obligations
Period Obligations 05/01/73-04/30/74 FY74: $20,446 TOTAL: $20,44608/03/72-10/31/74 FY74: $34,990 TOTAL: $68,836 Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Manring, E. R. HQ-SG/Dubin, M. 11-AstronomySmetana, F. 0. LARC/Crane, H. L. 41-Aero Engr HQ-SG/Kavanagh, L. D., Jr.(23-702 760-60-01) (10-850 385-45-00)
NGR 34-002-180 North Carolina State Univ. - Raleigh 2674 NGT 34-002-097 North Carolina State Univ. - Raleigh 2681Thermal fatigue in fiber composite materials Training of graduate students in acoustics as related to aeronautical
Period Obligations and space technology
08/01/72-07/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: $16,621 Period ObligationsPrin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 04/11/69-08/01/73 FY74: TOTAL: $251,000Fahmy, A. A. LARC/lmig, L. A. 41-Aero Engr Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE CategoryLARC/Roderick, G. L. Hart, F. D. HQ-PY/Carter, C. H. 49-Engr, NEC(23-704 501-22-02) (10-370 181-00-00)
NGR 34-002-184 North Carolina State Univ. - Raleigh 2675 NSG 1013 North Carolina State Univ. - Raleigh 2682Modification and generalization of earth energy Modeling of slow flow electric discharge CO laser systemsPeriod Obligations Period Obligations05/25/72-05/31/73 FY74: TOTAL: $14,652 04/01/74-03/31/75 FY74: $21,000 TOTAL: $21,000Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE CategoryMoore, C. J. LARC/Turner, R. E. 21-Mathematics Hassan, H. A. LARC/Sidney, B. D. 31-Atmos SciLARC/Sullivan, E. M. LARC/Allario, F.(23-680 160-44-63) (23-704 502-04-36)
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NORTH CAROLlNA (Continued) 
NSG 1058 North Camlina Stsh Unir. - Raleigh 2683 
Analyses of nuclear induced plasmas by means of kinetic theory 
P I n d  OUkarim 
07/01/74-06/30/75 , FY74: $30,000 TOTAL: $30,000 
Pdn. l n w  NASA Tech OfJi i i  CASE C u r e m  
Hassan, H. A. LARC/Hohl. F. 19-Phys Sei, NEC 
(23-704 502-10-01) 
NSG 1033 Shaw University 26114 
Polyimidcs system< research 
P I n d  ouiga, i i i  
04/08/7444/07/75 FY74: $33,WO TOTAL: $33,000 
Pen. lnw.~,. NASA T a h  Oflker C l  SE Corqory 
Chatteii, A: K. LARC/Bell, V. L. 12-Chemistry 
Jenkins, R. N. . LARC/Price, H. L. 
(23-371 340-00-M)) 
NAS Q-26501 University of North Carolina - Chspcl Hill 2685 
Passive particle dosimelry 
Plllod O u i ~ ~ n o n ,  
11/17/70-10/31/.74 FY74: TOTAL $29,792 
Pnn. lnvcrr NASA TIch Of l i i i  CASE Ca,cgary 
Childs, C. B. MSFC/Parnell. T. A. 13-Physics 
(62-742 124-00-00) 
NGT 34-003-001 University of North Carolina - (hapel Hill 26% 
Trarning of graduate students in space-related sciena and 
technology 
Pend O~;;E.I;MS 
03/20/63-08/01/72 FYI& TOTAL. 5812,804 
Pnn. b w ~ l .  NASA Ted. O*T~ESI CASE C@lrgnr) 
Ingram. 1. C. HQ-PY/Carter, C. H.  99-Multi-Discip 
(10-370 181-00-W) 
NORTH DAKOTA 
NGR 35-001-012 Norlh Dakota State University ,2681 
Quantitatian of buried contamination by the use of solvents 
PWhd 0b;fpllonl 
06/01/73-I 1/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: $61,418 
. . . . 
Ptin ,mwrl. NASA T r h  Ol/f<er CASE Calrgon 
Hill, T. W. HQ-SL/Hall. L. B. 12-Chemistry 
(10-840 193.58-62) (10-870 189-WW) (10-870 191-00-W) 
NGR W17-004 Bowling Green State University 2688 
Genetic ellsct of spaoe on cells 
P e a  ob;J8a,ronc 
09/01/73-08/31/74 FY74: $35.000 TOTAL: S35.W 
Prim lnvrrl. NASA Tech Ofl i i r  CASE (blwor? 
Oater. I. 1. ARC/Miquel. J. 51-Biology 
ARC/Philpott. D. E. 
(21-970 970-21-62) 
NSG 7022 Bowling Green State University 2689 
Radially streaming particle model far Seyfert galaxy nuclei and 
quasistellar objects 
P M d  oU;zatinnr 
07/01/7406/30/75 FY74: $15,0[10 TOTAL: $15,000 
Pnn. Inurr,. NASA Tsh.  Ollrinr CASE Calegon 
Ptak, R. L. HQ-SG/Boggess, N. W. Il-Astronomy 
Stoner, R. E. HQ-SG/Roman, N. G. 
(10-850 18841-51) 
NAS a29707 Case Western Reserve University 2690 
Study of high energy extragalactic sources 
P m d  OUtrc,ltns 
M/13/73-10/12/73 FY74: TOTAL: $3,500 
P"n Inu>l. NASA T d  Olfi-r CASE CaIcrov 
Bidelman. W. MSFC/Wdowiak, T. J. Il-Astronomy 
MSFCjMiller, E .  R. 
(62-850 188-41-51) 
NGL 36003-W2 Case Western Reserve University 2691 
Research on methods of systematte structural synthcs~s for d~gital 
wmvuting eguivment 
. . . .  
PC"& oukia,!~".~ 
12/01/61-06/01/74 FY74: TOTAL: $657.136 
. . . . 
PlUl Inw~r.  NASA Tch.  Ofltir CASE Cntqev 
Kicher, T. P. LARC/Stroud, W. J. 41-Aero Engr 
Fox. R. L. 
(10-742 124-00-M)) (23-742 1 2 4 m )  (23-760 1264C-00) 
NGL M0034fd  Case Western Reserve UniverGty L692 
Basic scientific rescarch in fluid physics 
P<Md Oulp,;on. 
06/14/65-08/31/76 FY74: $77,091 TOTAL: $1.038.842 
Pn'n h w s r  NASA Ted. OfJf<o CASE Carnorv 
Reshotko, E. LERCjRayle. W. D. 19-Phys Sci. NEC 
(22-704 501-00-00) (22-704 501-04-03) 
NGL 36003-094 Case Wetern Re~prve University , 2693 
The ellects 01 deformation on dispersion 
Pend ot.tm,;ow 
10/18/66-07/01/78 FY74: $29.705 TOTAL: $188.720 
P"n Inwrr. NASA Twh. Ofljwr CASE Cnlrgnn' 
Ebert. L. J. LERC/Quatinetz, M. 47-Materials Engr 
(22-704 501-01-06) 
NGL 34427-032 Cnse Weslern R-we Univemity 2694 
Study of the effects of boundary layer control an shack wave 
turbulent boundary layer interactions in supersonic inlets 
~ ~ 
P ~ r i d  Obltoct<onr 
05/07/71-04/01/74 FY74: TOTAL: S45.070 
Pn'n hv<sr. NASA T d  Officer CaSE C a l q n  
Reshotko. E. LERC/Anderson, B. H. 41-Aero Engr 
(22.760 720-00-00) 
NGL .16027-057 Care Western Reserve University 26% 
Lunar sample analysis 
P,nvd O U l o l i m ~  
06/30/72-01/31/75 FY74: $33.330 TOTAL: $150.WO 
P,!,, rqvr r r  r ~ s r  T ~ A .  o j f l ~ r  CASE carqor? 
Kadcliffe. S. V. JSC/Harris, J. W. 12-Chemistry 
(72.810 388-1041) 
NASA's  UNIVERSLTY PROGRAM 
O H I O  (continued) 
NGR 36627-035 Case Western Reserve University 2696 
Unidirectional solidification of supcralloy euteclics to produce 
eom~osile cast structures 
hrrd OUletionr 
05/21/71-06/30/74 FY74: $1 TOTAL: $46,591 
Prh. Inw~, .  NASA T r r h  Ol/irr CASE Calep?y 
Wallace, J. F. LERC/Ashbrtiok, R. L. 
47-Materials Engr 
(22-760 126-00-00) 
NCR 36027-038 Case Wesern Reserve University 2697 
Boundary layer control applied to shack wave boundary layer 
inter~ctions 
P l " d  OM*rio", 
06/18/71-12/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: M0.919 
P*n. inns,. NASA 7-b. q f i r  CASE Cflrgory 
Reshotko, E. LERC/Anderson, B. H. 4i-Aero Engr 
(22-760 126-00-00) 
NGR 36-027-040 C s u  Western Reserve Univerrity 2698 
Evaluation of candidate materials lor aerospace 
Prnod OM*,i0", 
07/22/7163/01/74 FY74: TOTAL: $33,175 
Pnn. I m ~ l .  NASA Tech. Oljtrtr CASE Catezom 
Traiano. A. R. LERCIGray. H. R. 47-Materials Engr 
LERC/Ashbrook, R. L. 
(22-740 1 3 4 a W )  
NCR 36027447 Case Western Reserve University 2699 
Industry instructional television network 
P M d  OM@nhm 
05/19/72-05/31/13 FY74: TOTAL: 613.000 
Prim. I n u s % .  NASA Trrh OjJtcer CASE C o r w 7  
Boltz, R. E. LERC/Usher, R. I. 49-Engr. NEC 
(22-030 039-M-o0) 
NGR 36037-050 Cam Western Resene University 2700 
Catalysts for electmchsmical generation of oxygen 
P e e d  OMir~r,o"s 
02/22/72-M/01/75 FY74: $44,000 TOTAL: $120,000 
Pda. l#wxr. NASA T d .  Of!-r CASE Category 
Ysager, E .  ARC/Quattrone, P. D. 12-Chemistry 
Cahan. B. 
NGR 36-027-051 C8= Western R~rerve Uni~ersity 2101 
Stress corrosion cracking & hydrogen embrittlsmcnt 
nn'od ou1aa,,onr 
06/02/72-W/01/76 FY74: TOTAL: MS,WO 
P h .  /n*sr NASA T h .  Oflkrr CASE Cetqory 
Hehemann, R. H. LERC/Gray. H. R. 4FMaterials Engr 
LERC/Andrcws, C. W. 
(22-704 501-21-23) 
NCR 36017457. Case Western Reserve Unirersity 2702 
Electrical generation of oxygen 
P e w  OU@I,OU 
04/17/7268/31/75 FY74: TOTAL: $45.328 
Plln. Invut. NASA Teh .  Ofltcer CASE Cwrsor). 
Yeager, E. ARC/Quattron~, P. D. 12-Chemistry 
(21-970 970-22-20) 
NCR X-027-053 C a a  WestemReserve University 2703 
Mi~~oe l e~ t ron i c  bioinstrumentation Systems 
.-<rial OU~W,~M' 
M/27/72-08/31/74 FY74: $50,000 TOTAL: $133,31X) 
Pnn. mwr NASA Tech. Oflice, CASE Category 
KO. W. H.  ARC/Sandler. H. 53-OUler Medical 
Yon. E. T. ARCIFryer, T. 
(21-970 97CL23-30) (21-970 970-21-14) (21-970 910-21-16) 
NGR M-O27464 Case Western Reserve Unirersity 2704 
Study of effects of layer control an shock wave turbulent boundary 
layer interactions in supersonics inlets 
P C M ~  OMi808oiinr 
08/01/73-08/01/74 FY74: $31.800 TOTAL: S31,8W 
Prin l n r l l .  NASA Trrh OJjtlilir CASE Calcow 
Reehotko. E. LERC/Anderson. B. H. 41-Aero Engr 
(22-704 501-2445) 
NCR W27-OM Cape Western Reserve Univerdly 2905 
Far infrared maser communications technology 
PC"& Ohlig.<,.. 
05/13/74.10/31/74 FY74: S25,WO TOTAL: S25.W 
Prln Inwsl NASA T h .  OI/IIII CASE Cmlmry 
Paa, Y. H. GSFC/McAvoy. N. 13-Physics 
Claspy. P. C. 
(51-620 643-6000) 
NCT 36603-007 Case Western Reserve University 2706 
Training of graduate students in space-related science and 
technology 
period OUl8.Nanl 
03/22/63.08/01/72 FY74: TOTAL: 51,053,983 
P*". 1nw,r. NASA T d .  O m  CASE C ~ ~ o r y  
Thomas. R. H. HQ.PY/Carter, C. H. 9 9 - ~ u l t i - ~ i s c i ~  
(1CL370 l8l43.00) 
NGT 36027-011 Case Western Reurve Udvemity 2707 
Summer program of NASA-ASEE svmmcr faculty fellowships 
P l o d  DNllcrNo"~ 
12/16/69-03/31/15 FY74: 16110,500 ' TOTAL: $527995 
PM. Inws,. NASA T h .  Oflm? CASE Calrbom 
Prahl, J .  M. HQ-PY/Carler. C. H. 49-Engr, NEC 
(10-371 340-00-00) (10-740 134-03-20) (10-762 764-74-05) 
NSC I069 Case Western Reserve Univediy 2708 
Application of interactive computer graphics to aircraft structural 




Lynch, W. C. 
(23-7C4 504-39-1 1) 
O M @ ~ I ~ S  
FY74: $55,024 TOTAL: $55.024 
NASA T d .  OlJtmr CASE Camgory 
LARC/Smith, R. E. 99-Multi-Disoip 
LARC/Shoosmith, 1. N. 
NSG 3009 Case Western Reserve Unirerrily 2709 
X-ray photocleetric spectroscopy study of nickel and nickel-bass 
alloy surfaw alteration in simulated hat corrosion conditions 
P I d d  OHiption. 
06/01/74-05/31/75 FY74: 525,WO TOTAL: $25.000 
Pdn. Inw$l. NASA Trrh Ofllwr CASE C n l q w ~  
Matecscu. G. D. LERC/Kohl. F. I. 19-Phys k i ,  NEC 
LERC/Stearns, C: A. 
(22-704 50261-02) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
OHIO (Continued) 
. NSG 3027 Coq Wesarn Rerewe University n l o  
Processing studies an non-oxide ceramics 
P r n d  
09/01/74-06/31/77 
P"" ,n.r.r 
Mntchcll. T E 
Ever, H H 
(22-704 501-15-83) 
Ob!*,;ax 
FY74: $46,700 TOTAL: $46,700 
N I S I  M. Oflfccr CASE ca,*o,y 
LERC/Probsl, H. B. 47-Materials Engr 
LERC/Ashbrook. R. L. 
NCC 7035 Caw Heuer. Rewnc I nbrrrs~lr 2711 
Dcbelopmenr of s gencralvtd technology for ltle p r ed#~ l~on  in 
hlgh-lcmpoaturc rrcep and far8guc range 
P, ,d oblizar1unr 
05/01/74-04/36/75 : FY74: $34,859 TOTAL: $34,859 
Pnn. I n ~ s r .  NASA 7 c r h  Ofl(ee, CAS& Cnlegory 
  an son, S. S. , HQ-RWfMailr, J. 47-Mateciais Engr 
H@RW/Deuluh, G. C. 
(22-704 502-22-03) 
NGR 36033401 Central S a t e  University -Ohio 2712 
Temperature dependence of ultrasonic echo attenuation in 
tungsten 
PI& ou@nrwnr 
12/04/72-12/31/73 FY74: TOTAL: $13,9W 
pnn. lnFrr. NASA nrh. ofleer CASE C O ~ ~ R O ~  
Hartzler, E. A. H@PY/Pohiy, J. G .  13-Physics 
LERC/Grima, H. H. 
(IC-371 34060-00) 
NGR 36033-002 Central Stste Unhersity - Ohio 2713 
Detemnnation of water quality in lake Erie via satellite scanning 
spcctroropy 
PInbd ouzm,ionion 
02/28/73-09/30/75 FY74: $24,365 TOTAL: $24,365 
Pan hw?! NASA Tech O//ter CASE Carwry 
Rubm. D LERC/Raquet. C A 51-Btology 
(22-371 3 4 0 - M )  
NGR 36033-003 :' ' ' Centmi State University - Ohio 2714 
Elfects of some selected atmospheric pollutants on animal 
population surrounding the Cleveland area 
P r n d  Obl~~orion, 
04/25/73-07/31/74 , FY74: TOTAL: $19,956 
P&  inn^,. NASr Tmh. OJ/hr CASE Cezqoboy 
Craft, T. J. HQ-PY/Pohly, 1. G. . 51-Biology 
(IC-371 340-00-00) . . 
NGL 36-025-001 Cleveland S t a b  University 1715 
Detection characteristics of germanium and silicon 
P."d obl*,im 
03/26/69*/01/74 . , FY74: TOTAL: $70,000 
P"n, k n r r  NASA Tmh. O / t k ~ r  CASE Cnlllory 
Caspcr. K. LERC/Barile, S. 13-Physics 
(22-7 I0 120-00-00) 
NSG 1030 '". Clekiand State University 2716 
Global pollutio" model for CO. CH4 and H2CO 
P f M  OMizn,~on~ 
03/01/74-08/14/74 FY74: $8,834 TOTAL: $8,834 
~ d n .  lnwr  NASA Txh.  Ollirrr CASE Coregory 
Peters, L. K.  LARC/Richle, H. G., Jr. 31-Atmos Sci 
LARCfOrr, H. D. 
(23-680 176-21-31) 
NAS 3-17353 Hiram'Cdlep 2717 
Friction experiments and X-ray texture analysis of rubbing 
surlaces 
P<"d OUtfi,b,U 
03/13/73-07/12/13 FY74: TOTAL: $7,980 
Pnn k w s r  NASA T.d. OJBBB CASE &moo. 
Wheeler. D. R. LERC/Buekley. D. H. IbPhysicr 
(22-701 598-85-00) 
NSC 3026 Hiram College 2718 
Residual stress and cryrtallitc silc change as aresult of rubbing 
in palycrystalline metals 
P<& ou*lMnl 
07/01/74-06/31/75 FY74: $18.500 TOTAL: Si8,5W 
P h .  lnrcll. NASA TKh. OfBer CASE C#tczav 
Wheeler, D. R. LERCIBuckley. D.H. 47-Materials Engr 
LERC/Spalvins. T. 
(22-704 502-0147) 
NGR SOO7-027 Kent S tan  University n 1 9  
Low temperature specific' heats of eertain rare earth trihydrides: 
crystal field and magnclic ordering sif&ts 
P d d  oubaliom 
07/22/71-09/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: $25.761 
P h .  l n w r  N"SA Tn*. WBer  C"SE Carfp?, 
Johnson, D. L. LERC/Brown, G. V. 13-Physia 
(22-704 503-1043) 
NSC 2013 Kmt State Unirersily Zl20 
Transport of trace contaminants through porous media 
P."d OUi*~#i.""~ 
03/15/74-09/14/15 FY74: 52l,500 TOTAL: 127,500 
Pnn I n ~ s t .  NASA T&. O#kr CASE Cotnow 
Madex, R. ARC/Quattrone. P. D., 12-Chemistry 
(21-970 970-U-21) 
NAS l-lZfA9 Ohio State University 2721 
Remvery temperaturs investigation for Viking entry probe 
f i n d  ou*nnn 
09/28/7343/28/74 FY74: $32.036 TOTAL: $32,036 
Pnn. Inuur. M A X ,  Teh. O//tcrrr C ~ E  Category 
Petri. S, i. LARC/Siemers, P. M. 41-Aero Engr 
(23-84 8 15-2060) 
NAS 26634 Ohio State University n 2 2  
Study of weightlessness on development of vestibular apparatus 
and ocular,nystagmus in the rat 
pen& ou i~er ron~  
09/30/71-09/30/73 FY74: $10,000 . TOTAL: $54,969 
Ptin bwxl .  NASA Tmh. O/BAAA CASE Cmregory 
Clarke, D. L. ARC/Oyama. 1. 53-Other Medical 
ARC/Mehlcr, W. R. 
(21-970 970-2141) 
NAS Ml79 Ohio State University 2723 
Helicopter m a r  blade boundary layers 
Pen& ou*,run, 
02/00/32-08/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: 554,391 
P n n  Inwrz. NAS* Teh.  Ofliiii CASE C k r ~ o v  
Velkoff, H: R. ARC/McCroskey, W. J. 41-Aero Engr 
ARC/Morse. H. A. 
(21-760 136-13-01) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
OHIO (Continumi) 
NAS 5-20521 Ohm Shte University 2724 .NCL 3aoos-I09 Ohio Slat6 University 273 1 
S p a a  shuttk cxpsrimcnt Flvtlcr o l  thermally stressed plates subject to large deflations 
P& 0Slb.rim P < d  O b ' l s ' h  
OS/23/7445/23/75 FY74: 140.000 TOTAL: 140.000 03/24/6906/01/74 FY74: TOTAL: $109.347 
P*. ~ n m  NASA T d .  CASE C a w  P a  Inrsr. NASA T&. o/lio/lio/li CASE C- 
Founty. R. A. GSFC/Hinehmann, E. 39-Env Sci, NEC Bailey. C. D. LARC/Naumann, E. C. 41-Acro Engr 
(51401 M5-ZM)8) (23-760 7mdodo)  US742 1 2 W )  
2735 
NCL -1% Ohb S a l e  University 2732 
NAS 521983 O b b  Sate Uninnily A study of high periormana antenna systcms lor space com- 
A T S F  millimefcr wave caperiment munication 
PrW mww *,id 
01/3l/74-09/01/75 FY74: 5249.595 TOTAL: 9249,595 08/14/69-11/14/74 FY74: S49,7M) TOTAL: 6185,760 o w w h  
Pn*. Iamn. NASA T.r* Ofllm CASE C a w  P*. br#r. NASA T d .  OJpmr CASE C a w  
Ksknski. A. A. GSFC/Hirachmann. E. 31-Atmos Sci Richmond. J .  H. LARC/Cockrell. C. R. 45-Elce Engr 
Hadgc, D. B. 
(51-620 643-1000) Burnside. W. D. LARC/Oilreath, M. C. (23-704 502-33-83) (U-702 768-8142) (23-750 IZM)(MO) 
NAS 6&?M GSlo S(s10 Ualversily l7B 
Investigation la improve misting gmvily models, using GEOS 
altimncr dam 
n u  m- 
(L9/15/74-W/14/77 PY74: S20,100 'TOTAL: $20.100 
P a  Nrrw. NASA T d ,  O#Wr CASE 0,- 
Rapp. R. H. WFC/Scanky. H. R. 320oolol(ical k i  
WFC/Rosli. L. C. 
(53-630 369-0141) 
NAS 9-UD93 Ohio Sate University 2727 
lnvcstigations nlatcd to sclcnodaic control 
hUI Ira,. NASA T d .  OJpmr CASE Calwrv 
Muellsr, I. 1. JSC/Nano+ R. L. 19-Phys SEi. NEC 
(72-910 9 1 W )  
XGE 3WR?MNJ Ohio sI.0 University 2733 
Millimeter-wavelennh propagation studies 
p.MI Obl&Ilou 
03/03/67-06/16/74 FY74: $63.993 TOTAL: $582.530 
P h .  InrU. NASA Tcd. wflmr CASE c.uIq 
Ksienski. A. A. GSFC/Hirmhmann, E. 45-El= Engr 
Hadp. D. B. 
(51-620 63618-00) (51-620 lt4-21-73) (51-680 W00.00) 
NGR 36008-144 O h b  %e Ualvcrsit, 2734 
Flush-mounted antennas radiating through dielectric covered 
curved surfaces 
PC,,& '?&dls,lou 
02/26/7@02/28/74 FY74: TOTAL: $151.991 
Plln I-. NAS.4 T d .  o/limr CASE C m w v  
Peters, L., Jr. LARC/Croswell. W. F. 45-Elcc Engr 
LARC/Cockrell, C. R. 
(23-704 502-33-83) (23-750 125-0000) 
NASW 2435 Ohio Sate Uairrrsity 2728 NGR -161 Ohio State University 2735 The dinct  combination of satellite and gravity data Gcopgcodssy-solid-rth and m a n  physics rerearch confcwnas 
R d  '?&dim,- Pcno( , '?&diPriom 
07/26/72-12/31/74 FY74: 5 l 5 . W  TOTAL: $28.500 05/01/7168/31/74 FY74: $19,474 TOTAL: $79,474 
Plin In**. P"n br,,. NASA T d .  *, NASA T 4 .  Ofice, CASE Oltoov CASE C a t c ~ r y  
Mucllcr, I. 1. HQES/Murphy, J. P. 32Gmlog id  Sci Rapp, R. H. GSFC/Smith, D. E. 3ZGmlogical Sci 
(10430 1610207) (51-630 16144431) (51-680 16@79-69) 
NGR kUlCS169 
NGL 36008a51 Ohia State University Ohio Slate University nz9 2736 Radar return and radiometric emission from sea Slress carmrion cracking o f  titanium alloys Petid o b l s ~ r ~ n ,  
P& '?&d@ti i  06/15/7101/30/74 FY74: 
M/23/6&&/01/79 TOTAL: S70,OU) FY74: TOTAL: $208,696 PNI 1 n u n .  NASA T d .  Ofice, CASE c0,wry 
Pn*. hru NASA T& Oflcer CASE Cnrcpry PC&, W. H. LARCJPaintcr, 1. H. 45-Elcc Engr 
B s k ,  F. H. LERCJGray, H. R. 47-Materials Engr (23-620 63618.71) 
(22-740 134-03-20 
NGR 3HNRl-197 Ohio State University 2737 
NCL 36008093 Ohio sI.te Univnsiq 2730 Application o f the  general energy equation - A unified approach 
Data analysis for the national g d c t i c  satellite program to  mechanics 
R d  ot.&,b," prriad mi*&x" 
08/23/67-M/Ol/74 FY74: TOTAL: 6555,518 04/23/73-06/30/75 FY74: 630.m0 TOTAL: $30.000 
m. ~ n m .  NASA T&. o m  CASE cn14l.r~ rrin 1nvs8.  NASA TG*. ojfi<cr CASE c a t q m  
Mucller, I .  1. HQES/Murphy, J. P. 19-Phys SEi, NEC Bailey, C. D. LARC/Runyan. H. L.. Jr. 41-Aero Engr (1M30 855-12-00) (10430 855-22-W) (23-704 502-22-1 1) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
OHIO (Continued) 
NGR 36-OO&LW Ohio SWe UnhoRlly n38 
Activity related to earth and ooean physics application program 
h M d  cwwh 
10/01/13-12130175 FY14: S38.506 TOTAL. 518,506 
. . . . 
P a  I-. NASA 7edt W k e r  CASE C D ) w  
MucUcr. I. HQ-ES/Murphy. J. P. 32Cmlogical Sci 
(10-630 39-04-06) 
NGR 36-Wa-fO5 Ohio %ate University 2739 
Studies of heat mum driven natural c o n d o n  
h d d  OUiRIh 
08/01/73-08/01/75 FY74: 18.714 TOTAL: SS.714 
PrUl 1n-a NASA r d  ommm CASE Uwry 
Kulackl. F. A. ARC/Cassen. P. M. 19-Phys SCI. NEC 
ARC/Rcynolds. R. T. 
(21-840 185-41-61) (21-850 352-0243) 
NGR 364O&Zll  O h b  S a t e  Unlvenlty 2740 
Ultrastructures of  rats reared under hrpcrgravity compand with 
those reand under normal gravity 
h M d  0h'mm-m 
09/01/73-1013 1/74 FW4: $21,437 TOTAL: S23.431 
P M .  l n a l .  NASA I,& Wnn CASE C U W  
Lim. D. ARCfMchlcr. W. R. 59-Life Sd, NEC 
(21-910 910-21-53) (21-910 970-21-11) 
NGT MOOgO(n Oblo S a t e  University 2741 
Training of post-graduatc medical students in field of aerospace 
medicine 
Pmod Oh'~, imr  
04/02/644M/31/76 FY14: 5118,918 TOTAL: $118.978 
. . . . 
W. mrst. NASA Trrh 4 l l r r r  CASE C m w  
Elling~on, H. V. HQMM/Brownstcin. H. S. 
5bClinical Med 
HQMM/Jones. W. L. 
(10-970 970-14-01) 
NSC 3005 Ohio %tc University l742 
Remote sensing of lake icc thickness 
ouwim 
FY74: $40,000 TOTAL: $40,000 
NASA r h .  OJ/tc#r CASE CSVIVIW 
LERCICedney. R. T. 45-Elcc Engr 
LERC/Heighway. J. 
(22-680 68S74-22) , 
NSR 3f4XX-108 Ohio, State Unircmity 2743 
C r i t h l  analysis and review 01 slate-01-the-an in spacc medicine 
Pniod WI*riolr 
06/21/68-06/30/73 FY14: TOTAL: 1225.159 
Prin C n r l .  NASA 7 4 .  Olficw CASE Ca-r 
Ellingson, H. V. HQ-MM/Browmrtcin. H. S. 
59-Life Sci. NEC 
HQ-MM/Link. M. M. 
(10-980 9WJXMO) (10980 908-9000) 
NCR 36009617 Ohio University 2144 
Air transponation problems with emphasis on general aviation 
avionics 
Pnnd OM~,amr 
03/04/11-08/31/76 FY74: $50.000 TOTAL: 5232.125 
~ n n .  1,8n.-r NASA rrrh oflj'rr c . 4 ~ ~  cntmlry 
McFnrlmd. R. H. - LARC/Marr. W. D. 41-Acm Ensr 
Burhans, R. W. 
(23.104 501-01-02) (23-750 135-O(r.02) 
NAS 1-11105 u ~ i ~ r r i t y  01 a s i m n l i  n4s 
Asternid orbit ealNLations 
P"w miam* 
09/10/7106/30/13 FY74: TOTAL: S10.000 
P* l n l l l  NASA T d  Wm CISE MI.4 
H e w t .  P. L A ~ ~ f ~ m o k i  D. R. Il-Astronomy 
LARC/Hanimn. E. F. 
(21-705 LLO-06-OS) 
NAS 2-7850 Unirerrily d C i n n s t i  2746 
Thmrctial  and experimental study of acmdynamlcs 
P I M I  OMnuI I  
10/01/73-10/01/76 FW4: S94.990 TOTAL: S94-990 
P M  1"-U NASA T d  Wolll CASE cm"m 
Tabatoff. W. ARC/Burkc, 1. A. 41-Acro Eng~ 
(21-704 SOL-17-00) 
NGL ~booc014 Unlvsi*. of 'bdumti nm 
Multidisciplinary spa=-mlatsd rrsearsh in thc p h y d .  cnginssr- 
ing. life and social sdcnas  
PIMd cwwlau 
01/23/66-03/31/74 ~ h 4 :  TOTAL: S720,(100 . 
Pm, k W U .  NASA 14. O W  CASE CEmW 
Guaton, R. L. HQ-PY/Rcdding, E. R. 99-Multi-Dirip 
(10-370 183-OWO) . (10371 34MaM)) 
NGR MM)4-054 ~aiversity of a d ~ l  2748 
Investigations in suplronductivity 
hdod 06Up~iw 
06/W/l\-M/31/74 FY14: TOTAL: 149.600 
P*. C-s,. NASA 14. Wou1r CASE Cntqws 
Joiner, W. C. LERC/Bqwn. G. V. 13-Physiss 
(22-104 503-1043) (22-140 IB-OMa) 
NCR University of C i - t i  2749 ' 
Erosion phenomena within radial turbines and methods for its 
reduction 
~ ~ d d  Oblwrim 
05/04/71-12/31/74 FY74: $516 TOTAL: 145.515 
P". ln.nl. NASA 7 4 .  W9~19~1 CASE Catqws 
Tsbakoff. W. LERC/Haas. J. E. 46Mech Engr 
(22-704 MI -1H3)  
NCR 36004656 University d Corialpti 279 
Effects of group I impurities in ll-VI compounds sodium doped 
cadium sulfide and zinc oxide 
Pcdd 
W/01/11-05/31/14 FY74: $1.328 OUwlaarTOTAL: 57 1.381 
P t i l  brn. NASA 7 h .  Off i r  CASE Carnm- 
Harness. D. LERC/Olron. W. T. 47-Materials Engr 
Wcirman. I. 
(22-704 502- la04  
NCR -16004060 llnirrrsity of Ciminn.ti n51 
Effects of group I impurities in ll-VI compounds sodium doped 
cds and zno 
ONV..,&ur, 
FY74: TOTAL: SIO.000 
.V.<SI Tm*. Olflr ClSE Cmnn.  
LERC/Liu. D. C. 19-Phyr Sui. NEC 
LERC/Blue. J.  W. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
OHIO (Continued) 
NGR 36404461 University of Cincinnati 2752 
NASA traineeship program in aeronautics 
* l i d  OMWl*", 
04/21/72-08/31/75 FY74: 121.773 TOTAL: $58,473 
Pn's bus#. NASA Ted.  O m r  CASE Coccgory 
Wclls, W. R. LARC/Queijo, M. 1. 41-Aero Engr 
(23-704 501-15-82) (23-704 501-2665) (23-760 136-13-00 
NGR %-@463 University of Cincinnati 2753 
Processing and properties of polyimidc and pymne composites 
P<"d Obnpliarn 
08/03/7263/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: S23.0lO 
Pl in  bn~l .  NASA Tech. Ojfimr CASE C n q o v  
Chartoff, R. P. LARCIPrice, H. L. 43-Chsm Engr 
(23-704 501-21-23) 
NGR 36AWM-i Uaiverrity of Cincinnati 2754 
Two-dimensional flow lasses of a turbine with boundary layer 
injection 
Pdod OM;ps#lMI 
061 13/7209/30/75 FY74: $31,263 TOTAL: 1631,263 
Plh. Innst. NASA T d .  Olficr CASE G r w r y  
Tabakoff, W. LERC/Prust, H. W., Jr. dl-Aero Engr 
(22-704 501-2M3) 
NGR -5 University of Cincinnati 2755 
NASA traineeship program in  aeronautics 
P < d d  OM,p,ionr 
07/26/7267/31/75 FY74: $29,995 TOTAL: $29,995 
NGR 3M04068 Uaircrdty of Cincinnati 2756 
Analytical earth ratellite theory to be used for definitive orbit 
determination and geophysical studies 
PrnW oM,@.,;m, 
08/15/7363/31/75 FY74: S19.180 TOTAL: $19,180 
Pnn. Inwrt. NASA Ted. OIfiw, ClSE Ca!<pry 
Danielli, J. F. GSFC/Lancmter, E. R. I l-Astronomy 
(51-500 310-10-22) 
NCR 36006069 University of Cincinnati 2757 
Three.dimensional boundary layer problems related to space 
shuttle configurations 
P d  m*a,;on., 
01/01/72-10/14/74 FY74: TOTAL: $12.120 
P t i l  br.l. NASA T d .  On!*, CASE Carqn~y 
Davis, R. T. LARCjHarrir. 1. E. 41-Aero Engr 
LARC/&ckwilh. I. E. 
(23-704 502-37-01) 
NGR M.IM4475 University of Cincinnati 27% 
Jupiter space missions support, orbit computation programs and 
new aarographic plate constants 
P,*d m t ~ ~ , i , , n r  
I l/Ol/73-1 l/30/74 FY74: SIO,MO TOTAL: I I 0 . W  
P#n. b n r l  NASA 7rrh r>jlkr ( I S F  Carewry 
Herget. P. HQ-SL/Brunk. W. E. Ii-Artrunumy 
HQ-SL/Fsllows. K. F. 
(10-840 196-41-85) 
NSG 3022 University of Cincinnati 2759 
Development of a new family of semiconductor diodes based 
upon bulk cffectr of deep impurities 
Pend oU<ga,mn, 
07/01/74-06/30/76 FY74: $36,900 TOTAL: $36.900 
Pnn Inn,!. NASA T d .  Oflrrrr CASE Carrgory 
Henderson, H. T. LERC/Suodbsrg. G .  I(. 45-Elec Engr 
LERC/Myers; I. T. 
(22-704 SM-25dl) 
NSG 307.4 University of Cincinnati 2760 
Rescarch into the usc of silane pyrolytic deposition methods for 
SiO2 growth in  the construction of sfable high energy density 
capacitors 
P I M ~  OUlg~i0nr 
07/01/7406/30/76 FY74: $23.100 TOTAL: S23.100 
P l h .  b r s l .  NASA T b .  Olfl<cr CASE Coregory 
Nevin, J. H. LERCJGrier, N. T. 45-Elec Engr 
Henderson, H. T. LERCIMyers. I. T. 
(22-704 502-25-7 1) 
NAS 62456 University of Dayton 2761 
Atmospheric phenomenae associated with falling sphercs 
P<,ial Ot,*~,l0", 
03/25/74-I 1/24/74 FY74: $16,630 TOTAL: $16.630 
Pm'n lawn. NASA Tah.  O V e r  CASE Corcmry 
Luers, J. K. WFC/Duke, 1. R. 31-Atmor Sci 
WFC/Schmidlin. F. J. 
(53-680 607-07-00) 
NAS 3-17826 University of Toledo 2762 
Benefitcast methodology study with example application 
PeHd OMi~ollonr 
05/31/7401/30/75 FY74: $64,850 TOTAL: $64.850 
Pl in  In%,<. NASA Tech. OlfLvr CASE Cmaory 
LERC/Unavailablc 49-Engr. NEC 
(22-620 643-6&W) 
NGR 36-010-022 University of Toledo 2763 
Scattering properties of interstellar dust particles 
P P " ~  mi~nl;"".,  
04/17/72-06/15/74 FY74: TOTAL: $M,6 12 
Prim. In%?,. N A S I  Tah. Ofljccr CASE Cotwry 
Wilt. A. D. HQX;/Dubin. M. I l-Astronomy 
(10-850 385-45-00) (10-850 188-45-53) 
NCR 36410424 University of Toledo 2764 
Adaptive system optimization for integrated air-breathing engine 
rystcms 
Pr"d oN;m,i<mr 
W/O1/71-09/01/75 FY74: S15.WO TOTAL: $54.400 
~ d l .  l n w r  NASA Trrh Ojflvr CASE Carcpr? 
Lcininger. G. C .  LERC/Willoh. R. G. 49-Engr. NCC 
(22.704 501-15-83) 
NGR 36-OIO-031 llnirersily of Toledo 2765 
Study of mrgnaic up varisble stars: the a wr%i  cluster 
Pr"d OMj#mir,n 
05/01/7404/30/75 FY74: SIS.X8U TOTAL: $IS.XXX 
Pr;u In*.%,. NASA IM. 01/~c,r ('ASF (brrslln 




NSG 5006 University of Toledo 2766 NASW 2512 Southeastern State College 2772
Investigation of an ap variable star Continuation of the technology use studies special dissemination
Period Obligations experiment
05/01/74-04/30/75 FY74: $2,050 TOTAL: $2,050 Period Obligations
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 06/04/73-05/31/74 FY74:. TOTAL: $55,000
Molniar, M. R. GSFC/Kupperian, J. E. I -Astronomy Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
(51-850 831-43-00) Gold, H. HQ-KT/Holley, H. L. 99-Multi-Discip
(10-250 141-93-01)
NSG 7041 University of Toledo 2767
Measurement of the ultraviolet surface brightness of'reflection NASW 2629 Southeastern State College 2773
nebulae with the Dutch national satellite ANS Operation of the Technology use Studies Center
S Period Obligationsgations
12/15/74-06/14/76 FY74: $9,126 TOTAL: $9,126 05/29/74-05/31/75 FY74: $60,000 TOTAL: $60,000
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Wintt,. n . HQ-GRoman, N.G. I -Astronomy Unavailable HQ-KT/Holley, H. L. 99-Multi-Discip
HQ-SG/Calahan, H. D. (10-250 141-93-01)
(10-850 385-41-00)
NGT 37-004-010 Southeastern State College 2774
National aerospace fellowship program
NGR 36-028-006 Youngstown State University 2768 Period Obligations
Application of ultrasonic signature analysis for fatigue detection 06/01/74-05/31/75 FY74: $14,000 TOTAL: $14,000
in complex structures Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Period Obligations Robinson, J. L. HQ-PY/Pohly, J. G. 99-Multi-Discip
08/03/72-11/30/73 FY74: TOTAL: $12,269 HQ-U/Jenkins, H. G.
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category (10-030 010-00-00)
Zuckerwar, A. J. LARC/Gray, D. L. 49-Engr, NEC
(23-704 501-22-02)
NAS 8-28659 University of Oklahoma - Norman 2775
Study and development of an acoustical radar system
Period Obligations
04/03/72-02/28/74 FY74: $2,000 TOTAL: $56,983
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer ' CASE Category
OKLAHOMA Inman, R. L. MSFC/Turner, R. E. 31-Atmos Sci(62-704 501-08-10)
NAS 2-7273 Oklahoma State University 2769
Operation of arc tour & visitor program for FY 73 NAS 8-30175 University of Oklahoma - Norman 2776
Period Obligations Crossed beam spectrometer development; crossed beam spectros-
10/26/72-07/31/74 FY74: $31,245 TOTAL: $36,425 copy in multicomponent gas flows
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Period Obligations
Wiggins, K. E. ARC/Miller, S. A. 99-Multi-Discip 02/25/69-12/31/73 FY74: TOTAL: $144,801
ARC/King, L. D. Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category(21-030 021-01-98) Canfield, J. M. MSFC/Stephens, J. B. 41-Aero Engr
(62-680 160-75-61) (62-750 125-00-00)
NASW 1964 Oklahoma State University 2770
Space science education project NAS 9-13360 University of Oklahoma - Norman 2777
Period Obligations Analysis of severe storm environments - Skylab investigation
09/30/69-06/30/74 FY74: $827,363 TOTAL: $3,874,953 Period Obligations
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 04/23/73-02/28/75 FY74: $21,420 TOTAL: $70,420
Wiggins, K. E. HQ-FE/Collin, E. E. 99-Multi-Discip Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
HQ-FE/Rich, W. B. Sasaki, Y. JSC/Pitts, D. E. 31-Atmos Sci
(10-030 010-00-00) (10-950 953-00-00) . (72-680 177-91-00)
NGR 37-002-096 Oklahoma State University 2771 NGR 37-008-003 University of Tulsa 2778
Optimal controller design for high-performance aircraft undergo- Energy transfer in volume reflecting heat shields
ing large-disturbance angles Period Obligations
Period Obligations 11/05/71-08/31/74 . FY74: TOTAL: $53,222
02/01/73-12/31/73 FY74: TOTAL: $14,360 Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Weston, K. C. ARC/Nachtsheim, P. R.
In.... h p I Aprl/M ul, M. T. 45-Elec Engr 47-Materials Engr
(21-704 502-27-01)
131
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OREGON 
OREGON 
NAS 5-21831 Oregon Strte University 2779 
Two ERTSA data uur  investigations 
PI& Dbliboboims 
09/07/72-03/01/74 FY14: TOTAL: 1353.000 
. . . . 
P h .  Inns!. NdSA 7-4, Of l~c~r  CASE ColclorJ 
Smionson. G .  H. GSFC/Crump, E. W. 39-Env %i, NEC 
Schrumof. B. J. GSFC/Raglend, T. hi. 
NCL 38602420 Orepn State University 2780 
Study of elemental abundances in meteorite and terrestrial 
matter 
P . M  ObliIIIba3 
08/26/6b-08/31/76 FY74 TOTAL: $352,122 
Pdn. lnwxr. NASr Ted, Olfmr CASE Car-Y 
Schmitt, R. A. HQSM/Bryron, R. P. 32Gmlodcal Sci 
HQ-SM/Pomwoy, J .  H. 
(10-810 383-09-57) (IS860 849-00-00) 
NCL 3.8-002-039 Orepa  State Univrrsily 2781 
Lunar samale analvsis 
P d  ouimr!ws 
01/19/71-01/31/77 FW4: $95,850 TOTAL: 5277,750 
Pm, m n  NASA Ted. OIPPP CASE C a l w v  
Schmitt, R. A. JSC/Harris. J .  W. I3Physics 
(73810 38&10-02) 
NCL 38-002-053 Olegon Sbte University 2782 
Development and operation of an environmental remote xnsing 
applications laboralory 
P r n d  obI,p,,om 
03/16/72-0313 1/77 FY74: SI00,WO TOTAL: $375,000 
P h .  l lnrr .  NASA T'd. Oflie, CASE CaI=IUry 
Schrumpf. B. J. HQ-PY/Vitalc, J .  A. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
(10-311 34WWW) 
NCR 38002-013 Oregon State Univerrily 2783 
Physiological ecology of cryophilic algae 
Al,i"d oub4,imr 
11/17/65-06/30/73 FY74: TOTAL: $121,350 
Pm. Inn>,. NASA Tech Ofler  CASE Cdlrgory 
Curl, C. H. HQ-SL/Geib, D. S. 5 1-Biology 
(10-870 189-OQ00) ( I N 4 0  192-55-64) 
NGR 38602-018 Oregm State University 2784 
Development of a lexicon of space science terms for urt by 
elementary school grades 4 through 6 
P e w  obI&arion, 
06/16/66-12/31/73 FY74: TOTAL: 516,050 
Pdn. lnxrr. NASA T d .  Ofi<rer CASE Calnorp 
Williamson, S. E. HQ-FE/Tuttlc, F. 8. 12-Chemidry 
(I(M30 039-Moo) 
NAS 8-19ZS6 Portland State Univcrrily 2185 
Low lighl level television observation of Apollo 
PI"'d O b l ~ f b N  
10/05/72-07/01/73 FY74: TOTAL: $3,432 
Ptin lnxrr. NASA Tech. OJficer CASE Carcory 




NAS 9-%W University al Oregon - Eugene 2786 
Operalion and maintcnana of NASA/MSC geophysical branch 
mobile laboralory 
period O b l t p , , ~ ~  
06/24/69-06/30/16 FY74: TOTAL: 560,763 
Pnn. lnrrn. NASA Teh. Olpc~r CASE Calezary 
Blank. H. R. JSC/Tccgarden, D.L.. Jr. 
32Gmlagical Sei 
(72-910 9 11-50-00) (72-910 914-40-00) 
NGL 38603610 University of Oregon - Eugenr 1787 
Ccochcmirtry o f  trace elements in meteorites and  related 
materials 
P1li.4 ONl~ar!.,", 
06/13/67-08/01/74 FY74: TOTAL: S163.581 
Prim 1nw.r. NASA Ted. Oflnr  CASE Co8qnry 
Goles. G .  G .  HQ-SMIBryson. R. P. 32Geological Sci 
HQ-SM/Porneroy, J. H. 
(10-810 383-09-37) 
NGL 38603-022 University 01 Oregon - Eugene 1788 
Lunar sample analysis 
P c " ~  O U ~ I 1 1 1  
02/09/7 I-01/31/77 FY74: $61,410 TOTAL: $282,400 
P-n. lnwn NASA re&, Ofl!<e, CASE Cemw 
Wcill. D. F. JSC/Harris. J. W. 13-Physics 
(72-810 388-10-01) 
NGL 3WJP-024 University of Oregon - Eugeac 2189 
Lunar samnle analvsis 
Penal 0uiaDlrvnr 
12/29/70-02/01/75 FY74: $19,4W TOTAL: $257.500 
Prin Inrrsr NASA Teh Off#cer CASE Calrrory 
Gales, G .  G. JSC/Harris, 1. W. 12Shem1stry 
(72-810 388-10-02) 
NGR 39005020 University of Oregon - Eugene 2790 
Inspection of petrologically significant physical and chmical 
propertier of the Vlicale melb 
PC& Oumrtlrn 
06/01/70-05/31/77 FY74: $31,315 TOTAL: $258,315 
NG R 38-003-034 Uoi~ersity of Oregon - Eugene 7,79791 
Measurements of far inlrared upper almosphere emission 
spectrum 
PC& ou,&=6rim~ 
02/27/73-08/31/74 FY74: $40.000 TOTAL: $49,738 
Pn'n, l n w .  NASA Tech. OBiiii  CASE Calcgary 
Donnelly, R. J. ARC/Cameron. R. M. 31-Almas Sci 
(21-850 352-02-03) 
NGR 38603-035 University of Oregaa - Eugene 2792 
Submillimeter spectroscopy of planets and gaseous nebulae 
P , i d  ~ i p , , " " ,  
02/28/13-0813 1/74 FY74: TOTAL: S5,27 1 
Pdn. lnvrrr. NASA T 4  OJJcrrr CASE Or@ry 
Donnelly, R. J. ARC/Cameron, R. M. ll-Astronomy 
(21-850 352-02-03) 
t NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM OREGON (Continued) 
NGR 38-lM3436 Univcrslly of Oregon - Eugene 2793 NGR 39agl-021 Car=& - Mellon University 2799 $ Transition probability in m;ltiply ionized atoms Studies of heterodyne solar cell perlormanap 
u P e t i d  m@,io"' Pen& miganions 
07/03/7268/31/74 FY74: $17,000 TOTAL: $33,W0 04/01/7W/30/75 FY74: $38,497 TOTAL: $178,726 
Pnn. f""ez. NAZ( Tech O/lrNr CASE (ilccgory Prh, bwr. NASA Treh. Gfficrrr CASE Co,qoo. 
Craxmann. B. ARC/Whiting, E. E. 13-Physics Milnes. A. G. LARC/Walkcr, G. H. . 13-Physics 
(21.704 502-01-02) Feucht, D. L. LARC/Conuay, E. J. 
(23-704 502-0143) (23-740 114-WOO) (IC-740 129-a)-00) 
PENNSYLVANIA 
N& 9b05 Bryn Mawr College ?.I94 
Petrologic inve~ligation of feldspathic rocks from the lunar 
highland 
P P M d  OY@,ii"" 
06/15/74-03/15/75 FY74: $3,W0 TOTAL: $3,000 
~ r h  ln*r>r. NASA Tech. OIficw CASE Calrgao. 
Crawford. M. L. JSC/Harris, J. W. 13-Physics 
(72-810 388-10-01) 
NGR 39-027602 Bueknell University 2795 
Thlhcorctical analysis of gas particle flaw in blade passages of 
turbomschinery 
P S d d  m*n,<m. 
01/29/73-05/25/73 FY74: TOTAL: $4,424 
P l i n  Inrrs,. NASA Ted. Of ier  CASE Cazqry 
Maxwell. 8. R. LERC/Seasholu,R. G. 49-Engr. NEC 
LERCfKatsanis. T. 
(22-704 501-24-07) 
NGR 39627-003 Bucknell University 27% 
Theoretical analysis of gas particle flow in rotating blade rows 
of turbomachines with application lo laser-Doppler vslocimctry 
P e n d  . , . n t i ~ ~ l i o n r  
@/04/73-08/03/74 FY74: $14.448 TOTAL: $14,448 
Pnn. Arrrr. NASA Tmh. Ofl&r CASE C a l q ~ y  
Maxwell, B. R. LERC/Seasholtq R. G. 49-Engr, NEC 
LERCIKatsanis, T. 
(22.704 501-24-07) 
NGR 39-087601 Cnrnrgie - Mellan University 2797 
Launch window analysis of highly eccentric orbits 
A& OY@timr 
05/01/@-08/31/73 . FY74:. TOTAL: S2.981 
Pnn bnsl NASA T r h  OMrnr CASE C#teor, 
Renard, M. L. GSFCIPaddack. S. J. 42-Asfro Engr 
(51-850 861M)-00) (51-850 861.4160) 
NGR 3 9 - ~ 0 0 3  Camegie - Mellon Univorsily 2798 
ln~er t i~s t ion  of the effects of microstructure on fracture toughness 
of high-strength alloys 
' P ~ n o d  
OS/O1/68-08/01/74 
Pnn. In*". 
Low, J.  R., Jr. 
0bli11,,mr 
FY74: $24.979 TOTAL: $174.378 
NASA T r h .  O//!?fr CASE Carera,? 
LERC/Mixncik, J.A. 47-Mayrials Engr 
LERC/Smith. G. T. 
NGR 39-W-026 Carnegie - McUos University 2800 
Attitude dynamics of spin-stabilized satellites with flexible 
appendages 
P I d d  miganom 
12/29/10.06/30/73 FY74: TOTAL: $2I,W0 
P m .  l n m .  NASA T d .  Wfimr CASE Camory 
Renard. M. L. GSFC/Paddack, S. J. 42-Astro Engr 
(51-850 861-WOO) 
NGR 39487436 C a r n e e  - Mellon Udrcrsily 2801 
Aulomatie detection of blurred images by a simple coherent optical 
professor 
P c M  ou@,ia,  
12/01/71-11/30/73 FY74: TOTAL: S49.586 
Pnn. lnrrt.  NASA Tech. ofimr CASE Culqr). 
Lee, S. H. GSFC/Schacfcr, D. H. 45-Elec Engr 
GSFC/Strong, J. P.. Ill 
(51-704 502.23-32: 
NGR 39-08l-037 Carnegie - Mellon ~milersity 2802 
Studies in optical image processing 
*,<d W i a s , ~ ,  
11/15/71-12/31/73 F Y74: TOTAL: S6.oOO 
PIin Bxrs8. NASA T d .  O m  CASE C~,WO.T 
Lee, S. R. GSFC/Shulman, A. R. 13-Physics 
(51-5W 310-4039) 
NGR 394lSl-047 Csrnegie - Mellon University 2803 
Investigation of the effects of microstructure on the fracture 
toughness of hi8h strength titanium alloys 
Plnd mw,,.,", 
10/09/72-I 1/30/74 FY74: 524,988 TOTAL: $52,687 
. . 
Pnn k u s t .  NASA T d .  OJfice, . CASE C~!rcddn 
Low, 1. R., Jr. LERC/Klopp, W. D. 47-Materials Engr 
(22-704 502-22-03) 
NGR 39487-053 Carncgio - Mellon Unhrrrity 28W 
Special finite elements . . for cracks in clasto-plastic media 
P < d d  miaslivnl 
09/01/73-08/31/74 FY74: $27,652 TOTAL: $27.652 
Pnn. lnvcll. NASA Trd .  Oflec~? CASE Car- 
Swcdlow. J. L. LERC/Srawley, J. E. 49-Engr. NEC 
Ossias, J .  R. LERC/Gross. B. 
(22-704 502-22-03) 
NSG 3023 Carnegie - Mcllon University 2805 
Steady and dynamic performance of Inquid face seals 
P e n d  0ui11,inm 
07/01/74-06/28/17 FY74: $45.800 TOTAL: 145.800 
Prin Cwrt. NASA Twh Oflie, C.<SE Cm<don 
Hughes. W. F. LERC/Ludwig. L. P. 46.Mech Engr 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
PENNSYLVANIA (Continued) 
NAS 1-11871 Drpxel University 2806 
Investigation of ESSA VII radiation data for uw in long tern 
earth balance experiment 
P r n d  Obl&,i#"* 
07/25/i2-12/31/74 FY74: $42,865 TOTAL: $74,865. 
P t i n  Inns,. NASA T . 4  Oflfeer CASE C#rrgory 
House. F. B. LARC/SH.eel. G .  E. 31-Atmos Sci 
Kohri, W. I. 
(23-680 638-1000) (23-680 160-44-71) 
NGR 39-004051. Dmxel Udrenity L807 
Assessment of steady and transient hydraulics phenomena and 
their characterization 
P d  Obl&.lionr 
W/03/73-1213 1/73 FY74: 511,000 TOTAL: S14.200 
Plrn b w n  NASA TEh Ofltmr CASE Cals8ory 
Monimer, R. C. LARC/Howlctt, J. T. 46-Mech Engr 
(23-740 134-14-06) (23-740 117-07103) (23-740 114-08-05) 
NAS 8-28654 Lehigh University ,?MI8 
Electrophoresis night experiment 
P z " ~  oblwr ia r  
04127172-09/15/74 FY74: $24,975 TOTAL: 5100.286 
P*. Invrsl. NASA Ted.  Olltcer CASE Cutzory 
Yanderhaff, J. W. MSFC/Bond. J. B. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
Micale, F. J. MSFC/Snydcr. R. S. 
(62-630 179-13-1 1) 
NGL 39-007-007 Lehigh University 2809 
Investigation of solidification structure & eumtic alloys including 
consideration of propcrlies control 
Petid oblw,im5 
021 17/6567/01/78 FY74: $46,000 TOTAL: $417.267 
Pnn. l"wat. NASA 7 4 .  Ofllmr CASE C01e1oly 
Kraft, R. W. LERC/Ashbrook, R.  L. 
47-Materials Engr 
Hertzberg, R. W. 
Notis. M. R. 
(22-704 501-01-06) (10740 129-00-00) 
NCL 39M-040 Lehigh University 2810 
Investigation of temperature influence on fatigue-crack growth 
PInod ObllZntii"~ 
10/04/68-08/01/73 FY74: TOTAL: $120.855 
Pdn. Inwsr. !ASS Teh.  O118er CASE Calt8wy 
Wci, R. P. LARCjNeruman. J. C., Jr. 
47-Materials Engr 
(23-740 129-mo0) (23-760 126CCbOO) 
NGR 39407d l l  Lehigh University 2811 
Investigation o f  latiguc-crack propagation in thin plates and  
shells 
P~rlod Obl&tl."l 
12/01/€4-06/30/75 FY74: $44,500 TOTAL: $312.445 
Prin Inwsr. NASA T 4 .  ofllee? CASE Cdego?s 
Erdagan, F. LARC/lllg, W. 47.Matcrials Engr 
LARC/Fichtcr. W. B. 
(23-704 501-22-02) (10-760 126-WOO) 
NGR 39407a43 Lehigh University 2812 
Shock and thermal history of unusual iron meteorites 
period ou,p,iw.' 
05/24/71-05/31/77 FY74: 515,500 TOTAL: $88,365 
Pnn. lnnsr NASA Tch.  Oflice, CASE Car#gory 
Goldstein. J. I. HQ-SM/Kosofsky,L. I.  320eological Sn 
HQ-SM/Roberson, F. 1. 
(10810 195-42-67) 
NCR 39-007656 Lehigh University 2813 
Lunar sample analysis 
P e w  Oui#nrlonl 
01/12/71-01/31/75 FY74: $42,000 TOTAL: $144,920 
~ n n ,  lnulr .  NASA T ~ r h  01j;mr CASE Ca lc~ov  
Goldslein. 1. 1. JSC/Harris, J. W. 12-Chemistry 
(72-810 388-lG01) 
NCR 39-007-061 Lehigh University 2814 
lnvcstigalion of generation of X-rays in c lop  binary stars 
P l # d  Obllplpnon., 
03/10/73-06/30/75 FY74: $lO.WO TOTAL. $27,965 
PH~. ~nnss. NASA red. OII~CC, CASE co,qory 
McCluskey. G. E., Ir. JSC/Kondo, Y. I I-A8tronomy 
(72-850 188-41-64) (72-850 188-41-51) (72.950 951-16-00) 
NCR 39d07-OM Iahigh University 2815 
Lunar sample analysis 
P"id OMirnliml 
06/07/71-01/31/75 FY14: $28,370 TOTAL: $208,530 
Ptin Innst. NASA Teh.  Oflf?er CASE Cartgory 
Sclar, C. B. JSC/Harris, J. W. 13-Physics 
(72-810 388-1001) 
NGR 39-007666 Lehlgh University 2816 
Stmss analysis of through & surface cracks 
hriod Obliprhms 
04/21/71-05/31/73 FY74: ,TOTAL: $53.000 
P,,". hw,'. NASA Ted, Olflc#r CASE Cor~gory 
Sih, G .  C. LARC/Fich(cr. W. B. 46Mcch Engr 
LARC/Poc, C. C., Ir. 
(23-740 134-03-21) 
NGR 39-007467 Lehigh Llnirersity 2817 
Hydrogen absorption and diffusion & subcrilical crack growth 
in high-strength steels & nickel b a r  alloys 
P I W  oUa,lo"> 
11/01/71-06/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: $99,640 
Prln Inurr. NASA T h .  OJlinr CASE Cateprs 
Wci. R. P. LERC/Mirncik. J. A.47.Mstcrials Engr 
Klier. K. 
(22-704 502-22-03) 
NGT 3saO7-003 Lehigh Unkcrsity 2818 
Training of graduate students in space-rclatcd science & 
lechnology 
*,id OMl8a,lon‘ 
03/21/63.08/01/72 FY74: TOTAL. $165.841 
Pdn. I n w ~ l .  ,WSA Teh. Ofliccr CASE C O # ~ O ~ J  
Stout. R. D. HQ-PY/Carler,C. H. 99.Multi-Discip 
(10-370 181-00-00) 
1 NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM i( PENNSYLVANIA (Continued) 
,NAS 3-17855 Pcnnsylvsda State University 2819 
Compressor or Ian rotor wake characteristic 
hdod atf@,kv, 
06/28/7346/27/74 . FY74: $1 TOTAL: $54.268 
P*. Inmst. NASA Teh. O W  CASE Cnmqory 
Lakshminarayana, B. LERC/Heidmann. M. F. 41-Aero Engr 
LERC/Geldcr, T. F. 
(22-704 501-w411 
NAS 5-23133 Pennsylranis State Unirersio 2820 
lntcrprctalion of ERTS data 
P e w  oblim#iom 
W/29/72-01/23/75 FY74: 594,631 TOTAL: $228,631 
P*. !nwsr. NASA T d .  Ofl#mr CASE Cor=ory 
McMurtry. G. J. GSFC/Szajna. E. F. 39-Env Sci. NEC 
(51-680 641-1407) (51-680 641-1400) 
NAS 821140 P M O S Y ~ V ~ ~ ~ ~  State University. 2821 
Investigation 01 turbulent wind field below 500 feet altitute at 
the Easter T s t  Range, Florida 
Rriad m @ m s  
06/02/67-04/09/74 FY74:. TOTAL: $145,839 
Pk. b r a # .  NASA Tek. Wpl i r  CASE C n t w  
Blackadar. A. K. MSFCjFichtl, G. . 31-Atmos Sci 
(62-742 124-00-00) (62-760 12600-00) 
NAS 0-27334 ~cmnql*snia &ate University 2822 
Structure of turbulence in severe atmospheric conditions 
Pmod ON@,nonr 
05/01/7146/30/14 FY74: TOTAL: $49.768 
% Inus8. NASA Txh. O/per CASE ,Co,c%ory 
Dutton, J. A. MSFC/Fichtl, G. H. 31-Atmos k i  
MSFC/Nelson, 1. 
(62-760 12-) 
P e w  OM@,,rn, 
05/01/73-32/31/74 FW4: T O T A L $ ~ ~ , W O  
P n .  f n r n .  NASA Tsb.  0fi-r CASE Cecnnly 
McMurtry, G. J .  JSC/Miller. M. L. 3ZGmlogieal Sci 
(72-960 948-63-83) 
NCL M-0091)01 Pennsylr.nia S h t e  University 2824 
Statle and dynamic tension and cavitation inception in liquids 
P#dd atf@,,Om 
02/00/3~-06/30/75 ~ ~ 7 4 :  TOTAL: s417,lio 
Pdn. Inwsl. NASA Trr* 0fl;-r CASE C m r w  
Holl, I. W .  LERC/Blitsch, W. R. 41-Aero Engr 
(22-710 1286060) (22-710 113-31-09) (10-710 128-00-00) 
NCL 39JM9-002 Pcmylvani* Stste Univemity 282.5 
Study 01 ionospheric electron content & upper ionosphen ionic 
p r - s s  by mcans of satcllile radio transmissions 
9- O N ~ * i e " *  
ll/OI/60-09/30/75 FY74: TOTAL: $668,245 
Ptim, !nwsl. N I  S l  Teb. Oflicr CASE C. lwry  
Ross, W .  I. HQ-SG/Schrnsrlinp. E. R. 13-Physics 
HQ-SGjKavanagh, L. D., Jr. 
(10-850 188-3656) (10-850 ~ ~ ~ . m ~ )  
NGL 3943EUYJ3 Pennsylvnnia State Universit). 2826 
Research on electron densities in upper ionosphere, including 
studies 01 rocket & separating capsule experimental techniques 
Pwiod ~ ; P ~ i o n r  
03/01/61-10/31/76 FY74: $100,000 TOTAL: $1,676,661 
P"". blr,,. NASA Twh. Of lnr  CASE Cnlwry 
Nisbct, J .  S. HQ-SG/Schmsrling. E. R. 13-Physics 
HQ-SG/Kavanagh, L. D.. Jr. 
(IS854 188-3656) (10-850 188-00-00) 
NCL 39409-0(n Pennrylvsnia State University 2827 
Investigation & analysis of flow phenomena of secondary motions 
in axial flow inducers 
Pnlod atf;p,iunl 
12/15/63-02/28/75 . FY74: TOTAL: $279.750 
Pnn Inu$ l .  NASA Ted. OJJilir CASE Cmleory 
Lakshminarayana, 6. LERC/Britrh, W. R. 41-Aero Engr 
(10-710 128-00-00) (22-710 128AW00) (22-710 113-31-09) 
NCL 39609-010 Pen'nsflvania Sh t e  University 2828 
Research to  establish criteria lor recognition of ancient meteorite 
impact eratcrs whose characteristic surface forms have been 
oblileratcd by erosion 
Pert4  atf@,mnl 
08/08/63-12/31/75 FY74: S18.000 TOTAL: $169.563 
Pl in  lan.qr NASA T ~ h . ' o f l ; ~ # ~  CASE Corrwy 
Gold, D. P. HQ-SMIBryson, R. P. 32Geolagical Sd  
HQ-SM/Allenby, R. J. 
(10-810 19542-68) (10-810 383-09-01) 
NGL 39409.023 Pennsylvania State University 2829 
Research and development. of on-board wntrol systems and 
clcmcnts for aerospace vehicles 
P<tiod ouiamie", 
10/22/~69/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: $403,296 
P*". 1nrsr :  NASA T e h .  Omicrr CASE C n l f y  
Shearer. J. L. HQ-RE/Janow, C. 49-Engr, NEC 
(10-750 125-a00) 
NCL 39409432 Pennsylvania State University 2830 
Study.and evaluation of the conslant-momentum miss spectrome- 
ter for ion analyiis in the D and E regions of the ionosphere 
Pen& atfia'7rmmJ 
05/28/65-I 1/30/76 FY74: $80,033 TOTAL: $597,932 
Plh. B v r r ) .  N l S l  Tnh. Ofjier CASE 0kmy 
Kendall, B. R. HQ-SGjSchmerling. E. R. 
19-Phys k i .  NEC 
H@SG/Ott. E. J. 
(10-850 879-11-00) (10-850 188-00-00) 
NGL 39409-121 Pennsylvania State University 2831 
Research in aircraft pmpuision noiw and its reduction 
. PeMod 0 U t ~ ' b ~  
12/20/68-02/28/75 FY74: $25,m0 TOTAL: $335.000 
Pnn IGWS, NASA re& W p ~ r  CASE curewv 
Rccthof, G. LARC/Maestnllo, L. 41-Aera Engr 
(f)-704 501-04-01) (23-704 501-2401) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
PENNSYLVANIA (Continued) 
NGL 39-009-1'72 Penasylvmia State Udverdty 2832 
Investigation of characteristic. of a prapellsr operating a t  static 
conditions 
ma( Oblylow 
05/05/7003/31/77 FY74: $28.000 TOTAL: S165.WO 
p.ln hrs!. NaSA T d .  WPw CASE (5,- 
Eiscnhuth, J. J. LARC/Heyson, H. H. 41-Aero Engr 
(23-702 7-342) (23-702 7607601) 
NCR 394W434 Pcmylvsnim Slue Umivenity 2833 
A study of lowcycle fatiguc under multiarial in-phase and 
out-of-phase strain cycling 
. . 
h r l d  OblCI lw 
06/26/68-09/01/74 FY74: 113.347 TOTAL: $122696 
P h .  InrU. NASA TI* 401n401n CASE Cu- 
Zamrik, S. Y. LERC/Hirsehberg. M. H. 
47-Materials Engr 
(22-701 501-21-21) (22760 72OXWO) 
NCR 39609477 Pemsyhnoi. State Unlveraity 28% 
Investigation of near critical and supcrcriticsl burning of fuel 
droplets 
ma( Ob,blI*u 
(38/17/6641/01/76 FY74: $54,000 TOTAL: S258.410 
Pn4. Inrrr .  NASA T d .  401nr CASE Cm- 
Fanh, G. M. LERC/Priern. R. J. 42Astm Engr 
(22704 5Ot28-W) (22710 113-3142) 
NGR 39609-180 Penoqlvmis Shlc Unherslty 2835 
M l s l i o n  of microorganisms in their natural habitat 
P I H d  mwl- 
06/12/7008/31/74 FY74: $38.989 TOTAL: S128.%1 
P*. CrY NASA T E A  OUiw CASE Cnqary 
Casida, L. E., Jr. HQ-SL/Young. R. S. 5 I-Biology 
(la840 192-5543) 
NGR 39-009-184 Pemsylv.nin State University 2836 
Lunar sample analysis 
P , d  
02/03/7141/31/75 FY74: $19,98?raDlmTOTAL: $79,950 
P*. I n u t .  NASA T d .  q-7 CASE Cm8wry 
Muan, A. JSC/Harris. J. W. 13-Physics 
(12-810 388-1042) 
NGR 394MW-204 Pennsylvania Slate University 2837 
Effeefs of hypnotic drugs 
PC"& OdlbtkW 
05/22/1169/30/14 FY14: $39,700 TOTAL: $125,300 
PIin Inru. NASA T d .  Ofice, CASE C4Icov 
Kales. A. JSC/Homick, J. L. 59-Life Sci. NEC 
Bixlcr. E. 0. 
Kales, J. D. 
(72-970 910-51-11) (72.970 910dOM) 
NCR 39-009-210 Pennsylvania S a t e  Umivedty L838 
D,ynamics and control of escape and rescue from tumbling 
spacecraft 
Pnhl OU~rn#iM" 
06/L8/71-07/31/73 FY14: TOTAL: $41,127 
Pnn Inns!. NASA Tfd. Olbbb CASE Calor).  
Kaplan, M. H. HQ-MT/WiId, I. W. 41-Aem Engr 
(IC-980 981-fAb03) 
NGR 39409-21 Pennsyhds  W e  Ueivenih. 281J 
Study of mesospheric ionization in winter 
Poi& - 
IO/L1/7l-I2/M/74 FY74: W.WO TOTAL: $119.740 
P h  k*rY NASA TIol 401nr CASE LaTm7 
Hale, L. C. HQSG/Kavanagh. L. D., Jr. 13-Physic. 
HQ-SG/Schmcrlinb E. R. 
(I0450 879-11-00) 
NGR 39409-256 Pennsylnnia Slate Unhedly W 
Obislive ride oualitv evaluation . . . 
P<"d Obl*,lau 
Ol/Ol/73-12/31/73 FY74: TOTAL: S23.967 
P.ln Inw~l. NASA T d .  Onnr C A Y  -'I 
Park. W. H. LARCISfhoonovcr. W. E.. Jr. 
4 6 M s h  Engr a 
Wambold, J. C. LARC/Connsr, D. W. 
(23-701 791-91-51) (23-704 501-29-12) 
NGR 39609-270 Penmylvanis &ate UoharJty ZMI 
Study in jcl.noisc 
P I M I  GWmum" 
06/25/7366/29/76 FY74: TOTAL: y15,WO 
P h .  1"-II. NASA T d .  WAnr CASE Cm- 
ArndL R. E. LERCJStone, J. R. 41-Arro Engr 
(22-701 501-15-83) 
NGR 31Ha9-275 Pennsylmaia Shte Udvenlty 2842 
Investigation of unsteady pmssurc distribution on blades of an 
axial flow fan 
P M d  Odly I *u  
09/01/7368/31/76 FY74: $45.082 TOTAL: S45,082 
P*. Inm.  NASA T& O&r C A Y  Cmwv 
Henderson, R. E. LERC/Ditlmar, J. H. 46-Msh Engr 
LERC/Fcilcr, C. E. 
(U-704 501-15-83) 
NGT --Ill Pennsylvsair St* University 2843 
Training of graduale students in acoustics related to acmnsutical 
& space technology 
P d d  omip,Lm 
05/31/6968/31/74 FY14: TOTAL: $333,200 
P*. tn-s. NAS* rod. qrw CASE cm8-v 
Reethof. G. HQPY/Cartcr, C. H. 99-Muhi-Dudp 
(IS370 l8lWCQ) 
NSC 3012 Pcomylrania State Univenzily 2844 
Compressor or fan rotor wake characteristics 
PIMd mim,I*u 
06/28/7406/27/75 FY74: S52.CO5 TOTAL: SLOO5 
P M  l n r s r .  NASA Trd. O i n r  CASE (j.wry 
Lakrhminarayana. B. LERClHeidmann, M. F. 41-Acro Engr 
LERC/Feiler. C. E. 
(22704 501-0401) 
NSG 3016 Pennsylvania Shte  University 2845 
Micmstruaural parameters and the impad resistance of ceramic 
turbine materials 
P d d  OYbbI~rn 
07/01/7406/30/75 FY14: $35,000 TOTAL: 535,OLDJ 
Ptim l n n u  NASA Ted. oU1o~1o~1r CASE C m  
Bradt, R. C. LERC/Sandcrs. W. A. 47-Materials Engr 
LERC/Probst. H. B. 
(22-704 501-01-06) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
PENNSYLVANIA (Continued) 
NGR 394IlU101 T q k  Udmsity ZS46 
Dwdopment of nprimcntal  and statistical mdhods for obtaining 
and interpreting micromclcorik data fmm *ace vehiclcs 
R M  OM*& 
05/0L/6043/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: U03.391 
P h .  I"-# NASA I W  W T r  U S E  Dm 
Bohn, J. L. HQ-SG/Dubin, M. 11-Astronomy 
( I W M  38-560) (10850 385-KKKl) 
NGR 394I12-024 Temple Udvrrslty 2841 
Meshanisms for the effects of electnc and magnete flelda on 
btolo@caI systems 
omd=4!-= 
02/17/1009/0L/13 FY74: TOTAL: S8.W 
mh f n ~ l  NASA T& 402m CASE c2,aoo 
Labcs, M. M. LERC/Lad, R. A. 12-Chemistry 
LERCjFryburg. G. C. 
(22-140 11443-36) (22-7W 592-0142) 
NAS Zl7M Uld*errfh of P l o n q l v d s  ts18 
Biosatcllite I1 mperiments P-1017 & 1096 
P"kd *I!-= 
W/24 /7~ /OL/75  FYl4: $6.039 TOTAL: $6,039 
Pn% I n u r .  NASA T d  O&r CASE Lhrw01 
Brown. A. H. ARC/ZilI. L. P. S 1 - B i o l o ~  
Dahl, 0. 
(21-970 970-2141) 
NGL 39410497 ' Uoirenity of Pemmylranh 2849 
Acvk acdimslLation study 
RW owmt- 
08/10/71-07/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: S261.299 
PIUl hw. NASA T d .  0gY.r CASE G m w  
Lambertscn. C J. JSC/Miehel. E. L. 53-Other Msdicq 
(12.970 97051-35) (72910 9145160) (21-770 121-00-00) 
NGR 39-016104 U.ire.rity of Pemisylvmi. 28Y) 
E f f e s  of altered gravity on growth of higher plsnls 
P e d  OMWh 
09/01/7WJ6/M/74 FY74 TOTAL: $137,394 
P m  lrr4r NAS* T.d Wogi CASE C a I w  
Brown. A. H ARC/ZdI. L. P. 5 I-Biology 
(10870 IS-) 
NGR 39-016114 Uairerrity of PennsylrPnin t851 
Nuclear reactions induced by high energy alpha particks 
. P e a  OM@don' 
lO/06/7~/OL/76 FY74: $6.831 TOTAL: S153.831 
Pnk In=*. NASA T h .  Officer CASE C d n m  
Shen. B. S. LARC/Wilson. J. W. 13-Physics 
Merkcr, M. 
(23-7W S O I ~ l O )  
NGR 39-010-149 University d Pennsylvania 2852 
Plant morphogencsis under conditions of hypa and hyprgravia 
P < M  mwionz 
09/01/73-09/08/74 FY74: $71.443 TOTAL: $71.443 
P h .  In."#. NASA T h .  OJfi-r CASE CmsWy 
Bmwn, A. H. ARCfZill. L. P. 51-Biology 
Dahl. A. 0. ARC/Talavicq, K. S. 
(21-970 97021-62) 
NSC 7U31 University of P-ylvsnia 2853 
Equilibria study of pseudo-brookitc type minerals 
P < M  OM- 
. 01/29/7607/31/74 ' FY74: S2.725 TOTAL: SL725 
P h .  l n c l l  NASA Tn*. DVw CASE b t W m  
Friel, J. J. HQ-SM/Kosofsky.L. J. 32Gmlogical Sci 
HQ-SM/Roberson, F. I. 
(10-810 195-42-65) 
NAS %I7658 Unimrsity of F ' i i sb~gh  la54 
Two prototype units lor measurement of chemical charactenstics 
and temperature in natural warn 
P e M  O M b t h  
12/l3/73-09/10/14 FYl4. S6,WO TOTAL: $6,000 
PrUl l n r s l  NASA I d  4Vlnr CASE Lhrnory 
Liu. C. C. LERC/Fordya, J. S. 12-Chemistry 
(22104 759do-oa) 
NAS 9-U8(U Unherslty ol ~i&rgb ' ZSSS 
Ultraviolet absorption expriment 
P < M  OblUi,,roar . , 
12/21/73-01/3l/16 FY74: $150,000 TOTAL: SIY?.& 
m. l a r r ~  NASA T d .  GjAnr CASE W n o r y  
Donahuc, T. M. JSC/Eichelman. W. F. ' 13-Physics 
(72-930 966-30-00) 
NASW 2425 Unhedty ol P W o r g h  2856 ' , 
Operation o l  Regional Dimemination Center a t  ~ i t t s b u r g h  
University 
. , P d  wwm 
/12/7348/31/74'  ; , FY14: S370.000 TOTAL: $ 3 7 0 , ~  , , ' 
Pdn Crrt. NASA T h .  WLW CIS# M w  
Holky, E. HQKT/Hoky. H. L .  : 99-Multi-Dixip 
(lo250 141-93-01) 
NGL 39411-013 univ&sitY of pithborgh 2867 
Investigation of airglba, excitation mechanisms using atomic beam 
techniques 
. , 
pe"cd Oblipr!-= , . 
04/26/6561/31/77 ~~74 :141 .606  TOTAL: $474,773 . ' : 
. . 
NGL 39dIldUL University of Pinsburgh , . 2858 
Studies of ~lcilat ion and collision dcaetivation of mcasurabk 
A3 state of  nitroken in the aurora and day airglow 
Poi& ~ ! I I , ~ o " *  
05/07/65-W/M/77 FY74 S66.W TOTAL: $660,352 
P r  l n r r t .  NASA T h .  OJJfem CASE Cder001 
Zipf. E. C. HQ-SL/Fellows. R. F. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQSL/Brunk. W. E. 
(I@840 185-47-85) (10840 185-47-82) 
NG L 39-01 1-035 Univinity of Pittsb* ZB59 
New formulas for collision amplitudes and related quantities 
period miwbm 
02/15/69-09/30/76 . FW4: Sl0.000 TOTAL: ~ 8 8 . u  
Pdn rnlrrr  NASA Ted 017-r CASE C O Y o r )  
Gcquoy. E GSFC/Temkln, A 13-Phystes 
(51-850 188-48-52) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
PENNSYLVANIA (Continued) 
NGL 39-011-085 University of Pinsborgh 2860 




Hapkc. B. W. 
( l a s l o  686-1060) 
obliwwimr 
FY74: TOTAL: $269.650 
NASA Tech Of/!cer CASE Cn'qOrY 
HQ-SM/Bryson, R. P. 32Gmlogieal Sd  
HQ-SM/Allenby, R. J. 
(ID-810 195-42-65) 
NGL 39-011-160 Unirersity of Pittsburgh 286 1 
Lunar sample analysis 
P P H d  OM&otims 
02/Ol/73-01/31/77 FY74: $158.150 TOTAL: $158.150 
Pnn Invrxl. NASA Terh OIpmr CASE Calrgor? 
Fuller, M. JSC/Harris, I. W. 13-Physics 
(72-810 388-1043) 
NGR 39-011-113 University of Pittsburgh 2862 
Helium geocorona racket cxpcrimrnl 
Ptrid OMiwlrunr 
04/14/70-12/30/74 FY74: S150.W TOTAL: 5735.W 
Prin inwsl. NASA Trrh Offlmr CASE Calqwp 
Donahue. T. M. HQ-SG/Dubin, M. 31-Atmos Sci 
Zipf, E. C., Jr. HQ-SG/Olt, E. 1. 
(lo-850 819-11-W) 
NGR 39-011-134 Uni~ersily 01 Pittsburgh 2863 
Ultraviolel spectroscopy invcstigatians for outer planet missions 
Oblwttons 
FY74: TOTAL: $75.030 
NASA Tech O#~er CASE C a l q q  
HQ-SL/Mltz, M. A. 12-Chemistry 
HQ-SL/Keller. J. W. 
NGR 39-011-137 Uni*emiiy of Pittsburgh l&4 
Dissociative recombination eoclficients far planetary ionospheric 
ions 
Plnod O b l , ~ , ~ ~ " ,  
07/28/71-05/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: %2,636 
Pnn. Inwrr. NdSA Ted.  Oflcer CASE Co>qor). 
Biondi, M. A. HQ-SL/Fellows. R. F. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQSL/Hipsher, H. F. 
(10-840 185-47-84) 
NGR 39411-146 University of Pittsburgh 2865 
Measurement of the near ultraviolet spectrum of Venus 
P I * d  0M;~n"o"" 
05/18/72-12/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: $1,000 
Pnn Inwar. NASA Tech. OIlilili CASE Calemrr 
Hapke, B. HQ-SL/Dwornik. S. E. 32Geolagical Sci 
(10-840 3M-50-80) 
NCR 39611-155 University ol Pittsburgh 2867 
Data analysis of O G 0 6  (F-26) airglow photometer results, 
Penal OMimlioru 
03/01/73-08/31/74 FY74: $50.677 TOTAL: 550.677 
Prin hwsl .  NASA Ted. Oflw, CASE C s m T  
Donahue, T. M. HQ-SL/Fellows. R. F. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQ-SG/Dubin. M. 
(10-840 38647-81) 
NGR 39-011-156 Unirersity 01 Pittsburgh 2868 
Rcmanent magnetism of tektites 
Penal Wlbtionr 
06/25/73-M/30/75 FY74: TOTAL: $67,619 
Prin in-. Ma Teh. Of/imr CASE Car=ory 
Fuller, M. HQ-SM/Bryson. R. P. 32Geologieal Sd 
HQSM/Pomeroy, I. H. 
(10-810 195-42-67) 
NGR 39-011-161 University of Pittsburgh 2869 
Laboratory studies of kinetics of tropospheric and stratospheric 
aircraft pollutant reactions using atomic and molecular resonance 
fluorescence detection 
Penal Obliptiar 
06/03/73-1213 1/74 FY74: $40,000 TOTAL: $80,MO 
Plin Inwxl. NASA 7-b. O/Ji-r CASE C#roon 
Kaufman. F. LERC/Baker. C. E. 12-Chemistry 
Anderson, J; G. 
(22-702 743-34-22) 
NGR 39611-164 University of Piusburgh 2810 
Chemically va~or.deoosited tantalum tungsten alloys 
. . 
P.ricd Wl,##,im, 
06/15/73-12/16/74 FY74: TOTAL: $36.629 
P*. mw.,. WAS" Tech. qfic" CASE C n q w  
Mcier, G. H. LERC/Slephens, J .R. 47-Materials Engr 
(22-704 502-21-20) 
NGT 39411-W3 University of Pinsburgh 287 I 
Training of graduate students in spa*-related rience and 
technology 
P ~ l u d  OU~ignf0nr 
03/28/63-08/01/72 FY74: TOTAL: S1.023.414 
Prin lnwsr. NASA Tmb. GflkVr CASE CaraoT 
Bonn, R. HQ-PY/Cartcr. C. H. 99-Multi.Discip 
(10-370 181-0000) 
NSG 3002 University ol Pithburgh 2872 
Dissolved chloride and ammonium ions miniature electrodes for 
in sit" water quality monitoring 
penal o#!~#,,rn~ 
02/15/74-02/14/75 FY74: 610.W TOTAL: $10,000 
NGR 39411-IM University of Piltsburgh Za66 
Cross section calculations of astrophysical interest 
P?"'., oM*n,io", 
081 11/12-08/01/73 FY74: TOTAL: 125.WO 
Prin lnrrrr N l  SA Tsh. O@r CASE Cnlqan 
Gerjuay, E. HQ-SG/Sabirski. S. Il-Astronomy 
HQ-SG/Roman. N. G. 
(10-850 188-41-51) 
NSC 3010 University of Pinsburgh 2873 
Soluble reactants and products secondary battery system 
P<"d o#erkWs 
05/01/74-04/30/75 FY14: $ M , W  TOTAL: $M.W 
pnn. fn l rn .  W S A  ~ r r h  onlmr CASE caeqerr 
Liv. C. C. LERC/O'Donnell, P. M. l2-ChemisI?~ 
LERC/Gahn, R. 
(22.704 502-05-51) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
RHODE ISLAND 
RHODE ISLAND 
NAS 1.9680 Bmm Unlrersity 2874 
Participation in the science planning far the Viking 1975 missions 
in the area of imaging 
p~nod ouipcim 
CU/25/70-03/31/77 FY74: $54,503 TOTAL: $265.856 
Pnn Inns, NASA TIrh Offimr CASE C ~ r a o r y  
Mulch, T A. LARC/Soffen, G A. 31-Atmos Sct 
(23-840 815-2W) 
NGL 40602642 Bmwn University 2875 
Properties & application of solid state materials at submillimster 
Ircqucncies 
P d  0,ljmz 
11/08/6610/01/72 FY74: TOTAL: $157,892 
P h .  k r s i  NASA T f d .  Cfmr CASE C4repory 
'Heller. G. S. GSFC/Coates, R. 1. 13-Physics 
(25-750 125-WOO) (51-750 125-MOO) 
NCL 4060UH9 Bmwn University 2876 
Study of short-ran@ intermolecular forms and high temperature 
gas pmpcrtics 
P<Hd o u ~ 4 r r ~  
%/15/67-08/01/78 FY74: $6.000 TOTAL: $180,000 
P h .  Inwst. NASA Ted. Oflkr CASE Cetelory 
Masan. E. A. ARC/Howe. J. T. 12-Chemistry 
ARC/Nachlrhsim, P. R. 
(21.704 502-n-01) (21.704 502-07-01) (21.740 1296060) 
NGL 4000U)80 Bmra University 2877 
Studies of plasticity aspccts of fractum mechanics analysis and 
testing 
' . P e M  Oblkirlbnr 
03/21/69-02/18/75 FY74: TOTAL: $179,000 
P h .  lnrz,. NASA Teeh. Ofl i i i  CASE Cntcpv 
Mylonas. C. LERC/Misencik, J. A. 46Mech Engr 
Rice, J. R. LERC/Smith. G. T. 
' (22-704 502-22-03) (22-742 124M00) 
NGR 4000l-080 Bmnn University 2878 
Analysis of Martian gcalogic features of earth analogs 
P n i d  OU@,h", 
10/20/6948/31/74 FY74: 529.972 , TOTAL: $129.788 
P*. Imm#. N A U  Tech. 0/fi1,1,1, CASE Cnlepry 
Mulch, T. A. HQ-SL/Dwornik, S. E. 32-Cmlogical k i  
HQ-SL/Holt. H. E. 
(10-840 384-50-80) 
NCR 40002493 Bmwn University 2879 
Investigallon of methods for  improvement of efficiency of 
photovoltaic cells 
PIrlod ou,n,n,,i, 
02/20/7W2/28/75 FY74: 523,400 TOTAL: $llV.300 
. .  . 
, P#n.Inrrr. NASA Ted. o/&r CASE Calwry 
bierski, J. J. LARCIWalker, G. H. 13-Physics 
Rocsslcr, 8. LARC/Conway, E. I. 
(23-704 502-01-03) (10.740 129-WOO) 
NGR 40602-116 Bmwn University , 2 8 8 0  
Lunar basins processes and structure 
P r n d  oul,rar,on5 
02/20/73-06/30/75 FY74: $65,050 TOTAL: $124,450 
Pm.  lnyll., NASA Ted. Olficer CASE ca,r*ory 
Head, J. W. H+SM/Kowrfsky. L. I. 32Gmlogieal Sci 
Mulch. T. A. HQ-SM/Robewn, F. I .  
(10-810 383-20-02) (10810 383-09-50) 
NGR 4060ZIU 2881 . . Brown University 
Lunar sample analysis 
Pl"d ouip,i.""5 
05/01/73-01/31/75 FY74: 523,930 TOTAL: 543.33Q 
P"". ,"be,. NASA T-h. Ofljcer CASE CO,~",). 
Rutherford, M. I. JSC/Harris, J. W. 32Geoloical Sci 
(72-810 388-1002) 
.NSG la08 University of Rhode Island 2882 
Three-dimensional numerical water quality model for continental 
shelf applications 
Perid otJ,p,,o"l 
03/0)/74-05/31/75 FY74: $19,228 TOTAL: $19,228 
Prin bnsr. NASA 7-A. Ofl,cer CASE Cmrsory 
Spaulding, M. L. , LARC/SutUe$. 3. T. 49-Engr, NEC 
LARC/Young. G. R. 
(23-680 177-55-35) 
SOUTH CAROLlNA 
NSG 8W4 knedid Cdlego 2883 
Applicability of a precise, accuratc method for rapid evaluation 
of cnginc and lubricant performance 
PI& O~,BB,,~"S 
01/21/74-01/21/75 . FY74: $21.970 TOTAL: $21.970 
Prim l n r ~ t .  NASA Twh. Ofptrrr CASE C ~ I e ~ o r y  
Kinard, J. T. MSFC/Kent, M. I. 39-Env ki. NEC 
(62-371 34000-00) 
NAS 9-13669 Clernran Uni~eralty - Clemmn 2884 
High temperature hyperfiltration water reclamation unit 
P*"d o&al,fl> .. . 
08/14/73-11/15/74 FY74: 540,000 TOTAL: W,WO 
Pnn. Innxt. NAS* Tech Olfimr CASE Cntwry 
Caddis, J. L. JSC/Rcveley. W. F. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
Brandon, C. A. 
(72-970 970-52-23) 
NAS 9-14006 'dernsiun ~niverslty - ~ l e m & n  ' 2885 . . 
Crop stalua cvalvations and yield predictions 
P.*d o u l ~ e l i . ~  
W/01/7403/31/75 FY74: $61,000 TOTAL: $61.000 
Pri". Inns,. NASA Ted. Offimr CISE.C@lepry 
Haun, 1. R. JSC/Pitts. D. E. 39-Env k i ,  NEC . , 





NGR 41-001-027 Clemson University - Clemson 2886 SOUTH DAKOTA
Optimization of structures to satisfy aeroelastic requirements
Period Obligations
04/02/70-06/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: $74,325
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category NGR 42-001-006 South Dakota School of Mines & Tech 2893
Rudisill, C. S. LARC/Doggett, R. V., Jr. 41-Aero Engr Comparison of terrestrial and lunar mass-;asting processes
(23-704 501-22-04) (23-760 136-14-02) (23-760 136-00-00) Period Obligations
05/05/70-08/31/73 FY74: TOTAL: $49,119
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Rahn, P. H. HQ-SM/Bryson, R. P. 32-Geological Sci
NGR 41-001-036 Clemson University - Clemson 2887 HQ-SM/Allenby, R. J.
Performance evaluation for error correction codes (10-810 195-00-00)
Period Obligations
12/11/72-05/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: $19,841
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category NAS 5-21774 South Dakota State University 2894
Snelsire, R. GSFC/Lynch, T. J. 19-Phys Sci, NEC Effective use of ERTS multisensor data in the Great Plains
(51-500 311-90-53) Period Obligations
06/12/72-09/30/74 FY74: $39,333 TOTAL: $114,333
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
NGR 41-006-001 South Carolina State College 2888 Meyers, V. 1. GSFC/Stonesifer, G. R.
Critical currents in superconducting thin films 39-Env Sci, NEC
Period Obligations (51-680 641-14-01) (51-680 641-14-00)
06/21/73-09/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: $21,175
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Payne, J. E. HQ-PY/Pohly, J. G. 13-Physics NAS 9-13337 South Dakota State University 2895
(10-371 340-00-00) Evapotranspiration & thermal properties of soils related to
temperature
Period Obligations
03/08/73-10/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: $65,421
NAS 8-28660 University of South Carolina 2889 Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer . CASE Category
Study of microwave down-converters operating in KU band Myers, V. I. JSC/Forbes, C. D. 19-Phys Sci, NEC
Period Obligations (72-960 948-63-82)
04/19/72-06/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: $20,498
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Fellers, R. G. MSFC/Lowrey, D. O. 45-Elec Engr NGL 42-003-007 South Dakota State University 2896(62-500 150-00-00) Remote sensing of soils, land forms, and land use in the northern
Great Plains in preparation for ERTS applications
Period Obligations
NAS10-8354 University of South Carolina 2890 07/27/70-06/30/77 FY74: $100,000 TOTAL: $750,000
In-line dynamic contamination monitoring of fluids for space Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
system Myers, V. I. HQ-PY/Vitale, J. A. 39-Env Sci, NEC
Period Obligations (10-371 340-00-00)
06/18/73-12/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: $60,000
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Bonnell, R. D. KSC/Jorolan, A. E. 43-Chem Engr
Neuman, L. HQ-DD/Boggs, W. H.
(76-980 909-64-13) TENNESSEE
NGL 41-002-003 University of South Carolina 2891 NGR 43-021-002 Fisk University 2897
Infrared spectra of molecules & materials of astrophysical Optical effect of contamination of infrared windows by materials
interest in outer space
Period Obligations Period Obligations
05/10/65-05/31/74 FY74: $25,920 TOTAL: $196,601 11/01/73-01/01/76 FY74: $22,754 TOTAL: $22,754
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Prin. Invest, NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Durig, J. R. HQ-SL/Fellows, R. F. 31-Atmos Sci . Silberman, E. MSFC/Moore, W. W. 13-Physics
HQ-SL/Brunk, W. E. MSFC/Kent, M. I.(10-840 185-47-85) (10-840 185-47-84) (62-371 340-00-00)
NGR 41-002-034 University of South Carolina 2892 NSG 8007 Fisk University 2898
Synthesis and characterization of polyamino acids prepared under Properties and scattering amplitudes at very high frequencies
prebiotic atmospheres from prebiotic proportions of amino acids Period Obligations
Period Obligations 06/03/74-06/02/75 FY74: $24,516 TOTAL: $24,516
05/15/72-08/31/74 FY74: $19,622 TOTAL: $50,770 Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Prin. Invest. NASA -Tech. Officer CASE Category Mickens, R. E. MSFC/Parnell, T. A. 13-Physics
Rohlfing, D. L. HQ-SL/Young, R. S. 12-Chemistry MSFC/Kent, M. I.
(10-840 192-55-61) (62-371 340-00-00)
140
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
TENNESSEE (Continued) 
NAS 9-13878 Memphis State Unirersity 2899 
Digital voice processor 
P ~ d d  od/yaronr 
06/01/74-05/31/75 FY74: $64,700 TOTAL: $64,700 
Plin Innrt. NASA Ted.  O/fi<e? CASE Col<gory 
Moms, C. F. JSCjShack. P. E. 45-Elcc Engr 
(72-920 986-1560) 
NCR 4FW8a07 Memphis State University 2 900 
Disturbing effects of aircraft noise 
P I M  0 t i ~ l ; m r  
09/10/73-03/09/14 FY74: $14.282 TOTAL: $14,282 
Pnn I n r s r  NASA Tech O@r CASE Cc,aory 
Fletcher, 1. L. LARC/Gunn, W. J.  69-Psych, NEC 
(23-704 501-09-02) 
NGR 4)-008-008 Memphls State ~oirersi ly 2901 
Annoyance factors in aircraft sound 
Penal Obli~#,iN. 
091 10173-09/10/74 FY74: $26,941 TOTAL: $26,941 
. . 
P h .  b*r>r NASA Tech. Wfiirrr CASE Cmtwry 
Fletcher, 1. L. LARC/Gunn, W. I. 69-Psych, NEC 
LARC/Edgc, P. M., Ir. 
(23-7M 501-0962) 
NGR 45003415 Tennessee Terhnalogical University 2906 
investigation of open-loop amplification of Reynolds number 
dcpcndcnt proces%s 
P l k d  o u i p r i m  
09/16/71-01/01/75 FY74: $18,000 TOTAL: S62.750 
Pdn. In%?rl. N A M  Tech Ofl!ce, CASE C#IIBBY 
Purdy, K. R. LERC/Priem, R. J. 42-Astro Engr 
(22-710 113-31-16) (22-710 113-31-08) (22-704 502-04-25) 
NAS 521726 University 01 Tennessee - Kmxville 2907 
ERTSA multidisciplinary applicatkons 
Dbliprb", 
M/20/72-02/23/74 FY74: $3.312 TOTAL: $52.312 
Pnn I",.",. NASA Ted. Ofice, CASE Ca l rpy  
Rehder, I .  B. GSFCfBroderick. J. C. ' 31-Atmos Sci 
(5l-680 641-1442) 
NAS 5-21873 University of Tennessee - Knoxville 29(ls 
Use of ERTS-A imagery t o  detect plant disease, nutrient 
deficiencies, soil t y p s  and moisture 
NCR 41614002 Tenme- State University 2902 NAS 5-21875 University of Tennessre - Knoxville 2909 
Research program in sorption dynamics ERTSA study of imagery interprsiation techniques in the 
P ~ n d  Wltmtionr Tennessee Valley 
l0/01/73-10/01/74 FY74: $23.000 TOTAL: S25.000 priul ourxnzrunr 
Pmn. R r s t .  NASA T M .  Of lk r  CASE Cale8ory 09/2.5/72-W/O2/74 FY74: TOTAL: $39,620 
Busby. M. R. LERC/Cassidy, I. F. 13-Physics p h .  l a w .  NASA Tech qfiirrr CASE catetory 
(22-371 340-OaM)) Bodenheimcr, R. E. GSFCjBroderiek. 1.C. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
Green. W. L. 
NCR 43-014003 T e n n e m  State University 2903 
Effect of friction variables on the strain hardening of nickel, 
iron and dnc during sliding contact 
P e w  Oblrarall~I 
12/17/73-12/16/74 FY74: $33.501 TOTAL: $33,501 
Pnn hwsz #AS4 T r b  Of le r  CASE C.(nory 
Sutherland, C. W. LERCIBuckley, D.H. 47-Materials Engr 
wen J 1 
NSG 8012 Tennerreo State University 29W 
Applicalions of acoustic emission to space flight hardware 
Perid oMnz,;ow 
06/03/74-06/02/75 FY74: $31,994 TOTAL: $31,994 
Pnn hmrt .  NASA. Ted. Olfililili CASE Corrroy 
Houghton. J.  R. MSFC/Holder. R. C. 46-Mech Engr 
MSFC/Kent, M. I. 
(62-371 34MQ-W) 
NAS 521982 Uni"ersity of Tennessee - Knoxville 2910 
Study of ecological applications of ERTSA imagery 
PIrial ouig..,ion, 
09/29/72-03/01/74 FY74: TOTAL: $37,OW 
PHn. Inrxc. #AS1 Terh. Wfmr CASE CaIetory 
De Selm, H. R. GSFC/Ensor. G. J. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
(51-680 641-1407) 
NAS 627296 University of Tern- - Kmville 2911 
Vibration effects an  strapdawn navigation accuracy 
P c " ~  OUiaiath", 
M/l6/7l68/31/74 FY74: $48.581 TOTAL: $154,308 
Pr*. rmrrt, NASA Tech OJfi-r CASE C#,W'Y 
Hung, J .  C. MSFCjParker, J. R. 4ZAstro Engr 
Blaiock, T. V. MSFC/Berry. E. H. 
Kennedy. E. J. 
(62-830 180-17-53) (62-980 909-55-10) (62-980 975-90.95) 
NCR 03-WU)IZ Tenoesue Tcehnological University 2905 NAS 8-29271 Uoirersity of Tenw- - Knoxville 2912 
Investigation of difficulties associated with the use of lead telluride Application of image enhancement techniques to remole rnanipula- 
8 other ll-VI compounds lor thin film thermistors tor o p e r a t i ~ s  
P . M  Oblipriom Period ou;..rim, 
02/02/70-12/31/74 FY74: $55.000 TOTAL: S230.012 01/08/73-10/01/75 FY74: TOTAL: $27.320 
P h ,  b n 8 r .  NASA Tech 0fl;-r CASE Caleory Pnn. l n w r  NASA Ted.  0lficr.r CASE Cotegoy 
MeLennan, W .  D. LARC/Hardcsty, C. A. 13-Physics Gonzalez, R. C. MSFC/Borelli. M. T. 45-Elec Engr 
LARC/Crouch, R. K. Thompson. D. D. MSFC/Thornlon. W. G. 
(23-680 607-06-00) (23-600 607-00-00) (62-970 970-63-20) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
TENNESSEE (Continued) 
NAS 8-29584 University of Tennesve - Knoxville 2913 
study of wind profiles over nonuniform surlace relative to ground 
dcsign of aircraft & space vehicles 
P ~ n d  OM@.r#lonr 
02/02/7346/30/75 FY74: $74.382 TOTAL: S144.385 
P%. lnmr.  NASA T h .  Ofllmr CASE Cmtrtory 
Frost, W. ~SFC/F ich t l ,  G.  H. 46-Mech Engr 
MSFC/Alerander, M.  
(62-704 501-08-10) 
NAS 8-Z9b3l Unirersity of T e n n e w  - Knoxville 2914 
Telcoperator equations of motion 
Pvrd  oM*t;m, 
05/07/73-09/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: $29,861 
Prin hrcr l .  #ASA r h .  Ofliar CASE Cotrsory 
Hung, J. C. MSFC/Ellrworlh, D. I. 46Mech Engr 
(62-970 970-63-20) 
NAS 8-30256 University 01 Tennessee - Kmxville 2915 
optimization of propellant usage far space tug vehicle 
P*"d Obl@m,irn> 
011/15/73-06/15/74 FY74: $49,742 TOTAL: $49,742 
~ n n .  b t ~ x r .  NASA r c h .  ojficer CASE catrmry 
Liu, T. C. MSFC/Thompson, Z. 45-El- Engr 
MSFC/Brown. H. 
(62-980 909-55-05) 
NAS 8-30878 University ol Tennessee - Kmxville 2916 
Adaptive statistical pattern classifiers for remotely s e n d  data 
Pen& OM*,iu", 
06/26/74-06/26/75 FY74: $22,961 TOTAL: $22,961 
, , , , 
P* lnrr r .  #".%A Tch. O.O+r CASE Cd- 
MSFC/ Unavailable 39-Env Sfi, NEC 
(62-680 177-52-73) 
NAS a30879 University of Tennessee - Knox~ille 2917 
Study of current and proposed input preparation methods and 
hardware lor third eeneration computers 
" 
PeMd m;zo,;mOns 
06128174-12/28/74 FY74: $19,982 TOTAL: $19,982 
P*. 6 r r s r  NASA Tnh. Oljlc#r CASE Cn#exory 
Sherman, G. R.  MSFC/Fortenberry. W. H. 
21-Mathematics 
MSFCIKearney, I. D. 
(62-950 95 1-WOO) 
NCL 43601606 Unirersily of Tennew. - Kmxville 2918 
Spectroscopic studies of life shape of atmospheric gases 8r of 
absorption bands ol inorganic solids 
. f i n d  OM<p,lbnr 
01/07/64-W/30/76 FY74: $75,000 TOTAL: $1,093,628 
Pt in  Irwr,. NASA Tcch Ofl,-r CASE Colqor)' 
Gailar, N. M .  HQ-SL/Feliows. R. F. 31-ALmos Sci 
HQ-SL/Brunk, W. E. 
(10-840 185-47-83) 
NCL 43401-140 Unirrrsily of Tennerree - Kmxvillr 2919 
Experimental investigations of opaque minerals and cooling history 
of lunar rocks 
P < M d  O M I ~ I I M .  
G9/01/73-01/31/17 FY74: $129,280 TOTAL: $129,280 
Prim lnrrr# NASA Tech Ojjjer CASE Carcpr? 
Taylor, L. A. JSC/Harris. J. W. I l-Astronomy 
(72-810 388-10-02) (72-910 91440-00) 
NGR 43401-102 University of Tennessee - Knoxville 2920 
Study 01 unsteady tranmnic flow analysis lor low aspect ratio. 
pointed wings 
Prnd mirmtC.m, 
03/16/71-12/15/73 FY74: TOTAL: $49,255 
Prim Inurxl. NASI Tech. OflfMr CASE C # K p v  
Wu, J. M. LARC/Bland, S. R. 41-Aero Engr 
(23-7M MI-Z-M) 
NGR 43401-115 University of Tennesse - Kaoxrille 2921 
Development 01 remote sensing techniques for management of 
earth resources 
~~~~ 
P l M  Obl;lr,ana 
12120/71-01/01/13 FY74: TOTAL: $25,087 
-- ,~ , ~, , 
Pnn. hnlc. NASA l i r h  Ofllc~r CASE Cefwry 
Shahmkh. F. MSFC/Messer. C. W. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
NGR 43601.116 Uni~crsity of Tennrssff - Knoxville 2922 
Analvsis of NASA manaeement tcchniaues 
~~~ > " 
Perid mip,lon, 
02/14/72.07/31174 FY74: $25.685 TOTAL: $55.325 ~- , .  , , . 
Pdn. Inr>,. NASA Trrh. Ojfimr CASE CaZeory 
James, L. B. HQPYIMorris. I. D. 99-Multi-Diseip 
(10-371 34060-00) 
NCR 43401-117 Uairersity of Tennessee - Knoxville 2923 
Cybernetic integration of the man-machine interface in concepl- 
verification-testing 
Period Obllp,i.ns 
02/16/7267/20/72 FY74: TOTAL: S10.091 
Pd". In=*. NASA Ted.  Oflkrr CASE Cn!#pry 
Hclvey, T. C. MSFC/Allen. R. E. 99-Multi-Discip 
MSFC/Dannenberg, K. K. 
(62-920 982-52-00) (62-920 976-30-00) 
NCR 45001-124 University of Tennes~e  - Knoxville 292d 
Studies of sonic booms generated by high supersonic and 
hypersonic transpons 
PI& oai@rara-.. 
12/01/72-11/01/13 FY74: TOTAL: S20.738 
Prin 1nn.r. NASA Ted.  O m  CASE C # l w r y  
Chaudhuri. S. N. LARC/Fettcrman. D. E. 41-Aero Engr 
(23-702 76066-01) 
NCR 43-001-I27 University of T e n n e w  - Kwxrille 2925 
Molaular seals for space flight application 
Pr"d OM@olionl 
03/07/73-08/31/14 FY74: TOTAL: 110,623 
Pdn. l n n l l .  NASA 7 t h .  Ofler CASE ColrgM 
Minisan, M. W. LERCIHady. W. F. 42-Astra Engr 
(22-704 502-3 1-5 1)  
NCR 43-001-134 University a l  Tennessee - Knoxville 297.6 
Research on fan noise caused by fluctuating lift, inlet turbulence. 
and distortion 
P."d OMfg#,lonl 
06/27/73-08/31/16 FY74: TOTAL: S47.OM) 
Pnn. hrclr  NASA Tcrh. Ojfimr CASE C o f c W  
Lunsdainc. E. LERC/Diltmar. J. H. 41-Acm Engr 
LERC/Saule, A. V. 
(22-704 501-15-83) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
TENNESSEE (Continued) 
NCR 43-001-135 Univedly al  T e n m w  - Kmxville 2927 
Research in aeroacousties field of acraamustics 
h n d  Oufmwnr 
06/08/73-08/31/76 FY74: TOTAL: $48,840 
Ptin Inr~r  NASA T d .  0fl.r CASE Cmgory 
Maus. J. R. LERC/Dorsch. R. G. 41-Aero Engr 
(22-704 501-15-83) 
NGR 43-001-144 University of Tenne- - Kmxville 2928 
ltcrative solution of the problem of orbit sslimalion using 
Chcbyshev series 
OU@,h", 
FY74: $24.028 TOTAL: $24,028 
NASA T d .  Off i r  CASE Co#nory 
GSFC/Veler. C. E. 21-Mathematics 
GSFC/Fuchs. A. I. 
NSG 1054 Uniredly al  Tenm- - Knoxrillc 2929 
Investigation of Kline-Fogelman airfoil scctian for rotor blade 
applications (aerodynamic characteristics, blade-*all and nultcr) 
re,,,,, ou@,lm* 
05/Ol/74d6/M/75 FY74: $31,510 TOTAL: $31,510 
Prim Inrst. NASA 7 4 .  Ofjccr CASE Cargory 
Lumsdaine, E. LARC/Hammond. C. E. 41-Aero Engr 
Johnson, W. S. 
(23-704 502-3242) 
NSG 1062 Udrersity of T e n n e w  - Kmxville 29M 
Heat transfer tnvolvtng gaps exposed la turbulent boundary 
layers 
P < M  
06/15/7449/14/74 
Pn* b r s l  
Hodgson, 1. W. 
(23-742 11747-03) 
Ob(rn,lO". 
~ ~ 7 4 :  ~ 3 , j o z  
NASA Tech Oflice, 
LARC/Hunt. L. R. 




NSG 5002 University of Tennr- - Knoxrillc 293 1 
Architeclure and data processing alternatives for the TSE 
computer 
renal oblrrz- 
05/OL/7444/M/75 FY74: $55,884 TOTAL: $55,884 
Pdn Inrs, NASA Ted Of/#cv CASE Cmqory 
Bodsnhcimer, R. E. GSFC/Schaelsr, D. H. 21-Mathemal~cs 
(5 1-704 542-23-32) 
NSG 7049 Unirersily of T e n n e w  - Knoxville 2932 
Line identification and lifetime measurements in the XUV and 
soft X-ray regions 
P e M  Obluutinl 
05/01/74-W/30/75 FY74: $37,251 TOTAL: $37.251 
. . . . 
Pn*. Inrxr. NASA T 4 .  Oflfcw CASE Calqory 
Sellin, I. A. HPSG/Weldon, J. M. I l-Astronomy 
HQSG/Jordan, S. D. 
(IC-850 188-38-53) 
NAS 9-13617 University of Tenn- - Memphis 2933 
Toxicity of pyrolysis products of spacecraft materials 
renod Ou,g.#ionr 
08/01/73-I 1/M/74 FW4: $69,970 TOTAL: $69,970 
Pen. lnrr t .  NASA Ted. Gfjccr CASE C#fqory 
Autian, J. JSC/Kaplan, H. 53-Other Medical 
(72-970 97051-25) 
NAS 8-2- Vanderbilt ~ni 'v/&it~ 2934 
Study of the relationship between thermal expansion of mi: 
crocircuit components and reliability 
Petid Obligartm~ 
05/21/73-07/30/74 FY74: $238 TOTAL: $1 1,058 
P n  lnwxr. NASA rrh. Oflmr CASE Carcgory 
Kinser, D. L. MSFC/Allen. R. Y. 47-Malerials Engr 
MSFC/Caruso, S. V. 
(62-704 502-23-51) 
NAS 850656 Vrnderbilt URi~wnity 2935 
Study 01 diffusion coefficients of g l a s s  under zero-g 
P"". I~ws,.  
Kinser, D. L. 
Ouii,i.n, 
FY74: $11,025 TOTAL: $ll,025 
NASA Ted. OIrwc? CASE Colczory 
MSFC/Nichols, R.L. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
MSFC/Schuerer. P. H. 
NAS 6-30883 Vaoderbiit University 2936 
Discrete component banding and thick-film materials study 
P d C d  obl<w,i.n, 
06/26/74-06/26/75 FY74: $14,954 TOTAL: $14.954 
Pdn. lnrsr NASI Teh.  Ofltcrrr CASE C#lqory 
Unavailable MSFC/Unavailablq 47-MaQrials Engr 
(62-750 115-25-02) 
NAS 9-12889 Vanderbilt Unirersity 2937 
SkLlab experiment M093 
PC"& OU@~,hnr 
06/09/72-01/31/75 FY74: $49,800 TOTAL: $124,745 
A l n .  lnnll. NASA 7 d .  Officrr CASE Catcgury 
Smith, R. F. JSCjHoffler. G .  W. 59-Life Sci, NEC 
(72-960 948-60-90) (72-960 961-5000) 
NGR 43-002-031 Vmderbilt University 2938 
Investigation of high energy radiation from a plasma focus 
PI I ld  obl~~#tlrn' 
01/23/69-08/31/74 FY74: $51,290 TOTAL: $284,120 
PM. Inml. NASA T d .  Ofjccr CASE Catqoy 
Lee. J. H. LARC/Hohl, F. 13-Physics 
(23-704 502-1061) (23-720 112-C000) 
TEXAS 
NAS 9-13089 Aurtin State University 2939 
Produw and evaluate a 1971 land inventory in the Houston area 
test sits 
PI"& owiB.r,onr 
06/29/72-12/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: $90,aX) 
. . . . 
Pnn. Nlbwt. NASA Ted.  CASE Orcsory 
Bakcr, R. D. JSC/Dornbach, J. E. 72-Economics 
(72-680 160-75-13) 
NAS 9-7280 Baylor Unirtrsity - Medical College 2940 
Cell life span 
P~riod OUi#1,i0", 
06/26/67-12/31/74 FY74: $45.022 TOTAL: $316,569 
Prim h ~ z z .  NASA Ted. Oflccr CASE C#zqary 
Johnson, P. C. J?2/Alerander. W. C. 52-Clinical Med 
(72-960 948-W91) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
TEXAS (Continued) 
NAS 9-8109 b y l w  Ulrirerrity - M d i  Cdlege a 4 1  
Evaluation of materials lor space flight apparel 
Rrlod m a r  
06/10/68-12/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: $7227 1 
PM. I-. NAS* Tnd. OUim CASE cmpw 
Dun-. W. C. ISC/Kaplan, H. 59-Life Sci. NEC 
(72-910 914-5000) 
NAS 9-10537 bylolor Uoiversity - MKi Calkge 2942 
Study of human adrenal mnuol mshanlsms 
Rrlod w$niar 
04/23/70-07/31/75 FY74: 122,000 TOTAL: 1144,590 
Plin firs!. NASA Tnd q l i - r  CASE C- 
Camp&ll. 6. 0. ISC/Lcach, C. S. 52-Clinical Mcd 
(72-970 970-51-16) 
NAS 9-llM1 by lo r  Uoivcmity - Mcl*.l College 294.3 
Radiaiwlopk study 
r& mw1a. 
06/30/7&12/3l/74 FY74: TOTAL: S85.000 
~ r i n  l n m .  NASA Tch. Or-, CASE Wew 
Johnson. P. C. JSC/Leach, C. S. 59-Life Sci, NEC 
(72-960 948-WW) (72-960 940-6000) (12-910 914-5000) 
NAS 9 -mur  BS*. uniremity - ~edial C ~ I P ~ C  2941 
Skylab gastrointestinal analysis 
P * d  mbm 
05/22/72-06/30/75 FY74: S55.m TOTAL: $1 18,000 
. . 
CIU tn.,,, *AS* rrr* ooh  st: (blaors 
Nichols. B. L. JSC/Smith, M. C., Jr. 53-Othcr M d d  
(72-970 97lh51-14) (72.960 94X-*YO) 
NAS 9-131s Bnylor Un"errity - M d i  College 2945 
Cellular responx 
P e d  OtJbh 
08/25/72-07/31/74 FY74: $120,000 TOTAL: 1224,500 
NAS 9-13452 Baylor University - MDdiesl College 2946 
Neumphysiologieal research relating perfarmanee to stress 
P m a l  m*,* 
05/24/73-05/31/75 FY74: S40.m TOTAL: $105,000 
P l i n  ln-a. NASA Teh. OUi-r CASE Gxpv 
Roessler, R. JSC/Shumav, W. H. 53-Other Medical 
(72-970 970-51-1 I) 
NAS 9-1-37 by lo r  Uaivnsity - Medial College 2947 
Analysh of body calcium 
P e d  
02/01/7cM2/01/75 FY74: S95,MO TOTAL: $95,000 
Prin I n r u .  NASA Tnd. Or?-r CASE mew 
lohnm, P. C. JSC/Smjth, M. C. J r  53-Other Medical 
(72-970 970-51-14) 
NCR 44003053 by lo r  UaireRily - Medical Co11ege 2948 
Ion distribution b muxlc and electron probe microanalysis 
R d  
03/07/72-09/01/74 
P*. ,"-st. 
Nichols, B. L. 
Harlcwood. C. F. 
(72-970 970-51-15) 
-ti-%. 
FY74: TOTAL: 175,000 
NASA Tmh. o m r  CASE m p ' ~  
JSC/Kimzey. S. I. 52-Clinical Mcd 
NCR W 3 . 0 5 7  Eaybr Unhrrrity - M&mICa@ l949 
New vision Vfhniques lor u x  in spa- 
Puiad mmJm 
Ol/L9/72-12/31/74 FY74: $41.730 TOTAL: S1%,7M 
PM. l n ~ s ! .  NASA Tmh. Oakn CASE - 
Decker. T. A. ARC/Haincs, R. F. 53-Other Medical 
ARC/Huff. E. M. 
(21-sm 97~24-04) (21-970 97~21-11) 
NGR W t 4 U  sbbop 2950 
Relationship of tissue gmsrth stimulant to stress mctions in 
sP= 
P& otJimb.3 
09/01/7368/30/75 FY74: 129.850 TOTAL: $29.850 
Plfn I n a .  NASA T d .  W 7 r  CASE wm, 
Kutsky. R. J. ARC/Dancllis, J. V. 5 1-Biology 
ARC/Holton. E. M. 
(10-371 y1ooom) 
NCR 4405001 Hudi. - Slnoou U.irenity MI 
Qudy 01 psychophiloc organkrmr irolaed lrom manulanurc and 
awmbly arcas 01 bpaanalt to be wcd in lhc Viking missmns 
P d  
08/21/72-12/31/74 
P"". l " d .  
Foster, T. L. 
m* 
FY74: 560,mO TOTAL: $03.600 
NASA Tn* 4- CASE C1twv 
H()-SL/Hall, L. B. 51-Biology 
HQSL/Gallagher, S. G. 
NCR 44W1601 Hnruom b p t t t  Call- 2952 
Research in s(sllar vltnviokt IpsRmssopy 
P d  mk,u 
05/20/70-12/31/75 FY74: 518,535 TOTAL: 1117,335 
PCrn krrr NASA 1 4 .  ofim CASE - 
ModisetIe. J. L. ISC/Whitc, D. R. I I-Astronomy 
(72-850 38841-64) (72-850 1818l-5l51) 
NGR 4Q(L81d05 Hamton kptist College 2953 
Analysis of Gpernicus OAO dala 
P I d  m@rio., 
01/21/14-OL/21/75 FY74: 11,400 TOTAL: 1l.m 
I*. Ed. NAS1 Ted. m r  CASE G I ~ ' I  
Modisette, I. I,. JSC/Kondo. Y. I I-Aslmnomy 
(72-850 83143.03) 
NSG 9007 Hnrsma BqM Call- 2954 
Feasibility study far measurement of trace atmospheric constit- 
uents by high m l u t i o n  infrared spcaroseopy 
P<"d o+"b,' 
0/01/7612/31/75 FY74: SI5,WO TOTAL: SI5.000 
P&. In-U NASA Tmh. qlim CASE (il- 
Modixttc, J. L. JSC/Pottcr, A. E. 13-Physia 
(72-920 989-1000) 
NGR 44687603 Psn A m r i a .  UniveRity 2955 
Experimental test of plant canopy reflectance models on cotton 
PLrW --- 
09/01/73-08/31/74 FY74: 127,393 TOTAL: $27,393 
P*. l n l u  WXSA T d .  4]im CASE -q 
L Master. E. W. H(tPY/Pohly, J. G.  39-Env Sfi. NEC 
JSC/Potter, A. E. 
(10-371 W) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
TEXAS (~ootioued) 
NGR 14and02 Pan Arne- UniversiQ 29% 
Diffuse rcflsev,ncs spectra of frosts wrurnng on astmnom*cal 
ab js t s  
R.lod Owan- 
01/01/74-12/31/74 FY74: $24918 TOTAL. $24918 
P* 10- NASA T d i .  4W11 CASE -wy 
GI-, F. M. IPL/Huntrsss. W. T. 32Gmlogjcal Si 
(56-371 W) 
NGL 44033-017 P n i e  Viiw A&M Umivcrsity 2957 
Analpi~al  c rpMions  of radar moss-section of targets and 
modeling of spa= shuttle candidate t a w t s  
P d  o.w.em3.w 
OP/Ol/73-l 1130174 FY74: $19,500 TOTAL: ~19.500 
Prm lnru WAS4 T d i  Om?" CASE m- 
Sohel, M. S JSCJRozag P. 49-Engr, NEC 
(72-371 3404MO) 
NGR 44432-014 Prairie Viir A&M University. 29% 
Hydrothermal crystal gramhr 
P < M  O d l w m  
05/01/72-08/31/74 FY74: S21.053 TOTAL: 141.053 
P h .  l n a .  NASA T d  Ofiirrr CASE Cm- 
Stubblsfkld, C. T. HPPY/Pohly, 1. G. 43-Chem Engr 
(10371 3404MO) 
NCR 4443f016 Pnirie View A&M University 2959 
Reliability analysis of redundant structural systems 
. - E d  Od lea tm 
05/01/72-08/31/73 FY74: TOTAL: $16,700 
PrC Inn% NASA m d  We, CASE GIepry 
Ych, H. Y. HPPYjPohly, J. ti. 4t-Mech Engr 
JSC/Lcwallen, J. M. 
(14371 W) 
NSC 9006 Pldrie View APM Umivemity 2960 
Mcarurcmcnlof  growlh morphological and bi-directional 
%altering parameters of wheat 
w W@<bm* 
06/01/7445/31/75 FY74: $33,019 TOTAL: S33.019 
'm. l l e r l .  NASA T h .  Of f? ,  CASE Corw? 
Sohel, M. S. JSC/Pottcr. A. E. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
Brams, E. 
(72-371 -00) 
NAS 2-6614 Rice University 2961 
Study mstabolisb and energetics of plants in hypogravity 
PC"& (MI&.-lh 
09/02/71-08/31/74 FY74: $33,000 TOTAL: $76,359 
P*. lmru. NASA T d i .  O m  CASE Carwev 
Ward. C. H.  ARC/Taketa, S. T. 39-Enu Sci, NEC 
(21-970 97024-01) (21-970 97021-61) 
NAS 5-9317 Rice Unkcnity 2962 
Redudon and analysis of dala from OG@C&D ion chamber 
experiment 
P e d  Wwrms 
03/2.3/66-12/01/78 FY74: TOTAL: $201.552 
. . .  
P*. Inwsz. NASA T d .  0,fim CASE C m w ,  
Andemo, H. R. GSFC/Mcesc. K. J. 3ZGeological Sci 
' (51-850 8416000) 
NAS 5-2333 Rice Urive* 2963 
Theoretical predictions and data analysis' 
Pldd O M N  
02/M/74-l1/30/74 FY74: 14.200 TOTAL: 14,4,200 
P a  l n r U  NASA T o b  OJtmr U S E  W- 
Cloutier, P. A. GSFC/Taylor, H. A,, Jr. 13-Physics 
M a e l ,  F. C. 
(51-840 l a m - 6 3 )  
NAS &1@7 Rice Uoirenity r)64 
Studies of the ApoUo I5 and I 6  orbital X-ray aligned currents , 
and auroral partide fluxes 
f i d  owmm 
07/23/69JX/30/75 FY74: SZLI.940 TOTAL: $I,M9.809 
P*. lars!. NASA TnC O j J I  CASE 6- 
F-man. J.  W. ' WFC/Gray. J. W. I I-Astronomy 
Anderson, H. R. WFCjWcst, W. W. 
(53-850 8 7 % l W )  
NAS P5911 Rice UDiversIty 2965 
Suprathermal ion detector experiment for ALSEP 
P<na( oblrbnr 
M/28/W1/31/75 FY74: $232.953 TOTAL: 15,206953 
PNI Inru~. NASA T d .  O f f i r  CASE &- 
Freeman, J. W. JSC/Eichclman, W. F. 13-Phyiics 
(72alO 383-2563) (72-910 9 I-) 
NAS 9-10428 Rice University 2966 
Seientiri support of Apollo infrared warming radiometer 
ndd mi~~ciow 
02/26/70 1213 1/74 FY74: $87,691 TOTALt S302.691 
Ptin. la& NASA TN* DBim . U S E  G- 
LOW, F. J. JSC!Eichelman, W. F. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
(72-9 10 9 14-4940) 
NAS 9-11827 , Rice University 2%7 
Adsorption bed models u x d  iin simulation of atmospheric control 
systems 
P M  In-. NASA T d  OVlnr CASE C-TOT 
Davis. S. H. JSC/Kissinger, L. D. 43-Chem Engr 
(72-970 97052.21) 
NAS 9-12776 Rice University 7366 
Applied mathematics in clarsilication analysis 
M o d  Obleaol .  . 
05/26/7265/31/75 FY74: 149.M TOTAL'S228.420 
Pnb. b r s t .  NASA T d .  O f f i r  CASE C o t q o ~  
Lynn. M. S. JSCjBaksr, K. 21-Mathematics 
(72-680 17742-81) (72-680 16&75-98) 
NAS 9-12912 Rice University 
Germ frcc plant study r%s ' 
firid (MI, 
06/19/72-M/3 1/75 FY74: TOTAL: SM.000 
P N I  Insrst~ NAS* r&. Wrmr CASE C a I w m  
Ward. C. H. JSC/Schcld. H. W. 51-Biology 
JSC/Woolcy, 8. C. 
(72-910 9 1 6 5 W )  
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
TEXAS (Continued) 
NGL 44606601 Rice University 2970 NSG 1017 Rim University 2977 
~cscarch  on physics ,of solid materials including study of basic Molecular beam experiments for space shuttle 
laws governing bchavior of solids at high temperatuns p d d  o~lrprprp~z 
P e t i d  obiprionr 03/18/7412/17/74 FY74: $22.706 TOTAL: $22,706 
05/01/7246/30/77 FY74: 6200,WO TOTAL: $1,350,000 ~ n n .  hwxl. NASA T&. ofliiii CISE C m q ~  
~ n n .  ln*",. NASA r d .  ofliiii CASE aregory Stcbbings, R. F. LARC/OuUaw, R. A. 13-Phyria 
Rorschach, H. E. LERC/Lad, R. A. 13-Physics LARC/Melfi, L. T.. Jr. 
(22-704 502-01-04) (22-740 114-03-02) (22-740 129-W-00) (23-980 975-72-48) 
NSG 7015 Rice University 2978 
NGL 44006012 Rice Uairersity 297 1 Nuclear gamma-ray astronomy prospec@ for HEAO-8 
Laboratory development of solar wtnd heavy.~on mass spectromc- p ~ n d  ouwt i in r  
ter 04/01/7443/31/75 FY74. SZO.000 TOTAL: SM.MO 
. . 
P c t i d  O b l @ ~ t o " s  P"". NASA Trch Oflter CASE Category 
06/27/@-W/30/76 FY74: $43.WO TOTAL: $1.142.736 Clayton. D. D. HQ-SG/Opp. A. G .  Il-Astronomy 
~nm. 1nw.r. NASA Ted q/i/i/ir c1x  caw^ HOSG/Roman, N. G. 
Stebbings, R. F. HQ-Xi/Kavanagh. L. D., Jr. 13-Physics (10-850 188-46-51) 
HQ-SG/Schmerling. E. R. 
(10-850 188-36-55) 
NSG 7025 Rice Universit)i 2V79 
Investigation 01 lunar, terminator and nightside panicle fluxes 
and surface interactions 
NGI. 44-006-127 Rice University 2972 p e t i d  oblizo~frn~ 
Lunar fines, their origin, evolulion, and interaction with solar 03/01 /7462/28/75 FY74: $53.926 TOTAL: $53,926 
, . , .  , 
wind and msmic rays m. ~ncejr NASA 7% w !  CASE COIW 
petid migotlons Rcasaner, D. L. HQ-SM/Hanley. 1. B. 31-Atmos Sci 
02/16/7l-01/31/77 FY74: $54.280 TOTAL: $350,920 HQ-SM/Robcrson, F. I. 
Pnn. lnnrr. NASA TNh. O f f i r  Lj(SE Ca#qry  (lCXl0 383-2003) 
Hsymann, D. ISC/Harris. J. W. 32Gwlogical Sci 
(72-810 388-10.02) 
NSC 7012 R i a  Univemitv 2980 
NGR 44-006-137 Rice University 2973 
Analysis of data on the magnetotail and solar wind 
P < " d  meonfims 
12/29/70-07/31/14 FY74: TOTAL: 3120,084 
?tin Inwe. NASA Terh. Oflccrr CASE C s l w r y  
Desslcr, A. J. HQ-SG/Kavanagh, L. D.. JT. 13-Physics 
(10-850 385-36-00) 
NGR 46006-142 Rice University 2974 
Lunar sample analysis 
PI"& ourg.,ion. 
05/26/71-01/31/75 FY74: $35,330 TOTAL: $ll8,&8 
Pnn hrrrf. NASA Rrh. Off<ccr CASE Cmteorr 
Powell, B. N. ISC/Harris, 1. W. 32Gwlogieal Sci 
(72-810 388-10-01) 
NGR 44-006-156 Rice University 2975 
Photoionization of atoms in metastable states 
P e t i d  obli~a,,a". 
06/21/72-06/30/75 FY74: $50,000 TOTAL: $106.749 
Ptin Inn,). NASA Ted .  Ofl$cer CASE Cal fpry 
Stebbings. R. F. JSC/Hudaon. R. D. 13-Physics 
(72-840 18547.32) 
NGR 4MW169  Ricc University 2976 
Development of ultraviolet lasers 
P e t i d  OMiddrion 
00/00/MM1/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: $25,000 
Ptin lnwrr. NASA Ted.  Officer CASE Col?gorr 
Walter% G. K .  JSC/Hudron. R. D. 13-Physics 
(72-840 185-47-32) 
~ ~ - - ~~~~~ ~ 
Apallo data synthesis: Lunar atmosphere and ionosphere 
period OtJ~~ , ion l  
M/01/7403/31/75 FY74: $19,861 TOTAL: SIP.U61 
Pnn. hurrr. NASA Teh. OlMr CASE Cmqory 
Michel, F. C. HQ-SM/Hanley. J. B. 31-Atmas Sci 
Manka, R. H. HQSM/Robsrson, F. I. 
(10-810 383-2043) 
NSG 7043 Rice University 2981 
Research on planetary atmwphexr 
P * M  
03/01/7402/28/77 
Pn" Inns, 
Chamberlain, I .  W. 
(10-840 185-47-81) 
rniZPI* 
FY74: $81,071 TOTAL: S81.071 
NASA Tmb. 0fl;er CASE C a # w r  
HQ-SL/Fcllowr, R. F. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQSL/Brunk. W.  E. 
NGL 44407406 Southern Methdist Univerrity n82 
Multidisciplinary researeh in space-related science and Lschnol- 
ogY 
P e l i d  ou@,la"s 
03/26/65-12/31/73 F Y74: TOTAL: $600,000 
P"". inw,,. WAS" rcrh oflss, CASE C a q o v  
Denton, I .  C. HQ-PYlRedding. E. R. 9-Multi-Dirip 
(10.370 183-WOO) 
NGL 4 4 M 7 - M I  SwmPm Metbod& University 298.7 
Boron arsenide and boron phosphide lor high temperature and 
luminescent deviccs 
P*"d OA<~*,lunr 
04/10/69-0813 1/75 FY74: TOTAL: $1 18,805 
Prrn brrs l .  N I U  7mh. Ofl>er CASE C d w Y  
Chu, T. L. LARC/Breckenridge, R. A. 
47-Materials Engr 
LARC/Roberlson, J. B. 
(13.750 125-WW) (25-750 125.MLW) (23-750 115-2541) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
TEXAS (Continued) 
NGR W - O X 3  Southern Methadid Univerrity 2984 
Efficient estimation of distribution for extreme obYwatlons in 
sample and non-sample cases 
Pe+A OMft.arion, 
03/12/68-12/31/73 FY74: TOTAL: $28,500 
Ptin Inwar NASA T h .  officer CASE Cornor). 
Walsh, J. E. HQ-RW/Wilson. R. H., Jr. 
21-Mathematics 
(10-740 129-W-W) 
NGR 44407-049 Southern Methodist University 2985 
Digital communicntionr far aimaft 
Petid . . ONwrUN 
11/24/70-08/31/75 FY74: S30,OM TOTAL: $88.893 
P.ln Inwsl. NASA T&. O/bbbb CASE Cal%ory 
Gupta. S. C. LARC/Painter, I. H. 45-Elce Engr 
(23-702 768-81-02) 
NSC TW6 Southern Methadis1 Uairermily 2986 
Monttanng of the Dallss/For( Worth rcg~onal amport as a 
model 
P& Obliaiarwnr 
02/01/74-02/28/75 FY74: S12.900 TOTAL: $12,900 
PM !nnlt. N A U  T+ O l f i ~ r  CASE Catwry 
Starling. J. D. ARC/Tsnner. T. A. 41-Acro Engr 
(21-704 5W29-01) (21.704 504-2942) 
NAS 1-12840 Texas A&M University 2987 
Participation in scicne planning for Viking 1975 missions in the 
area of imaging 
Pedd (MI@!am 
01/03/74-03/31/77 FY74: $23,596 TOTAL: $23,596 
Ptin, Inesl.  NASA T d .  OI I ihi  CASE C@Iezory 
Young, A. T. LARC/Williams. T. S. 31-Atmas Sci 
(23-840 815-XbW) 
NAS 1-13342 Texas A&M University 2988 
Stress relaxation characteristics and mechanical properties of 
silicone resin sponge materials for thermal protection system 
P d d  Obl ip l~"?  
06/07/74-01/21/75 FY74: $14.263 TOTAL: $14,263 
P r h  Inns,. N A U  Tmh. Olhhh CASE Ce,esary 
Bcekwith, S. W. LARC/Chapman. A. I. 44-Civil Engngr 
Saylak. D. 
(23-704 502-31-50) 
NAS 27917 Texas A&M University 2989 
Expenmental study of dynamte stall and the effects of tunnel 
wall prorlmlty 
P . M  m j p r b n r  
1 l/O1/73-10/31j74 FY74- $31,252 TOTAL: $31,252 
Prh. bn8r. NAS" T l rh  O/fic<r CASE Corr~ery 
Parker, A. G. ' ARC/McAlistsr, K. W. 41-Aero Engr 
ARC/McCroskcy, W. J. 
(21-702 7W17-00) 
NAS 3-17508 Texas A&M University 2990 
Multislsment analysis of air filter samples 
P<+A ONwtm> 
M/23/73-09/15/75 FY74: $52,500 TOTAL: $52,500 
Plln bwr,. NASA Tech. Ofliii CASE Chewry 
Kuykendahl, W. LERC/King, R. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
(22-702 770-MM) (22-702 770-18-01) 
NAS 511988 Texas A&M University 299 I 
lmplementat~on of dss~gn phase of an automatic system for  
computer program doeurnentallon 
Pen'", obl,gu,rns 
06/06/7366/05/74 FY74. TOTAL SIfO.537 
PM. inrsl. NAU r'h. OJJA?, TASE catwry 
Simmons, D. B. GSFC/Damon. E. P. 21-Mathematics 
(51-500 3 1 W 2 5 )  
NAS 5-21857 Texas A&M University 2992 
ERTSA data uacr investigatibn of monitor vernal idvancement 
and retrogradation (green wave effect) of national vegetation in ' 
Great Plains corridor . . 
, . 
Pr"d oblrgarronr 
09/27/7243/19/75 FY74: 538.575 TOTAL: ~98.791 
Ptim b s e s f .  NASA T i h .  O l f i ~ ?  CASE Coraery 
Rouse, I. W., Jr. GSFC/Stanesifer. G. R. 
39-Env Sci. NEC 
(51-680 MI-14-01) 
NAS 8-26379 Texas A&M University . 2993 
Development of techniques to control dislocations created during 
the fabrication of LSI allays 
P I + A  OM!~,<onl 
08/27/7@08/31/74 FY74: S38.W ,TOTAL: $136,265 
Prim Inus!.  NASA re*. 0nicc.r CASE Cmegory 
Poner. W .  A. MSFC/Holtaday, A. M. 
47-Materials Engr, 
(62-704 502-23-51) (62-950 953-00-03) 
NAS 8-Zb751 Texas Akhl  University , . 2994 
Atmospheric variability, and vertical motions 
Petid ONi@,i""' 
01/15/71-11/15/74 FY74: $39.997 TOTAL: $82.401 
NAS 8-29582 Texas A&M University 1995 
Feasibility of aircrafi platforms to measure building wakes for 
aeronautical safety applications 
P I H U  O b l , ~ ~ , ~ ~  
02/21/73-08/20/74 FY74: TOTAL: 519.988 
Pnn. Inws!. NAS.4 Trrh Officer CASE Calrgnrl 
Brundidge, K. C. MSFCJFichtl, G. H. 3i-Atmos Sci 
(62-704 50148-10) 
NAS 8-29764 Texas A&M University 2996 
, Assessment of atmospheric relationships in support of spa- shuttle 
om ration^ 
P<"d oMIgd,lo"" 
W/L7/73-04/17/75 FY74: $34,991 TOTAL: $34,991 
Pdn. In-$8. NASA Ted. Oflker CASE Colrgov 
Sfoggins. J. R. MSFC/Fichtl, G. H. 31-Atrnos Sci 
,MSFC/Camp. D. W. 
(62-920 986-25-00) 
NAS 8-29851 Texas A&M University 2997 
Gravitational effects on process-induced dislocations in silicon 
PCfld 0M,~~,,on* 
W/O2/73-09/02/74 FY74: $35,798 TOTAL: $35.798 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
T E X A S  (Continued) 
NAS 9-9053 Trxss A&M Unirerrity 2998 NAS 9-13182 Texas A&M University 3005 
Radiation effects on controls, eyes and skin Active microwave technology working group 
P e M  Obl&orim PImd OU,p,,ms 
12/30/68-12/31/74 FY74: $49.656 TOTAL: $489,261 12/0l/7308/31/74 FY74: $99,511 ' TOTAL: S99.511 
P"n. ,nw,#. NASA Tech. Olfmr CASE C@rwrv Ptin, Inwsl. NASA Teh. Ofl,c#r CASE Cnlqory 
Hightowcr. D. JSC/Hoffman. R. A. 51-Biology Rouse, J. W.. Jc. ' lSC/Matthews, R. E. 19-Phys Sci. NEC 
(72.970 970-51-63) (72-910 914-51-00) Bradley, 1. R. 
(72680 177-23-81) 
NAS 9-9285 Texas A&M Unive~ity 2999 
Study of noisc suppression system 
period Obli~rnion* 
03/17/69-07/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: 575,296 
P M  hwrr NASA T p d .  Wfmr CASE Cotw01 
Haden, C. R. JSC/Amdt, G. 0. 45-Elec Engr 
(72-910 914-50-00) (72-910 921-3aM)) 
NAS 9-13894 Texss A&M University 3W6 
Classification techniques evaluation and yield modeling for a large 
crop inventory project 
P c d  OUi@#loa 
01/15/74-05/31/75 FY74: 163.200 TOTAL: $63,21X) 
NAS 9-9766 Texas A&M Unirrnity UWO 
Wind tunnel testing and analysis of advanced shuttle vehicle NAS 9-139W Terms A&M Unirrrsity 3007 
configuration Microwave soil moisture measurement and analysis 
period ONyryrionr hrid w*ano,u 
W/M/69-06/30/74 FY74: $75,358 TOTAL: $473,036 0211 1/74-02/01/75 FYl4: $42.830 TOTAL: 542,830 
Pan. Inusl. W A S r  Tech. OII,II,II, CASE Catrgury Ptin. Inw,,. NASA 7th. GfJler CASE cnnw 
Lowy, S. H. JSC/Moseisy. W. C., Ir. 41-Aera Engr Rouse, J. W., Jr. JSC/Potter, A. E. 39-Env Sci. NEC 
(72-920 986  15-00) (72.920 982-42-00) (72-980 908-0000) (72480 177-51-84) 
NAS 9-13905 Terns A&M Unirerslty 3008 
NAS 9-12434 Texas A&M Unirenily 3001 Experimental wheat fields 
Comprt~sion of rehydratabk vegctsbks & mresls 
?.nod Obliprrm 
01/19/72-10/31/74 FYl4: $25,000 TOTAL: $90.000 
ynn lntr,, n ~ s r  e.+ MII(C. ~1 SE c e t w )  
Rbrnr, E t. JSC~Srnith. M C .  Jr.  59-Llfc Sct. NEC 
(72-970 Y7@52-24) (72-970 970-51-14) (72.910 914-51-00) 
NAS 9-13374 T O X ~  A&M Unive+ty 3002 
Analysis of lunar-trealcd plan's by activation analysis technique 
Period ~ ! I . . ,~ '  
03/09/73-10/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: SIO.000 
Pnn. lnwst. NASA T d .  O W  CASE Cncpry 
Kuykendall, W.E.,Jr. JSC/Walkinshaw, C. H. 51-Biology 
(72-960 961-5160) 
ourp,<m 
FY74: 13.366 TOTAL: $3,366 
NASA Tech, Olner CASE 0,- 
JSC/McPherron, T.M. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
lSC/Pattcr. A. E. 
NAS 9-14197 Texas A&M Unirersity U109 
Remote sensing of w h a t  identification and yield 
Pctiod OUyr,i0", 
06/01/74-05/31/75 FY74: 130.000 TOTAL: $30.000 
I*. lnw&.al, NASA T d .  OJ~PPP CASE CnI99w 
Rouse, J. L. JSC/Pottcr. A. E. 39-Env Sci. NEC 
Tolcr, R. W. JSC!McPherson. T. M. 
(72-680 177-51-83) 
NAS 9-13545 Texas A&M University ~ 0 3  NCL44d01aO1 Texas A&M University MI0 
Operation of agricultural test fields for study of stressed crops Interdisciplinary space orientcd rcscarch in physical, life and 
by remote sensing engineering sciences 
P<dd OM&60"* P ~ r l d  cu,wmlu 
W/O1/73-10/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: $17.000 02/01/6241/31/77 FY74: $125,000 TOTAL: $1,390,564 
Pen. inuaz. NASA Ted. Oflfccr CASE Can#rry Pnn Inwsz. NASA Tech O V i m  CASE Ca<epw 
Tolsr, R. W .  JSCjPotter; A. E. 32Gcological Sci Rouse, J. W., Jr. HQ-PY/Vitalc, J. A. 39-Env Sci. NEC 
(72-680 641-14-07) (10-371 W 0 0 )  (10-370 183-0000) 
NGR 4 4 W l 4 8 l  Texas A&M University MI1 
NAS 9-13647 Texas A&M Uoirenity 3004 Relationships betwnn stratospheric clear air turbulenm and 
Life sciences flight experiments synoptic meteorological parameters 
P<"d OMiflllMI P d  w r p , f m ,  
07/10/73-09/30/74 FY74: $29,312 TOTAL: $29.312 02/14/69-06/30/73 FY74: TOTAL: 5190.842 
Prin b ~ s r .  NASA Ted. Ollinr CASE Caterow PM. lows,. NASA T d .  0 1 ~ ~ ~  CASE W e ~ o r y  
Dehon, R. A. JSC/Simmonds, R. C. 51-Biology - Scoggins. J. R. FRC/Ehernberger. L. J. 31-Atmos Sci 
(72-970 970-51-62) (24-760 12600-00) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
TEXAS (Continued) 
NGR 44401-117 Texan A&M University 3012 
Radiative transfer in realistic planetary atmospheres 
f i n d  Oblk.,;~, 
07/19/71-03/30/74 FY74: $35,000 TOTAL: $101,420 
P l h .  hwn. NASA Tkch Oflinr CASE Coregor.~ 
Plass, G. N. HQ-SL/Fellows, R. F. . 31-Atmos Sci 
HQSL/Brunk, W. E. 
(10-840 185-47-81) 
NGR 44001-149 Texnr A&M University 3013 
Fatigue strength of multilsyercd advance fiber composites 
Pedd 0U;mtlow 
06/18/1346/l7/74 F n 4 :  TOTAL: $lO,aX) 
P"n. Inwsl. NASA Ted.  Oficer CASE Coteory 
Thornton, H. R. , LERCfChamis, C. C. 41-Aero Engr 
Kozik, T. J. a .LERC/Sullivan, T. L. 
(22-704 501-22-03)' ,, 
. . 
NGR 44401-152 ' T h e  A&M University 3014 
Magnetic studies of metcoritcs 
h*d Obl~~,i0", 
06/20/7346/30/75 FY74: $20 TOTAL: $43,330 
P*. 10,esZ. NASA Tteh. O/&er CASE Cctwry 
Rowe, M. W. HQSM/Bryson, R. P. 32Geologieal Sci 
HQSM/Allcnby. R. J. 
(10-810 19542-67) 
NGR 44001-157 Texas A&M University 3015 
Development of inviseid inverse transonic solution methods 
P l d d  otdigarionr 
11/13/73-12/14/74 FY74: $12,826 TOTAL: $12,826 
Pdn. lnurr. NASA Trh. Ofl#cer CASE C o l v r y  
Carlwn. L. A .  ', LARC/South. J. C.. Jr. 41-Aero Engr 
LARC/Keller. J .  D. 
(23-704 5014605) 
NSC 7037 Texas A6M University 3016 
n t e  origin of the genetic code - A physical chemical model of 
codon assignment 
PC& OMi~rn.7, 
05/07/7405/33/75 FY74: 139.975 TOTAL: $39,975 
Ptin b8e8,. NASA T h  OII CASE Camwry 
Nagyvaly, J. HQSL/Geib, D. S. 51-Biology 
(10-840 192-55-61) 
NCR 46016016 Texu  Sovhrn University , 3017 
L e ~ a l  constraints and cost-benefit Considerations for a modular- 
rizcd integrated utility system facility 
R t i d  oY;~~llo", 
12/01/73-08/31/74 FY74: S50,aX) TOTAL: S50,WO 
Pm. /"XI#. NASA Trch Oflirer CASE Caetorp 
Dixon, H. W .  JSC/Gardncr. S. 99-Multi-Dixip 
(72-37 1 340-00-00) .- 
NSC 9009 Texas Southern Unirorsity 3018 
Collection and concentration of solar energy using Fresnel-type 
lenses 
Petid otdiprm, 
07/01/7412/31/74 FY74: S8.880 TOTAL: $8,880 
Ptin Inwsl. . NASA T e d .  0jJtcc.r CASE Carrgory 1 
Wilwn. R. F. . JSC/Shiclds, V. E. 31-Atmos Sci 
(72-371 340-00-00) 
NAS 5-217UI Texas Teehnirll University 3019 
Study of dynamics of Playa lakes in the Texas high plains 
~."d'  obllra,im, 
04/21/72-lO/29/74 FY74: TOTAL: $49.87 1 
Pnn b w ~ t  NASA rkch OlJjcer CASE C m q r y  
Miller, W. D. GSFC/Gordon, F.. Jr. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
(51-680 641-14-04) (51-680 641-1400) 
NAS 9-11162 Texas Teehnicll University 3020 
Insulated ECG electrodes 
Pen& OMi~#,<unr 
06/29/70-12/02/74 FY74: $34,959 TOTAL: $74.952 
Pnn InwsI NASA Tech OJficer CASE Cnreeory 
Portnoy, W. M. JSC/Day, J. L. 45-Elec Engr 
(72-970 97053-30) (72-970 97O-WW) 
NAS 1;YbsS University of Hamston 3021 
Participation in thc science planning for the Viking 1975 missions 
in the area of molecular analysis 
P"W 0bllg.liom 
031 17/7003/3 1/77 FY74: S33,aX) TOTAL: $263,588 
Plin. lnrrsl .  NASA Tech Offim? CASE Cnletory 
Om, I. LARC/Soffen, G. A. 13-Physics 
(23-840 815-WOO) 
NAS L7435 University el  Houstow 3022 
Biochemical %search & hrvins 
P c d d  O.V~P,~OW 
01/29/7362/28/74 FY74: TOTAL: $10,000 
P&. lnvrr. NASA Teh,  Ofl,ce? . CASE Catge? 
Om, J. ARC/MiqucI, J. s'.. 51-Biology 
(21-970 97021-63) 
NAS 9-11676 UDirersity ol Houston 3023 
Characterization of heat transfer in nutrient materials 
Pen4 O t d ~ , ~ ~ n r  
04/28/71-04/01/75 FY74: S15.0001 TOTAL: $64,960 
Ph. Inwsl. NASA Tech OjJ;c#r CASE Cete%olury 
Cox, J .  E. JSCISmith, M. C.,'Jr. 59-Life Sci, NEC 
(72-970 97052.14) 
NAS 9-11845 University of Houston 3024 
Data encoding study for space communication system 
Pend otf,p,,, 
06/14/71-09/01/74 FY74: TOTAL: S47.500 
Pnn. Inmr.  HAS" Teih OII i i i i  CASE C#lqory 
Simpson, R. S. JSCjAmdt, G. 0. 45-Elec Engr 
(72-9 10 9 14-50-00) 
NAS 9-118115 University ol Houston 3025 
Full pressure suit capability 
P."d Oblir~,;",~ 
06/15/71-10/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: S28.991 
Pti" ,nnrr. NASA Tech OJfielr CASE C a ( ~ o r r  
Sheer, D. H. JSC/Jackson, J. T. 53-Other Medical 
(72-910 914-50-00) (72-910 91451-00) (72-980 975-6&00) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
TEXAS (Continued) 
NAS 9-12650 University of Houston , 3026 
Analysis of mnnngemenl of lunar science investigation$ at JSC 
P r n d  WIi~~,ion, 
03/30/72-05/31/75 FY74: $51.583 TOTAL: $148,105 
P h .  Inven. NASA Ted. Ojprrr CASE C@rnory 
Holland, W .  E. JSC/Teegarden. D. L., Ir .  
79-Soc Sci, NEC 
Fiannery, W. JSCjHorton. E. E. 
(72-810 383-25-03) 
NAS 9.12692 University of Houston 3027 
Seminars at Lunar Science lnstitutc 
Pcn'd Obl~arrOnr 
M/ 11/72-06/30/74 FY74: $10.000 TOTAL: $83.476 
Prvl Invll NASA Tech Ofl!cru CASE C.?ryory 
Eisner, M. E. JSC/Allen, J. P. 59-Life Sci, NEC 
(72-980 915-5001) (72-950 951-16-00) 
NAS 9-12777 University of Houslon 3028 
Applied mathematics in classification analysis 
Perid OM@~,IM$ 
05/24/72-M/30/75 FY74: $66,000 TOTAL: $184,350 
Pnn Invss,. NASA Tkh. Of/irrr CASE Grryory 
I ,  H P J . JSC/MacDonald. R. 8. 21-Mathcmalics 
(72-680 17742-81) (72-680 160-75-98) 
NAS 9-13262 University ol Houstoo 3029 
Development of pine seedling/tissue culture systcm 
period oMim#i""z 
01/15/73-01/14/76 FY74: $25,000 TOTAL: $75.000 
P a .  l n r r r  NdSA T d .  Oflicer CASE Carrpry 
Venketeswaran, S. JSC/Scheld. H. W. 51-Biology 
Cowles, J. R. 
(72-470 970-5 1-62) 
NAS 9-13457 University of Hourtom 2430 
Application of gas chromatography far detection of discases 
period oblip,Im 
05/17/7345/26/75 FY74: $55,000 TOTAL: $95,000 
Pen. I nv rn .  NASA Teh. Oflice, CASE Carewry 
Zlalkis, A. JSC/Schneider, H. 1. 52-Clinical Mcd 
(72-970 970-51-25) 
NAS 9.13462 Uniwmity of Houston 30.31 
Cross wrrelation study of surface roughness effects on impulse 
response using $193 altimeter data - Skylab EREP investigation 
413M 
Pl"m OM*aaon. 
06/04/73-1213 1/74 FY74: $25,000 TOTAL- $30,000 
Pdn. lnn.~#. NASA lid. Oflirrr CASE Ca,qery 
Hayre. H. S. JSC/York. L. B. IPPhys Sci, NEC 
(72-960 948-63-86) 
NAS 9-14209 University of Houston 3032 
Study ol astrophysical problems 
period OM<~#,rn, 
06/01/74-06/01/75 FY74: $33,216 TOTAL: $33,216 
Pnn I n u ~ , .  NASA Twh Dfliiii CASE C#tezon 
Sheldon. W .  R. JSC/Galden, R. L. 1 l-Astronomy 
(72-850 18846-64) 
NASW 2691 Unirersity of Houston 3033 
Revised narrative histon of the AoolloISaturn oronram 
. . . - 
PC"& m<mrm"J 
06/28/7600/27/76 FY74: $50.451 TOTAL: 550.451 
. . . . ~, .. 
Prin lnvr3l. N.ISA Tech. DJjlnr CASE CmwV 
Unavailable HQ-AA/Emme, E. M. 73-History 
(10-030 010-WW) 
NGL 46MK021 Univemfty of HouS(on 3034 
Multidisciplinary rpaa-related risearch 
hnai W I @ r a , ~ ,  
02/16/6666/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: $275,W0 
rnn ~ n w l r  NASA rmh. qfimr CASE c o r e ~ ~  
Allred, 3. C. HQ-?Y/Redding, E. R. 99-Multi-Dnscrp 
(10-370 183-WM) 
NGL 44-005641 University of Hourton 3035 
Srudy of solar flare particle events and reiatcd solar physics 
Pll(od oMl*a,io"l 
05/20/6609/30/75 FY74: $75.020 TOTAL: $568,346 
P"'". Inn>,. NASA Ted. YJSer CASE C#tq?ry 
Goodman, C. JSC/Golden. R. L. 13-Physm 
(72-970 97&51-63) (72-980 975-8&10) 
NGL 44-005684 University of Houston 3036 
Hybrid Computation research oronram 
. - 
period Obliwrian, 
06/27/68-07/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: $250,000 
. . . . 
Pr~n inwlt. NASA Trr*. Ofinr CASE Cnm$ery 
Huang, C. I. HQ-PY/Rcdding, E. R. 21-Mathematics 
(10-370 183-0000) 
NGL 44-005-090 Universily of Houston 3037 
General revarch program assistantships 
P~hod mt,a,im. 
06/M/69-06/30/75 FY74: TOTAL: 588.023 
Prin. Inns. NASA Tech. Olflrer CASE C o l m o  
Huang, C.  J. JSCjEandi, B. K. 49-Engr. NEC 
(72-910 414-50-00) (72-910 9 1 4 4 0 0 )  
NGL 44005-184 University of Houston 3038 
Lunar sample analysis 
rmod mrrnttms 
02/01/73-01/31/16 FY74: $29,130 TOTAL: S98.530 
Pnn. l n n i l .  NASA Ted. yflnr CASE Ceteom 
King, E. A,, Ir. JXIHarris. J .  W. 32Geological Sci 
(72-810 388-10-01) 
NGR 44-005-002 University of Heuston 3039 
Studies in organic cosmochemistry, including consideration of 
compound formation undcrprirnitiveeanh conditions & 01 organic 
material in selected mclcoriter 
Perid ONigarions 
06/18/6242/28/75 FY74: $62.W TOTAL: $606,705 
rnn ~ " v r r r .  NASA rmh. oflie, CASE cluq-r, 
Ora, J. HQ-SL/Young, R. S. 32Gcoiog~cal Sci 
(10.840 192-55-62) 
NASA's  UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
T E X A S  (Continued) 
NCR 44085691 University of HoVProtl 3040 
Spectrosmplc and phatachem~cal study of pholochrorntc com- 
pounds 
*nod asleaam, 
03/07/69-01/31/75 FY74 145,000 TOTAL: 9285.000 
P M  bna NASA Ted Oflxrr CASE Camory 
Beckcr, R S HQ-SL/Yaung, R. S. 12-Chemlrtry 
(10-840 192-55-61) (10-870 189-MM) 
NGR 44405-131 Unlve~ity ol Houston 3041 
Geolo@c ~ntcrpretatton of Mars surface photography from 
Martnen 6 and 7 
P P , , ~  Oblqu,,.nr 
10/26/70-1213 1/75 FY74: $27.940 TOTAL. $73,057 
Ptin. l n m .  NASA T d .  O V i m  CASE Carwry 
King. E. A., Jr. HQ-SLjDwomik. S. E. 32~eo log i ca~  sci
HQ-SL/Holt, H. E. 
(10-840 185-5041) (10-840 384-%80) 
NGR 44405-133 University of Houston 3042 
Investigation of auroral dislurbanas 
P d  obl*nom 
03/15/71-11/30/74 FY74: S65.000 TOTAL: S254.036 
Pan ,fin.,!. NASA T d .  O f i r  CASE Cat- 
Sheldon. W. R. HQ-SG/Schmerling. E. R. 
39-Env S i ,  NEC 
HQSG/Ott, E. 1. 
(10-850 879-11-00) 
NGR -137 Uoircraity of Heuston 3043 
hrmomagnctic torques in gases 
P e d  OM<rn,iw 
02/17/71-08/31/75 FY74: TOTAL: SL29,XY) 
Prin bwsl. NASA Ted. Oflter CASE C o t v y  
Hildebrandl, A. F. JSC/Whitc, D. 13-Physics 
(72-950 951-1600) (72-910 91450.00) 
NGR 44005-162 University of Hwston 3W4 
Studies of low level magnetic noisp 
Pmbd OM*;&, 
M/06/72-09/0 1/74 FY74: 126.W TOTAL: 1645,000 
Pnn. h r s r .  NASA r%h. Ofier  CASE Cnvsoo. 
Vant-Hull, L. L. JSC/Tecgardcn, D. L., Jr. 
3ZGeol0giCal Sci 
(72-810 195-4240) (72-910 914-4000) 
NCR 4-05-18 University of Hovsfon 3045 
Investigation of origin of chondritic metwrites 
P v i d  os,@tiii 
06/29/73-06/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: $9.15 1 
. . 
Pnn. hmt. NASA T d .  O W  CASE, C a w r j  
King, E. A,. Jr. HQSM/Brysan, R. P. 32iimbgicsl Sa 
HQSM/Pomeroy. J .  H. 
(10-810 195-42-67) 
. . 
NGT 44-005-115 University of Houston 3047 
Summer faculty fellowship program In rssearch 
Pcmd w,#a,,ms 
05/W/7403/31/75 FY74: $131,821 TOTAL: $626.838 
. . 
P"". ,.w3r NASA nd. OfJker CASE Calepry 
Huang, C. J. HQ-P~!Carter, C. H. 49-Engr, NEC 
JSC/Eandi. B. K. 
(72-950 951-00a0) (10.371 340-00.00) (72-950 951-16-00) 
NAS 1-12762 Uniwnity al Texas - Austin 3048 
Ballistic data rcductian of thirty pairs of two station direct-amera 
meters 
P r M  OUna!~rn  
09/28/73-05/31/74 FY74 $6,632 . TOTAL: $6.632 
Pnn. ln lnr  NASA T d .  Ofiinr CASE ar<gory 
Wray, J. 0. LARC/Hamy, G. A. 21-Msthcmatia 
(23-850 188-45-52) 
NAS 5-21982 University of Texsr - Austin 3049 
ATSF  millimeler wavc experiment 
f e d 4  obl<go,"rrr 
02/13/74-09/12/75 FY74: $95,000 TOTAL: 595,kN 
Prim inl3l. NASI T e h .  OUin. CASE C.rrpory 
Straiton. A. W. GSFC/Hirschman, H. 45-Elec Engr 
(51-620 643-10-M) 
NAS 6 2 4 Y  University of Texas - Aortin MM 
GEOSC research into solid earth dynamics 
period oblimtb2m 
03/15/74-03/14/77 FY74: $30,000 TOTAL: $3,000 
Pti" inus,. "IS" Tfd. oficr, CASE c.,qy 
Tapley, B. D. WFC/Stanley, H. R. 32~eological  Sci 
Schutz, B. E. ' WFCjRorsi, L. C. 
(53-630 369-07-01) 
NAS 8-30245 Umiveraity of Texas - Austin 3051 
Equations of conditions far cocfficientr of Runge-Kutta-Nystrom 
formulas 
PIMd Obl&,b#, 
09/01/73-W/30/74 FY74: $9,321 TOTAL: $9,321 
Pan. l n r * , .  NASA Ted. Ofll-r CASE Cnl~gory 
Bcttis, D. G. MSFC/Fehlberg, E. 21-Mathematics 
(62-950 951-1543) 
NAS 850622 University 01 Texsr - Allstin 3052 
Acquisition and verification of TEXGAP computer program 
P W  oh'eaionr 
04/01/74-05/01/75 FY74: 1610,000 TOTAL: $IO,WO 
Pan. lnw'r NASA Tech Offer CASE Cue8ory 
Becker, E. 8. MSFCjKey, J. E. 41-Acro Engr 
Dunham, R. S. 
(62-920 984-15-00) 
NGT 46005114 University of Housmn %46 
Rogram of ~$ul ty  Space Systems Engineering Institute NAS 9-12568 Uni~ersity of Texas - Austin 3053 
P& m;#aa;om Operation. maintenance. 8r analysis of a data storage unit 
04/06/70-03/31/75 FY74: $11,850 TOTAL: $136,372 pcnd OMao~ao~ai~m 
P*. ,nust. N ~ S A  T&. Ofice, CASE Car~bory 05/24/72-05/31/75 FY74: $57,000 TOTAL: $87,000 
Huang, C. J .  HQPY/Carter, C. H. 49-Engr. NEC , pnn. T ~ ~ J , .  NASA re*. oln-r CASE c a w w  
JSC/Eandi. B. K. Barnes. T. G.. 111 JSC/Potter, A. E. I I-Astronomy 
(72-950 951-M00) (72-840 185-47-32) (72-850 18841-55) 
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NAS 9-13176 Unhrrslty of Texas - Audn 3lW 
Ultraviolet stellar astronomy Skylab eapcrimcnt 
w mbt1a.s 
10/02/72-12/31/74 FY74: $240.837 TOTAL: 5416,037 
~ n .  IWCS,. NASA rd, OIIIW, CASE COI- 
Henin, K. G. JSC/Mansur. S. R. Il-Astronomy 
(72-960 948%&80) 
NAS 9-13312 Unlverslty of Texas - Audn 30% 
Stream network analysis from orbital and suborbital imagery 
Pew mIp111 
03/14/7%09/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: 127,100 
Pen. raw~r. NASA T d .  O b b r  C4SE & n ~ l y  
Balrer. V. R. JSC/Miller, M. L. 32-GlologiFal Sci 
Iiolz. R. K. 
(72-960 W63-83)  
NAS 9-13680 Unive* of T o u s  - Anstifin 30% 
Assesment of m l  gas effects on the utrapolation of shuttle 
flow field phenomena to Kiht  conditions 
fiw oh'tpmu 
09/27/73-09/27/74 FY74: 124976 TOTAL: $24,976 
P*. lnm9Z. NASA T 1 .  0,Pmr C1SE C e r g q  
kr t in .  J. J. JSC/Gmdricb, W. D. 41-Acm Engr 
(72-980 W9-6142) 
NAS 9-lY165 University ol Texas - Aostin 3051 
Nonconvcntional injector orifice study 
P.rod osr*,h" 
03/21/7&03/30/75 FY14: $17.472 TOTAL: $17.412 
~ n *  bm. NM.4 T 1 .  Wm CASE Cat- 
Hickox, C. E. JSCJBayd. W. C. 6 M e c h  Engr 
JSC/Kahi. R. C. 
(71-920 98615-00) 
NAS 9-13946 Unlrcrsily of Texrr - AuUin 3058 
Global nruaural geology 
Perid ot f~rm 
03/04/74-12/31/74 FY74: S30,WO TOTAL: S M , W  
Ptin Innn. NASA Ted. W n r  CASE C a l w y  
Muchlkrgcr, W .  R. J€C/Wilmarlh, V. R. 3Meological Sd 
(72-960 948-8080) 
NAS 9-13957 UalverJlfy of Texas - A d n  M59 
Land upc palterns investi$ations 
Perrod OUWlar 
03/04/74-01/31/74 FY74: $10,369 TOTAL: $10,369 
Prin. Inuxt. NASA T A .  Ofi-r CASE Calrgary 
Holz, R. K. JSC/Wilmarlh. V. R. 39-Env Sci. NEC 
JSC/Kaltcnbach, J, L. 
(72-960 948-8MO) 
NGL 44-012606 University d Texas - Austin 3060 
Research on millimeter wavelength radiation from solar bodies 
P<& OblroInL.3~ 
W/29/63-03/31/77 FY74: $89,822 TOTAL: $1,275,154 
Prim. Inus. NASA Tch. Ofliiii CASE Careow 
Cogdell. J. R. HQ-SLjBrunk, W. E. I l-Artronomy 
Hn-Ql IFellows, R. F 
NGL 444IU)08 Unlrenlty ol Texas - Aacln 3061 
Study 01 theory and analysis of low thrust guidnna pmblema in 
deterministic linear mntml 
w m&* 
11/01/6301/01/74 FY74: TOTAL: $217.657 
. . . . 
P*. ~ n n r r .  #ASA r k  ofir CAW CD- 
Tapley, 8. D. HQ-RE/Michaclr. T. S. 42-Astm Engr 
NGL 44012445 Unlverdty of Texas - Ausnn 3x4 
A study of ignimbrites in the wrdilleran region as a basis lor 
interpretation of lunar plains 
Pew mwh" 
0513 1/6M)5/01/75 FY74: TOTAL: $147.886 
P h .  lnrxr NASA T d .  OnI-r CASE C- 
Clabaugh, S. E. H@SM/Bryson. R. P. 32Geological Sci 
H@SM/Alknby. R. J. 
( I N 1 0  1 9 5 4 2 4 )  (M840 185-0a00) (10810 195dMa) 
NCL 44412455 University ol Texas - Austin 3063 
Polarization and time structurr of Jovian dsamelric radiation 
and the stmctum of interplanetary plasma 
PnUd -1M 
05/25/6604/30/76 FY74: TOTAL: $784927 
p.yl I ~ I I  NASA rd. ommr CASE a- 
Douglas. J. N. HQ.SL/Bmnk. W. E. Il-Astmnomy 
HQ-SL/Fellows. R. F. 
(10440 196-iL-82) (10840 185-W-W) 
NGL 44012-133 University 01 Texm - A d  XW 
General research program at NASA JSC 
Pe"d osr*,- 
09/17/69-09/15/73 FY74: TOTAL: S66,6,000 
P"n, lam,.  NASA Ik* O r e ,  CASE C a m  
McKetta. J. J. JSCJEandi, B. K. 49-Engr, NEC 
(72-910 914-5040) 
NGR 44012152 University of Texas - Austin 3066 
A program of planetary studies 
P d  ou*t,m 
06/25/69;08/31/73 FY74: S300.W~ TOTAL: $1,659,941 
Pdn. I n r u  NASA T d .  Ofier CASE C m e q  
Smith, H. J. HQSL/Brunk, W. E. Il-Astronomy 
HQSG/Roman, N. 0. 
(10-840 19641-80) (10850 188-61-51) 
NGR 44012-166 University ol Texas - Austin 3066 
Continuatian 01 lunar laser ranging experimsnts at McDonald 
Observstory 
Petid O U I ~ t ~  
10/11/69-08/31/75 FY74: 6318,094 TOTAL: 51,532,246 
9dn. inusr .  NASA T 1 .  Ol,ker CASE Cntwn. 
Silverberg, E. C. HQ-SM/Strickland, A. T. 
3ZGlological Sci 
(10.810 387-30-01) (ID810 195-43-50) 
NCR 44412-194 U"i.ersily of Texrr - Amth 3067 
Morphologic and kctonio studies of Mars from Mariner 6 and 
7 photographs 
P ~ r l o d  ou*t,iw 
IO/OI /i0-06/30/74 ~ ~ 7 4 :  TOTAL: $33,082 
Pnn. I n u ~ r .  NASA T d .  007-r CASE Cole00 
Ingerson, F. E. HQ-SL/Dwornik, S. E. I I-Astronomy 
((0840 384-WO) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
TEXAS (Continued) 
NGR 44012-109' UnlverslQ of Texas - Anstin )068 
Study of optical properties of X-ray souroc 
w Oblwb=% 
05/26/71-11/30/74 FY74: S12,WO TOTAL: 936,9Si 
PHn. bmd NASA ikh OJllmr CASE Cwe8ov 
Vandcn Bout. P. A. HQ-SO/Boggess. N. W. Il-Astronomy 
(10450 385-41-00) (I&BM 87&WW) 
NCR 44-012-215 UnlvetsiQ d Texas - Anstls 3069 
Law noise spectroscopy of solar photosphere and sunapots 
RMd miw(sn(~n 
W/27/7M7/3i/73 FY74. TOTAL: $9,624 
PM l n r i l  NASA T.d 0Jl l~~r  CASE O I r e l a y  
Lambert. D. L. . HQ-SC/Wcidon, I. M. Il-Astronamy 
HQ-SG/Ocrtel, G. K. 
(10450 188-38-53) 
NGR 44-012-119 ~ n i v e k i  of Texas - Austin MI0 
Lunar motion analysis (lunar laser ranging experiment) 
PIMd ONWlmu 
08/1 1/7l-08/31/74 FY74: $89,835 TOTAL: $257.543 
. Prin lawlr. N A U  Tn*. Ofi~ir CASE Chr- 
Mulholland, J. D. , HQ-SM/Striekland, A. T .  Il-Astronomy 
Shclw, P. I. 
( p s ~ o  3 ~ - m . 0 1 )  (10-810 383-09-56) 
NCR 44-012-221 Unirer*ty 01 Texas - Austin 3071 
Fluctuations under a turbulent baundsry layer 
, ' P c d  O t J @ < h  
10/07/71-06/01/74 . FY74: TOTAL: $1 19,141 
. , rdn. I~WZZ. NASA 7.d. oniiii CASE catqow 
Panton. R. 1. ARCjCoe, C, F. 41-Aero Engr 
(21-704 501-2265) 
NGR 44-012-224 University 04 Texas - Austin 3072 
Rrlarmance and adjustment of isolated environments 
Pen'& Obl@,,rn' 
06/17/72-11/30/74 ' FY74: 321,700 TOTAL: 181.700 
Prh. Inwr,. NASA T h .  0n;~ir CASE Qrwory 
Helmrrich, A. L. ISC/Fedderron, W. E. 69-Psych, NEC 
(72-970 970-51-51) (72-910 914-51-00) (12-910 914W-W) 
NGR 44012225 University of Term - Austin W3 
. .. 
Stable carbon isatope ratio variations in blue-pen algae as a 
function of growth canditions 
Perid ou@,im* 
06/20/72-05/31/75 FY74: 114,000 TOTAL: 537.916 
Pr(n bws,. NASA Ted. OIPmr CASE Cntqnry 
Parker, P. L. H@SL/Young, R. S. 32.Gmlogical Sci 
Van Baalcn. C 
(10-840 192-55-62) (10.840 1 9 2 - W )  
NGR 44-012240 Univemity 01 Texas - Austin 3074 
Josephson junction deteetor rystern for nudies of the spectra o f  
Jupiter and Venus 
P I N  Obl<wrionr 
02/15/73-02/14/75 FY74: TOTAL: $9,991 
P l i l  Inwst. NASA Tmh. OMinr CASE Cntqow 
Ulrich. B. T. ARCjMason. R. H. Il-Astronomy 
(21-850 35262-01) 
NCR 44-032-255 Unlveralty ol Texas - Austin 3075 
Investigation of hiihly cffidcnt aalcllitc solution mcthods 
M 'z%w@m 
03/01/7)-09/30/73 FW4: TOTAL: S15.2lV 
P a  first. NASA Td, OJllm C A s E C d r w  ' " 
Nacozy, P. E. GSFC/Veler. C. E. 21-Mathematics 
Schcikle, G. S. 
(51JM1 311-8041) 
NGR 44-012-258 UalvcrslQ of Texas - Austin 3076 
Stark broadening of havy  neutral atoms and ions 
PIlW rnm,lW 
02/00/32oJ/OI/74 FY74: TOTAL: SlI.MO 
PM I n w r  NASA T L  GjiZw CASE Gmory 
Fiengslon, R. D. HQ-SG/Weldon, I. M. 13-Physics 
(10.850 188-38-53) 
NGR 44-012-260 UnlvsRi*. of Texas - Austln 3077 
High m l u t i o n  spectrograph for the largc'spaa telescope 
* @ n r  
FYI* 610.049 TOTAL: $10.049 
NASA T L  We? CASE C h r q n v  
GSFC/Sobicski. S. I l-Astronomy 
GSFC/lrvin, G. M. 
NGR 44-012-261 University 01 Texas - Aoslin 3078 
Low nrolution spectrograph for the large space telesmpe 
Pnid rnWtia, 
10/01/73-12/31/74 FY74: $8.857 TOTAL:.$8.857 
Pl(n. Inus. NASA T*. Olflmr CASE Ch@&-oy 
Nathsr. R. E. GSFC/Sobieski. S. I l-Astronomy 
GSFCIM-. K. I. 
NCR 44-012-263 University ol Texas - Austin 3079 
Diffraction limited camera for the large space telescope , 
prnoll wwfonr 
10/22/73-12/31/74 FY74: $1.470 TOTAL: $1.470 
Pvim. k w 8 r  NASA Tech m r  CASE CU- 
Angel, J. R. GSFC/Sobies)ri, S. Il-Artranarny 
GSFC/Levin. G .  M. 
(51.850 188-78-58) 
, . 
3080 NGR 44-012-269 ' University of Texas - Austin 
Development of efficient methods for satellite determination and 
prediction 
P& 0ar11,iii 
O9/17/73-09/16/14 FY74: $46.370 TOTAL: $46.370 
Prim, lnmr. N A S A  T&. oycer CASE C o , q q  
Taplcy, B. D. CSFC/Velez, C. E. 21-Mathematics 
Nacory, P. E. GSFC/Fuchs, A. I ,  
SchuU, B. E. 
(51-500 310-1(1-22) , , 
NGR 44-012-279 University al  Texas - Austin 3081 
Allas oi Manner 9 albedo charts of Mars 
P u i d  outp,,on, 
(n/01/73-06/30/74 FY74: $30,000 TOTAL: $M,Oo 
. . . . 
r.t. ,nwsr. NIU ~ n * .  oflifrr CASE CINWWI' 
Dcvaucoulsurs. 0. H. HQ-SLjDwornik, S. E. 32Gcalogical Sci 
HQSL/Allingham, I .  W. 
(10-&u) 384.50-80) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
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NCR 44-012-282 Unirerrity of Texas -Austin 3llnZ 
outer planet satellite studies 
P?"d Obl@><~", 
09/01/73-1 l/30/74 FY74: $38,340 TOTAL: $38,340 
Pnn. Inwsl. NASA Tech Ofj7mr CASE Cols~ry  
Mulholland, J. D. HQ-SL/Brunk, W. E. Il-Astronomy 
HQ-SL/Feliows, R. F. 
(10-840 19641-80) 
NGR 44-012-283 University of Texas - Austin M83 
Precisian orbit determination for 'near-earth satellites 
P e n d  OMgarlons 
01/14/74-01/13/75 FY74: $14,000 TOTAL: $14,000 
pnn. b u s t .  NASA T - c ~ .  u m e r  CASE cm~or , .  
Tapley, B. D. GSFC/Kolenkiewicz,R. 32Geological Sei 
Schutz, B. E. GSFC/Smith, D. E.  
NGT 44-012-009 University of Texas - Austin 3084 
Training of graduate students in space-related science and 
technology 
P e t i d  obliw,,nn, 
W/04/63-OX/O1/12 FY74: TOTAL: $891.899 
Pen. lnrrsl. N ~ S A  ~ e c h  O / J ~  CASE Carcbory 
Ellison, F. P. HQ-PYJCarler. C. H. 99-Multi-Discip 
(10-370 181-00-00) 
NSG 1W1 University of Texas - Austin 3085 
Reduclion of interface coordinates for substructure coupling 
PlH.4 Oblc~~tlonl 
01/02/7447/15/75 FY74: $22,599 TOTAL: $22.599 
Pt in  I n W .  NASA T I .  Oflice, CASE C.lcbory 
Craig, R. R. LARC/Pinson. L. D. 49-Engr. NEC 
(23-704 502-32-02) 
NSC 5005 Univemity of Texas - Austin 3086 
Obsen*tionr of emission liner in M supergiants 
Prnd Obl~BDBDronron 
05/01/74-C4/30/75 FY74: $9,243 TOTAL: $9,243 
Pnn. lnwrr NASA T e h .  Of l t~er  CASE Careson 
Lambert. D. L. GSFC/Kupperian, I. E. I l-Astronomy 
(51-850 831-43-M)) 
NAS 9-13042 University of Texas - C a m r  Center 3087 
Evaluation & documentation of endocrine laboratory 
P e r i d  ouiw,ton, 
06/29/72-11/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: $71,281 
P t i n  Inw$l. NASA Terh Ofper CASE CnZerory 
Mitchell. B. A., Jr. JSC/Moseley, E. C. 61-Biol Aspects 
(72-960 948-6l-90) 
NAS 1-9699 University of Texas - DnIIas 30811 
Participatian in the science planning for the Viking 1975 missions 
in the area of entry science 
Pmod Oblig~liom 
04/08/70-03/31/77 FY74: $28,8M TOTAL: $151,500 
Prtn h l r s l .  NASA re&. Ofl!e? CASE Cafqwt 
Hanson, W. B. LARC/Soffen. C .  A. 31-Atmos Sci 
(23-840 815-Moo) 
NAS 2-7865 University af Texas - Dallas 30P) 
Design and development of a large probe neutral mass spectrome- 
ter 
P C ~  Obl@.,rro"r 
OU/31/73-06/30/74 FY74: $170,000 TOTAL: S170,aD 
Pnn. Inwst. NASA re&. Ollircr CASE C.zmcgov 
Hoffman. 1. H. ARC/Polaski, L. J. 31-Atmos Sci 
(21-840 186-68-63) 
NAS t-8302 University of Texas - Dallas 3090 
Studies of magnetic sector spectrometer system for Saturn/Uranus 
almospheric probe mission 
P<"d Oblw~lbnr 
M/07/74-09/07/74 FY74: $29.729 TOTAL: $29,729 
P"n Inns, .  lY IS l  r e d  0flccr CASE Cangw 
Hoffman, J .  ARC/Polaski, L. J .  31-Almar SEi 
(21-840 18668-65) 
NAS 5-11003 Uni~mity  of Texas - Dallas 3091 
Magnetic mass spectrometer on ISlSB 
f i n d  ~ k i s , i n l  
02/01/67-12/30/73 FY74: TOTAL: $703,015 
f"n. h w s l  NASA Teb. 0ffl-r CASE C'~QQW 
Hoffman. I. H. GSFC/lackmn, J.  E.  31-Atmor Sci 
Breig, E. L. 
(51-850 872-12-00) 
NAS 5-11011 Unirarrity of TPXW - DsIlas W42 
ISlSB soft-parlick spectrometer 
P e r i d  OM!BD,jrn* 
02/01/67-12/30/73 FY74: TOTAL: $590,627 
Ptin. lnuut. N A S ~  T&. 0 1 , ~ ~  CrSr Cmepv  
Heikkila, W. I. CSFC/Jackron, I. E: 31-Atmos Sci 
Wright. W. H. 
Smith, I. 8. 
(51-850 072-12-00) 
NAS 5-11406 University ol Texas - Dallas 3093 
Atmosphere Explorer magnetic ion mass spe~tromeler 
PC"& ON@~,,.,", 
04/06/71-06/30/77 FY74: $169,000 TOTAL: S729.000 
Prln ln~esr. NASA re&. OIJ?,? CASE Cnt?pw 
Hoffman. J .  H. GSFCIFindlay, J. A. 31-Atmos Sci 
Hanson, W. B. 
(51-850 852-2260) 
NAS 5-11407 Unirersity of Texas - Dallas 3070 
Planar ion trap experiment 
PInal Oui~arionr 
W/06/71-06/30/77 FY74: 6255.000 TOTAL: $790,000 
P"". b",,,. W S A  Tech Oflf*, CASE C.tW? 
Hanson. W. B. GSFC/Findiay. I. A. 31-Almos Sci 
Sanalani, S. 
(51-850 852.22-00) 
NAS 9-12074 University of Texas - Ddlas 3095 
Scientific supporf of the lonar atmospheric mass spectrometer 
P I " d  ~ ~ ~ . , , ~ r n .  
08/26/71-01/31/75 FY74: $168,848 TOTAL: 1468,848 
Prm in.?,,. NASA T?ch. Ofp-7 CASE Camorr 
Hoffman. J. H. JSC/Eichelman. W.F. 19-Phyr Sci, NEC 
(72-810 383-2543) (72-910 91440.00) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
TEXAS (Continued) 
. . NAS 9-13512 Univelsity of Texas - Dallas 3096 
.Development of a mathematical technique for analysis of remote 
sensing data 
Pe"d Wmrkma 
05/31/73-05/31/75 FY74: S40.000 TOTAL: $40,000 
Ptin. lnws,, NASA Ted. Ofltccr CASE C#rcbor). 
Odclt P. L. JSC/Baksr. K. 21-Mathematics 
(72-680 177-42-81) 
NAS 9-141W Unir!rsity of Texas - Dallas , 3097 
. ' lmplernenta&on of 'cardiovascular physiology and cellular repairs 
experiments 
P,"@ Ouip,nn, 
03/01/7466/30/74 FY74: S13.415 TOTAL: $13.415 
Plrn bra,. NASA Tmh. Ofltccr CASE Cntqory 
Milchell, J. H.  ergman, man, S .  A.  53-other Medical 
(72-970 970-51-12) 
NGL eUY)6a)I Uni~rrsity d Texas - Dallas 3098 
Research in earth and planetary sciences, including dcvclopmcnt 
of advanced scientific crpcrimcnts in lunar, planetary and spa&- 
exploralion 
p i t i d  Wy.,mn 
05/28/6263/01/75 FY74: TOTAL: $6.441.277 
Pnn. (nmrt. NASA re&. OJficcr CASE Cmtfgory 
Johnson, F. S. HQ-SL~Fcllows, R. F. 31-Atmos Sci 
Hansan. W. B. HQ-SL/Hiprher, H. F. 
(10-370 183-WW) (10-840 185-WdO) (10-840 18547-81) 
NCL 44404426 University of Term - Dallas 3099 
Investigationsinto the mechanism and rates of atmospheric mixing 
in the lower lhsrmosphere 
P."d Dbl@rllIrn, 
. 05/05/65.03/31./76 FY74: TOTAL: $1,273.751 
Ph. In-,. NASA Tech O W * ,  CASE Calqory 
Johnson, F. S. HQSL/Fellaws. R. F. ' 31-Atmos Sci 
HQ-SL/Hipsher. H:F. 
(10440 185-47-81) (ILL840 384-47-81) .- 
NCL 44-004.130 Unirrrsily of Texas - Dallas 3100 
Selected rtudiei in the space sciences 
P m d  D b l , w ~ h s  
03/17/72-03/31/77 FY74 62W.000 TOTAL S64W.000 
P l h .  Inr~l. NASA Ted .  Ofin? CASE Cntsgory 
Johnson, F. S.' HQ-PY/Redding, E. R. LW-Mulli-Discip 
(10-371 340M)-M)) 
NGR 44404430 University of Texas - Dallas 3101 





Heikkila, W. I. 
OU/Wt<0", 
FY74: 625.W TOTAL: $545.765 
NASA T&. O f i r  CASE Cmcgory 
HQ-SG/Schmcrling, E. R. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQ-SG/Hallenbsck, D. R. 
(10-850 Iss-aodo) 
NCR 44-004.116 UnlrrRih ol Texas - Dallas 3102 
Lunar sample'analyslr 
period ou@~,ionx 
01/13/7141/31/75 FY74: S75.000 TOTAL: $184.480 
Pdn. Inmz,. NASA Tlrh. Olficcr CASE Co,epry 
Carter, 1. L. JSC/Harris, J. W. 13-Physics 
(72-810 388-1041) 
NGR 44-004.120 University of Texas - Dallas 3103 
Rocket probes for the upper F-region 
P e l i d  OMiprkm 
02/0)/7 1-0113 1/75 FY74: 161C0.000 TOTAL: 6555.000 
Frin lnw$<. NASA Trh. 0fllr.r CASE Cmqoq 
Hanson. W .  B. HQ-SG/Kavanagti. L. D., Jr. 13-Physics 
HQ-SG/Ott. E. J .  
(10-850 385-36-00) (10-850 879-11-00) 
NCR 44-lM4.121 University of Texas - ~ s l l a r  3104 
Specific problems in cosmic ray research soluble through use of 
the Pioneer 6-9 rpaceeraft 
P l " d  oM<o,;v", 
12/06/71-09/30/73 FY74: TOTAL: $70,000 
Pr ln  lnrrr. N l S l  74. O,T!jr CASE Cacqory 
McCrackcn, K. G. HQ-SG/Opp, A. G. Il-Astmnomy 
(10-850 38546-00) 
NGR 44006124 University 01 Texas - Dallas 3105 
Rocket investigation of auroral zone disturbances 
P*Hd OM@.,on, 
08/10/71-06/30/74 FY74: $100,000 TOTAL: $420,000 
Pnn. hxrt. NASA Tech Ofpcfr CASE Calrgory 
Heikkila, W, J ,  HQ-SG/Schmerling. E. R. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQ-SG/Ott. E. J. 
(I0450 879-1 1-00) 
NCR 44004-133 University of Texas - Dallas ' 3106 
Comparison of solar cosmic ray anisatropics and interplanetary 
magnetic field data 
h , i d  OMimtwns 
C4/23/73-02/28/74 ' FY74: TOTAL: S30.000 
P l i n  Inus,. HAS4 red. Officer CASE Cmrriorr 
Allum, F. R. HQ-SG/Opp, A. G. Il-Astronomy 
HQ-SG/Kauanagh, L. D., Jr. 
(10-850 385-46-00) 
h(;R 44004-142 Lnirrnit! ol ie\a, - 1)sllas 3lln 
Compartron of OGO-4 ullra~#ulcl and \~'#hlc nlghtgl,,u d m  uoth 
computer mudel, 
P d d  OMtaorlons 
07/01/73-12/31/74 FY74: $38,030 TOTAL: $38,000 
Pri" 1 " l Y .  A h .  O f  ' ' CASE co,e~ory . 
Tinsley. B. A. HQ-SG/Dubin, M. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
( l a s s o  3x5-45-00) 
NCR 44-004.150 University of Texss - Dallas 31C8 
Data analysis for ISlS soft-particle spectrameter 
Pen@ oui~~ l ronr  
03/15/73-12/14/74 FY74: $50,030 TOTAL: $85,000 
%. Inxr,. NASA T r d  DJficer CASE Lbt?rory 
Heikkila, W .  J .  ' HQ-SG/Schmerling, E. R. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQ-SG/Calahan, D. 
(10-850 385-36-00) 
NSG 7034 University of Texas - dailas 3109 
Investigation of the daytime lunar atmosphere for lunar synthesis 
program 
Perid Obl~~0li041 
04/01/74-03/31/75 , FY74: $48.011 TOTAL: $48,011 
Prin. Bxrl. NASA Tech. Offlmr CASE Cd<gory 
Hodges. R. R., Jr. HQ-SM/Hanley, J. B. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQ-SM/Roberson, F. I. 
(10-810 383-20-03) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
TEXAS (Continued) 
NAS 9-10566 University of Texas - Dental Bnnrh 3110 
Preventive dentistry program 
P e t i d  O ~ ~ l ~ o n ,  
02/25/70-02/28/75 FY74: TOTAL: $45,000 
Pdn dwsl .  NASA T e h .  O/fi-r CASE Carrgory 
Shannon, I. L. JSC/Buchanan, P. 51-Biology 
(72-970 97051-45) (72-910 914-51-00) (72-910 914 -5M)  
NAS 9-11118 University of Texas - Dental Branch 3111 
Oral hygiene study 
PI& OhIirOllon, 
06/27/7006/30/75 FY74: $14,M)(I TOTAL: $124,990 
Pnn d w s l .  NASA Ted .  O//irrr CASE Careory 
Brown, L. R. JSC/Buchanan, P. 51-Biology 
(72-970 970-5145) 
NAS %I1088 Univ of Texas Medical Branch - Galveslon 3112 
Study of man's immunity to space flight 
P e r i d  Ohl!ptionr 
06/30:70-09/30/74 FYi4: $82,517 TOTAL: $336.292 
rnn I~ . , , ,  + A M  I..* OL.,. c ~ s r  a,elorl 
Rlt7mann. S. I:. JSC,Klrn?c), S. L. 53-Olhtr Medncal 
(72.900 948-6&911 (72-'410 Yl4S000) 
NAS 9-13102 Univ of Texas Medical Branch - Galreston 3113 
Blood studies 
P l " d  Ob,,.,,,"" 
06/30/72-M/30/75 FY74: $30,W TOTAL: $80,000 
. . 
Prin Inwn. NASA TEh Oflicer CASE Cnlmry 
Lockhart, L. H.  JSCIKimrcy, S. L. 53-Other Medical 
(72-960 948-60-91) 
NAS 9-13143 Unir of Texss Medical Branch - Galreston 3114 
Passive seismic experiment 
Penal  o M < p l , m  
08/22/72-10/31/74 FY74: $352,844 TOTAL: $592,149 
P l i n  lnvcr!. NASA Tech. Oflj<<r CASE Carrzory 
Latham. G. V. JSCJEichclman, W. F. 13-Physics 
(72-810 383-2543) (72-910 91440-W) 
NAS 9-13605 Univ 09 Texas Medical Branch - Galreston 3115 
Developmen1 of procedures lor assay of biological samples 
P I H ~  0bI;gazrmr 
07/01/73-02/26/75 FY74: $2O,WO TOTAL: $20,000 
Prim. lnucll. NASI Tech Ofl!mr CASE Cnlrrorp 
Ritzmann, S. E. JSC/Leach, C. S. 52-Clinical Med 
(72-970 9705 1-16) 
NCR 44-088002 Unir of Texas Medical Branch - Galreston 3116 
Mechanisms of ctmbral blood flow changes during acceleration 
BtTCS6 
Pen& Dbli1'7riunr 
10/13/71-10/31/74 FY74: 630,WO TOTAL: $81,979 
PNl. l n u ~ z  NASX TIch OJper CASE Cntqory 
Stone, H. L. ARC/Sandler. H. 52-Clinical Med 
(21-970 970-21-12) 
NGR 41a8bWII Univ of Texas Medical Branch - Galveston 3117 
Lunar sample analysis 
P& Ohliaanunr 
02/01/74-01/31/78 FY74: $9,160 TOTAL: $9,160 
Pnn. ,n"en. NASA 7-h. Ofldcrr CASE Cm@q 
Lindsay. J. F. JSC/Harris, J. W. 5 I-Biology 
(72-910 914-4&W) 
156 
NAS 2-3082 University of Texas Hcrlth Cemer - D~llas  3118 
Flight hardware for biosatellite experiment 
PI"& OU@,lMI 
M/29/69-06/01/75 FY74: TOTAL: $24,841 
Pl tn  lnrclr. NASA Tech O/Rwr CASE Ca#aao. 
Unavailable ARC/Unavailable 5 1-Biology 
(21-870 8836060) 
NCR 44012-151 University of Texar Health Centr; Dallas 3119 
Cardiovavular effect 
Per;& ouT@rhw 
W/I9/69-02/28/15 FY14: 650.000 T m A L :  S228,MN 
Prh. Inwsr. NA M Tcrh. Oflcrr ClSE Cornon 
Mitchell, J. H. JSC/Hoffler. G. W. 53-Other Medical 
(72-970 970-51-12) (72-910 914-51-00) 
NGR 44096001 Univ of Texas Healtb Center - S.n Antonio 3120 
' Control of brain arninc lwdr  in mice 
Prnod Ot4wlionl 
061 10/72-06/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: 410,390 
P"". l " ~ , , .  NASI 74. oflie, CASE Cmcpry 
Morgan, W. W. JSC/Leach, C. S. 51-Biology 
(72-970 970-5 1-16) 
NGR 44494-003 Uei* at Texas Health Center - Sm Antonio 3121 
Role of syslemic & rcnal hcmodynamics 
P M d  Ot.'!znrionr 
08/01/7366/30/75 FY74: $50,000 TOTAL: $85.000 
P*. lnvr5,. NASA T e c h  Ojfimr CASE Cmqory 
Earlcy. L. E. JSCJJackson, M. M. 53-Other Medical 
(72-970 970-51-12) 
NAS 9-11701 Univ of Texas-Smool of Public HeaIUI 3122 
Food safety standards and criteria 
PI"& Obl@,M" 
05/19/71~03/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: S37.m 
P"". ,nu,,. NASA Tech. Office, CASE &,aoo. 
Chambers. L. A. JSC/Heidrlbaugh, N. D. 
59-Life Sci, NEC 
Pier, S. M.  
(72-960 948-60-90) (72-910 91450-00) 
NAS 9-12783 Unir of Tex.s.%hool of Pvhlie Health 3123 
Probability of illness definition 
P e t i d  ou~,!~", 
05/26/72-09/30/74 FY74: $8,622 TOTAL: $96,622 
Pnn. bwxc NASA T?&. OjRwr CASE &,wry 
Downs, J. D. JSC/Fergumn, 1. K. 53-Other Medical 
(72-960 961-50-00) (72-960 961-WW) 
NAS 9-12823 Univ of Texa~Sehool of Public Health 3124 
Public health applications of remote sensing to urban public 
health 
PC"& ot.,p,ron, 
W/22/72-09/15/74 FY74: $61,730 TOTAL: $97,901 
?tin Inust. NASA T e h .  Oflfcer CASE CoJq#rY 
Stcele, I. H. JSC/Barnes, C. M. 59-Life Sci, NEC 
(72-970 970-54-01) (72-680 160-75-75) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
TEXAS (Continued) 
NGL. 44-084-003 Unir of TexasSehool of Public Health 3125 NAS 1-12705 University 01 Utah 3131 







FY74: $100.000 TOTAL: S100.W 
NASA Tech Ofll?rr &SE Calqory 
HQ-PY/Vitale. J. A. 59-Life Sci, NEC 
JSCfKcnnedy. E. E. 
NGR 44015003 West Texas State University 3126 
Omlogy of Marc Acidalium quadrangle M U  on Mars 
Penal OY@~,I""I 
W/25/73-03/31/78 FY74: $10,500 TOTAL: $20,500 
P*. lnxrt. NASA Tech. Oflker CASE Coteb?,ry 
Underwood. I. R. HQ-SLjDwornik. S. E. 32Geological Sci 
HQ-SL/Hall, H. E. 
(10-S40 38450-80) 
physical properties 
P d d  
01/14/74-03/31/77 
P",, Inus,. 
Shorthill. R. W. 
NAS 2-8244 




Pl in  1nven 
Einhorn, I. N. 




FY74: 1647,295 TOTAL: $47,295 
NAZ(  Tech Olfier CASE Carrgaly 
LARC/Wiiliams, T. S.. Ir. 
19-Phys Sci, NEC 
LARCIWard. I. C.. Jr. 
University of Utah 3132 
pyrolysis & combustion products of 
OM<*#8f""' 
FY74: $37.6 17 TOTAL: $37,617 
NASA Tcrh Olficer CASE Caregory 
ARC/Kourtides, D. A. 12-Chemistry 
ARC/GUffin, R. N. 
UTAH 
NAS 5-21883 University of Utah 3133 
ERTS data user investigation of the geology and hydrology of 
NAS 2-7358 Brigham Young University 3127 Utah and Nevada by ERTS imagery 
Analysis of Pioncer F & G solar terrestrial relationship data 
~eriod oujgar~on.~ 
period oMirn,inr lO/t1/72-03/18/74 FY74: TOTAL: $36,967 
02/00/32-06/30/74 FY74: $7,000 TOTAL: $14,300 Ph. I ~ U C J ~ .  NASA rmh. ojfiwr CASE cuterorl 
prim. l n ~ s r .  NASA rrh. olfi<o CASE category lensen, M. L. GSFC/Szalna, E. F. 32Gsological Sci 
Joncs, D. E. ARC/Hall, C. F. 13-Physics Bennett, R. 
ARCfSpahr, J. R. Grey, D. C. (21.840 8 I I-ZZMT (51-680 641.14-03) 
NCR 45601-011 Brigham Young Univenity 312R 
Analysis and interpretation of magnetic field measurements 
bclwcen earth and Mars rcccived from Mariner LV 
M o d  obl@,iii 
05/10/65-W/30/74 FY74: P20,OML TOTAL: $206,571 
Prin bw,,. NASA Tech. OMiiii CASE Catwory 
Jones. D. E. HQSG/Kavanagh, L. D.. Ir. 
39-Env Sci. NEC 
NAS 61908 University 01 Ulah 3134 
Meteorological rocket instrumenlation and dab.  processing 
experiments satellite data comparison project 
Pe~iad ' ObllgutlDns 
10/06/70-11/05/74 FY74: $50.000 TOTAL: $153.122 
Pn". Inear. NASI Teh. OYtru CASE Co!rxory 
Staffanson. F. L. WFC/Schmidlin, F. J. 31-Atmos Sci 
NGR 45001-032 W h a m  Young Univenity 'Iz9 NAS 6-2498 University of Utah 
Microwave studies of planetary atmospheres 
3135 
Upper atmospheric physical and dynamic processes 
period obl~,Z,,"".~ P<,iod o M i w ' ~ >  
Cf/O5/70-08/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: 616,100 W/26/74-04/28/76 FY74: $47,600 TOTAL: $47.600 
Pn'n. Inwst. NASA T d .  OIfi<cr C A E  C4leury Pdm, !nvcsz. NASA Tmh. Of je r  CASE C.,#~O,." Jones, D. E. HQ-SL/Brunk, W. E. I l-Astronomy Kao, S. K. WFC/Duke, I. R. 31-Atmoa Sci 
(10840 1 9 6 . ~ 0 0 )  (10-840 19641-82) (53-680 607-07-00) 
NGR 451101-040 Brigham Young University 31% 
Studies of lunar magnetism & interplanetary plasma dis- NAS530253 University of Utah 3136 
coniinuitics i .  Preparation and investigation of methacrylate hydragels for zeta 
Pcliod Ohlwtionx 
1l/21/73-11/21/75 FY74: $48,904 TOTAL: $48,904 
potential control 
P e a  OM!t~,i""l 
1 l/l5/73-10/14/74 FY74: $12,179 ' TOTAL: $12,179 
Pnn. rnvrn NASA Tech Officer CASE Cr,qorr 
Andradc, 1. D. MSFC/Krupnick. A. C. 12-Chemistry 
(62-930 96630-00) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
UTAH (Continued) 
NAS 9-12168 University of Utah 3137 
Apollo lunar sounder experimenf 
PI"& Wlgatto", 
W/13/71-IO/30/74 FY74: 5442.132 TOTAL: S1.728.580 
P h .  lnxsi. WAS" Ted .  Oflieer CASE Cettlory 
Ward, S. H .  JSC/Eichelman, W. F. 32Geologjcal Sci 
(72-810 383-30.01) (72-910 914-49-W) 
NAS 9-13322 University of Utah 31% 
Geology of Utah & Nevada 
PC"& ou!*olhns 
031 10/13-G9/30/14 FY74: TOTAL: $38,9W 
?"a Ins,,. WAS, T h .  OJBBB CASE C.,.l0ry 
lensen, M. L. ISC/Miller, M. L. 32Gmiogical Sci 
(72-960 948-6343] 
NASW 2648 University of Utah 3139 
Studying the earth from space 
P e r i d  OMiar,;miar 
05/2117606/05/75 FY74: $15,054 TOTAL: $15,054 
. . . . 
Pnn. Invcll. NASA Ted.  Ofliiii CASE Caccgory 
Ridd. M. K .  HQ-FE/Tuttle, F. B. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
McCoy, R. M. HQFE/Ahrendt, M. H. 
NCL 45005-019 University ol Utah 3140 
Investigation of combustion chemistry in composite rocket 
propellants 
Prin b*..t. 
Baer, A. D. 
Ryan, N. D. 
(10-710 128-0000) 
OM,P,,*N 
FY74: TOTAL: 5236,247 
NASA Tech Ofller CASE Cnzcpry 
HQ-RP/Wascl, R. A. 12-Chemistry 
NGL 45-003025 University of Utah 3141 
Invesligation of macordogieal measuremen1 lcchniques up to 
IW kilometers 
PC"& ONI~#IIMI 
12/22/65-09/30/74 FY74: $15,000 TOTAL: SW.721 
P"'m ln,e~L NASA Tech OJjker CASE Cc2febor.v 
Yaflanson, F. L. LARC/Hardesty, C. A. 31-Atrnos Sci 
(23-680 607-600) (23-680 607-Wd0) 
NCL 45.W3-029 University e l  Utlh 3142 
Thc mechanics of fracture in viscoelastic media 
PInod O b l ~ ~ , , ~ " ,  
05/18/66-10/01/73 FY74: TOTAL: S160,051 
Pnn. !awl .  NASA Tad.  Ofltcer CASE Cntqon 
Williams, M. 1. HQ-RP/Wasel, R. A. 13.Physics 
(I0.710 128-0000) 
NGL 45-003-037 Univerrlty of Utah 3143 
Paramagnetic resonance effect in viscoelastic materials 
Pl"& Obllg.,,ia"r 
01/20/67-06/08/7.V FY74: TOTAL: 5156,194 
Pnn. Irw,. NASA Trh. Ofl,er CASE Cmrpoo. 
Dsvires. K .  1. HQ-RP/Wasel. R. A. 46-Mech Engr 
(10-710 128-WOO) 
NCR 45-003690 University of Utah 3144 
Lunar samole analvsir 
PInod obl1tnrhu 
02/08/72-01/31/75 PY74: $32,400 TOTAL: $100.400 
P"n. Inus!.  NASA TA. OJJ~,  CASE C a w r y  
Ward, S. H. JSC/Harris. J. W. 3ZClmlo@cal Sd 
(72.810 388-10-03) 
NGR 4SOO3-093 University of Utah 3145 
Study a partial through crack on a plats of finite thickness 
Pend ONWlionl 
03/21/7243/01/75 FY74: TOTAL: $37.850 
Pdn. lnvcll. NASA T A .  Ojj,c#r CASE C a w ?  
Foliss, E. S. JSC/Foteman, R. G. 21-Mathcmetics 
(72-980 908-44-38) 
NGR ASOOMEJ5 University ol Utah 3146 
Analysis of the geologic cycle of Mars 
PI,+& ONIiUton" 
06/29/72-06/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: $28.912 
Pdn. inus!. NASA Ted. WPer CASE Catwg 
Wilson, R. C. HQ-SL/Dwornik, S. E. 32Gmloical  Sci 
HQ-SL/Allingham. J. W. 
(10440 384-50.80) 
NGR 44403-108 University of Ulnh 3141 
Applrcations of computer speech recogn#llon in flight manage- 
men1 
perlad O r Y ~ ~ t i ~ " ,  
11/01/73-09/30/74 FY74: $13,949 TOTAL: $13.949 
P"". ens,.  NASA Ted. Ofl!c<r CASE C e q w p  
Plummer, R. P. ARC/Coler, C. R. 69-Psych. NEC 
(21.704 504-29-02) 
NAS 2-8108 Utah State University 3148 
Gas for stratospheric sampling program 
PC"& Ouipllon' 
02/01/74-0113 1/15 FY74: $5.000 TOTAL: S5,OOO 
Ptin lnwsl. flASA Trd .  OJ7mr CASE C w n .  
Available. U. N. ARC/Loulenr¶ein. M. 31-Atmos Sci 
(21-790 797-0000] 
NGR ~~ Utah Stste University 3149 
Response of higher plants to ultravialct light and other stress 
laaors 
P l l i d  Otipllm 
11/22/64-08/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: S206.806 
' Prin. l n w r  NASI  T 4 .  0flllnr CASE Cot#zon. 
Salisbury, F. B. HQ-SLfCcib. D. S. 5 1-Biology 
(10-840 192-55-64) 
NGR 4W2-016 Utah Stale Unheni(y 3150 
Application of the comparison principle to analysis of nonlinear 
systems 
PIdd ou&amfm, 
06/24/70-02/28/75 FY74: 53.987 TOTAL: S49.538 
P"'" Inus,. NASA T r ~ h  Ojjtrrr CASE Cotwon. 
Gundemon. R. W. ARC/Doolin. 0. F. 21-Mathematics 
Manin. C. ARC/Meyer. G. 
(21-7M 501-03-1 1) (21-750 135-19-02) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
UTAH (Continued) 
. .. 
~k'tn2 u t h  Sa t e  University 3151 
Seminar workshop on large scale dynamic systems 
'L P~nod . . ONipri.,", 
05'/01/74-02/28/75 ,,FY74: $8,910 TOTAL: $8.910 
P&. CI l l .  NASA Ted. Ofldcw CASE Cnlcpr).  
Manin, C. ARC/Doolin, B. F. 49-Engr, NEC 
(21-704 501-03-1 1) 
. . 
NSC 7 0 9  , Utnh State University 3152 
Thediagenesisof geologicall$ important organic matter and amino 
acids under simulated gatural conailions 
penal mnatii 
06/01/7405/31/75 .. EY74: M.352 TOTAL: ~ 7 . 3 5 2  
Pnn. Inn>,. NASA Tech 0Ji;cw CASE Carmov 
Smith. G.  G.  LIQSL/Young, R. S. 32Gmio@&l Sci 
(10-840 192-5542) 
VERMONT 
N A 5  5-21753 University of Vermont 3153 
Envimnrnental study of ERTSA imagery 
PlM ONrnb",  
, 06/09/72-q/30/74 
h, 
FY74: $972 TOTAL: $5,472 
Pnn I n ~ $ l .  NASA re&. OlP/i/i' CASE COKZKZ,, 
find, A. 0. GSFC/Szajna. E. F. 32Geological Sci 
Henson. E. 8. 
(5 1-680 641-14-10) 
NGR 46(101-041 University of V e m a t  31% 
Processing dstrophysiological signals 
mod ON'gatrrn, 
10/01/73-10/01/74 , FY74: 636,973 TOTAL: $36,973 
Pt in  bw8r NISATwh.  OIliIlir CASE Corqorv 
Lai, D. C. ARC/Anlikcr, I. E. 21-Mathematics 
(21-970 970-21-1 1) 
NSG 7021 University of Vermont 3155 
Chemical evolution of aminolevulinic acid 
Pcdd O U ~ I I I I  
W/O1/74-06/30/75 FY74: $18,785 TOTAL: $18.785 
Ptin. rnrsl. NASA Ted.  Weer CASE G l a r y  
Thanassi. J. W. HQ-SLjYoung, R. S. 12-Chemistry 
(10-840 192-55-61) 
VIRGINIA 
NAS 1-12152 '" Christopher Newport College 31% 
Quality control checks of vgh flight records 
P r d  '% mtdddroa, 
02/23/73a6/30/73 FY74: TOTAL: 166.177 
Pnn. Inwn. NASA Ted.  OIjlilir CASE Cz,cmry 
McMurran. R. E. LARC/lewel, J.  W.. l r .  41-Acrq Engr 
LARC/Morris,.G. I. . , 
(23-704 501-38-1 1) 
NAS 1-12328 Chriqmpher Newport College 3157 
Qualhy control checks of vgh ncords 
Plnod OY;an*<ms 
05/14/73-06/30/74 FY74: $18,303 - TOTAL: $18.300 
Pdn inrrr. NASA T& O/fx?r CASE Celezow 
Roby, A. 8. ' L A R ~ / ~ o r r i s ,  G .  J. 41-Aero Engr 
(23-704 501-38-1 1) 
NAS 1-11808 College of William And Mary 3158 
Theorelleal studies of nuclear reactions for radiation programs 
oUr*a,lonl 
FY74: TOTAL: S25.W 
NASA rrrh OJiicer CASE Carego.? 
LARC/Wilson, I. W. 13-Physics 
LARCIBeck, S. M. 
NAS 1-11958 College of Willialn And Mary 3159 
Research in the physical and lire scienms 
Pe"d 'oblidd#ion, 
I01 12172-08/31/75 FY74: $181,161 TOTAL: $181,'161 
. . 
Pnn law!, \AS.$ T o *  Olflnr ( 4 S C  (blrpur, 
Amto. H.. 11. LhRC, hfart~n. D. J vY.Mui~-D~r lp  
(23.680 638.UQ00) (23.101 SYY-85-OO) (23-702 7f&)-UMUI 
NG L 47606055 College of William And Mary 3160 
Revarch on applied multidisciplinary r i e n c e ~  program 
P*"d oYlp,lonr 
03/05/71-01/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: S250,WO 
. , , , 
pnn. mres,. nusr m d .  o m  64SE C~,~Z?PY 
Sher, A. HQ-PYIRedding, E. R. 99-Multi-Dircip 
LARC/Martin, D. 1. 
(I0371 340-00-00) 
NGL 47a(M058 Callege o f  William And Mary 3161 
Applied science program 
P l d d  O#i~<ii"J 
09/01/72-08/31/76 FY74: $IM,WO TOTAL: $198,400 
Plln. Inr$l. N I . U  Tech Olfinr CASE Colrdory 
Sher, A. LARClManin, D. I. 99-Multi-Discip 
(23-701 790-00-00) , (23.7001 791#00) 
NGR 47-006-054 College of William And Mary 3162 
Space-related mammalian radialom studies 
P e a  oUigari<"3 
02/01/72-03/01/78 FY74: S90,W TOTAL $343,905 
P*. lnvrrr. NASA Ted. 0Ifm.r CASE Camorv 
Aceto, H., Ir. JSCIHoffman, R. A. 5 1-Biology 
(72-910 970-51-63) (72-970 970-00-00) 
NGR 47-006444 College of \)'illism And Msry 3163 
Correlation of trace element levels with the various diseascd states 
in humans 
R"d ONPIYIN 
03/01/7367/01/75 . FY74: $50,834 TOTAL: 585,834 
PHn. Inn$, .  NASA Tech. 0Jf;er  CASE Carrmry 
Aceto, H., 11. WFC/Obcrholucr, J. D. 
59-Life Sci, NeC 
Jolly. R. K. ARC/Holton, E. M. 
(53-250 141-93-02) (53-6110 177-56-61) (53:970 97071-61) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
VIRGINIA (Continued) 
NSG 10.34 College 01 WUlhm And Mary 3164 
Summcr rescsrch Sudirr at Langloy 
&,ice D d l ~ , , ~ .  
06/01/74-08/16/74 FY74: $12.600 TOTAL: $12.600 
. . 
Pdn Iewu NASA 7 d  O m r  C1SE Colnor) 
Von Bacyer. H. C. URC/Manin ,  D 1. 13-Physics 
(23.704 502-01-03) (23-704 502-0341) (23-704 50243-53) 
NSC 1089 College of Willlam And Mary 3165 
Theory of the pmpenies of materials used in solid atate scnsorn 
P d  OUWIrn 
09/01/7408/31/75 FY74: 520,500 TOTAL: $20,500 
P*. an,,. NASA r d .  o w  u s e  cuwv 
Chen, A. B. LARC/Breckenridgc. R. A. 13-Physics 
Sher, A. LARC/Cmuch, R. K. 
(23-704 502-03-51) 
NAS 1-12445 Hmptob Insthte 3166 
Conversion ofSovcmmcnt owncd vgh flight records into numerical 
tabulalions for FY 74 
P d d  oubb,bm 
05/30/73-M/30/76 Fr)4: $58.618 TOTAL: $58,618 
Prfn. l a w ~ r  NASa t&, OfJ!xw CASE Colwry 
Williams, G. K .  LARC/Jewel. I. W., Jr. 41-Acro Engr 
(23-704 501-38-11) 
NGR 47420404 Hnmptoo Instime 3167 
Physical and psychological factors affecting p=ng.r comfort 
in airplanes 
P d  oH@.,,im, 
02/01/73-03/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: $72.251 
Pdn. Inns,. NASA Trh Ofice, CASE C ~ I W T  
Handy, J .  W. HQ-PY/Pohly, 1. G. 69-Psych, NEC 
(10-371 34MC-M) (10-701 599-85-00) 
NCR 47420405 Hmpmn Iostitute 3168 
High temperature kinetics studies of combustion processes by 
the shock tube tahnique 
PI,kd OM@.,,iii 
03/21/73-07/31/74 FY74: $4,073 TOTAL: S4.073 
P m  lnnll. NASA Trrh. Offmr CASE Cmtrc~0.y 
Hunter. C. E. HQ-PY/Pohly. J. G. 13-Physics 
(10-701 5%-85-M) 
NCR 414XMO6 Hamplon Institute 3169 
Fast optical pulse recording system for laser ranging 
P l n d  OM@.,ZDN 
12/01/73-ll/M/74 FY74: $19,245 TOTAL; $19.245 
Plm. l n n n .  NASA T& Onkcr CASE Ca,exory 
Trehan, A. K. WFC/Kim, H. H. 19-Phys Sci. NEC 
(53-371 348XN-00) 
NGR 47420407 Hnnptoo In+it"te 3170 
Minority college relations study ~ 
Pm'd r n ~ i r n ,  
09/01/73-01/08/74 FY74: $4,553 TOTAL: S4.553 
P*. I n n s .  NASA T C ~ .  oficw CASE cm=ory 
Bell. I. A. LARCIAnderson. A. F. 
b2-Sonal Aspects 
Williams, M. R. LARC/Cax, J. J. 
(23430 023-02-98) 
NGR 474XUN8 Hampmn InlHtute 3171 
Mossbauer efkcl and its applicalion in material researoh 
Prdd OMp,&"' 
01/01/7412/31/74 FY74: $32,746 TOTAL: 132.746 
Pdn. lam,. NASA ~ n h .  Omnr CASE Cm- 
Hen. K. S. LARC/Singh. J. J .  13-Physics 
(23-37 1 m) 
NSG 1011 Harapton InlHhltr 3171 
Physical and psychological factors affecting passenger mrnlort 
in airplanes 
P& O M p l h ,  
04/01/7401/31/75 FY74: Y18,Oa) TOTAL: Y18,Oa) 
?dorln. l n m .  NASA Tmb OjIrnn CASE Cmlwq 
Handy. I .  W. LARC/Catherinc$ 1.1. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
Conley. H. W. 
Duncan. N. C. 
(2.3-371 34C-0000) 
NSG l m ?  Hmpmn Instihlte 3173 
Summer rwarch  studies at Langley 
P e w  OU,#o,lar 
061 10174-09/09/74 FY74: $23.691 TOTAL: $23.691 
PI(". bwfl. NASA 7 h .  Wnr CASE camwo~ 
Trehan, A. LARC/Cox, 1. 1. 49-Engr, NEC 
(23430 023-02-98) 
NGR 474U.%Wll Norfdk State College 3174 
Standards of rider comfort noise vibration and age of rider as 
factors 
Plr(od otd~nlionc 
05/14/73-06/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: $43,011) 
Ptin b r ~  NASA T r A  OD-r CrSE C m m  
Colcgate. R. L. HQ-PY/Pahly, J. G. ,62-Social Aspects 
LARC/Stone. R. W.. Jr. 
(10371 340mM) 
NSG 1014 M d k  Stale Cdlege 3175 
Numerical mmpulalions research 
PC& O b l ~ t f ~  
04/01/7403/31/75 FY74: $28.510 TOTAL: $28,510 
P*. lwwst. NASA Ted.  Of/,<<, CASE C ~ V R  
Baseman, M. ' LARC/Shodsmith, J.N. 21-Malhematics 
LARC/Hogge. J. E. 
(23-371 340-0000) 
NSG lW3 Narfdk Sa l e  CoUge 3176 
Self instructional component on basic materials science for 
orientation to space age technology 
P n l d  OM,c',rbac 
07/01/74-12/31/74 FY74: $27,906 TOTAL: $27.906 
Pr* h n s z .  NASA lick Oflie, CASE CcW0.y 
Jacobs, J. A. LARC/Mehrens, H. E. 47-Materials Engr 
(23.371 34(M0M) (23-680 l 7 W )  
NSG 1074 Norfolk Slate College 317l 
Comfort judgements as a function of passenger and noise and 
vibration encountered on urban mass transit vehicles 
Period ouiptionr 
07/01/7446/30/75 FY74: S43.000 TOTAL: S43.000 
P"1. lnnar. NASA Trh. Ofic" CASE ( h r w  
Colegale. R. L. LARCjStone, R. W., Jr. 
59-Life Sci. NEC 
Colson, W. N. 
(23-37 1 34MX)-00) (23-704 504-29- 12) 
\NASA'$ U N l V E R S l m  PROGRAM 
VIRGINIA (Continued) 
NAS 1-9434 Old Domlnloa Unlvenhy 3178 
Rcgarsh in physical and engineering d e n -  
PIMd W&th 
07 /23 /~48 /31 /74  FY74: S6.M7 TOTAL: $832,451 
. . 
R(n b*u NASA 74 O W  CASE C o w  
Ousterhout. D. S. LARCIManin. D J. W-Multl.Diuip 
(23-704 50243-51) (23-703 320MMO) 
NAS 1-11107 Old Domhlon UnIveralQ 31- 
Rescarch in physical and life sciences 
p ~ d d  W W # h  
07/24/12-12/31/74 ' FY74: $518,546 TOTAL: $799,260 
PNI Inn,,. NASA Ted O w  CASE C o t w  
Ousterhout, D. S. LARC/Marlin, D. J. 49-Engr, NEC 
(3-680 IM1.15-98) (23-680 175-31-31) (23-680 176-53-32) 
NAS S21816 Old Dominion University 3180 
ERTS data uscr investigation studies 
P"kd o u ~ l o w  
08/04/72-08/30/74 ~ ~ 7 4 :  TOTAL: 691,026 
Pdn. inwsd. NdSA T t d .  O m r  CASE Colwry 
.Copeland. G. E. GSFC/Gordon, F., l r .  39-Env Sci. NEC 
(51-680 641-14-07) (51-680 641-1409) 
NAS 9-13410 Old Dominion Unhenity . 3181 
Investigation af zero gravity boiling and'wndensing in mechanical 
refrigeration systems 
f i r i d  Ouipllonl 
05/01/73-02/28/75 FY74: TOTAL: SI5,MO 
Pnn. C m  NASA T d .  oUi0uir CASE Co!esw 
Keshock, E. G. JSC/French, B. 0. 46Mcch Engr 
(72-970 97C-52-20) 
, 
NGL 47a)3-807 Old DooiDioa University 3182 
A theoretical and crpcrirnenlal investigation of vortex-sink rate 
m s o r  
NCL 474W-039 Old Domlnlon Ualraralty 3185 
Analysis of a cold jet on bodies of revolution in a subsonic fm 
stream 
P d d  
l2/01/7011/30/76 
P*. In..,,. 
Ousterhout. D. S. 
(23.702 760-6241) 
om,,&ru 
FY74: $18.804 TOTAL: $114,463 
NASA T 4 .  Oflllm CASK Catq0.y 
LARC/Gentry, G. L.. Ji .  41-Aem Engr 
LARC/Magason, R. J. 
(23-760 7 2 1 m )  
NCL 414034%7 Old Domink. University 3186 
lnterdiadplinary investigation of atmospheric processes and 
constituents of the mid-Allantic coastal d o n  
p e r ~ d  ou#ment 
05/10/72-05/31/77 FY74: S75,WO TOTAL: 6300,WO 
. . 
Pnh hw#l. NASA M. Gj&r CASE Cmww 
Kindk, 8. C. HQ-PY/Vitale. J. A. 31-Atmos Sci 
WFCjKrieger. R. L. 
(10-371 Y(WO-00) 
NCR 41- Old Domfnion Univrrslty 3187 
Electron emission indued by electric ticld of a laser beam 
finbd OMIptlm, 
12/01/10-09/30/72 FY74: TOTAL: $13,182 
Pdn. I n B .  NASA Tech. OjJhP CASE bmcly 
Cox, 1. L. LARC/Outlaw, R. A. 13-Phyeies 
LARC/Ycagcr, P. R. 
(23-740 129-MM) 
NCR 47MU141 Old Dominion University 3188 
Investigation of sources of errors in-law density gas structure 
meaeunmcnts 
P . d  0Uimt"n"n 
10/01/7CL11/30/74 FY74: $57.802 TOTAL: $178.388 
Pnn Inu.‘r. NASA T d .  Officer CASE Calemv 
Pittman. M. A. LARC/Outlau; R. A. 13-Physics 
Brock. F. J. LARC/Melfi, L. T., Jr. 
Cox, J. L. 
(23-980 975-9&95) (23-601 645-M41) (23-840 18547-91) 
?errad odlwimi NGR 47603-048 Old Dominiom'~nirersi1y 3189 
08/31/67-05/31/75 FY14: TOTAL: $133,459 Exciton mupling in molecular crystals 
P*. Inwst. NASA 7-b. OJI<jjr CASE Carrgory PI"& Ou!p,l.m Gog1ia.G. L. LARCfHclibaum. R. F. 46-Msh Engr 03/08/71-10/31/74 FY74: $3,504 TOTAL: 544.394 
(22-750 125-MM) Pnn Inwsl. NASA TM. OffLY? CASE CarqAry 
Ake. R. L. LARC/Phillipr, D. H. 13-Physi~s 
(2F704 502-01-03) (23-740 1296aM) 
NCL 47603.008 Old Dominion Unirenity 3183 
Studies in heterocyclic synthesis NCR 4760f052 Old Dominion University 
Pnbd m * , ~  
3190 
07105167-06/02/75 FY74: $9,754 TOTAL: 5198,333 Graduate rerearch program in aeronautics a n d  air transpona-' .:-- . . 
CASE c0,wor). L,", NASA T d i .  0JJ~tr P"". inrrr. 
Williams. R. L. LARC/Johnston, N. J. 12-Chemistry P C M ~  OMt~olionr 
LARCIBell. V. L. 05/12/7i48/31/75 FY74: $79,576 TOTAL: SM0.560 
(23-704 501-21-22) (23-740 134-03-22) rnn innsr. NASA red. OJ/,C,, CASE cezetor) Roberts. A. S. LARC/Martin. D. J. 41-Acro Engr 
(23-704 501-15-82) (23-760 136-13-01) 
NGL 47603412 Old Dominion University 3184 
Thcorettcal desenpttan of sotl-Ore tntcractnon under movtng wheel NGR 47603468 Old Dominion University 3191 
of aircrafl Aerowl studies 
P e d  OMl~tlon, P C ~ &  O t f ~ a a t ~ o ~  
05/15/68-05/01/73 FY74: TOTAL: $139.960 12/11/72-11/01/74 . FY74: $35,9W TOTAL: 571.4M 
Pm. Imrrn. NASA Teh.  Offi<r.r CASE Cate~or). PIYI. In...r,. NASA T d  Ofliiii CASE Corep,~ 
Cheng. R. LARC/Lsland, T. J. M-Civil Engr Harris, F. S., Jr. LARCjHultcn, W. C. . 31-Atmor Sei 
(23-760 126XWNl) Pittman, M. A. LARC/McCarmick. M. P. 
(23-680 176-21-31) (23-704 502-23-56) (23-830 180-72-50) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
VIRGINIA (Continued) 
NGR 47-003-069 Old Dominion Uni~ensiiy 3192 
Laser holographic interfcromctric techniques for structure 
inspection 
Pcnd nbfizar&ns 
09/22/72-11/30/73 FY74: TOTAL: $22,136 
Ptin. Bw8l. NASA Ted. Of l i i i  CASE Cmqory 
Chu, W. P. LARC/McCormick, M. P. 13-Physics 
LARC/Goad, J: H., Jr. 
(23-704 501-22-02) (23-830 180-32-51) 
NGR 47-003-07 I Old Domiaioa Univnsity 3193 
Raman spectroscopy as a remote sensor of palyatomic ions in 
Eea & estuarine water 
P d d  OM@cr!mns 
09/20/72-09/01/73 FY74: TOTAL: S10.370 
Ptin. Inwsl NASA Tech. Ofltc<r CASE Catrlory 
Bandy. A. R. LARC/Houghton, W. M. 
33-Oceanography 
(23.704 502-23-56) 
.NGR 4760M77 Old Dominian Unirersity 3\94 
Study of rtratosphcric gases catalytically reacting on alumina 
P ~ d d  ohl,&.,im., 
02/21/7304/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: $7,082 
P M  Bw~t .  NASA Twh. Ofliiii CASE C a r w r y  
Cox, I. L. LARCjOutlaw, R. A. I3dhysics 
(23-980 909-72-47) 
NGR 47-003-078 Old Dominion University 3195 
Heavy-heavey nuclear reactions 
PIM O M ~ I ~ N  
02/01/73-12/21/75 FY74: $24,990 TOTAL: $52,147 
Ptin B u s t .  NASA Trrh Off7rr CASE Cmrgory 
Khandelwal, G. S. LARC/Wilson, I. W. 13-Physics 
(23-704 502-21-32) 
NGR 47603-082 Old Dominioe University 31% 
Optimum geometric configuration of a s p a a  shuttle materials 
laboratory 
P r i d  mip,ion, 
03/16/7306/30/75 FY7Q $111,029 TOTAL: $156.026 
Pd,z. ln.rr# NASA Teh. Of l i i i  CASE Cafegar). 
Clay. F. P. LARCjMyIfi, L. T., Jr. 31-Atmos Sci 
LARC/Outlaw. R. A. 
(23-601 645-50-01) (23-850 188-36-56) (23-980 975-6142) 
NGR 47-003-083 Old Dominion University 3197 
Laboratory study of passenger subjective response to ideal and 
real vehicle vibration environments 
Period OM<8acDnr 
05/02/7348/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: D7,990 
Pnn. lnu.rt. NASA 7~4 O f l r  CASE Calqorj 
Kirby. R. H. LARC/Mixson, I. S. 69-Psych. NEC 
(23-704 501-29-12) 
NGR 47-003-087 Old Dominion University 3198 
Theoretical and expsrimcntai program to develop active optical 
pollution sensors 
pe.iCd 0U~olro"s 
06/22/7348/31/74 FY74: $39.670 TOTAL: $50,350 
Pnn Inrcr,. NASA T d .  Ofliiir CASE Co,nurr 
Bandy, A. R. LARC/Northam, G.B. 39-Env Sci. NEC 
(23-980 975-61-02) 
NGR 47-W3688 Old Dominion University 3199 
Coherent optical instrumentation to measure particle parameters 
P f r M  OWimrbm 
09/15/73-11/14/74 FY74: 536.738 TOTAL: $36,738 
Prin Inbrsl. NASA T M ~ .  Olfi?cr CASE Colrgory 
Chu. W .  P. LARC/McCormick, M; P. 13-Physics 
LARC/Mauldin, L. E. 
(23-680 683-73-06) (23-702 760-63-02) (23-704 502-23-56) 
NGT 47605.028 Old Dominion University 3200 
Summer faculty fellowship program in engineering systems 
design 
period mir'7rionr 
11/14/69-12/31/74 FY74: $94.701 TOTAL: $461.341 
Pri" ,nrclr NASA Ted  Oflwr CASE Corqw, 
Cogha. G. L. HQ-PY/Carter. C. H. 49-Engr, NEC 
(10-371 WWMXl) 
NGT 4760.3-029 Old Dominion University 3201 
Summer facully fellowship program in rewarch 
P d d  0&4@0Jiol~ 
11/14/69-03/31/75 FY74: 5l07.090 TOTAL: 3557.480 
Ptin Inuz l .  NASA Tmh. Ofl~er CASE Cr tepv  
Goglia. G .  L. HQ-PYjCarter, C. H. 49-Engr, NEC 
(10-371 34000-00) 
NSG 1022 Old Dominion University 3202 
X-ray emission from high temperature plasmas 
period ON@4,lom 
05/01/14-08/30/75 FY74: $IZ,OW TOTAL: $12,000 
Pn% bw$t. NASA Ted. O/fi<<, CASE Cornor). 
Harris, W .  L. LARC/Hohi. F. 13-Physics 
(23-704 502-10-01) 
NSC 1028 Old Dominion Unircmity 3203 
Collection, reduction and interpretation of neutral thermospheric 
and eraspheric measurements 
*nod ow~~.,rion, 
04/01/74CM/01/76 FY74: $64,948 TOTAL: S64.948 
P#n. hv.~,. NASA Ted.  OJlilir CASE Cor~gocv 
Goglia, G .  L. LARC/Keating. G. M. 31-Atmos Sci 
Hinson, E. LARC/Prior. E. J. 
(23-840 185-47-91) (23-850 385-3600) 
NSC 1038 0 ld .Domin i~  University 3UL4 
Finite element methods in low-speed aemdynamics 
Prwd Ou@n,,n, 
09/01/74-05/31/75 FY74: $22.500 TOTAL: $22,500 
Ptin I n . r ~ z .  NA.U Tech. Offkr CASE Cot<pr? 
Baker. A. J. LARC/Morgan, H. L.. Jr. 41-Aero Engr 
Rabsns. A. S. LARC/Paulson, I. W.. Jr. 
(23-702 760-62-01) (23-704 501-06-01) 
NSG 1039 Old Dominion University ' 3205 
High temperatun wideband pressure transducer 
Perid oM<mrbn, 
09/01/74-08/30/75 FY74: $34.450 TOTAL: $34.450 
~ ~ S A ' S  UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
VIRGINIA (Continued) 
\ 
NSG' 1040 Old Dominion Univenity 3206 
Cdrnputer simulation of plasma and n-body problems 
PC"& oujr.,,ionr 
06/01/7405/31/75 FY74: $19,872 TOTAL: $19.872 
Pnn bwsr NASA 7 h  O#,m CASE Ca(Ror, 
Harms. W L LARC/Hohl, F 19-Phys Sex, NEC 
(23-704 502-10-01) 
NSG 1041 Old Dominion Uni~crsity 3207 
Sensitivity analysis of the remole gas filter correlation analyzer 
P<,'od . . Obl<~ lun '  
05/15/74-051 14/75 FY74: $24.880 TOTAL: 524.880 
Pn'n, kwr f .  MAS4 Tech, O#i<rr CASE Caregory 
&chcr, I. .LARC/Orr. H. D., Ill 39-Env Sci, NEC 
LARC/Reichlc, H. G., Jr. 
(23-680 642-12.h) 
NSC 1042 Old Dominion University 3200 
Dcvclopment of ride comfort criteria for mass transit systems 
P r n d  oN@a,imr 
05/01/74a4/30/75 FY74: W5 .W TOTAL: M5 .W 
P*. Inaz, .  N A U  T d .  O#,ca CA'SE CIIIrmry 
Kirby. R. H. LARCJMirson. J. S. 69-Psych, NEC 
Mikulka. P. J. 
(ZF7M 504-0942) (23-704 504-29-12) 
NSG 1043 Old Dominion University 3209 
Students summer ?search studies at Langley 
I.rlod Obl@,ion, 
06/01/74-05/31/75 FY74: $22.127 TOTAL: $22,127 
I NSG 1055 Old Dominion University 3210 
I Doslmetcr for d~strtbuted body organs 
P ~ d d  Oblqm,lo"~ 
06/01/74-07/31/76 FY74 $29,804 TOTAL $29,804 
Plin bn.8 NdSA Tmh Offtccr CASE Caregory 
Khandelwal, G S. LARC/Wlson, J W 19-Phyr Sc!. NEC 
(23-704 50168-10) 
/ NSC I W  Old Dominion Unirenity 3211 




Kindle, E. C. 
(23.601 645-2C-01) 
' NSG 1065 Old Dominion University 3212 
! Numerical solution of viscous shock-layer equalions for laminar, 
transitional, and turbulent flows of a radialing gas mixture in 
chemical equilibrium 
P*"d oblj&.,<mr . . 
06/10/74-06/09/75 FY74: $35,429 TOTAL: $35,429 
P*. lnrsl.  NASA TKh. O/&rr CASE Cntego'~ 
Goglia. G .  L. LARCJWaiberg, G. D. 41-Acro Engr 
Anderson. E. C. LARC/Olstad, W. B. 
(23-704 502-21-01) 
NAS 1-10210 U.miv~rrity of Virginia 3213 
Master agreement for research and divelopmen1 in the physical 
and life sciences and engineering 
P f " d  oui20rionr 
07/24/7&01/30/75 FY74: 572.765 TOTAL: $164,581 
P f i .  Inwn. ,NASA Tech. Officer CASE Carezory 
White, E. J. LARC/Kelly. W. L. 45-Elec Engr 
(23-702 768-81-01) (23-850 863-1 1-00) 
NAS 1-12754 University of Virginia 3214 
Research in the physical and liic sciences 
P e r i d  OY<znl?onl 
10/26/73-10/25/74 FY74: $99.982 TOTAL: $99,982 
Pnn. Bre.vr. NASA Ted 0,fllilili . CASE C o l q o ~ .  
Barnes, D. LARCJManin, D. J. 99-Multi-Oiscip 
(23-702 768-81-02) (23-790 797-W-00) 
NAS 2-1554 university of Virginia 3215 
Biosatellile projecl experiment P-1145 effect of weightlessness on 
gross body composition of the rat 
Penal obliz.alions 
09/14/64-01/31/74 , , ~ ~ 7 4 :  TOTAL: $596,155 
P"n h e x , .  NASA Tech. olfic/ir CASE CIIlegow 
Pitts. G. C. ARC/Oyama, 1. 5 i-Biology 
(21-970 970-21-61) (21-870 883-00-00) 
NAS 5-20065 University of Virginia 3216 
Pcrforrnance limits of the astrometric multiplexing area scanner 
, , for the large space telesmpe 
Penal oMi~4r,on, 
02/04/14-03/25/75 FY74: SIO,WO TOTAL: S10,WO 
Pnm. Inw$r. NASA Tech O/iiir CASE Cezegory 
Frederick. L. W. GSFC/Kclsall, T. N. Il-Astronomy 
GSFC/Sobierki, S. 
(51-850 188-78-56) 
NAS 5-22266 University of Virginis 3217 
Supernova monitor experiment 
P#"d 0bliprt.m 
09/01/7348/31/74 FY74: 54,SW TOTAL: S4,8W 
PI&, hwr,, NASA Td. O#tc#r CASE Colrlory 
Frederick, L. W. GSFC/Bertsch, D. L. Ii-Astronomy 
(51-850 879-11-00) 
NAS 9-12752 Unirrrsity of Virginia 32 18 
Principal investigator support of the lunar altitllde profile 
delemination 
P ~ l w d  OU@,irn. 
06/13/72-07/01/75 ~ ~ 7 4  TOTAL: $83,745 
Pnn. inren. N A U  7th. OJfrcer CASE Cotegory 
Junkins. J .  L. JSCIHardee, S. N. 13-Physics 
(72-910 91449-00)' ' .  
NGL 47605450 Unlrersity of Virgini? 3219 
lnverligation of the dynamic stability of the rigid body rotor 
P ~ l i a d  . . obliga,bm 
05/31/6648/31/75 FY74: TOTAL: $265.1 13 
Pnn. lnwlr. NASA Tech. Ojllnr CASE Calepry 
Gunter, E. J. LERCjCunningham, R.E. 46Mech Engr 




NGL 47-005-066 University of Virginia 3220 NGR 47-005-181 University of Virginia 3227
Studies in astronomy and related scientific and engineering Model for predicting passenger acceptance bf STOL transportation
fields systems
Period Obligations Period Obligations
10/1.0/66-09/14/76 FY74: $20,000 TOTAL: $184,256 06/15/71-05/31/75 FY74: $154,000 TOTAL: $385,157
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Frederick, L. W. HQ-SG/Roman, N. G. ll-Astronomy Jacobson, I. D. LARC/Schoonover, W. E., Jr.
HQ-SG/Boggess, N. W. 41-Aero Engr
(10-850 188-41-51) (10-850 188-00-00) Kuhlthau, A. R. LARC/Conner, D. W.
(23-704 501-15-82) (23-704 504-29-12) (23-701 791-93-9X)
NGL 47-005-098 University of Virginia 3221
Study of numerical methodology for dynamic buckling of shell
structures NGR 47-005-186 University of Virginia 3228
Period Obligations Vestibular system in a sample of amphibian and reptilian
03/07/69-03/15/75 FY74: TOTAL: $84,569 species
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Period Obligations
Haviland, J. K. LARC/Yates, E. C., Jr. 41-Aero Engr 10/12/71-02/01/75 FY74: $14,614 TOTAL: $43,451
Barton, F. W. Prin.. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category(23-742 124-00-00) (23-765 742-73-01) Ebbesson, S. O. ARC/Mehler, W. R. 59-Life Sci, NEC
Fuller, P. M.
NGL 47-005-108 University of Virginia 3222 (21-970 970-21-11)
Investigation of topics in structural dynamics
Period Obligations
05/01/69-02/28/74 FY74: TOTAL: $49,000 NGR 47-005-202 University of Virginia 3229
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Flight research experiments to determine ride quality and passenger
Haviland, J. K. LARC/Rainey, A. G. 41-Aero. Engr Flight research experiments to determine ride quality and passenger
(23-760 126-00-00) acceptance of air transportation
Period Obligations
06/14/73-06/14/75 FY74: 5$50,158 TOTAL: $50,158
NGR 47-005-112 University of Virginia 3223 Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Development of the research potential of cold balance Jacobson, I. D. FRC/Wolf, T. D. 59-Life Sci, NEC
Period Obligations Kuhlthau, A. R. FRC/Gee, S. W.
12/22/69-10/01/74 FY74: $51,000 TOTAL: $321,938 (24-704 504-29-21)
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Zapata, R. N. LARC/Kilgore, R. A. 41-Aero Engr
Humphris, R. R. LARC/Boyden, R. P.
(23-704 501-06-04) (23-704 501-06-09) (23-760 126-00-00) NGR 47-005-208 University of Virginia 3230
Effects of aircraft design on STOL ride quality: a simulator
study
NGR 47-005-145 University of Virginia 3224 Period Obligations
Performance evaluation capabilities for the design of physical 06/07/73-01/31/75 FY74: $14,949 TOTAL: $14,949
systems Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Period Obligations Jacobson, 1. D. LARC/Stone, R. W., Jr. 41-Aero Engr
04/22/70-05/31/75 FY74: $32,000 TOTAL: $151,910 LARC/Bergeron, H. P.
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category (23-704 504-29-12)
Pilkey, W. D. LARC/Sewall, J. L. 46-Mech Engr
LARC/Parrish, R. V.
(23-704 502-22-01) (23-740 134-00-00) (23-704 501-22-05)
NGR 47-005-213 University of Virginia 3231
NGR 47-005-172 University of Virginia 3225 Study of rats under chronic exposure, high protein diet, and
Interpretation of surface features and surface processes on Mars exercise during centrifugation
Period Obligations
03/03/71-10/31/74 FY74: 5$69,089 TOTAL: $137,279 08/01/73-10/31/74 FY74: $39,935 TOTAL: $39,935
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE CategoryPrm. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Caegory Pitts, G. C. ARC/Oyama, J. 51-Biology
Dolan, R. HQ-SL/Dwornik, S. E. 32-Geological Sci (21-970 970-21-61)
(10-840 384-50-80) (21-970 970-21-61)
NGR 47-005-176 University of Virginia 3226
Trace element analysis of mineral separates and determination NGR 47-005-219 University of Virginia 3232
of, partition coefficients Unsteady loads due to propulsive lift configurations
Period Obligations Period Obligations
06/07/71-11/30/75 FY74: $29,169 TOTAL: $51,149 01/01/74-12/31/74 FY74: 5$39,916 TOTAL: $39,916
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Allen, R. O. HQ-SM/Bryson, R. P. 324Geological Sci Haviland, J. K. LARC/Schoenster, J. A. 41-Aero Engr
HQ-SM/Pomeroy, J. H. Morton, J. B. LARC/Mixon, J. S.(10-810 195-42-67) (10-810 195-00-00) (23-702 760-61-02)
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NSG 1010 University of Virginia 3233 NAS 1-10646 Virginia ~ o l ~ l o r b n i c  lnstimte 3240 
~Lperconductin~ magnetic suspension and balance erpcrimenl Research and development in the l i d  scienms, phfsical sciences, 
' ' 1 .-.,>a n ~ , & - . ~ ~ ~ .  and encineerine 
" -.s-.. ~~ " ~~- 
03%01/74-08/31/74 FY74: $42.700 TOTAL: $42,700 ' PWM ! ' uui~n~ion~ 
Pnn. lnwrr. NASA Tech oflicrr CASE Ca~lgory 02/12/71-05/31/75 Fy74: $801253 TOTAL: $361,174 
'Zapata, R. N. LARC/Kilgare, R. A. 41-Abro Engr p7jn lnvur. i NASA T f d .  oliker CASE C ~ C ~ ~ O ~ Y  
LARC/Boyden, R. P. Wightman. J. P: ~ ~ ~ c / ~ y v i k , ' ,  C. E. 31-Almos Sci 
(23-702 7a72-01) (23-704 501-0609) (23-704 501-22-04) (23.830 180.72-$50) (23-980 975-73-48) \ 
NSG 1067 University of Virginia 3234 
Investigation of processor architectures utilizing magnetic bubble 
and semiconductor memories 
h,tod Obllgctionl 
07/01/74-06/30/75 FY74: $32,646 TOTAL: $32,646 
Pdn. Invcr,. NASA Tch. Oflirrr CASE Callgogorl 
Parrish, E. A. LARC/Wclls, 1. G.. Jr. 45-Elec Engr 
Aylar, J. H. LARC/Hurson, C. 
(23-704 502-03-52) 
NGL 47-002605 Virginia Commonweslth University 3235 
Radiation hazards Lo the eye 
PIllod Oulg#ri.n, 
06/25/65-W/30/77 FY74: $100,000 TOTAL: $488,317 
Pen. ;nv?L NASA Ted. OJJicer CASE Colrzury 
Ham. W. T, HQ-MM/Saunders, J. F. 51-Biology 
. . HQ-MM/Jones, W. L. 
(10-371 340.WMI) (23-770 127-WW) 
NGL 47-002-020 Virginia Commonuedth University 3236 
Microbiological performance testing on  water management 
subsyrtem for a four man space capsule 
Pen& 0bl;zmnionr 
04/25/68-05/31/76 FY74: TOTAL: 5252,162 
Pnn hvrr  NASA Tech. Ofl<<?r CASE Callgory 
Dalton. H. P. LARCjWilUns, J. R. 51-Biology 
(23-770 (27-WOO), (23-970 970-32-10) 
NGR 47-002-041 Virginia Commonwedth University 3237 
Isomer effects on poiyimide properties 
Period OMYorWnc 
091 15/72-06/30/75 FY74: $14,875 TOTAL: $30.175 
?,in. I""*,,. NASA Tech. o//lcer CASE c.rrbory 
Stump, B. L. LARC/Beil. V. L. 12-Chemistry 
LARC/Jabnrton, N. I. 
(23.701 501-21-22) (23-705 118-06-03) 
NAS 1-13175 Virginia Polytechllic Institute 324 1 
Research in the physical and life xienr:Fs 
Period uuigrronr 
05/10/74-05/09/75 FY74: $41,~.92 TOTAL: $41.892 
, , . . 
Pn'n lnrnr. . NASA T f d .  OJJtcm. CASE C#lwr, '  
Robertson. R. M. LARC/Manin, ID. J. 49-Engr, NEC 
(23-680 638-10-MI) (23-920 989-10-0011 
i 
NAS 521729 Virginia polytechni{ lnnitule 3242 , 
Geological landform analysis in the C e n t ~ a l  Piedmont of Virginia 
and North Carolina i ! 
?#Hod ' okir#,i".. 
05/02/72-04/01/74 FY74: , ', TOTAL: $2, I64 
?,in. ,nv,,. NASA Tech OJfim, ! CASE Cmrbory 
Glover, L., 111 GSFC/Gordoq. F.: Jr. 32Geological Sci 
(51-680 641-14-00) 
NAS 521984 Virginia ~olytechnic ln;\itute 3243 
Study of the ATS-F mllllmeter wave e-%penmen1 
P e r j d  
01/31/74-09/01/78 
P,!" Inns,. 
Bastian, C. W. 
Stutrman. W. L. 
Wiley, P. H. 
(5 1-620 643- i0-MI) 
NAS 61863 virginis ~olytechndc institute I 3244 Remote sensing in agriculture 
prriod 'Du!e.,lon, 
07/14/7l&07/13/73 FY74: i TOTAL: $73,422 
, . , , 
Pnn. l nv rn .  NISI( Tch  Oflnr\ CASE C n 1 4 0 r ~  
Pettry, D. E. WFC/Bettle, J.  F' R-Env Sci, NEC 
Hutcheson, T. B. WFC/Scolt, J. H\: 
(53-680 160.75-01) 
NAS &2388 I .  3238 Virginia Polytechnic Unstltute 3245 NGR 47-018-005 Virginia Military lndtute Remote sensing in agriculture 
Digital adaptive control of a VTOL aircraft penod o ~ l d ~ ~ l l ~ ~ . ~  
Pcnd oM~&.rwns i1/01/73-10/31/76 FY74:.$38,910 ' TOTAL: $38,910 
11/01/73-11/30/74 FY74: $10.928 TOTAL: $10,928 Pnn. Inrrst. N T h  0 1 CASS Carego,) 
p a .  Inus,. NASA rmh. oflf<er CASE cmesoly Pettry. D. E. 'WFC/Scatt, J. H. . , 39-Env ki. NEC 
Reid, G.  F. LARC/Creedon. J .  F. 41-Acro Engr (53-680 177-51-61) (23-704 501-23-1 1) j! 
\ 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute 3239 NAS 9-12630 
\ 
NAS I-IOU3 Virginia Polytechnic Institute 3246 
Effects of swirl and multiple injection points on co-axial mixing Viscous ahock-layer method to predict su r~am\~ re r ru r e  and heat 
in supersonic ?ow transfer lo distributions over two-dimensjtanal nonanalytic 
shapes Pfdod ObIt~alrunr 
07/24/70.02/28/74 FY74: TOTAL: $66,919 PC~W OM!mtrr.n, 
 tin lnurs,. NASA ~ w h .  omrr CASE cozegvry M/ 17172-09/30/74 FY74: S25.W TOTAL: $1 19,242 
Schetz, J.  A. LARC/Rursin. W. R. 41-Aera Engr pen. Invrst. NASA T r h .  0fl;r.r , '  CASE corryl,r~ 
LARC/Anderson. G .  Y. Lewis. C .  H.  JSC/Curry, D. M. 41-AGIO Engr 
(U-704 501-04-03) (72-920 986-15-00) (72-920 982-42-00) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
VlRGlNlA (Continued) 
NGL 47-bO4-067 Virginis Polytechnic Institlate 3247 
Measurement o f  the groufid wind structure 
P*"d oM;m,;onl 
06/15/70-06/30/74 FY74: $38,000 TOTAL: S305.W 
Pen. best .  IV.4S.I Tech. OJJfccr 5 CASE C ~ ~ W I Y  
Tieleman. H. W .  WFC/Spurling, J. F. 31-Atmos SCi 
(53-704 501-08-10) (10)760 126-C@-00) 
pen‘., o b l i s r r w s  
04/19/71-06/30/75 ' FY74: TOTAL: $61.960 
Pflfl. Inv# t .  NASA T f d  OJIti,, CASE CaIcmD. 
McCee, H. A. , HQ-SL/Fellows. R. F. Il-Astronomy 
(16840 185-WOO) ' 
NGR 47-004676 Virgio~is Polytoehnie Institute 3219 
Photoelastic influenee of boundary layer effects 
PlHod OUUarb", 
03/16/71-02/28/74 FY74: TOTAL: $38,683 
P r h  bu~r. AiASA Tech. Ojfiar CASE CoImry 
Smith, C. W. L~\RC/Newman, J.C.,Jr. 46-Mech Engr 
LARC/Poc, C. C.. Jr. 
(23-740 134-03-21) 1 
NGR 47-W4-082 ~ i & n i a  Polytechnic lnstihlte 3250 
Oxidation behavior of {dispersion-stabilized ?liayr exposed to a 
dynamic high lemperatqre environmenl 
P<ti'., i OU,p,b", 04/23/71-12/31/73 FY74: TOTAL: 550,877 Pn'n. l n w .  NASA T h .  OJJiir CASE C n r q r y  
Tenney, D. R. 'LARC/Stein, B. A. 47-Materials Engr 
(23-742 117-07-03) 7 
NCR 47-004-090 Vi;rglnm " Polytechn~c ' ln~htute ' 3251 
Research program in a:ronauticr & air transpanation systems 
Perial Oblwbnr 
07/0l/71-06/30/75 ! FY74: $100.000 TOTAL: $289.000 
P-n h w r r  NASA Tech. Ofltcer CASE C ~ l ~ ~ o r y  
Fabryeky. W. J.  LARCJMartin, D. J. 41-Aera Engr 
(23-704 501-15-82) i (23-760 13613-01) 
NGR 4740f091 'Virginia Polytechnic Institute 3252 
Influence of palarim ion on miilimetcr wave propagation through 
rain 
Petid ou@dr,on, 
01/01/72-03/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: $73,648 
P l i n  Inwal. NASA T-4. 0Ui-r CASE Crmor). 
Bostian, C. W. GSFC/Hirschmann. E. 45-Elcc Engr 
Stutzman, W. L. ' 
(51-620 164-21-72,) (51-620 1&1-06-58) 
1 
NGR 47-004-093 / Virginia Polytechnic Inrtlhlle 3253 
Study i ron  (,?+'I magnesium distribution in synthetic and lunar 
calcic pyroxenes 
PInod ou*, iar  
12/01/71-W/01,/73 FY74: TOTAL: 515,000 
~ n n .  lnwsr. NASA l#&. O#!<er CASE Corm,? 
Gibbr. C .  V. CSFC/Walter. L. S. 12-Chemistry 
(51-910 914-40-im) 
NCR 47604697 Virginia Polytechnic Institute . . 3 $ 4  
Diffusion bchavior of a two-phase rnelal matrix composile expokd 
to a high temperature environment 
P e w  owig~,;ons 
1 
02/17/72-12/31/73 FY74: TOTAL: $9.968 
Pdn. Inuqr. NASA Ted. OflJcer CASE C'#qory 
Tenney, D. R. LARCJStcin, B. A. 47-Malc~ials Engr 
(23-740 13-03-23) 
NGR 47-W-098 Virginia Polytechnic InYihlte 3255 
The stability of motion of satellites wilh long nexible ap 
pcndages 
Perid Ou!mrion, 
05/01/72-02/26/74 FY74: TOTAL: $35,525 
P*. 1nvlrr NASA Tech 0fP-r CASE c a w  
Meirovitch, L. CSFC/Fedor, J. V. 42-A61r0 Engr 
(51-850 877-11-00) 
NGR 47-004-100 Virginia Polytechnic Insdtute 3256 
The stability of motion of satellites with cavitier partially falsd 
with liquid 
P I " d  m;80,<0", 
08/01/72-10/31/74 FY74: $24,970 TOTAL: $49.810 
Pnn. lnwsr NASA Tch.  Oflicii CASE Categnw 
Mciravilch, L. GSFC/Hraslar. J. A. 49-Engr, NEC 
Ncyfch, A. H. 
(51-850 868-11-00) (3 1-680 16044-52) 
NGR 47-OW-101 Virginia Polytechnic Institute 3257 
Mechanical behavior of composite reinforced metals 
Pen& Oulm,;~", 
08/01/72-12/31/73 FY74: TOTAL: 528,854 
Ptin Inezt. NASA Tfrh Oflt-r CASE C4mory 
Hcrakwich. C. T. LARC/Davis. 1. G., I r .  
NGR 07-004-102 Virginia Polytechnic Institute 3258 
Study of diffraction effects in waveguide lens 
Penad Ou1wrtoar 
09/01/72-08/01/73 FY74: TOTAL $24.321 
Pnn. Inw~t. NASA T ~ c h .  OJPmr CASE Cntmov 
Calindo, V. GSFCjDod, L. R. 45-Elec Engr 
Stutzman. W. L. 
(5 1-620 164-M00) 
NGR 47-004-103 Virginia Polytechnic Inslltub 3259 
Synthesis of multiplc-shaped beam antenna patterns 
PC"& OU~,."", 
09/01/72-08/01/73 FY74: TOTAL: $25,150 
Prin Bwa. N A S A  Twh. Wi re r  CASE Careon. 
Stuhman, W. L. GSFC/Dad. L. R. 45-Elec Engr 
Galinda. V. 
(51-620 164-21.54) 
NGR 47604-106 Virginis Polytcrhnie Imtltute 3260 
Optimization of skin friction reduction in supersonic flaw by 
fluid injection 
P,li& Ou;p,lonr 
05/01/73-06/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: $45.000 
P h .  file$,. NASA l f r h  Oflf-r CASE Ca#.-pn. 
Schetz. J. A. LARC/Beckwith. I. E. 41-Aero Engr 
Lewis. C. H. 
(23-701 599-8-00) 
N\4SA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
VIRGINIA (Continued) 
\ 
b ,  NGR 47604108 Virgi"iiPo1ytechnii Institute 3261 
Cocklation of creep rate with micmstructura! changer during 
high temperature creep 
PInod obl@a,ims 
&/Id/72-09/30/74 FY74: $21,495 TOTAL: $76,358 
PM! rn,wa?rar ~ i s r  -h. offin, CASE cotqory 
Lylton, 'J. L. LARCjStein. 6. A. 47-Materials Engr 
Young. C. T. 
(2x704 502-37-02) 
NGR'47604169 Virginia Polytechnic Institute 3262 
Pmpagatian and instability of waves in ducts with varying cross 
sections . , 
Pe"d Obl@#ll~,  
09/01/72-08/31/74 FY74: $25,913 TOTAL: $89,911 
. . 
P"W. Inn*,. MAS" ~ & h .  OfIiar CASE Carqoy 
Nayfeh, A. H. LARCjZorumski. W. E 13-Physics 
(23-104 501-2461) 
NCR 47604-114 Virginia Polytechnic Institute 3163 
Crash safety of general avxatlon arcraft 
hod OM*,&. 
09/01/72- 12/31/74 FY74: 555,171 TOTAL $11 1,454 
Pnn. fn~z, .  NASA 7 r r k  OfIier CASE C a ! w y  
Melosh, R. J. LARCjHayduk, R. J.  44-Civil Engr 
Swift, G: W. LARCtThamsan, R. G. 
(23-702 ,760-60-01) 
NGR 47604-116 Virginia Polytechnic Institute 3264 
Investigation of digital ntght control systems 
P e d d  ' . ON,~n,ions 
01/01/7341/01/75 FY74: $14,446 TOTAL: $27,148 
P'n. In*r?t. : NASA Td. Off#cer ' CASE. Calmrv 
Vanlandmgham, H. F. ~ ~ ~ ~ / ~ o n i ~ o m e r y .  R.C 41-Acm ~ " g r  
Lutze. F. H. 
NGR 47604-119 Virginia Pdyteehnie institute 3265 
Analytical study of subsonic turbulent boundarflayer separation,' 
including viscous inviscid interaction 
?<,id ON@a,lon, 
01/13/73-11/30/74 FY74: S21.970 TOTAL: $21,970 
P"'n. In%e$t. " IS*  Trrh Ofi& CASE Cotegory 
Inger, G. R. LARC/Wornom. S. F. 13-Phisics 
(23-702 760.64-60) 
. , 
NGR 47604-126 Virginia Polytechnic Instilm?te 3266 
9 Spin stabilization of flexible satellites about nontrivial equilibrium 
~ositiona 
P c n d  O U t ~ n t l o n ~  
041 15/7&04/ 14/75 FY74: $24,960 TOTAL: $24,960 
P n n . ' l u s r .  NASA TI&. Offlccr CASE C C Z ~ ~ ; ~  
Meimvitch. L. GSFC/Fedor, J. V. I l-Aslrooomy 
(51-830 492-0415) 
NGR 4 7 . ~ ~ ~ 1 2 9  virginis Polytechnic Institute . 3267' . 
Composite mateiials resarch ind  education 
P e r i d  m @ l i o n r  
01/01/7401/01/75 FY74: S12.W TOTAL $I2,MO 
. , . . 
Pnn. lrnsr. NASA Trd .  Ommmr CASE CarqeY 
Hcrakovich, C. T. LARClDavis, J.  G., Jr. 49-Engr, NEC 
LARC/Pride, R A. 
(23-704 501-22-03) . ~ 
.. . 
N& 1015 Virginia Pol&%-hnic Institute 3268 
Redundancy in s l f  reorganizing system: A'gsometric formula- 
tion 
PC& DMtplionr 
03/06/74-06/08/75 ' FY74: $22.435 ' TOTAL: $22.435 
Pnn. bu#>r. NASA Tmh. 0fi& CASE Calqnry 
Cliff, E. M. LARC/Montgomcry, R.C. 41-Aero Engr 
(23-702 76675-02) 
NSG 1020 Virginia Polytechnic'lnstitute 3269 
Determining ion kineticenergies by a method of mass spectrometer 
peak-shape variation 
PcrM ou,g#nionl 
07/01/7406/30/75 FY74: $10.000 TOTAL: $lO.MO 
Pnn. b u s , .  NASA T c h .  OfJ-r CASE Cmegov 
Sanmne, G. LARC/Ycagsr, P. R. 13-Physics' 
LARCjSmith, A. 
(23-630 161d0-W) 
NSG IOU Virginia Polytechnic Institute 3270 
Stress intensity factor -dctcrmination far cracks emanating from 
' holes in plates 
P e r i d  Ou;E..,ionr 
09/15/74-09/14/75 FY74: $23,425 TOTAL: $23,425 
. . . . 
Pnn b n 3 l  NASA Tech. Offimr CASE Calqory 
Smith. C. W. LARC/Newman, J. C., Jr. 46-Mech Engr 
LARC/Pae, C. C., Jr. 
(23-704 501-22-02) 
NSG 1 W  Virginia Polytechnic Institute 3271 
Synthesis of acrornatic secondary diamines 
P l W  OblLplinns 
06/01/74-05/31/75 FY74: $14,020 TOTAL: $14,020 
P h .  Inrrsl. NASA T 4 .  OMiiii CASE Cntwory 
Wolfe, J. F. LARC/Johnston, N. J. 12-Chemistry 
LARC/Bell, V. L. 
(23-704 501-21-22) 
NSG 1071 Virginia Polytechnic Institute 3272' 
Statirtical support for the advanced technology laboratory 
program 
P W  0Ui~'ionl 
07/01/74-06/30/75 FY74: $35,000 ' TOTAL: $35,000 
Pnn. Inws,. NASA Tech. Omc~lrr CASE Cnl<gory 
Hinkelmann, K. LARC/Llswllyn, C. P. 21-Mathematics 
Myers. R. H. LARC/Campbell. I. W. 
(23-680 1761431) 
NSG 10115 , Virginia Polytechnic Institute 3273 
Kinetics o f the  reactions of acid anhydrides with aromatic amines 
in aprotic solvents 
P e * d  OUifal?ms 
07/01/7466/30/75 FY74: $23,140 TOTAL: $23,140 
P e .  kx>z.  NASA Tcrh Win, CASE Category 
Mason. J .  G. LARC/Young, P. R. 12-Chemistry 
LARC/Jahnston, N. J. 
(23-704 501-21-22) 
NSC 2016 Virginia Polytechnic Institute 3274 
Aeraelastlc phenomena assoctated wuth obhque wtnged amraft 
P**d OYig.",'ii 
W/O1/74-04/01/75 FY74:_$23,173 TOTAL: $23,173 
Pnn. lnrrrt. NASA 're*, OJper CASE Camory 
Weisshaar,.T. A. ARC/Gaspers. P. A,. Jr. 41-Acro Engr 
(21-702 760-6441) (21-704 501-22-05) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
VIRGINIA (Continued) 
NGL 47614009 Virglnla Slate College 3275 
Numerical treatment of aound propagation through a duct 
PM.4 OM@!roar 
06/29/73-06/30/76 FY74: TOTAL: $50,5M) 
. . . . 
P M .  InurU. NASA I&. Omnr CASE C ~ l w r ) .  
Agrawal. D. M. HQ-PYjPohly, I. G. 21.Mathematics 
(I0371 3400000) 
NGR 41614001 Vlrp(nia State College 3276 
Analysis of Manian surface, its origin & theory 
firid ou@,km, 
01/24/72-06/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: 522.23 
Pl(n lnnrr NASA T&. O W  CASE Cnlrwrb' 
Gipson. M.. Jr. - HQSLjDwornik, S. E. 32Gmlogical Sci 
(IC-W 3 w s a a o )  
NGR 47614-005 Vlrglain Slate C o l w  321'1 
Numerical treatment of sound rrro~alation lhrouah a duct 
PIMd 
OS/ll/12-W/30/73 
P M  Inr,, 
Agrawsl, K. M. 
. . -  .
OUI#rn,lM, 
FY74: TOTAL: $24,366 
NASA 7 h .  0.0ler CASE Cot.lory 
HQPY/Pohly. J .  G.  41-Acm Engr 
LARC/Lansing. D. L. 
NAS MMI Universily of W.ghlngton ih~ 
Research on nature and pmgerties of ceramic insulslion ' 
M OU@,lM, 
06/29/71-06/30/73 FY74: TOTAL: $1 14.397 
Pdn. l#w,!. NASA Ted, We, CASE cam 
Mueller, J .  I. ARC/Ooldstein, H.E. 47-Materials Engr 
ARC/Larson, H. K. 
(10704 502-31-50) 
NAS 24778 University of Wsddngfoa 3283 
Remote wnsing of aalmon 
P W  O M l ~ n a r  
03/07/72-12/07/73 FY74: TOTAL: S50,MO 
Plln brort. NASA I&. WPmr CASE Cdwry 
Unavailable ARCjUnavailable 39-Env Sci, NEC 
(21-680 160-75-81) 
NAS 9-13029 Unlverally of Wnshlngm 32g4 
Total body calcium analysis 
Per(& O M I P I h  
06/29/72-12/31/75 FY74: S52,SW TOTAL: $152,486 
Pdn lnvrrl NASA T& qj !mr  CASE Cat- 
Nelp, W. 8. JSC/Smllh, M. C., Jr. 59-Life Sci. NEC 
(72-970 97C-5 1-14) 
NGR 47614006 Vlrginia State Collep 3 m  
Research program in nuclear and solid alate physics 
P e w  OU@,ionl NAS 9-13743 Unlvcrrity 01 Washingl6n 3% 
Ml03172-CW31174 FY74: $25,761 TOTAL: $42.024 Scannina elemron micrnscolw analysis 
. , . , . 
PNI. Innn. NASA Trh. Omer CASE Calfpry Pn"d OU@liow 
Stronach, C. E. LARC/Wilson, J. W. 13-Physics 11/21/73-11/21/74 FY74: $S.W(L TOTAL: $5,000 
(23-371 W W W )  (LC-371 W0-) P*. lnus,. NASA 7mh. o l ~ m r  CASE c- 
Brownlee, D. E. JSCjHon. F. 32GmlogiFal Sd 
(72-950 951-CULOO) 
NCR 47614007 Virrinia Slate Cd1ev.e 3279 
Industrial arts curriculum dcvclo~rncnt 
PC"& 
Ol/l5/73-09/14/75 
P"". l ln r r .  
Van Dyke. A. 
m&-a , im 
FY74: %28,578 TOTAL: 541,534 
NASA Teb. Oflimr CASE Cm- 
LARC/Mehrens, H. E. 49-Engr, NEC 
LARC/Parksr, M. H. 
(23-704 502-21-27) (23-701 599-85-W) 
- - 
Ezploring careers in technology 
Penal ou Iprm3 
06/20/7408/19/74 FY74: $8.432 TOTAL: 68.432 
PNI. In1c11. NASA Tch.  OIPAA CASE Cafqory 
Crawley, L. F. LARC/Mehrens. H. E. 99-Multi-Discip 
Payne. W. V. LARCjParker, M. H. 
Russell. W. P. 
(SO30 023-09-98) 
WASHINGTON 
NAS 1-9694 University of Washhgton 3281 
Participation in the science planning for the Viking 1975 missions 
NGL 4g002dHW University of Wwhington 3286 
Multidisciplinary research in materials scicnaes with emphasis an 
investigation of inorganic nonmelallie ceramic malerials 
P<Md OMIptkm, 
06/28/73-05/31/77 FY74: 62C0,WO TOTAL: $3,119.170 
PNI. Inwsl. NASA Td. Olfi<<r CASE C ~ t n n w  
Mueller, J. I .  LERC/Lad, R. A. 47-Materials Engr 
(22-704 502-01-W) (10-740 1 2 9 d o )  
NGL 4860MIO Uoir.rsity of washio*on 3287 
Experimental and theoretical investigation of wind tunnel 
geometry, emphasizing factors pertinent to  V/STOL vehicle 
tssline - 
PInod 0tJix.ariolu 
ll/20/6&09/14/16 FY74: W,MO TOTAL: $383,514 
Pnn Invrsr. , NASA T d .  Oflmr CASE Cawr ) r  
Joppa. R. G .  LARC/Heymn, H. H. 41-Aero Engr 
(23-702 760-61-02) (23-760 721-WW) 
NGL 48602635 University of Washington 3288 
An experimental investigation of wind tunnel lest limits for 
V/STOL type vehicles in wind tunnels with curved walls 
~. 
in the area of meteorology  nod m ~ p t i u  
fin& ohl&-man~ 08/24/66-06/30/76 FY74: TOTAL: $185.428 
W/27/70-03/31/77 FY74: $135.667 TOTAL: $186,067 ~ n n  tnn ,~ .  NASA ~ e b .  Officer CASE carmory 
P " n  lnnr<. NASA rnh. OW CASE cm- Rae, W .  H. LARC/HeySOn, H. H. 41-Aero Engr 
!&ovy, C. 6. LARC/Soffen, G .  A. 13-Physics (23-702 760-61-02) (23-702 760-72-01) 
(23-840 815-20-00) , 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
WASHINGTON (Continued) 
NCL 4MO7.44 Unlvrrslty ol Wrshingtom 3283 NCR48-002129 Unlwnlly of Wslhingtnn 32% 
Generation of coherent radiation and the use of intense coherent Carbon materials lor aemsvaa refracton applications 
radintion for generation of plasmas M &&I&, 
M oblrporta~ 09/10/71-95/31/74 FY74: SS.MY) TOTAL: 527,600 
05/19/67-02/14/75 FY74: $77,WO TOTAL: $325,900 pan. bwdr. NASA ~ m l ,  omm CASK &m4 '. 
, p h .  llnn,!. NASA ~ m l .  @l@er CASE CSI- Fisehbash. D. B. LARC/Dicua, D. L. 47-Metcrials Engr 
Hemberg. A. HQ.RR/Thom. K. 13-Physics (23-740 114-08-01) (23-740 134-14-01) (23-704 502-21-20) . " .  
LERC/Nored. D. 
(10704 502-1001) (10740 129-00.00) 
NGR 484Xl2-lM Unlveralty ni Wnablngtnn 3291 
Models of primordial self-replicating systems , , 
NCL 4g00U147 Uaive~lty of Washlngtnn 3290 P& ~ b l @ r ~ m z  
Interaction shack wavc and turbulent boundary layer 07/19/72-04/01/15 FY74: TOTAL: sn.srn , .  
PIMd OM@IIMI Ph,. I~wsL. NASA T&. &r CASe Cot- . ' 
G9/16/67-07/01/16 FY74: $82000 TOTAL: 5318,659 Gordon. M. P. HQ-SL/Young. R. S 51-Biology 
p h .  1nr38. NASA Tml. OUICY~ CASE at- (10840 192-5561) 
Childs. M. E. ARClWataon. E. C. 41-Aero Ennr ). , .  , 
A R ~ / R O ~ ~ .  w. C. 
" 
(21-704 501-0608) 
NCR 4&00tl4l Unlvenlty ni W ~ h h g t o n  , 3298 . ', 
Research program in aeronautics & air transportation , , 
NCR48dM-OJ3 329 1 h d d  OblbIIo", Universi@ ol Washington 05/10/7209/14/75 FY74: TOTAL: $130,000 s , 
Study of interplanetary dust m. IOWU. NASA Ted. @l@er CASE Cotwry 
h r l d  Obl@tim Kippenhan. C. I. ARC/Anderson. A. E. 41-Acro Engr 
10/17/6609/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: $231.851 ARCIWstson. E. C. 
. ..~ ., ~~. - 
Pdn, Im-xd. NASA T d .  Offi-r CASE Calc#or) 
Hodge. P. W. HQ-SCi/Dubin, M. I I-Astronomy (21.760 13663-02) 
( I08M 188-45-53) (10850 188-00.00) 
NGR 48d(nl42 University of Washingtan 3299 
. , ' NGR 48002473 3292 Analysis of continuum channel light curves . , ,  University ol Washington 
Meteorology of Mars and Venus perid WIimfon. 
~ d d  m&ertoms 10/03/72-11/30/74 FY74:'$24,657 TOTAL: $49,628 , " 
,.05/22/69-12/31/73 FY74: TOTAL: $81.900 - Greene, ~ n .I~WSI. T. F, 
NASA T M ~ .  ofm, CASE c n t ~ ~  , '  
pH#. 1n"ell. NASA Ted. 0 . m ~  CASE C n t w v  HQSL/Bmnk, W. E. 'I I-Astronomy . HQ-SL/Fellovs. R. F. . . 
. . Leovy, C. B .  HQ-SL/Fello~.  R. F. '31-Atmos Sci , ' (I0840 196-41-80) (I0840 185-WOO) , 
. , 
NGR 48-00248s University oi  Washington 3293 
Experimental and theoretical investigation of the simulation of 
atmospheric turbulcna 
Plr id ObllplYar 
03/23/7012/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: $170.654 
Pnn. InWSr. NASA Tn*. O f i r  CASE C # x m v  
Joppa, R. G. ARC/Kurkowski. R. L. 41-Aero Engr 
(21-704 501-2602) 
NGR 48002-107 Uniremily ol Washington 3294 
High nynolds numben flows 
DU@#*~*", 
' FY74: 562,219 TOTAL: $176,219 
NASA Tcrh O I i i i i  CASE CnIcpr). 
ARC/Sleinle, F. W.. Jr. 41-Aero Engr 
ARC/Trm", S. L. 
NCR 48402-125 University al Washington 3295 
Study of large-kale winds& ionization in mcsosphcr. 
Petid obll~.,l""r 
. , MIOlj71-12/31/73 FY74: TOTAL: 550,000 
Pdn. l n ~ r l .  NASA Terh Oj j i~er  CASE C o r w r ~  
Leovy, C. B. GSFCjTreon. S .  L. 31-Atmos Sci 
(51.680 1-55) 
. ,  , 
NGR 48002-144 Univerrily el W&ington 3300 ' ' 
Sound generation in subsonic rotors ' , 
Pend Obllptlow , , 
06/09/72-12/14/73 FY74: TOTAL: $29.990 , , . 
Prin f i r s t .  NASA T d .  41i41ir CASE M q o r y  ' 




NGR 48002-149 3301 , . Unircrpity af Washington 
Lunar wmplc analysis 
, I : 
Penal ou@,b"* ., 
10/01/72-01/31/75 FY74:'$45,449 TOTAL: 179,749 
Pri" I".,.,. HAS* T<*. Offi*, CASE cntqory 
Chose. S. JSCjHarris. J. W. 13-Physics , , 
(72-810 388-l@Ol) 
, , 
NCR 48002-153 Univmity of Washington i. 3302 ' ,, , 
Classification and mapping 01 planetary sails , , 
P e n d  OM@arionl 
021 12/73-10/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: $3.03 , , 
Pnn. hw.s,. NAS1 T d .  OIi41ir CASE Celnn,? 
Vgalihi, F. C. HQ-SL/Dwornik. S. E. 32-Geological Sct 
(10840 384-5080) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
WASHINGTON (Continued) 
NGR 48-002-154 University of Washington 3303 
Study of physical conditions in interplanetary and rnagnctasphcric 
regions 
period ob,!za,!onr 
m/01/73-0s/01/74 FY74: $22,017 TOTAL: 522,017 
Pn',,. lnwsL NASA T#h O f i r  CASE C4rrgoo. . 
Parks, G. K. HQ-SGJCalahan. H. D. 13-Physics 
H@SG/Kavanagh. L. D., Jr. 
(I0850 385-3600) 
NGR 48-002162 University of Washington 33W 
Atmospheric studicr based on Mariner 9 data 
MIylylUW 
FY74: $29,272 TOTAL: $29,272 
NASA T d  Ofl<<<r CASE Calegry 
HQ-SLJFcllows, R. F. 31-Atmos Sea 
HQ-SLJBrunk, W. E. 
NGR 48602166 University of Wsshington 3305 
interstellar lines in the Vela supernova remnant 
hnod obl&a,!onr 
12/01/73-11/30/74 FY74: 91.150 TOTAL: $1,150 
Pnn. lnwrf. NASA Tab. Ojftmr CASE C4rrgoo. 
Wallerslein, G. GSPCjKupperian, J. E. Il-Astronomy 
(5 1-850 83 1-43-00) 
NGT 48-002-007 University of Washington 3306 
Training of graduate students in space-related science and 
technology 
P?"d Obl~.,,lo"" 
W/W/63-08/01/72 FY74: TOTAL: $749,928 
P"n. lnvo.  NASA Trd .  Oflic~r CASE Cn4egory 
McCanhy, J .  L. HQ-PYjCaner, C. H. 99-Multi-Discip 
(10-370 181-WW) 
NAS 829725 Washington State Univenity 3307 
Solidification of binary alloys exhibiting solid state immiscibility 
under zero gravity conditions 
Rhd Ob,*a,lonr 
M/17f 73-08/31/74 FY74: P40.W TOTAL: S40.W 
PIin Inresr. NASA T e d .  Ojfier CASE Cor~gon 
Johnson. A. A. MSFCIYater. I. C.. Jr. 
~ ~ , ~ ~ . ~ - ~ .  
47-Materials Engr 
Anantatmula. R. P. MSFC/Wuenscher, H. F. 
Guota. S. P. 
NSG 2015 Washington State University U08 
Investigate condensation heat transfer in a closed tube conlaining 
a soluble nan-condensable pas 
- 
P r n d  ob,;a~,nc 
03/15/74-08/31/14 FY74: $8,026 TOTAL: $8.026 
Pdn. Inucrr NASA Teh.  Ojfkcr CASE Calcpnr~  
Saaski. E. W. ARC/Kirkpittrick, I. P. 12-Chemistry 
Hanson. R. J. 
(21-7M 502-21-27) 
WEST- VIRGINIA 
NGL 49-003619 West Virginia Uni~eRity 3309 
Effect of changing gravity & weightlessncs an  vasopress in control 
systems 
period o u i w i m .  
06/02/66-02/14/75 ~ ~ 7 4 :  TOTAL: $135.344 
P"". Invrsl. NASA T e d .  O j l k r  CASE Cenrgq. 
Idoran, W. H. ARC/Dancllis. J. V. 5bClinical Med 
(21-770 L274bW) (10.770 127-00-W) 
NGR 49-001-!I48 West Virginia University 3310 
Weightless analog study of particle deposition in human lung 
P e t i d  Oh'tptiar 
04/28/70.04/30/75 , FY74: TOTAL: $222,450 
Ptin lnwsr NASA T e d .  O//,er CASE C a l ~ o r l  
Ltovy, C. B. ARC/Harrison, G. A. 52-Clinical Med 
(21-970 970-21-35) (21-770 127-00-M) 
NGR 49-001-056 West Virginia University 3311 
Analysis of microwave radiometer msasuremcnt of a water tank 
surface 
PInod OU@li0", 
M/20/72-05/14/75 FY74: 126.584 TOTAL: $26584 
Pli" 1n.rsr. NASA T e d .  O/~C<, CASE c o t q q  
Balanis, C. A. LARC/Johnson. 1. W. 45-Elsc Engr 
LARC/Jones, W. L. 
(23-680 175-31-31) 
NGR 49-001661 Wesl Virginia University 3312 
Technology to improve rural housing, utility system, and water 
sewage in West Virginia 
PI* W@,toU 
05/31/73-12/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: $19,373 
Plln. Inwsl. NASA T d .  Osier CASE Cawor). 
Steinhardt, E. LARCIKirby, C. E. 39-Env Sei. NEC 
(23-250 141-9362) 
WISCONSIN 
NGR 50410-Wl &loit College 3313 
Low spectral resolution studies large space telesmpc 
P,,tcd OU,~~,""S 
IO/Ol/73-12/31/74 FY74: $5.740 TOTAL: $5,740 
Pnn. Inrrrr. NASA Trrh Ol/,er CASE C4rf8on 
Schroedcr. D. J. GSFC/Sobieski. S. I l-Aaronomy 
GSFCJLevin. 0. M. 
(51.850 188-78-58) 
NSC 1025 Msrquetle University 3314 
Development of a process for the attitude d=ttrmination of a 
high altitude balloon payload system 
P e d d  OUlrnzlms 
M/01/74-03/31/73 FY74: $23.200 TOTAL: $23,200 
Pnn. l n w r  NASA T e h  Ofjie? CASE C o I ~ o r r  
Nigro. N. J. LARCJHinton. D. E. 21-Mathematics 
Elkouh. A. F. LARC/Dodgen. J. A. 
(23-680 176-21-3 1)  
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
WISCONSIN (Continued) 
NAS 1-13204 Unircrrily ol Wismnrin - Madison 3315 
Spinning widc-fieid-of-view radiosity detector study 
Pc"d OM@IIMI 
06/06/74-04/20/75 6 ~ 7 4 :  542.500 TOTAL: 542,500 
Pnn b ~ s l .  ' , N ~ S A  Tch.  OJ/fcer CASE Gal-ry 
Suomi, V .  E. LARCISmith, G .  L. 31-Atmos k i  
Haig. T. 0. LARCjCooper. J. E. 
(23-680 175-21-32) (23-680 638-l%00) 
NAS 27314 University af Wiseonsin - Madison 3316 
Environmental factors controlling growth 
Penal OM~OICMI  
10/24/72-09/30/74 FY74. $20,000 TOTAL: $34.000 
Pdn Inns# N l S l  Trrl, Offim, CASE Cm#wr) 
Ttbbetts, T W. ARCITakela, S T. 39-Env Sf,, NEC 
(21-970 970-21 61) 
NAS 27882 University ol Wismnsin - Madisan 3317 
Dcrign and development of a net flux radiometer 
P<"d OM@,ionr 
10/26/73-07/31/74 FY74: $99.000 TOTAL: $99,000 
Ph. lnnsr NASA Ted. Ofl,er CASE Calrpo. 
Wcinman, J .  A. ARC/Tirhlsr, E. 3I-Atmos Sci 
Parent, R. 1..  ARCJHall, C. F: 
(21-840 186-68-63) 
NAS 2-7892 University ol Wiseonsin - Mndivrn . 3318 
Design and development of a spin scan photometer 
PNlod Obl@,irn 
01/03/74-06/30/74 FY74: $99.94 TOTAL: $99,994 
% ~ . I ~ w s ~ .  .> ". NASA TNh. Oyinr - CASE CmeW 
Unavailable ARC/Unavailablc ; 13-Physics 
(21-840 186-68-63) 
NAS 2-8015 University of Wiseonsin - Madison 3319 
Definition phase work on wind altitude radar experiment 
P r d d  OMlption> 
01/16/74-06/30/14 FY74: $24,3a). TOTAL: $24.300 
P M  lnnll NASA Tech WWIWIWI CASE Caregory 
Unavailable ARC/Unavarlablc 45-Elec Engr 
(21-840 18668-63) 
NAS 5-1348 University ol Wimnsin - Madison 3320 
Astronomtcal experiments redudton and evaluatton of astmnomt- 
cal experiment 
PI#@ Obl@limr 
011 L9/72-06/30/74 FY74: $77,978 TOTAL: $7,472,978 
Pfln. lnnsl. NASA Tlch. OJ/jmr CASE C'arqno. 
Code, A. D. GSFC/Kupperian. 1: E. Il-Astronomy 
(51-8M 831-22-00) 
NAS 5-11068 University ol Wiseonsill - Madiron 3321 
IMP-H & J solar wlnd deuterium expenmcnt 
oM@ocronr 
FY74: TOTAL: $423,875 
NASA Ted. 0J.r CASE Cnlr~ory 
GSFC/Davis, M. A. 13-Physics 
GSFC/Limberis. W. R. 
NAS 5-11361 University of Wiseonsin - Madison - "3322 
Investigation of cosmic soft X-ray background radiation 
Plrkd Oh,gcitms 
12/21/7@02/20/75 FY74: $425,715 TOTAL: S1.887,MM 
?,in, ,nws8. NASA ~ h .  0fpnnr CASE Calrgory 
Kraushaar, W. L. GSFCIDonley, J .  L. 19-Phys Sei. NEC 
(51.850 821-32-00) 
NAS 5-20068 Uoivenity of Wismnsin - Msdivrn 3323 
Thermal honeycomb rhisld concept 
P?nd ONUorb'~7 ! 
04/25/74- 10/25/74 FY74: $8,975 TOTAL: $8,975 
Pnn. InWac. NASA T r h .  OJJfcer CASE C a l r g o ~  
Ddmbrorki, R. M. GSFC/Oberright. J. E. 13-Physics 
(51-850 821-31-00) (51-850 832-12-00) (51-850 852-21-00) 
NAS 5-21754 University ol Wisron~in - Madison ' 3324 
Regional land use planning process 
PI*& oM<~ol!o"r , , 
06/29/7241/23/75 FY74: 1646,678 TOTAL: $98,901 
Pen. b ~ x l .  NASA Tech Offimr CASE Catquo. 
,,. Clapp, J. L. GSFC/Stonesiler, G. R. 
39-Env k i ,  NEC 
(5 1-680 611-1607) ' (51-680 641-14-00) 
. , 
NAS 5-21'194 University of Wlronsin - Madison 3325 
lntcractlve man.eamputer system 
R o ~  OMda~rtons 
07/25/72-07/01/73 FY74 TOTAL $199.020 
Prrn Inus,. NASA T&. O f i r  ,CIS& C#,rgon ' , 
Erickson. R. W. GSFC/Greaves. J. R. 3i:Almos Sci 
(51-680 611-13-00) 
NAS 5-21798 University ol Wisconsin - Madison 3326 
Studies of soundings and imaging measurements from geostation- 
ary satellites 
Pniod OM!p,ionr 
08/0L/72-11/30/74 FY74: $80,000 TOTAL: $180,000 
P*. l "~ ' , .  NASA Tch.  Ofliiir CASE Calqory 
Suomi. V. E. GSFC/Bandeeri. W. R. 31-Atmos Sci 
(51-680 175-61-41) , (51-680 683-73-01) 
NAS 5,21965 University of Wironsin - Madison 3327 
Development of an IR tcmpcratun sounder for SMS spacecraft 
PI"& 0Ni11,bnr ' 
08/01/73-12/31/74 FY74: $194.024 TOTAL:' $194,024 
Pd". Inn,,. NASA 7 4 .  Ollinr ' CASE Caregory 
Suomi, V .  E. GSFC/Moody, J. C. 31-Atmos Sci 
Sromovsky. L. A. 
(51-680 601-13-00) 
NAS 5.23285 University of Wisconsin - Madison 3328 
Operation and data handling rcquiremenls for large space 
telexope 
P l # d  OMisfbnr 
~/07/73-12/31/i4.  , ~ ~ 7 4 :  $18,523 TOTAL: si8.523 
Pdn. Inn,r. NASA Tech. Ofpcrr CASE Cotwoo. 
Bless, R. C. GSFC/Sobieski. S. i I-Astronomy 
(51-850 188-78-56) (51-850 188-78-58) 
NASA'S UNlVERSlTY PROGRAM 
WISCONSIN (Continued) 
NAS 5 U t 9 6  Univenity of Wismnrin - Madison 3329 
Update and improvement 01 interactive man-computer system 
P e M  LMI@#Nonr 
08/13/73-12/12/74 FY74: $166.354 TOTAL: $166,354 
Pnn. Inn,,. NASA Tech. Ofli-r CASE Calegov 
Suomi, V. E. GSFC/Grecucs, J. 31-Atmos Sci 
(51-680 611-13-00) 
NAS 8-21015 University of W i n s i n  - Madison 3330 
Development & construction of an X-ray astronomy expenmen! 
P?"d OU@~<MI 
09/30/6612/01/77 FY74: 559,036 TOTAL: $1,036,652 
, , . . 
~ n n .  b n s r .  NASA r r h .  o1mr CASE Cnrqory 
Kcaushaar, W. L. MSFC/Ponder. T. W. Il-Astronomy 
MSFC/Rose. S. D. 
(62-960 948-8081) 
NAS 8-28733 University of Wimnsio - Madison 333 1 
Metais-meidng and exothermic braising 
Pen& OM@',"a, 
05/25/72-08/14/75 ~ ~ 7 4 :  $10,000 TOTAL: $57.000 
. . 
Pnn Inns,. NASA Tech W r r r  CASE Catwry 
Heine. R. W. MSFC/Williams, J.R. 4FMaterials Engr 
Adams, C. M. MSFCjSchuerer. P. H. 
Siewen, T. A. 
(62-960 948-90-95) 
NAS 8-29387 Unirmity of Wironsin - Msdiwn 3332 
Studies associated with large space telescope working group 
Petid ou@,,riar 
07/15/73-12/31/74 FY74: $847 TOTAL: $847 
P M .  Inw~t .  NASA T e d .  0flkr.r CASE Category 
Code, A. D .  MSFC/Odell, C. R. Il-Astronomy 
MSFC/Snoddy, W. C. 
(62-850 188-78-56) 
NGL 50-002-001 University of Wiwosin - Madison 3333 
Space-related research in theoretical chemistry in molecular, 
quantum 8r statistical mechanics 
Petid Obl@!lonr 
07/16/63-09/30/74 FY74: , TOTAL: $3920,000 
Pn'n lnesr .  NASA Tech. OfJlcw CASE C#lrrorY 
Bock. R. M. HQ-PY/Redding, E. R. 12-Chemistry 
(10370 18360-00) 
NGL 50002-013 University of Wisconsin - Madiron 3334 
Investigations and studies 01 ultraviolet stellar spectra and 
aswciated in~trumentation 
PItibd OMl~0,wnS 
05/20/&03/31/77 FY74: $365,000 TOTAL: $1.968.420 
P M .  ln*rc. NASl T h .  Olfl&-r CASE Colqary 
Code, A. D. HQ-SG/Rosendhal, J.  D. II-Astronomy 
HQ-SG/Ott, E. J~ 
(10850 879-1 1-00) (10850 188-00-00) 
NGL 50-002-044 University of Wismnrin - Madison 3335 
Research in cosmic and solar physics 
Pen04 Obliplwnl 
10/25/65-12/31/76 FY74: $150,& TOTAL: 31,512,661 
Prin. Inws,. NASA Ted. Ofliccr CASE Cgtwry 
Kraushaar, W. L. HQ-SG/Roman, N. G. Il-Astronomy 
HQ-SG/Boggcss. N. W. 
(I0850 879-1 1-00) (10850 1 8 8 - m )  
NGL 50-(102078 ~ n i v e r i i t ~  of Wironsin - Madlson 3356 
Study of methods to elfcct a more mmpbcte and rapid detection 
of human-infectious agcnts 
P r n d  LMI1g.,ion. 
06/15/67-i2/3l/73 FY74: TOTAL: $138.213 
Pnn Inrrrl. NASA T h .  q f l l i r  CASE C d q w  
Dick. E. C. ARCjMandel. A. D. 51-Biology 
D'Alessio. D. J. 
(21-770 127-00-00) 
N G L ~ 2 - 1 1 4  University 01 Wisconsin - Madiron 3337 
Mtdtidisciplinary studies of social, economic, and political impact 
01 recent advances in satellite meteorology 
P e a  Ou~gomnl 
M/25/69-12/01/74 FY74: TOTAL: 5450.000 
 tin, lnlrsr. NASA Ted. Ofliiii CASE Carqov 
Suomi. V .  E. HQ-PY/Vitale, J. A. 39-Env Sci. NEC 
(10680 16000-00) (10370 183-WOO) (10-371 3400MIO) 
NGL 50-00%127 University of Wismnsin - Madiron 3338 
Multidisciplinary research in space science & enginering 
Petid obnrsioru 
12/19/69-07/31/77 FY74: $324000 TOTAL: $965.000 
. . . . 
Prin lrrrsl. NASA Trch Olfiecr CASE C a l w v  
Clapp. I .  L. HQ-PY/Vitale, J. A. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
(10371 3W0MIO) 
NGL M-002-148 University of Wirranin - Madison 3339 
Lunar sample analysis 
Pl"d  ouymim. 
02/01/71-01/31/76 FY74: TOTAL! 5394.MIl 
P M .  l n ~ l l .  NASA Tcd .  Ofltcr CASE Cfltegor) 
Haskin, L. A. JSC/Harris. J. W. 12-Chemistry 
(72-910 9l4.4o-w) 
NGR M002-051 University 01 Wismnsin - Madiron 3340 
Applications of the direct photon absorption techniques for  
measuring bone-mineral content 
Parid OM@,i#". 
C4/01/66-0813 1/74 FY74: SM).aX) TOTAL: 5429.169 
Pd", b * 3 r  NASA T l rh  Olflcc, CASE C # l q W  
Cameron, J.  R. ARC/Young. D. R. 53-Other Medical 
Mazers, R. B. 
(21-970 97023-30) 
NGR 50-002-140 Unirersity of Wisconsin - Madison 3341 
Solar radiation within clouds 
P r n d  OMi~'i0"" 
07/30/7@08/31/73 FY74: TOTAL: $292,091 
Pnn. Inw~l.  NASA Trrh. q l i n r  CASE Camw0' 
Weinman. J .  A. HQ-SL/Fellaws, R. F. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQ-SL/Hipsher, H. F. 
(10-840 18547.80) 
NGR 50002-160 University of Wismasin - Madison 3342 
Pattern recognition and inlormation processing in a minmlcc- 
tronic artificial neural network 
P~Iiod oUim,iom 
01/25/7l-08/31/73 FY74: TOTAL: $1W,4W 
Pdn. Invr..r. NASA Ted. Wlmr CASE Cot- 
Parmentier, R. D. H@RE/Pontious, C. E. 21-Mathematics 
Smtt. A. C. 
Uhr, L. 
(21-750 1 IS-04443) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
WISCONSIN (Continued) 
NGR 5-162 Uni~onity of Wisconsin - Madison 3343 
Solar wind physics 
Period OM@.tlonr 
Ol/26/71-12/31/74 FY74: 551,685 TOTAL: $202,304 
Prin lnnsr. NASA TIEh Ofj7-r CASE Coregory 
Scherb, F. HQ-SG/Kavanagh. L. D.. Ir. 13dhysics 
HQ-SG/Olt. E. 1. 
(10-850 188-36-55) 
NGR 5&W%174 Univedty 01 Wisconsin - Madimn 3344 
Prevention of transmission of human respiratory viruses 
P e t i d  oa1tp,,on, 
03/01/72-01/31/75 FY74: TOTAL: $52,870 
P n n  k n a f .  NASA Trd. O/fimr CASE Carrgoo. 
Dick, E .  C.  ARC/Mandel. A. D. 52-Clinical Med 
(21-970 970-21-25) 
NGR 50-W2-183 Uni~ersity al  Wisconsin - Madison 3345 
Tissue & fluid changes by radionuclide absorption 
P e t i d  m@.r<ms 
@%/24/72-06/30/74 FY74: TOTAL: $40,003 
P"n. In??#. NASA Tech oUinr  CASE Catsory 
Mazess. R. 8. ARC/Yaung. D. R. 52-Clinical Med 
(21-910 970-23-30) 
NGR M 2 - 1 8 9  Univedty of Wironrin - M a d i m  ' 3346 
Cloud image processing for planetary flybys 
P e t i d  OM&I~WS 
01/19/72-12/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: 519,297 
. . 
Prim. Inns,. NASA Tech Officx C I S E  C#rttory 
Suomi, V. E. HQ-SL/Fellows, R. F. 31-Atmos Sci 
(10-840 18547-81) 
NGR 5fMML-191 University o l  Wiseonsin - Madison . 3347 
Elimination of microbial flora and its effcct on immunity to 
infection 
P l " d  O u i p r i o ~  
02/04/72-01/14/75 - FY74: $43,003 TOTAL: $1 13.300 
PHn, IHKI,. NASA Teh. Of/wa CASE Calegory 
Balish, E. ARC/Mandel, A. D. 52-Clinical Med 
(21-970 970-21-25) 
NCR W002-215 University of Wiseonsin - Madison 3348 
Investigation 01 cloud displacement data in a sophisticated model 




Suomi, V. E. 
(51.680 611-13-00) 
Obllbario~ 
FY74: $40,003 TOTAL: $79,634 
NASA T h .  D,/i/i/i/i CASE Ca!e8obo"- 
GSFC/Halem, M. 31-Atmos k i  
GSFCIDruyan. L. M. 
(5 1-680 408-0202) 
NGR 50-002-223 University of Wiwnrin - Madison 3349 
Study of the use and design characteristics 01 visible and ultraviolel 
interfennee spectrometers for ths largc space telescope 
P c t i d  OYig6riom 
10/01/73-32/31/74 FY74: $4,323 TOTAL: S4,323 
Prrn InKsJ. NASA Tech. Offic~r CASE Calezary 
Roeslcr. F. L. GSFC/Sobie%ki, S. ' Il-Astronomy 
GSFC/Levin, G .  M. 
(51-850 188-78-58) 
NGR 50602-242 Unirersify 01 Wiseonsin - Madison 3350 
Fabry-Perot observatiana of eomet Kohohtsk t 
P c " ~  &tp,!~"' 
121 10173-09/09/74 FY74: $9,001 TOTAL: $9,001 
P"". I"r.3,. NASA Ted Oflkcr CASE categry 
Roesler, F. L. GSFC/Habbs, R. W. . Il-Astronomy 
Scherb, F. 
(51-840 196-41-53) 
NSG 1057 University ol  Wisconsin - Madim 3351 
Evaluation of lidar experiments to obtain meteorological and air 
quality measurements from a spare shutUe platform 
P*"d O M i ~ ~ ~ i r n '  
05/15/74-02/14/75 FY74: $49,94941 TOTAL: $49,941 
NSG 2002 . University ol Wironsia - Madison 3352 
Diagnosis of rhinovirus infcclion by antibody studies 
P e r i d  OM!mliunr 
01/i5/74-01/15/75 FY74: $25,003 TOTAL: $25,003 
Prih. Inrrz,. NASA Ted. O W  CASE Carqory 
Dick, E. C. ARCIMandcl, A. D. 52-Clinical Med 
(21-970 970-21-25) 
NSG 7033 University ol Wisconsin - Madison 3353 
Investigation a f  the galactic and interplanetary night sky 
emission 
P ~ o d  Obl@..lt~' 
05/01/7404/30/75 FY74: $32,540 TOTAL: $32,540 
Pnn. fnvclr. NASA T h .  Gffier CASE Colcmry 
Schcrb, F.  HQ-SGjBoggess, N. W. Il-Aitronohy 
Roeslcr, F. L. HQ-SGICalahan. H. D. 
(10-850 38541.03) 
NGR 5(Unn-W1 Unirersily 01 Wisconsin - Milwaukee 3354 
Dynamic rcspons and flow virualilation analyses far helicopter 
rotor blader 
P e e d  rn@.<rn". 
Ol/O2/71-Ol/Ol/75 FY74: '~49.980 TOTAL: $184,869 
Ptin Invcrl. NASA Tech. Gffmr CASE Cacep~rr 
Bratanow. T. LARC/Ward. J. F. 4I;Aera Engr 
Ecer, A. LARC/Yaung, W. H., Jr. 
(23-702 7fAI63-02) (23-760 721-WOO) 
NGR 5oaoSb01 University ol  Wiseonsin - Parkido 3355 
Idenlilicalian, distribution and signilicancc 01 lorms on Mars 
P ~ r i d  OM&,lrn, 
02/00/32-12/31/74 FY74: $4.071 TOTAL: $7.464 
. . 
Pd". 1n"C,r. NASA Tmh. Officer CASE Chrxorr 
Smith, E. I .  HQ-SLIDwornik. S. E. 32Geological Sci 
HQ.SL/Hqll, H. E. 
(10840 384-50-80) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
WYOMING 
WYOMING 
NAS 1-12798 University of Wyoming 3356 
Conceptual design of a stratospheric aerosol Nimbus G space- 
craft 
P < H d  obl*t,,, 
10/16/73-06/30/74 FY14: $99,650 TOTAL: $99,650 
P r i n  Invr5l. NASA T h  O J m r  CASE Coleory 
Pepin, T. J. LARC/Mauldin, L. E. 31-Atmos Sci 
(23-680 642-12-00) (23-680 68373-06) 
NAS 1-13213 University of Wyoming 3357 
Stratospheric aerosol measurements for  Apallo/Soyuz test 
project 
P..d mirrmn, 
05/02/74-11/01/76 FY74: $50,000 TOTAL: 150.000 
PQ.~. lnvrrr. N8SA Tech. OI/ i i i  CASE Caleory 
Pcpin, T. J .  LARC!Crumbly, K. H. 31-Atmos Sci 
LARCjMauldin, L. E., I11 
(23-930 966-3&00) 
NAS E2Il99 Uairemity of Wyoming 3358 
Analysis of ERTS-A imagery 
Pniod oa1<mrim, 
06/21/72-01/01/75 FY74: $48,725 TOTAL: $141,725 
Pa,,. hw. NASA Ted. OUl?c7 CASE C m ~ p r ) .  
Houston, R. S. GSFC/Gordon. F., Jr. 32Geological Sci 
(51-680 641-14-03) (51-680 641-14-00) 
NAS 5-21818 University of Wyoming 3359 
Cooperative study of the geology of a test site in ice-free valleys 
of Antarctica 
P e n d  Obli8w;onr 
10/11/72-01/31/15 FY74: TOTAL: $7,002 
Pnn. ln=.rr NASA T e h .  Ol/iir CASE Co!wr ) .  
Houston, R. S. GSFC/Gordon, F.. Jr. 32Gwlogical Sci 
(51-680 64lMWX)) 
NAS 9-13298 University of Wyoming 3364 
Multidisciplinary study of Wyoming test sites 
Pen& OM~k.,i~rn 
03/27/73-10/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: $88,800 
Yn'n hr~l. NASA Ted. O/j<er CASE Colcznry 
Houston, R. S. JSC/Miller, M. L. 32Geological Scl 
(72-960 948-63-83) 
NGR 51-Wl-033 Unirorsily ol Wyoming 3361 
Magnetospheric modulation effects on solar cosmic rays 
Pe"d oblign,ion, 
01/29/71-08/31/73 FY74: TOTAL: $28,950 
Pnn. Bxsl. NASA Tech Oflier ClSE Caregon 
Hoffman, D. J. HQ-SG/Hallenbeck, D. R. 13-Physics 
HQ-SG/Schmsrling, E. R. 
(10-850 38s-01x00) 
NGR 51-001-035 University of Wyoming 3362 
%arch foi relativistic magnetic charges in cosmic rays 
Pcn'd OM<rallonr 
02/03/71-12/31/74 FY74: $30,000 TOTAL: $46.000 
PrCn lows, NASA Ted. Oflte? CASE Carfzon. 
Tompkins. D. R.. Jr. HQ-SG/Opp, A. G. 13-Physics 
HQ-SG/Kavanagh. L. D.. Jr. 
( 10-850 188-46-56) 
174 
N G U  514Wl436 University of Wyoming 3363 
Measurement of meteoric dust from the Learjet 
P e d  m i p , i o n  
05/17/71-02/01/75 FY74: TOTAL: $52,718 
P h .  Inus,.  NASA Teh. Olficrrr CASE Capo.). 
Hackwll, J. A. ARC/Mason, R. H. 31-Amos SFi 
(21.850 352-02-01) (10-850 352-02-01) 
NGR 51-001-045 University of Wyoming 3361 
Dustsonde support for clcar-air turbulence and air pollution 
studies 
P e r i d  ou@orion, 
07/01/72-12/31/75 FY74: $25,000 TOTAL: 549,847 
. . 
Ph. I n r r t .  NASA re&. 011tcer CASE Cm*o.y 
Schroedcr, D. J. LARC/McCormick, M. P. 31-Atmos Sci 
(23.250 141-95-01) (23-250 141-93-MJ) 
NSG IW6 Univemlty of Wyoming 3366 
Stratospheric aerosol measurements 
Pend OMj6arinl 
03/01/74-02/28/75 FY74: $7.930 TOTAL: $7,930 
Ptin. Invr3c. NASA Ted. 0frmr CASE Camw' 
Pepin, T. J. LARC/Mauldin, L. E. 31-Atrnos Sci 
Roan, 1. M. LARC/McCormick. M. P. 
Hoffman. D. J. 
(23-680 176-91-31) 
NSG 1009 University d Wyoming 3346 
Dustsonde and oronesonde sup~orl  for the lacate equipment 
P e w  obl,p,iorr 
04/01/74-09/30/74 FY74: $22.682 TOTAL: $22,682 
. . . . 
Pnn. hwsr  NASA Trrh Ollinr CASE CO~WON 
Rosen. J. M. LARC/Fuller, W. H.. Jr. 31-Atmos Sci 
Pe~ in ,  T. J. LARC/McCormick. M. P. 
VIRGIN ISLANDS 
NCL 52683609 College of Viqin Islands 3367 
Reflection spectroscopy of lunar samples (Apollo 14-19) 
Fend ONdfnIMI 
05/05/71-01/01/74 FY74: TOTAL: $68,642 
 tin lnvclr. NASA Tech. Olfinr CASE Camor)' 
McCord. T. El. JSC/Harris. J. W. 19-Phya Sci. NEC 
Adams. J. 9. 
Johnson. T. V. 
(72-910 914-40-00) 
NGR 52-083403 College ol Virgin Irlanlr 3368 
Investigation of spectral reflectance properties of lunar and 
olanetirrv surfaces 
P<ad Obljralbm 
04/30/69-12/31/74 FY74: TOTAL: $134.239 
Prill. l n n r l  NASA Tmh. Ofl<?er C.4.Y.5 CorrmWV 
Adams. J. 9. HQ-SM/Bryson. R. P. 32Gmlogid  Sci 
HQ-SM/Allenby. R. J. 
( 10.8 10 195-00-00) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
CANADA 
CANADA . ECUADOR 
NGR 52-133601 Iavd University 3 ~ 9  NAS 5-21224 National Polyihechnie bstituto 3373 
Rb-87 gar e l l  st"dy Training program in techniques required for NASA operations 
Pmod OM!~onionr P n i d  Obligmianz 
01/09/7069/30/73 FY74: TOTAL: $35,290 02/16/71-02/15/73 FY74: TOTAL: $145,MX) 
P-n Inwlr NASA Ted. OjPcrr U S E  C ~ ~ P B B ~  Pm. l n m ,  NASA Tech. OJ/jc#r CASE Cargo,). 
Vanier, J. GSFC/Major. F. G .  45-Elec Engr Orellana. J. R. GSFC/McKeehan, H. B. 49-Engr, NEC 
(51-750 115-21-10) (51-5W 311-2C-10) (51-500 31141-19) 
NGR 52-163401 University of New Brunswirk 3370 
Determination of NO2 molecular paramelers nmssary far  NGR 52-140-002 Loughborovgh uaiversir~ Of Trehnolo~~ 3374 
atmospheric slant path transmittanec calculations Broadband noise generation by rotating blades 
P."d obIka,im, PInod OMknrm 
08/10/72-08/15/74 FY74: $25,300 TOTAL: $W,3W 03/12/7l-12/31/72 FY74: TOTAL: S33,W 
Prim kw. NASA Tech. OJ/<mr CASE Carrbory Pnn. br,!. NASA Tech. Olfier CASE Cetrzory Lowson, M. V. LARC/Cauthorn. J. M. 41-Aero Engr Young, C. LARC/Rsichle, H. G., Jr. 31-Atmos Sci 
(23-680 1604464) (23-680 160-2046) LARC/Hubbard. H. H. (23-760 126-OMX)) 
ISRAEL 
NGR 52-134005 York Universiry 3371 
Studies of production and reaction pmccsser of O(ID2) of interest 
in the earth's atmosphere NGR 5MIU106 Isrral lauitute a1 Te&nolqy 3375 
fihd o~irer~bns Flutler suppression and gust alleviation using active controls 
0(/26/73-08/31/74 FY74: $39,850 . TOTAL: $39,850 pet id  Obli~ozam~ 
P h .  l n r r l .  NASA A d .  OJJIIII CASE cerrwrr 01/24/72-01/01/73 FY74: TOTAL: $13,174 
Schiff, H. I. LERCJBaker, C. E. 31-Atmos Sci ptin I ~ W ~ Z .  NASA red .  offi~tr CASE cotegory 





Maintenanec 81 operation of minitrack facilities NASW 2135 University of Rome 3376 
 end obf&-mtionr Back-up data acquisition 
09/21/62-12/31/74 FY74: $1,895,501 period oti~arionl 
TOTAL: $16,338,470 10/21/71-06/30/73 FY74: $10.223 TOTAL: $60,223 
P a .  lr!m?t. NASA Ted. OJ/fcer CASE Orwory . P h .  b ~ 5 l .  NASA Tmh. OIli~lir CASE Calcgory 
Danyau. C. R. GSFCfChristie, C. J. . 99-Multi-Discip Braglio. L. HQ-TN/Bavely, J. C. Il-Astronomy 
GSFC/Augenstein, R. J. HQ-TN/,Stockwell, E. I .  (51-500 312-02-22) (51-5M 312-20-10) (51-500 31 1-0i00) (10-500 3 ~ - ~ 0 - W )  ( 1 0 - 5 ~  311-md0) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
NEW ZEALAND 
NEW ZEALAND 
N c R  S W l 4 N l l  
Invesligslion of the 
enQllilcs 
& 
03/31/60 1 1/M/72 
P*. Inn,. 
Titherid~e, J. E. 
Unlrerslty of AUCkk8d 33.n 
propagation of radio signals imm artificial 
Obl(mM, 
FY74: TOTAL: $108.610 
NASA 7 4  W r  CASE C4mw 
HQ-SG/SchmcAing, E. R. 31-Atmoa ki 
HQSG/Hsllcnkck. D. R. 
(10-sso a73.0o.o~) (IWSSO 18&0000) 
PERU 
NASW 7 UnheRib ol  Peru 3378 
Operation 01 tracking stalion 
Petid milluiou 
12/01/68-06/01/79 FY74: TOTAL: $3,237,512 
~. . . 
Ph. l r w  NASA Tnb. W m  CASE Olwry 
Unavailable GSFC/Chrirtie. C. 49-Engr. NEC 
(51-620 63MIO-00) (51-500 310-WU) 
SWEDEN 
NGR 52gWMU U W s  Uni*rdly 3379 
Inner ear rewarch 
&,id ot@t- 
12/0l/72-03/01/75 BY74 $15,OM) TOTAL: $30,000 
Pm, l n ~ ~ ! .  N.4.U Td. qpmr CIS£ atnw 
Engslrom. H. ARC/Mehler. W. R. 53Oher  Medical 
(21-970 97&21-11) 
NASA's UNlVERSITY PROGRAM 
APPENDIX A 
CROSS INDEX BY CRANT/CONTRACT NUMBER 
Entries are arranged alphanumerically . Grants arc identifiable by prefix letters NGF. NGL. NGR. 
NOT and NSG . All other prefixes denote contracts . 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
AF306 24144 .............. 1835 
................ NAS 1-6860 2235 
................ NAS 1-9434 3178 
NAS 1-9680 ................ 2874 
. .  NAS 1-9682 ................ 1238 
NAS 1-9683 ................ 2528 
NAS 1-9684 ................ 2108 
NAS 1-9685 ................ 3021 
NAS 1-9689 ................ 2647 
................ NAS 1-9691 2109 
NAS 1-9692 ................ 1239 
NAS 1.9693 ................ 1680 
NAS 1-9694 ................ 3281 
. NAS 1-9697 ................ 2301 
NAS 1-9699 ................ 3088 
................ NAS 1-9701 1240 
. . NAS '1-9702 ................ 2110 
NAS 1-9703 ................ 1161 
NAS 1-9705 ................ 2410 
NAS I - I W  .............. 1920 
. . NAS 1-10090 .............. 2575 
NAS 1-10210 .............. 3213 
NAS 1-10233 .............. 3239 
NAS 1-10373 .............. 1442 
NAS 1.10492 .............. 2079 
NAS 1-10493 .............. 2619 
NAS 1-IOM6 .............. 3240 
NAS 1-10693 .............. 2111 
NAS 1-11105 .............. 2745 
NAS 1-11231 .............. 2411 
NAS 1-1 1257 .............. 1902 
NAS 1-11676 .............. 2302 
NAS 1-11707 .............. 3179 
NAS 1-1 1808 .............. 3158 
NAS 1-1 1854 .............. 1235 
NAS 1-1 1855 .............. 2472 
NAS 1-11871 .............. 2806 
. NAS 1-11958 .............. 3159 
........ ..... NAS 1-12055 : 1860 
NAS 1-12106 .............. I528 
NAS 1-12152 .............. 3156 
NAS 1-12209 .............. 1625 










O N T R A C T  ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
NAS 1-12762 .............. 
NAS 1-12798 '.............. 
NAS 1-12833 .............. 
NAS 1-12840 .............. 
NAS 1-12976 .............. 
NAS 1-13129 .............. 
NAS 1-13175 .............. 
NAS 1-13204 .............. 
NAS 1-13213 .............. 
NAS 1.13342 .............. 
NAS 2-1554 ................ 
NAS 2-M82 ................ 
NAS 24671 ................ 
................ NAS 2-5587 
NAS 2-6057 ................ 
NAS 2-6158 ................ 
NAS 2-6265 ................ 
NAS 2-6340 ................. 
NAS 2-6484 ................ 
NAS 2-6541 ................ 
NAS 2-655 1 ................ 
NAS 2-6552 ................ 
NAS 2-6553 ................ 
NAS 2-6556 ................ 
NAS 2-6558 ................ 
NAS 2-6614 ................ 
NAS 2-6615 ................ 
NAS 2-6624 ................ 1772 
NAS 2-6633 ................ 1375 
NAS 2-6634 ................ 2722 
NAS 2-6700 ............... 1773 
NAS 2-6705 ................ 2412 
' NAS 2-6706 ................ 1244 
NAS 2-6778 ................ 3283 
NAS 2-6779 2723 
NAS 2-6791 1389 
NAS'~-6813 2576 
NAS 2-7059 ................ 1495 
NAS 2-7W8 ............. .:. 2365 
NAS 2-7152 ................ 1376 
NAS 2-7187 ................ 2413 
NAS 2-7199 ................ 1245 
NAS 2-7251 ................ 1390 
NAS 2-7262 ................ 21 12 
NAS 2-7273 ................ 2769 
NAS 2-7314 ................ 3316 
NAS 2-7350 ................ 2414 
NAS 2-7358 ................ 3127 
NAS 2-7397 ................ 2217 
NAS 2-7435 ................ 3022 




.............. NAS 2.7416 : : 1097 
..... .......... NAS 2-7503 ; I371 -~ 
................ NAS 2-7513 1378 
NAS 2-7516 ................ 1379 
................ NAS 2-7519 I380 
................ NAS 2-7562 I315 
NAS 2-1567 ................ 1316 
................ NAS 2-7613 2370 
................ NAS 2-7615 2415 
NAS 2-7616 ................ 1227 
................ NAS 2-7655 2655 
NAS 2-7684 .1 .............. 2113 
NAS 2-7722 ................ I836 . .  
NAS 2-7730 ....;........... 2848 
NAS 2-7785 ................ I392 
................. NAS 2-7794 I580 . . 
NAS 2-1839 ...... : ......... I098 
NAS 2-7846 ................ 2529 
NAS 2-7850 ................ 2746 
NAS 2-7865 ................ 3089 
NAS 2-7877 ................ 2245 
NAS 2-7879 ................ 1317 
NAS 2-7882 ................ 3317 
NAS 2-7883 ................ 1099 
. . .  NAS 2-7892 ................ 3318 
NAS 2-7900 ................ 2303 
NAS 2-7WI ................ 1553 
NAS 2-7916 ................ I979 
NAS 2-7917 ................ 2989 . 
NAS 2-7927 ................ 1870 
NAS 2-7959 ................ 1246 
NAS 2-7963 ................ 2577 
NAS 2-7969 ................ 1507 
NAS 27994 ................ 2114 
NAS 2-8015 ................ 3319 
. . NAS 2-8108 ................ 3148 . 
NAS 2-8143 ................ 1234 
NAS 28157 ................ 2115 
NAS 2-8179 ................ 2611 . 
NAS 2-82W ................ 1581 
NAS 2-8244 ................ 3132 
NAS 2-8288 ................ 1318 
NAS 2-8302 ................ 3090 
NAS 2-8399 ................ 2591 
NAS 3-14336 .............. 1247 
NAS 3-17213 .............. 1530 
NAS 3-17353 .............. 2717 
NAS 3-17357 .............. 1898 
NAS 3-17508 .............. 2990 
NAS 3-17534 .............. 2116 
NAS 3-17658 ............ 2854 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
APPENDIX A CROSS INDEX BY GRANTfCONTRACT NUMBER 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
.............. NAS 3.17826 2762 
.............. NAS 3-17827 1724 
.............. NAS 3-17855 2819 
.............. NAS 3-17857 1508 
.............. NAS 3-18010 1871 
.............. NAS 3-18522 2473 
.............. NAS 3-18901 1726 
NAS 61995 ................ 1393 
................ NAS 62148 1922 
................ NAS 5-1348 3320 
................ NAS 5-1810 2416 
................ NAS 5-1925 3372 
................ NAS 5-3838 23M 
................ NAS 5-3949 2080 
................ NAS 5-9096 1805 
................ NAS 5-9314 2474 
................ NAS 5-9317 2962 
NAS 5-9366 ................ 1806 
.............. NAS 5-10102 1248 
.............. NAS 5-llW3 3091 
NAS 5-11011 .............. 3092 
.............. NAS 5-11037 1807 
.............. NAS 5.11038 1319 
.............. NAS 5-1 1039 1905 
NAS 5-11062 .............. 2117 
.............. NAS 5-11063 2012 
.............. NAS 5-1 lOM 1906 
NAS 5-1 1066 .............. 1164 
NAS 5-1 1067 .............. 1808 
NAS 5-11068 .............. 3321 
NAS 5-1 1073 .............. 2246 
NAS 5-1 I074 .............. 1907 
NAS 5-1 1080 .............. 1447 
NAS 5-11081 .............. 1448 
NAS 5-11082 .............. 2118 
NAS 5.11128 .............. 2247 
NAS 5-11167 .............. 1908 
NAS 5- 11 173 .............. 2305 
NAS 5-11174 .............. 2248 
NAS 5-1 1265 .............. 1909 
NAS 5:11276 .............. 2398 
NAS 5-1 1279 .............. 1910 
NAS 5-1 1309 .............. 2249 
NAS 5-11310 .............. 2306 
NAS 5-11361 .............. 3322 
NAS 5-1 1362 .............. 2501 
NAS 5-11363 .............. 1554 
NAS 5-11376 .............. 2250 
NAS 5-1 1380 .............. 2251 
NAS 5-1 1405 .............. 1555 
NAS 5-1 1406 .............. 3093 
NAS 5- I I407 .............. 3094 
NAS 5-11415 .............. I995 
NAS 5-11431 .............. 191 1 
NAS 5-1 1438 .............. 2307 
NAS 5-1 1444 .............. 11W 
NAS 5-11450 .............. 2119 
GRANT/ GRANT/ 
CDNTRAtT ACC CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . NUMBER NO . 
.............. NAS 5.11456 1101 
.............. NAS 5.11674 1394 
.............. NAS 5-1 1687 2308 
NAS 5-11694 .............. 2399 
.............. NAS 5-11988 2991 
NAS 5-20028 .............. 2648 
.............. NAS 5-2W41 2487 
.............. NAS 5-20062 2013 
NAS 5-20064 .............. 1395 
NAS 5-20065 .............. 3216 
NAS 5-20068 .............. 3323 
.............. NAS 5-20069 2417 
NAS 5-20079 .............. 1320 
NAS 5-2W0 .............. 1321 
NAS 5-20091 .............. 2120 
NAS 5-20093 .............. 1912 
.............. NAS 5-2W94 1913 
.............. NAS 5-20492 1165 
NAS 5-20507 .............. 2418 
NAS 5-20514 .............. 1102 
.............. NAS 5-20521 2724 
.............. NAS 5-20539 1914 
NAS 5-20565 .............. 2463 
.............. NAS 5-20622 2252 
NAS 5-21038 .............. 2253 
NAS 5-21055 .............. 1449 
.............. NAS 5-21147 2254 
NAS 5-21224 .............. 3373 
.............. NAS 5-21432 2461 
NAS 5-21433 .............. 2462 
.............. NAS 5-21505 1509 
.............. NAS 5-21684 1249 
NAS 5-21720 .............. 3019 
.............. NAS 5-21726 2907 
.............. NAS 5-21129 3242 
NAS 5-21732 .............. 2663 
.............. NAS 5-21749 2394 
NAS 5-21752 .............. 1626 
NAS 5-21753 .............. 3153 
NAS 5-21754 .............. 3324 
NAS 5-21756 .............. 2385 
NAS 5-21773 .............. 1872 
NAS 5-21774 .............. 2894 
NAS 5-21775 .............. 1250 
NAS 5-21778 .............. IS25 
NAS 5-21781 .............. 2530 
NAS 5-21784 .............. 1621 
NAS 5-21785 .............. 1873 
NAS 5-21792 .............. 2570 
NAS 5-21793 .............. 2571 
NAS 5-21794 .............. 3325 
NAS 5-21795 .............. 1861 
NAS 5-21798 .............. 3326 
NAS 5-21799 .............. 3358 
NAS5-21812 .............. 1103 
NAS 5-21816 .............. 3180 
NAS 5-21817 .............. 2340 
.............. NAS 5-21818 3359 
.............. NAS 5-21819 1104 
.............. NAS 5-21820 1105 
NAS 5-21822 .............. 1923 
NAS 5-21826 .............. 2382 
NAS 5-21827 .............. I322 
.............. NAS 5-21831 2779 
NAS 5-21833 .............. 1081 
NAS 5-21834 ............... 2236 
NAS 5-21837 .............. 1622 
NAS 5-21844 .............. 2531 
NAS5-21849 .............. 1106 
NAS 5-21850' .............. 1785 
.............. NAS 5-21852 1915 
NAS 521857 .............. 2992 
NAS 5-21870 .............. 2392 
.............. NAS 5-21873 2908 
.............. NAS 5-21875 2909 
NAS 5-21876 .............. 1063 
.............. NAS 5-21880 1874 
NAS 5-21881 .............. 2341 
NAS 5-21882 .............. 2910 
.............. NAS 5-21883 3133 
NAS 5-21884 .............. 1251 
NAS 5-21892 .............. 1627 
NAS 5.21960 .............. 1252 
NAS 5.21965 .............. 3327 
NAS 5-21968 .............. I396 
NAS 5-21970 .............. 1628 
NAS 5-21980 
.............. NAS 5-22071 1936 
.............. NAS 5-22203 2463 
.............. NAS 5-22219 24M 
.............. NAS 5-22263 1107 
NAS 5-22266 ............. 3217 
.............. NAS 5-22277 2639 
.............. NAS 5-23Wl 2465 
.............. NAS 5-2MW I607 
.............. NAS 5-23W6 2255 
.............. NAS 5-23117 I253 
.............. NAS 5-23125 2386 
NAS 5-23133 .............. 2820 
NAS 5-23174 .............. I961 
.............. NAS 5-23176 1108 
NAS 5-23190 .............. IS82 
NAS 5-23199 .............. 2081 
NAS 5-23205 .............. 1254 
NAS 5-23230 .............. 2256 
.............. NAS 5-23236 2532 
NAS 5-23237 .............. 2014 
NAS 5-23249 .............. 1224 
NAS 5-23263 .............. 24W 
NAS 5-23267 .............. 2257 
.............. NAS 5-23273 2309 
NAS 5-23274 .............. 1556 
NAS 5-23284 .............. 2419 
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NAS 5-23285 .............. 3328 
. NAS 5-23287 .............. 1166 
NAS 5-23288 .............. 1809 
NAS 5-23296 ............. : 3329 
NAS 5-23310 .............. 2258 
NAS 5-23315 ............... 1167 
NAS 5;23316 .............. '1997 
NAS 5-23334 .............. 1837 
NAS 5-23338 2%3 
NAS 61667 2964 
NAS 6-1863 3 244 
................ NAS 6-1908 3134 
NAS 61932 ................ I082 
NAS 6-2067 ................ 2065 
NAS 62388 ......:......... 3245 
... NAS 6-2439 ................ 2488 
NAS 6-2454 ................ 3050 
. NAS 62455 ................ 2502 
NAS 62456 ............ .: .. 2761 
NAS 62463 ................ 1397 
NAS 62484 ................ 2126 
NAS 62498 ................ 3135 
NAS 8-1 1175 .............. 1767 
NAS 8-20172 .............. 1064 
NAS 8-20228 ............. 2259 
NAS 8-20247 .............. 1686 




NAS 8-24365 .............. 2123 
NAS 8-24908 .............. 1036 
NAS 8-24953 .............. 1037 
NAS 8-25562 .............. 1065 
.............. NAS 8-25750 1038 
.............. NAS 8-26055 1039 
NAS 8-26084 .............. 2371 
NAS 8-26146 .............. 2597 
.............. NAS 8-26193 1014 
NAS 8-26379 .............. 2993 
NAS 8-26579 .............. 1015 
NAS 8-26Mll .............. 2685 
NAS 8-26749 .............. 2342 
.............. NAS 8.26751 2Y94 
.............. NAS 8-26758 1496 
.............. N A S  8-26930 1016 
NAS 8-27181 ...... : ....... 1040 
........... . NAS 8-27296 + 291 1 
.............. NAS 8-27301 I077 
.............. NAS 8-27334 2822 
.............. NAS 8-27403 1168 
.............. NAS 8-27405 2503 
....... ...... NAS 8-27407 : 1810 
.............. NAS 8-27408 1323 
.............. NAS 8-27664 1017 
NAS 8-27799 .............. 1498 
.............. NAS 8-27804 1109 
.............. NAS 8-27809 1041 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
.............. ~ ~ ~ 8 . 2 7 8 6 3  11 10 
.............. NAS 8-27950 1774 
.............. NAS 8-27970 2504 
.............. NAS 8-27972 2124 
.............. NAS 8.21974 1450 
.............. NAS 8-27975 2125 
.............. NAS 8-27976 2372 
.............. NAS 8-27977 2310 
.............. NAS 8-27978 1169 
.............. NAS 8.28015 1451 
.............. NAS 8-28019 1066 
.............. NAS 8-28028 1170 
.............. NAS 8-28055 2126 
.............. NAS 8-28058 101 1 
.............. NAS 8-28097 1042 
.............. NAS 8-28098 1067 
.............. NAS 8-28248 I043 
.............. NAS 8-28294 2260 
.............. NAS 8-28304 I W  
.............. NAS 8-28305 1510 
'. 
.............. NAS 8-28306 2127 
.............. NAS 8-28307 2598 
NAS 8-28310 .............. 1398 
.............. NAS 8-28358 1399 
.............. NAS 8-28545 1045 
.............. NAS 8-28588 1046 
.............. NAS 8-28590 1531 
NAS 8-28591 .............. 1727 
NAS 8-28654 .............. 2808 
~ ~ 
.............. NAS 8-28655 1532 
.............. NAS 8-28659 2775 
.............. NAS 8.28660 2889 
.............. NAS 8-28661 1111 
.............. NAS 8-28722 1079 
.............. NAS 8-28732 2128 
.............. NAS 8-28733 3331 
.............. NAS 8-28734 1598 
.............. NAS 8-28735 1728 
.............. NAS 8-28736 1047 
.............. NAS 8-28955 1970 
.............. NAS 8-29026 1980 
.............. NAS 8-29036 2343 
.............. N A S  8-29073 2223 
NAS 8-291W .............. 1068 
.............. NAS 8-29239 2420 
.............. NAS 8-X256 2785 
. NAS8-!?271 .............. 2912 
.............. NAS 8-29286 2652 
.............. NAS 81F313 1171 
.............. NAS 8-29316 1048 
.............. NAS 8.1. 9387 3332 
.............. NAS 8-kg460 2934 
............... NAS 8-29494 1069 
.............. NAS 8-b9501 1049 
.............. NAS 8.k9.9542 1050 
NAS 8;29543 .............. 1051 , 
NAS P 29566 .............. I l l 2  
' i NAS 8.29578 .............. 2578' 1 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT biCC 










NAS 8-29851 ( .............. 2997 
NAS 8.2985.'1 ............ 1018 
NAS 8-2985 . 4 ............. 1403 
NAS 8-298 55 .............. 1078 
NAS 8.29f.i56 .............. 1019 
NAS 8-291860 .............. 1730 
NAS 8.2: 9881 .............. I020 
NAS s... b 0 0  .............. 1070 
N A S  8- i29936 ..............' 1071 
NAS F.,. 29937 ............... 1072 
NAS '8-29939 . : ............. 1768 
NAS .'8.30175 : ............. 2776 
NAI)  8-30216 .............. 1053 
NA:S 8-30244 ............... 1054 
N!SS 8-30245 .............. 3051 
N.AS 8-30246 : ............. 1731 
r i ~ s  8-30247 : ............. 1055 
.............. N A S  8:30248 1021 
:NAS 8-30250. .............. 1534 
r NAS 8-30251 .............. 2612 
N A S  8-30252 1664 . .............. 
I 
NAS 8.30253. ! .............. 3136 
it NAS 8-30256 .............. 2915 
... NAS 8-30286 .............. 1056 
NAS 8-30301 2130 ( .............. 
; NAS 8-30380 ............... 1962 
NAS 8-30479 .............. 1073 
NAS 8-30531 .............. 2131 
i NAS 8-30532 .............. 2505 
NAS 8-30534 .............. 1732 
NAS 8-30537 .............. 2132 
.............. NAS 8-30561 I012 
NAS 8-30576 .............. 2133 
: . NAS 8-30578 ......... : .... 2599 
NAS 8-30579' .............. 1401 
NAS 8-30616 .............. 1057 
NAS 8-30617 ....... 1733 
NAS %-%I8 . . . . . . .  2344 
NAS 8-30619 .............. 1764 
NAS 8-30620 .............. 1963 
NAS 8-30622 .............. 3052 
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G R A N T 1  
C O P 4 T R A n  ACC 
N U M B E R  NO . 
NAS 8-30623 ........ : ..... 2345 
NAS 8-30624 .............. 1074 
NAS I 1-30625 ........:..... 2261 
NAS 8:. 30653 .............. 1734 
NAS 8.'.M654 .............. 1022 
NAS 8 .. 30656 .............. 2935 
NAS 8.3 0657 .............. 1735 
NAS 8.30737 .............. 1058 
NAS 8.30'772 .............. I059 
NAS 8.30\178 .............. 2916 
NAS 8.308 79 .............. 2917 
NAS 8.3081 33 .............. 2936 
NAS 8.3088'.5 .............. 1060 
NAS 8.3091' 9 .............. 1736 
NAS 9-5632 1255 
NAS 9-5886 2015 
NAS 9-5911 2965 
NAS 9.6037 ................ 2506 
NAS 9-6164 ................ 1512 
NAS 9.7280 ................ 2940 
NAS 9-7801 1326 
NAS 9-8109 2941 
NAS 9-9053 2998 
NAS 9-9209 2359 
NAS 9-9285 ................ 2999 
NAS 9-9317 ........... ;.. 1972 
NAS 9-9690 ................ 2786 
NAS 9-9766 ................. 3CW 
NAS 9-9964 ................ 2485 
NAS 9-10261 .............. 1924 
NAS 9-10428 ............... 2966 
............... NAS 9.10509 1327 
.............. NAS 9-10537 i'942 
NAS 9-10566 .............. 3. 110 
NAS 9.11045 .............. 23\57 
.............. NAS 9-11088 311'2 
.............. NAS 9-11118 31111 
.............. NAS 9-11162 3020 
NAS9-11201 .............. 2943 : 
NAS 9-11528 .............. 1998 
.............. NAS 9-1 1540 2134 
.............. NAS 9-1 1676 3023 
NAS 9-11701 .............. 3122 
NAS 9-1 1751 .............. 2507 
NAS 9-11827 .............. 2967 
NAS 9-1 1845 .............. 3024 
NAS9-11846 .............. 2640 
NAS 9.11885 .............. 3025 
NAS 9-1 1941 .............. 1599 
.............. NAS 9-12074 W95 
NAS 9-12168 .............. 3137 
NAS 9-12236 .............. 1402 
NAS 9-12280 .............. 1790 
NAS 9-12334 .............. 2135 
NAS 9-12352 .............. 1964 
NAS 9-12369 .............. 2360 
NAS 9-12434 .............. 3001 
NAS 9-12459 .............. 1838 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
.............. NAS 9-12466 1497 
.............. NAS PI2485 2136 
.............. NAS 9-12526 2361 
.............. NAS 9-12560 2311 
.............. NAS 9-12563 2232 
.............. NAS 9.12564 2233 
NAS 9-12568 .............. 3053. 
.............. NAS 9-12585 1172 
.............. NAS 9-12630 3246 
.............. NAS 9-12650 3026 
.............. NAS 9-12692 3027 
.............. NAS 9-12728 2944 
.............. NAS 9-12749 1945 
NAS 9-12752 .............. 3218 
.............. NAS 9-12757 1403 
.............. NAS 9-12770 2641 
NAS 9-12776 .............. 2968 
.............. NAS 9-12777 3028 
NAS 9-12783 .............. 3123 
NAS 9-12823 .............. 3124 
NAS 9-12889 .............. 2937 
NAS 9-12912 .............. 2969 
.............. NAS 9-12941 1971 
.............. NAS 9-12972 1535 
NAS 9-13029 .............. 3284 
NAS 9-13042 .............. 3087 
.............. NAS 9-13089 2939 
NAS 9-13093 .............. 2727 
.............. NAS 9.13102 3113 
NAS 9-13139 .............. 2945 
NAS 9-13143 .............. 3114 
.............. NAS 9.13176 3054 
.............. NAS9-13196 1158 
NAS 9-13262 .............. 3029 
.............. NAS 9-13271 1925 
.............. NAS 9-13273 1926 
NAS 9-13274 .............. 2393 
NAS 9-13298 .............. 3360 
.............. NAS 9-13301 1875 
NAS 9-13308 .............. 2572 
NAS 9-13311 .............. 2395 
NAS 9-13312 ............ .. 3355 
NAS 9-13313 ......... L... 1916 
............ . NAS 9-13321 ! 2664 
.............. NAS 9.13322 3138 
NAS 9-13331 ..........;... 1927 
......... ... NAS 9.13332 : 2237 
.............. NAS 9-13337 2895 
%+.. 
.......... ... NAS 9-13342 ! 1095 
........ ..... NAS 9-13344 ! 1623 
.............. 
......... .... 
NAS 9-13347 1928 
NAS 9.13357 1 1256 
NAS 9-13360 .........I 2777 
......... ?. NAS 9-13363 1:::: 2346 I NAS 9-13364 ......... : .... 2533 \. NAS 9-13370 .............. 2082 
NAS 9-13374 .............. 3 W 2  
NAS 9.13380 ........... ! .. 1876 
GRANT/ 
C O N T R A n  ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
NAS 9-13394 .............. 1526 
NAS 9-13406 .............. 2823 
NAS 9-13410 .............. 3181 
NAS 9-13436 .............. 2362 
NAS 9-13452 .............. 2946 . 
NAS 9.13457 .............. 3030 
NAS 9-13462 .............. 3031 
NAS 9.13504 .............. 1381 
.............. NAS9-13512 3C96 
NAS 9-13545 .............. 3003 
NAS 9.13589 .............. 1382 
NAS 9.13605 .............. 3115 
.............. NAS 9-13617 2933 
NAS 9-13642 .............. 2494 
NAS 9-13647 .............. M04 
NAS 9-13669 .............. 2884 
NAS 9.13680 .............. 3056 
NAS 9-13737 .............. 2947 
NAS 9.13741 .............. 2373 
.............. NAS 9-13743 3285 
.............. NAS 9-13782 3005 
NAS 9-13799 .............. 1328 
NAS 9.13803 .............. 2855 
.............. NAS 9-13807 1329 
.............. NAS 9-13844 1030 
NAS 9-13865 .............. 3057 
NAS 9-13878 .............. 2899 
.............. NAS 9-13894 3006 
.............. NAS 9-13902 3007 
.............. NAS 9-13905 3008 
NAS 9-13940 .............. 2491 
NAS 9.13945 .............. 1083 
NAS 9-13946 .............. 3058 
.............. NAS 9-13956 1629 
NAS 9-13957 .............. 3059 
NAS 9.13960 .............. 1173 
.............. NAS 9-13980 1513 
.............. NAS9-14006 2885 
NAS 9.14016 .............. 1877 
.............. NAS 9-14042 1811 
.............. NAS 9-14052 1929 
.............. NAS 9-14088 1330 
.............. NAS 9.14134 1154 
.............. NAS 9-14190 3097 
.............. NAS 9-14195 2243 
.............. NAS 9.14197 3009 
.............. NAS 9-14209 3032 
.............. NAS 9-14251 1155 
NAS 9-95435 .............. ?A66 
.................. NASR 138 1113 
NASW 7 ..................... 3378 
NASW 1964 ............... 2770 
............... NASW 2135 3376 
............... NASW 2197 2137 
............... NASW 2216 1257 
............... NASW 2283 1114 
............... NASW 2307 1600 
............... NASW 2326 1775 
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GRANT/ GRANT/ GRANT/
CONTRACT ACC CONTRACT ACC CONTRACT ACC
NUMBER NO. NUMBER NO. NUMBER NO.
NASW 2353 .............. 1862 NGL 05-002-034 ......... 1178 NGL 05-020-134 .......... 1262
NASW 2360 ............... 1514 NGL 05-002-069 ......... 1179 NGL 05-020-176 ......... 1263
NASW 2362 ............ 1583 NGL 05-002-100 ......... 1180 NGL 05-020-232 ......... 1264
NASW 2366 ......... 2534 NGL 05-002-105 ......... 1181 NGL 05-020-242 ......... 1265
NASW 2386 ............ 1661 NGL 05-002-134 ......... 1182 NGL 05-020-243 ......... 1266NGL 05-002-136 ......... 1183
NASW 2399 ........ . 2475 NGL 05-002-140 ......... 1184 NGL 05-020-272 ......... 1267
NASW 2401 ....................... 1185 NGL 05-020-275 ......... 1268
NASW 2412 ............... 2138 NGL 05-002-188 ......... 1186 NGL 05-020-305 ......... 1269
NASW 2425 ............... 2856 NGL 05-002-190 ......... 1187 NGL 05-020-397 ......... 1270
NASW 2435 ............... 2728 NGL 05-002-207 ......... 1188 NGL 05-020-498 ......... 1271
NASW 2444 ............ 1647 NGL 05-002-229 ......... 1189 NGL 05-020-582 ......... 1272
NASW 2445 ........: ... 2535 NGL 05-002-338 ......... 1190 NGL 05-025-014 ......... 1488
NASW 2467 ............... 1863 NGL 05-003-003 ......... 1331 NGL 05-046-002 ......... 1228
NASW 2504 ............. 2486 NGL 05-003-016 ......... 1332 NGL 05-076-001 ......... 1218
NASW 2512 ............. 2772 NGL 05-003-017 ......... 1333 NGL 06-001-015 ......... 1527
NASW 2516 ............ 1601 NGL 05-003-024 ......... 1334 NGL 06-002-063 ......... 1536
NASW 2524 ............ 2139 NGL 05-003-079 ......... 1335 NGL 06-003-052 ......... 1557
NASW 2534 ............ 2476 NGL 05-003-272 ......... 1336 NGL 06-003-057 ......... 1558
NASW 2573 ............... 2536 NGL 05-003-286 ......... 1337 NGL 06-003-064 ......... 1559
NASW 2587 ................ 1648 NGL 05-003-404 ......... 1338 NGL 06-003-200 ......... 1560
NASW 2592 ............... 1515 NGL 05-003-409 ......... 1339 NGL 06-004-096 ......... 1585
NASW 2607 ............... 1584 NGL 05-003-410 ......... 1340 NGL 07-002-002 ......... 1602
NASW 2629 ............... 2773 NGL 05-003-497 ......... 1341 NGL 07-004-005 ......... 1608
NASW 2648 ............... 3139 NGL 05-004-008 ......... 1383 NGL 07-004-035 ......... 1609
NASW 2691 ............... 3033 NGL 05-005-003 ......... 1452 NGL 07-004-043 ......... 1610
NAS10-1255 ................ 1687 NGL 05-005-004 ......... 1453 NGL 07-004-103 ......... 1611
NAS10-7399 ................ 2467 NGL 05-005-007 ......... 1454 NGL 07-009-003 ......... 1596
NASI0-7791 ................ 1688 NGL 05-007-002 ......... 1404 NGL 09-010-030 ......... 1649
NAS10-8297 ................ 1689 NGL 05-007-003 ......... 1405 NGL 09-010-053 ......... 1650
NAS10-8354 ............. 2890 NGL 05-007-004 ......... 1406 NGL 09-011-006 ......... 1662
NAS10-8375 ............. 1737 NGL 05-007-005 ......... 1407 NGL 09-011-017 ......... 1663
NAS10-8399 ............... 1678 NGL 05-007-006 ......... 1408 NGL 09-011-046 ......... 1664
NAS10-8402 ................ 1706 NGL 05-007-046 ......... 1409 NGL 10-005-008 ......... 1692
NAS10-8404 ............. 1690 NGL 05-007-190 ......... 1410 NGL 10-005-022 ......... 1693
NAS10-8498 .......... 1707 NGL 05-007-195 ......... 1411 NGL 10-005-039 ......... 1694
NAS10-8518 ............... 1115 NGL 05-007-287 ......... 1412 NGL 10-005-049 ......... 1695
NAS10-8560 .............. 1691 NGL 05-007-330 ......... 1413 NGL 10-005-080 ......... 1696
NAS10-8600 ............. ,1708 NGL 05-007-367 ......... 1414 NGL 10-005-089 ......... 1697
NAS12-2053 ................ 2218 NGL 05-007-379 ......... 1415 NGL 10-005-127 ......... 1698
NGF 12-001-102 ......... 1776 NGL 05-008-005 ......... 1443 NGL 10-007-010 ......... 1709
NGL 01-002-064 .......... 1075 NGL 05-009-002 ......... 1455 NGL 11-001-009 ......... 1719
NGL 01-008-001 ......... 1061 NGL 05-009-004 ......... 1456 NGL 11-002-004 ......... 1738
NGL 02-001-092 ......... 1084 NGL 05-009-005 ......... 1457 NGL 11-002-085 ......... 1739
NGL 03-001-001 ......... 1091 NGL 05-009-079 ......... 1458 NGL 11-002-096 ......... 1740
NGL 03-002-002 ......... 1116 NGL 05-009-103 ......... 1459 NGL 11-008-001 ......... 1760
NGL 03-002-006 ......... 1117 NGL 05-009-109 ......... 1460 NGL 12-001-011 ......... 1777
NGL 03-002-017 ......... 1118 NGL 05-009-148 ......... 1461 NGL 12-001-042 ......... 1778
NGL 03-002-019 ......... 1119 NGL 05-009-150 ......... 1462 NGL 12-001-057 ......... 1779
NGL 03-002-032 ......... 1120 NGL 05-009-154 ......... 1463 NGL 14-001-001 ......... 1812
NGL03-002-081 ......... 1121 NGL 05-009-230 ......... 1464 NGL 14-001-005 ......... 1813
NGL 03-002-122 ......... 1122 NGL 05-010-019 ......... 1490 NGL 14-001-006 ......... 1814
NGL 03-002-191 ......... 1123 NGL 05-018-104 ......... 1516 NGL 14-001-010 ......... 1815
NGL 03-002-313 ......... 1124 NGL 14-001-012 ......... 1816
NGL 04-001-007 ......... 1156 NGL 05-018-118 ......... 1517 NGL 14-001-060 ......... 1817
NGL 05-002-002 ......... 1174 NGL 05-020-007 ......... 1258 NGL 14-001-167 ......... 1818
NGL 05-002-003 ......... 1175 NGL 05-020-008 ......... 1259 NGL 14-001-169 ......... 1819
NGL 05-002-005 ......... 1176 NGL 05-020-014 ......... 1260 NGL 14-001-171 ......... 1820
NGL 05-002-007 ......... 1177 NGL 05-020-103 ......... 1261 NGL 14-001-258 ......... 1821
181
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
APPENDIX A CROSS INDEX BY GRANT/CONTRACT NUMBER 
GRANT/ GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . NUMBER NO . 
......... NGL 14-005-074 1839 
......... NGL 14-005-140 1840 
......... NGL 14-007-016 1791 
......... NGL 14-007641 1792 
......... NGL 14-007-058 1793 
......... NGL 14-007-062 1794 
......... NGL 14-007-081 1195 
NGL 15-003-002 ......... 1864 
......... NGL 15-MM-077 1865 
......... NGL 15-003-1 17 1866 
......... NGL 15-004-026 1900 
......... NGL 15-005-003 1878 
......... NGL 15-005-094 1879 
......... NGL 15-005-112 1880 
......... NGL 15-005-140 1881 
......... NGL 15-005-175 1882 
NGL 15-005-186 ......... I883 
......... NGL l6001-002 1917 
NGL 16.001.043 ......... 1918 
NGL 17-001-026 ......... 1919 
NGL 17-002-001 ......... 1930 
......... NGL 17-004-024 1931 
NGL 18-001-003 ......... 1946 
NGL 18-001-M2 ......... 1947 
......... NGL 19-001-059 1965 
......... NGL 19-001-068 1966 
NGL 19-001-097 ......... 1967 
NGL 19-001-105 ......... 1968 
NCL 19-002-027 ......... 1981 
NGL 21-002-005 ......... 2016 
......... NGL 21-002-029 2017 
NGL 21-002-033 ......... 2018 
NGL 21-002-167 ......... 2019 
NGL 21-002-367 ......... 2OZO 
NGL 22-007- ......... 2083 
NGL 22-007-069 ......... 2084 
NGL 22-007-1 17 ......... 2085 
NGL 22-007-136 ......... 2086 
NGL 22-007-228 ......... 2087 
NGL 22-001-247 ......... 2D88 
NGL 22;009-003 ......... 2140 
NGL 22-009-013 ......... 2141 
NGL 22-009-015 ......... 2142 
NGL 22-009-016 ......... 2143 
NGL 22-009-019 ......... 2144 
NGL 22-009-025 ......... 2145 
NGL 22-009-124 ......... 2146 
NGL 22-009-125 ......... 2147 
NGL 22-009-156 ......... 2148 
NGL 22-009-187 ......... 2149 
NGL 22-009-308 ......... 2150 
NGL 22.009.309 . . . .  2151 
NGL 22-009-383 ......... 2152 
NGL 22-009-521 ......... 2153 
NGL 22-009-548 ......... 2154 
NGL 22-009-638 ......... 2155 
NGL 22.009.640 . . .  2156 
NGL 22-010-018 ......... 2224 
......... NGL 22-010-023 2225 
......... NGL 22-010-025 2226 
......... NGL 22-01S089 2227 
......... NGL 23-004-083 2238 
......... NGL 23W-005 2262 
......... NGL 23-005-010 2263 
......... NGL 23-005-183 2264 
......... NGL 23-005-275 2265 
......... NGL 23-005-336 2266 
......... NGL 24-005-008 2312 
......... NGL 24-005-009 2313 
......... NGL 26005-160 2314 
......... NGL 24-005-225 2315 
......... NGL 24-005-263 23 16 
NGL 25-001-032 ......... 2347 
......... NGL 25-001-040 2348 
......... NGL 25-001-054 2349 
NGL 25-005-007 ......... 2353 
......... NGL 26-004-021 2363 
......... NGL 26-006-021 2355 
......... NGL 26-008-054 2374 
NGL 26-008-057 ......... 2375 
......... NGL 26-008-065 2376 
......... NGL 28-004-020 2388 
NGL 30-002-018 ......... 2401 
......... NGL 30-002-021 2402 
......... NGL 31.001.005 2421 
......... NGL 3 1-001-007 2422 
NGL 31-001-109 ......... 2423 
NGL 31-001-119 ......... 2424 
......... NGL 31-001-129 2425 
NGL 31401-146 ......... 2426 
NGL 31-001-252 ......... 2427 
NGL 31-001-283 ......... 2428 
NGL 31-003-020 ......... 2456 
NGL 31-W6-010 ......... 2407 
NGL 31-006-011 ........ 24OS 
NGL 32-003-001 ......... 2468 
NGL 32-003-069 ......... 2469 
NGL 32-W4-011 ......... 2477 
NGL 32.004.042 ......... 2478 
NGL 32-004-063 ......... 2479 
NGL 32-004-064 ......... 2480 
NGL 33-007-075 ......... 2500 
NGL 33-008-012 ......... 2508 
NGL 33-008-090 ......... 2509 
NGL 33-008-098 ......... 2510 
NGL 33-008-118 ......... 2511 
NGL 33-010-005 ......... 2537 
NGL 33-010-042 ......... 2538 
NGL 33-010-054 ......... 2539 
NGL 33-010-057 ......... 2540 
NGL 33-010-OM ......... 2541 
NGL 33-010-070 ......... 2542 
NGL 33-010-OX2 ......... 2543 
NGL 33-010-111 ......... 2544 
NGL 33-010-186 ......... 2545 
NGL 33-013-029 ......... 2492 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
NGL 33-013-034 ......... 2493 
NGL 33-013-040 ......... 2494 
......... NGL 33-015-035 2620 
......... NGL 33-015-082 2621 
NGL 33-015-130 ......... 2622 
......... NGL 33-015-174 2623 
......... NGL 33.016013 2579 
......... NGL 33-016-119 2580 
......... NGL 33-018-003 2600 
......... NGL 33-018-007 2M)I 
......... NGL 33-018-017 2602 
NGL 33-018-W1 ......... 2fA3 
......... NGL 33-022-090 2643 
......... NGL 33-183-012 2615 
NGL 33-183-013 ......... 2616 
......... NGL 34-001-001 2656 
......... NGL 34-002-017 2665 
NGL 34-002-032 ......... 2666 
NGL 34-002-084 ......... 2667 
......... NGL 34-002-OJ5 2668 
......... NGL 36003.002 2691 
NGL 36-003-064 ......... 2692 
......... NGL 36-003-094 2693 
NGL 36-004-014 ......... 2747 
NGL 36-~~8-051 ......... nzs 
......... NGL 36-008-093 2730 
......... NGL 36.008.109 2731 
......... NGL 36-008-138 2732 
NGL 36-025-001 ......... 2715 
NGL 36-027-032 ......... 2694 
NGL 36-027-057 ......... 2695 
......... NGL 38-002-020 2780 
NGL 38-002-039 ......... 2781 
NGL 38.002.053 ......... 2782 
NGL 38603-010 ......... 2787 
NGL 38-003-022 .. ....... 2788 
NGL 38-003-024 ......... 2789 
NGL 39-007-007 ......... 2809 
NGL 39-007-040 ......... 2810 
NGL 39-009-001 ......... 2824 
NGL 39-009-002 ......... 2825 
NGL 39-WY-003 ......... 2826 
NGL 39-009-007 ......... 2827 
NGL 39-009-010 ......... 2828 
......... NGL 39-009-023 2829 
NGL 39-009-032 ......... 2830 
NGL 39-009-121 ......... 2831 
NGL 39-W9-I72 ......... 2832 
NGL 39-010-097 ......... 2849 
NGL 39-011-013 ......... 2857 
NGL 39-01 1-030 ......... 2858 
NGL 39-01 1-035 ......... 2859 
NGL 39-01 1-085 ......... 2860 
NGL 39-01 1-160 ......... 2861 
NGL 40-002-M2 ......... 2875 
NGL 4W2-059 ......... 2876 
NGL 40-002-080 ......... 2877 
NGL 41-002-003 ......... 289 1 
NASA's UNlVERSlTY PROGRAM 
APPENDIX A CROSS INDEX BY GRANTICONTR 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT A CC 
NUMBER .NO . 
NGL 42-003607 .....:.. 7. 2896 
NGL 43-001-006 ......... 2918 
NGL 43-001-140 ......... 2919 
NGL 44-001-001 ......... 3010 
NGL 44-004-001 ......... 3098 
NGL 44-004-026 ......... 3099 
NGL 44-004.130 ......... 3100 
NGL 44-005-021 ......... 3034 
NGL 44-005-041 ...... .: .. 3035 
......... NGL 44-005-084 3036 
NGL 44-005-090 ......... 3037 
NGL 44-005-184 : ........ 3038 
NGL 44.006001 ......... 2970 
NGL 44-(106-032 ......... 2971 
NGL 444%127 ......... 2972 
NGL 44-007-W6 ......... 2982 
NGL 44-007642 .......... 2983 
NGL 44-012-W6 ......... 3060 
NGL 44-012608 ......... 3061 
NGL 44-012-045 ......... 3062 
NGL 44-012-055 ......... 3063 
NGL 44-012-133 .... ; .... 3064 
NGL 44-033-017 ......... 2957 
NGL 44-084-003 ......... 3125 
NGL 45-003619 ......... 3140 
NGL 45-003-025 ......... 3141 
NGL 45603-029 ......... 3142 
......... NGL 45-003-037 3143 
......... NGL 47-W-005 3235 
NGL 47-002-020 ......... 3236 
NGL 47-003-007 ......... 3182 
.......... NGL 41-003406 3183 
NGL 47 -003612.... ; ..... 3184 
NGL 47-003-039 .......... 3185 
. NGL 47-003-067 ......... : 3186 
NGL 47-004-067 .......... 3247 
.......... NGL 47-004-080 3248 
.......... NGL 47-005-050 :3219 
NGL 47-005-066 .......... 3220 
NGL 47-005-098 .......... : 3221 
NGL 47-005-108 .......... 3222 
......... NGL 47-006.055 31M) 
NGL 47.006.058 ......... 3161 
NGL 47-014m ......... 3275 
NGL 48-002-634 ......... 3286 
NGL 48-002-010 ......... 3287 
NGL 48-002-035 .... : .... 3288 
NGL 48-002-044 ......... 3289 
NGL 48-002-047 .......... 3290 
NGL 49-001-019 ......... 3309 
NGL 50-002-001 ......... 3333 
......... NGL 50-002-013 3334 
......... NGL 50-002-044 3335 
NGL 5a002-078 ......... 3336 
......... NGL 50-002-114 3337 
NGL WW2-127 ......... 3338 
......... NGL 50-002-348 3339 
......... NGL 52-083009 3367 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC 






























































NUMBER NO . 
NGR 05-002-281 ........ 1202 
NGR 05-002-284 ........ 1203 
NGR 05-002-294 ........ 1234 
........ NGR 05-002-296 1205 
........ NGR 05-002-302 1206 
........ NGR 05-002-303 I2W 
........ NGR 05-002-305 1208 
NGR 05-002-308 ........ 1209 
......... NGR M.002.310 1210 
NGR 05-002-316 ........ 1211 
........ NGR 05-002-333 1212 
........ NGR 05-001-340 1213 
NCR 05-002-345 ........ 1214 
........ NGR 05-003239 1342 
........ NGR 05-003-302 1343 
NGR 05-003-309 ........ 1344 
NGR 05-003-376 ........ 1345 
........ NGR 05-003-402 1346 
........ NGR 05-003-406 1347 
NGR 05-003-432 ........ 1348 
NGR 05-003435 ........ 1349 
......... NGR 05.003445 1350 
........ NGR 05-003-450 1351 
NGR 05-003451 ........ 1352 
NGR 05-003-452 ........ 1353 
NGR 05-003-453 ........ 1354 
NGR 05.003.460 ........ 1355 
NGR 05-003-462 ........ 1356 
NGR 05-003-470 ........ 1357 
........ NGR 05-003-471 1358 , 
NGR 05-603-478 ........ 1359 
NGR 05-003-480 ........ 1360 
NCR 05-003-499 ........ '.I361 
. NGR 05-003-510 ........ 1362 
NGR 05-003-511 ........ 1363 
NGR 05-003-513 ........ 1364 
NGR 05-003-538 ........ 1365 
NGRO5-003-553 ........ 1366 
NGR 05-003-559 ........ 1367 
NGR 05-003-562 ........ 1368 
NGR 05-003-578 ........ 1369 
NGR 05-003-587 ........ 1370 
NGR 05-003-598 ......... 1371 
NGR 05-634-006 ........ 1384 
NGR 05-004-035 ........ 1385 
NGR 05-004674 ........ 1386 
NGR 05-004-099 ........ 1387 
NGR 05-005-005 ........ 1465 
NGR 05-M15-055 ........ 1466 
NGR 05-001-091 ........ 1416 
NGR 05-007-215 ........ 1417 
NGR 05-007-221 ......... 1418 
NGR 05-007-276 ........ 1419 
NGR 05-007-283 ........ I420 
NGR 05-007-289 ........ 1421 
NGR 05-007-317 ........ 1422 
NGR 05-007-323 ........ 1423 
NGR 05M-327 ........ 1424 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
APPENDIX A CROSS INDEX BY GRANTICONTRACT NUMBER 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
........ NGR 05-007-328 1425 
NOR 05-007-329 ........ 1426 
........ NOR 05-007-337 1427 
........ NOR 05-007-338 1428 
........ NOR 05-007-351 1429 
........ NGR 05-007-395 1430 
........ NOR 05-007407 1431 
NOR 05-007414 ........ 1432 
NGR 05-007416 ........ 1433 
........ NOR O m 4 1 8  1434 
NOR 05-007437 ........ 1435 
........ NOR 05-007-489 1436 
........ NOR 0540&022 1444 
NOR 05JJX-029 ........ 1445 
........ NOR 05609-075 1467 
NOR 05-009-076 ........ 1468 
NOR 05M)9-OSI ........ 1469 
NOR 05-009083 ........ 1470 
........ NOR 05.009~110 1471 
NGR 05-009-142 ........ 1472 
........ NOR 05-M9-I78 1473 
........ NOR 05-009-188 1474 
........ NOR 05-009-192 1475 
NOR 05-009-198 ........ 1476 
........ NOR 05-009-213 1477 
........ NOR 05-009-218 1478 
........ NOR 05W-226 1479 
NOR 05-009-239 ........ 1480 
NGR 05-009-246 ........ 1481 
NOR 05-009-256 ........ 1482 
NGR 05-009-257 ........ I483 
NGR 05-009-260 ........ I484 
NOR 05-009-264 ........ 1485 
NOR 05-010-035 ........ 1491 
NOR OS.Ol0-062 ........ 1492 
NGR 05-010-081 ........ 1493 
NOR 05-017-010 ........ 1499 
NOR 05-017-027 ........ 1500 
NGR05-017-029 ........ 1501 
NGR 05-017-03L ........ 1502 
NGR 05-017-033 ........ 1503 
NOR 05-017-037 ........ ISM 
NOR 05-018-178 ........ 1518 
NOR 05-018-180 ........ 1519 
........ NOR 05-018-181 l5m 
NOR 05418-185 ........ 1521 
NOR 05-020401 ........ 1273 
NOR 05-02C-W4 ........ 1274 
NGR 05-020-019 ........ 1275 
NOR 05-020-345 ........ I276 
NOR 0542045  ........ 1277 
NOR 02-02M07 ........ 1278 
NOR 05-020435 ........ 1279 
NGR 05-020452 ........ 1280 
NOR 05-020456 ........ 1281 
NGR05-020510 ........ 1282 
NOR 05-OW526 ........ 1283 
NOR 05-020559 ........ 1284 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
........ NGR 05-020-578 1285 
........ NGR 05-020583 1286 
NOR 05-020592 ........ 1287 
........ NGR 0502Cb615 1288 
........ NOR 05620.622 1289 
NGR 05-020432 ........ 1290 
........ NOR 05-020633 I291 
........ NOR 05-020-634 I292 
NGR 05-020-644 ........ 1293 
........ NOR OS-OifJ-fAP I294 
NOR 05-020-662 ........ 1295 
NGR 05-020463 ........ I296 
NOR 05020-668 ........ 1297 
NOR 05020671 ........ I298 
........ NGR 05-0W676 1299 
........ NOR 05-0~0.690 1300 
........ NOR 05620695 1301 
NGR 05-020499 ........ 1302 
NGR 05-020-706 ........ 1303 
........ NOR 05-020-710 I304 
NOR 05425608 ........ 1489 
........ NOR 05-041-012 IN8 
NOR O5.WbOl l ........ I229 
NOR 05646015 ........ 12M 
NOR 05-WM120 ........ 1231 
NOR 05058-003 ........ 1223 
........ NGR05-061-015 1494 
NOR 05-062-002 ........ 1222 
NOR 05-071-002 ........ 1219 
NOR 05-071-005 ." ..... 1220 
NOR 05-071-008 ........ 1221 
NOR 05-W002 ........ 1237 
NOR 06-002-075 ........ 1537 
NOR 06-OI2-095 ........ 1538 
NOR W 2 - 0 9 8  ........ 1539 
NOR 06002-102 ........ 1540 
NGR 06002-112 ........ 1541 
NOR 06002-119 ........ 1542 
NOR -2-127 ........ IS43 
NOR 06402-128 ........ 1544 
........ NOR 06002-147 1545 
NOR 06W2-159 ........ 1546 
NGR C&Wt166 ........ 1547 
NOR 06-002-191 ........ 1548 
NGR 06003-069 ........ 1561 
NOR 06W3-092 ........ 1562 
NOR 06-003-127 ........ 1563 
NOR 06003-160 ........ 1564 
NOR 06003-176 ........ 1565 
NGR W 3 - I 7 9  ........ 1566 
NOR 06-003-181 ........ 1567 
NOR 06-003-199 ........ 1568 
NOR 06-003-201 ........ 1569 
NOR 06003-205 ........ 1570 
NOR 06003-208 ........ 1571 
NOR 06003-215 ........ 1572 
NGR W.003.216 ........ 1573 
........ NOR 06-003-219 1574 
GRANT/ 
CQNTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
NGR 06003-222 ........ 1575 
NOR W 3 - 2 3 6  ........ 1576 
NGR OWXM-058 ........ I586 
NGR 0- ........ 1587 
NGR 0 4 - 1 2 3  ........ 1588 
........ NGR MM)4-I25 1589 
NGR 0 4 - 1 1 8  ........ l5W 
NOR W-WO-131 ........ 1591 
........ NOR W - 1 3 3  I592 
NGR W-001-W4 ........ 1597 
........ NOR 07-ML2-058 1603 
NGR 07MLeOX ........ 1612 
........ NGR 07-W4-109 1613 
NOR 07-146 ........ 1614 
NOR M-MQ-IS7 ........ 1615 
NOR 07-166 ........ 1616 
NOR W-OO&OW ........ 16W 
NOR 07606-MS ........ 1605 
NOR 07-008 ........ 1606 
NOR 07610002 ........ 1595 
NOR 08431-029 ........ 1624 
........ NOR 08-02-001 1617 
NOR 08-002-003 ........ 1618 
NOR08-002-005 ........ 1619 
NOR 09-002414 ........ I630 
........ NOR 09435-022 1631 
NOR 09-005463 ........ 1632 
NOR 09405-076 ........ 1633 
NOR 09-00S-W7 ........ 1634 
NGR 09-005.099 ........ 1635 
........ NOR 09-005-103 1636 
NOR 09-010-064 ........ 1651 
NOR 09-010474 ........ 1652 
NOR 09-010.078 ........ 1653 
........ NOR 09410085 1654 
NOR 0941090  ........ 1655 
NOR 09410096 ........ 1656 
........ NGR09-011-W4 1665 
NOR 09-011-039 ........ 1666 
........ NOR 09-011-052 1667 
NGR 09-01 1453 ........ 1668 
........ NOR 09-011456 1669 
NOR 09-0Ll-057 ........ 1670 
NOR 09-050401 ........ 1641 
NOR 09-05&003 ........ 1642 
........ NOR 09-050010 IM3 
........ NOR 09-050413 I644 
........ NGR 09-050019 1645 
NOR 0945&020 ........ 1646 
NOR 09-053-002 ........ 1639 
........ NOR 09-053-003 1640 
........ NOR OPO59-002 1674 
........ NOR LMY)4-041 1681 
........ NOR 10-oW-056 1682 
NGR 10-005-057 ........ 1699 
........ NOR 10405-169 I700 
NOR I W - 1 7 6  ........ 1701 
NOR ID-WS-182 ........ I702 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM
APPENDIX A CROSS INDEX BY GRANT/CONTRACT NUMBER
GRANT/ GRANT/ GRANT/
CONTRACT ACC CONTRACT ACC CONTRACT ACC
NUMBER NO. ' NUMBER NO. NUMBER NO.
NGR 10-005-183 ........ 1703 NGR 14-005-181 ........ 1847 NGR 19-011-016 ........ 1960
NGR 10-007-008 ....... 1710 NGR 14-005-183 ........ 1848 NGR 19-015-001 ........ 1953
NGR 10-007-052 ........ 1711 NGR 14-005-189 ........ 1849 NGR 21-001-001 ........ 1999
NGR 10-007-088 ........ 1712 NGR 14-005-193 ........ 1850 NGR 21-001-024 ........ 2000
NGR 10-007-089 ..... 1713 NGR 14005-194 ........ NGR 21-001-080 ........ 2001
NGR 10-007-097 ........ 1714 NGR 14-005-20 .......1853 NGR 21-001-097 ....... 2002
NGR 10-007-113 ........ 1715 NGR 14-005-206 ........ 1854 NGR 21-001-111 ........ 2003
NGR 10-007-118 ........ 1716 NGR 14-005-221 ...... :  1855 NGR 21-001-119 ........ 2004
NGR 10-010-002 ........ 1676 NOR 14-007-084 ........ 1796 NGR 21-001-120 ........ 2005
NGR 10-015-008 ........ 1679 NGR 14-007-114 ........ 1797 NGR 21-002-002 ........ 2021
NGR 10-019-004 ........ 1684 NGR 14-007-122 ....... 1798 NGR 21-002-007 ........ 2022
NGR 10-019-009 ........ 1685 NGR 14-007-129 ........ 1799 NGR 21-002-010 ....... 2011
NGR 10-022-001 ........ 1675 NGR 14-007-131 ........ 1800 NGR 21-002-066 ........ 2023
NGR 11-001-012 ........ 1720 NGR 14-007-136 ........ 1801 NGR 21-002-073 ........ 2024 a
NGR 11-001-016 ........ 1721 NGR 14-008-026 ........ 1803 NGR 21-002-096 ........ 2025
NGR 11-001-045 ........ 1722 NGR 14-012-026 ........ 1834 NGR 21-002-197 ........ 2026
NGR 11-002-081 ........ 1741 NGR 15-003-007 ........ 1867 NGR 21-002-199 ........ 2027
NGR 11-002-133 ........ 1742 NGR 15-003-105 ........ 1868 NOR 21-002-219 ........ 2028
NGR 11-002-146 ........ 1743 NOR 15-003-118 ........ 1869 NOR 21-002-224 ........ 2029
NGR 11-002-157 ........ 1744 NOR 15-005-002 ........ 1884 NOR 21-002-267 ....... 2030
NOR 11-002-158 ........ 1745 NGR 15-005-069 ........ 1885 NOR 21-002-270 ........ 2031
NOR 11-002-159 ....... 1746 NGR 15-005-119 ........ 1886 NOR 21-002-285 ........ 2032
NGR 11-002-166 ........ 1747 NOR 15-005-147 ........ 1887 NOR 21-002-291 ........ 2033
NOGR 11-002-169 ........ 1748 NOR 15-005-152 ........ 1888 NGR 21-002-296 ........ 2034
NGR 11-002-177 ........ 1749 NGR 15-005-157 ........ 1889 NGR 21-002-301 ........ 2035
NGR 11-002-179 ........ 1750 NGR 15-005-162 ........ 1890 NGR 21-002-303 ........ 2036
NGR 11-002-181 ........ 1751 NOR 15-005-174 ........ 1891 NGR 21-002-316 ........ 2037
NGR 11-002-185.. 1752 NGR 15-005-180 ........ 1892 NOR 21-002-317 ..... 2038
NOR 11-003-033 ........ 1770 NGR 15-005-188 ........ 1893 NGR 21-002-344 ........ 2039
NGR 11-003-037 ........ 1771 NOR 15-005-191 ........ 1894 NGR 21-002-345 ........ 2040
NGR 11-008-002 ........ 1761 NGR 16-002-038 ........ 1901 NGR 21-002-350 ........ 2041
NGR 11-010-001 ........ 1718 NGR 17-002-072 ........ 1932 NGR 21-002-351 ........ 2042
NGR 12-001-075 ........ 1780 NGR 17-002-095 ........ 1933 NGR 21-002-355 ........ 2043
NGR 12-001-083 ........ 1781 NOR 17-002-106 ........ 1934 NGR 21-002-368 ........ 2044
NOR 12-001-109 ........ 1782 NGR 17-002-107 ........ 1935 NGR 21-002-378 ........ 2045
NGR 12-001-111 ....... 1783 NOR 17-003-018 ........ ' 1941 NGR 21-002-386 ........ 2046
NGR 12-001-127 ........ 1784 NGR 17-003-021 ........ 1942 NGR 21-002-390 ........ 2047
NGR 13-001-014 ........ 1786 NGR 17-004-027 ........ 1936 NOR 21-002-391 ........ 2048
NGR 14-001-008 ........ 1822 NGR 18-001-058 ........ 1948 NGR 21-002-399 ........ 2049
NOR 14-001-135 ....... 1823 NGR 18-001-068 ....... 1949 NGR 21-002-400 ........ 2050
NGR 14-001-147 ... 1824 NGR 18-001-083 ........ 1950 NGR 21-002-408 ........ 2051
NGR 14-001-164 ........ 1825 NGR 18-001-086 ........ 1951 NGR 21-002-412 ........ 2052
NGR 14-001-194 ........ 1826 NGR 19-001-012 ........ 1969 NGR 21-002-425 ........ 2053
NGR 14-001-203 ........ 1827 NOR 19-002-030 ........ 1982 NGR 21-002-433 ........ 2054
NGR 14-001-211 ........ 1828 NGR 19-002-038 ....... 1983' NOR 21-002-435 ........ 2055
NGR 14-001-224 ........ 1829 NGR 19-005-003 ........ 1973 NGR 21-002-444 ........ 2056
NGR 14-001-225 ......... 1830 NGR 19-005-006 ........ 1974 NOR 21-025-011 ........ 2009
NGR 14-001-227 ........ 1831 NGR 19-005-008 ....... 1975 NOR 21-027-001 ........ 1986
NOR 14-001-249 ......... 1832 NGR 19-005-009. ....... 1976 NGR 21-027-004 ........ 1987
NGR 14-001-250 ...... 1833 NOR 19-007-002 ........ 1984 NOR 21-027-010 ...... 1988
NGR 14-004-008 ........ 1787 NGR 19-007-004 ........ 1985 NOR 21-119-001 ........ 2066
NGR 14-004-049 ........ 1788 NGR 19-011-007.. 1954 NOR 21-119-002 ........ 2067
NOR 14-005-002 ........ 1841 NGR 21-119-003 ........ 2068
NOR 14-005-010 ........ 1842 NOR 19-011-008 ........ 1955 NGR 21-122-001 ........ 1993
NGR 14-005-144 ........ 1843 NOR 19-011-009 ........ 1956 NGR 22-003-027 ........ 2069
NOR 14-005-149 ........ 1844 NGR 19-011-012 ........ 1957 NGR 22-003-028 ........ 2070
NGR 14-005-176 ........ 1845 NGR 19-011-013 ........ 1958 NGR 22-004-018 ........ 2071
NGR 14-005-177 ........ 1846 NGR 19-011-014 ........ 1959 NGR 22-004-021 ........ 2072
185
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
APPENDIX A CROSS INDEX BY GRANT/CONTI$ACT NUMBER 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
........ NGR 22-W4-024 2073 
NGR 22-004-025 ........ 2074 
NGR 22-004-027 ........ 2075 
........ NGR 22-004-030 2076 
........ NGR 22-004435 2077 
NGR 22-007-175 ........ 2089 
........ NGR 22-007-176 2090 
........ NGR 22-007-202 2091 
........ NGR 22-007-203 2092 
NGR 22-001-242 ........ 2093 
NGR 22-007-256 ....... 2094 
........ NGR 22-007-257 2095 
........ NGR 22-007-267 2096 
NGR 22-007-269 ........ 2097 
........ NGR 22-007-270 2098 
........ NGR 22-007-272 2099 
NGR 22-007-275 ........ 2100 
........ NGR 22-CU7-285 2101 
NGR 22-009-005 ........ 2157 
NGR 22409-018 ........ 2158 
NGR 22-009-102 ........ 2159 
NGR 22-009-207 ........ 2160 
NGR 22-009-277 ........ 2161 
NGR 22-009-339 ........ 2162 
NGR 22-009-350 ........ 2163 
NGR 22-009-366 ........ 2164 
NGR 22-009-378 ........ 2165 
NGR 22-009-421 ........ 2166 
NGR 22-009473 ........ 2167 
NGR 22-009-517 ........ 2168 
NGR 22-009-526 ........ 2169 
NGR 22-009-535 ........ 2170 
NGR 22-009-540 ........ 2171 
NGR 22-009-551 ........ 2172 
NGR 22-009-583 ........ 2173 
NGR 22-M)9-605 ........ 2174 
NGR 22-009-618 ........ 2175 
NGR 22-009-625 ........ 2176 
NGR 22-009-627 ........ 2177 
NOR 22609-637 ........ 2178 
NOR 22a09-646 ........ 2\79 
NGR . 22-009-658 ........ 2180 
NGR 22-009472 ........ 2181 
NGR 22-009-693 ........ 2182 
NGR 22-009-694 ........ 2183 
NGR 22-009-701 ........ 2184 
NGR 22-009-718 ........ 2185 
NGR 22-009-723 ........ 2186 
NGR 22-009:726 ........ 2187 
NGR 22-009-727 ........ 2188 
NGR 22-009-730 ........ 2189 
NGR 22-M)9-733 ........ 2190 
NGR 22-W-735 ........ 2191 
NGR 22-009-741 ........ 2192 
NGR 22-009-766 ........ 2\93 
NGR 22-009-778 . . . . .  2194 
NGR 22.009.781 ........ 2195 
NGR 22-009-782 ........ 2196 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
........ NGR 22-009-785 2197 
........ NGR 22-009-786 2198 
NGR 22-W-7W ........ 2199 
........ NGR 22-009-798 2MO 
NGR 22-W-799 ........ 2201 
........ NGR 22-009-804 2202 
NGR 22-009-805 ........ 2203 
NGR 22-009-818 ........ 2204 
........ NGR 22-009-826 2205 
NGR 22-009-839 ........ 2206 
NGR 22410-039 ........ 2228 
NGR 22-01@052 ........ 2229 
NGR 22-010-054 ........ 2230 
NGR 22-010-076 ........ 2231 
NGR 22-011-070 ........ 2219 
NGR 22-012-026 ........ 2221 
NGR 22-012-031 ........ 2222 
NGR 22-017424 ........ 2234 
NGR 22-018-006 ........ 2107 
NGR 23-004-069 ........ 2239 
NGR 23-004-085 ........ 2240 
NG R 23-Mll489 ........ 2241 
NGR 23-WIG91 ........ 2242 
NGR 23-005-015 ........ 2267 
NGR 23-005-094 ........ 2268 
NGR 23-005-185 ........ 2269 
NGR 23-005-320 ........ 2270 
NGR 23-005-360 ........ 2271 
NGR 23-005464 ........ 2272 
NGR 23-005-523 ........ 2273 
NGR 23-005-528 ........ 2274 
NGR 23-005-536 ........ 2275 
NGR 23-005-537 ........ 2276 
NGR 23-005-538 ........ 2277 
NGR 23-6335-540 ........ 2278 
NGR 23-005-543 ........ 2279 
NGR 23-005-549 '........ 2280 
NGR 23-005-561 ........ 228 1 
NGR 23-005-563 ........ 2282 
NGR 23-005-599 ........ 2283 
NGR 23-005-600 ........ 2284 
NGR 23-005-602 ........ 2285 
NGR 23-005-603 ........ 2286 
NGR 23-005-616 ........ 2287 
NGR 23-005-617 ........ 2288 
NGR 23-005-622 ........ 2289 
NGR 23-006-057 ........ 2297 
NGR 23606-063 ........ 2298 
NGR 24405-006 ........ 2317 
NGR 24-005-050 ........ 2318 
NGR 24-005-1 11 ........ 2319 
NGR 24005-196 ........ 2320 
NGR 24005-223 ........ 2321 
NGR 24005-248 ........ 2322 
NGR 24-005-253 ........ 2323 
NGR 24-005-265 ........ 2324 
NGR 24-035-267 ........ 2325 
NGR 24-005-275 ........ 2326 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
NGR 25-001-050 ........ 2350 
NGR 25-001-055 ....... 2351 
NGR 25-005-035 ........ 2354 
NGR 25-Oll601 ........ 2335 
NGR 25-01 1-002 ........ 2336 
NOR 25-011-005 ........ 2337 
NGR Z5OI2-001 ........ 2333 
NGR 26-001418 ........ 2366 
NGR 26-003-069 ........ 2367 
NGR 26-004-097 ........ 2368 
NGR 26-004-099 ........ 2364 
NGR 26-006-039 ........ 2356 
NGR 26606-042 .: ...... 2357 
NGR 26408-001 ......... 2377 
........ NGR 26408-069 2378 
'NGR 27-mi-wo ........ 2381 
NGR 27-002-W6 ........ 2383 
NGR 28-@NO21 ........ 2389 
NGR 28-W4-025 ........ 2390 
NGR 28-004-028 ........ 2391 
NGR 30-001-041 ........ 2396 
NGR 3C-0-002-052 ........ 2403 
NGR 3hCU2-054 ........ 2404 
NGR 3hW2-097 ........ 2405 
NGR 30-002-104 ........ 2406 
NGR 31401-001 ........ 2429 
NGR 31601-142 ........ 2430 
........ NGR 31-001-151 2431 
NGR 31-00I-152 ........ 2432 
NGR 31-001-185 ........ 2433 
NGR 31-001-197 ........ 2434 
NGR 31-001-202 ........ 2435 
NOR 31-001-221 ........ 2436 
NGR 31-001-230 ........ 2431 
NGR 31-001-236 ........ 2438 
NGR 31-001-242. ........ 2439 
NGR 31-00v267 ........ 2440 
NGR 31-001-272 ........ 2441 
NGR 31-001-274 ........ 2442 
NGR 31-001-277 ........ 2443 
NGR 31-001-306 ........ 2444 
NGR 31-001-307 ........ 2445 
NGR 31-001-312 ........ 2446 
NGR 31-001-328 ........ 2447 
NGR 31-004-049 ........ 2455 
NGR 32-M3-075 ........ 2470 
NGR 32-003676 ........ 2471 
NGR 32-004426 ........ 2481 
NGR 32-W4-062 ........ 2482 
NGR 32-W4-068 ........ 2483 
NGR 32-004-086 ........ 2484 
NGR 33-006-047 ........ 2592 
NGR 33-006.068 ........ 2593 
NGR 33MM-070 ........ 2594 
NGR 33-008-102 ........ 2512 
NGR 33-008- 106 ........ 2513 
NGR 33-008-125 ........ 2514 
NGR 33-008-146 ........ 2515 
NASA's  UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
APPENDIX A C R O S S  INDEX BY CRANT/CONTRACT NUMBER 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
NGR 33-008-158 ........ :2516 
NGR 33-008-168 ........ 2517 
NGR 33M-169 ........ 2518 
NG. R 33-008-177 ........ 2519 
NGR 33-008-183 ........ 2520 
' NGR 33-008-189 ........ 2521 
NGR 33-W-191 ........ 2522 
NGR 33-W8-194 ........ i523 
NGR 33-M8-199 ........ 2524 
NGR 33W-2W ........ 2525 
NGR 33410471 ........ 2546 
NGR 33410481 ........ 2547 
........ NGR 33-010-101 2548 
NGR 33410-108 ........ 2549 
NGR 33410-127 ........ 2550 
NGR 33410-137 ........ 2551 
........ NGR 33-010-145 2552 
NGR 33-010-146 ........ 2553 
NGR 33410.161 ........ 2554 
NGR 33-01&169 ........ 2555 
NGR 33410-172 ........ 2556 
NGR 33410-178 ........ 2557 
........ NGR 33.010.179 2558 
........ NGR 33-010-I82 2559 
NGR 33-010-188 ........ 25M) 
NGR 33-010-189 ........ 2.561 
NGR 33410-203 : ....... 2562 
......... NGR 33-010-210 2563 
........ NGR 33410-220 2564 
NGR 33413-048 ........ 2495 
NGR 33413477 ........ 2496 
........ NGR 33013486 2497 
NGR 33-015-W2 ........ 2617 
NGR 33-015-068 ....,... 2624 
NGR 33-015-108 ........ 2618 
NGR 33-015-139 ........ 2625 . 
NGR 33-015-140 ........ 2626 
........ NOR 33-015-141 2627 
NGR 33415-160 ........ 2628 
........ NGR 33415-163 2629 
........ NGR 33415-165 2630 
NGR 33415-166 ........ 2631 
........ NGR 33-015-169 2632 
........ NGR 33-015-180 2633 
........ NGR 33-015-195 2634 
........ NGR 33-015-196 2635 
NGR 33-016131 ........ 2581 
........ NGR 33-016-167 2582 
........ NGR 33-016174 2583 
......... NGR 33-016-177 2584 
NGR 33416179 ........ 2585 
........ NGR 33416193 2586 
NGR 33616196 ........ 2587 
........ NGR 33616197 2588 
NGR 33-016-201 ........ 2589 
........ NGR 33418-148 26M 
........ NGR 33-018-152 2605 
........ NGR 33-018-183 2606 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
........ NGR 33-018-188 2M17 
........ NGR 33-019-W2 2649 
........ NGR 33419-126 2650 
........ NGR 33419-127 2651 
NGR 33422-150 ........ 2644 
........ NGR 33-022-157 2645 
........ NGR 33432-W4 2646 
........ NGR 33-151-iXX 2573 
........ NGR 33-182418 2613 
........ NGR 33-192601 2568 
........ NGR 33-209-W2 2569 
........ NGR 33-219-002 2642 
........ NGR 33-230-001 2574 
.......... NGR 34-WI-041 2657 
........ NGR 36001-054 2658 
NGR 34-002- LO8 ........ 2669 
NGR 34-002- 172 ........ 2670 
........ NGR 34-002-175 2671 
........ NGR 34-002-177 2672 
NGR 34-002-179 ........ 2673 
........ NGR 34602-180 2674 
........ N G R  34-002-184 2675 
........ NGR 34602-188 2676 
NGR 34-W2-189 ........ 2677 
NGR 34-002-193 ........ 2678 
........ NGR 34-W2-195 2679 
........ NGR 34-002-196 2680 
NCR 36012.003 ........ 2659 
........ NGR 34-012-W4 2660 
........ NGR 34-012-013 2661 
........ NGR 35-WI-012 2687 
NGR 36004-054 ........ 2748 
NGR 36-001-055 ........ 2749 
NGR 36-56 ........ 2750 
. NGR 36-001660 ........ 2751 
........ NGR 36401-061 2752 
NGR 36-004-063 ........ 2753 
NGR 36004-064 ........ 2754 
NGR 36-004-065 ........ 2755 
NGR 36-W068 ........ 2756 
........ NGR 36-004-069 2757 
NGR 3 6 W 0 7 5  ........ 2758 
NGR 36-007-027 ........ 2719 
NGR 36008-080 ........ 2733 
........ NOR 36-008-144 2734 
........ NGR 36-008-161 2735 
NGR ~ 6 . ~ - 1 6 9  ........ 2736 
........ NGR 36-M)8-197 2737 
........ NGR 36408-204 2738 
NGR 36-008-205 ........ 2739 
........ NGR 36008-21 1 2740 
NGR 36009-017 ........ 2744 
........ NGR 36-010-022 2763 
NGR 36-010-024 ........ 2764 
........ NGR 36-010-031 2765 
NGR 36-017-004 ........ 2688 
........ NGR 36427435 2696 
NGR 36027-038 ........ 2697 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
NGR 36-027-040 ..,..... 2698 
NGR 36027-047 ........ 2699 
NGR 36-027-050 ...,. 2700 
........ NGR 36-027-051 2701 
........ NGR 36-027-052 2702 
......... NGR.36.027.053 2703 
........ NGR 36-027-064 2704 
NGR 36-027~068 ........ 2705 
........ NGR 36-028-006 2768 
NGR 36033.001 ........ 2712 
........ NGR 36-033-002 2713 
NGR 36-033-W3 ........ 2714 
........ NGR 37-002-W6 2771 
........ NGR 37-008-003 2778 
........ NGR 38-002-013 2783 
NGR 38-002-018 ........ 2784 
........ NGR 38-003-020 2790 
......... NGR 38-003434 2791 
........ NGR 38-003435 2792 
NGR 38-003-036 ........ 2793 
NGR 39-W051 ........ 2807 
........ NGR 39-007-011 2811 
........ NGR 39.007443 2812 
NGR 39-007-056 ........ 2813 
NGR 39-007-061 ........ 2814 
NGR 39-007-064 ........ 2815 
NGR 39.007.066 ........ 2816 
NGR 39-007-067 ........ 2817 
NGR 39-009434 ........ 2833 
NGR 39-009477 ........ 2834 
NGR 39-009-180 ........ 2835 
~GR39d09-184  ........ 2836 
NGR 39-009-204 ........ 2837 
NGR 39-009-210 ........ 2838 
........ NGR 39-009-218 2839 
NGR 39-009-256 ........ 2840 
NGR 39-009-270 ........ 2841 
NGR 39-009-275 ......... 2842 
NGR 39-010-104 ........ 2850 
NGR 39-010-114 ........ 2851 
NGR 39-010-149 ........ 2852 
NGR 39-011-113 ........ 2862 
NGR 39-011-134 ........ 2863 
NGR 39-011-137 ........ 2864 
NGR 39-011-146 ........ 2865 
NGR 39-011-150 ........ 2866 
NGR 39-011:155 ........ 2867 
NGR 39411-156 ........ 2868 
NGR 39411-161 ........ 2869 
NGR 39411-164 ........ 2870 
QGR 39-012-001 ......... 2846 
NGR 39-012424 ........ 2847 
NGR 39-027-032 ........ 2795 
NGR 39-027-003 ........ 2796 
NGR 39-087-001 ........ 2797 
NGR 39-087-003 ........ 2798 
NGR 39-087-021 ........ 2799 
NGR 39-087-026 ........ 2800 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM
APPENDIX A CROSS INDEX BY GRANT/CONTRACT NUMBER
GRANT/ GRANT/ GRANT/
CONTRACT ACC CONTRACT ACC CONTRACT ACC
NUMBER NO. NUMBER NO. NUMBER NO.
NGR 39-087-036 ........ 2801 NGR 44-012-151 ........ 3119 NGR 47-004-076 ........ 3249
NGR 39-087-037 ........ 2802 NGR 44-012-152 ........ 3065 NGR 47-004-082 ........ 3250
NGR 39-087-047 ........ 2803 NGR 44-012-165 ........ 3066 NGR 47-004-090 ........ 3251
NGR 39-087-053 ........ 2804 NGR 44-012-194 ........ 3067 NGR 47-004-091 ........ 3252
NGR 40-002-088 ....... 2878 NGR 47-004-093 ........ 3253NGR 44-012-209 ........ 3068NGR 40-002-093 ........ 2879 NGR 47-004-097 ........ 3254
NGR 40-002-116 ........ 2880 NGR 44-012-215. 3069 NGR 47-004-098 ....... 3255
NGR 40-002-123 ........ 2881 NGR 44-012-219 ........ 3070 NGR 47-004-100 ........ 3256
NGR 41-001-027 ........ 2886 NGR 44-012-221 ........ 3071 NGR 47-004-101 ........ 3257
NGR 41-001-036 ........ 2887 NGR 44-012-224 ........ 3072 NGR 47-004-102 ........ 3258
NGR 41-002-034 ........ 2892 NGR 44-012-225 ........ 3073 NGR 47-004-103 ........ 3259
NGR 41-006-001 ........ 2888 NGR 44-012-240 ........ 3074 NGR 47-004-106 ........ 3260
NGR 42-001-006 ........ 2893 NGR 44-012-255 ........ 3075 NGR 47-004-108 ........ 3261
NGR 43-001-102 ........ 2920 NGR 44-012-258 ........ 3076 NGR 47-004-109 ........ 3262
NGR 43-001-115 ........ 2921 NGR 44-012-260 ........ 3077 NGR 47-004-114 ........ 3263
NGR 43-001-116 ........ 2922 NGR 44-012-261 ........ 3078 NGR 47-004-116 ........ 3264
NGR 43-001-117 ........ 2923 NGR 44-012-263 ........ 3079 NGR 47-004-119 ........ 3265
NGR 43-001-124 ........ 2924 NGR 44-012-269 ........ 3080 NGR 47-004-126 ........ 3266
NGR 43-001-127 ........ 2925 NGR 44-012-279 ........ 3081 NGR 47-004-129 ........ 3267
NGR 43-001-134 ........ 2926 NGR 44-012-282 ........ 3082 NGR 47-005-112 ........ 3223
NGR 43-001-135 ........ 2927 NGR 44-012-283 ........ 3083 NGR 47-005-145 ........ 3224
NGR 43-001-144 ........ 2928 NGR 44-015-003 ........ 3126 NGR 47-005-172 ........ 3225
NGR 43-002-031 ........ 2938 NGR 44-016-016 ........ 3017 NGR 47-005-176 ........ 3226
NGR 43-003-012 ........ 2905 NGR 44-032-013 ........ 2950 NGR 47-005-181 ........ 3227
NGR 43-003-015 ........ 2906 NGR 44-033-014 ........ 2958 NGR 47-005-186 ........ 3228
NGR 43-008-007 ........ 2900 NGR 44-033-016 ........ 2959 NGR 47-005-202 ........ 3229
NGR 43-008-008 ........ 2901 NGR 44-081-001 ........ 2952 NGR 47-005-208 ........ 3230
NGR 43-014-002 ........ 2902 NGR 44-081-005 ........ 2953 NGR 47-005-213 ........ 3231
NGR 43-014-003 ........ 2903 NGR 44-087-001 ........ 2955 NGR 47-005-219 ........ 3232
NGR 43-021-002 ........ 2897 NGR 44-087-002 ....... 2956 NGR 47-006-054 ........ 3162
NGR 44-001-081 ........ 3011 NGR 44-088-002 ........ 3116 NGR 47-006-064 ........ 3163
NGR 44-001-117 ........ 3012 NGR 44-088-008 ........ 3117 NGR 47-014-004 ........ 3276
NGR 44-001-149 ........ 3013 NGR 44-094-001 ........ 3120 NGR 47-014-005 ........ 3277
NGR 44-001-152 ........ 3014 NGR 44-094-003 ........ 3121 NGR 47-014-006 ........ 3278
NGR 44-001-157 ........ 3015 NGR 44-095-001 ........ 2951 NGR 47-014-007 ........ 3279
NGR 44-003-053 ........ 2948 NGR 45-001-011 ........ 3128 NGR 47-018-005 ........ 3238
NGR 44-003-057 ........ 2949 NGR 45-001-032 ........ 3129 NGR 47-020-004 ........ 3167
NGR 44-004-030 ........ 3101 NGR 45-001-040 ........ 3130 NGR 47-020-005 ........ 3168
NGR 44-004-116 ........ 3102 NGR 45-002-008 ........ 3149 NGR 47-020-006 ........ 3169
NGR 44-004-120 ........ 3103 NGR 45-002-016 .,...... 3150 NGR 47-020-007 ........ 3170
NGR 44-004-121 ........ 3104 NGR 45-003-090 ........ 3144 NGR 47-020-008 ........ 3171
NGR 44-004-124 ........ 3105 NGR 45-003-093 ........ 3145 NGR 47-025-001 ........ 3174
NGR 44-004-133 ........ 3106 NGR 45-003-095 ........ 3146 NGR 48-002-033 ........ 3291
NGR 44-004-142 ........ 3107 NGR 45-003-108 ........ 3147 NGR 48-002-073 ........ 3292
NGR 44-004-150 ........ 3108 NGR 46-001-041 ........ 3154 NGR 48-002-085 ........ 3293
NGR 44-005-002 ........ 3039 NGR 47-002-041 ........ 3237 NGR 48-002-107 ........ 3294
NGR 44-005-091 ........ 3040 NGR 47-003-040 ........ 3187 NGR 48-002-125 ........ 3295
NGR 44-005-131 ........ 3041 NGR 47-003-043 ........ 3188 NGR 48-002-129 ........ 3296
NGR 44-005-133 ........ 3042 NGR 47-003-048 ........ 3189 NGR 48-002-130 ........ 3297
NGR 44-005-137 ........ 3043 NGR 47-003-052 ........ 3190 NGR 48-002-141 ........ 3298
NGR 44-005-162 ........ 3044 NGR 47-003-068 ........ 3191 NGR 48-002-142 ........ 3299
NGR 44-005-188 ........ 3045 NGR 47-003-069 ........ 3192 NGR 48-002-144 ....... 3300
NGR 44-006-137 ........ 2973 NGR 47-003-071 ........ 3193 NGR 48-002-149 ........ 3301 7 4
NGR 44-006-142 ........ 2974 NGR 47-003-078 ........ 3195 NGR 48-002-153 ........ 3302
NGR 44-006-156 ........ 2975 NGR 47-003-082 ........ 3196 NGR 48-002-154 ........ 3303
NGR 44-006-169 ........ 2976 NGR 47-003-083 ........ 3197 NGR 48-002-162 ........ 3304
NGR 44-007-028 ........ 2984 NGR 47-003-087 ........ 3198 NGR 48-002-166 ........ 3305
NGR 44-007-049 ........ 2985 NGR 47-003-088 ........ 3199 NGR 49-001-048 ........ 3310
188
NASA's  UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
APPENDIX A CROSS INDEX BY GRANTICONTRACT NUMBER 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACr ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
NGR 49-001-056 ....... !. i33lI 
NGR 49-001-061 ........ 3312 
NGR 50-002-051 ........ 3340 
NGR 50-002-140 ........ 3341 
NGR 50-002-160 ........ 3342 
NGR 50-002-162 ........ 3343 
NGR 5MX)2-174 ........ 3344 
NGR 5 W 2 - 1 8 3  ........ 3345 
NGR 50-002-189 ........ 3346 
NGR 50-002-191 ........ 3347 
NGR 50-002-215 ........ 3348 
NGR 50-002-223 ........ 3349 
NGR 50-W2-242 ........ 3350 
NGR 50437.001 ......... 3354 
NGR 5 W - 0 0 1  ........ 3355 
NGR Md10-001 ........ 3313 
NGR 51-001-033 ........ 3361 
NGR 51-001-035 ........ 3362 
NGR 51-001-036 ........ 3363 
NGR 51-00la45 ........ 3364 
........ NGR 52-001-001 3377 
NGR 52-012-W6 ........ 3375 
NGR 52-012-W6 ........ 3375 
NGR 52-028-Wl4 ........ 3379 
NGR 52-083-003 ........ 3368 
NGR 52-133-001 ........ 3369 
NGR 52-134-005 ........ 3371 
NGR 52-140602 ........ 3374 
........ NGR 52-1-2 3374 
........ NOR Stl6MJOI 3370 
NGT 01-002-080 ......... 1076 
......... NGT 01-003-044 1023 
......... N G T  01-003-045 1024 
NGT 05.018.127 .:........ 1522 
......... NGT 05.020-361 1305 
......... NGT 05-020409 1306 
NGT 05620-412 ......... 1307 
NGT 06-ODZ-008 ...... .... 1593 
NGT 09-005-093 ......... 1637 
........... NGT 09-01 1.051 I671 
......... NGT09-011658 I672 
......... NGT 11-002-064 1753 
......... NGT ll-008-W4 1762 
......... NGT ll613-001 1766 
......... NGT 17-002-044 1937 
......... NGT 21-002-254 2057 
......... NGT 21-025-006 2010 
NGT 21-027-009 ......... 1989 
.......... NGT 21-027-012 I990 
......... NGT 21-123-001 1994 
........... NGT 22-007-008 2\02 
......... NGT 24-005-012 2327 
......... NGT 24-005-078 2328 
......... NGT 32-010-001 2457 
NGT 33-006003 ......... 2595 
......... NGT 33-008613 2526 
......... NGT 33-010-052 2565 
......... NGT 34-032-097 2681 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
NGT 34-003-001 ......... 2686 
NGT 34-017001 ......... 2653 
NGT 36-003-007 ......... 2706 
NGT 36-008-007 ......... 274 1 
NGT 36-027-01 1 ......... 2707 
NGT 3 7 W 0 1 0  ......... 2774 
NGT 39-007-003 ......... 2818 
NGT 39-009-141 ......... 2843 
NGT 39-01 1-003 ......... 2871 
NGT 44-005-114 ......... 3046 
NGT 44-005-1 IS ......... 3047 
NGT 44-012-009 ......... 3084 
NGT 47.W3.028 ......... 3200 
NGT 47-003-029 ......... 3201 
NGT 48-002-007 ......... 3306 
NSG 310 ..................... 2220 
NSG 801 ...: ................. 1943 
NSG 901 ..................... 1677 
................... NSG IWI 3085 
................... NSG I002 I025 
NSG 1003 ................... 2290 
NSG 1004 ................... 1754 
................... NSG 1005 I215 
NSG 1M)6 ................... 3365 
NSG 1007 ............ r . . .  3280 
NSG I008 ................... 2882 
................... NSG 1009 3366 
................... NSG 1010 3233 
NSG 1011 ................... 3172 
NSG I012 ................... 1308 
NSG 1013 ................... 2682 
................... NSG 1014 3175 
NSG 1015 ................... 3268 
NSG 1016 ................... 2379 
................... NSG 1017 2977 
NSG 1018 ................... 2207 
NSG 1019 ................... 2103 
NSG 1020 ................... 3269 
NSG 1021 ................... 1683 
NSG 1022 ................... 3202 
................... NSG 1023 1549 
NSG 1024 ................... 3270 
NSG I025 ................... 3314 
NSG 1026 ................... 1657 
NSG 1027 ................... 1577 
NSG 1028 ................... 3203 
NSG 1030 ................... 2716 
NSG 1031 ................... 2058 
NSG 1032 ................... 2654 
................... NSG 1033 2684 
................... NSG 1034 3164 
........... ....... NSG 1035 : 2059 
NSG 1036 ................... 2060 
NSG 1037 ................... 1578 
NSG 1038 ................... 32M 
NSG 1039 ................... 3205 
NSG 1040 ................... 3206 
NSG 1041 ................... 3207 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
................... NSG 1042 3208 
................... NSG 1M3 3209 
................... NSG 1044 1717 
................... NSG 1045 1938 
NSG IM6 ................... 1939 
NSG 1047 ................... 1755 
................... NSG 1048 2208 
................... NSG 1M9 2590 
NSG 1050 ................... 2369 
................... NSG 1051 2209 
NSG 1052 ................... 2608 
NSG 1053 ................... 3173 
................... NSG 1054 2929 
NSG I055 ................... 3210 
NSG 1056 ................... 1579 
NSG 1057 ................... 3351 
................... NSG 1058 2683 
NSG 1059 ................... 2527 
NSG 1060 ................... 3211 
................... NSG 1061 1940 
................... NSG 1062 2930 
NSG 1063 ................... 1856 
NSG I064 ................... 3271 
NSG lM5 ................... 3212 
NSG 1066 ................... 1992 
NSG 1067 ................... 3234 
NSG 1069 ................... 2708 
NSG 1070 ................... 2448 
NSG 1071 ................... 3272, 
NSG 1073 ................... 3176 
NSG 1074 ................... 3177 
NSG 1075 ................... 2061 
NSG 1080 ................... 2291 
NSG 1085 ................... 3273 
NSG 1089 ................... 3165 
................... NSG 2001 1233 
NSG 2002 ................... 3352 
. NSG 2003 ................... 1372 
NSG 2Wl4 ................... 1756 
................... NSG 2W5 1232 
NSG 2M)6 ................... 2986 
NSG 2Mn ................... 1309 
NSG 2008 ................... 2299 
NSG 2W9 ................... 1550 
NSG 2010 ................... 2210 
NSG 2011 ................... 1236 
NSC 2012 ................... 1310 
NSG 2013 ................... 2720 
NSG 2014 ................... 2329 
NSG 2015 ................... 3308 
NSG 2016 ................... 3274 
NSG 2017 ................... 1311 
NSG 2018 ................... 2292 
NSG 2019 ................... 1638 
NSG 2020 ................... 1312 
NSG 2022 ................... 3151 
NSG 2023 ................... 2358 
NSG 2024 ................... 2211 
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GRANT/ GRANT/ GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC CONTRACT ACC CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . NUMBER NO . NUMBER NO . 
NSG 2025 ................... 1437 
NSG 2026 ................... 1373 
................... NSG 2028 1704 
NSG 2030 ................... 2384 
NSG 7015 ................... 2978 
NSG 7016 ................... 2380 
NSG 7017 ................... 2063 
NSG 7018 ................... 2106 
................... NSG 7019 1093 
NSG 7020 ................... 1151 
NSG 7021 ................... 3155 
NSG 7022 ................... 2689 
NSG 7023 ................... 1216 
NSG 9002 ................... 
NSG 9 W 4  ................... 
NSG 9005 ................... 
NSG 9006 ................... 
NSG 2031 ................... 2104 
NSG 2032 ................... 2212 
NSG 9007 ................. 
NSG 903 ................... 
NSG 2033 ................... 1226 NSG 9009 ................... 
NSG 3001 ................... 2062 
NSG 3002 ................... 2872 
NSG 3003 ................... I080 
NSG 9010 ................... 
NSR 05-002-07 1 ......... 
NSR 05-018-087 ......... 
NSG 3M)4 ................... 2338 
................... NSG 3005 2742 
NSG 3006 ................... 2213 
NSG 7024 ................... 
NSG 7025 ................... 
NSG 7026 ................... 
NSG 7027 ................... 
NSG 7028 ................... 
NSG 7029 ................... 
NSG 7030 ................... 
NSG 7031 ................... 
NSG 7032 ................... 
NSG 7033 ................... 
NSG 7034 .................... 
NSG 7035 ................... 







................... NSG 3007 2 m  
................... NSG 3 W 8  1857 
NSG 3009 ................... 2709 
NSG 30!0 ................... 2873 NSR 24-005-?38 
NSR 24405-245 
NSR 31-001.127 
NSG 3011 ................... 1551 
NSG 3012 ................... 2844 






NSG 3014 ................... 2UX) 
NSG 3015 ................... 1757 
NSG 3016 ................... 2845 
NSG 3017 ................... 2214 
NSG 3018 ................... 1705 
NSG 3019 ................... 2566 
NSG 7037 ................... 
NSG 7038 ................... 
NSG 7039 ................... 
NSG 1040 ................... 
NSG 7041 ................... 
NSG 7042 ................... 
NSG 3022 ................... 2759 
NSG 3023 ................... 2805 
NSG 3024 ................... 2760 
NSG 3025 ................... 1523 NSG 7043 ................... 
NSG 7 M 4  ................... 
NSG 7045 ................... 
NSG 3026 ................... 2718 
NSG 3027 ................... 2710 
NSG 3028 ................... 1374 NSG 7046 ................... 
NSG 7047 ................... 
NSG 7048 ................... 
NSG 3029 ................... 1895 
NSG 4001 ................... 1438 
NSG 5001 ................... 1148 NSG 7049 ................... 
NSG 705 1 ................... 
NSG 7052 ................... 
................... NSG 7053 
NSG 7055 ................... 
NSG 7063 ................... 
NSG 7065 ................... 
NSG 7067 ................... 
NSG 8001 ................... 
NSG 8002 ................... 
NSG 8003 ................... 
NSG 8004 ................... 
NSG 8005 ................... 
NSG 8007 ................... 
NSG 8008 ................... 
NSG 8009 ................... 
NSG 8010 ................... 
NSG 801 1 ................... 
NSG 8012 ................... 
NSG 8013 ................... 
NSG 8014 ................... 
NSG 8015 ................... 
NSG 8016 ................... 
NSG 9001 ................... 
NSG 5002 ................... 2931 
NSG 5009 ................... 1594 
NSG 5005 ................... 3086 
NSG 5006 ................... 2766 
NSG 5W)9 ................... 1991 
NSG 5010 .................... 1896 
NSG 501: ................... 1552 
NSG 5012 ................... 1758 
NSG 5013 ................... 2498 
NSG 5014 ................... 2397 
NSG 5015 ................... 2636 
NSG 7001 ................... 1486 
NSG 7W2 ................... 1439 
NSG 7003 ................... 2637 
NSG 7 W 4  ................... 2293 
NSG 7005 ................... 2330 
NSG 7008 ................... 1440 
NSG 7009 ................... 2105 
NSG 7010 ................... 2215 
NSG 7011 .................. 1149 
NSG 7013 ................... 1505 
NSG 7014 ................... 1150 
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8 .  
. .  .i'. 
The Fields used hereiare specified by Amendment I ,  "Standard Classification of Fields of 
Science and Engineering," to Office of Management and Budget(0MB) Circular A-46, "Standards 
for Statistical Surveys? Field codes are interpreted as follows: 
I ( '  .. !, 
$Y%%E%cAL 
42 ASTRONAUTICAL 
' 43 CHEMICAL 
MATHEMATICS .: 44 CIVIL &SYCHOLOGlCAL OTHER SCIENCES* 
45 ELECTRICAL 
21 A N Y  DISCIPLINE(S) 46 MECHANICAL 61 BIOLOGICAL 99 ALL DISCIPLINE(S) 
' 47 METALLURGY AND 62 SOCIAL ASPECTS 
MATERIALS 69 PSYCHOLOGICAL. NEC* 
. ' , 49.ENGINEERING, NEC* 
i .Nor Elvrhcrr c h ~ r f r d  (Fez i n t d i w i p l i n a ~  projmr and orhrrs not lislrd by diapline name) 
,.Far inerdtriplinrzy pmje+ls which canno! bc a a a i f i d  dthin any of ihr p m d m g  m e n  k l d r  
~bbr iv ia t ions  used in .the ':Technical Officer Locations" column are discussed in the prefatory pages. 
. . 
, 
TECH GRANT/ -. 
FIELD TECHNICAL OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL CONTRACT . ACC 
CODE INSTITVTION OFFICER U)C INVESTIGATOR NUMBER NO. 
1 1  ALABAMA A&M UNlV Parnell. T. A. MSFC Georer. M. C. NSG 8001 I008 -. 
~~ ~ ~ ~ . . ~ ~  ~ 
11 BELOIT COLLEGE .Sobicski, S. 
11 BOWlE STATE COLLEGE Boldt, E. A 
GSFC ~ c h r k d e r ,  D. J. NGR 5&010-001 3313 
GSFC Tornabene, H. S NGR 21-027001 1986. 
I1 BOWLING GRN STATE U Boggess, N. W. HQ-SG Ptak, R. L. NSG 7022 2689 
11 BRIGHAM YOUNG UNlV Brunk. W. E. HQ-SL Jonu, D. E. NGH 45-%I-032 3129 
11 CALIF INST OF TECH Hall, C. F. ARC Munch. G. NAS 2-6556 1163' 
II  CALIF INST O F  TECH Cameron. R. M. ARC Werner. M. W. NGR 05402-281 '1202 
CALIF INST Ok Tt.CH 
CALIF INST Ok lECH 
CALlF INST OF TECH 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
CALIF INST OP TECH 
CALlF INST OF TECH 
CALlF INST OF TECH 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
CALlF INST O F  TECH 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
CALlF INST OF TECH 
CALlF INST OF TECH 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
CALlF lNST OF TECH 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
Johnson, R. D. 
Sobieski. S. 
Wrublik. D. P. 
Kcnimer 
Krome, H. 0. 
Krome, H. 0. 
Reichrnan, E. 1. 
Roman, N. G. 
Weldon. J. M. 
Boggess. N. W. 
Boggess. N. W. 
Weldon, J. M. 
Opp, A. G. 
Baggesr; N. W. 
Kelsall, T. 
Hallenbeet. D. R. 
Hallenbeck, D. R. 
weldon. J .  M. 
Chase, R. H. 
Brunk, W. E. 
Br""k, W. E. 
Brunk, W. E. 
Brunk, W. E. 
ARC Horowitz. N. H. 
GSFC Neugebauer. G. 
GSFC Garrnire. G. P. 
LARC Nicolett, M A. 
MSFC Stone, E. C. 
MSFC Stone. E. C. 
MSFC Zirin, H. 
HQ-SG Neugebauer, G. 
HQ-SG Zirin, H. 
H P S G  Oke. J. B. 
H P S G  Neugcbaucr, G. 
HQ-SG Leighton. R. B. 
HQ-SG Vogt, R. E. 
HQ-SC Thorne, K. S. 
HQ-SG Garrnire, G .  P. 
HQ-SG Zirin, H. 
HQ-SG Garmire, G. P. 
HQ-Xi Zirin, H. ' 
HQ-SC Zirin, H. 
HQ-SL Muhleman, D. 0. 
HQ-SL Munch, G. 
HQ-SL Muhlcman, 0. O: 
HQ-SL Westphal. J. A. 
NGR 05-002-308 1209 
NAS 5-23287 1166 
NAS 5-23315 1167 
NGL 05-002-100 1180 
NAS 8-27403 1168 
NAS 8-27978 1169 
NAS 8-28028 1170 
NGL 05-002-M7 I177 
NGL 05402-034 1178 
NCL 05402-134 1182 
NGL 05-002-207 1188 
NGR 05-002-142 1194 
NGR 05-002-160 1197 
NGR 05-002-256 I201 
NGR 05-002-284 1203 
NGR 05402-294 1204 
NGR 05402-296 1205 
NGR 05-002-345 1214 
NSR 05-032-071 I217 
NGL 05-002-003 1175 
NGL 05-002-140 1184 
NGR 05402-114 1191 
NGR 05M)2-185 1199 
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TECH GRANT/
FIELD TECHNICAL OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL CONTRACT ACC
CODE INSTITUTION OFFICER LOC INVESTIGATOR NUMBER NO.
11 CAL STATE U-FULLERTN Dubin, M. HQ-SG Johnson, F. M. NGR 05-071-002 1219
.11 CASE WESTERN RESERVE Wdowiak, T. J. MSFC Bidelman, W. NAS 8-29707 2690
II CITY COLLEGE OF N Y Stothers, R. B. GSFC Lea, R. M. NGL 33-013-040 2494
II1 COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY Thaddeus, P. GSFC Broecker, W. S. NGR 33-008-191 2522
11 COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY Neuschaefer, R. W. MSFC Angel, J. R. NAS 8-27405 2503
11 COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY Lavender, R. E. MSFC Novick, R. NAS 8-27970 2504
11 COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY Manning, H. MSFC Novick, R. NAS 8-30532 2505
II COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY Roman, N. G. HQ-SG Novick, R. NGR 33-008-102 2512
II COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY Oertel, G. K. HQ-SG Novick, R. NGR 33-008-125 2514
II COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY Boggess, N. W. HQ-SG Novick, R. NGR 33-008-158 2516
11 COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY Hallenbeck, D. R. HQ-SG Wolff, R. S. NGR 33-008-183 2520
11 COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY Oertel, G. K. HQ-SG Wolff, R. S. NGR 33-008-189 2521
11 COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY Kelsall, T. HQ-SG Weisskopf, M. C. NGR 33-008-194 2523
11 COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY Oertel, G. K. HQ-SG Novick, R. NGR 33-008-200 2525
11 CORNELL UNIVERSITY Cameron, R. M. ARC Houck, J. R. NGR 33-010-081 2547
II CORNELL UNIVERSITY Cameron, R. M. ARC Harwit, M. O. NGR 33-010-146 2553
11 CORNELL UNIVERSITY Mason, R. H. ARC Houck, J. R. NGR 33-010-182 2559
11 CORNELL UNIVERSITY Opp, A. G. HQ-SG Greisen, K. I. NGR 33-010-145 2552
11 CORNELL UNIVERSITY Boggess, N. W. HQ-SG Harwit, M. O. NGR 33-010-172 2556
II DUKE UNIVERSITY Trombka, J. I. GSFC O'Foghludha, F. NGR 34-001-041 2657
11 FEDERAL CITY COLLEGE McDonald, F. B. GSFC Whiteside, H. NGR 09-050-001 1641
11 FEDERAL CITY COLLEGE Webster, W. H., Jr. GSFC Nottingham, W. C. NGR 09-050-003 1642
11 FEDERAL CITY COLLEGE Pohly, J. G. HQ-PY McDowell, H. NGR 09-050-010 1643
11 FLORIDA STATE UNIV Brunk, W. E; HQ-SL Hunt, R. H. NGR 10-004-056 1682
11 FOOTHILL COLLEGE Reynolds, R. T. ARC Kellman, S. A. NSG 2001 1233
11 HARVARD UNIVERSITY Kupperian, J. E. GSFC Noyes, R. W. NGR 22-007-285 2101
11 HARVARD UNIVERSITY Unavailable MSFC Goldberg, L. NAS 5-3949 2080
11 HARVARD UNIVERSITY Weldon, J. M. HQ-SG Goldberg, L. NGL 22-007-006 2083
11 HARVARD UNIVERSITY Weldon, J. M. HQ-SG Dalgarno, O. NGL 22-007-136 2086
11 HARVARD UNIVERSITY Weldon, J. M. HQ-SG Goldberg, L. NGR 22-007-202 2091
11 HARVARD UNIVERSITY Oertel, G. K. HQ-SG Maxwell, A. NGR 22-007-257 2095
11 HARVARD UNIVERSITY Boggess, N. W. HQ-SG Noyes, R. W. NGR 22-007-270 2098
11 HARVARD UNIVERSITY Kelsall, T. HQ-SG Cameron, A. G. NGR 22-007-272 2099
11 HARVARD UNIVERSITY Weldon, J. M. HQ-SG Parkinson, W. H. NSG 7009 2105
11 HARVARD UNIVERSITY Weldon, J. M. HQ-SG Noyes, R. W. NSG 7018 2106
11 HOUSTON BAPTIST COL White, D. R. JSC Modisette, J. L. NGR 44-081-001 2952
11 HOUSTON BAPTIST COL Kondo, Y. JSC Modisette, J. L. NGR 44-081-005 2953
11 HOWARD UNIVERSITY Hobbs, R. W. GSFC Kumar, C. K. NGR 09-011-056 1669
11 HOWARD UNIVERSITY Pohly, J. G. HQ-PY Kumar, C. K. NGR 09-011-052 1667
11 INDIANA U-BLOOMINGTN Boggess, N. W. HQ-SG Johnson, H. R. NGL 15-003-002 1864
11 JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV Sobieski, S. GSFC Fastie, W. G. NAS 5-23316 1997
11 JOHNS'HOPKINS UNIV Kupperian, J. E. GSFC Moos, H. W. NGR 21-001-120 2005
11 JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV Baugher, C. R. MSFC Gotwols, B. L. NGR 21-001-024 2000
11 JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV Dubin, M. HQ-SG Fastie, W. G. NGR 21-001-001 1999
11 LEHIGH UNIVERSITY Kondo, Y. JSC McCluskey, G. E., Jr. NGR 39-007-061 2814
11 LA STATE U-BAT ROUGE Browning, R. K. GSFC Huggett, R. W. NAS 5-23174 1961
11 LA STATE U-BAT ROUGE Opp, A. G. HQ-SG Huggett, R. W. NGR 19-001-012 1969
11 LA STATE U-SHREVEPT Giuli, R. T. JSC Moss, T. A. NAS 9-9317 1972
11 MASS INST OF TECH Cameron, R. M. ARC McCord, T. B. NGR 22-009-718 2185
11 MASS INST OF TECH Piterski, N. J. GSFC Clark, G. W. NAS 5-11450 2119
11 MASS INST OF TECH Sobieski, S. GSFC McCord, T. B. NGR 22-009-778 2194
11 MASS INST OF TECH Bodie, W. G. MSFC Bradt, H. V. NAS 8-27972 2124
11 MASS INST OF TECH Jordan, W. MSFC Lewin, W. H. NAS 8-27975 2125
11 MASS INST OF TECH Manning, H. MSFC Clark, G. W. NAS 8-30531 2131
11 MASS INST OF TECH Boggess, N. W. HQ-SG Weiss, R. NGR 22-009-526 2169
11 MASS INST OF TECH Dubin, M. HQ-SG McCord, T. B. NGR 22-009-583 2173
11 MASS INST OF TECH Roman, N. G. HQ-SG Bradt, H. NGR 22-009-730 2189
192
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TECHNICAL OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL 








MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
Brunk. W. E. 
Brunk, W. E. 
Bryson, R. P. 
Kosofsky, L. J. 
Roman. N. G. 
Oostcrhout, J. 0. 
Harvey. G. A. 
Roman. N. G. , 





Henh, K. G. 
Boggsss. N. W. 
Roman, N. G. 
Cameron, R. M. 
Kupperian. J. E. 
Sobicski. S. 
HQ-SL McCard, T. B. 
HQ-SL Peltengill, G. H 
HO-SM Press. F. 
NGR 22609473 2167 
NGR 22609-672 2181 
NGL 22609-187 2149 
NSG 7010 2215 
NGR 27-MI-WO 2381 
NAS 5-21433 2462 
NAS 1-12715 2458 
NGL  32-003-069 2469 
NGL  32-003-001 2468 
NAS 2-7963 2577 
NGR 33-016196 2587 
NGR W 2 - I 9 6  2680 
NSG 310 2220 
NAS 9-12280 1790 
NGL16007-041 1792 
NGR 1 W - 1 2 2  1798 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MONTANA STATE UNIV 
NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR 
NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR 
NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR 
NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
NO CAROLINA STATE U 
NORTHEASTERN UNIV 
HQSM ~oun.ss~man, C. c.. 111 
HQ-SG Nordivedt, K., Jr. 
GSFC Chavcr, R. 
LARC Beebe. R. 
HQ-SG Liefeld. R. J. 
HQ-SL Smith, B. A. 
ARC Unavailable 
HQSG Glasspld, A. E 
HQSG Manring, E. R. 
GSFC Kaula. W. M. 
JX:  Hynek, J. A. 
HQSG Huang, S. S. 
HQ-SG Bahng. J. D. 
ARC Webb, W. 
GSFC Spitrcr. L.. Jr. 








NSG 2011 1236. 
NAS 5-1810 2416 
NAS 5-20069 2417 
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY Sobirskr. S GSFC danielwn. R. E. 


















PRINCETON UNIVERSITY Boraess. A,. Ill GSFC Lowrann. J. L. 
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY Ham% J. W. JSC Holliswr. L. S. 
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY Roundhal. J D .  HQK i  Spilur. 1.. Jr. 
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY Roman. N. G. HO-Xi  M~llich. C.  
PRINCFTON UNlVtRSlTY 
PRINCETON UNlVERSIl Y 
PRLNClTON UNIVERSITY 
Sures, A. H. 
Sues, A. H. 
Roman. N. G. 
Sures, A. H. 
Roman. N. G. 
Brunk. W. E. 
Brunk. W. E. 
Roman, N. G. 
Dubin, M. 
Gray, J. W. 
Opp. A. G. 
Oertcl. G. K. 
Fellows. R. F. 
Estabroak. F. B 
HQ-SG DaniclLn, R. E. 
HQ-SG Spitzer, L., Jr. 
HQSG Spitler, L. 
HQSG Morton. D. C. 
HQ-SG Lowranae, J. L. ,, 
HQ-SL Smith. W. H. 
HQ-SL Danielson. R. E. 
HWSG Andrew. K. L. 
HQ-SG Hudson, J. B. 
WFC Freeman, I. W. 
HQ-SG Clayton. D. D. 
HQ-SG Vorpahl. J. A. 
HQ-SL Pallman. A. J. . 








RlCE UNIVERSITY - 
SACRAMI NTO CITY COL 




SO UNIV-BATON ROUGE NGR 19005M6 
NAS 5-231 17 
NGR 05-0M-452 
NGR 05-020510 
~ - ~~ ~  ~~~, - 
STANI..ORI) UNIVERSITY Wrublak. D. P. CiSFC Hulsladkr. R. 
STANFORD ~INIVEHSITY Opa. A. Ci. HO-SG tlo1,ladlrr. H. 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY eo&es. N. W. HO-SG ~etrasian. v .- 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY Weldon. J. M. HO-SG Wilcox. 1 M.  
STANf.'ORI) UNIVERSITY Ruman. N. Ci .  IlQ-SG Slurruck. P A 
NGR 05-0242-559 
NGR 05-0242-668 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY Weldon, 1. M., 
Btunk. W. E. 
Hobbs, R. W. 
Ourley, A. T. 
Roman, N. G. 
Mason. R. H. 
Cameron. R. M. 
Chiu. H. Y. 
Hobbs. R. W. 
OPP, A. G. 
Brunk. W. E. 
Oubin. M. 
Parnell. T. A. 
Oertel, G. K. 
HQSG Walker, A. B. 
HQ-SL Bracewell, R. N. 
GSFC Weinberg, J. L. 
MSFC Weinberg, J. L. 
HQ-SG Mcial. D. D. , 
ARC Knacke. R. E. 
ARC Gebcl, W. 
GSFC Owen, T. 
GSFC Simon. M. 
HQ-SG Forman. M. A. 
HQSL Owen. T. 
HQ-SG Bahn, J. L. 
MSFC Gregory. J. C. 
HQ-SG Rao, G. L. 
NGR 05-020695 
STANFORD UNlVtHSlTY 
STATE UNIV NY-ALBANY 
NOR 05-0242-644 
NGR 33,182-018 
STATE UNIV NY-ALBANY 
ST U NY COL-GENESEO 











STATt: IJ NY.STONY BRK 
srA1.t u NY.STONY R K K  
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 




NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
;S INDEX BY FIELD OF SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING APPENDIX B CROS 
TECHNICAL 
TECH GRANT/ 
O F F  FIRST PRINCIPAL C O N T R A m  ACC 
w. 
FIELD 
CODE INSTITUTION OFFICER W C  INVESTIGATOR NUMBER 
UNlV ALASKA-FAIRBNKS 
UNlV ALASKA-FAIRBNKS 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
Haughncy, L. C. A R C  Sivjee. C. G .  NGR 02-001-099 
Haughney, L. C. A R C  Sivjee. C. G .  N G R  02-001-106 
Brunk. W. HQ-SL Hubbard, W. B. NSG 7045 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNIV O F  ARIZONA 
UNIV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
' UNIV O F  ARIZONA 
UNIV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV O F  ARlZONA 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNIV O F  ARIZONA 
UNIV O F  ARIZONA 
UNIV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNIV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV CALIF-BERKELEY 
Hall. C. F. 
Wirth, M. N. 
Cameron. R. M. 
Cameron, R. M. 
Cameron, R. M. 
Cameron, R. M. 
Chin, E. S. 
Sacher. T. P. 
Browning, R. K. 
Hoffman. W. F .  
Sobieski. S. 
Sobieski, S. 
H0bbs. R. W. 
Hobbs. R. W. 
Sobieski, S. 
Roman, N. G .  
Roman. N. G. 
Dubin. M. 
OPP, A. G. 
Boggess. N. W. 
Sobieski, S. 
Boggess. N. W. 
Brunk, W. E.  
Brunk, W. E. 
Brunk. W. E. 
Brunk. W. E. 
Cameron, R. M. 
Cameron, R. M. 
Kupperian. J. E. 
Hobbs, R. W. 
Sanders, J .  
Sanders, J.  
Dabbs, I. R. 
Opp, A. G. 
Baggers. N. W. 
Roman, N. 0. 
Kelsall, T. 
Weldon. J. M. 
Oertel, G .  K. 
OPP. A. G .  
OPP, A. G. 
Kelsall, T. 
Brunk, W. E. 
Kupperian, J.  E. 
Dubin. M. 
Weldan, J. M. 
Opp, A. G. 
Hall, C. F. 
Cameron. R. M. 
Sabieski, S. 
Jordan. W. E. 
Fountain, W. F. 
Boggess, N. W. 
Boggess. N. W. 
A R C  Gchrels. A. M. 
A R C  Baker, L. R. 
A R C  Johnson. H. L. 
A R C  Larson, H. P. 
A R C  Johnson, H. L. 
A R C  Hoffman. W. F. 
GSFC Maratly. A. S. 
GSFC Kuiper, G .  P. 
G S F C  Bowen, T. 
G S F C  Lee, T. A. 
GSFC Serkowski: K. M 
G S F C  Gilbert. G .  R. 
G S F C  Fink, U. 
G S F C  Larson, S. M. 
G S F C  Angtl. I. R. 
H Q S G  Bashkin. S .  
HQSG Tiffi. W. G.  
H Q S G  Gehrels. A. M. 
H O S G  Bowen, T. 
H Q S G  Low. F.  J. 
HQ-SG Weymann, R. J. 
HQ-SG Hoffman. W. F. 
HQ-SL Kuipcr. G. P. 
HQ-SL Roemer, E. 
HQ-SL G e h ~ l s ,  A. M. 
HQ-SL Low, F. I. 
ARC Townes, C. H. 
ARC T o w w ,  C .  H. 
GSFC Spinrad. H. 
G S F C  Townes. C. H. 
JSC Bowyer, C. S. 
JSC Bowyuyer, C. S. 
MSFC Alvarez. L. W. 
HQ-SG Price, P. B. 
HQ-SG Townes, C. H. 
NAS 2.6265 
NAS 2-7476 
N G R  03-002-331 
NGR 03-002-332 
N G R  03-002-333 
N G R  03-002-390 




N G R  03-002-180 
N G R  03602-363 
NGR 03-W-372 
N G R  03-002-392 
N G R  03-002-393 
NSG 5001 
N G L  03.002-017 
N G L  03602032  





N G L  03-002-002 
NGL 03.002- 122 
N G R  03-002-219 
NGR 03-002-356 
NGR 05-003-432 
UNI\' CAI  IC.RCRKFLFY 
UNIV (ALIC.BFRKELLY 
NGR 05-003-51 1 
NGR 05-003-587 
UNlV CALIF-BERKELEY N G R  05-003-598 
N A S  9.13799 
NAS 9-13807 
NAS 8-27408 UNlV CALIF-BERKELEY 
NGR 05603-376 
NGR 05603.402 
UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY HQ-SG Bowyer. C. S. 
HQ-SG Silk, J. I. 
HQ-SG Phillips, J. G.  
NGR 05-003-450 
N G R  05.003-453 
NGR 05.003-499 
UNlV CALIF-BERKELEY HQ-SG hndeLn. K. A. 
HQ-SG Hcckman. H. H. 
H@SG Alvarez, L. W. 
HQ-SG Silk, J. I. 
H Q S L  Towncs. C. H. 
GSFC Plavec. M. 
HQ-SG Wetherill. G .  W. 
HQ-SG Alley. L. H. 
HQ-SG Whits. R. S. 
ARC Fillius. R. W. 
ARC Stein. W. A. 
GSFC Beaver, E. A .  
MSFC Peterson. L. E. 
MSFC Hudson. H. S. 
HQ4.G Burbid~e. G. R. 
H Q S G  Stein. W. A. 
N G R  05-003-510 
I UIV CALI) BLRKFI EY 
l lVlV CALlC 81 R K L L t Y  




UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-RIVERSIDE 
UNlV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNlV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNlV CALIF4AN DIEGO 
UNlV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 











N G L  05-005-M)4 
NGL 05-ME-230 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM
APPENDIX B CROSS INDEX BY FIELD OF SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
TECH GRANT/
FIELD TECHNICAL OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL CONTRACT ACC
CODE INSTITUTION OFFICER LOC INVESTIGATOR NUMBER NO.
11 UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO Aucremanne, M. J. HQ-SG Mcllwain, C. E. . NGR 05-009-188 1474
11 UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO Brunk, W. E. HQ-SL Gillett, F. C. NGR 05-009-142 1472
ii UNIV CALIF-S CRUZ Boggess, N. W. HQ-SG Rank, D. M. NGR 05-061-015 1494
11 UNIV OF CHICAGO Hall, C. F. ARC Simpson, J. A. NAS 2-6551 1804
11 UNIV OF CHICAGO Cameron, R. M. ARC Harper, D. A. NGR 14-001-211 1828
11 UNIV OF CHICAGO Cameron, R. M. ARC Harper, D. A. NGR 14-001-227 1831
11 UNIV OF CHICAGO Sobieski, S. GSFC Van Altena, W. F. NAS 5-23288 1809
II UNIV OF CHICAGO Dabbs, J. R. MSFC Meyer, P. NAS 8-27407 1810
11 UNIV OF CHICAGO Opp, A. G. HQ-SG Parker, E. N. NGL 14-001-001 1812
11 UNIV OF CHICAGO Opp, A. G. HQ-SG Meyer, P. NGL 14-001-005 1813
11 UNIV OF CHICAGO Opp, A. G. HQ-SG Simpson, J. A. NGL 14-001-006 1814
11 UNIV OF CHICAGO Dubin, M. HQ-SG Adams, T. NGL 14-001-060 1817
11 UNIV OF CHICAGO Kelsall, T. HQ-SG Adams, T. NGR 14-001-147 1824
11 UNIV COLORADO-BOLDR Sobieski S. GSFC Lillie, C. F. NGR 06-003-219 1574
11 UNIV COLORADO-BOLDR Weldon, J. M. HQ-SG Hummer, D. G. NGL 06-003-057 1558
11 UNIV COLORADO-BOLDR Weldon, J. M. HQ-SG Bruner, E. C. NGR 06-003-069 1561
11 UNIV COLORADO-BOLDR Roman, N. G. HQ-SG Lillie, C. F. NGR 06-003-176 1565
11 UNIV COLORADO-BOLDR Roman, N. G. HQ-SG Lillie, C. F. NGR 06-003-179 1566
11 UNIV COLORADO-BOLDR Calahan, H. D. HQ-SG Linsky, J. L. NGR 06-003-216 1573
11 UNIV COLORADO-BOLDR Dubin, M. HQ-SG Lillie, C. F. NGR 06-003-222 1575
.11 UNIV OF DENVER Hobbs, R. W. GSFC Lesh, J. R. NGR 06-004-133 1592
11 UNIV OF DENVER Kupperian, J. E. GSFC Lesh, J. R. NSG 5004 1594
11 UNIV OF FLORIDA Unavailable GSFC Unavailable NGR 10-005-183 1703
11 , UNIV OF FLORIDA Hallenbeck, D. R. HQ-SG Carr, T. D. NGR 10-005-176 1701
11 UNIV OF HAWAII McGuire, J. P. MSFC Jeffries, J. T. NAS 8-27950 1774
II UNIV OF HAWAII Weldon, J. M. HQ-SG Jefferies, J. T. NGL 12-001-011 1777
11 UNIV OF HAWAII Weldon, J. M. HQ-SG Jefferies, J. T. NGR 12-001-075 1780
11 UNIV OF HAWAII Boggess, N. W. HQ-SG Jefferies, J. T. NGR 12-001-111 1783
11 UNIV OF HAWAII Brunk, W. E. HQ-SL Jefferies, J. T. NGL 12-001-057 1779
11 UNIV OF HAWAII Brunk, W. E. HQ-SL Sinton, W. M. NGR 12-001-083 1781
11 UNIV OF HAWAII Strickland, A. T. HQ-SM Jefferies, J. T. NASW 2326 1775
11 UNIV OF HAWAII Strickland, A. T. HQ-SM Jefferies, J. T. NGF 12-001-102 1776
11 UNIV OF HOUSTON Golden, R. L. JSC Sheldon, W. R. NAS 9-14209 3032
11 UNIV ILLINOIS-URBANA Rosendhal, J. D. HQ-SG Swenson, G. W. NSG 7030 1858
11 UNIV ILLINOIS-URBANA Brunk, W. E. HQ-SL Dichel, J. R. NGR 14-005-176 1845
11 UNIV OF IOWA Madden, J. J. GSFC Gurnett, D. A. NAS 5-11074 1907
11 UNIV OF IOWA Ousley, G. W. GSFC Gurnett, D. A. NAS 5-11279 1910
11 UNIV OF IOWA Allen, R. F., Jr. GSFC Van Allen, J. A. NAS 5-20539 1914
11 UNIV MARYLAND-BALT Roman, N. G. HQ-SG Misner, C. W. NGR '1-002-010 2011
11 UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK Fainberg, J. GSFC Erickson, W. C. NGL 21-002-029 2017
11 UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK Fainberg, J. GSFC Ktindu, M. R. NGL 21-002-367 2020
11 UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK Dubin, M. HQ-SG Opik, E. J. NGR 21-002-002 2021
11 UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK Weldon, J. M. HQ-SG Wilkerson, T. D. NGR 21-002-007 2022
'11 UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK Opp, A. G. HQ-SG Earl, J. A. NGR 21-002-066 2023
11 UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK Rosendhal, J. D. HQ-SG Griem, H. R. NGR 21-002-073 2024
11 UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK Weldon, J. M. HQ-SG Kundu, M. R. NGR 21-002-199 2027
11 UNIV MARYL:AND-COL PK Opp, A. G. HQ-SG Gloeckler, G. NGR 21-002-224 2029
11 UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK Boggess, N. W. HQ-SG Currie, D. G. NGR 21-002-301 2035
11 UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK Kavanagh, L. D., Jr, HQ-SG Matthews, D. L. NGR 21-002-386 2046
11 UNIV OF MASS-AMHERST Weldon, J. M. HQ-SG Strong, J. NGL 22-010-025 2226
11 UNIV OF MASS-AMHERST Weldon, J. M. HQ-SG Hueuenin, G. R. NGR 22-010-039 2228
11 UNIV OF MASS-AMHERST Brunk, W. E. HQ-SL Irvine, W. M. NGL 22-010-023 2225




APPENDIX B CROS 
INSTITUTION 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL 
U MINN-MNPLSST PAUL 
U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL 
U MINN-MNPLSST PAUL 
I' MIPIN.MNPLSST PAUL 
U MI*IPI.MNPLS.ST PAUL 
U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL 
UNIV O F  MONTEVALLO 
CNIV NEBKASK,\.LIVCLS 
I.NIV S tBRASKA-LlhCLN 
UNlV NEW HAMPSHIRE 
CVIV NEW HAMPSHIRE 
L h I V  VEU HAMPSHIRF 
CNIV S t % '  IIAMPSIIIRL 
UNlV NEW HAMPSHIRE 
IINIV UEU' H4MPSIiIHk 
CNlV O F  YEW ME.XIC0 
UNlV OREGON-EUGENE 
UNlV OF ROCHESTER 
UNIV O F  ROME 






LUIV l ' k X A S A L S T l h  
LNIV TkXAS-AOSTIY 
UNIV TEXAS-AUSTIN 











UNlV O F  TOLEDO 
UNIV O F  TOLEDO 
UNlV O F  TOLEDO 
UNIV O F  TOLEDO 
UNIV O F  VIRGINIA 
UNlV O F  VIRGINIA 
UNlV O F  VIRGINIA 
UNIV O F  WASHINGTON 
UNlV O F  WASHINGTON 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
iS INDEX BY FIELD O F  SCIENCE AND E 
TECH 
TECHNICAL O F F  FIRST PRINCIPAL 
OFFICER W C  INVESTIGATOR 
Weldan. J. M. 
Boggess. N.  W. 
Weldon, J. M. 
Oenel, G. K. 
Oertel. G. K. 
camiron. R. M. 
Cameron, R. M. 
Cameron, R. M. 
Cameron. R. M. 
Krome. H. 0. 
OPP. A. G .  
Dubin, M. 
Roman. N. G.  
Hoover. R. B. 
Randall, J. L. 
Kalct, M. W. 
Kupperian, I. E. 
Teegarden, B. J. 
Wales, R. 0. 
Weldan. J. M. 
Opp. A. G. 
Opp, A. G.  
Weldan, J. M. 
Dubin, M. 
Cameron, R. M. 
Sobieski, S. 
Cameron, R. M. 
Wcldon, J. M. 
Bavcly, J. C. 
Pappoff, I. G .  
Harris. J. W. 
Weldon, J. M. 




Kupperian, 1. E. 
Potter. A. E. 
Mansur. S. R. 
Boggesa, N. W. 
Weldon, 1. M. 
Brunk. W. E.  
Brunk. W. E.  
Brunk, W. E. 
Dwornik, S. E. 
Brunk. W. E.  
Strickland, A. T. 
Opp, A. G. 
Opp. A. G. 
Kupperian, J. E. 
Kupperian, J. E. 
Dubin, M. 
Roman, N. G. 
Kelsall. T. N. 
Bcrtsch, D. L. 
Roman, N. G. 
Kupperian. J. E. 
Dubin, M. 
HQSG Mohler. 0. C.  
HQ-SG Hiltner. W. A. 
HQ-SG Terke. R. G. 
HQ-SG Haddock, F. T .  
HQ-SG Haddock, F. T. 
ARC Wooll. N. J. 
ARC Ncy, E. P. 
A R C  Ney, E. P. 
ARC Ney. E. P. 
MSFC Waddington, C. J. 
HQ-SG Waddington. C. J. 
HQ-SG Nier. A. 0. 
HQ-SG Luyten, W. J. 
MSFC Foxman,  J. W.. Jr.  
MSFC Foreman, W. J. 
GSFC Samson, J. A. 
GSFC Gallagher, J. S. 
GSFC Webber, W. R. 
GSFC Arnoldy, R. L. 
H Q S G  Chupp, E. L. 
H Q S G  Chupp, E. L. 
HQ-SG Webber. W. R. 
HQ.SG Chupp, E. L. 
HQ-SG Peterson, A. W. 
A R C  Donnelly, R. J. 
HQ-SG Gejuoy,  E. 
ARC Pipher, J. L. 
HQ-SG Clark, A. 
HQ-TN Broglio, L. 
ARC Barker, W. A. 
JSC Taylor, L. A. 
HO-SG Sellin. I. A. 
ARC Ulrich. B. T 
GSFC Tull, R. G .  
GSFC Nathsr, R. E. 
GSFC Angel, J. R. 
GSFC Lamben, 0. L. 
JSC Barnes, T. G.. 111 
JSC Henire, K. G.  
H Q S G  Vanden Bout, P. A. 
HQ-SG Lamben, D. L. 
HQ-SL Cogdsll, J. R. 
H Q S L  Douglas, J. N. 
HQSL Smnth. H. J. 
HQ-SL Ingerson. F. E. 
HQ.SL Mulhollend. J D. 
HQ-SM Mulholland, J. D. 
HQ-SG McCracken, K. G.  
HQ.SG Allum. F. R. 
GSFC Molnar. M. R. 
GSFC Molnar. M. R.  
HQ-SG Witt, A. D. 
HQ-SG Witt. A. N. 
GSFC Fredenek, L. W. 
GSFC Frederick. L. W. 
HQ-SG Frederick, L. W. 
GSFC Wallerstcin, G .  
HQ-SG Hodge, P. W. 
GRANT/ 
CDNTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO. i 
NGL 23.005-275 2265 
NGR 23-005-464 2272 
NGR 23-005-543 2279 
NGR 23-005-549 2280 
NSG 7W4 2293 
NGR 24005-265 2324 
NGR 24005-267 2325 
NSC 2014 2329 
NSR 2A-005-238 2331 
NAS 8-27977 2310 
NGR 24005-050 2318 
NGR 24005-196 2320 
NSR 24-005-245 2332 
NAS 8-27301 1077 
NAS 8-29855 1078 
NAS 5-23125 2386 
NGR 28Xl34028 2391 
NAS 5-11276 2398 
NAS 5-1 1694 2399 
NGL30602-018 2401 
NGL 30602-021 2402 
NGR 30-002-052 2403 
NGR 30-002-104 2406 
NGR 32-004-068 2483 
NGR 38-003.035 n 9 z  
NGR 39-011-150 2866 
NGR 33-019-127 2651 
NGR 33-019-126 2650 
NASW 2135 3376 
NGR 05-017-027 1500 
NGL 43001.140 2919 
NSG 7049 2932 
NGR 44012-240 3074 
NGR 44012-2M) 3077 
NGR 44612261 3078 
NGR 44612-263 3079 
NSG 5005 3086 
NAS 9-12568 3053 
NAS 9-13176 3054 
NGR 44012-209 3068 
NGR 44012-215 3069 
NGL 44-012-006 M60 
NGL 44-012-055 3063 
NGR 44012-152 3065 
NGR 44012-194 3067 
NGR 44012-282 3082 
NGR 44612-219 3070 
NGR 44-@24-121 3104 
NGR 44-M4-133 3106 
NGR 36-010-031 2765 
NSG 50W 2766 
N G R  36-010-022 2763 
NSG 7041 2767 
NAS 5-20065 3216 ~. 
NAS 5-22266 3217 
NGL 47-005-066 3220 
NGR 48-002-166 3305 
NGR 4 8 W - 0 3 3  3291 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM
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TECH GRANT/
FIELD TECHNICAL OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL CONTRACT ACC
CODE INSTITUTION OFFICER LOC INVESTIGATOR NUMBER NO.
11 "UNIV OF WASHINGTON Brunk, W. E. HQ-SL Greene, T. F. NGR 48-002-142 3299
11 UNIV WISC-MADISON Kupperian, J.E. GSFC Code, A. D. NAS 5-1348 3320
11 UNIV WISC-MADISON Sobieski, S. GSFC Bless, R. C. NAS 5-23285 3328
11 UNIV WISC-MADISON Sobieski, S. GSFC Roesler, F. L. NGR 50-002-223 3349
11 UNIV WISC-MADISON Hobbs, R. W. GSFC Roesler, F. L. NGR 50-002-242 3350
11 UNIV WISC-MADISON Ponder, T. W. MSFC Kraushaar, W. L. NAS 8-21015 3330
11 UNIV WISC-MADISON Odell, C. R. MSFC Code, A. D. NAS 8-29387 3332
11 UNIV WISC-MADISON Rosendhal, J. D. HQ-SG Code, A. D. NGL 50-002-013 3334
II UNIV WISC-MADISON Roman, N. G. HQ-SG Kraushaar, W. L. NGL 50-002-044 3335
11 UNIV WISC-MADISON Boggess, N. W. HQ-SG Scherb, F. NSG 7033 3353
11 VIRGINIA POLY INST Fedor, J. V. GSFC Meirovitch, L. NGR 47-004-126 3266
11 VIRGINIA POLY INST Fellows, R. F. HQ-SL McGee, H. A. NGL 47-004-080 3248
1i WASHINGTON UNIVERSTY Krome, H. O. MSFC Israel, M. H. NAS 8-27976 2372
11 WASHINGTON UNIVERSTY Opp, A. G. HQ-SG Klarmann, J. NGR 26-008-001 2377
11 WASHINGTON UNIVERSTY Boggess, N. W. HQ-SG Friedlander, M. W. NGR 26-008-069 2378
II WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY Kondo, Y. JSC Page, T. NGR 07-006-006 1605
11 WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY Roman, N. G. HQ-SG Page, T. NGR 07-006-004 1604
12 ARIZONA STATE UNIV Harris, J. W. JSC Moore, C. B. NGR 03-001-057 1092
12 BENNETT COLLEGE-NC Lanford, W. E. LARC Maggiolo, A. NSG 1032 2654
12 BOWIE STATE COLLEGE Unavailable GSFC Unavailable NSG 5009 1991
12 BROWN UNIVERSITY Howe, J. T. ARC Mason, E. A. NGL 40-002-059 2876
12 ' CALIF INST OF TECH Harris, J. W. JSC Silver, L. T. NGL 05-002-187 1185
12 CALIF INST OF TECH Harris, J. W. JSC Wasserburg, G. J. NGL 05-002-188 1186
12 CAL STATE U-FULLERTN Young, R. S. HQ-SL Wegner, P. A. NGR 05-071-008 1221
12 CAL STATE U-SAN JOSE Wydeven, T. J. ARC Spitze, L. A. NGR 05-046-011 1229
12 CASE WESTERN RESERVE Quattrone, P. D. ARC Yeager, E. NGR 36-027-050 2700
12 CASE WESTERN RESERVE Quattrone, P. D. ARC Yeager, E. NGR 36-027-052 2702
12 CASE WESTERN RESERVE Harris, J. W. JSC Radcliffe, S. V. NGL 36-027-057 2695
12 CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY Stief, L. J. GSFC Timmons, R. B. NGR 09-005-103 1636
12 COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY Harris, J. W. JSC Ridley, W. I. NGR'33-008-199 2524
12 CORNELL UNIVERSITY Allario, F. LARC Cool, T. A. NGL 33-010-064 2541
12 CORNELL UNIVERSITY Young, R. S. HQ-SL Sagan, C. NGR 33-010-101 2548
12 HARVARD UNIVERSITY Harris, J. W. JSC Hays, J. F. NGL 22-007-247 2088
12 HARVEY MUDD COLLEGE Unavailable ARC Unavailable NAS 2-8143 1234
12 INDIANA U-BLOOMINGTN Harris, J. W. JSC Meinschein, W. G. NGR 15-003-105 1868
12 KENT STATE UNIV Quattrone, P. D. ARC Madex, R. NSG 2013 2720
12 KENTUCKY STATE UNIV Patterson, W. J. MSFC Marano, G. A. NSG 8008 1944
12. LEHIGH UNIVERSITY Harris, J. W. JSC Goldstein, J. 1. NGR 39-007-056 2813
12 MASS INST OF TECH Quattrone, P. D. ARC Quattrone, P. D. NGR 22-009-723 2186
12 MASS INST OF TECH Quattrone, P. D. ARC Steinfeld, J. 1. NGR 22-009-766 2193
12 MASS INST OF TECH Quattrone, P. D. ARC Modell, M. NGR 22-009-799 2201
12 MASS INST OF TECH Harris, J. W. JSC Burns, R. G. NGR 22-009-551 2172
12 MASS INST OF TECH Williams, T. S., Jr. LARC Biemann, K. NAS 1-9684 2108
12 MASS INST OF TECH Hess, R. V. LARC Wrighton, M. S. NSG 1048 2208
12 MASS INST OF TECH Davidson, M. C. MSFC Gatos, 1. C. NGR 22-009-517 2168
12 MASS INST OF TECH Young, R. S. HQ-SL Rich, A. NGR 22-009-277 2161
12 MOREHOUSE COLLEGE Smith, R. E. MSFC Gales, J. N. NGL 11-008-001 1760
12 NO DAKOTA STATE UNIV Hall, L. B. HQ-SL Hill, T. W. NGR 35-001-012 2687
12 OLD DOMINION UNIV Johnston, N. J. LARC Williams, R. L. NGL 47-003-008 3183
12 OREGON STATE UNIV Tuttle, F. B. HQ-FE .Williamson, S. E. NGR 38-002-018 2784
12 POLY INST OFNY Young, R. S. HQ-SL Eirich, F. R. NGR 33-006-070 2594
12 POMONA COLLEGE Soffen, G. A. LARC Baird, A. K. NAS 1-11854 1235
12 PRINCETON UNIVERSITY Johnston, N. J. LARC Gillham, J. K. NGR 31-001-221 2436
12 PRINCETON UNIVERSITY Dunning, J. W. LERC Glassman, 1. NGL 31-001-129 2425
12. RENSSELAER POLY-NY Geib, D. S. HQ-SL Ferris, J. P. NGR 33-018-148 2604
12 SHAW UNIVERSITY Bell, V. L. LARC Chatterji, A. K. NSG 1033 2684
12 STANFORD UNIVERSITY Chang, S. ARC Loew, G. H. NGR 05-020-405 1277
12 STANFORD UNIVERSITY Quattrone, P. D. ARC Manning, J. R. NGR 05-020-706 1303
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12 STATE UNIV NY-BUFFAL Harris, J. W. JSC Cadenhead, D. A. NGL 33-183-013 2616
12 STATE UNIV NY-BUFFAL Geib,.D. HQ-SL Danielli, J. F. NGR 33-015-002 2617
12 STATE U NY-STONY BRK Harris, J. W. JSC Schaeffer, O. A. NGL 33-015-174 2623
12 STATE U NY-STONY BRK Geib, D. S. HQ-SL Owen, T. NGR 33-015-169 2632
12 TALLADEGA COLLEGE Rosser, R. W. ARC Kray, W. O. NGR 01-007-010 1028
12 TEMPLE UNIVERSITY Lad, R. A. LERC Labes, M. M. NGR 39-012-024 2847
12 UNIV ALA-BIRMINGHAM Young, R. S. HQ-SL Lacey, J. C., Jr. NGR 01-010-001 1035
12 UNIV OF ARIZONA Harris, J. W. JSC Nagy, B. NGR 03-002-237 1132
12 UNIV OF ARIZONA Harris, J. W. JSC Drake, M. J. NGR 03-002-388 1144
12 UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY Riccitiello, S. R. ARC Williamson, R. B. NAS 2-8288 1318
12 UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY Harris, J. W. JSC Price, P. B. NGL 05-003-410 1340
12 UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY Young, R. S. HQ-SL Jukes, T. H. NGR 05-003-460 1355
12 UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES Chang, S. ARC Kaplan, I. R. NAS 2-7440 1391
12 UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES Harris, J. W. JSC Wasson, J. T. NGL 05-007-367 1414
12 UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES McPherson, W. B. MSFC Yue, A. S. NAS 8-29854 1400
12 UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO Harris, J. W. JSC Arnold, J. R. NGL 05-009-148 1461
12 UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO Harris, J. W. JSC Marti, K.. NGL 05-009-150 1462
12 UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO Young, R. S. HQ-SL Miller, S. L. NGR 05-009-218 1478
12 UNIV OF CHICAGO Harris, J. W. JSC Clayton, R. N. NGL 14-001-169 1819
12 UNIV OF CONNECTICUT Antoine, A. C. LERC Wells, A. F. NGR 07-002-058 1603
12 UNIV OF FLORIDA Schell, J. T. MSFC Patterson, E. P. NAS 8-20247 1686
12 UNIV OF HAWAII Young, R. S. HQ-SL Folsome, C. E. NGR 12-001-109 1782
12 UNIV OF HOUSTON Young, R. S. HQ-SL Becker, R. S. NGR 44-005-091 3040
12 UNIV ILLINOIS-URBANA Thom, K. HQ-NS Miley, G. H. NGR 14-005-183 1848
12 UNIV ILLINOIS-URBANA Young, R. S. HQ-SL Woese, C. R. NSG 7044 1859
12 UNIV OF KENTUCKY Gordon, S. LERC Funk, J. E. NGR 18-001-086 1951
12 UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK Conrath, B. J. GSFC Ponnamperuma, C. NAS 5-23237 2014
12 UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK Pellett, G. L. LARC Davis, D. D. NSG 1031 2058
12 UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK Young, R. S. HQ-SL Ponnamperuma, C. NGR 21-002-317 2038
12 UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK Young, R. S. HQ-SL Ponnamperuma, C. NGR 21-002-425 2053
12 UNIV OF MIAMI Harris, J. W. JSC Fox, S. W. NGR 10-007-088 1712
12 UNIV OF MIAMI Young, R. S. HQ-SL Fox, S. W. NGR 10-007-008 1710
12 UNIV OF MIAMI Young, R. S. HQ-SL Harada, K. NGR 10-007-052 1711
12 UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR Lanford, W. E. LARC Stedman, D. H. NGR 23-005-599 2283
12 U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL Geib, D. S. HQ-SL Swain, F. M. NGR 24-005-275 2326
12 UNIV MO-ROLLA Ginoza, H. S. ARC Millich, F. NGR 26-001-018 2366
12 UNIV OF NEW MEXICO Harris, J. W. JSC Keil, K. NGL 32-004-063 2479
12 UNIV OF NEW MEXICO Soffen, G. A. LARC Keil, K. NAS 1-11855 2472
12 UNIV OREGON-EUGENE Harris, J. W. JSC Goles, G. G. NGL 38-003-024 2789
12 UNIV OF PITTSBURGH Fordyce, J. S. LERC Liu, C. C. NAS 3-17658 2854
12 UNIV OF PITTSBURGH Baker, C. E. LERC Kaufman, F. NGR 39-011-161 2869
12- .UNIV OF PITTSBURGH Fordyce, J. S. LERC Liu, C. C. NSG 3002 2872
12 UNIV OF PITTSBURGH O'Donnell, P. M. LERC Liv, C. C. NSG 3010 2873
12 UNIV OF PITTSBURGH Mitz, M. A. HQ-SL Donahue, T. M. NGR 39-011-134 2863
12 UNIV OF SO CAROLINA Young, R. S. HQ-SL Rohlfing, D. L. NGR 41-002-034 2892
12 UNIV SO MISSISSIPPI Johnston, N. J. LARC Thames,-S. F. NGR 25-005-005 2354
12 UNIV OF UTAH Kourtides, D. A. ARC Einhorn, I. N. NAS 2-8244 3132
12 UNIV OF UTAH Krupnick, A. C. MSFC Andrade, J. D. NAS 8-30253 3136
12 UNIV OF UTAH Wasel, R. A. HQ-RP Baer, A. D. NGL 45-003-019 3140
12 UNIV OF VERMONT Young, R. S. HQ-SL Thanassi, J. W. NSG 7021 3155
12 UNIV WISC-MADISON Harris, J. W. JSC Haskin, L. A. NGL 50-002-148 3339
12 UNIV WISC-MADISON Redding, E. R. HQ-PY Bock, R. M. NGL 50-002-001 3333
12 VIRGINIA COMNWLTH U Bell, V. L. LARC Stump, B. L. NGR 47-002-041 3237
12 VIRGINIA POLY INST Walter, L. S. GSFC Gibbs, G. V. NGR 47-004-093 3253
12 VIRGINIA POLY INST Johnston, N. J. LARC Wolfe, J. F. NSG 1064 3271
12 VIRGINIA POLY INST Young, P. R. LARC Mason, J. G. NSG 1085 3273
12 WASHINGTON ST UNIV Kirkpatrick, J. P. ARC Saaski, E. W. NSG 2015 3308
12 WORCESTER POLY INST Quattrone, P. D. ARC Weiss, A. H. NGR 22-017-024 2234
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ALABAMA A & M  U N l V  
ALABAMA A B M  U N l V  
ALABAMA A&M U N l V  





K u r u ,  K. L. 
Pohly, J. G. 
Pohly, J. G. 
Lundholm, J. G ,  
Jex. D. W. 
Zwiener, J. M. 
Jones, B. P. 
Baggess. N. W. 
Caruso. A. J. 
Hall. C. F. 
Dyal, P. 
Coatca, R. J. 
Walker. G. H. 
Harris. J. W. 
Davis. M. A. 
Harris, J. W. 
Harris, J. W. 
~ a r r i s .  J. W. 
Lansing. D: L; 
Wasel. R., A. 
Shulman. A. R. 
Walker. G: H. 
McAvoy, N. 
Fichtel, C. E. 
Dcisskr, R. G .  
Kavanagh, L. D 
Pohly. J. G. 
Nsaly, J. E. 
Byrns, 2. H. 
Putrc, H. 
Thom. K .  
Barile, S. , ' 
Wilson. J. W. 
Martin, D .  J. 
Breckenridge. R 
Harris, J. W. 
Brown, G. V. 
Harris, J. W. 
Harris, J. W., 
Conrath, B. J. 
Harris, J. W. 
Solfen, G. A. 
Carlwn. H. W: 
Brown. G. V.. 
Fellows, R. F. 
Pohly, J .  G. 
Pohly, J. G. 
Hairis, J. W. 
Harris, 1. W. 
Moore, W. W. 
Parnell, T.  A,. 
Trajmar. S. 
Hardin. J. C. 
Huff, R. GI 
Smith, 0. E. 
Kerr, J. H. 
Thom. K .  ' 
GSFC Lamb. W. E.. Jr 
MSFC Lee. C. T. 
N G L  07-001-035 
NSG 801 1 
HQ-PY George, M .  C. 
HQ-PY Lee. C. T. 
NGR 01-001-017 
NGR 01601-020 
HQRR Jacobson. D. L. 
MSFC - M ~ N u l l .  R. C. 
MSFC ' McNua. R. C. 









BOSION L \IVF.RSITY 
BOWlE STI \ lF  COLLtGF 
HQ-SG Hegyi. D. J. 
GSFC Bhatia. M. S. 
BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIV  ARC Jones, D.  E. 
ARC Jones, D. E. 
GSFC Heller. G. S. 
LARC Loferski, J. J. 
JSC Crawford, M. L. 
GSFC Stone. D. C. 
JSC Epstein. S. 
JSC Albee, A. L. 
JSC Tombrello, T. A. 
LARC Liepmann, H. W 
HQ-RP Knauss, W. G. 
GSFC Lee, S. R. 
L A R C  Milnes, A. G. 
GSFC Pao. Y. H. 
BRIGHAM YOUhCi UNIV 
BROWN LNIVtRSITY N G L  40a02-042 
NGR 40-002493 BROWN UNIVERSITY 
BRYN MAWR COLLEGE 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 
C A U F  INST OF TECH 
NSG 9005 
NAS 5-11066 
N G L  05-002-190 
N G L  05-002-338 
NGR 05-002-333 
NGR 05-002-220 










N G L  33-013-029 
N G L  33-013-034 





CALIF INST O F  TECH - 
CALIF INST O r  TECH 
C A L l t  INST Of 1 t C H  
CAL IF  INST OF TECH 
~ ~ 
CARNEGIE-MFLLON L'NIV 
CARNEGIE-MELLON UN lV  
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CATHOL.IC UNIVLRSITY 
CATHOLIC UKIVERSITY 
GSFC Crannell, H. 
LERC Ling. S. C. 
.. Jr. HO-SG Whann. Y. C. CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY 
CENTRAL ST UYIV-OHIO 
C H t S A P E \ K t  COI .LL( i t  
ClTY COI .L tG t  O f  I\ Y 
-. 
HQ-PY HarWer, E. A. 
LARC Paul, F. W. 
JSC Piersan, W. J. 
LERC Pleffer, R. 
HQ-NS Tchcn. C. M. . 
LERC Casper. K. 
LARC Rcmler,, E. A. 
LARC Von Baeyer, H. C. 
. A. LARC Chen. A. B. 
JSC Lindsay. W. A. 
C lTY  COLLEGE O F  N Y 
ClTY COLLEGE O F  N Y 
CLEVELAND STATE U N l V  
COLLEGE O F  W M  & M A R Y  
COLLkGt  OF WM & MARY 
COLLtGE O F  WM & M A R Y  
COI.ORADO STATF U \ I V  
COLLMBI4  UNIVFRSITY 




CORNtLL  L h lVCRSl rY 
CORNELL L NlVtRSlTY 
C 0 R h t l . L  LNIVERSI I Y  
LERC ~ t te rs , .~ .  D. 
JSC Horai, K .  
JSC Horn,. K .  
GSFC Gierasch, P. J. 
JSC Gold, T. 




LARC ~eibass. A. R. 
LERC Ashcroft, N. W. 
H Q S L  Brice, N. M .  
HQPY Helmy, E. M. 
HQ-PY Helmy, E. M. 
JSC Cocks, F. H. 
JSC  dams. 1. B. 
MSFC Silberman, E. 
MSFC ~ i c k e n s ,  R. E. 
JPL Jones, H. W. 
LARC Tam, C. K. 
LERC Strahle. W. C. 
MSFC Juslus, C. G. 
MSFC Callsn, W. R. 
HQ-RR Williams. R. 
DELAWARE STATE COL 





FLORIDA A&M U N l V  
FLORIDA STATE U N l V  
GEORGIA INST OF TECH 
GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 
GEORGIA INST OF TECH 
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Krocs. R. L. 
Pahly, J. G. 
Pohly, J. G. 
Kavanagh. L. D., Jr. 
Singh, J. J. 
Pohly. J. G. 
Platkin. H. H. 
Buckley, D. H. 
Potter, A. E. 
Okeefe. J. A. 
Mcnlall. J. E. 
MSFC Mufly, A. N. 
H Q P Y  Terrell. J. 
H Q P Y  Cross; M. A. 
HQ-SG Curnrnings. W. D. 
LARC Han. K. S. 
HQ-PY Hunter. C. E. 
GSFC Bloernbergsn, N. 
LERC Wheeler. D. R. 
JSC Modisetk. J. L. 
GSFC Thor~e, A. N. 
GSFC Thorpc. A. N. 
GSFC Tsang, 7. 
MSFC Ukanwa. A. 0. 
HQ-RR Weinstein, H. 
LARC Hayes, J. M. 
JSC Fastie. W. G. 
JSC Henry. R: C. 
HQ-SG Boarom, C. 
HQSL Krimigis. S. M: 
LERC Johnson, D. L. 
JSC War,  C. 8. 
MSFC Farmer, R. C. 
GSFC Bridge. H. S. 
GSFC Javan. A. 
JSC Simmons. G. 
LERC Gatos, H. C. 
MSFC Shapiro, I. I. 
MSFC Gatos. H. C. 
MSFC Gatos, H. C. 
HQ-MT Chapman. P. K. 
H P S G  Bridge. H. S. 
H P S G  Clark. G. W. 
HQ-SG Bridge, H. S. 
LARC Unavailable 
LARC Foss. J. F. 
MSFC Spight, C. 
HQ-PY Spight, C. 
HQ-RR Hassan. H. A. 
HQ-NS Bennett. W. H. 
LERC Waber, J. T. 
LERC Waber, J. T. 
LARC Cox, J. L. 
LARC Pittman, M. A. 
LARC Ake. R. L. 
LARC Chu, W. P. 
LARC Cox, 1. L. 
LARC Khandelwal. G. S. 
LARC Chu, W. P. 
LARC Harries, W. L. 
JSC Schmitl, R. A. 
MSFC 'C1.R. B. 
JSC Muan, A. 
HQ-SG Ross, W. J .  
HQ-SG Nisbel, J. S. 
HQ-SG Hale. I.. C. 
HQ-SG Gross, S. H. 
HQ-SL Gross, S. H. 
MSFC Gurcvitch, M. 
NGR 19-01 1-016 
NGR 19-011609 
NGR 19-011-014 






NGL WOI 1-006 
NGR 05-011604 





NSG 9 m  
NSG 7055 
NGR 21-001-097 
NGR 3 W - 0 2 7  
NGR 39-007-w 
NAS 8-30380 
NAS 5-1 1062 
NGR 22-009-741 






Yin, L. I. 
SEhafer. C. F. 
ILL INST OF  TECH lltlhorn. K. 
Diaz, A. V. 
Hardee, S. N. 
Harris, J. W. 
Kavanagh, L. D.. J r  
Mi& M. A. 
Brown. G. V. 
Harris J. W. 
Wilson. H. B. 
Davis. M. A. 
Plotkin, H. H. 
Harris, J.  W. 
Weinberg, I. 
Hale. D. P. 
Davidson. M. C. 
Dalins, I. 
Hall. H. 
OPP, A. G .  
Roman, N. G. 
Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. 
Unavailable 
Hardin. J. C. 
Shriver. E. L. 
Pohly, J. G. 
Thorn, K. 
Thom, K. 
Lad, R. A. 
Barnbakidis, G. 
Outlaw, R. A. 
Outlaw, R. A. 
Phillips, D. H. 
McCormick, M. P. 
Outlaw, R. A. 
Wilson, J. W. 
McCormick, M. P. 
Hohl, F. 
Harris, J. W. 
Bannister, T. C. 
Harris, I. W: 
Schmcrling, E. R. 
Schmcrling, E. R. 
Kavanagh, L. D.. Jr. 
Kavanagh, L. D.. Jr. 
Fellows, R. F. 
Gary, A. 
- - ~- ~~ 
INDIANA U.BLOOMINGTN 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNlV 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNlV 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNlV 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV 
KENT STATE UNlY - ~ 
LEHIGH UNIVERSITY 
LA STATE U-BAT ROUGE 
MASS INST OF  TECH 
MASS INST Ot TECH 
MASS INST OF 'TECH 
MASS INST OF  T6CH 
NGR 22-009-540 
NSG 3017 














- -  - 
MASS INST OF  TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF  TECH 
MASS INST OF  TECH 
MASS INST OF  TECH 
MASS INST OF  TECH 
MICHIGAN STAT, LNlV 
MICHIGAN STATF. UNlV 
M0KI:HOUSL COLLEGE 
MOREHOIJSC C.OI.LEGL- 
NO CAROI.INA STATF. U 
NO CAKOLINA STATE U 
NORlHHESILKN UNlV 
NORTHWFST1,RN I.NIV 
O I D  DOMlNlOh UNlV 
~ .- ~ ~ 
NGR 14Mn-131 
NGR 47d03-WO 
OLD DOMINION UNIV NGR 47-003-M3 ~- - 
OLI) DOMINION IJNlV 
0 1  D 1)OMINION IJNIV 
NGR 47-W34!48 
NGR 47603669 
OLD DOMINION UNIV NGK 47d03-077 
OLD DOMINION UNlV 
OLl) DOMINION OhlV 
NGR 47-003678 
NGR 47-W3-@8 




OREGON STATE UNlV 
PAINE COLLEGE 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 
PFNhSYI.VAh14 STATF IJ 
PtNNSYLVANlA STATL U 
NGL 3 9 6 0 9 a ) ~  
NGL 39-009-003 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 
POLY INST OF  NY 
POLY INST OF  NY 
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Soifen. G. A. 
Hunter. W. W., Jr. 
Thorn. K. 
Harrison. H. H. 
Slricklana, A. T. 
&=Ron, J. D. 
Harris, J. W. 
Harris, J. W. 
Harris, J. W. 
Ycager, P. R. 
Davidron, M .  C. 
Taylor. H. A,. Jr. 
Eichelrnan. W. F: 
Hudson, R. D. 
Hudson, R: D. 
Outlaw. R. A. 
tad. R. A. 
Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. 
Kavanagh. L. D.. Jr. 
.Dubin, M .  
Pbhly. J. G. 
Unavailable 
Pohly, J. G. 
Pohly, J. G. 
Hall. C. F.' 
Hickey, D. H. 
Hickey. D. H. 
Stone, R. G. 
Harris. J. W. 
Sufien, G. A. 
Patter, R. A. 
Unavailable 
Thorn. K .  
Wcinbcrg. I. 
Kavanagh. L. D., Jr. 
Kavanagh. L. D.. Jr. 
Weldan. J. M.  
Allen, R. E. 
Mangus. J. D. 
Harris. J. W. 
Soflen, G. A. 
Weldon. J. M. 
Harrison, H.  H. 
.Dalins, I. 
Carter. C. H. 
Cassidy, J. F: 
Ha~desty, C: A. 
Nawakowski.M. F.  
Weinberg. I. 
Bnnniskr, T. C. 
McAvoy. N. 
Parnell, T. A. 
Jones. B. P. 
Lacy, L. L. 
Hagyard. M. J. 
Hadges, B. 
Dechcr, R 
Smith. R. E. 
LARC Hargraves. R. B. 
LARC Miles, R. B. 
HQRR Lapon. J. P. 
HQNS Kelly. A. J. 
HQSM Dicis; R. H. 
JSC Landgrebe. D. A. 
JSC Taylor, L. A. 
JSC Meyer. H. 0. 
,JSC Schreibcr.'E. 
LARC Scliwan, H. J. 
MSFC Wiedemeier. H. T. 
GSFC Cloulier. P. A. 
JSC Fmrnan, J. W. 
JSC Stebbings, R. F. 
JSC Walters. G. K. 
LARC Stebbings. R. F. 
LERC Rorschach. H. E. 
HQSG Stebbings, R. F. , 
HQSG Dcssler, A. J. 
HQSG Carroll. B. 
HQPY Payns, J. E. 
MSFC UnavailaMc 
HQ-PY Johnson, J. A. 
HQP Scott. R. L. 
ARC Von Eshlcman, V. R. 
ARC . Karamcheti, K. 
ARC Karamcheti, K .  
CSFC Peterson, A. M.  
JSC Nur. A. 
LARC Licvinthal, E. C. 
MSFC Fairbanks, W. M. 
HQRL Kararncheti, K. 
HQRR Panlcll, R. H. 
HQ-RW Litlle, W. A. 
HQSG Helliwcll, R. A. 
HQSG Crawford. F. W. 
HQSG Slurrock, P. A. 
MSFC Bigalzi, P. E. 
GSFC Stroke. G. W. 
JSC Papike, J. J. 
LARC Owens, T. 
H P S G  Stroke. G. W. 
HQNS Msissner, H. 
MSFC Bnechsr, J. 
HQPY Morrison, R. A. 
LERC Busby, M .  R. 
LARC McLennan. W. D. 
MSFC Porter. W. A. 
HQ-RW Herman", A. M.  
MSFC Reams, F. M. 
GSFC Gslantowicz, A. 
MSFC Gregory, J. C. 
MSFC Horner, J. M. ' , 
MSFC Otto. G. H. 
MSFC WU. S. T. 
MSFC Polgr. R. J. 
MSFC Hcndrickr, J. B. 





N G R  31-001-202 














N G L  07-009ML1 
NAS 8-26146 
NAS 5-23338 




N G L  44-036-001 
N G L  46006612 
NGR 44-006-137 
RICE UNIVERSITY 
R l C t  UNIVERSITY 
R l C t  UNIVERSITY 
RlCE UNlVFRSlTY 
RlCE UNIVERSITY 
R l C t  UNIVERSITY 
RlCE UNlVERSlTY 
RUTGERS UNIY-NEWARK 
SO CAROLINA ST COL 










N G  R 05-02M33 
NAS 1.9682 
NGR 05-020019 
SO UNIV-BATON ROCGE 
SO LNIV-BATON ROUGE 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY 
STANFORD L NIVCRSITY 
SIANFORD I ' N I V t R S I I Y  
STANFORD UNIVERSITY 
STANFORD UNIVkKSITY 
S I A S t O H V  UNIV1:KSIIY 
STANFORI) LINIVEKSITY 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY NGL 05-02@275 
NSG -7042 
N G L  05-02S242 
S T A h I O K D  UNIVLKSITY 
STAS1 OH0 IJNIVI-RSITY 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY N G L  0 5 - O M  
STANFORD UN lV tRS lTY  
STAh1.ORU LNlVkKSITY 
N G L  05-02@176 
N G L  05-020272 
STATE U N l V  NY-BUFFAL 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
'STATE U NY.STONY BRK 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 




N G L  3S015-130 
NAS 1-10493 
NGR 33-015-068 
N G L  31-003-020 
NGR 01-CO7-009 
TALLAVCGA COLLLGE 
T t N h L S S t t  Slr \Tt .  I.F;I\' 
'TtKKkSSkI. TECH I. 
rEXAF ,\&M UNIVFRSITY 













NAS X-293 16 
NAS 8-29501 
TUSKEGEE INSTITUTE 
U N I O N  COLLEGF 
U N l V  ALA-HUNTSVILLt  
U N l V  ALA-HUNTSVILLE 
U N l V  ALA-HUNTSVILLE 
U N l V  ALA-HUNTSVILLE 
U N l V  ALA-HUNTSVILLE 
U N l V  ALA-HUNTSVILLE 
U N l V  ALA-HUNTSVILLE 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM
APPENDIX B CROSS INDEX BY FIELD OF SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
TECH GRANT/
FIELD TECHNICAL OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL CONTRACT ACC
CODE INSTITUTION OFFICER LOC INVESTIGATOR NUMBER NO.
13 UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE Swenson, G. R. MSFC Wu, S. T. NAS 8-29543 1051
13 UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE Davidson, M. C. MSFC Walter, H. U. NAS 8-29650 1052
13 UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE Urban, E. W. MSFC Otto, G. H. NAS 8-30244 1054
13 UNIV ALA-TUSCALOOSA Bannister, T. C. MSFC Miyagawa, I. NAS 8-28098 1067
13 UNIV ALA-TUSCALOOSA Schafer, C. F. MSFC De Smet, D. J. NAS 8-29494 1069
13 UNIV ALA-TUSCALOOSA Eby, P. B. MSFC Coulter, C. A. NAS 8-29900 1070
13 UNIV ALA-TUSCALOOSA Moore, W. W. MSFC Liu, H. K. NAS 8-30479 1073
13 UNIV ALASKA-FAIRBNKS Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. HQ-SG Akasofu, S. I. NGR 02-001-001 1085
13 UNIV ALASKA-FAIRBNKS Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. HQ-SG Davis,:T. N. NGR 02-001-087 1086
13 UNIV ALASKA-FAIRBNKS Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. HQ-SG Akasofu, S. I. NSG 7051 1090
13 UNIV OF ARIZONA Hall, C. F. ARC Sonett, C. P. NAS 2-7839 1098
13 UNIV OF ARIZONA Meese, K. J. GSFC L'Heureux, J. J. NAS 5-11444 1100
13 UNIV OF ARIZONA Wyman, C. L. MSFC Shack, R. V. NAS 8-27863 1110
13 UNIV OF ARIZONA Moore, W. W. MSFC Jacobs, S. F. NAS 8-28661 1111
13 UNIV ARKANSAS-FAYETV Ragent, B. ARC Testerman, M. K. NGL 04-001-007 1156
13 U ARKANSAS-MONTICELO Hardee, S. N. JSC Delton, R. A. NAS 9-13196 1158
13 UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY Billman, K. W. ARC Gustafson, T. K. NGR 05-003-559 1367
13 UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY Madden, J. J. GSFC Anderson, R. A. NAS 5-11038 1319
13 UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY Davis, M. A. GSFC Anderson, K. A. NAS 5-20079 .1320
13 UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY Davis, M. A. GSFC Mozer, F. S. NAS 5-20080 1321
13 UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY Lafferty, P. E. JSC Anderson, K. A. NAS 9-10509 1327
13 UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY Harris, J. W. JSC Reynolds, J. H. NGL 05-003-409 1339
13 UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY Harris, J. W. JSC Burlingame, A. L. NGR 05-003-435 1349
13 UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY Ondrak, B. T. MSFC Price, P.B. NAS 8-29603 1324
13 UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. HQ-SG Anderson, K. A. NGL 05-003-017 1333
13 UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. HQ-SG Anderson, K. A. NGR 05-003-239 1342
13 UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. HQ-SG Mozer, F. S. NGR 05-003-480 1360
13 UNIV CALIF-DAVIS Unavailable ARC Unavailable NAS 2-7513 1378
13 UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES Dyal, P. ARC Schubert, G. NAS 2-6791 1389
13 UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES Hall, C. F. ARC Coleman, P. J., Jr. NAS 2-7251 1390
13 UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES Davis, M. A. GSFC Russell, C. T. NAS 5-20064 1395
13 UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES Hardee, S. N. JSC Kaula, W. M. NAS 9-12757 1403
13 UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES Harris, J. W. JSC Wetherill, G. W. NGL 05-007-287 1412
13 UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES Harris, J. W. JSC Warren, N. NGL 05-007-330 1413
13 UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES Harris, J. W. JSC Kaplan, I. R. NGR 05-007-289 1421
13 UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES Keating, G. M. LARC Knuth, E. L. NGR 05-007-416 1433
13 UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. HQ-SG Coleman, P. J., Jr. NGL 05-007-004 1406
13 UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. HQ-SG Kennel, C. F. NGL 05-007-190 1410
13 UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. HQ-SG Holzer, R. E. NGR 05-007-276 1419
13 UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES Berks, F. W. HQ-SG Russell, C. T. NSG 7008 1440
13 UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES Mitz, M. A. HQ-SL Coleman, P. J., Jr. NGR 05-007-327 1424
13 UNIV CALIF-RIVERSIDE Temkin, A. GSFC Poe, R. T. NGL 05-008-005 1443
13 UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO Wales, R. O. GSFC Mcllwain, C. E. NAS 5-21055 1449
13 UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO . Carrion, W. J. GSFC Helstom, C. W. NGL 05-009-079 1458
13 UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO Shulman, A. R. GSFC Lee, S. H. NGR 05-009-260 1484
13 UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO Harris, J. W. JSC Arrhenius. G. O. NGL 05-009-154 1463
13 UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO Opp, A. G. HQ-SG Peterson, L. E. NGL 05-005-003 1452
13 UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. HQ-SG Mcliwain, C. E. NGL 05-005-007 1454
13 UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO Schmerling, E. R. HQ-SG Fejer. J. A. NGR 05-009-076 1468
13 UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. HQ-SG Axford, W. I. NGR 05-009-081 1469
13 UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO Weldon. J. M. HQ-SG Penner, S. S. NGR 05-009-226 1479
13 UNIV OF CHICAGO Meese, K. J. GSFC Meyer, P. NAS 5-9096 1805
13 UNIV OF CHICAGO Meese. K. J. GSFC Simpson, J. A. NAS 5-9366 1806
13 UNIV OF CHICAGO Ferer, B. H. GSFC Simpson. J. A. NAS 5-11037 1807
13 UNIV OF CHICAGO Davis, M. A. GSFC Simpson. J. A. NAS 5-11067 1808
13 UNIV OF CHICAGO Harris. J. W. JSC Anders, E. NGL 14-001-167 1818
13 UNIV OF CHICAGO Harris, J. W. JSC Smith, J. V. NGL 14-001-171 1820
13 UNIV OF CHICAGO Dwornik, S. E. HQ-SL Turkevich. A. L. NGR 14-001-250 1833
202
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UNIV OF  DELAWARE 
UNlV OF  DENVER 
UKIV O F  1)ENVtK 
UNlV OF DtNVLR 
I 'h lV OF  D1:YVkR 
UNlV OF DENVER - -  ~ 
UNlV OF  FLORIDA 
UNlV OF  HOUSTON 
UNlV OF  HOUSTON 
UNlV OF  HOUSTON 
UNlV ILLINOIS-URBANA 
UNlV ILLINOIS-URBANA 
UNlV OF  IOWA 
UNlV OF  IOWA 
UNlV OF  IOWA 
UNlV OF  IOWA 
UNlV OF IOWA 
UNlV OF  IOWA 
UNlV OF IOWA 
UNIV OF  IOWA 
UNlV OF IOWA 
UNIV OF IOWA 
UNlV OF IOWA 
~~~ ~~ 
LhlV OF KENTUCKY 
UNlV OF KENTUCKY 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
LKlV MARVLAND-COL PK 
UNlV MARYLANDXOL PK 
LiilV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV MARYLAhD-COL PK 
UUlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV MARVLAND-COL PK 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UUlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
LNlV MARVLAYD-COL PK 
UNlV OF  MASS-AMHERST 
USIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
LNlV MICH.ANN ARBOR 
USlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
CiiIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
LNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
U MINN-MNPLSST PAUL 
U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL 
U MlNN-MNPLSST PAUL 
U MINN-MNPLSST PAUL 
U MINN-MNPLSST PAUL 
U MINN.MNPLEST PAUL 
I1 MI1..K.MNPLEST PALL 
U MINN-MNPLSST PAUL 
TECHNICAL 
OFFICER 
Brawn, G. V. 
Harris, J. W. 
Hutchby. J. A. 
Kavanagh. L. D.. Jr. 
Calahan, H. D. 
Harris. J. W. 
Bocse, R. W. 
.Habbs. R. W. 
Kavanagh. L. D.. Jr. 
Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. 
Calahan. H. D. 
Thorn, K. 
Golden, R. 1. 
While, D. 
Saffen, G. A. 
Dunning. J. W., Jr. 
Siewert, R. D. 
Hall, C. F. 
Davis, M. A. 
Limberis. 8. R. 
Longanecker, G. W. 
Eaker, H. 1. 
Davis. M. A. 
Davis, M. 
Coffee. C. W., Jr. 
Coffee. C. W.,Jr. 
Kavanagh. L. D., Jr. 
Schmerlin~ E. R. 
Harris, J .  W. 
Haggard. 1. B. 
Davis. M. A. 
Davis, M. A. 
Ogilvie. K. W. 
Teegarden, B. I. 
Rosenbaum. B. 
Buiton. J. L. 
Patch, R. W. 
Simonsau, R. J. 
Stephens. J. R. 
Hose, F. E .  
Redfield. M. 
Gessow, A. 
Strickland, A. T. 
Harris, I. W. 
Spencer, N. W. 
Madden, J. 1. 
Trainor, J. H. 
Devries, L. L. 
Kavanagh, L. D ,  Jr. 
Kavanagh. 1. D., Jr. 
Stall, W. 0. 
Whitc, C. E. 
Davis, M. A. 
Harris, J.  W. 
Harris, J .  W. 
Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. 
~a'vanagh, L. D., lr .  
Kavanagh, 1. D.. Jr. 
TECH 
OFF FIRST PRINCIPAI. 
W C  INVESTIGATOR 
LERC Joiner. W. C. 
JSC Larsan. E. E. 
LARC Chcrnaw. F. 
HQ-SG Speiser. T. W. 
HQ-SG Speiser. T. W. 
JSC Glass. 8. P. 
ARC Murcray, D. G. 
GSFC Edrich. J. 
HQ-SG Patcl, V, L. 
HQ-SG Roederer. J. G. 
HQ-SG Patel. V. L. 
HQ-RR Schneider. R. T. 
JSC Goodman, C. 
JSC Hildcbrandt. A. F. 
LARC Oro, J. 
LERC Vcrdeyen. J. T. 
LERC . Strehlow, R. A. 
ARC Van Allen, 1. A. 
GSFC Frank. L. A. 
GSFC Frank, L. A. 
GSFC Gurnett. D. A. 
GSFC Frank, L. A. 
GSFC Gurnett, D. A. 
GSFC Frank, 1. A. 
LARC Van Allen, J. A. 
LARC Van Allen. J. A. 
HQ-SG Van Allcn, J. A. 
HQSG Montgomery. D. C. 
JSC Ehman", W. D. 
LERC Licnhard, J.  H. 
GSFC Gloeckler, G. 
GSFC Gloeckler, G. 
GSFC Roscnberg, T. J. 
GSFC Gloeeklcr. G. 
GSFC Richard, J. P. 
GSFC Curhe, D. G. 
LERC Miller. M. H. 
LERC , Sengcrs. J. V. 
LERC Arwnault, R. J. 
WFC Alley, C. 0. , . 
HQMT Alley. C. 0. 
HQ-RA Melnik. W. L. 
HQ-SM Currie, D. G. 
JSC Haggcny, S. E. 
GSFC Carignan, G. R. 
GSFC Haddock, F. T. 
GSFC MacNa. A. B. 
MSFC Cicnone, R. J. 
HQ-SG Samir. U. 
H Q X ;  Sharp. W. E. 
GSFC Epney, 0. 
GSFC Kcllogg. P. J. 
GSFC Kellogg, P. I. 
JSC Pepin, R. 0. 
I S C  Murthy, V. R. 
HQSG Winckler, J. R. 
HQ-X; Wincklcr, I. R. 




NGR 3MX)e054 2748 
NGR d6-003-181 1567 
NGR 06-003-205 1570 
NGR 06-003-092 1562 
NGR 06-003-215 1572 
NGR 08-001-029 1624 
NAS 2-8200 1581 
NAS 5-23190 1582 
NGR 06-004-058 1586 
NGR 06-004-OM) 1587 
NGR 06-004-123 1588 
NGL 1&005-(189 1697 
NGL 44-005641 3035 
NGR 44.005-137 3043 
NAS 1-9685 302 1 
NGR 1&005-200 1852 
NSG 3008 1857 
NAS 2-6553 1904 
NAS 5-11039 1905 
NAS 5-11064 1906 
NAS 5.11167 1908 
NAS 5-11265 1909 
NAS 5-M093 1912 
NAS 5-20094 1913 
NAS 1-11257 1902 
NAS 1-13129 1903 
NGL 16001-002 1917 
NGL IbWI-M3 1918 
NGR 18-001.058 1948 
NGR 18-001-083 1950 
NAS5-11063 2012 
NAS 5-2€Q62 2013 
NGR 21-002-291 2033 
NGR 21-002-316 2037 
NGR 21-002-412 2052 
NGR 21-002-444 2056 
NGL 21-002-167 2019 
NGR 21-002-344 2039 
NSG 3001 1 2062 
NGR 21-002-435 2055 
NGR 21-002-285 2032 
NGR 21-002-303 2036 
NGR 21-002-267 2030 
NGL 22-010089 2227 
NAS 5-11073 2246 
NAS 5-11 174 2248 
NAS 5-23267 2257 
NAS 8-28294 2260 
NGR 23.005-320 2270 
NGR 23-005-360 2271 
NAS 5-3838 2304 
NAS5-11310 2306 
NAS 5-23273 2309 
NGL 2&005-225 2315 
NGR 24-005-223 2321 
NGL 24-005- 2312 
NGR 24-005-Ill 2319 
NGR 24-005-253 2323 
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OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL 








HQ-SG Winckler, J. R. 
HQ-SG Arnoldy. R. L. 
HQ-SG Roclof, E. C. 
GSFC Regener, V. H .  
HQSG Ahluwalia, H. S. 
MSFC Childs, C. B. 
ARC Crasemann. B. 
JSC Weill, D. F. 
LARC Shen. 6.  S. 
GSFC Gerjuoy, E. 
JSC Donahue, T M. 
JSC Fuller. M. 
GSFC Baumeister, P. 
ARC &enton, E. ,V. 
JSC Benton, E. V. 
MSFC Bcnton, E. V. 
LERC Weber. F. N..Jr. 
ARC Judge, D. L. 
ARC Intriligator. 0. S. 
JSC ' Unavailable 
MSFC Wilcox. W. R. 
HQ.SG Intriligator, D. S. 
HQ-SG Intriligalor, D. S. 
HQ-SG Bengston, R. D. 
JSC Carter. J. L. 
HQ-SG Hanson, W. B. 
JSC Latham.. G. V. 
HQ-RP Williams, M. 1. 
JSC Junkins, J. L. 
JSC Chose. S. 
LARC Leavy, C. B. 
HQ-RR Hertrberg. A. 
HQ-SG Parks, G. K .  
ARC Unavailable 
GSFC Scherb, F. 
GSFC Dombroski, R. M. 
HQ-SG Scherb, F. 
HQSG Hoffman, D. J. 
HQ-SG Tompkins, D. R., Jr. 
LARC Lee, J. H. 
LARC Nayfeh, A. H. 
L A R C  Inger, G. R. 
LARC Sanrone. G. 
LARC Stranach. C. E. 
JSC Walker. R. M .  
u MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL' 
U N l V  NEW HAMPSHIRE 
U N l V  NEW HAMPSHIRE 
U N l V  O F  NEW MEXICO 
U N I V  O F  NEW MEXICO 
U N l V  N CAR-CHPL HILL 
UNIV OREGON-EUGENE 
UNIV  OREGON-EUGENE 
UNIV  O F  PENNSYLVANIA 
U N l V  O F  PITTSBURGH 
Kavanagh, L. D.. Jr. 
Kavanagh. L. 0.. J r .  
Calahan, H. D. 
Meese, K. J. 
Calahan. H. 0. 
Parnell. T. A. 
Whiting, E. E. 
Harris. 1. W. 
Wilson, J. W. 
Ternkin. A.  
Eichelrnan. W. F. 
Harris, J. W. 
Osantowski, J. F. 
Takrra. S. T. 
Bailey, J. V. 
Parnell, T. A. 
Fordyce, J. S. 
Hall, C. F. 
porter, D. L. 
Unavailable 
Bannister. T. C. 
Kavanagh, L. D., Ir. 
Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. 
Weldon. I. M. 
Harris. J. W. 
Kavanagh, 1. D., Jr. 
Eichelrnan, W. F. 
Warel, R. A. 
Hardee. S. N.  
Harris, J. W. 
Soflen, G. A. 
Thorn. K. 
Calahan, H. D. 
Unavailable 
Davis, M .  A. 
Oberright, J. E. 
Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. 
Hallenbeck, D .  R .  
NSG 7005 
NG R JO-00b054 





NGL 38 -~3 .0~2  
NGR 39-010-114 
N G L  39-011-035 
NAS 9.13803 












U N l V  O F  ROCHESTER 
L'NIV SAX FRANCISCO 
L N l V  SAX FRANCISCO 
L \ l \  SAY F K A ~ C I S C O  
U V l V  OF SO AL4BAMA 
L N I V  O F  SOUTHER\ CAL 
L N I V  OF SOUTHERN C A I  
U N l V  O F  SOUTHERN CAL -~ ~~ 
L'XIV OF SOUTHtRN CAL 
UNIV OF SOUTHERk CAL 
U N l V  O F  SOUTHERN C A L  
L NIV TEXASALSTIN 
UNIV I t X A E D A L L A S  
NGR 44-012-258 
NGR 44-004-116 
U N l V  TEXASDALLAS NGR 44-004-120 
NAS 9-13143 









N G R  5CL002-162 
N G R  51-001-033 
U N l V  TEXASCALVESTON 
U N l V  O F  U T A H  
U N l V  O F  VIRGINIA 
U N l V  O F  WASHINGTON 
L NIV Ok WACHI\CrTO\ 
UNIV  Ok V-ASHINGTON 
U N l V  WISC-MADISON 
U N l V  WISC.MADISON 
L N I V  OF WYOM14G 
U N l V  OF WYOMING Opp, A. G. 
Hohl, F. 
Zorumski, W. E 
VANDERBILT UNIVERSTY 
VIRGINIA POLY LNST 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA STATE COL 
WASHINGTON UNIVERSTY 
Warnom, S. F 
Yeager, P. R. 
Wilson. J. W. 




N G L  26-008465 
NSG 1016 
NAS 8-26084 





N G L  36-003-064 
NSG 3U09 
WASHINGTON UNIVERSTY 
WAYNE STATE U N l V  
WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY 
WICHITA STATE U N l V  
CAL IF  lNST OF TECH 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CLEMSON UNIV-CLEMSON 
COLLEGE VIRGIN ISLND 
COLORADO STATE U N I V  
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 
Kavanagh, 1. D.. Jr .  
Brandharst, H. W., Jr 
Strickland, A. T. 
Rice, E. J. 
Eichelrnan. W. F. 
Rayle. W. D. 
Kohl, F. J. 
Lynch, T. J. 
Harris. J. W. 
Rosirano, S. A. 
Donlcy, J. L. 
HQ-SG Abraharnshrauner, B 
LERC Wang, E. Y. 
HQ-SM Faller. J. E. 
LERC tversrnan, W. 
JSC Burnett, D. S. 
LERC Reshotko, E. 
LERC Mateescu. G .  D. 
GSFC Snelsire, R. 
JSC McCord, T. B. 
ARC Hiatand, M. B. 
GSFC Novick, R. 
NGR 41-001-036 
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INSTITUTION 
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 
D C  TEACHERS COLLEGE 
G t O R G l A  INST OF TECH 
GEORGIA INST OF TECH 
HAMPTON INSTITUTE 
LEHIGH UNIVERSITY 
LONG ISLAND U N l V  
MASS INST O F  TECH 
~~ ~ ~~ 
M\S$ IhST 01 T t C l l  
MASS l h S I  Ut TFCH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
M I C H I G A N  STATE U N l V  
MORGAN STATE COLLEGE 
NEW M E X  ST U-L.AS CR 
h E H  hlLX 5T I .LAS CH 
U t H  YORK INST I L C H  
N O  CAROLINA STATE U 
OH lO  STATE U k l V  
OHlO STATE U N l V  
OH lO  STATE U N l V  
O L D  DOMINION L h I V  
O L D  DOMI[\IO\ L.'NIV 
PENNSYLVAPIIA STATt U 
PRlhCb TON UYIV tRSI  I Y  
P R I N C F l O h  1 h l \ ' tKS ITY  
PLRDl lC L NIVtRSITY 
RENSSELAER POLY-NY 
~ ~- 
RtNSSEL.ALN POI > - N Y  
R F ~ S S E L A ~ H  l'oI.Y.\Y 
SO DAKOTA STATE U N l V  
S O  LUIV-B,\TON HOLCit  
STANFORD IINIVb.KSITY 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY 
TLX,\S A & M  UNIVERSITY 
L [\1V A1.A-HL'KTSVILLI- 
U N l V  O F  ARIZONA 
U N l V  OF ARIZONA 
U N l V  ARKANSASFAYETV 
U N l V  CALIF-BERKELEY 
U N l V  CALIF-L ANGELES 
~ N I V  CALIF-L ANGELES 
U N I V  CALIF.SAN DIEGO 
I l N l V  CALIF-SAN DIEGO -~ ~~ 
U N l V  O F  CHICAGO 
U N l V  O F  CINCINNATI 
U N l V  COLORADO-BOLDR 
U N l V  COLORADO-BOLDR 
U N l V  O F  DENVER 
U N l V  O F  HOUSTON 
U N l V  ILLINOlSURBANA 
U N l V  ILLINOIS-URBANA 
U N l V  ILLINOIS-URBANA 
U N l V  ILLINOIS-URBANA 
U N l V  O F  KANSAS 




Eichelman, W. F.  
Eichelman. W. F. 
Holland, A. C. 
Quattrone, P. D. 
Thomas, J. M .  
Kim, H. H. 
Bond, J. B. 
York, 1. B. 
Ostaff, W. 
Eichelman, W. F. 
Hacker, P. T. 
Adams, W. R. 
Adams, W. R. 
Forbes, C. D. 
Pohly, J. G. 
Van Ess. J. C. 
Bissell. E. E. 
Mangua, 1. D .  
Hohl, F. 
Casscn. P. M. 
Nance, R. L. 
Murphy, J. P. 
Hohl. F. 
Wilson, J. W. 
Schmerling. E. R. 
McHatton, A. D. 
Dunning. J. W., Jr. 
Gordon, F., Jr. 
Wood, G. M .  
Adamr, W. R. 
Adami, W. R. 
Forks, C. D. 
Cuiry, D. M. 
York, L .  8.  
Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. 
Matthews. R. E. 
Adams, W. R. 
Griner. D. 8. 
Kavanagh, L. D.. Jr. 
Poucr, A. E. 
Roman. N. G. 
Adams, W:R. 
Adilms, W. R. 
Donley, J. L. 
Sehmcrling. E. R. 
Redding, E. R. 
Liu, D. C. 
Hutchby, 1. A. 
Hutchby, 1. A. 
Quattrone. P. D. 
Yark, L. 8. 
Slye, R. F. 
Hohl, F. 
Unavailable 
Schmerling, E. R. 
York, L. 8. 
Forbes. C. D. 
TECH 
OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL 
IOC INVESTIGATOR 
GSFC Woltjer, L. 
JSC Langreth, M. G 
JSC Talwani. M. 
WFC Cunls, W. C. 
ARC Om, C. 
MSFC Hanaaud. S. V. 
WFC Trehan, A. K. 
MSFC Vanderhoff, J. W. 
JSC Yort, E. 
GSFC Clark. G .  W. 
JSC Simmons, D. G. 
LERC Senturia, S. D.  
MSFC Gatos, H. C. 
MSFC Gator. H. C. 
JSC Mandcrrheid, L. V. 
H Q P Y  Pmclor. N. K. . 
ARC Cannell, H. L. 
GSFC Lawnnce, 0. H. 
GSFC Stroke, G. W. 
LARC Hassan. H. A. 
ARC Kulacki, F. A. 
JSC Mueller, I. 1. 
HQ-ES Mueller. I. I. 
LARC Harries. W. L. . 
LARC Khandrlwal, G. S. 
HQ-SG Kendsll. B. R. 
LARC Gillham. J. K. 
LERC Glassman, I .  
GSFC Baumgardner, M. F. 
LARC White, F. A. 
MSFC Wiedemeier, H. 
MSFC Wiedemeier, H. 
JSC Myers, V. I. 
JSC Chehl, S. S. 
JSC . Lyon, R. P. 
HQ-SG Croft, T. A.  
JSC Rouse, J. W.. IT. 
MSFC Walter, H. U. 
MSFC Tiflt, W. G. 
HQ-SG Fan. C. Y. 
JSC Waitc, W. P. 
HQ-SG Townes. C. H.  
MSFC Yue, A. S. 
MSFC Yue, A. S. 
GSFC P.4tcrson. L. E. 
HQ-SG Banks. P. M.  
HQ-PY Simpson, J. A. 
LERC Fsddcr, R. C. 
LARC Chernow, F. 
LARC Chcmow, F. 
ARC Ross. L. W. 
JSC Hayre. H. S. 
ARC Ray, R. M. 
LARC Milev. G. H. 
HQ-RR Worlcy, W. J. 
HQ-SCi Bowhill. S. A. 
ISC Yargcr, H. L. 




N G L  33-008-012 2508 
NAS 9-6037 2506 
NAS9-11751 2507 
NGR 09-053-002 1639 
NSG 2004 1756 
NAS 8-30617 1733 
NGR 47-020606 3169 
NAS 8-28654 2808 
NAS 9-13308 2572 
NAS 5-11082 2118 
NAS 9-11540 2134 
NAS 3-17534 2116 
NAS 8-28306 2127 
NAS 8-30576 2133 
NAS 9-13332 2237 
N G T  21-025-006 2010 
NAS 2-6484 2459 
NAS 5-23001 2465 
NGR 33-230001 2574 
NSG 1058 2683 
N G R  3MX18-205 2739 
NAS 9-13093 2727 
N G L  36-008-093 2730 
NSG 1040 32% 
NSC I055 3210 
N G L  39-009-032 2830 
NGR 31-001-272 2441 
NGR 31-001-312 2446 
NAS 5-21785 1873 
NSG 1052 ZM18 
NAS 8-28307 2598 
NAS 8-M518 2599 
NAS 9-13337 2895 
NSG 9001 1978 
NAS 9-13357 1256 
NGR 05-020-407 1278 
NAS 9-13782 3005 
NAS 8-28304 1044 
NAS 8-27804 1109 
NGR 03-002-107 1126 
NAS 9-14251 1155 
N G L  05-003-272 1336 
NAS 8-28310 1398 
NAS 8-30579 1401 
NAS 5.11081 1448 
NGR 05-M)9-256 1482 
NGR 14001-224 1829 
NGR 36004-060 2751 
NSG 1027 1577 
NSG 1037 1578 
NGR 06-M4-125 1589 
NAS 9-13462 3031 
N G R  14-005-202 1853 
NSG 1063 1856 
NGR 14-005-010 1842 
NGR 14-005-181 1847 
N A S  9-13271 1925 
NAS 9-13273 1926 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
APPENDIX B CROSS INDEX BY FIELD O F  SCIENCE AND E 
FIELD 
CODE INSTITUTION 
UNlV OF  KANSAS 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV MD-EASTRN SHORE 
UNlV OF SOUTHERN CAL 
UNlV TEXASDALLAS 
UNlV TEXASDALLAS 
UNlV OF UTAH 
UNlV WISC-MADISON 
VANDERBILT UNlVERSTY 
APPALACHIAN STATE U 
AUBURN UNIV-AUBURN 
BOWlE STATE COLLEGE 
ilOHlE 5 T A l t  COLi I G t  
BOH.lt ST \T t  COLI FCII 
C A L  S I A T L  ~ . ~ L J L L C R T N  
COPPIN STATE COLLEGE 
FEDERAL CITY COLLEGE 
GEORGIA lNST OF TECH 
GFORCilh INST O t  TECH 
HAkVhRIl UNIVERSITY 
10W4 STATt L NlV 
MAROUETTE UNIVERSITY 
NORFOLK SIATF COL 
NO CAROLINA SIATk L 
NO CAROLINA STATE U 
OAKLAND L\I\LRSITY 
RlCt LSIVFRSITY 
SOU'IHCR\ METHOIIIST L' 
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
UNlV COLORADO-BOLDR 
UNlV OF GEORGIA 
UNlV OF  HOUSTON 
UNlV OF HOUSTON 
UUlV ILLI\OIS.URBA\A 
UUlV ILI I\IOIELRBA\A 
UNlV ILLINOIS-URBANA 
UNlV HAKYLAUD-COI. PK 
UNlV MARYLAVU-COI PK 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 






UNlV OF  UTAH 
UNlV OF VERMONT 
UNlV WISC-MADISON 
UTAH STATE UNlV 
TECHNICAL 
OFFICER 
York. L. 8. 
Smith, D. E. 
Eichelman, W. F. 
Caler, W. D. 
Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. 
Filzmaurice, M. W. 
Adams, W. R. 
Eichelman, W. F. 
Dubin. M. 
Williams. T. S., Jr. 
Donley, J. L. 
Nichols, R.  L. 
Falls. L. W. 
Cumrnings. R. E. 
Mundy, J. R. 
Pohly, J.  G. 
Pohly, J. G. 
Vclcz. C. E. 
Bracken, P. A. 
Fuchs, A. J. 
Leybold, H. A. 
Huggins, C. T. 
Rownfeld. S. A. 
Rakich, J. V. 
Hinton, D. E. 
Shodsmith. J.  N. 
Armstrong, E. S. 
Turner, R. E. 
D~agg, J. L. 
Baker, K. 
Wilson, R. H.. Jr. 
Pease, P. 8. 
Damon, E. P. 
Pitts, D. E. 
Hirschberg, M. H. 
Falls, L. W. 
MacDonald. R. 8. 
Redding. E, R. 
Unavailable 
Hart, J. P. 
Schneck. P. B. 
Grunby, E. I. 
Pantiour, C. E. 
Thom, K. 
Bavuso. S. J. 
Dawson, C. T. 
Velez, C. E. 
Schaefer. D. H. 
Fortenberry. W. H. 
Velez. C. E. 
Velez, C. E. 
Harvey, G. A. 
Fehlbcrg, E. 
Baker. K. 
Foreman. R. G. 
Anliker, J .  E. 
Pon1ious. C. E. 
Doolin. 6. F. 
TECH 
OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL 
W C  INVESTIGATOR 
ISC Moore. R. K. 
GSFC Currie, D .  G. 
JSC Wcbcr, J. 
LERC Spain, I. L. 
HQ-SG Wu, C. S. 
GSFC Singh, G. 
MSFC Wilcor, W. R. 
JSC Hoffman, J. H. 
HQ.SG Tinsley, B. A. 
LARC Shorthill, R. W. 
G S F C  Kraushaar, W. L. 
MSFC Kinscr, D. L. 
MSFC Carter. M. C. 
MSFC Vachon, R. I. 
GSFC Kirksey. C.  H. 
HQ-PY Srivaslava. S. 
HQ.PY Scurry, P. J. 
GSFC Pierce, S. 
GSFC Sommerfeldt. D. E. 
GSFC Bakshi. J. 
LARC Hanagud, S. V. 
MSFC Walsh, J. R. 
HQ-RE Book, R. V. 
ARC Tannehill, J. C. 
LARC Nigro, N. J. 
LARC Boseman. M. 
LARC Sagan, H. 
LARC Moore, C. 1. 
JSC Haskell, R. E. 
JSC Lynn, M. S. 
HQ-RW Walsh, J. E. 
GSFC Foster, G .  H. 
GSFC Simmons. D. B. 
JSC Guseman. L. D. 
LERC Essenburg, F. 
MSFC Cohen. A. C. 
JSC ' Decell. H. P.. Jr. 
HQ-PY Huang, C. J. 
ARC Unavailable 
ARC Shcr, M. S. 
GSFC Slotnick, D. 
GSFC Chu, Y. 
HQ-RE Miller, J. 
HQ-RR Tidman, D. A. 
LARC Meyer, J. E. 
JSC Trantcr. W. H. 
GSFC Feagin, T. 
GSFC Bodmheirncr, R. E. 
MSFC Sherman, G. R. 
GSFC Nacozy, P. E. 
GSFC Tapley, B. D. 
LARC Wray. J. D. 
MSFC Bettis. D. G. 
JSC Odell, P. L. 
JSC Folias, E. S. 
ARC Lai. D. C. 
HQ-RE Parmentier, R. D. 
































































APPENDIX B CROSS INDEX BY FIELD OF SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
TECH GRANT/
FIELD TECHNICAL OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL CONTRACT ACC
CODE INSTITUTION OFFICER LOC INVESTIGATOR NUMBER NO.
21 VIRGINIA POLY INST Llewellyn, C. P. LARC Hinkelmann, K. NSGI1071 3272
21 VIRGINIA STATE COL Pohly, J. G. HQ-PY Agrawal, D. M. .NGL 47-014-009 3275
31 ALCORN STATE UNIV Schmid, P. E. GSFC Paul, M. P. NGR 25-012-001 2333
31 BOSTON COLLEGE Haughney, L. C. ARC .Eather, R. H. NGR 22-003-027 2069
31 BROWN UNIVERSITY Soffen, G. A. LARC Mutch, T. A. NAS 1-9680 2874
34-1 CAL STATE U-CHICO Boese, R. W. ARC Regas, J. L. NGL 05-076-001 1218
31 CAL STATE U-S DIEGO Roosen, R. G. GSFC Angione, R. J. NAS 5-23249 1224
31 CAL STATE U-SAN JOSE Gloria, H. R. ARC Miller, A. NAS 2-7616 1227
31 CAL STATE U-SAN JOSE Whitten, R. C. ARC Miller, A. NGR 05-046-020 1231
31 CITY COLLEGE OF N Y Halem, M. - GSFC Spar, J. NGR 33-013-086 2497
31 CLARK COLLEGE' Pollack, J. B. ARC Kiang, C. S. NGR 11-010-001 1718
31 CLEVELAND STATE UNIV Richle, H. G., Jr. LARC Peters, L. K. NSG 1030 2716
31 COLORADO STATE UNIV Wexler, R. GSFC Reiter, E. R. NGR 06-002-098 1539
31 COLORADO STATE UNIV Wexler, R. GSFC Vonder Haar, T. H. NGR 06-002-102 1540
31 COLORADO STATE UNIV Allison, L. J. GSFC Grant, L. 0O. NSG 5011 1552
31 COLORADO STATE UNIV Dragg, J. JSC Smith, J. NAS 9-12972 1535
31 COLORADO STATE UNIV Sweet, G. E. LARC Vonder Haar, T. H. NAS 1-12106 1528
31 COLORADO STATE UNIV Costen, R. C. LARC Sinclair, P. C. NSG 1023 1549
31 CORNELL UNIVERSITY Fellows, R. F. HQ-SL Sagan, C. NGL 33-010-082 2543
31 CORNELL UNIVERSITY Fellows, R. F. HQ-SL Gierasch, P. J.. NGL 33-010-186 2545
31 DARTMOUTH COLLEGE Schmerling, E. R. HQ-SG Laaspere, T. NGR 30-001-041 2396
31 DREXEL UNIVERSITY Sweet, G. E. LARC House, F. B. NAS 1-11871 2806
31 FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY Heath, D. F. GSFC McElaney, J. H. NGR 07-010-002 1595
31 FLORIDA STATE UNIV Soffen, G. A. LARC Hess, S. K. NAS 1-9693 1680
31 GEORGE WASHINGTON U Callis, L. B. LARC Liebowitz, H. NSG 1026 1657
31 GEORGIA INST OF TECH Fellows, R. F. HQ-SL Edwards, H. D. NGL 11-002-004 1738
31 GRAMBLING COLLEGE Pohly, J. G. HQ-PY Gajendar, N. NGR 19-011-013 1958
31 HARVARD UNIVERSITY Poppoff, I. G. ARC McElroy, M. B. NSG 2031 2104
31 HARVARD UNIVERSITY Findlay, J. A. GSFC McElroy, M. B. NAS 5-23199 2081
31 HARVARD UNIVERSITY Theon, J. S. GSFC Lindzen, R. S. NGR 22-007-275 2100
31 HARVARD UNIVERSITY Soffen, G. A. LARC McElroy, M. B. NAS 1-10492 2079
31 HARVARD UNIVERSITY •Fellows, R. F. HQ-SL Goody, R. M. NGL 22-007-228 2087
31 HARVARD UNIVERSITY Fellows, R. F. HQ-SL Goody, R. M. NGR 22-007-242 2093
31 HARVARD UNIVERSITY Fellows, R. F. HQ-SL McElroy, M. B. NGR 22-007-267 2096
31 JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV Findlay, J.' A. GSFC Doering, J. P. NAS 5-11415 1995
31 KANSAS STATE UNIV Fellows, R. F. HQ-SL Williams, D. NGL 17-001-026 1919
31 MASS INST OF TECH Reynolds, R. T. ARC Prinn, R. G. NSG 2010 2210
31 MASS INST OF TECH Unavailable GSFC Unavailable NAS 5-21980 2121
31 MASS INST OF TECH Wilheit, T. T. GSFC Barrett, A. H. NGR 22-009-421 2166
31 MASS INST OF TECH Halem, M. GSFC Charney, J. NGR 22-009-727 2188
.31 MASS INST OF TECH Eichelman, W. F. JSC Press, F. NAS 9-12334 2135
31 MASS INST OF TECH Howell, J. Q. LARC Staelin, D. H.. NAS 1-10693 2111
31 MASS INST OF TECH Roman, N. G. HQ-SG Shapiro, I. I. NGR 22-009-366 2164
31 MASS INST OF TECH Fellows, R. F. HQ-SL Lewis, J. S. NGL 22-009-521 2153
31 MASS INST OF TECH Fellows, R. F. HQ-SL Pettengill, G. H. NGR 22-009-693 2182
31 MASS INST OF TECH Fellows, R. F. HQ-SL Shapiro, I. I. NGR 22-009-694 2183
31 MASS INST OF TECH Fellows, R. F. HQ-SL Shapiro, I.I. 1. NGR 22-009-804 2202
31 NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR Fellows, R. F. HQ-SL Smith, B. A. NGR 32-003-076 2471
31 NEW YORK UNIVERSITY Halem, M. GSFC Schaeffer, O. A. NGL33-016-013 2579
31 NEW YORK UNIVERSITY Halem, M. GSFC Spar, J. NGR 33-016-174 2583
31 NO CAROLINA STATE U Sidney, B. D. LARC Hassan, H. A. NSG 1013 2682
31 OHIO STATE UNIV Hirschmann, E. GSFC Ksienski, A. A. NAS 5-21983 2725
31 OLD DOMINION UNIV Hulten, W.,C. LARC Harris, F. S., Jr. NGR 47-003-068 3191
31 OLD DOMINION UNIV Melfi, L. T., Jr. LARC Clay, F. P. NGR 47-003-082 3196
31 OLD DOMINIONUNIV Keating, G. M. * LARC Goglia, G. L. NSG 1028 3203
31 OLD DOMINION UNIV Remsberg, E. E. LARC Kindle, E. C. NSG 1060 3211
31 OLD DOMINION UNIV Vitale, J. A. HQ-PY Kindle, E. C. NGL 47-003-067 3186
31 PENNSYLVANIA STATE U Fichtl, G. MSFC Blackadar, A. K. NAS 8-21140 2821
207
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TECH GRANT/
FIELD TECHNICAL OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL CONTRACT 
ACC
CODE INSTITUTION OFFICER LOC INVESTIGATOR NUMBER 
NO.
31 PENNSYLVANIA STATE U Fichtl, G. H. MSFC Dutton, J. A. NAS 8-27334 
2822
31 RENSSELAER POLY-NY Fellows, R. F. HQ-SL Harteck, P. NGL 33-018-007 2601
31 RICE UNIVERSITY Fellows, R. F. HQ-SL Chamberlain, J. W. NSG 7043 2981
31 RICE UNIVERSITY Hanley, J. B. HQ-SM Reasoner, D. L. NSG 7025 2979
31 RICE UNIVERSITY Hanley, J. B. HQ-SM Michel, F. C. NSG 7032 2980
31 STANFORD UNIVERSITY Hightower, W. D. ARC Croft, T. A. NAS 2-7959 
1246
31 STANFORD UNIVERSITY Northam, G. B. LARC Byer, R. L. NSG 1012 
1308
31 STANFORD UNIVERSITY Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. HQ-SG Darosa, A. V. NGR 05-020-001 1273
31 STANFORD UNIVERSITY Fellows, R. F. HQ-SL Howard, H. T. NGL 05-020-014 1260
31 STATE U NY-STONY BRK Hansen, J. GSFC Owen, T. NGR 33-015-165 2630
31 STATE U NY-STONY BRK Hansen, J. E. GSFC Cess, R. D. NSG 5015 2636
31 STATE U NY-STONY BRK Fellows, R. F. HQ-SL Varanasi, P. NGR 33-015-139 2625
31 TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY Ehernberger, L. J. FRC Scoggins, J. R. NGR 44-001-081 3011
31 TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY Williams, T. S. LARC . Young, A. T. NAS 1-12840 2987
31 TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY Fichtl, G. H. MSFC Brundidge, K. C. NAS 8-29582 2995
31 TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY Fichtl, G. H. MSFC Scoggins, J. R. NAS 8-29764 2996
31 TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY Fellows, R. F. HQ-SL Plass, G. N. NGR 44-001-117 3012
31 TEXAS SOUTHERN UNIV Shields, V. E. JSC Wilson, R. F. NSG 9009 3018
31 UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE Smith, R. E. MSFC Hung, R. J. NAS 8-30616 1057
31 UNIV ALASKA-FAIRBNKS Gray, J. W. WFC Davis, T. N. NAS 6-1932 1082
31 UNIV ALASKA-FAIRBNKS Dubin, M. HQ-SG Wescott, E. M. NGR 02-001-088 1087
31 UNIV OF ARIZONA Tischler, E. ARC Tomasko, M. NAS 2-7883 1099
11 UNIV OF ARIZONA Curran, R. J. GSFC Herman, B. M. NGR 03-002-155 1127
31 UNIV OF ARIZONA Heath, D. F. GSFC Herman, B. M. NGR 03-002-382 1143
31 UNIV OF ARIZONA Toft, P. D. KSC Krider, E. P. NAS10-8518 1115
31 UNIV OF ARIZONA Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. HQ-SG Sonett, C. P. NSG 7024 1152
31 UNIV OF ARIZONA Brunk, W. E. HQ-SL Gehrels, A. M. NASR 138 1113
31 UNIV OF ARIZONA Fellows, R. F. HQ-SL Hoenig, S. A. NGL 03-002-019 1119
31 UNIV OF AUCKLAND Schmerling, E. R. HQ-SG Titheridge, J. E. NGR 52-001-001 3377
31 UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY Craddock, W. L. JSC Alvarez, L. W. NAS 9-7801 1326
31 UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY Neuschafer, R. W. MSFC Alvarez, L. W. NAS 8-29704 1325
31 UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY Dubin, M. HQ-SG Cunningham, L. E. NGR 05-003-309 1344
31 UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY Dubin, M. HQ-SG Mozer, F. S. NGR 05-003-445 1350
31 UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY Fellows, R. F. HQ-SL Pimentel, G. C. NGL 05-003-286 1337
31 UNIV CALIF-DAVIS Wrigley, R. C. ARC Goldman, C. R. NAS 2-7516 1379
31 UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES Ehernberger, L. J. FRC Wurtele, M. G. NSG 4001 1438
31 UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES Bandeen, W. R. GSFC Kuriyan, J. G. NAS 5-21968 1396
31 UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES Wexler, R. GSFC Mintz, Y. NGR 05-007-091 1416
31 UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES Halem, M. GSFC Mintz, Y. NGR 05-007-328 1425
31 UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES Fellows, R. F. HQ-SL Kieffer, H. H. NGR 05-007-437 1435
31 UNIV CALIF-RIVERSIDE Reichle, H. G., Jr. LARC Behar, J. V. NAS 1-10373 1442
31 UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO Schmerling, E. R. HQ-SG Banks, P. M. NGR 05-009-075 1467
31 UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO Schmerling, E. R. HQ-SG Doupnik, J. R. NSG 7001 1486
31 UNIV OF CHICAGO Shenk, W. E. GSFC Fujita, T. T. NGR 14-001-008 1822
31 UNIV OF CHICAGO Fellows, R. F. HQ-SL Kaplan, L. D. NGR 14-001-194 1826
31 UNIV COLORADO-BOLDR Sinnott, D. ARC Stewart, I. NAS 2-7901 1553
31 UNIV COLORADO-BOLDR Donley, J. L. GSFC Brunner, E. C. NAS 5-11363 1554
31 UNIV COLORADO-BOLDR Findlay, J. A. GSFC Barth, C. A. NAS 5-11405 1555
31 UNIV COLORADO-BOLDR Dubin, M. HQ-SG Barth, C. A. NGL 06-003-064 1559
31 UNIV COLORADO-BOLDR Fellows, R. F. HQ-SL Barth, C. A: NGL 06-003-052 1557
31 UNIV COLORADO-BOLDR Fellows, R. F. HQ-SL Barth, C. A. NGR 06-003-127 1563
31 UNIV COLORADO-BOLDR Fellows, R. F. HQ-SL Thomas, G. E. NGR 06-003-201 1569
31 UNIV OF DAYTON Duke, J. R. WFC Luers, J. K. NAS 6-2456 2761
31 UNIV OF DENVER Russell, J. M., III LARC Murcray, D. G. NGR 06-004-128 1590
31 UNIV OF DENVER Russell, J. M., III LARC Murcray, D. G. NGR 06-004-131 1591
31 UNIV OF FLORIDA Michalski, J. P. KSC Bartholic, J. F. NASIO0-8404 1690
31 UNIV OF FLORIDA Toft, P. D. KSC Uman, M. A. NGR 10-005-169 1700
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INSTITUTION 
UNlV ILLINOIS-URBANA 
UNlV OF IOWA 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV MARYLANV-COL PK 
UNlV  MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV MARYLAhD-COL PK 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV MD-EASTRN SHORE 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV M I C H A N N  ARBOR 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MICH-ANh AKBOR 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOH 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MICH-ANh ARBOR 
UNlV MICH-ANh ARBOR 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
" UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MICII-ANF. ARBOR 
UNlV MICH-Ahh ARBOR 
UNlV MICH-ANh ARBOR 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
U MIhh-MNPLSST PAUL 
L MINN.MhPLSST PAUL 
U MINN-MNPLSST PAUL 
U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL 
U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL 
UNlV NEBRASKA-LINCLN 
UNlV NEW BRUNSWICK 




UNlV OF PITTSBURGH 
UNlV OF PITTSBURGH 
UNIV'OF PITTSBURGII 
UNlV OF PITTSBURGH 
UNlV OF PITTSBURGH 
UNlV OF SO CAROLINA 
UNlV 0 b  SOUTHERN CAL 












Schmerling, E. R. 
D a v i ~  M. A. 
Abid. G. E. 
Brace. L. H. 
Mcntzcr. R. 
Arking, A. 
Wagner. H. S. 
Nonham. G. B. 
Wagner. H. S. 
Dubin. M. 
Pohly. J. G. 
Wilhelmi. A. J. 
Niemann, H. 8. 
Pel& D. T. 
Spenar. N. W. 
Spencer. N. W. 
Wright. D. U.. Jr. 
Findlay. I .  A. 
Spencer. N. W. 
Spencer 
Wsrlsr. R. 
Hudson. R. D. 
Ruswll, J. M.. Ill 
Reichle. H. G., Jr. 
Rurall. J. M.. Ill 
Dcvrics. L. L. 
Schmerling. E. R. 
Dubin. M. 
Fellows. W. R. 
Fellows. R. F. 
Polaski. L. J. 
Findlay. 1. A. 
Solfen. G. A. 
Melfi, L, T.. Jr. 
Feliows. R. F. 
Rrunk. W. E. 
Rcichle. H. G.. Jr. 
Orwig. L. E. 
Pills. D. E. 
Turner. R. E. . 
Camemn. R. M.  
Duhin. M. 
Rtunk. W. E. 
Fellows. R. F. 
Fcllaws. R. F. 
Fellows. R. F. 
Fellows. R. F. 
I:cllowr. K. F. 
ellous. R. F. 
' Brudertck. 1: C. 
l-'cll,,*s, R, F, 
Pol:tski, I... I .  
Fol;~rki. I.. J .  
lik+.snn. I ,  E. 
J L , C ~ > < , ~ , .  1. t:. 
l~it~~ll;h>, J ,  ,A, 
l~on~Il:t?. . I A. 
Sullcl,. <;. A. 
TECH 
OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL 
LOC INVESl'lGATOR 
HQ-SG Ych, K. C. 
GSFC Gurnell, D. A. 
GSFC Smilh. E. P. 
GSFC Matthcwr, D. L. 
GSFC Pai. S. I. 
GSFC Roxnfeld, A. 
LARC Davis. D. D. 
LARC Wilkcrson. T. D. 
LARC Davis. D. D. 
HOSG Poultney, S. K. 
HQ-PY Singh. G.  
ARC Nagy. A. F. 
GSFC Carignan, G. R. 
GSFC Carignan. G. R. 
GSFC Carignan, G. R. 
GSFC Carignan. G. R. 
GSFC Howalh. R. 
GSFC Hays. P. B. 
GSFC Carignan, G. R. 
GSFC Unavailabk 
GSFC Banman. F. L. 
JSC Stolarski. R. S. 
LARC Banman. F. L. 
LARC Drayson. S. R. 
LARC Drsyaon. S, R. 
MSFC Stedmsn. D. H. 
HQ-SG Napy. A. F. 
HQ-SG Banman. F. L. 
HQ-SL Liu. V. C. 
HQ-SL Cnrignen. G. R. 
ARC Van Zahn. U. 
GSFC Nier. A. 0. 
LARC Nicr. A. 0. 
LARC Nirr. A. 0. 
HQ-SL Nier. A. 0. 
HQ-SL Ssmron. J.  A. 
LARC Young. C. 
GSFC Chinhurg. D. L. 
JSC Sibsaki. Y. 
MSFC Inman. R. L. 
ARC Donnrlly. R. J. 
HQ-SG Oonahue. T. M. 
HQ-SL File. W. L. 
HQ-SL Zipl. ti. C. 
HQ-SL Riondi. M,  A. 
HQ-SL Donahur. T. M. 
HQ-SL Vurig. J. R. 
HQ-SL Munworth?. T. 
HQ-SL Judge. V. L. 
CiSFC Rchdcr. I.  B. 
HQ-SL Cinilitr. N. M.  
ARC Holfmnn. I .  H. 
ARC' Hollm.tn. J. 
GSIT Hnllnl*n. J .  H. 
GSFC licihhil~u. W ,  J ,  
tis1:c lI,~il~W,,??~ J. 14. 
C;Sl:c' H;tnurn. W. U: 




NGR 14-005-002 I841 
NAS5-11431 1911 
NGL 21602433 2018 
NGR 21602496 2025 
NGR 21602-296 20M 
NGR 21602-378 M45 
NSG 1035 2059 
NSG 1036 2060 
NSG I075 2M1 
NGR 21602-219 2028 
NGR 21-119403 2068 
NAS 2-7877 2245 
NAS 5-1 1128 2247 
NAS 5-11376 2.250 ,, 
NAS 5-11380 2251 
NAS 5-21038 2253 
NAS 5-21 147 2254 
NAS 5-ZUa6 2255 
NAS 5-23230 2256 
NAS 5-23310 2258 
NSR 23605-376 2295 
NGR 2MM-616 2287 
NGR 23605.538 2277 
NOR U40S-617 2288 
NSG 1003 2290 
NAS U-30625 2261 
NGK 23405415 2267 
NGR 23405.540 2278 
NGR 23.005494 2 2 s  
NGR 23605.561 2281 
NAS 2-7WO. 2303 
NAS 5-1 1438 2307 
NAS 1.9b97 2301 
NAS 1-11676. 2302 
NGL 14-005.009 2313 
NGR 28404421 2389 
NGR 52.163-Wl 3310 . 
NAS 2-23263 24CO 
NAS 9-I33tQ 2771 
NAS 8-28659 2775 
NGR 38603434 2791 
NGR 39.011.113 2W2 
NGL 39411413 2857 
NGL 3941 l-030 2858 
NGR 39411-137 2864 
NGR 39-OII.ISS , 2807 
NGL 41602433 2891 
NGR 05-018-178 1518 
NGR OS-018-I80 1519 
NAS 5-21726 .W7 
N t i L  43-Wl-OW, 2918 
NAS 1-780s 30x9 
NAS ?-8.302 .W 
NAS 5.1193 ''3091 
NAS 5-1 IOI I .W? 
NAS5-I I4M 3OY? 
A I 7 .W 
N,AS I-V6YY XUIX 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 













U N l V  TEXASDALLAS 
U N l V  TEXASDALLAS 
U N l V  TEXASDALLAS 
U N l V  TEXASDALLAS 
U N l V  TEXASDALLAS 
U N I V  TEXASDALLAS 
U N l V  O F  U T A H  
U N l V  O F  U T A H  
U N l V  O F  U T A H  
U N l V  O F  WASHINGTON 
U N l V  O F  WASHINGTON 
U N l V  O F  WASHINGTON 
U N I V  WlSC-MADISON 
Schmerling, E. R. 
Schmerling. E. R. 
Sehmerling. E. R. 
Fellows, R. F. 
Fellows, R. F. 
Hanley, J. B. 
Hardesry, C. A. 
Schmidlin. F. J. 
Duke, I. R. 
Treon, S. L. 
Fellows, R. F.  
Fellows, R. F. 
Tischler. E. 
Greaves, J. R. 
Bandeen. W. R. 
Moody, J. C. 
Grecues. J. 
Halem, M.  
Smith, G. L. 
Remsberg. E. E. 
Fellowa. R. F. 
Fcllowr, R. F. 
Mason, R. H. 
Mauldin. L. E. 
Crumbly. K .  H. 
McCormiek. M.  P. 
Mauldin. L. E. 
Fuller, W. H., Jr. 
Lowenstein, M. 
Byvik, C.'E. 
Spurling, J. F. 
Findlay. J. A. 
Schmerling. E. R. 
Fcllows. R. F. 
Baker. C. E. 
Bryson, R. P. 
Hanley, J. B. 
Young. R. S. 
Bryson. R. P. 
Harris, J. w. 
Dwornik, S. E. 
Kosofsky. L. I. 
Wilrnarth. V. R. 
Batcr. J. R. 
Solfen. G. A. 
Dwornik. S. E. 
Dwornik. S. E. 
Dwornik. S. E. 
Dwornik, S, E. 
Dwornik, S. E. 
Young. R. S. 
Dwornik, S. E. 
Bryrcm. R. P. 
Bryson, R. P. 
Bryson. R. P. 
Rryson, R. P. 
Bryson. R. P. 
Rorsi, L. C. 
HQ-SC Heikkila, W. J.  , 
HQ-SG Heikkila, W. J. 
HQ-SG Heikkila, W. J .  
HQ-SL Johnson, F. S. 
HQ-SL Johnson, F. S. 
HQ-SM Hodges, R. R., Ir. 
LARC Staffanson, F. L. 
WFC Staffanson, F. L. 
WFC ' Kao. S. K. 
GSFC Leovy. C. B. 
HQ-SL Leouy, C. B. 
HQ-SL Leovy, C. B. 
ARC Weinman, J. A. 
GSFC Erickson, R. W. 
GSFC Suomi, V.  E. 
GSFC Suomi. V. E. 
GSFC Suomi. V. E. 
GSFC Suomi. V. E. 
LARC Suomi. V. E. 
LARC Weinman, I.  A. 
HQ-SL Wcinman, J. A. 
HQ-SL Suomi. V. E. 
ARC Hackwell. J. A.  
LARC Pepin, T. J. 




N G L  44 -WM) I  
N G L  44-004-026 
NSG 7034 
















U N l V  WISC-MADISON 
U h l V  WISC-MADISOS 
I.SIV WISC-MADISOh 
U N l V  WISC-MADISOh 
U Y l V  WISC.MADISON 
1 SIV H IX ' .MADISOh 
U V l V  WISC-MADISON 
U V l V  WIFC-MADISON 
U 8 l V  WISC-M41>1SO\ 
C h l V  OF WYOMING 
U N l V  OF WYOMING 




U N l V  O F  WYOMING 
U N l V  O F  WYOMING 
U N I V  OF WYOMING 
U T A H  STATE U N l V  
LARC khraeder, D. I. 
LARC Pepin. T. J. 
NGR 51-001-045 
NSG I006 
LARC ~osen. J. M.  
ARC Available. U. N. 
LARC Wightman. 1. P. 
WFC Tieleman, H .  W. 
GSFC Walker. J. W. 
HQ-SG Walker, J. C. 
HQ-SL Cross, R. J., Jr. 
LERC Schilf, H. I. 
HQ-SM Vcziroglu. T. N. 
HQ-SM Larimer. J. W. 
HQ-SL Margulis. L. 
HQ-SM Brewer. T. 
JSC Rulherlord. M. J. 
H P S L  Mutch. T.  A. 
HQ-SM Head. J. W. 
JSC Silver. L. T. 
JSC Silvcr. L. T. 
LARC Anderson, D. L. 
HO-SL Murray. B. C. 
HQ-SI. Lcighlon. R. 8. 
HQ-SL Shoemaker. E. M. 
HO-SL Shoemaker. E. M. 
HQ-SL Murray. B. C. 
HQ-SL Bonner, J. 
HQ-SL Anderson. D. L. 
tlQ-SM Anderson. D. L. 
HQ-SM Ahrcns. T. J. 
HQ-SM In~crsoll. A. P. 
HQ-SM Rurncll. I). S. 
HQ-SM Hchfurs. D. E. 









N G L  03-001-W1 
NSG 7C40 
NGR 22-004-025 
NG R 22-004-027 
NGR 40-002-123 
NGR 4UW2-088 














BROWN L 'UIVtRSlTY 
A .  I T  1 1 l C t I  
C A L l F  INST OF TECH 
CAL lF  INST OF TECH 
CAL IF  INST O F  T t C H  
C A L l F  INST OF TECH 
CALI1 I \ST O f  T t C H  
C A I  I k  INST O t  T t C H  
CAL IF  INST O F  TECH NF,R 05-W2-305 
NGR 05-002-310 
~ ~ 
CALI). l h S F  O t  TkC I I  
C A I I F  I N V I  0 1  'Ik(.H NGR 05-002-316 
C A L l F  INST OF TECH 
CAL IF  INST O F  TECH 
CAL IF  INST OF TECH 
CAL IF  INST OF TECH 
C A L  STATE U-S DIEGO 
CITY COLLEGE OF N Y 
N F L  05-002-069 





APPENDIX B C R O S  
NASA's  UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 










CUDE l N s T l T u T l 0 ~  
ACC 
NO. 
32 CITY U N Y-GRAD SCHL 
' 32 COLLEGE VIRGIN ISLND 
~ o s b f r k ~ .  L. J. 
Bryson, R. P. 
Stoncsifer. G. R. 
Miller, M. L. 
Carpcnlcr. L. H. 
Gedncy. R. T. 
Smith. D. E. 
Bryson, R. P. 
Raring, R. H. 
Dwornik. S. E. 
Bryson, R. P. 
Bryson. R. P. 
Bryson. R. P. 
Miller, M. L .  
Blanchard, M. B. 
Bryson. R. P. 
Kosofsky, L. J. 
Dwornik, S. E. 
Young, R. S. 
Dwornik, S. E. 
Bryson. R: P. 
Gordon. F.. Jr. 
Young, R. S. 
Ksvanagh, L. D., 
Bryson. R. P. 
Kosolsky. L. J .  
Gordon, F. 
Jastrow, R. 
, , Brunk, W. E. 
Dwornik, S. E. 
Dyornik, S. E. 
Bryson, R. P. 
Bryson, R. P. 
Kosofsky. L. I. 
Slonesifer, G. R. 
Dwornik. S. E. 
Ensor. G.  J. 
Bryson, R. P. 
Smith, D. E. 
Stanley, H. R. 
Murphy, J. P. 
Murphy, J. P. 
Brysan, R. P. 
Huntress, W. T. 
Miller, M. L. 
Brywn, R.  P. 
Miller, M. L. 
Bryson, R. P. 
Lynch. T. J .  
Bryson, R. P. 
Meese. K. J. 
Harris, J. W. 
Harris, I. W. 
Bryson, R. P. 
Crump, E. W. 
Crump, E. W. 
Halt. H. E. 
Bryson. R. P. 
HQ-SM Saxena. S. K. 
HQ-SM Adamr. J. 8. 
GSFC Rssvcs. R. G. 
JSC Let ,K.  
GSFC Thompson, E. G.  
LERC Vickers. R. S. 
GSFC Scholz, C. H. 
HQ-SM Dalzicl. I .  W. 
HQ-SL Unavailable 
HQ-SL Sagan. C.  
HQ-SM Gold. T. 
H Q ~ M  Turcotlc, D. L. 
HQ-SM Kuckcr, A. F. 
JSC Stoiber, R. E. 
ARC Cotton, W. R. 
HQ-SM Adamr, 1. 0.  
HQ-SM Hartung, 1. B. 
HQ-SL Polter. D. 0.  
HQ-SL Barghoorn. E. S. 
HQ-SL Cameron. A. G.  
HQ-SM Hays, J .  F. 
GSFC Wiir. C. E. 
HQ-SL Hayes, J. M. 
Jr. HQ-SG Krirnigir, S. M. 
HQ-SM Marcus, A. H. 
HQ-SM Goldstein, J .  I. 
GSFC Yast. E. 
GSFC - Yost. E. 
HQ-SL Barrctt. A. H. 
HQ-SL Thomas, T. B. 
HQ-SL McGetchin. T. R .  
HQ-SM McCord. T. 8. 
HQ-SM McCord, T. 0. 
HQ-SM McCord, 1: B. 
GSFC Ingels. F. M. 
HQ-SL Smith. B. A. 
GSFC Welby, C. W. 
HQSM Hynek, I. A. 
GSFC Rapp, R. H. 
WFC Rapp, R. H. 
H e E S  Mueller. I. I. 
HQ-ES Mueller, I. 
HQ-SM khmitt ,  R. A. 
JPL Glawr, F. M. 
JSC McMurtry. G .  J. 
HQ-SM Gold. D. P. 
JSC Gumermm, G. J. 
HQ-SM Phinncy, R. A. 
GSFC Wintz. P. A. 
H Q S M  Lipschun, M. E. 
GSFC Anderson. H. R. 
JSC Hsymann, D. 
JSC Powell, B. N. 
HQ-SM Rahn, P. H. 
GSFC Rich. E. I. 
GSFC Lyon, R. P. 
HQ-SL Howard, H. T. . . 





32 COLORADO SCH O F  MINE 
32 COLORADO SCH O F  MINE NAS 9-13394 
32 COLORADO STATE UNlV NGR 06-002-191 
NAS 3-17213 
NGR 3x008-146 
22 COIORAOO S l A T t  UhlV 
32 COL1:MBIA I.NIVk.KSITY 
32 COLUMBIA LhlVFRSlTY 
3 (:OR\l.LI. L'SIVERSITY 
32 COR\tI.L USIVtRSITI 





32 CORNELL UNIVERSITY NGR 33-01a108 
NGR 33-010178 
- 
12 COKhLLL IJYIVFRSITY 
32 DAK I MOLITIl COLLFGt NAS 9-13311 
NSG m 5  .'. 
NGL 31-00&010 












' NGL 22-009-016 
NGR 22-009-625 




32 HAMILTON COLLEGE 
32 H\RVARV UNIVtRSITY 
32 H.&RVARV CNIV1:KSITI 
32 II,\RV\KI) L h l V t R S I  IY 
32 1KI)IANA lJ.BLOOMINGTN 
32 IhDl&NA C'-BLOOMlh(i?N 
32 JOIINS HOPKINS OSlV 
JOHNS HOPKINS lJNlV 
LONG ISLAND UNlV 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MISSISSIPPI STATE U NAS 5-21817 
NGR 32-003-075 XEN MEX ST lJ.1.AS CR 























12 OHIO STA r l  I J ~ I V  
32 01110 STATt UNlV 
32 OHIO STATF I hlV 
32 OHIO STATE UNlV 
32 OREGON STATE UNlV 
32 PAN AMERICAN UNlV 
32 PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 
~ - - 
32 PIhhSYLVANI.\  STATE U 












APPENDIX B CROS 
NASA's UNlVERSlTY PROGRAM 

























STATE UNlV NY-BUFFAL 
ST U NY COL-GENESEO 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 




Dwornik. S. E. 
Hardee, S. N. 
Kosofsky. L. 1. 
P o l t e ~  A. E. 
Turner, R. E. 
Bryson. R. P. 
Dwbrnik. S. E. 
Morton, R. R. 
Bensko. J., Jr. 
Bensko. J., Jr. 
Crump. E. W. 
Leblanc, C. M. 
Young, R. S. 
Dwornik, S. E. 
Bryson. R. P. 
Bryson. R. P. 
Hanley, J. 8. 
Hanley, J. B. 
Dwornik, S. E. 
Young, R. S. 
Dwornik, S. E. 
Bryson, R. P. 
Mead. G. 
Bryson, R. P. 
Wales, R. 0. 
Young, R. S. 
Young. R. S. 
Dwornik, S. E. 
Young. R; S. 
Bryson, R: P. 
Bryson, R. P. 
Strickland, A. T. 
Bryson, R. P. 
Bryson. R. P. 
Bryson, R. P. 
Dwornik. S. E. 
Brywn. R. P. 
Bryson, R. P. 
Bryson, R. P. 
Bryson, R. P. 
Bryson, R. P. 
Harris, 1. W. 
Young, R. S. 
Dwornik, S. E: 
Bryson, R. P. 
Dwornik. S. E. 
Young, R. S. 
Hostcman, J. W. 
Hosterman, J. W. 
Dwornik. S. E. 
Dwornik, S. E. 
Dwornik. S. E. 
Strickland, A. T. 
Harris, J. W. 
Teegarden, D. L.. Jr. 
Young, R. S. 
Dwornik. S. E. 
Bryson. R. P. 
HQ-SL King. 1. S. 
JSC Young, R. A. 
HQ-SM Hartung, 1. B. 
JSC Toler, R. W. 
MSFC Seoggins. J. R. 
HQ-SM Rowe, M. W. 
HQ-SL Meycr, 1. D. 
MSFC Rossing. L. M. 
MSFC Hughes. T. H. 
MSFC Stow, S. H. 
GSFC Bclon. A. E. 
JSC Wescan, E. M. 
HQ-SL Nagy, B. 
HQ-SL Sonett, C. P. 
HQ-SM Strorn 
HQ-SM Wilkening. L. L. 
HQ-SM Whitaker, E. A. 
HQ-SM Sonctt, C. P. 
HQSL Dehon, R. A. 
HQSL Calvin, M. 
HQ-SL Calvin, M. 
HQ-SM Mitchell, J. K. 
HQ-SG Mcllwain, C. E. 
HQ-SM Borg, R. 1. 
GSFC Coleman, P. J., Jr. 
HQ-SL Libby. W. F. 
HQ-SL Kaplan. I. R. 
H P S L  Lingenfelter. R. E. 
HQ-SL khapf. J .  W. 
HQ-SM Kaula, W. M. 
HQ-SM Kennedy, G. C.. 
HQ-SM Kaula. W. M. 
HQ-SM Wssmn, 1. T. 
HQ-SM Coleman, P. J., Jr. 
HQ-SM Kieffer, S. W. 
HQ-SL ..Alluen, H. 
HQ-SM Arrhcnius, G. 
HQSM Arnold, J. R. 
HQSM Susss, H. E. 
HQ-SM Arnold, 1. R. 
HQ-SM Arnold, 1. R. 
JSC Tilton, G .  R. 
HQ-SL Cloud, P. E. 
HQ-SL Peale, S. 1. 
HQ-SM Fisher. R. V. 
HQ-SL Turkevich. A. L. 
HQ-SL Anders, E. 
HQ-SM Anders, E. 
HQSM Grossman. L. 
HQSL Peterron. J .  E. 
HQ-SL Herz. N. 
HQ-SL Howard, H. T. 




UNlV OF ARIZONA 
UNlV O t  AKIZONA 
CNlV OF ARIZONA 
C'SIV Ot '  ARIZOSA 
IJNIl  OF  ARlZOhA 
U N l l  OF AKIZONA 
hCR 03.002-171 
SGH 03-W2-370 
















UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES NAS 5-1 1674 
UNlV C4LIF-L ANGtLES 
IJNlV CALIF-I ANGELtS 
UYlV CALIt-L ANGELES 
NGR 05-007-215 
SGR 05-007.221 
v G n  0~.007-317 




L'NIV CALlt-L AVGtLES 
UNlV CAL1F.L ANGELtS 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES NGR 05.007.283 
SGH 05-W7-319 
hGR 05-007.351 
UVlV CALIF-L ANGFLES 
UNlV CAI.It-L A N G t L t S  







C'SIV C,\LIF-SAN Dl tGO 
UNlV C,\LIF-SAN OIEGO 
UNlV CALIC.SAh DlLGO 
UNlV CALIF.SAN Dl tGO 
UNlV CALIF-SAY DIEGO 
UNI\ CALIF-SAN DlLGO 
UYIV CALIF-S RARBAKA 
ONIV CA1.IF.S BARBARA 





UNIV CALIF-S BARBARA 
UNlV OF CHICAGO 
UNlV OF CHICAGO 
UNIV OF CHICAGO 
UNlV OF CHICAGO 
UNlV COLORADO-BOLDR 
UNlV O f  GEORGIA 
UNlV OF GEORGIA 
UNlV OF HAWAII 
UNlV OF HOUSTON 










JSC King. E: A,, Jr. 
JSC Vant-Hull. L. L 
NGL 44-005-184 
NGR 44-005-162 UNlV OF HOUSTON 
UNlV OF HOUSTON HQ-SL Oro, J. 
HQSL King, E. A,, Jr. 
HQ-SM King, E. A,, Jr. 
UNIV OF HOUSTON 




APPENDIX B CROSS INDEX BY FIELD OF SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
TECH GRANT/
FIELD TECHNICAL OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL CONTRACT ACC
CODE INSTITUTION OFFICER LOC INVESTIGATOR NUMBER NO.
32 UNIV OF IDAHO Bryson, R. P. HQ-SM Hall, W. B. NGR 13-001-014 1786
32 UNIV OF IOWA Stonesifer, G. R. GSFC Hoppin, R. A. NAS 5-21852 1915
32 UNIV OF IOWA Miller, M. JSC Hoppin, R. A. NAS 9-13313 1916
32 UNIV OF KANSAS Dwornik, S. E. HQ-SL Zeller; E. J: NGR 17-002-106 1934
32 UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK Schnetzler, C. C. GSFC Weidner, J. R. NGR 21-002-368 2044
32 UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK Kosofsky, L. J. HQ-SM Wasilewski, P. NSG 7017 2063
32 UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK Kosofsky, L. J. HQ-SM Adler, I. NSG 7046 2064
32 UNIV OF MASS-AMHERST Dwornik, S. E. HQ-SL Hartshorn, J. H. NGR 22-010-054 2230
32 UNIV OF MASS-AMHERST Dwornik, S. E. HQ-SL McGill, G. E. NGR 22-010-076 2231
32 UNIV OF MASS-AMHERST Bryson, R. P. HQ-SM McGill, G. E. NGR 22-010-052 2229
32 UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR Dwornik, S. E. HQ-SL Smith, C. 1. NGR 23-005-563 2282
32 UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR Bryson, R. P. HQ-SM Evans, B. J. NGR 23-005-537 2276
32 U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL Harris, J. W. JSC Banerjee, S. K. NGR 24-005-248 2322
32 UNIV OF MONTANA Gordon, F., Jr. GSFC Weidman, R. M. NAS 5-21826 2382
32 UNIV OF NEVADA-RENO Miller, M. L. JSC Quade, J. NAS 9-13274 2393
32 UNIV OF NEW MEXICO Dwornik, S. E. HQ-SL Elston, W. E. NGR 32-004-062 2482
32 UNIV OF NEW MEXICO Bryson, R. P. HQ-SM Elston, W. E. NGL 32-004-011 2477
32 UNIV OF NEW MEXICO Bryson, R. P. HQ-SM Keil, K. NGL 32-004-064 2480
32 UNIV OREGON-EUGENE Teegarden, D. L., Jr. JSC Blank, H. R. NAS 9-9690 2786
32 UNIV OREGON-EUGENE Bryson, R. P. HQ-SM Goles, G. G. NGL 38-003-010 2787
32 UNIV OREGON-EUGENE Bryson, R. P. HQ-SM Weill, D. F. NGR 38-003-020 2790
32 UNIV OF PENNSYLVANIA Kosofsky, L. J. HQ-SM Friel, J. J. NSG 7031 2853
32 UNIV OF PITTSBURGH Dwornik, S. E. HQ-SL Hapke, B. NGR 39-011-146 2865
32 UNIV OF PITTSBURGH Bryson, R. P. HQ-SM Hapke, B. W. NGL 39-011-085 2860
32 UNIV OF PITTSBURGH Bryson, R. P. HQ-SM Fuller, M. NGR 39-011-156 2868
32 UNIV OF SANTA CLARA Dwornik, S. E. HQ-SL Greeley, R. NGR 05-017-037 1504
32 UNIV OF SANTA CLARA Bryson, R. P. HQ-SM Greeley, R. NSG 7013 1505
32 UNIV TEXAS-AUSTIN Kolenkiewicz, R. GSFC Tapley, B. D. NGR 44-012-283 3083
32 UNIV TEXAS-AUSTIN Miller, M. L. JSC Baker, V. R. NAS 9-13312 3055
32 UNIV TEXAS-AUSTIN Wilmarth, V. R. JSC Muehlberger, W. R. NAS 9-13946 3058
32 UNIV TEXAS-AUSTIN Stanley, H. R. WFC Tapley, B. D. NAS 6-2454 3050
32 UNIV TEXAS-AUSTIN Young, R. S. HQ-SL Parker, P. L. NGR 44-012-225 3073
32 UNIV TEXAS-AUSTIN Dwornik, S. E. HQ-SL Devaucouleurs, G. H. NGR 44-012-279 3081
32 UNIV TEXAS-AUSTIN Bryson, R. P. HQ-SM Clabaugh, S. E. NGL 44-012-045 3062
32 UNIV TEXAS-AUSTIN Strickland, A. T. HQ-SM Silverberg, E. C. NGR 44-012-165 3066
32 UNIV OF UTAH Szajna, E. F. GSFC Jensen, M. L. NAS 5-21883 3133
32 UNIV OF UTAH Eichelman, W. F. JSC Ward, S. H. NAS 9-12168 3137
32 UNIV OF UTAH Miller, M. L. JSC Jensen, M. L. NAS 9-13322 3138
32 U.NIV OF UTAH Harris, J. W. JSC Ward, S. H. NGR 45-003-090 3144
32 UNIV OF UTAH Dwornik, S. E. HQ-SL Wilson, R. C. NGR 45-003-095 3146
32 UNIV OF VERMONT Szajna, E. F. GSFC Lind, A. O. NAS 5-21753 3153
32 UNIV OF VIRGINIA Dwornik, S. E. HQ-SL Dolan, R.. NGR 47-005-172 3225
32 UNIV OF VIRGINIA Bryson, R. P. HQ-SM Allen. R. O. NGR 47-005-176 3226
32 UNIV OF WASHINGTON Horz, F. JSC Brownlee, D. E. NAS 9-13743 3285
32 UNIV OF WASHINGTON Dwornik, S. E. HQ-SL Vgolihi, F. C. NGR 48-002-153 3302
32 UNIV WISC-PARKSIDE Dwornik, S. E. HQ-SL Smith, E.I. NGR 50-009-001 3355
32 UNIV OF WYOMING Gordon, F., Jr. GSFC Houston. R. S. NAS 5-21799 3358
32 UNIV OF WYOMING Gordon, F., Jr. GSFC Houston, R. S. NAS 5-21818 3359
32 UNIV OF WYOMING Miller, M. L. JSC Houston, R. S. NAS 9-13298 3360
32 UTAH STATE UNIV Young. R. S. HQ-SL Smith. G. G. NSG 7038 3152
32 VIRGINIA POLY INST Gordon. F., Jr. GSFC Glover. L.. III NAS 5-21729 3242
32 VIRGINIA STATE COL Dwornik, S. E. HQ-SL Gipson, M.. Jr. NGR 47-014-004 3276
32 WASHINGTON UNIVERSTY Hosterman, J. W. HQ-SM Hohenberg. C. M. NSG 7016 2380
32 WEST TEXAS ST UNIV Dwornik. S. E. HQ-SL Underwood, J. R. NGR 44-015-003 3126
32 WOODSHOLE OCEAN INST Hardee, N. JSC Bowin. C. NAS 9-12563 2232
32 WOODSHOLE OCEAN INST Hardee, N. JSC Bryan. W. B. NAS 9-12564 2233
32 YALE UNIVERSITY Dwornik. S. E. HQ-SL Skinner, B. J. NGR 07-004-157 1615
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YALE UNIVERSITY 
C lTY  COLLEGE OF N Y 
ClTY COLLEGE OF N Y 
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
LONG ISLAND U N l V  
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
O L D  DOMINION U N l V  
U N l V  CALIF-L ANGELES 
U N l V  O F  DELAWARE 
U N l V  OF DELAWARE 
U N l V  OF FLORIDA 
U N l Y  MARYLAND-COL PK 
U N l V  OF SOUTHERN CAL 
ALABAMA A&M U N I V  
ALABAMA A&M U N I V  
ALABAMA A&M U N l V  
ALCORN STATE U N l V  
AMERICAN UNIVERSITY 
AMLKICAN LlVlVLRSlTY 
AMLRICAI. L V l V l  RSlTY 
AMFRICAV L N I V t R S I T t  
AME.RIC,\N UNlVFRSlTY 
AUHI  Rhl I .NIV-AI. 'BLRV 
BEXI)CDICl COI.LtGI: 
BETHUNE-COOKMAN COL 
BRIGHAM YOUNG U N l V  
CAL IF  INST O F  TECH 
C A L  STATE U-SAN JOSE 
COLORADO SCH OF M I N E  
CORNELL UNIVERSITY 
D C  TEACHERS COLLEGE 
D I L L A R D  UNIVERSITY 
FEDERAL C lTY  COLLEGE 
FLORIDA INST OF TECH 
FLORIDA TECH U N l V  
FLORIDA TECH UN lV  
GEORGIA INST OF TECH 
HAMPTON INSTITUTE 
HOWARD UNlV tRS lTY  
ILL lNST 01. TF.CH 
JACKSON STATE UNIV  
JACKSON STATt  U N l V  
LA STATE U-BAT ROUGE 
L A  STATE U-BAT ROUGL 
L A  STATE U-BAT ROUGE 
L A  STATE U-NEW 0RI.NS 
MICHIGAN STATE U N l V  
MICHIGAN STATE U N l V  
MISSISSIPPI STATE U 
TECH GRANT/ 
TECHNICAL OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL CONTRACT 
OFFICER LOC INVESTIGATOR NUMBER 
Kosafsky. L. J. 
Eckerman, J .  
Brown, S. C. 
Slanley, H. R. 
Swift, C. T. 
Szajna, E. J .  
Brown, S. C. 
Houghton. W. M. 
Stanley, H. R. 
Gordon, F., Jr. 
Bymr. Z. H. 
Desse. I. H. 
Marini, J. W. 
Wilmarth, V. R. 
Downs. S. W.. Jr. 
McDonough, G. F. 
Pohly, J .  G. 
Wolvertan, B. C. 
Gordon. F.. Jr. 
Gordon, F., Jr. 
Waiter, L. S. 
Wilrnarth. V. R. 
Whitman. R. 1 .  
Downs, S. W. 
Kent, M.  I. 
Schocnberger, F. B. 
Kavanagh, L. D., Jr 
Kellsall. T. 
Arvesen, J. C. 
Reveley, W. F. 
Pitts. D ,  E. 
Park. A. 8. 
Turner. R. E. 
Sloan, I .  C. 
Szajna. E. F. 
Joosten. R. E. 
Vitab. J. A. 
Westrorn. J. L. 
Szajna. E. F. 
Jartrow, R. 
Pohly. J. G. 
Nava. D. F. 
Lce. W. H. 
I re.  W. H. 
Lee. W. H. 
Curnrnings. R. E. 
Calherines. J. J. 
Pohly. I. G. 
Rrywn. R. P. 
Wolverron. 8. C. 
Wolvertan. B. C. 
Palud6n. C. T. 
Keddinp. E. R. 
Vilale. J. A. 
McOonough. G. F. 
Srdjwa. E. f'. 
Vitale, J. A. 
Slonesiler. G. R. 
HQ-SM Turekian, K .  K .  
GSFC Pierson, W. J. 
MSFC Pierson, W. I .  
WFC Kuo, J. T. 
LARC Liebowitz. H. 
GSFC Yost, E. 
MSFC Pierson, W. J. 
LARC Bandy, A. R. 
WFC Kaula, W. M. 
GSFC Szekielda. K .  H.  
JSC Szckiclda. K .  H. 
KSC O'Brien, M .  P. 
GSFC Harger, R. 0. 
JSC Stone, R. 0. 
MSFC Golden, M.  S. 
MSFC Manger, M .  C. 
HQ-PY Manger, M.  C. 
MSFC Naqvi, S. M.  
GSFC Anderson, R. R. 
GSFC Macleod. N. H. 
GSFC MacLeod, N. H. 
JSC MacLeod. N. H. 
LARC Andermn, R. R. 
MSFC Hagler, T. B. 
MSFC Kinard, J. T. 
KSC Poonai, P. 
HQ-SG Jones, D. E. 
GSFC Neugebauer. G. 
ARC Weaver, E. C. 
JSC Caddis. J .  L. 
JSC Haun, J. R. 
HQ-ER Lec. K .  . . 
MSFC Sadeh. W. Z. 
MSFC Marshner. 8. W. 
GSFC Dethier, B. E. 
JSC Hardy. E. E. 
HQ-PY Li;mg, T. 
GSFC Bever, R. S. 
GSFC Simpson. R. B. 
GSFC Stoiber. R. E. 
HV-PY Rogers. R. 
GSFC Phelps. H. L. 
KSC Nevio. T. A. 
KSC SWCCI. H .  C. 
KSC Nimrno. B. G .  
MSFC Spano. G .  W. 
LARC Handy, J. W. 
IIQ-PY Ferguron. G, A. 
HQ-SM Hig~ins. G. T. 
MSFC Sekhon. B. S. 
M S I C  Perkins. J .  
MSFC Maplcr. I). 
tIQ-PY Whitchurst, C. A. 
HQ-PY Wh~lehursl. C .  A. 
MSFC Saursy. ti. A. 
GSFC Anderson. A. 
HQ-PY Boylsn. M.  (i. 
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39 MISSISSIPPI STATE U McDonough, G. F. MSFC McKee, J. C., Jr. NAS 8-29036 2343
39 MISSISSIPPI STATE U Daniels, J. L., Jr. MSFC Miller, W. F. NAS 8-30623 2345
39 MISSISSIPPI STATE U Redding, E. R. HQ-PY Brown, L. R. NdL 25-001-040 2348
39 MISSISSIPPI STATE U Vitale, J. A. HQ-PY Bouchillon, C. W. NGL 25-001-054 2349
39 NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR Fenner, R. G. JSC Henry, D. G. NAS 9-95435 2466
39 NEW YORK UNIVERSITY Neustadter, H. E. LERC Hoydysh, W. G. NGR 33-016-197 2588
39 NO CAROLINA STATE U Derington, J. C. MSFC Welby, C. NAS 9-13321 2664
39 OHIO STATE UNIV Hirschmann, E. GSFC Founty, R. A. NAS 5-20521 2724
39 OLD DOMINION UNIV Gordon, F., Jr. GSFC Copeland, G. E. NAS 5-21816 3180
39 OLD DOMINION UNIV Northam, G. B. LARC Bandy, A. R. NGR 47-003-087 3198
39 OLD DOMINION UNIV Orr, H. D., III LARC Becher, J. NSG 1041 3207
39 OREGON STATE UNIV Crump, E. W. GSFC Smionson, G. H. NAS 5-21831 2779
39 OREGON STATE UNIV Vitale, J. A. HQ-PY Schrumpf, B. J. NGL 38-002-053 2782
39 PAN AMERICAN UNIV Pohly, J. G. HQ-PY Le Master, E. W. NGR 44-087-001 2955
39 PENNSYLVANIA STATE U Szajna, E. F. GSFC McMurtry, G. J. NAS 5-23133 2820
39 PRAIRIE VIEW A&M U Potter, A. E. JSC Sohel, M. S. NSG 9006 2960
39 PURDUE UNIVERSITY Gordon, F., Jr. GSFC McDonald, R. B. NAS 5-21773 1872
39 PURDUE UNIVERSITY Joosten, R. E. JSC Silva, L. F. NAS 9-13301 1875
39 PURDUE UNIVERSITY Joosten, R. E. JSC. Hoffer, R. M. NAS 9-13380 1876
39 PURDUE UNIVERSITY Potter, A. E. JSC Landgrebe, D. A. NAS 9-14016 1877
39 PURDUE UNIVERSITY Pao, S. P. LARC Kentzer, C. P. NGR 15-005-174 1891
'39 PURDUE UNIVERSITY Vitale, J. A. HQ-PY Landgrebe, D. A. NGL 15-005-186 1883
39 RICE UNIVERSITY Taketa, S. T. ARC Ward, C. H. NAS 2-6614 2961
39 RICE UNIVERSITY Eichelman, W. F. JSC Low, F. J. NAS 9-10428 2966
39 SO DAKOTA STATE UNIV Stonesifer, G. R. GSFC Meyers, V. I. NAS 5-21774 2894
39 SO DAKOTA STATE UNIV Vitale, J. A. HQ-PY Myers, V. I. NGL 42-003-007 2896-
39 STANFORD UNIVERSITY Eichelman, W. F. JSC Kovach, R. L. NAS 9-5632 1255
39 STANFORD UNIVERSITY Bryson, R. P. HQ-SM Kovach, R. L. NGL 05-020-232 1264
39 STATE U NY-STONY BRK Belles, F. E. LERC Berlad, A. L. NGR 33-015-163 2629
'39 TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY Stonesifer, G.R. GSFC Rouse, J. W., Jr. NAS 5-21857 2992
39 TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY Potter, A. E. JSC Rouse, J. W., Jr. NAS 9-13904 3007
39 TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY McPherson, T. M. JSC Toler, R. W. NAS 9-13905 3008
39 TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY Potter, A. E. JSC Rouse, J. L. NAS 9-14197 3009
39 TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY King, R. LERC Kuykendahl, W. NAS 3-17508 2990
39 TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY Vitale, J. A. HQ-PY Rouse, J. W., Jr. NGL 44-001-001 3010
39 TEXAS TECH UNIV Gordon, F., Jr. GSFC Miller, W. D. NAS 5-21720 3019
39 TULANE UNIVERSITY McDonough, G. F. MSFC Hidalgo, J. V. NAS 8-29026 1980
39 UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE Hamby, H. G. MSFC Doyle, F. L. NAS 8-30216 1053
39 UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE Unavailable MSFC Unavailable NAS 8-30885 1060
39 UNIV ALA-TUSCALOOSA Stonesifer, G. R. GSFC Henry, H. R. NAS 5-21876 1063
39 UNIV ALA-TUSCALOOSA Hamby, H. G. MSFC April, G. NAS 8-29100 1068
39 UNIV ALASKA-FAIRBNKS Vitale, J. A. HQ-PY Belon, A. E. NGL 02-001-092 1084
39 UNIV OF ARIZONA Hansen, J. GSFC Unavailable NAS 5-20514 1102
39 UNIV OF ARIZONA Stonesifer, G. R. GSFC Smith, E. L., Jr. NAS 5-21820 1105
39 UNIV OF ARIZONA Vitale, J. A. HQ-PY Johnson, J. D. NGL 03-002-313 1124
39 U ARKANSAS-PINE BLUF Potter, A. E. JSC Davis, L. A., Jr. NSG 9002 1160
39 UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY Poppoff, I. G. ARC Colwell, R. N. NAS 2-7562 1315
39 UNIV. CALIF-BERKELEY Poppoff, 1. G. ARC Colwell, R. N. NAS 2-7567 1316
39 UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY Wrigley, R. C. ARC Horne, A. J. NSG 2003 1372
39 UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY Crump, E. W. GSFC Colwell, R. N. NAS 5-21827 1322
39 UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY Wilmarth, V. R. JSC Colwell, R. N. NAS 9-14088 1330
39 UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY Vitale, J. A. HQ-PY Colewell, R. N. NGL 05-003-404 1338
39 UNIV CALIF-DAVIS Taketa, S. T. ARC Mazelis, M. NAS 2-6633 1375
39 UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES Lafferty, P. E. JSC Coleman, P. J., Jr. NAS 9-12236 1402
39 UNIV CALIF-RIVERSIDE Reinisch, R. F. ARC Pitts, J. N. NGR 05-008-029 1445
39 UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO Donley, J. L. GSFC Peterson, L. E. NAS 5-11080 1447
39 UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO Carpenter, L. H. GSFC Berger, J. NGR 05-009-246 1481
39 UNIV OF CHICAGO Wilmarth, V. R. JSC Fujita, T. NAS 9-14042 1811
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39 UNIV COLORADO-BOLDR Vitale, J. A. HQ-PY Ives, J. D. NGL 06-003-200 1560
39 UNIV OF DELAWARE Gordon, F. GSFC Klemas, V. NAS 5-21837 1622
39 UNIV OF DELAWARE Johnson, R. W. LARC Klemas, V. NAS 1-12304 1620
39 UNIV OF FLORIDA Toft, P. D. KSC Bartholic, J. F. NASIO-8560 1691
39 UNIV OF HAWAII Taketa, S. T. ARC Siegel, S. M. NAS 2-6624 1772
39 UNIV OF HOUSTON Schmerling, E. R. HQ-SG Sheldon, W. R. NGR 44-005-133 3042
39 UNIV OF IDAHO Crump, E. W. GSFC Tisdale, E: W. NAS 5-21850 1785
39 UNIV OF KANSAS Stonesifer, G. R. GSFC Kanemasu, E. T. NAS 5-21822 1923
39 UNIV OF KANSAS Potter, A. E. JSC Ulaby, F. T. NAS 9-10261 1924
39 UNIV OF KANSAS Potter, A. E. JSC Ulaby, F. T. NAS 9-14052 1929
39 UNIV OF KANSAS Vitale, J. A. HQ-PY Barr, B. G. NGL 17-004-024 1931
39 UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK Mueller, R. F. GSFC Weidner, J. R. NGR 21-002-399 2049
39 UNIV OF MIAMI Garo, J. T. KSC Veziroglu, T. N. NASIO-8402 1706
39 UNIV OF MIAMI Bland, R. A. KSC Veziroglu, T. N. NAS10-8498 1707
39 UNIV OF MIAMI Bland, R. A. KSC Hirschberg, J. G. NAS10-8600 1708
39 U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL Vitale, J. A. HQ-PY' Cahill, L. J., Jr. NGL 24-005-263 2316
39 UNIV MO-KANSAS CITY Starr, W. L. HQ-SS Unavailable NAS 2-7078 2365
39 UNIV OF MONTANA Sebesta, P. D. ARC Craighead, J. J. NSG 2030 2384
39 UNIV NEBRASKA-LINCLN Stonesifer, G. R. GSFC Drew, J. V. NAS 5-21756 2385
39 UNIV NEBRASKA-LINCLN Vitale, J. A. HQ-PY Drew, J. V. NGL 28-004-020 2388
39 UNIV OF NEVADA-RENO Crump, E. W. GSFC Tueller, P. A. NAS 5-21870 2392
39 UNIV SO MISSISSIPPI Vitale, J. A. HQ-PY Pinson, J. W. NGL 25-005-007 2353
39 UNIV TENNESSEE-KNOXV Broderick, J. C. GSFC Bodenheimer, R. E. NAS 5-21875 2909
39 UNIV TENNESSEE-KNOXV Ensor, G. J. GSFC De Selm, H. R. NAS 5-21882 2910
39 UNIV TENNESSEE-KNOXV Unavailable MSFC Unavailable NAS 8-30878 2916
39 UNIV TENNESSEE-KNOXV Messer, C. W. MSFC Shahrokh, F. NGR 43-001-115 2921
39 UNIV TEXAS-AUSTIN Wilmarth, V. R. JSC Holz, R. K. NAS 9-13957 3059
39 UNIV OF UTAH Tuttle, F. B. HQ-FE Ridd, M. K. NASW 2648 3139
39 UNIV OF WASHINGTON Unavailable ARC Unavailable NAS 2-6778 3283
39 UNIV WISC-MADISON Taketa, S. T. ARC Tibbetts, T. W. NAS 2-7314 3316
39 UNIV WISC-MADISON Stonesifer, G. R. GSFC Clapp, J. L. NAS 5-21754 3324
39 UNIV WISC-MADISON Vitale, J. A. HQ-PY Suomi, V. E. NGL 50-002-114 3337
39 UNIV WISC-MADISON Vitale, J. A. HQ-PY Clapp, J. L. NGL 50-002-127 3338
39 VIRGINIA POLY INST Bettle, J. F. WFC Pettry, D. E. NAS 6-1863 3244
39 VIRGINIA POLY INST Scott, J. H. WFC Pettry, D. E. NAS 6-2388 3245
39 WEST VIRGINIA UNIV Kirby, C. E. LARC Steinhardt, E. NGR 49-001-061 3312
41 ALABAMA A&M UNIV Pohly, J. G. HQ-PY Lowsine, L. NGR 01-001-013 1000
41 ALABAMA A&M UNIV Pohly, J. G. HQ-PY Saha, H. NGR 01-001-024 1006
41 AUBURN UNIV-AUBURN Spearman, M. L. LARC Nichols, J. O. NSG 1002 1025
41 AUBURN UNIV-AUBURN Duncan, J. R., Jr. MSFC Bennett, A. G. NAS 8-30248 1021
41 BOSTON UNIVERSITY Yates, E. C., Jr. LARC Morino, L. NGR 22-004-030 2076
41 CALIF INST OF TECH Olson, L. E. ARC Cole, D. NGL 05-002-229 1189
41 CALIF INST OF TECH Sandercock, D. M. LERC Rannie, W. D. NGL 05-002-136 1183
41 CALIF INST OF TECH Roudebush, W. H. HQ-RA Liepmann, H. W. NGL 05-002-002 1174
41 CAL STATE U-SACRAMEN Priem, R. J. LERC Reardon, F. H. NGR 05-058-003 1223
41 CASE WESTERN RESERVE Stroud, W. J. LARC Kicher, T. P. NGL 36-003-002 2691
41 CASE WESTERN RESERVE Anderson, B. H. LERC Reshotko, E. NGL 36-027-032 2694
41 CASE WESTERN RESERVE Anderson, B. H. LERC Reshotko, E. NGR 36-027-038 2697
41 CASE WESTERN RESERVE Anderson, B. H. LERC Reshotko, E. NGR 36-027-064 2704
41 CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY Deissler, R. G. LERC Ling, S. C. NGR 09-005-099 1635
41 CHRISTPHR NEWPRT COL Jewel, J. W., Jr. LARC McMurran, P. E. NAS 1-12152 3156
41 CHRISTPHR NEWPRT COL Morris, G. J. LARC Roby, A. B. NAS 1-12328 3157
41 CLARKSON COL OF TECH Stroud, W. J. LARC Thornton, W. A. NGL 33-007-075 2500
41 CLEMSON UNIV-CLEMSON Doggett, R. V., Jr. LARC Rudisill, C. S. NGR 41-001-027 2886
41 COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY Danberg, J. E. LARC Friedman, M. B. NGL 33-008-098 2510
41 COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY Mixson, J. S. LARC Vailaitas, R. NSG 1059 2527
41 CORNELL UNIVERSITY Murman, E. M. ARC Seebass, A. R. NGL 33-010-057 2540








GEORGE WASHISGTON C 
GEORGE WASHISGTON L 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
GEORGIA INST OF  TECH 
GEORGIA INST OF  TECH 
GEORGIA INST OF  TECH 
GEORGIA INST OF TECH 
GEORGIA INST OF TECH 
GEORGIA INST OF  TECH 
GEORGIA INST OF TECH 
GEORGIA INST OF TECH 
GEORGIA 1SST OF  TECH 
HAMPTOV INSTITUTE 
HOWARD UNIVERSITY 
ISRAEL INST OF TECH 
ISRAEL INST OF  TECH 
LOUGHBOROUGH U TECH 
LOUGHBOROUGH U TECH 
LA STATE U-BAT ROUGE 
MASS lNST O F  TECH 
MASS lNST OF  TECH 
MASS INST OF  TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF  TECH 
MASS INST OF  TECH -~ -~ 
MASS INST OF  TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH , 
MASS INST OF  TECH 
MASS lNST OF  TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS lNST OF  TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF  TECH 
MASS INST OF  TECH 
MASS INST OF  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF  TECH 
MICHIGAN STATE UNlV 
MICHIGAN STATE UNlV 
MISSISSIPPI STATE U 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
NO CAROLINA STATE U 
NO CAROLINA STATE U 
NO CAROLINA STATE U 
NO CAROLINA STATE U 
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TECH GRANT/ 
TECHNICAL OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL CONTRACT 
OFFICER W C  INVESTIGATOR NUMBER 
Bargcr, R. L. 
Marek. C. J. 
Margolis. K. 
Mulac. R. W. 
Fultan, R. E. 
Hubbard, H. H. 
Morse, H. A. 
Pctcrson, J. P. 
Evans, J .  S. 
Bushnell. D. M. 
Boatrighl. W. 8. 
Hammond. C. E. 
Carier. J .  E. 
Huff, R. G. 
Prlem, R. I. 
Jewcl, J. W., Jr. 
Fedor, J. V. 
Bland. S. R. 
Bland. S. R. 
Cawthorn, J. M. 
Cawthorn, 1. M. 
Teixeirs. C. 
Rabbotl, I .  P., Jr. 
Schmitz. F. H. 
Norman. S. M. 
Corsiglia, V. R. 
Mawy. A. C. 
Szalai. K. J. 
Whitten. 1. B. 
Mace, W. D. 
Barger, R. L. 
Stone. R. W.. Jr. 
Kyscr. A. C. 
Stcwari. E. C. 
Hoad, D. R. 
Elliott. J. R. 
Reed. W. H.. Ill 
McNally. W. D. 
Weirs, S. 
Baumeirler. A. 1. 
Orange. T. W. 
Hodge, K. E. 
Wein~tcin. L. M. 
Morriscne, E. L. 
Bobbitt, P. 1. 
Caradonna, F. X. 
Hicks, R. M. 
Fetterman. D. E. 
Hukr .  P. W. 
South. J. C.. Jr. 
Masstrello, L. 
Dunavant, J. C. 
Hefncr, J. N. 
Hefner. I. N. 
Thornson, R. G. 
Crane, H. L. 
Imig. L. A. 
























































U R C  
LARC 
LARC 
Sabass. A. R. 
Gouldin, F. C. 
Liebowitz, H. 
Liebowitz, H. , 
Licbowitz, H. 
Liehwilz, H. 
Wu. 1. C. 
Horion. W. H. 
Huang, A. B. 
Huang. A. 8. 
Bangcri, L. H. 
pier&, G. A. 
Wu. J. C. 
Strahle. W. C. 
Zinn. 6. T. 
Williams. G. K. 
Bainurn, P. M. 
Nissirn, E. 
Nissim, E. 
Lowson, M. V. 
Lowson, M. V. 
Daniel. L. R.. Jr. 
Hem. N. D. 
Widnall. S. E. 
Sirnpson. R. W. 
Widnall. S. E. 
Simpson. R. W. 
Whitnker, H. P. 
Young. L. R. 
Simpson, R. W: 
Toong. T. G. 
Young. L. R. 
Mar. 1. W. 
Deyst, J. I., Jr. 
Widnall. S. E. 
Athens. M. 
Dugundji. J .  
Kerrsbrock. I. L. 
Wilner. E. A. 
Ingard, K. U. 
Kerrebmck, I. L. 
Unavailable 
Krzywoblocki. M. Z. 
FOSS. I. F. 
Thompson. J .  F. 
Isom. M. P. 
Garabedian. P. R. 
Fcrri. A. 
Ferri. A. 





Chang. T. S. 
Smetana. F. 0. 
Fahmy. A. A. 






























































APPENDIX B CROSS INDEX BY FIELD OF SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
TECH GRANT/
FIELD TECHNICAL OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL CONTRACT ACC
CODE INSTITUTION OFFICER LOC INVESTIGATOR NUMBER NO.
41 NORTHEASTERN UNIV Franklin, J. A. ARC Bach, R. E., Jr. NAS 2-7397 2217
41 NORTHWESTERN UNIV Grobman, J. S. LERC Kovitz, A. A. NGR 14-007-114 1797
41 OHIO STATE UNIV McCroskey, W. J. ARC Velkoff, H. R. NAS 2-6779 2723
41 OHIO STATE UNIV Siemers, P. M. LARC Petri, S. L. NAS 1-12688 2721
41 OHIO STATE UNIV Naumann, E. C. LARC Bailey, C. D. NGL 36-008-109 2731
41 OHIO STATE UNIV Runyan, H. L., Jr. LARC Bailey, C. D. NGR 36-008-197 2737
41 OHIO UNIVERSITY Mace, W. D. LARC McFarland, R. H. NGR 36-009-017 2744
41 OLD DOMINION UNIV Gentry, G. L., Jr. LARC Ousterhout, D. S. NGL 47-003-039 3185
41 OLD DOMINION UNIV Martin, D. J. LARC Roberts, A. S. NGR 47-003-052 3190
41 OLD DOMINION UNIV Morgan, H. L., Jr. LARC Baker, A. J. NSG 1038 3204
41 OLD DOMINION UNIV Walberg, G. D. LARC Goglia, G. L. NSG 1065 3212
41 PENNSYLVANIA STATE U Maestrello, L. LARC Reethof, G. NGL 39-009-121 2831
41 PENNSYLVANIA STATE U Heyson, H. H. LARC Eisenhuth, J. J. NGL 39-009-172 2832
41 PENNSYLVANIA STATE U Heidmann, M. F. LERC Lakshminarayana, B. NAS 3-17855 2819
41 PENNSYLVANIA STATE U Britsch, W. R. LERC Holl, J. W. NGL 39-009-001 2824
41 PENNSYLVANIA STATE U Britsch, W. R. LERC Lakshminarayana, B. NGL 39-009-007 2827
41 PENNSYLVANIA STATE U Stone, J. R. LERC Arndt, R. E. NGR 39-009-270 2841
41 PENNSYLVANIA STATE U Heidmann, M. F. LERC Lakshminarayana, B. NSG 3012 2844
41 PENNSYLVANIA STATE U Wild, J. W. HQ-MT Kaplan, M. H. NGR 39-009-210 2838
41 POLY INST OF NY Schmitz, F. H. ARC Isom, M. P. NAS 2-8399 2591
41 PRINCETON UNIVERSITY Gossett, T. D. ARC Durbin, E. J. NAS 2-7187 2413
41 PRINCETON UNIVERSITY Franklin, J. A. ARC Seckel, E. NAS 2-7350 2414
41 PRINCETON UNIVERSITY Ormiston, R. A. ARC Dowell, E. H. NAS 2-7615 2415
41 PRINCETON UNIVERSITY Gaspers, P. A., Jr. ARC Dowell, E. H. NGR 31-001-197 2434
41 PRINCETON UNIVERSITY Smith, G.A. ARC Durbin, E. J. NGR 31-001-277 2443
41 PRINCETON UNIVERSITY Strand, L. JPL Summerfield, M. NGL 31-001-109 2423
41 PRINCETON UNIVERSITY Crane, H. L. LARC Seckel, E. NAS 1-11231 2411
41 PRINCETON UNIVERSITY Hilton, D. A. LARC Hayes, W. D. NGL 31-001-119 2424
41 PRINCETON UNIVERSITY Mace, W. D. LARC Graham, D. NGL 31-001-252 2427
41 PRINCETON UNIVERSITY Chamis, C. C. LERC Moon, F. C. NGR 31-001-267 2440
41 PRINCETON UNIVERSITY Gray, V. H. LERC Summerfield, M. NGR 31-001-307 2445
41 PURDUE UNIVERSITY Margason, R. J. LARC Skifstad, J. G. NGL 15-005-094 1879
41 PURDUE UNIVERSITY Landrum, E. J. LARC Marshall, F. J. NGR 15-005-119 1886
41 PURDUE UNIVERSITY Morgan, H. L., Jr. LARC Marshall, F. J. NGR 15-005-188 1893
41 PURDUE UNIVERSITY Minner, G. L. LERC Vaidya, P. G. NAS 3-18010 1871
41 PURDUE UNIVERSITY Poferl, D. J. LERC Lecuyer, M. R. NGR 15-005-147 1887
41 PURDUE UNIVERSITY Anderson, B. H. LERC Hoffman, J. D. NGR 15-005-162 1890
41 PURDUE UNIVERSITY Bishop, A. R. LERC Hoffman, J. D. NGR 15-005-191 1894
41 RENSSELAER POLY-NY Elliott, J. R. LARC Kaufman, H. NGR 33-018-183 2606
41 ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY Fulton, R. E. LARC Rhodes, J. L. NGL 26-006-021 2355
41 SOUTHERN. METHODIST U Tanner, T. A. ARC Starling, J. D. NSG 2006 2986
41 'STANFORD UNIVERSITY Vause, G. R. ARC Karamcheti, K. NAS 2-6158 1243
41 STANFORD UNIVERSITY Kelley, M. W. ARC Bryson, A. R. NGR 05-020-526 1283
41 STANFORD UNIVERSITY Park, C. ARC Kruger, C. H. NGR 05-020-583 1286
41 STANFORD UNIVERSITY Thomas, C. L. ARC Powell, J. D. NGR 05-020-663 1296
41 STANFORD UNIVERSITY Hruby, R. J. ARC McCluskey, E. J. NGR 05-020-699 1302
41 STANFORD UNIVERSITY Kordes, E. E. FRC McIntosh, S. C., Jr. NGL 05-020-498 1271
41 STANFORD UNIVERSITY Doggett, R. V:, Jr. LARC Ashley, H. NGL 05-020-243 1266
41 STANFORD UNIVERSITY Reed, W. H. LARC Herrmann, G. NGL 05-020-397 1270
41 STANFORD UNIVERSITY Colladay, R. S. LERC Kays, W. M. NAS 3-14336 1247
41 STANFORD UNIVERSITY Carter, C. H. HQ-PY Pettit, J. M. NGT 05-020-361 1305
41 TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY McAlister, K. W. ARC Parker, A. G. NAS 2-7917 2989
41 TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY Moseley, W. C., Jr. JSC Lowy, S. H. NAS 9-9766 3000
41 TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY South, J. C., Jr. LARC Carlson, L. A. NGR 44-001-157 3015
41 TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY Chamis, C. C. LERC Thornton, H. R. NGR 44-001-149 3013
41 TUFTS UNIVERSITY Ahtye, W. F. ARC Cole, J. E. NGR 22-012-031 2222
41 TULANE UNIVERSITY Priem, R. J. LERC O'Hara, J. C. NGR 19-002-030 1982
41 TUSKEGEE INSTITUTE Guest, S. H. MSFC Lenzo, C. S. NGR 01-005-010 1032
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CODE INSTITUTION OFFICER LOC INVESTIGATOR NUMBER NO.
41 UNIV OF BRIDGEPORT Williams, J. G. LARC Palazotto, A. N. NGR 07-001-004 1597
41 UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY Perkins, E. W. ARC Talbot, L. NGR 05-003-451 1352
41 UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY Kurzhals, P. R. HQ-RE Desoer, C. A. NGL 05-003-016 1332
41 UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES Polentz, P. P. ARC Britt, P. NAS 2-7785 1392
41 UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES Hodder, B. K. ARC Meecham, W. C. NGR 05-007-323 1423
41 UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES Carter, A. L. FRC Unavailable NAS 4-1995 1393
41 UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES Rediess, H. A. FRC Balakrishnan, A. V. NGL 05-007-379 1415
41 UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES Stroud, W. J. LARC. Schmit, L. A. NGR 05-007-337 1427
41 UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES Bland, S. R. LARC Cole, J. D. NGR 05-007-395 1430
41 UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES Hammond, C. E. LARC Friedmand, P. P. NGR 05-007-414 1432
41 UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO Gessow, A. LARC Libby, P. A. NGR 05-009-178 1473
41 UNIV OF CINCINNATI Burke, J. A. ARC Tabakoff, W. NAS 2-7850 2741
41 UNIV OF CINCINNATI Queijo, M. J. LARC Wells, W. R. NGR 36-004-061 2752
41 UNIV OF CINCINNATI Harris, J. E. LARC Davis, R. T. NGR 36-004-069 2757
41 UNIV OF CINCINNATI Prust, H. W., Jr. .LERC Tabakoff, W. NGR 36-004-064 2754
41 UNIV COLORADO-BOLDR Rainey, R. W. LARC Busemann, A. NSG 1056 1579
41 UNIV COLORADO-BOLDR Deissler, R. G. LERC Uberoi, M. S. NGR 06-003-208 1571
41 UNIV OF CONNECTICUT Kurzhals, P. R. HQ-RE Lindorff, D. P. NGL 07-002-002 1602
41 UNIV OF DENVER Redding, E. R. HQ-PY Blackledge, J. P. NGL 06-004-096 1585
41 UNIV OF FLORIDA Margason, R. J. LARC Fearn, R. L. NGL 10-005-127 1698
41 UNIV ILLINOIS-URBANA Morgan, H. L., Jr. LARC Ormsbee, A. 1. NGR 14-005-144 1843
41 UNIV ILLINOIS-URBANA Stickle, J. W. LARC Ormsbee, A. I. NGR 14-005-194 1851
41 UNIV ILLINOIS-URBANA Stickle, J. W. LARC Ormsbee, A. 1. NGR 14-005-206 1854
41 UNIV ILLINOIS-URBANA Anderson, B. H. LERC Chow, W. L. NGL 14-005-140 1840
41 UNIV ILLINOIS-URBANA Karchmer, A. M. LERC Jones, B. G. NGR 14-005-149 1844
41 UNIV ILLINOIS-URBANA Karchmer, A. M. LERC Jones, B. G. NGR 14-005-177 1846
4"1 'UNIV ILLINOIS-URBANA Marek, C. J. LERC Strehlow, R. A. NGR 14-005-193 1850
41 UNIV OF KANSAS Gee, S. W. FRC Roskam, J. NAS 4-2148 1922
41 UNIV OF KANSAS Barber, M. R. FRC Roskam, J. NGR 17-002-095 1933
41 UNIV OF KANSAS Ward, J. F. LARC Muirhead, V. U. NAS 1-12976 1921
41 UNIV OF KANSAS Crane, H. L. LARC Kohlman, D. L. NGR 17-002-072 1932
41 UNIV OF KANSAS Campbell, J. F. LARC Lan, C. T. NGR 17-002-107 1935
41 UNIV OF KANSAS Pride, R. A. LARC Lenzen, K. H. NGR 17-004-027 1936
41 UNIV OF KANSAS Lamar, J. E. LARC Roskam, J. NSG 1046 1939
41 UNIV OF KANSAS Duberg, J. E. LARC Roskam, J. NSG 1061 . 1940
41 UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK Chyu, W. J. ARC Yang, J. C. NGR 21-002-350 2041
41 UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK Gaspers, P. A., Jr. ARC Weisshaar, T. A. NGR 21-002-391 2048
41 UNIV MD-EASTRN SHORE Pohly, J. G. HQ-PY Nagarajon, N. NGR 21-119-002 2067
41 UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR. Feistel, T. W. ARC Buning, H. NSG 2018 2292
41 UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR McCarty, J. L. LARC Clark, S. R. NGL 23-005-010 2263
41 UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR Czarnecki, K. R. LARC Adamson, T. C., Jr. NGR 23-005-523 2273
41 UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR Beckwith, I. E. LARC Nicholls, J. A. NGR 23-005-600 2284
41 UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR McCarty, J. L. LARC Clark, S. K. NSG 1080 2291
41 UNIV MO-ROLLA Mixson, J. S. LARC Koval, L. R. NSG 1050 2369
41 UNIV OKLAHOMA-NORMAN Stephens, J. B. MSFC Canfield, J. M. NAS 8-30175 2776
41 UNIV OF SANTA CLARA Marvin, J. G. ARC Owen, F.K. NGR 05-017-029 1501
41 UNIV OF SANTA CLARA Hruly, R.- ARC Dunn, W. R. NGR 05-017-031 1502
41 UNIV OF SANTA CLARA Schwartz, 1. R. ARC Cheng, D. Y. NGR 05-017-033 1503
41 UNIV OF SOUTHERN CAL Dorsch, R. G. LERC Laufer, J. NAS 3-17857 1508
41 UNIV OF SOUTHERN CAL Dorsch, R. G. LERC Laufer, J. NSG 3025 1523
41 UNIV TENNESSEE-KNOXV Bland, S. R. LARC Wu, J. M. NGR 43-001-102 2920
41 UNIV TENNESSEE-KNOXV Fetterman, D. E. LARC Chaudhuri, S. N. NGR 43-001-124 2924
41 UNIV TENNESSEE-KNOXV Hammond, C. E. LARC Lumsdaine, E. NSG 1054 2929
41 UNIV TENNESSEE-KNOXV Hunt, L. R. LARC Hodgson, J. W. NSG 1062 2930
41 UNIV TENNESSEE-KNOXV Dittmar, J. H. LERC Lunsdaine, E. NGR 43-001-134 2926
41 UNIV TENNESSEE-KNOXV Dorsch, R. G. LERC Maus, J. R. NGR 43-001-135 2927
41 * UNIV TEXAS-AUSTIN Coe, C. F.. ARC Panton, R. L. NGR 44-012-221 3071
41 UNIV TEXAS-AUSTIN Goodrich, W. D. JSC Bertin, J. J. NAS 9-13680 3056
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UNlV O F  VlRGlNlA 
UNlV O F  VIRGINIA 
UNlV O F  VlRGlNlA 
UNlV O F  VlRGlNlA 
UNlV O F  VlRGlNlA 
UNlV O F  VlRGlNlA 
UNlV O F  VlRGlNlA 
UNlV O F  WASHINGTON 
U N I V  OF WASHINGTON 
UNlV O F  WASHINGTON 
Key. J. E. 
Yale$. E. C.. Jr.  
Rainey, A. G .  
Kilgore. R.  A. 
Schoonaver. W. E.. 
Stone, R. W.. Jr. 
Schoenster. J. A. 
Kilgore. R. A. 
Watson, E. C. 
Kurkuwski. R. L. 
Stcinle. F .  W., Jr. 
Anderson. A. E. 
Hodder. B. K. 
Heyron, H. H. 
Heyson. H. H. 
Ward. J. F .  
Cradon .  J .  F .  
Gaspers, P. A., Jr. 
Curry, D. M. 
Russin. W. R. 
Martin, D.  J. 
Beckwith, I. E. 
Montgomery. R.  C 
Montgomery, R. C 
Pohly, J. G. 
Morse, H.  A. 
Noonan. K .  W. 
Hsthsoat, J. P. 
Paddack, S. J. 
Paddack, S. 1. 
Pricm. R. J. 
Serafini, 1. S. 
Mirlich. M. J. 
Tarvcr, P. 
Pricm. R. J. 
Cambell. C. E. 
Barbieri, R. W. 
Hovnanian 
Priem. R. J. 
Barbieri, R. W. 
Minson, J. S. 
Mullin, J. P. 
Schwenk, F .  C. 
Tamer, P. 
Ruhcsin, M. W. 
Lidston, J. M. 
Lidston, I.  M. 
Barbieri, R. W. 
Priem, R. J .  
Smith, R. E. 
Aucrcmannc, M. J. 
Soltis. D. G .  
Hady. W. F. 
Parker, J. R. 
Michaels. T. S. 
Fedor, J. V. 
Franks, H. H. 



















Becksr. E. B. 
Haviland. J .  K. 
Haviland. J .  K. 
Zapata, R. N. 
Jacobson. I. D. 
Jacobson. I. D. 
Haviland. J. K .  
Zapala, R. N. 
Childs, M. E. 
Joppa, R. G: 
Russell. D. A. 
Kippenhan. C. J .  
Chalupnik, J. D. 
Joppa, R. G.  
Rae. W. H. 
Bratanow, T. 
Reid, G .  F. 
Wcisshaar. T. A. 
Lewis, C. H. 
Schetz, J. A. 
Fabrycky, W. J. 
Schctr, J .  A. 
Vanlandingham, H. F 
?iff, E. M. 
Agrawal. K. M. 
Hohenemser. K. H. 
Wcntr, W. H., Ir. 
Bennett. A. G. 
Renard, M. L. 
Renard, M. L. 
Mitchell, C. E. 
Wilhelrn, H. E. 
Wilbur, P. J. 
Wehe. R. L. 
Zinn. 8. T .  
daclin, D. 
Deyst, I. 1.. Jr. 
Biemann. K. 
Faeth, G. M. 
Lion, P. M. 
Dowell. E. H. 
Jahn, R. G .  
Kelly, A. J .  
Laytan. J .  P. 
Reynolds. W. C. 
Debra, D. B. 
Berra, D. B. 
Breakwell, J. V. 
Purdy, K. R. 
Hermann, R. 
Meinel, A. B. 
Walker, R.  D., Jr. 
Milligan. M. W. 
Hung, 1. C. 
Tapley. B. D. 
Meirovitch, L. 
Bowman, T. E.  
Sabu, D.  D. 
NAS 8-30622 
NG L 47-005-098 
NGL 47-005-108 








USIV OF W\StIINGTOV 
I % I \ '  Ob WAStII\C;TON 
NGR 48-002-141 
NGR 48-002-144 
UNlV O F  WASHINGTON 
UNlV O F  WASHINGTON 
UNlV WISC-MILWAUKEE 
VA MILITARY INSTITUT 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VlRGlNlA POLY INST 
VlRGlNlA POLY lNST 



























VIRt i lNl4  P0I.Y IhST 
VIRGIUIA POLY l h S T  
VlRGlNlA POLY INS1 
41 VlRGlNlA STATE COL 
41 WASHINGTON UNlVERSTY 
41 WICHITA STATE UNlV 
42 AUHUHPI' UNIV-AIJHI.'Rh' 
42 CARfiCGIt .MFLLON UNlV 




42 COLORADO STATE UNlV 
42 COLORADO STATE UNlV 
42 COLORADO STATE UNlV 













42 GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 
42 MASS INST O F  TECH 
42 MASS INST O F  TECH 
42 MASS lNST O F  TECH 
42 PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 

































PRIVLFTON C VIVLRSITY 
PRIUCtTO\  L \IVTRSITY 
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 
P R I ~ C F T O I  C ~ I V E R S I I Y  
STANFORD L 1 h l V t R S I I Y  
STA\ tOHI)  UNIVFRSITY 
STAUFORD IINIVERSITY 
STAVFORIJ CNIVkRSl lY 








UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV O F  FLORIDA 
L KlV TF\NfSStE.KNOXV 








VlRGlNlA POLY INS1 
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INSTITUTION 
ILL INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 




SO UNIV-BATON ROUGE 
I. S1\ <:AI.lF-BIRKCl f Y  
UNI \ '  CAL IF -R tKKEL tY  
UNIV 01' C I h C I U S A I I  
UNIV  OF FLORIDA 
U N l V  MICH-ANN ARBOR 
U N l V  MO-COLUMBIA 
U N l V  OF SO CAROLINA 
COLORADO STATE U N l V  
O L D  DOMINION U N l V  
TEXAS A & M  UNIVERSITY 
~~~ ~ ~ 
I. \ I \  C4IIC-BFRK6.LI.Y 
UNIV ILLIUOIS-l .RR?NA 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
ALABAMA A & M  U N I V  
AMERICAN UNIVERSITY 
AUBURN UNIV-AUBURN 
CARNEGIE-MELLON U N I V  
ClTY COLLEGE O F  N  Y 
ClTY COLLEGE OF N Y 
CITY COLLEGE O F  N Y 
ClTY COLLtGF Ot h \ 
COLOK41)U \ rATF 1 \I\ 
CULL MRIA 1 \ IVLRS l l  Y 
CORNELL UNIVERSITY 
DUKE UNIVERSITY 
GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 
Gt0RC;IA INST O F  TECH 
GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 
GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 
HOFSTRA UNIVERSITY 
HOWARD UNIVERSITY 
L A V A L  UNIVERSITY 
LOWELL TECH INST 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O l  T t C H  
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MEMPHIS ST U N l V  
MISSISSIPPI STA'TF U 
MORGAN STATE COLI.EGF 
N t W  MEX ST U-LAS CR 
N t W  MEX ST U-LAS CK 
NEW M t X  ST II-LAS CK 
N1.W MEX 51' U-(.AS CK 
N O  CAR A&T STA 1'1: U 
NO CAK A6rT STATli I J  
NO CAKOIJNA STAT1 I1 
TECHNICAL 
OFFICZR 
Kaplan, C. M. 
Holdeman, 1. D. 
Pohly, 1. G. 
Cagliostr~ D E 
~navai lable ' ' 
Kissinger, L. D. 
Pahly, J. G .  
Wydevcn. T. 1. 
Wydrven, T. 1. 
Pcice, H. L. 
Easter. R. W. 
Unavailable 
Ellia. W. E. 
Jarolan, A. E. 
Camp, D. W. 
Leland, T. J. 
Chapman, A. J. 
Kourtides. D. A. 
Render, M. I. 
Hayduk. R. J. 
Lowrey. D. 0. 
Long, E. R.. 11. 
Ernens, F. H. 
Lowery. D. 0. 
White, J. R. 
Schaefer. D. H. 
Brown, 3. P. 
Brown. 1. P. 
Miller. J. E. 
Batson. B. H. 
Adams. G .  D.  
Lal1i.V. R. 
Brunk. W. E. 
Rodriguez. G .  E. 
King. 1. L. 
Wright. M .  I .  
Morris. R. 
llnavailablr 
Kerr. J. H. 
Kerr. 1. H. 
Swift. C. T. 
Sauely, R. T.  
Major. F. G. 
Lalli. V. R. 
Clark. T.  A. 
Solfen. G. A. 
Smolrnrky. S. 
Anderton. H. I.. 
Shack. P. E.  
Pill,. t .  H. 
Mu,ndy. J. R .  
Lantr. P. A. 
Flowrc. J. 
L,Ot>, 1'. A.  
Schlimrncr. t i .  F. 
Ir ipp. A. L.  
I'ahly. I .  C i .  
Lx>>ikr, h. S. 
TECH 
OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL 
U)C INVESTIGATOR 
LERC Weinstein. H. 
LERC Fay, 1. A. 
HQ-PY Stubbleficld, C. T. 
ARC Sirignano, W. A. 
HQ-RP Zucrow, M. J. 
ISC Davis. S H. 
HQ-PY Watson. M.  M. 
ARC Bell, A. T.  
ARC Mcrrill. R. P. 
LARC Chaltolf, R. P. 
LERC Walker. R. D., Jr. 
GSFC Unavailable 
JSC Winnick. I.  
KSC Bonnell, R. D. 
MSFC Cermak, J. E. 
LARC Cheng. R. 
LARC Beckwith, S. W. 
ARC Williamson. R. B. 
JSC Karara, H. M .  
LARC Melosh. R. J. 
MSFC Weathers, G. 
LARC Cullen. E. 
MSFC Irwin. 1. D. 
MSFC Honnell, M.  A. 
MSFC Irwin. J. 0. 
GSFC Lee. S. H. 
GSFC Schilling. D. L.  
GSFC Schilling. D. L. 
GSFC Schilling, D. L. 
JSC Schilling. D. L. 
MSFC Jones. T. B. 
LERC Stern. T. 
HQ-SL Harwit. M.  0. 
GSFC Wilson, T. J. 
GSFC Dees. 1. W. 
KSC Webb. R. P. 
LARC Walker. R .  D.. J r .  
LERC Unc%vailahle 
MSFC. Callor. W. R. 
MSFC Hart, R. K. 
LARC Weirrman. D. E. 
JSC Choudhury. A. K.  
GSFC Vanier. J. 
LERC Burger. P. 
GSFC Shapim. I. I. 
LARC Shapiro. I. T. 
HQ-PA Lonnetur. 2.  S. 
HQ-RE Kennedy. R. S. 
JSC Morris. C. F. 
MSFC R118cr*. T. W. 
GSFC Callap;m. R. R. 
GSFC Post. C. C. 
t iSFC Snow. L. I.. 
GSFC Port. C. C .  
KSC Bunlgrmer. R. A .  
LAKC WrI1i:t~ns. L,  
I Msd;%n. R. N. 

































NSG M I 3  
NAS 9-13940 
NAS 8.30250 
N G L  33-008-090 
NGR 33410-210 






















N G R  W - O I L W  





APPENDIX B CROSS INDEX BY FIELD OF SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
TECH GRANT/
FIELD TECHNICAL OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL CONTRACT ACC
CODE INSTITUTION OFFICER LOC INVESTIGATOR NUMBER NO.
45 NO CAROLINA STATE U Hendricks, H. D. LARC Monteith, L. K. NGR 34-002-172 2670
45 NO CAROLINA STATE U Croswell, W. F. LARC Kauffman, J. F. NGR 34-002-188 2676
45 NO CAROLINA STATE U Godlewski, M. P. LERC Hauser, J. R. NGR 34-002-195 2679
45 NORTHEASTERN UNIV Myers, I. LERC Radinodici, B. NAS12-2053 2218
45 NORTHWESTERN UNIV Painter, J. H. LARC Schaefer, B. M. NGR 14-007-129 1799
45 OHIO STATE UNIV Hirschmann, E. GSFC Ksienski, A. A. NGR 36-008-080 2733
45 OHIO STATE UNIV Cockrell, C. R. LARC Richmond, J. H. NGL 36-008-138 2732
45 OHIO STATE UNIV Croswell, W. F. LARC Peters, L., Jr. NGR 36-008-144 2734
45 OHIO STATE UNIV Painter, J. H. LARC Peake, W. H. NGR 36-008-169 2736
45 OHIO STATE UNIV Gedney, R..T. LERC Peake, W. H. NSG 3005 274245 OKLAHOMA STATE UNIV Moul, M. T. LARC Rhoten, R. P. NGR 37-002-096 2771
45 PRINCETON UNIVERSITY Bordelon, C. S. MSFC Danielson, R. E. NAS 8-29239 2420
45 PURDUE UNIVERSITY Lynch, T. J. GSFC Wintz, P. A. NGR 15-005-152 1888
45 RENSSELAER POLY-NY Grant, T. L. ARC Modestino, J. W. NGR 33-018-188 2607
45 SOUTHERN METHODIST U Painter, J. H. LARC Gupta, S. C. NGR 44-007-049 2985
45 STANFORD UNIVERSITY Grant, T. L. ARC Croft, T. A. NSG 2017 1311
45 STANFORD UNIVERSITY Baker, J. GSFC Villard, O. G. NAS 5-10102 1248
45 STANFORD UNIVERSITY Soffen, G. A. LARC Tyler, G. L. NAS 1-9701 1240
45 STANFORD UNIVERSITY Anderton, H. L. HQ-RE Harris, S. E. NGL 05-020-103 1261
45 STATE U NY-STONY BRK Weldon, J. M. HQ-SG Stroke, G. W. NSG 7003 2637
45 TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY Arndt, G. D. JSC Haden, C. R. NAS 9-9285 299945 TEXAS TECH UNIV Day, J. L. JSC Portnoy, W. M. NAS 9-11162 3020
45 TUSKEGEE INSTITUTE Clark, E. E., Jr. MSFC Doreswamy, C. V. NSG 8003 1034
45 TUSKEGEE INSTITUTE Pohly, J. G. HQ-PY Terrill, G. R. NGR 01-005-012 103345 UNIV ALA-TUSCALOOSA Emens, F. H. MSFC Houts, R. C. NAS 8-20172 1064
45 UNIV ALA-TUSCALOOSA Randall, J. L. MSFC Webb, W. E. NAS 8-25562 1065
45 UNIV OF ARIZONA Schwenk, F. C. HQ-NS Schultz, D. G. NGL 03-002-006 111745 UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY Lynch, T. J. GSFC Algazi, V. R. NGR 05-003-538 1365
45 UNIV OF CINCINNATI Sundberg, G. R. LERC Henderson, H. T. NSG 3022 2759
45 UNIV OF CINCINNATI Grier, N. T. LERC Nevin, J. H. NSG 3024 2760
45 UNIV COLORADO-BOLDR Lehmann, J. HQ-ER Baird, J. R. NGR 06-003-160 1564
45 UNIV OF FLORIDA Godlewski, M. P. LERC Lindholm, F. A. NSG 3018 170545 UNIV OF HOUSTON Arndt, G. D. JSC Simpson, R. S. NAS 9-11845 3024
45 UNIV ILLINOIS-URBANA Golden, T. S. GSFC Yeh, K. C. NGR 14-005-189 184945 UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK Hurt, C. R. GSFC Hochuli, U. E. NGR 21-002-345 2040
45 UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK Pease, P. B. GSFC Pugsley, J. H. NGR 21-002-355 2043
45 UNIV OF MASS-AMHERST Rolinski, A. J. GSFC Monopoli, R. V. NGL 22-010-018 222445 UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR Hughes, W. E. GSFC Haddad, G. I. NGL 23-005-183 226445 UNIV OF NOTRE DAME Lynch, T. J. GSFC Massey, J. L. NGL 15-004-026 190045 UNIV OF NOTRE DAME Fripp, A. L. LARC Gajda, W. J., Jr. NAS 1-12468 189945 UNIV OF SO CAROLINA Lowrey, D. O. MSFC Fellers, R. G. NAS 8-28660 288945 UNIV OF SOUTHERN CAL Kutz, R. L. GSFC Davisson, L. D. NAS 5-21505 150945 UNIV OF SOUTHERN CAL Premo, D. A. GSFC Gagliardi, R. M. NGL 05-018-104 1516
45 UNIV OF SOUTHERN CAL Kutz, R. L. GSFC Davisson, L. D. NGL 05-018-118 151745 UNIV TENNESSEE-KNOXV Borelli, M. T. MSFC Gonzalez, R. C. NAS 8-29271 291245 UNIV TENNESSEE-KNOXV Thompson, Z. MSFC Liu, T. C. NAS 8-30256 291545 UNIV TEXAS-AUSTIN Hirschman, H. GSFC Straiton, A. W. NAS 5-21982 304945 UNIV OF VIRGINIA Kelly, W. L. LARC White, E. J. NAS 1-10210 321345 UNIV OF VIRGINIA Wells, J. G., Jr. LARC Parrish, E. A. NSG 1067 323445 UNIV WISC-MADISON Unavailable ARC Unavailable NAS 2-8015 331945 VIRGINIA POLY INST Hirschmann, E. GSFC Bostian, C. W. NAS 5-21984 324345 VIRGINIA POLY INST Hirschmann, E. GSFC Bostian, C. W. NGR 47-004-091 325245 VIRGINIA POLY INST Dod, L. R. GSFC Galindo, V. NGR 47-004-102 325845 VIRGINIA POLY INST Dod, L. R. GSFC Stutzman, W. L. NGR 47-004-103 325945 WASHINGTON TECH INST Ehrmann, C. H. GSFC Brach, P. NGR 09-059-002 167445 WAYNE STATE UNIV Brandhorst, H. W., Jr. LERC Wang, E. Y. NGR 23-006-057 229745 WAYNE STATE UNIV Dunning, J. W., Jr. LERC Wang, E. Y. NGR 23-006-063 229845 WEST VIRGINIA UNIV Johnson, J. W. LARC Balanis, C. A. NGR 49-001-056 3311
222
NASA's  UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
APPENDIX B C R O S S  INDEX BY FIELD O F  SCIENCE A N D  ENGINEERING 
INSTITUTION 
YALE UNIVERSITY 
ALABAMA A&M UNlV 
BROWN UNIVERSITY 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 
CAL STATk U-NRTHRDGE 
CARNEGIF-MEI.LON UNlV . 
C 0 1 0 R 4 0 0  S T \ T F  UZlV 
COLOKAIIO STATL L Z l V  
-- 
DREXEL UNIVERSITY 
GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 
GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 
HARV4RIl  ONIVERSIIY 
HOWARD I!NIVkKSlTY 
LEHIGH UNIVERSITY 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MISSISSIPPI STATE U 
NORTHWESTERN UNlV 
~ ~ 
OLD DOMINIO\I UUIV 
O L D  DOMlNlOU U\IV 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 




UNlV ALA-HUNTSVILLE ' 
UNlV ALA-HUNTSVILLE 
UNlV O F  CINCINNATI 
UNlV O F  KENTUCKY 
UNlV O F  MASSAMHERST 
UNIV O F  MIAMI 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MO-ROLLA 
UNlV O F  NEW MEXICO 




UNlV O F  UTAH 
UNlV OF VIRGINIA 
UNlV OF VIRGINIA 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 





TECHNICAL OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL CONTRACT 
OFFICER IX)C INVESTIGATOR NUMBER 
khaefer, D. H. 
Pohly. J. G .  
Mirncik, J. A. 
Grass, L. A. 
Coe, H. H. 
Ludwig. L. P. 
Kirkpatrkk. J. P. 
Misencik, J. A. 
Eward,  J .  C. 
Howlett, J. T. 
Posey. J. W. 
Jones. W. R.. Jr. 
Leonard, H. W. 
Huff, V. N. 
Fichtcr. W. B. 
Poorman, R. M. 
Borelli, M. T. 
Hoppes, R: V. 
Fikes. E. H. 
Miller, D. J. 
Fleming, D. P. 
Zaretsky, E. V. 
French, B. 0. 
Hellbaum. R. F .  
Schoonover. W. E.. 
Dittmar. J. H. 
Pohly, J. G. 
Minner, G .  L. 
Dietrich. M. W. 
Graham, R.  W. 
Holder, R. C. 
French, 0. 0. 
Jones. J. H. 
Allums. S. L. 
'Smith, R. E. 
' Schutzenhofcr. L. A 
Marek, C. I. 
. . 
Haas. J. E. 
Jackson. M. M. 
Patterson. J. W. 
Housner, J: M. 
Fichter, W. B. 
Priem. R. J .  
Priem, R. J. 
Chambers, A. B. 
Hellbaum, R. F. 
Larson, P. A. 
Fichtl, G. H. 
Ellsworth, D.  J. 
Boyd, W. C. 
Wawl, R. A! 
Sewall, J. L. 
Cunningham, R. E. 
Newman, I. C., Jr.  
Newman, J. C., Jr. 
Gangler, J. J. 
Misencik, J: A. 
Klopp. W. D.  
GSFC Barker. R. C. 
HQ-PY Weathers. G .  D. 
LERC Mylonas. C. 
MSFC Acosta. A. J. 
LERC Nypan, L. J. 
LERC Hughes, W. F. 
ARC Jones, T. 6. 
LEKC Smith. F .  W. 
LERC Moore. F. K. 
LARC Mortirncr, R. C. 
L A R C  Pterce. A. D. 
LERC Winer, W. 0. 
LARC Budiansky, B. 
HQ-MT Bainum, P. M. 
LARC Sih. G .  C .  
MSFC Masubuchi. K. 
MSFC'  Whitney. D. E. 
MSFC Masubuchi. K. 
MSFC Ovellette, G. 
HQNS Sheridan, T. B. 
LERC Stiffler, A. K.  
LERC Ching. H. S. 
JSC Keshoek, E. G. 
LARC Goglia. G .  L. 
Jr. LARC Park. W. H. 
LERC   end err on, R. E. 
HQ-PY Yeh, H. Y. 
LERC Vaidva. P. G .  
LERC ~ o y . - l .  1. 
LERC Kay$ W M. 
MSFC Haughton, J. R 
JSC Sellers. 1. P. 
~~ ~, 
MSFC Pao, S. P. 
MSFC Shih, C. C. 
MSFC Hunc. R. J. 
MSFC ~ u u g h t ~ ,  J. 0. 
LERC Branch, M. C. 
LERC Tabakaff, W. 
JSC Carter, W. M. 
MSFC Cmsrlley, F. R. 
LARC Plasr, H. J., Jr.  
LARC Atkins, A. G. 
LERC Nicholls. J. A. 
LERC Nicholls, J .  A. 
ARC Miles, J. 0. 
LARC Richards, C .  G .  
MSFC Elliott, J.  M. 
MSFC Frost. W. 
MSFC Hung, J. C. 
JSC Hickox, C. E. 
HQ-RP h i r e s ,  K. L. 
LARC Pilkcy, W. D. 
LERC Gunter, E. J. 
LARC Smith, C. W. 
LARC Smith, C. W. 
HQ-RW Frechette, V. D. 
LERC Low, J .  R., Jr. 
LERC Low, J .  R., Jr. 
NGL 0 7 W 0 0 5  
NGR OI-001-021 
























N G R  44433-016 
NSG 3029 
NAS 3-17357 













N G L  23605-336 
NGR 23-05-536 
NGR 26006097 





N G L  45603-037 
NGR 47-005- 145 
N G L  47-05-050 
NG R 47-004676 
NSG 1024 
NASW 2504 






NASA's  UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
APPENDIX B C R O S S  INDEX BY FIELD O F  SCIENCE A N D  ENGINEERING 
INSTITUTION 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CORNELL UNIVERSITY 
GEORGETOWN UNlV 






MASS INST OF TECH 
NO CAROLINA STATE U 
NO CAROLINA STATE U 
OHIO STATE UNlV 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 
RENSSELAER POLY-NY 
RENSSELARI POLY-NY 
SOUTHERN METHODIST U 
STANFORD USIVERSITY 
ST&Nl-OHD UNIVERSITY 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY 
TALLADEGA COLLEGE 
TtNNfSSCt STATt UNlV 
TFXAS ABM UNIVERSITY 
UNlV ALA-Huh n V I L L t  
UNlV CALIF-BERKELEY - 
U I l V  CAIIF-1 ANGEIES 
LIVIV CALIF-L AYGtLkS 
UNlV OF ClNClNNATI 
UNlV OF CONNECTICUT 
UNlV OF FLORIDA 
UNlV OF FLORIDA 
L'NIV 01. KtNTUCKY 
L'VIV OF KtlVTUCKY 
UNlV OF M IAMI  
UNlV MICH-AhN ARBOR 
L NIV MICtl-ANN ,\RBOR 
UNIV NEBRASKA-LINCLN 
UNlV OF PITTSBURGH 
UNIV OF TULSA 
UNlV OF WASHINGTON 
UNlV OF WASHINGTON 






Ashbrook. R. L. 
Gray. H. R. 
Gray, H. R. 
Probat. H. 8. 
Maltz. J. 
Laurence. J. C. 
Allen. R. E. 
Haacmcycr. E. A. 
Buckley. D. H. 
Newman. J. C.. Jr. 
nb, w. 
Ashbrook. R. L. 
Misencik. J. A. 
Harris. J. W. 
Quatineu, M. 
Mehrens. H. E. 
Mounihan. P. I. 
Williams, D. P. 
Hagginbothom, W. K 
Gray. H. R. 
Hirschbsrg. M. H. 
Sanders. W. A. 
Gilalad, D. A. 
Lad. R. A. 
Miller, C. D. 
Grimes, H. H. 
Breckenridge, R. A. 
Williams, D. P. 
Goldstein, H. E. 
Whitvnkrger. J. D. 
Lad. R. A. 
Levine, S. R. 
Hirschberg, M. H. 
MeKannan, E. C. 
Buckley, D. H. 
Holladay. A. M. 
Davidsan, M. C. 
Stephens, J. R. 
Poppa, H. R. 
Johnson. R. L. 
Olson, W. T. 
Hasemeyer. E. A. 
Lad, R. A. 
Lad, R. A. 
Sanders. W. A. 
Brown. W. F.. Jr. 
Shannon. J. L.. Jr. 
Flcebc, 1. C. 
Buckley. D. H. 
Nelson, H. G. 
Stephens, J. R. 
Nachtsheim. P. R. 
Goldstein. H. E. 
Dicus, D. L. 
Lad, R. A. 
Williams. I. R. 
Allen. R. V. 
TECH 
OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL 
UIC INVESTIGATOR 
LERC Ebert. L. I. 
LERC Wallace. J. F. 
LERC Troiano. A. R. 
LERC Hehemann. R. H. 
LERC Mikhcll. T. E. 
HQ-RW Manson. S. S. 
LERC Ruolf. A. L. 
MSFC ~eisc .  E. M. 
MSFC Brown. J. L. 
LERC Whcelcr. D. R. 
LARC Wei. R. P. 
LARC Erdagan. F. 
'ERC Krafl. R. W. 
LERC Wei. R. P. 
JSC Uhlmann. D. R. 
LERC Grant, N. I. 
LARC Jacobs. J. A. 
JPL Craft. W. J. 
ARC Benson. R. B., Jr .  
... Jr. LARC Manning. C. R., Jr. 
LERC Beck. F. H. 
LERC Zamtik. S. Y. 
LERC Bradt, R. C. 
HQ-RW Ikwitt, D. P. 
LERC Wikrly. S. E. 
LERC Ling, F. F. 
LERC Diefendorf, R. J. 
LARC Chu, T. L. 
ARC Barnat, D. M. 
ARC Shyne, J. C. 
LERC Sherby, 0. D. 
LERC Seigle. L. L. 
LERC Sciglc, L. L. 
LERC Liu, H. W. 
MSFC Morrison, R. A. 
LERC Sutherland. C. W. 
MSFC Porter, W. I\.. 
MSFC Castle, J. G. 
LERC Zackay. V. F. 
ARC Douglass. D. L. 
LERC Amstuir H. C. 
LERC Harness. D. 
MSFC Katahis, T. Z. 
LERC Hren, J. J. 
LERC Hurnrnel, R. E. 
LERC kipold, M. H. 
LERC Conrad. H. 
LERC Craig, H. L.. Jr. 
LERC Wilson, D. 1. 
LERC Ludema. l(: C. 
ARC Johnsan, D. L. 
LERC Mcicr, G. H. 
ARC Weston, K. C. 
ARC Mucller. J. I. 
LARC Fisehbach. D. B. 
LERC Musllrr, J. I. 
MSFC Heine, R. W. 




NGL 36003-094 2693 
NGR .3&027.035 2696 
NGR 36027.W 2698 
NOR 36027451 2701 
NSG 3027 2710 
NSG 7035 2711 
NGR 33-010-189 2561 
NAS 8.29778 1659 
NAS 8-28735 1728 
NSG 3026 2718 
NGL 39-007-040 2810 
NGR39-007411 2811 
NGL 39-001.007 2809 
NGR 39-007-067 2817 
NGR 22-009-646 2179 
NGL 22-009.003 2140 
NSG I073 3176 
NOR 34-012-013 2661 
NGR 36002-175 2671 
NOR 34-002.108 2669 
NGL 36-008-051 2729 
~ ~~ ~ - ~ 
NSG 3016 2845 
NSR 15405.037 I897 
NGL 33-018-003 2MX) 
NGR 33618-152 2605 
NSG 3W7 2609 
NGL 44-(307-042 2983 
NGR 05620-662 1295 
NGR 05-020-710 13W 
NGR 05-020-671 1298 
NGL 33-015635 2620 
NGR 33615-160 2628 
NGR 33422.157 2645 
NSG UOlO 1029 
NGR 43-014.003 2903 
NAS 8-26379 2993 
NAS 8-29542 1050 
NGR 05-003-562 1368 
NSG 2025 1437 
NGR 05-W-338 1428 
NGR 36W4-056 2750 
NAS 8-28734 I598 
NGL 10-005-039 1694 
NGL 10-005-080 1696 
NGL 18-00l-042 1947 
NSG 3013 1952 
NGR 10-CQ7-118 1716 
NGL 23-CQ5-005 2262 
NGR 23-005-fQ3 2286 
NGR 28-C0&025 2390 
NGR 39-011-164 2870 
NGR 37.008-003 n78 
NAS 2-6541 3282 
NGR 48-002-129 3296 
NGL 48-002-001 3286 
NAS 8-28733 3331 





























































NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
APPENDIX B CROSS INDEX BY FIELD O F  SClENCE AND ENGINEERING 
INSTITUTION 
VANDERBILT UNIVERSTY 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
WAYNE STATE U N l V  
AUBURN CNIV-AUBURN 




CAL IF  INST O F  TECH 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 
CARNEGlE.MELLON U K l V  
CASE WESTERK RESERVE 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY 




GEORGE H 4SHINGTON U 
GEORGE WASHIKGTON U 
GEORGE UASHINGTON L1 
GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 
GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 
GEORGIA LNST O F  TECH 
GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 
GEORGIA INST OF TECH 
HAMPTON INSTITUTE 
JACKSON STATE U N l V  
LA STATE U-BAT ROUGF 
L A  STATt  U-BAT ROUGE 
MASS INST 01. TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MISSISSIPPI STATE U 
N A T  POLYTFCHNIC INS7 
N I X  MLX ST I 1  I \ \  < K 
\O ( AROLINA 51 4 T r  I 
O L D  DOMINION U N l V  
O L D  DOMINION U N l V  
OLD DOMINION UNIV  
PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 
PRAIRIE VIEW A&M U 
PRlNCtTON UNIVERSlrY 
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 











Stein. B. A. 
Stein. B. A. 
Davia, I. 0.. Jr. 
Stein. 8. A. 
Yates, I. C.. Jr. 
Allen. R. E. 
Ellsworth, D. I. 
Carler, C. H. 
Caner, C. H. 
Scasholtz. R. 0. 
Scashaltz. R. G .  
Davis. R. C. 
Ponlious, C. E. 
Srawlsy. 1. E. 
Usher. R. J. 
Carter. C. H. 
Carter, C. H. 
Ksrslakc, W. R. 
Hrastar. J. A.  
Vilak. I .  A. 
Tawer, P. 
Maltz. S. 
Moore. J. V. 
Marlin. D. J. 
Unavailable 
Massr. C. C. 
Kascak. A. F. 
Kaplan. G. M .  
Smith, 0, E. 
Cox. J. J. 
Zuk, J. 
Moss. J. N. 
Johnson. D. L. 
Unavailable 
Doulin. R.  F. 
Haameyer. E. A. 
Hollis. 0. R.. Jr. 
McKcehan. H. 8. 
Oosterhaul. J. D. 
Carler. C. H .  
Martin. D. J. 
Holmes. H .  K .  
Davis. J. G.. Jr. 
Carter. C. 11. 
Carar, C. H .  
Januw. C. 
Roras. P .  
Ke1sall.T. 
Schwcnk. F. C. 
Gregory. T. I .  
Vilalc. J. A. 
%$rver. P. 
Kcn"o,l. G .  C. 
r><w,l;". fl. 1;. 
Carter. C. H. 
Caner. C-. H. 
Srmn,n. G. R. 
TECH 
OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL 
U)C INVESTIGATOR 
MSFC Vnavailablt 
LARC Tcnney. D. R. 
LARC Tenney. D. R .  
LARC Herakovich, C. T.  
LARC Lylton, J. L. 
MSFC Johnson. A. A. 
MSFC Brown, R. K. 
MSFC Boland, 1. S.. Ill 
HQPY Vachon. R. 1. 
HQ-PY O'Brien. 1. F. 
LERC Msxwell. B. R. 
LERC Maxwell. B. R. 
LARC Babcock. C. D., Jr. 
HQ-RE McCann. G. D. 
LERC Swcdlow. J. L. 
LERC Boltz. R. E. 
HQ-PY Prahl, J .  M. 
HQ-PY Fang. B. T. 
LERC Wilbur. P. 1. 
GSFC Alfricnd. K .  T. 
HQ-PY McHanus. H. N. 
HQ-SL Wche. Ri L. 
HQ-RW Unavailable 
GSFC Kahn. W. K. 
LARC Liebowin. H. 
LERC Unavailable 
LERC Williams. J. R. 
LERC Clement. J. D. 
LERC Clemenl. J. D. 
MSFC Juslus, C. G. 
LARC Tlchan, A. 
LERC Chu. C. S. 
LARC Pike. R. W. 
LARC Whilchursl. C. A. 
ARC Unavailable 
ARC Athens, M .  
MSFC Masubuchi. K. 
MSFC Gassaway. J. D. 
GSFC Orcllana. J. R. 
GSFC Sayles. A .  Jr. 
HQ-PY Narc. F. D .  
LARC Ourlerhuul. D. S. 
LARC Zuderwar. A. I .  
LARC Thornfun. E. A. 
HQ-PY (ioglia. G. L.  
HQ-PY Goplia. G. L. 
HQ-RE Shearer. J. L. 
JSC Sohel. M .  S. 
GSFC Loarnnr~. J. L. 
HQ-RD Layton. J. P. 
AKC Garrett. R. E. 
HQ-PY Modrq.  J. 
HQ-SL Yrrarunis. S. W. 
AKC She\ill. R. S. 
ARC Ar?son. A. E .  
tlQ-PY Adarns. 1. L .  
tlQ-PY Rcrshader. 1). 




NAS 8:30883 2936 
NGR47-KN-082 3250 
NGR 4 7 W 7  3254 
NOR 47-004-101 3257 
NGR 47.004-108 3261 
NAS 8-29725 3307 
NAS 8-29823 2296 
NAS 8-29852 1018 
N G T  OIM)3-W4 1023 
N G T  01-003-045 1024 
NOR 39427-002 2795 
NGR 39427.0o3 27% 
NSG IW5 1215 
NGR 05-002-340 1213 
NOR 39487453 2804 
NGR 36427-047 2699 
N G T  36427-01 1 2707 
N G T  09405.093 1637 
NGR 06002-112 1541 
NGR 33.010-169 2555 
NOR 33410471 2546. 
NASW 2573 2536 
NASW 2587 1648 
NGR 01410-0)0 1655 
N G L  09-010-053 1650 
NAS 3-17821 1724 
NGR lld02-146 1743 
NGR 11602-166 1747 
NOR 11-002-181 1751 
NAS 8-30657 1135 
NSG 1053 3173 
NSG 3004 2338 
N G L  19-001-059 19h5 
N G L  19-001-068 1966 
NAS 2-7994 , 2114 
NGL22-009-124 2146 
NAS 8-243b4 2122 
NAS 8-26749 2342 
NAS -21224 , 3373 
NAS -22219 2464 
NGT 34-002-091 2681 
NAS 1-1 1707 3179 
NSG 1039 3205 
NSG 1043 . 3 m  
N G T  47-003-028 2200 
NGT 47-003.029 1ml 
N<iL 29-009-023 2829 
N G L  44.033617 2957 
NAS 5-20507 2418 
NGR 31-001-185 2431 
NGR l5XQ5-I80 I892 
NGR 15-005-069 1485 
N G L  33-018-091 2M3 
N 4 S  2-7199 1245 
NGL 05-020-007 1258 
NGT 05-020-409 13Oh' 
NGT 05-020-412 1101 
NAS X-25720 1038 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM
APPENDIX B CROSS INDEX BY FIELD OF SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
TECH GRANT/FIELD TECHNICAL OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL CONTRACT ACC
CODE INSTITUTION OFFICER LOC INVESTIGATOR NUMBER NO.
49 UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE Fields, S. A. MSFC Walters, H. U. NAS 8-30286 1056
49 UNIV ALA-TUSCALOOSA Clarke, W. D. MSFC Hill, J. L. NAS 8-28019 1066
49 UNIV ALA-TUSCALOOSA Carter, C. H. HQ-PY Raney, D. C. NGT 01-002-080 1076
49 UNIV OF ARIZONA Kaplan, G. M. LERC Perkins, H. C. NGR 03-002-213 1130
49 UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES Seltzer, S. M. MSFC Likins, P. W. NAS 8-28358 1399
49 UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO Schaefer, D. H. GSFC Lee, S. H. NGR 05-009-264 1485
49 UNIV OF CINCINNATI Williams, J. G. LARC Sobel, L. H. NGR 36-004-065 2755
49 UNIV OF FLORIDA Deese, J. H. KSC Farber, E. A. NAS10-1255 1687
49 UNIV OF FLORIDA Oertel, G. K. HQ-SG Schneider, R. T. NGL 10-005-049 1695
49 UNIV OF GEORGIA Folds, D. MSFC Burkhard, D. G. NAS 8-29939 176849 UNIV OF HOUSTON Eandi, B. K. JSC Huang, C. J. NGL 44-005-090 303749 UNIV OF HOUSTON Carter, C. H. HQ-PY Huang; C. J. NGT 44-005-114 304649 UNIV OF HOUSTON Carter, C. H. HQ-PY Huang, C. J. NGT 44-005-115 3047
49 UNIV OF KANSAS Dell, M. E. JSC Moore, R. K. NAS 9-13347 192849 UNIV OF KANSAS Martin, D. J. LARC Lenzen, K. H. NSG 1045 193849 UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK Alford, W. A. GSFC Rosenfeld, A. NGR 21-002-351 204249 UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK Carter, C. H. HQ-PY Emad, F. P. NGT 21-002-254 2057
49 UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR Tripp, J. S. LARC Zeigler, B. P. NGR 23-005-602 228549 UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR Littles, J. W. MSFC Merte, H., Jr. NAS 8-20228 225949 U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL Sizemore, K. O. GSFC Cahill, L. J., Jr. NAS 5-11173 230549 U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL Wainscott, F. H. GSFC Winckler, J. R. NAS 5-11687 2308
49 UNIV MO-ROLLA Flatley, T. W. GSFC Taylor, J. M. NGR 26-003-069 236749 UNIV OF NEW MEXICO Hyland, R. F. LERC Long, W. W. NAS 3-18522 247349 UNIV OF PERU Christie, C. GSFC Unavailable NASW 7 3378
49 UNIV OF RHODE ISLAND Suttles, J. T. LARC Spaulding, M. L. NSG 1008 2882
49 UNIV OF SANTA CLARA Doolin, B. F. ARC Siljak, D. D. NGR 05-017-010 149949 UNIV OF SANTA CLARA Seltzer, S. M. MSFC Siljak, D. D. NAS 8-27799 149849 UNIV OF SOUTHERN CAL Carter, C. H. HQ-PY Kaprielian, Z. A. NGT 05-018-127 152249 UNIV TEXAS-AUSTIN Eandi, B. K. JSC McKetta, J. J. NGL 44-012-133 306449 UNIV TEXAS-AUSTIN Pinson, L. D. LARC Craig, R. R. NSG 1001 308549 UNIV OF TOLEDO Unavailable LERC Unavailable NAS 3-17826 276249 UNIV OF TOLEDO Willoh, R. G. LERC Leininger. G. G. NGR 36-010-024 2764
49 UTAH STATE UNIV Doolin, B. F. ARC Martin, C. NSG 2022 315149 VIRGINIA POLY INST Hrastar, J. A. GSFC Meirovitch, L. NGR 47-004-100 325649 VIRGINIA POLY INST Martin, D. J. LARC Robertson, R. M. NAS 1-13175 324149 VIRGINIA POLY INST Davis, J. G., Jr. LARC Herakovich, C. T. NGR 47-004-129 326749 VIRGINIA STATE COL Mehrens, H. E. LARC Van Dyke, A. NGR 47-014-007 327949 YOUNGSTOWN STATE U Gray, D. L. LARC Zuckerwar, A. J. NGR 36-028-006 2768
51 BISHOP COLLEGE Danellis, J. V. ARC Kutsky, R. J. NGR 44-032-013 295051 BOSTON UNIVERSITY Jacobs, G. J. HQ-ER MacKay, R. S. NGR 22-004-024 207351 BOWLING GRN STATE U Miquel, J. ARC Oster, I. I. NGR 36-017-004 2688










JACKSON STATE UNlV 
LA STATE U-NEW ORLNS 
MASS INST OF  TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF  TECH 
MASS INST OF  TECH 
MASS lNST OF TECH 
MICHlCiAh C lATt  1'VlV 
MISS VALLEY ST CNlV 
hOH TH GFORGlA COL 
OREGON STATE UNlV 




SO ILL UNIV-CARBONDL 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY 
STATE UNlV NY-BUFFAL 
T ~ X A S  AQM U U I V ~ R S I ~ Y  
TEXAS AQM L'VIVERSITY 






UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV CALIF-SAN DlEGO 
UNlV CALIF.SAN DlEGO 
UNlY OF  CHICAGO 
UNlY OF  FLORIDA 
IINlV OF  HAWAII .. - 
UNlV OF HOUSTON 
UNlV OF  HOUSTON 
UNlV ILLINOISURBANA 
U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL 
UNlV MO-COLUMBIA 
, UNlV OF MONTANA 
UNlV OF PENNSYLVANIA 
CNlV Of PENSSYL\APIIA 
CYIV OF PtNNSYL\ANlA 
UNlV OF ROCHESTER 
UNIV OF  ROCHESTER 
UNIV TEX-DENTAL BRCH 
UNlV TEX-DENTAL BRCH 
UNlV TEXAS-GALVESTON 
U TEX HEALTH CTR-SA 
U TEX HEALTH CTR-DAL 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
IS INDEX BY FIELD O F  SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING 
TECHNICAL 
OFFICER 
Pohly. J. G. 
Hall. L. B. 
Weisoman, N. W. 
Haymaker, W. E. 
Pohly. I. G. 
Rummel. 1. A. 
Billingham, 1. 
Daunton, N .  G. 
Daunton. N. G. 
Soffcn, ti. A. 
Young, R. S. 
Young. R. S. 
Wolvsrton, B. C. 
Downs. S. W. 
Geib, D. S. 
Young, R. S. 
Young, R. S. 
Scheld, H. W. 
Daunton. N. G. 
Young. R., S. 
Trcmor, J. W. 
Miquel. J., 
Soffrn, G. A. 
Young, R. S. 
Vaughn, C. R. 
. Gcib, D. S. 
Hoffman. R. A. 
Walkinshaw, C. H. 
Simmonds, R. C. 
Snyder. R. S. 
Bcllcville. R. E. 
Newsom, B. D. 
Young, R. S. 
Oyama, J. 
Holton, E. M. 
Holtan, E. M. 
Wintcr. D. L. 
Saunders, 1. F. 
Young, R. S. 
Daunton. N. G. 
Williams. B. A. 
Young. R. S. 
Miquel. J. 
Scheld, H. W. 
Mchler, W. R. 
Hall, L. B. 
Holton, E. M. 
Jacobs. 0. J. 
Zill, L. P. 
Zill. L. P. 
Zill. L. P. 
Solfen. G. A. 
Geib. D. S. 
Buchanan. P. 
Buchanan, P. 
Harris, J. W. 
Leach. C. S. 
Unavailable . 
TECH 
OFF FIRST PRlNClPAl 
W C  INVESTIGATOR 
HQ-PY Foster, B. R. 
HQ-SL Foster, T. L. 
ARC Neil. W. D. 
ARC Zcman. W. 
HQ-PY Nclran, F. 
JSC Lasetcr. J .  L. 
ARC Schmitt. I.'. 0. 
ARC Biui, E. 
ARC Nauta. W. J. 
LARC Rich, A. 
HQ-SL Biernann. K. 
HQ-SL Erickson, A. E. 
MSFC Sethi. S. L. 
MSFC Bicsbrock. J. A. 
HQ-SL Curl. C. H. 
HQ-SL Casida, L. E., Jr. 
HQ-SL Wedler, F C. 
JSC Ward. C. H. 
ARC ' Eiunberg, L. 
HQSL Yopp. J. H. 
ARC Pittcndrigh. C. S. 
ARC Benrch. K. G. 
LARC Lederbcrg. J. 
H P S L  Lederberg, J. 
WFC Williams, T. C. 
HQ-SL Nagyvary. J .  
JSC Hightower, D. 
JSC Kuykendall. W. E.. 
JSC Dehon. R. A. 
MSFC Bicr. M. 
HQ-MM Pauly, J. E. 
ARC Pacc. N. 
HQ-SL McLaron. A. D. 
ARC Smith. A. H. 
ARC Harwitz, B. A. 
WFC Smith, R. E. 
ARC French, J. D. 
HQ-MMBaily. N. A. 
HQ-SL. Yayenos, A. A. 
ARC Fcrnandez, C. 
ARC Heath, J. E. 
HQSL Siegel, S. M. 
ARC Oro. J. 
JSC Venketeswaran. S. 
ARC Ades, H. W. 
HQ-SL Pflug, I. J. 
ARC Musacchia, X. J. 
HQ-ER Craighead, J. J. 
ARC Brown. A. H. 
ARC Brown, A. H. 
ARC Brown. A. H. 
LAdC Vishniac, W. V. 
HQ-SL Vishniac, W. V. 
JSC' Shannon, I. L. 
JSC Brown. L. R. 
JSC Lindsay, J. F. 









































































































































NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
APPENDIX 8 CROSS INDEX BY FIELD O F  SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING 
INSTITUTION 
U N l V  O F  VIRGINIA 
U N l V  OF VIRGINIA 
U N l V  OF WASHINGTON 
U N l V  WISC-MADISON 
U T A H  STATE U N I V  
VIRGINIA COMNWLTH U 
VlRGlNlA COMNWLTH U 
XAVIER UNIV-LA 
YALE UNIVERSITY 
BAYLOR UNIV-MED COL 
BAYLOR UNIV-MED COL 
B ~ Y ~ O R  L V I \ - M t D  COL 
BOSTOh L l h l \  tRS ITv  
BOSTON L NI\. tRSITY 
FEDERAL CITY COLLEGE -- - 
H4RDING COLLEGE 






Young. R. S. 
Mandel. A. D. 
Geib, D. S. 
Wilkins, I. R. 
Saunders, J. F. 
Winget, C. M.  
Young, R. S. 
Alexander, W. C. 
Leach, C. S. 
Kirnzey, S. L. 
Arnoldi, L. B 
Hofflcr, G. W. 
Altcrescu. S. 
Rummel. J. A. 
Arnoldi, L. B. 
Vino~rad. S. P. 
TECH 
OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL 
U I C  INVESTIGATOR 
ARC Pins. G. C. 
ARC Pitts. G. C. 
HQ-SL Gordon, M .  P. 
ARC Dick. E. C. 
HQ-SL Salisbury, F. B. 
LARC Dalton. H. P. 
HQ-MM Ham. W. T. 
ARC Ashman, P. U. 
HQ-SL Morawitz. H. J. 
JSC Johnson. P. C. 
JSC Campbell, B. 0. 
JSC Nichols, B. L. 
HQ-JG Hcrshberg. P. I. 
J% Chobanion. A. V. 
GSFC Friedman, C. ' 
JSC Olree, H. 
HQ-JG Hecshberg, P. I. 







N G L  SSW2-078 
NGR 45-002408 
N G L  47-002-020 











N G L  15-003-117 - 
MASS INST OF TECH Bclcv~llc. R. L I l Q - M M  Ehml t~ .  F. 0 .  SGR 22-OW-018 





ST U NY-DNST M E D  CTR 
U N l V  CALIF-DAVIS 
U N l V  CALIF-IRVINE 
U N l V  CALIF-SAN DIEGO - ~ 
U N I b  CAI.IF-SAY FRAN 
UN lV  Ok HOUSTOh 
U N l V  ILLINOISURBANA 
U N l V  OF M I A M I  
U N I V  OF M I A M I  
U N l V  MOCOLUMBIA  
U N l V  T t X A S G 4 L V t S T O h  
L N l V  TF.XASG4I.VESTON 
UN lV  WISC.MAI)ISOII 
U S l V  WISC-MADISON 
U N l V  WISC-MADISON 
LINIV WISC-MAVIS03 
WASHINGTON UNIVERSTY 
WEST VIRGINIA U N l V  
WEST VIRGINIA U N l V  
YALE UNIVERSITY 
BAYLOR I. 'NIV-MED COL 
BAYLOR CNIV-MED COL 
BAYLOR UNIV-MED C 0 1  
BAYLOK CNIV-WED 
BAYLOR LI I IV-Mhl )  COL 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
~~ ~~ 
COKNELL L NI \FRSITY 




JOHNS HOPKINS U N l V  
MASS lNST O F  TECH 
Sandlcr, H. 
Fcllcr, D. D. 
Sandler, H. 
Sandlsr, H. 
Chsn. W. T. 
Lcach, C. S. 
Mandel, A. D. 
Sandler, H. 
Mandel, A. D. 
Schncider, H. J. 
Jones, W. L. 




Leach. C. S. 
Mandel, A. D. 
Young, 0. R. 
Mandel, A. D. 
Mandel, A. D. 
Leach, C. S. 
Dancllis, J. V. 
Harrison. G. A. 
Mandel, A. D. 
Haincs, R. F. 
Smith. M, C., Jr. 
Kimzey, S. L. 
Shurnate. W. H. 
Smith, M. C., Jr. 
Sandler. H. 
Sandlcr. H. 
Harmaker, W. E. 
Young. D. R. 
Sandler, H. 
Chen. W. T. 
Gross. F. C. 
Wingel. C. M.  
ARC ~atr /son,  D. C. 
ARC Lkgrazia, J. A. 
ARC Hayrison. D. C. 
ARC Popp. R. 
GSFC Fealey, R. D. 
JSC Bcljan, J. R. 
ARC Tilles. J. G. 
ARC Baily, N. A. 
ARC Maibach, H. I .  
JSC Zlatkis, A. 
HQ-MMAdes, H. W. 
JSC Epstein, M. 
HQ-KT Kline, J. 
ARC Millich, F. 
ARC Stone. H. L. 
JSC Ritzmann, S. E. 
ARC Dick, E. C. 
ARC Mazers, R. 0. 
ARC Balish. E. 
ARC Dick. E. C. 
JSC Lowry, 0. 
ARC Moran. W. H. 
ARC h v y ,  C. B. 
ARC Evans, A. S. 
ARC Decker. T.  A. 
JSC Nichols, B. L. 
JSC Criswell, B. S. 
JSC Roessler. R. 
JSC Johnson, 2. C. 
ARC Ka. W. H. 
ARC Rcis, D. 1. 
ARC Vogel, F. S. 
ARC Tashjian. A. H.. Jr. 
ARC Hawthorne, E. W. 
GSFC Deloatch. E. M. 
GSFC Rubin, R. J. 
ARC Wurlman, R. I.  





















N G L  49-001.019 



























































































APPENDIX B CROS! 
INSTITUTION 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
OHlO STATE UNlV 
ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY 
S T  LOUIS UNIVERSITY 
STANFORD C'UIVERSITY 





UNlV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNlV O F  HOUSTON 
UNIV ILLINOISCHICGO 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNIV TEXAS-GALVESTON 
UNlV TEXAS-GALVESTON 
U TEX HEALTH CTR-SA 
UNlV TEX-PUB HEALTH 
U TEX HEALTH CTR-DAL 
UNlV WlSC-MADISON 
UPPSALA UNIVERSITY 
WAYNE STATE UNlV 
ALBANY MED COLLEGE 
BAYLOR UNIV-MED COL 
L),\YLOR L NIV-MtI I  COL 
BOSTOh C N I V t K S l l Y  
CATHOLIC UNlVtRSlTY 
COLLFGF OF \hM & MARY 
CORVELL L h I V t R S I I Y  
tLORIOA ABM U\IV 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U - ~ 
HARVARD C'hIVERSITY 
HOWARD L NVLRSITV 
INDIANA U-BLOOMINGTN 
KENTUCKY STATE UNlV 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
NORFOLK STATE COL 
NO CAROLINA STATE U 
OHlO STATE UNlV 
OHlO STATE UNlV 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY 
ST U NY-UPST MED CTR 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
TULANE UNIVERSITY 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 




NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
5 INDEX BY FIELD OF SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING 
TECH GRANT/ 
TECHNICAL O F F  FIRST PRINCIPAL CONTRACT ACC 
OFFICER LOC INVESTIGATOR NUMBER NO. 
Heidelhaugh, N. D. 
Oyama. I. 
Greenleaf. J .  E. 
Anliker, J. E. 
Greenleaf, J .  E. 
Sandler, H. 
Sandler. H. 
Dolkas, C. 6. 
Rummel, J. A. 
Jackson, M. M. 
Winget, C. M. 
Winget, C. M. 
Billingham, J. 
Jackson, J. T. 
Kimzey, S. L. 
Arnoldi. L. B. 
Michel, E. L. 
Kaplan, H. 
Bergman, S. A. 
Kimzey. S. L. 
Kimzcy. S. L. 
Jackran. M. M. 
Ferguson, J. K. 
Hoffler, G. W. 
Young, D. R. 
Mchler, W. R. 
Young, D.  R. 
Carter. V. L. 
Kaplan, H. 
Leach, C. S. 
Jones. W. L. 
Newsom, 6. D. 
Oberholtzer; J. D.  
Szajna, E. F. 
Pohly. J. G .  
Baker. C. E. 
Smith, M. C.. Jr. 
Chen, W. T. 
Mehler, W. R. 
Morrison, J. D. 
Wempe, T. E. 
Billingham. J. 
Lang. R. H. 
, Stone, R. W.. Jr. 
Leatherwood. J. D. 
Mehler, W. R. 
Bmwnstein, H. S. 
Homick, J. L. 
Kvenvolden. K. A. 
Mchler, W. R. 
Leach. C. S. 
Smith, M. C.. Jr. 
Haymaker. W. E. 
Slanesifer. G .  R. 
Stoncsifcr. G. R. 
Newsom. B. D. 
Winget. C. M. 
Smith. M. C.. Jr. 
1SC Flink. J. M. 
A R C  Clarke. D. L. 
ARC Van kaumonl ,  W. 
A R C  Van kaumont ,  W. 
A R C  Luetscher. J. A. 
ARC Meindl. J. D. 
A R C  Angcll. J. 
ARC Rcaven, G. M. 
JSC Lederberg, I. 
JSC Spodick, D. H. 
ARC k l j a n ,  1. R. 
A R C  Chapman. L. F. 
ARC Wcsl, J. B. 
JSC Sheer, D. H. 
JSC Guttman, H. N. 
HQ-JG French, 1. R., l r .  
JSC Lambertnen, C. 1. 
JSC Aulian. J .  
JSC Mitchell. J. H. 
JSC Riomann, S. E. 
JSC Lockhart, L. H. 
JSC Earlcy, L. E. 
JSC Downs, J. D. 
JSC Mitchell. J. H. 
A R C  Camemn, I. R. 
ARC Engstrorn, H. 
ARC Ome, D. 
JSC Coulston. F. 
JSC Duncan, W. C. 
JSC Johnson. P. C. 
HQ-MM Fulton, G .  P. 
ARC Lih, M. M. 
WFC Aceto, H., Jr. 
GSFC McNair. A. J. 
HQ-PY Cattrell. P. T. 
LERC khiff .  H. I .  
JSC Hegsled, D. M. 
HQ-PY Deloatch, E. M. 
ARC Neff. W. D. 
KSC Kloek. G. 
ARC Curry, R. E. 
ARC Young, L. R. 
H p M M  Young, L. R. 
LARC Colegate. R. L. 
LARC Suggs. C. W. 
ARC Lim, D. 
HQ-MMEllingson. H. V. 
JSC Kales. A. 
ARC Bonner, W. A. 
ARC Chaw. K. L. 
JSC Miller, M. 
JSC Burns. E. E. 
ARC Ordy. J. M. 
GSFC McGinnics. W. G. 
GSFC Lowe. C. H. 
ARC Pam, N. 
ARC Evans, J .  W. 
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APPENDIX B CROSS INDEX BY FIELD OF SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
TECH GRANT/
FIELD TECHNICAL OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL CONTRACT ACC
CODE INSTITUTION OFFICER LOC INVESTIGATOR NUMBER NO.
59 UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES Daunton, N. G. ARC Markham, C. H. NGR 05-007-418 1434
59 UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO Haines, R. F. ARC Harris, J. L. NGR 05-009-192 1475
59 UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO Anliker, J. E. ARC Hillyard, S. A. NGR 05-009-198 1476
59 UNIV CALIF-SAN FRAN Zill, L. P. ARC Stolckenucs, W. NGL 05-025-014 1488
59 UNIV OF CHICAGO Jacobs, G. J. HQ-SB Moran, H. F. NGL 14-001-012 1816
59 UNIV OF CONNECTICUT Mieszkuc, B. J. JSC Kenyon, A. J. NAS 9-11941 1599
59 UNIV OF HOUSTON Smith, M. C., Jr. JSC Cox, J. E. NAS 9-11676 3023
59 UNIV OF HOUSTON Allen, J. P. JSC Eisner, M. E. NAS 9-12692 3027
59 U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL Heidelbaugh, N. D. JSC Labuza, T. P. NAS 9-12560 2311
59 UNIV MO-COLUMBIA Kimzey, S. L. JSC Mengel, C. E. NAS 9-9209 2359
59 UNIV MO-COLUMBIA Smith, M. C., Jr. JSC Rambaut, P. C. NAS 9-12369 2360
59 UNIV NEBRASKA-LINCLN Heidelbaugh, N. D. JSC Hartung, T. E. NAS 9-11045 2387
59 UNIV OF SOUTHERN CAL Saunders, J. F. HQ-MM Meehan, J. P. NSR 05-018-087 1524
59 UNIV TENNESSEE-KNOXV Ensor, G. J. GSFC Parks, W. L. NAS 5-21873 2908
59 UNIV TEX-PUB HEALTH Heidelbaugh, N. D. JSC Chambers, L. A. NAS 9-11701 3122
59 UNIV TEX-PUB HEALTH Barnes, C. M. JSC Steele, J. H. NAS 9-12823 3124
59 UNIV TEX-PUB HEALTH Vitale, J. A. HQ-PY Rush, M. NGL 44-084-003 3125
59 UNIV OF VIRGINIA Mehler, W. R. ARC Ebbesson, S. O. NGR 47-005-186 3228
59 UNIV OF VIRGINIA Wolf, T. D. FRC Jacobson, I. D. NGR 47-005-202 3229
59 UNIV OF WASHINGTON Smith, M. C., Jr. JSC Nelp, W. B. NAS 9-13029 3284
59 VANDERBILT UNIVERSTY Hoffler, G. W. JSC Smith, R. F. NAS 9-12889 2937
61 EMORY UNIVERSITY Winter, D. L. ARC Perachio, A. A. NGR 11-001-012 1720
61 JACKSON STATE UNIV Pohly, J. G. HQ-PY Perkins, J. NGR 25-011-002 2336
61 NORTHEASTERN UNIV Anliker, J. E. ARC Terman, M. NGR 22-011-070 2219
61 UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO Winter, D. L. ARC Galambos, R. NGR 05-009-083 1470
61 UNIV OF KENTUCKY Oyama, J. ARC Lange, K. O. NGL 18-001-003 1946
61 UNIV OF KENTUCKY Anliker, J. E. ARC McCoy, D. F. NGR 18-001-068 1949
61 UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR Schillinger, G. ARC Von Baumgarten A, R. J. NAS 2-6057 2244
61 U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL Winget, C. M. ARC Halberg, F. NGR 24-005-006 2317
61 U TEX CANCER CENTER Moseley, E. C. JSC Mitchell, B. A., Jr. NAS 9-13042 3087
62 COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY Shepherd, W. T. LARC Borsky, P. N. NGL 33-008-118 2511
62 HAMPTON INSTITUTE Anderson, A. F. LARC Bell, J. A. NGR 47-020-007 3170
62 NORFOLK STATE COL Pohly, J. G. HQ-PY Colegate, R. L. NGR 47-025-001 3174
69 CAL STATE U-SAN JOSE Stewart, J. D. ARC Clark, W. B. NGL 05-046-002 1228
69 FORDHAM UNIVERSITY Fedderson, W. E. JSC Kubis, J. F. NSR 33-012-006 2567
69 HAMPTON INSTITUTE Pohly, J. G. HQ-PY Handy, J. W. NGR 47-020-004 3167
69 JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV Patton, R. M. ARC Brady, J. V. NGR 21-001-111 2003
69 MASS INST OF TECH Daunton, N. G. ARC Teuber, H. L. NGL 22-009-308 2150
69 MEMPHIS ST UNIV Gunn, W. J. LARC Fletcher, J. L. NGR 43-008-007 2900
69 MEMPHIS ST UNIV Gunn, W. J. LARC Fletcher, J. L. NGR 43-008-008 2901
69 NO CAROLINA STATE U Gunn, W. J. LARC Levere, T. E. NGL 34-002-095 2668
69 OLD DOMINION UNIV Mixson, J. S. LARC Kirby, R. H. NGR 47-003-083 3197
69 OLD DOMINION UNIV Mixson, J. S. LARC Kirby, R. H. NSG 1042 3208
69 U COLORADO-DENV MEDL Anliker, J. E. ARC Rock, K. C. NAS 2-7794 1580
69 UNIV OF FLORIDA Anliker, J. E. ARC Webb, W. B. NGR 10-005-057 1699
69 UNIV TEXAS-AUSTIN Fedderson, W. E. JSC Helmreich, A. L. NGR 44-012-224 3072
69 UNIV OF UTAH Coler, C. R. ARC Plummer, R. P. NGR 45-003-108 3147
72 AUBURN UNIV-AUBURN McKannan, E. C. MSFC Vachon, R. I. NAS 8-29881 1020
72 AUSTIN STATE UNIV Dornbach, J. E. JSC Baker, R. D. NAS 9-13089 2939
72 COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY Hansing, F. D. HQ-PY Ginzberg, E. NGR 33-008-168 2517
73 JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV Emme, E. M. HQ-AA Berthel, J. H. NSR 21-001-077 2008
73 UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE Sorensen, V. C. MSFC Beltz, J. S. NAS 8-26055 1039
73 UNIV OF FLORIDA Schnoor, R. H. KSC Benson, C. D. NASIO-7791 1688
73 UNIV OF HOUSTON Emme, E. M. HQ-AA Unavailable NASW 2691 3033
75 BOSTON COLLEGE Morris, J. D. HQ-PY Bruce, B. N. NGR 22-003-028 2070
75 UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY Kenyon, G. ARC Horonjeff, R. NAS 2-7879 1317
75 UNIV OF DENVER Ault, L. A. HQ-KT Unavailable NASW 2607 1584
75 UNIV OF MIAMI Frutkin, A. W. HQ-I Harvey, M. L. NGR 10-007-089 1713
230
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TECH GRANT/
FIELD TECHNICAL OFF. FIRST PRINCIPAL CONTRACT ACC
CODE INSTITUTION OFFICER LOC INVESTIGATOR NUMBER NO.
'75 UNIV OF NEW MEXICO Holley, H. L. HQ-KT Shinnick, W. A. NASW 2534 2476
75 UNIV OF NEW MEXICO Morris, J. D. HQ-PY Rosenthal, A. H. NGL 32-004-042 2478
76 XAVIER UNIV-LA Pohly, J. G. HQ-PY Fulwiler, J. H. NGR 19-007-002 1984
79 GEORGE WASHINGTON U Redding, E. R. HQ-PY Mayo, A. L. NGL 09-010-030 1649
79 NORTHWESTERN UNIV Morris, J. D. HQ-PY Radnor, M. NGL 14-007-058 1793
79 SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY Morris, J. D. HQ-PY Barzelay, M. E. NGL 33-022-090 2643
79 UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY Tanner, T. A. ARC Laporte, T. R. NGRO05-003-471 1358
79 UNIV OF HOUSTON Teegarden, D. L., Jr. JSC Holland, W. E. NAS 9-12650 3026
99 BENNETT COLLEGE-NC Pohly, J. G. HQ-PY Sayles, J. H. NGT 34-017-001 2653
99 CAL STATE U-SAN FRAN Middaugh, C. W. ARC Duckworth, E. L. NSG-2033 1226
99 CASE WESTERN RESERVE Smith, R. E. LARC Lynch, W. C. NSG 1069 2708
99 CASE WESTERN RESERVE Carter, C. H. HQ-PY Thomas, R. H. NGT 36-003-007 2706
99 COLLEGE OF WM & MARY Martin, D. J. LARC Aceto, H., Jr. NAS 1-11958 3159
99 COLLEGE OF WM & MARY Martin, D. J. LARC Sher, A. NGL 47-006-058 3161
99 COLLEGE OF WM & MARY Redding, E. R. HQ-PY Sher, A. NGL 47-006-055 3160
99 COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY Carter, C. H. HQ-PY Robey, R. C. NGT 33-008-013 2526
99 CORNELL UNIVERSITY Carter, C. H. HQ-PY Schultz, A., Jr. NGT 33-010-052 2565
99 GEORGE WASHINGTON U Ault, L. A. HQ-KT Talbot, J. M. NASW 2444 1647
99 GEORGIA INST OF TECH Kerr, J. H. MSFC Shackelford, R. G. NAS 8-30534 1732
99 GEORGIA INST OF TECH Vitale, J. A. HQ-PY Hansen, A. G. NGR 11-002-081 1741
99 GEORGIA INST OF TECH Vitale, J. A. HQ-PY Hansen, A.G. NGT 11-002-064 1753
99 GOUCHER COLLEGE Pohly, J. G. HQ-PY Walker, K. NGT 21-123-001 1994
99 HARVARD UNIVERSITY Carter, C. H. HQ-PY McFarland, R. A. NGT 22-007-008 2102
99 -HOWARD UNIVERSITY Pohly, J. G. HQ-PY Cox, E L. NGT 09-011-058 1672
99 INDIANA U-BLOOMINGTN Holley, H. L. HQ-KT Shriner, H. NASW 2353 1862
99 -INDIANA U-BLOOMINGTN Holley, H. L. HQ-KT Shriner, H. NASW 2467 1863
99 LEHIGH UNIVERSITY Carter, C. H. HQ-PY Stout, R. D. NGT 39-007-003 2818
99 MASS INST OF TECH Silverman, D. HQ-EC Harrington, J. V. NASW 2197 2137
99 MASS INST OF TECH Redding, E. R. HQ-PY Harrington, J. V. NGL 22-009-019 2144
99 MASS INST OF TECH Redding, E. R. HQ-PY Bridge, H. S. NGL 22-009-638 2155
99 MASS INST OF TECH Rosenfeld, R. A. HQ-RE Guzman-Arenas, A. NGR 22-009-535 2170
99 MASS INST OF TECH Enders, J. H. HQ-RO Simpon, R. NASW 2412 2138
99 MISSISSIPPI STATE U Kent, M. I. MSFC Bouchillon, C. W. NGL 25-001-032 2347
99 MISSISSIPPI STATE U Mooneyhan, D. W. MTF Bouchillon, C. W. NAS 9-13363 2346
99 MOREHOUSE COLLEGE Pohly, J. G. HQ-PY Gayles, J. N. NGT 11-008-004 1762
99 NM HIGHLANDS UNIV Pohly, J. G. HQ-PY Maestas, S. NGT 32-010-001 2457
99 NEW YORK UNIVERSITY Jones, W. L. LARC, Pierson, W. J., Jr. NAS 1-10090 2575
99 NORTHWESTERN UNIV Myers, B. C. HQ-D Radnor, M. NGR 14-007-136 1801
99 -NORTHWESTERN UNIV -Morris, J. D. HQ-PY Rubenstein, A. H. NGL 14-007-062 1794
99 NORTHWESTERN UNIV Brandon, F. D. HQ-RM Radnor, M. NSR 14-007-103 1802
99 OKLAHOMA STATE UNIV Miller, S. A. ARC Wiggins, K. E. NAS;2-7273 2769
99 OKLAHOMA STATE UNIV Collin, E. E. HQ-FE Wiggins, K. E. NASW 1964 2770
99 OLD DOMINION UNIV Martin, D. J. LARC Ousterhout, D. S. NAS 1-9434 3178
99 PENNSYLVANIA STATE U Carter, C. H. HQ-PY Reethof, G. NGT 39-009-141 2843
99 POLY INST OF NY Carter, C. H. HQ-PY Giordano, A. B. NGT 33-006-003 2595
99 PURDUE. UNIVERSITY Gordon, F., Jr. GSFC Bouchillon, C. W. NAS 5-21880 1874
99 SOUTHEASTN STATE COL Holley, H. L. HQ-KT Unavailable NASW 2629 2773
99 SOUTHEASTN STATE COL Holley, H. L. HQ-KT Gold, H. NASW 2512 2772
99 SOUTHEASTN STATE COL Pohly, J. G. HQ-PY Robinson, J. L. NGT 37-004-010 2774
99 SOUTHERN METHODIST U Redding, E. R. HQ-PY Denton, J. C. NGL 44-007-006 2982
99 SPELMAN COLLEGE Pohly, J. G' HQ-PY McBay, S. M. NGT 11-013-001 1766
99 STANFORD UNIVERSITY Jones, J. L. ARC Adams, J. L. NGR 05-020-345 1276
99 STANFORD UNIVERSITY Zimmerman, R. R. HQ-KT Harrison NASW 2216 1257
99 TEXAS SOUTHERN UNIV Gardner, S. JSC Dixon, H. W. NGR 44-016-016 3017
99 UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE Johnson, C. MSFC Engle, H. A. NAS 8-30737 1058
99 UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE Redding, E. R. HQ-PY Rush, J. E. NGL 01-008-001 1061
99 UNIV ALA-TUSCALOOSA Redding, E. R. HQ-PY Whitehurst, R. NGL 01-002-064 1075
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UNlV CALIF.BERKELEY 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES -~~ 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV O F  CHICAGO 
UNlV O F  CHILE 
UNlV O F  CINCINNATI 
UNIV O F  CONNECTICUT 
UNlV O F  CONNECTICUT 
UNlV O F  DENVER 
UNIV O F  DENVER 
UNIV O F  GEORGIA 
UNlV O F  HAHAll  
UNIV O F  HOUSTON 
UNlV O F  KANSAS 
UNlV O F  KANSAS 
UNlV O F  KANSAS 
UNlV MD-EASTRN SHORE 
UNlV O F  MIAMI 
UNlV MICH.ANN ARBOR 
U MINN.MNPLPST PAUL 
U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL 
UNlV O F  NEW MEXICO 
UNlV N CAR-CHPL HILL 
UNlV O F  PITTSBURGH 
UNlV O F  PllTSBURGH 
UNlV O F  SOUTHERN CAI. 




UNlV W A S D A L L A S  
UNlV OF VIRGINIA 
UNlV O F  WASHINGTON 




Rcdding. E. R. 
Murphy. J.  P. 
Redding. E. R. 
Redding. E. R. 
Christie. C. J.  
Redding. E. R. 
Holley. H. L. 
Holley, H. L. 
Orrick, D. W. 
Carter. C. H. 
Holley. H. L. 
Pirtle. M. W. 
Rcdding, E. R. 
Jones. W. 1. 
Rcdding. E. R. 
Carter. C. H. 
Floyd. J. C. 
Redding. E. R. 
Adams. J .  A. 
Carter, C. H. 
Carter. C. H. 
Hallcy. H. L. 
Carter. C. H. 
Holley. H. L. 
Carter. C. H. 
Hollcy. H. L. 
Holley. H.  L. 
Allen. R. E. 
Morris. J. D. 
Carter, C. H. 
Redding. E. R. 
Martin, D. 1. 
Caner. C. H. 
Mchrens, H. E. 
Silverman, D. 
TECH 
OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL 
W C  INVESTIGATOR 
HQ-PY Anderson. K. A.  
HQ-ES Kaula. W. M. 
HQ-PY Libby. W. F. 
HQ-PY Simpson. J. A. 
GSFC Danyau. C. R. 
HQ-PY Guston. R. L. 
HQ-KT Wilde. D. 
H Q K T  Wilds. D. 
HQ-KT KoLtcnatcttc, J. P. 
HQ-PY Evers. N. H. 
H Q K T  CCermon, J. L. 
A R C  Litchcnbcrger, W. 
H Q P Y  Allred. J. C. 
LARC Moore. R. K. 
H Q P Y  Barr, B. 0 .  
H Q P Y  Smith, W. P. 
WFC Unavailable 
HQ-PY Man. E. H. 
LARC Howe. R.  M. 
HQ-PY Crawford. 8.. Jr. 
HQ-PY Anderson. 0. W. 
HQ-KT Shinnick, W. A. 
HQ-PY Ingram, I. C. 
HQ-KT Holley, E. 
HQ-PY Bonn, R. 
HQ-KT Unavailable 
HQ-KT Oulic, A. K. 
MSFC Helvey, T. C. 
HQ-PY James, L. 8. 
HQ-PY Ellison, F. P. 
H W P Y  Jahnbon, F. S. 
LARC Barnes. D. 
HQ-PY McCarthy. J .  L. 
LARC Crawley. L. F. 
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APPENDIX C
CROSS INDEX BY FIRST TECHNICAL OFFICER LOCATION
Technical Officers are usually located at the NASA installation funding a particular grant or
contract. There may be a second technical officer, shown in the citation, at the same or a
different installation. Abbreviations used for locations are: ARC, Ames Research Center;
FRC, Flight Research Center; GSFC, Goddard Space Flight Center; KSC, Kennedy Space
Center, JSC, Johnson Space Center; LARC, Langley Research Center; LERC, Lewis Research
Center; MSFC, Marshall Space Flight Center; WFC, Wallops Flight Center and HQ,
Headquarters. The HQ designator carries suffixed letters identifying individual Headquarters
offices; and explanation of these identifiers and full addresses for all installations may be
found.in the prefatory pages. The key for the "Field Code" column is in Appendix B.
TECH GRANT/
OFF TECHNICAL CONTRACT FIRST PRINCIPAL FIELD ACC
LOC OFFICER INSTITUTION NUMBER INVESTIGATOR CODE NO.
ARC Haines, R. F. BAYLOR UNIV-MED COL NGR 44-003-057 Decker, T. A. 53 2949
ARC Danellis, J. V. BISHOP COLLEGE NGR 44-032-013 Kutsky, R. J. 51 2950
ARC Haughney, L. C. BOSTON COLLEGE NGR 22-003-027 Eather, R. H. 31 2069
ARC Miquel, J; BOWLING GRN STATE U NGR 36-017-004 Oster,. 1. 1. 51 2688
ARC Hall, C. F. BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIV NAS 2-7358 Jones, D. E. 13 3127
ARC Dyal, P. BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIV NGR 45-001-040 Jones, D. E. 13 3130
ARC' Howe, J. T. BROWN UNIVERSITY NGL 40-002-059 Mason, E. A. 12 2876
ARC Hall, C. F. CALIF INST OF TECH NAS 2-6556 Munch, G. '11 1163
ARC Olson, L. E. CALIF INST OF TECH NGL 05-002-229 Cole, D. 41 1189
ARC Cameron, R. M. CALIF INST OF TECH' NGR 05-002-281 Werner, M. W.- 11 1202
ARC Johnson, R. D. CALIF INST OF TECH NGR 05-002-308 Horowitz, N. H. 11 1209
ARC Boese, R. W. CAL STATE U-CHICO NGL 05-076-001 Regas, J. L. 31. 1218
ARC Middaugh, C. W. CAL STATE U-SAN FRAN NSG 2033 Duckworth, E. L. 99 1226
ARC Gloria, H. R. CAL STATE U-SAN JOSE NAS 2-7616. Miller, A. 31 1227
ARC Stewart, J. D. CAL STATE U-SAN JOSE NGL 05-046-002 Clark, W. B. 69 1228:
'ARC Wydeven, T. J. CAL STATE U-SAN JOSE NGR 05-046-011 Spitze, L. A. 12 1229
ARC Arvesen, J. C. CAL STATE U-SAN JOSE NGR 05-046-015 Weaver. E. C. 39 1230
ARC Whitten, R. C. CAL STATE U-SAN JOSE NGR 05-046-020 Miller, A. 31 1231
ARC Quattrone, P. D. CASE WESTERN RESERVE NGR 36-027-050 Yeager, E. 12 2700
ARC Quattrone, P. D. CASE WESTERN RESERVE NGR 36-027-052 Yeager, E. 12 2702
ARC Sandler, H. CASE WESTERN RESERVE NGR 36-027-053 Ko, W..H. 53 2703
ARC Newsom, B. D. CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY NSG 2019 Lih, M. M. 59 1638
ARC Pollack, J. B. CLARK COLLEGE NGR 11-010-001 Kiang, C. S. 31 1718
ARC Tremor, J. W. COLORADO STATE UNIV NAS 2-6615 Baker, R. 51 1529
ARC Holton, E. M. COLORADO STATE UNIV NGR 06-002-075 Jordan, J. P. 51 1537
ARC Kirkpatrick, J. P. COLORADO STATE UNIV NGR 06-002-127 Jones, T. B. 46 1543
ARC Winter, D, L. COLORADO STATE UNIV NGR 06-002-166 Ogg, J. E. 51 1547
ARC Rositano, S. A. COLORADO STATE UNIV NSG 2009 Histand, M. B. 19 1550
ARC Tremor, J. W. CORNELL UNIVERSITY NAS 2-7846 Steward, F. C. 51 2529
ARC Murman, E. M. CORNELL UNIVERSITY NGL 33-010-057 Seebass, A. R. 41 2540
ARC Cameron, R. M. CORNELL UNIVERSITY NGR 33-010-081 Houck, J. R.. 11 2547
ARC Cameron, R. M. CORNELL UNIVERSITY NGR 33-010-146 Harwit, M. O. II 2553
ARC Sandier, H. CORNELL UNIVERSITY NGR 33-010-179 Reis, D. J. 53 2558
ARC Mason, R. H. CORNELL UNIVERSITY NGR 33-010-182 Houck, J. R. 11 2559
ARC Blanchard, M. B. DE ANZA COLLEGE NSG 2005 Cotton, W. R. 32 1232
ARC Harmaker, W. E. DUKE UNIVERSITY NAS 2-7655 Vogel, F. S. 53 2655
ARC Holton, E. M. EMORY UNIVERSITY NGL 11-001-009 Popovic, V. P. 51 1719
ARC Winter, D. L. EMORY UNIVERSITY NGR 11-001-012 Perachio, A. A. 61 1720
ARC Winter, D. L. EMORY UNIVERSITY NGR 11-001-016 Bourne, G. H. 51 1721


































































Reynolds. R. T. 
Morsz. H. A. 
Qualtronc, P. D. 
young, D. R. 
Poppoll. I. G .  
Unavailable 
Sandler, H. 
Mehler, W. R. 
Weisoman. N. W. 
Haymaker. W. E. 
Rakich, I. V. 
Patton. R. M.  
Quatlrone, P. D. 
Rabbotl, J. P., Jr. 
Schmitz, F. H. 
Unavailable 
Norman, S. M.  
Daolin, 8. F. 
Daunton. N. G. 
Corsidia. V. R. 
Wingel. C. M.  
Cameron, R. M.  
Qualtmne, P. D. 
Billingham, J. 
Wempc. T. E. 
Qualtmne. P. D. 
Daunton. N. G. 
Qusnronc, P. D. 
Daunton. N. G. 
Reynolds. R. T. 
Mascy. A. C. 
Billingham, J. 
Van Ess, J. C. 
Caradonna. F. X. 
Unavailable 
Hicks. R. M.  
Williams. D. P. 
Franklin, J. A.  
Anliker. J. E. 
Oyama, I. 
McCmskey. W. 1.  
Caswn, P. M .  
Mehler, W. R. 
Miller, S. A. 
Schmite F. H. 
Cameron. R. M.  
Cagliortro. D. E. 
Goswtt. T. D.  
Franklin, J. A. 
Ormirton. R. A. 
Caspers, P. A., Jr. 
Smilh. G. A. 
Gregory. T. J. 
Grant. T. L. 
Taketa. S. T. 
Daunton, N. G .  
Greenleaf. J. E. 
Anliker. J. E. 
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GRANT/ 
CONTRACT FIRST PRINCIPAL FIELD 
INSTITUTION NUMBER INVESnCATOR CDDE 
FOOTHILL COLLEGE NSG 2031 Kollman, S. A. II 
GEORGIA INST O F  TECH NAS 2-6340 Wu. J. C. 41 
GEORGIA INST OF TECH NSG 2004 Orr, C 19 
HARVARD UNIVERSITY NGR 22-007-256 Tashjlan. A. H., Jr. 53 
HARVARD UNIVERSITY NSG 203 1 McElroy, M .  8. 31 
HARVEY M U D D  COLLEGE NAS 2-8143 Unavailable I 2  
HOWARD U h l V t R S l T Y  \CiL W.01 1-017 Hawlnnrnc. t .  U 53 
I N D I A X A  U-81 OOMIXGTN N G L  15.002.077 Ncfl. W D. 5'4 
ISD IANA U-BLOOMlhGTN YCiR I5-UI3-W7 hc l l ,  H U 5 l 
I N D I A N A  U-INDIANAPLS 
IOWA STATE U N l V  
JOHNS HOPKINS U N l V  
K E N T  STATE U N l V  
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
~ 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
~ 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS lNST O F  TECH 
~ - -  
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
NEW M E X  ST U-LAS CR 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
\ t U  YORK L N I V t R S I I Y  
\ t W  YORk U \ l \ t R S I T Y  
N O  CAROLINA STATE U 
OHlO STATE U N l V  
OHlO STATE U N l V  
OHlO STATE U N l V  
OHlO STATE U N l V  
OKLAHOMA STATE U N l V  









ROCKEFELLER U N l V  
ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY 









N G L  22-009-124 




N G R  22-009-723 
N G R  22-009-726 
N G R  22-009-733 

















NGR 36-038.21 1 
NAS 2-7273 
NAS 2-8399 














Tannebill. J. C. 
Brady, J. V. 
Mader. R. 
Ham, N. D. 
Widnall. S. E. 
Unavailable 
Simpson. R. W. 
Athens, M.  
Teukr, H. L. 
Widnall. S. E. 
Wurlman, R. J. 
MeCord. T. B. 
Quattrone, P. D. 
Schmitl, F. 0. 
Curry, R. E. 
Steinlsld. I. 1. 
Biui .  E. 
Modell, M.  
Na~ ta ,  W. I .  
Prinn, R. G. 
Sirnpmn, R. W. 
Young. L. R. 
Conncll, H. L. 
Isom, M.  P. 
Unavailable 
Garabedian, P. R. 
Benson. R. B., Jr. 
Each. R. E., Jr. 
Terman, M.  
Clarke, D. L. 
Velkoll. H. R. 
Kulacki, F. A. 
Lim, D. 
Wiggins. K .  t. 
Irom, M.  P. 
Webb. W. 
Sirignilno. W.  A. 
Durbin, E. J. 
Seckel. E. 
Dowell. E. H .  
Dowell. E. H.  
Durbin, E. J. 
Garrett. R. E. 
Modestino, J. W. 
Ward, C. H. 
Eiwnberg. L. 
Van Beaumont, W. 
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ARC Tanner, T. A. SOUTHERN METHODIST U NSG 2006 Starling, J. D. 41 2986
ARC Hall, C. F. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NAS 2-4671 Von Eshleman, V. R. 13 1241
ARC Tremor, J. W. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NAS 2-5587 Pittendrigh, C. S. 51 1242
ARC Vause, G. R. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NAS 2-6158 Karamcheti, K. 41 1243
ARC Miquel, J. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NAS 2-6706 Bensch, K. G. 51 1244
ARC Kenyon, G. C. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NAS 2-7199 Shevill, R. S. 49 1245
ARC Hightower, W. D. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NAS 2-7959 Croft, T. A. 31 1246
ARC Doolin, B.. F. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NGL 05-020-007 Bryson, A. E. 49 1258
ARC Sandler, H. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NGL 05-020-305 Harrison, D. C. 52 1269
ARC' Kvenvolden, K. A. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NGL 05-020-582 Bonner, W. A. 59 1272
ARC Jones, J. L. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NGR 05-020-345 Adams, J. L. 99 1276
ARC Chang, S. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NGR 05-020-405 Loew, G. H. 12 1277
ARC Mehler, W. R. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NGR 05-020-435 Chow, K. L. 59 1279
ARC Greenleaf, J. E. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NGR 05-020-456 Luetscher, J. A. 53 1281
ARC Kelley, M. W. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NGR 05-020-526 Bryson, A. R. 41 1283
ARC Feller, D. D. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NGR 05-020-578 Degrazia, J. A. 52 1285
ARC Park, C. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NGR 05-020-583 Kruger, C. H. 41 1286
ARC Sandler, H. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NGR 05-020-615 Meindl, J. D. 53 1288
ARC Rubesin, M. W. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NGR 05-020-622 Reynolds, W. C. 42 1289
ARC Sandler, H. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NGR 05-020-634 .Harrison, D. C. 52 1292
ARC Williams, D. P. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NGR 05-020-662 Barnett, D. M. 47 1295
ARC Thomas, C. L. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NGR 05-020-663 Powell, J. D. 41 1296
ARC Hickey, D. H. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NGR 05-020-676 Karamcheti, K. 13 1299
ARC Sandler, H. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NGR 05-020-690 Angell, J. 53 1300
ARC Hruby, R. J. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NGR 05-020-699 McCluskey, E. J. 41 1302
ARC Quattrone, P. D. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NGR 05-020-706 Manning, J. R. 12 1303
ARC Goldstein, H. E. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NGR 05-020710 Shyne, J. C. 47 1304
ARC Hickey, D. H. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NSG 2007 Karamcheti, K. 13 1309
ARC Dolkas, C. B. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NSG 2012 Reaven, G. M. 53 13.10
ARC Grant, T. L. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NSG 2017 Croft, T. A. 45 1311
ARC Sandler, H. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NSG 2020 Popp, R. 52 1312
ARC Mason, R. H. STATE U NY-STONY BRK NGR 33-015-140 Knacke, R. E. 11 2626
ARC Cameron, R. M. STATE U NY-STONY BRK NGR 33-015-166 Gebel, W. 11 2631
ARC Rosser, R. W. TALLADEGA COLLEGE NGR 01-007-010 Kray, W. O. 12 1028
ARC McAlister, K. W. TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY NAS 2-7917 Parker, A. G. 41 2989
ARC Ahtye, W. F. TUFTS UNIVERSITY NGR 22-012-031 Cole, J. E. 41 2222
ARC Haymaker, W. E. TULANE UNIVERSITY NAS 2-7916 Ordy, J. M. 59 1979
ARC Haughney, L. C. UNIV ALASKA-FAIRBNKS NGR 02-001-099 Sivjee, C. G. 11 1088
ARC Haughney, L. C. UNIV ALASKA-FAIRBNKS NGR 02-001-106 Sivjee, C. G. 11 1089
ARC Hall, C. F. UNIV OF ARIZONA NAS 2-6265, Gehrels, A. M. 11 1096
ARC Wirth, M. N. UNIV OF ARIZONA NAS 2-7476 Baker, L. R. 11 1097
ARC Hall, C. F. UNIV OF ARIZONA NAS 2-7839 Sonett, C. P. 13 1098
ARC Tischler, E. ,  UNIV OF ARIZONA NAS 2-7883 Tomasko, M. 31 1099
ARC Cameron, R. M. UNIV OF ARIZONA NGR 03-002-331 Johnson, H. L. 11 1135
ARC Cameron, R. M. UNIV OF ARIZONA NGR 03-002-332 Larson, H. P. 11 1136
ARC Cameron, R. M. UNIV OF ARIZONA NGR 03-002-333 Johnson, H. L. 11 1137
ARC Cameron, R. M. UNIV OF ARIZONA NGR 03-002-390 Hoffman, W. F. 11 1145
ARC Ragent, B. UNIV ARKANSAS-FAYETV NGL 04-001-007 Testerman, M. K. 13 1156
ARC Poppoff, I. G. UNIV CALIF-1ERKELEY NAS 2-7562 Colwell, R. N. 39 1315
ARC Poppoff, I. G. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NAS 2-7567 Colwell, R. N. 39 1316
ARC Kenyon, G. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NAS 2-7879 Horonjeff, R. 75 1317
ARC Riccitiello, S. R. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NAS 2-8288 Williamson, R. B. 12 1318
ARC Newsom, B. D. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGL 05-003-024 Pace, N. 51 1334
ARC Cameron, R. M. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGR 05-003-432 Townes, C. H. 11 1348
ARC Perkins, E. W. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGR 05-003-451 Talbot, L. 41 1352
ARC Wydeven, T. J. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGR 05-003-462 Bell, A. T. 43 1356
ARC Newsom, B. D. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGR 05-003-470 Pace; N. 59 1357
ARC Tanner, T. A. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGR 05-003-471 Laporte, T. R. 79 1358
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ARC Wydeven, T. J. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGR 05-003-478 Merrill, R. P. 43 1359
ARC Cameron, R. M. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGR 05-003-511 Townes, C. H. 11 1363
ARC Billman, K. W. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGR 05-003-559 Gustafson, T. K. 13 1367
ARC Wrigley, R. C. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NSG 2003 Horne, A. J. 39 1372
ARC Kourtides, D. A. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NSG 2026 Williamson, R. B. 44 1373
ARC Taketa, S. T. UNIV CALIF-DAVIS NAS 2-6633 Mazelis, M. 39 1375
ARC Winget, C. M. UNIV CALIF-DAVIS NAS 2-7152 Beljan, J. R. 53 1376
ARC Winget, C. M. UNIV CALIF-DAVIS NAS 2-7503 Evans, J. W. 59 1377
ARC Unavailable UNIV CALIF-DAVIS NAS 2-7513 Unavailable 13 1378
ARC Wrigley, R. C. UNIV CALIF-DAVIS NAS 2-7516 Goldman, C. R. 31 1379
ARC Winget, C. M. UNIV CALIF-DAVIS NAS 2-7519 Chapman, L. F. 53 1380
ARC Oyama, J. UNIV CALIF-DAVIS NGL 05-004-008 Smith, A. H. 51 1383
ARC Holton, E. M. UNIV CALIF-DAVIS NGR 05-004-099 Horwitz, B. A. 51 1387
ARC Mandel, A. D. UNIV CALIF-IRVINE NGR 05-041-012 Tilles, J. G. 52 1388
ARC .Dyal, P. UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES NAS 2-6791 Schubert, G. 13 1389
ARC Hall, C. F. UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES NAS 2-7251 Coleman, P. J., Jr. 13 1390
ARC Chang, S. UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES NAS 2-7440 Kaplan, I. R. 12 1391
ARC Polentz, P. P. UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES NAS 2-7785 Britt, P. 41 1392
ARC Winter, D. L. UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES NGL 05-007-195 French, J. D. 51 1411
ARC Hodder, B. K. UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES NGR 05-007-323 Meecham, W. C. 41 1423
ARC Daunton, N. G. UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES NGR 05-007-418 Markham, C. H. 59 1434
ARC Poppa, H. R. UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES NSG 2025 Douglass, D. L. 47 1437
ARC Reinisch, R. F. UNIV CALIF-RIVERSIDE NGR 05-008-029 Pitts, J. N. 39 1445
ARC Hall, C. F. UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO NAS 2-6552 Fillius, R. W. 11 1446
ARC Billingham, J. UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO NGL 05-009-109 West, J. B. 53 1460
ARC Cameron, R. M. UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO NGR 05-005-055 Stein, W. A. 11 1466
ARC Winter, D. L. UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO NGR 05-009-083 Galambos, R. 61 1470
ARC Haines, R. F. UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO NGR 05-009-192 Harris, J. L. 59 1475
ARC Anliker, J. E. UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO NGR 05-009-198 Hillyard, S. A. 59 1476
ARC Sandler, H. UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO NGR 05-009-257 Baily, N. A. 52 1483
ARC Zill, L. P. UNIV CALIF-SAN FRAN NGL 05-025-014 Stolckenucs, W. 59 1488
ARC Mandel, A. D. UNIV CALIF-SAN FRAN NGR 05-025-008 Maibach, H. I. 52 1489
ARC Hall, C. F. UNIV OF CHICAGO NAS 2-6551 Simpson, J. A. 11 1804
ARC Cameron, R. M. UNIV OF CHICAGO NGR 14-001-211 Harper, D. A. 11 1828
ARC Daunton, N. G. UNIV OF CHICAGO NGR 14-001-225 Fernandez, C. 51 1830
ARC Cameron, R. M. UNIV OF CHICAGO NGR 14-001-227 Harper, D. A. 11 1831
ARC Burke, J. A. UNIV OF CINCINNATI NAS 2-7850 Tabakoff, W. 41 2746
ARC Sinnott, D. UNIV COLORADO-BOLDR NAS 2-7901 Stewart, 1. 31 1553
ARC Anliker, J. E. U COLORADO-DENV MEDL NAS 2-7794 Rock, K. C. 69 1580
ARC Boese, R. W. UNIV OF DENVER NAS 2-8200 Murcray, D. G. 13 1581
ARC Quattrone, P. D. UNIV OF DENVER NGR 06-004-125 Ross, L. W. 19 1589
ARC Anliker, J. E. UNIV OF FLORIDA NGR 10-005-057 Webb, W. B. 69 1699
ARC Williams, B. A. UNIV OF FLORIDA NSG 2028 Heath, J. E. 51 1704
ARC Taketa, S. T. UNIV OF HAWAII NAS 2-6624 Siegel, S. M. 39 1772
ARC Pirtle, M. W. UNIV OF HAWAII NAS 2-6700 Litchenberger, W. 99 1773
ARC Miquel, J. UNIV OF HOUSTON NAS 2-7435 Oro, J. 51 3022
ARC Unavailable UNIV ILLINOIS-URBANA AF306 24144 Unavailable 21 1835
ARC Hart, J. P. UNIV ILLINOIS-URBANA NAS 2-7722 Sher, M. S. 21 1836
ARC Slye, R. F. UNIV ILLINOIS-URBANA NGR 14-005-202 Ray, R. M. 19 1853
ARC Mehler, W. R. UNIV ILLINOIS-URBANA NGR 14-005-221 Ades, H. W. 51 1855
ARC Hall, C. F. UNIV OF IOWA NAS 2-6553 Van Allen, J. A. 13 1904
ARC Oyama, J. UNIV OF KENTUCKY NGL 18-001-003 Lange, K. 0O. 61 1946
ARC Anliker, J. E. UNIV OF KENTUCKY NGR 18-001-068 McCoy, D. F. 61 1949
ARC Chyu, W. J. UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK NGR 21-002-350 Yang, J. C. 41 2041
ARC Gaspers, P. A., Jr. UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK NGR 21-002-391 Weisshaar, T. A. 41 2048
ARC Schillinger, G. UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR NAS 2-6057 Von Baumgarten A, R. J. 61 2244
ARC Wilhelmi, A. J. UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR NAS 2-7877 Nagy, A. F. 31 2245
ARC Feistel, T. W. UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR NSG 2018 Buning, H. 41 2292
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ARC Polaski, L. J. U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL NAS 2-7900 Von Zahn, U. 31 2303
ARC Winget, C. M. U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL NGR 24-005-006 Halberg, F. 61 2317
ARC Cameron, R. M. U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL NGR 24-005-265 Woolf, N. J. 11 2324
ARC Cameron, R. M. U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL NGR 24-005-267 Ney, E. P. 11 2325
ARC Cameron, R. M. U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL NSG 2014 Ney, E. P. 11 2329
SRC Cameron, R. M. U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL NSR 24-005-238 Ney, E. P. II 2331
ARC Holton, E. M. UNIV MO-COLUMBIA NGL 26-004-021 Musacchia, X. J. 51 2363
ARC Sandler, H. UNIV MO-COLUMBIA NGR 26-004-099 Millich, F. 52 2364
ARC Ginoza, H. S. UNIV MO-ROLLA NGR 26-001-018 Millich, F. 12 2366
ARC Chambers, A. B. UNIV MO-ROLLA NGR 26-004-097 Miles, J. B. 46 2368
ARC Sebesta, P. D. UNIV OF MONTANA NSG 2030 Craighead, J. J. 39 2384
ARC Nelson, H. G. UNIV NEBRASKA-LINCLN NGR 28-004-025 Johnson, D. L. 47 2390
ARC Cameron, R. M. UNIV OREGON-EUGENE NGR 38-003-034 Donnelly, R. J. 31 2791
ARC Cameron, R. M. UNIV OREGON-EUGENE NGR 38-003-035 Donnelly, R. J. II 2792
ARC Whiting, E. E. UNIV OREGON-EUGENE NGR 38-003-036 Crasemann, B. 13 2793
ARC Zill, L. P. UNIV OF PENNSYLVANIA NAS 2-7730 Brown, A. H. 51 2848
ARC Zill, L. P. UNIV OF PENNSYLVANIA NGR 39-010-104 Brown, A. H. 51 2850
ARC Zill, L. P. UNIV OF PENNSYLVANIA NGR 39-010-149 Brown, A. H. 51 2852
ARC Cameron, R. M. UNIV OF ROCHESTER NGR 33-019-127 Pipher, J. L. 11 2651
ARC Taketa, S. T. UNIV SAN FRANCISCO NAS 2-7059 Benton, E. V. 13 1495
ARC Doolin, B. F. UNIV OF SANTA CLARA NGR 05-017-010 Siljak, D. D. 49 1499
ARC Poppoff, I. G. UNIV OF SANTA CLARA NGR 05-017-027 Barker, W. A. 11 1500
ARC Marvin, J. G. UNIV OF SANTA CLARA NGR 05-017-029 Owen, F. K. 41 1501
ARC Hruly, R. UNIV OF SANTA CLARA NGR 05-017-031 Dunn, W. R. 41 1502
ARC Schwartz, I. R. UNIV OF SANTA CLARA NGR 05-017-033 Cheng, D. Y. 41 1503
ARC Hall, C. F. UNIV OF SOUTHERN CAL NAS 2-6558 Judge, D. L. 13 1506
ARC Porter, D. L. UNIV OF SOUTHERN CAL NAS 2-7969 Intriligator, D. S. 13 1507
ARC Coe, C. F. UNIV TEXAS-AUSTIN NGR 44-012-221 Panton, R. L. 41 3071
ARC Mason, R. H. UNIV TEXASAUSTIN NGR 44-012-240 Ulrich, B. T. 11 3074
ARC Polaski, L. J. UNIV TEXAS-DALLAS NAS 2-7865 Hoffman, J. H. 31 3089
ARC Polaski, L. J. UNIV TEXAS-DALLAS NAS 2-8302 Hoffman, J. 31 3090
ARC Sandler, H. UNIV TEXAS-GALVESTON NGR 44-088-002 Stone, H. L. 52 3116
ARC Unavailable U TEX HEALTH CTR-DAL NAS 2-3082 Unavailable 51 3118
ARC Nachtsheim, P. R. UNIV OF TULSA NGR 37-008-003 Weston, K. C. 47 2778
ARC Kourtides, D. A. UNIV OF UTAH NAS 2-8244 Einhorn, I. N. 12 3132
ARC Coler, C. R. UNIV OF UTAH NGR 45-003-108 Plummer, R. P. 69 3147
ARC Anliker, J. E. UNIV OF VERMONT NGR 46-001-041 Lai, D. C. 21 3154
ARC Oyama, J. UNIV OF VIRGINIA NAS 2-1554 Pitts, G. C. 51 3215
ARC Mehler, W. R. UNIV OF VIRGINIA NGR 47-005-186 Ebbesson, S. O. 59 3228
ARC Oyama, J. UNIV OF VIRGINIA NGR 47-005-213 Pitts, G. C. 51 3231
ARC Goldstein, H. E. UNIV OF WASHINGTON NAS 2-6541 Mueller, J. I. 47 3282
ARC Unavailable UNIV OF WASHINGTON NAS 2-6778 Unavailable 39 3283
ARC Watson, E. C. UNIV OF WASHINGTON NGL 48-002-047 Childs, M. E. 41 3290
ARC Kurkowski, R. L. UNIV OF WASHINGTON NGR 48-002-085 Joppa, R. G. 41 3293
ARC Steinle, F. W., Jr. UNIV OF WASHINGTON NGR 48-002-107 Russell, D. A. 41 3294
ARC Anderson, A. E. UNIV OF WASHINGTON NGR 48-002-141 Kippenhan, C. J. 41 3298
ARC Hodder, B. K. UNIV OF WASHINGTON NGR 48-002-144 Chalupnik, J. D. 41 3300
ARC Taketa, S. T. UNIV WISC-MADISON NAS 2-7314 Tibbetts, T. W. 39 3316
ARC Tischler, E. UNIV WISC-MADISON NAS 2-7882 Weinman, J. A. 31 3317
ARC Unavailable UNIV WISC-MADISON NAS 2-7892 Unavailable 13 3318
ARC Unavailable UNIV WISC-MADISON NAS 2-8015 Unavailable 45 3319
ARC Mandel, A. D. UNIV WISC-MADISON NGL 50-002-078 Dick, E. C. 51 3336
ARC Young, D. R. UNIV WISC-MADISON NGR 50-002-051 Cameron. J. R. 53 3340
ARC Mandel, A. D. UNIV WISC-MADISON NGR 50-002-174 Dick, E. C. 52 3344
ARC Young, D. R. UNIV WISC-MADISON NGR 50-002-183 Mazess, R. B. 52 3345
ARC Mandel, A. D. UNIV WISC-MADISON NGR 50-002-191 Balish. E. 52 3347
ARC Mandel, A. D. UNIV WISC-MADISON NSG 2002 Dick, E. C. 52 3352
ARC Mason, R. H. UNIV OF WYOMING NGR 51-001-036 Hackwell, J. A. 31 3363
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ARC Mehler, W. R. UPPSALA UNIVERSITY NGR 52-028-004 Engstrom, H. 53 3379
ARC Lowenstein, M. UTAH STATE UNIV NAS 2-8108 Available, U. N. 31 3148
ARC Doolin, B. F. UTAH STATE UNIV NGR 45-002-016 Gunderson, R. W. 21 3150
ARC Doolin, B. F. UTAH STATE UNIV NSG 2022 Martin, C. 49 3151
ARC Gaspers, P. A., Jr. VIRGINIA POLY INST NSG 2016 Weisshaar, T. A. 41 3274
ARC Kirkpatrick, J. P. WASHINGTON ST UNIV NSG 2015 Saaski, E. W. 12 3308
ARC Morse, H. A. WASHINGTON UNIVERSTY NAS 2-7613 Hohenemser, K. H. 41 2370
ARC Young, D. R. WAYNE STATE UNIV NSG 2008 Orne, D. 53 2299
ARC Danellis, J. V. WEST VIRGINIA UNIV NGL 49-001-019 Moran, W. H. 52 3309
ARC Harrison, G. A. WEST VIRGINIA UNIV NGR 49-001-048 Leovy, C. B. 52 3310
ARC Quattrone, P. D. WORCESTER POLY INST NGR 22-017-024 Weiss, A. H. 12 2234
ARC Winget, C. M. XAVIER UNIV-LA NGR 19-007-004 Ashman, P. U. 51 1985
ARC Mandel, A. D. YALE UNIVERSITY NGR 07-004-146 Evans, A. S. 52 1614
FRC Szalai, K. J. MASS INST OF TECH NGL 22-009-548 Whitaker, H. P. 41 2154
FRC Kordes, E. E. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NGL 05-020-498 McIntosh, S. C., Jr. 41 1271
FRC Ehernberger, L. J. TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY NGR 44-001-081 Scoggins, J. R. 31 3011
FRC Carter, A. L. UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES NAS 4-1995 Unavailable 41 1393
FRC Rediess, H. A. UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES NGL 05-007-379 Balakrishnan, A. V. 41 1415
FRC Ehernberger, L. J. UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES NSG 4001 Wurtele, M. G. 31 1438
FRC Gee, S. W. UNIV OF KANSAS NAS 4-2148 Roskam, J. 41 1922
FRC Barber, M. R. UNIV OF KANSAS NGR 17-002-095 Roskam, J. 41 1933
FRC Wolf, T. D. UNIV OF VIRGINIA NGR 47-005-202 Jacobson, I. D. 59 3229
GSFC Schmid, P. E. ALCORN STATE UNIV NGR 25-012-001 Paul, M. P. 31 2333
GSFC Gordon, F., Jr. AMERICAN UNIVERSITY NAS 5-21752 Anderson, R. R. 39 1626
GSFC Gordon, F., Jr. AMERICAN UNIVERSITY NAS 5-21892 MacLeod, N. H. 39 1627
GSFC Waiter, L. S. AMERICAN UNIVERSITY NAS 5-21970 MacLeod, N. H. 39 1628
GSFC Sobieski, S. BELOIT COLLEGE NGR 50-010-001 Schroeder, D. J. 11 3313
GSFC Boldt, E. A. BOWIE STATE COLLEGE NGR 21-027-001 Tornabene, H. S. 11 1986
GSFC Caruso, A. J. BOWIE STATE COLLEGE NGR 21-027-010 Bhatia, M. S. 13 1988
GSFC Mundy, J. R. BOWIE STATE COLLEGE NGT 21-027-012 Kirksey, C. H. 21 1990
GSFC Unavailable BOWIE STATE COLLEGE NSG 5009 Unavailable 12 1991
GSFC Coates, R. J. BROWN UNIVERSITY NGL 40-002-042 Heller, G. S. 13 2875
GSFC Davis, M. A. CALIF INST OF TECH NAS 5-11066 Stone, D. C. 13 1164
GSFC Kellsall, T. CALIF INST OF TECH NAS 5-20492 Neugebauer, G. 39 1165
GSFC Sobieski, S. CALIF INST OF TECH NAS 5-23287 Neugebauer, G. 11 1166
GSFC Wrublik, D. P. CALIF INST OF TECH NAS 5-23315 Garmire, G. P. 11 1167
GSFC Velez, C. E. CAL STATE U-FULLERTN NGR 05-071-005 Pierce, S. 21 1220
GSFC Roosen, R. G. CAL STATE U-S DIEGO NAS 5-23249 Angione, R. J. 31 1224
GSFC Paddack, S. J. CARNEGIE-MELLON UNIV NGR 39-087-001 Renard, M. L. 42 2797
GSFC Paddack, S. J. CARNEGIE-MELLON UNIV NGR 39-087-026 Renard, M. L. 42 2800
GSFC Schaefer, D. H. CARNEGIE-MELLON UNIV NGR 39-087-036 Lee, S. H. 45 2801
GSFC Shulman, A. R. CARNEGIE-MELLON UNIV NGR 39-087-037 Lee, S. R. 13 2802
GSFC McAvoy, N. CASE WESTERN RESERVE NGR 36-027-068 Pao, Y. H. 13 2705
GSFC Fichtel, C. E. CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY NGR 09-005-077 Crannell, H. 13 1634
GSFC Stief, L. J. CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY NGR 09-005-103 Timmons, R. B. 12 1636
GSFC Eckerman, J. CITY COLLEGE OF N Y NAS 5-20041 Pierson, W. J. 33 2487
GSFC Stothers, R. B. CITY COLLEGE OF N Y NGL 33-013-040 Lea, R. M. 11 2494
GSFC Brown, J. P. CITY COLLEGE OF N Y NGR 33-013-048 Schilling, D. L. 45 2495
GSFC Brown, J. P. CITY COLLEGE OF N Y NGR 33-013-077 Schilling, D. L. 45 2496
GSFC Halem, M. CITY COLLEGE OF N Y NGR 33-013-086 Spar, J. 31 2497
GSFC Miller, J. E. CITY COLLEGE OF N Y NSG 5013 Schilling, D. L. 45 2498
GSFC Lynch, T. J. CLEMSON UNIV-CLEMSON NGR 41-001-036 Snelsire, R. 19 2887
GSFC Stonesifer, G. R. COLORADO SCH OF MINE NAS 5-21778 Reeves, R. G. 32 1525
GSFC Wexler, R. COLORADO STATE UNIV NGR 06-002-0)98 Reiter, E. R. 31 1539
GSFC. Wexler, R. COLORADO STATE UNIV NGR 06-002-102 Vonder Haar, T. H. 31 1540
GSFC Carpenter, L. H. COLORADO STATE UNIV NGR 06-002-191 Thompson, E. G. 32 1548
GSFC Allison, L. J. COLORADO STATE UNIV NSG 5011 Grant, L. O. 31 1552
GSFC Donley, J. L. COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY NAS 5-11362 Novick, R. 19 2501
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GSFC Thaddeus, P. COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY NGL 33-008-012 Woltjer, L. 19 2508
GSFC Smith, D. E. COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY NGR 33-008-146 Scholz, C. H. 32 2515
GSFC Thaddeus, P. COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY NGR 33-008-191 Broecker, W. S. 11 2522
GSFC Bracken, P. A. COPPIN STATE COLLEGE NGR 21-122-001 Sommerfeldt, D. E. 21 1993
GSFC Szajna, E. F. CORNELL UNIVERSITY NAS 5-21781 Dethier, B. E. 39 2530
GSFC Szajna, E. F. CORNELL UNIVERSITY NAS 5-21844 McNair, A. J. 59 2531
GSFC Conrath, B. J. CORNELL UNIVERSITY NAS 5-23236 Gierasch, P. J. 13 2532
GSFC Hrastar, J. A.. CORNELL UNIVERSITY NGR 33-010-169 Alfriend, K. T. 49 2555
GSFC Westrom, J. L. DC TEACHERS COLLEGE NGR 09-053-003 Bever, R. S. 39 1640
GSFC Szajna, E. F. DARTMOUTH COLLEGE NAS 5-21749 Simpson, R. B. 39 2394
GSFC Jastrow, R. DARTMOUTH COLLEGE NSG 5014 Stoiber, R. E. 39 2397
GSFC Picciolo, G. L. DELAWARE STATE COL NGR 08-002-003 Bush, V. N. 51 1618
GSFC Rodriguez, G. E. DUKE UNIVERSITY NGL 34-001-001 Wilson, T. J. 45 2656
GSFC Trombka, J. I. DUKE UNIVERSITY NGR 34-001-041 O'Foghludha, F. 11 2657
GSFC Heath, D. F. FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY NGR 07-010-002 McElaney, J. H. 31 1595
GSFC McDonald, F. B. FEDERAL CITY COLLEGE NGR 09-050-001 Whiteside, H. 11 1641
GSFC Webster, W. H., Jr. FEDERAL CITY COLLEGE NGR 09-050-003 Nottingham, W. C. 11 1642
GSFC Alterescu, S. FEDERAL CITY COLLEGE NGR 09-050-013 Friedman, C. 52 1644
GSFC Nava, D. F. FEDERAL CITY COLLEGE NGR 09-050-019 Phelps, H. L. 39 1645
GSFC Fuchs, A. J. FEDERAL CITY COLLEGE NGR 09-050-020 Bakshi, J. 21 1646
GSFC Moore, J. V. GEORGE WASHINGTON U NGR 09-010-090 Kahn, W. K. 49 1655
GSFC King, J. L. GEORGIA INST OF TECH NSG 5012 Dees, J. W. 45 1758
GSFC Findlay, J. A. HARVARD UNIVERSITY NAS 5-23199 McElroy, M. B. 31 2081
GSFC Plotkin, H. H. HARVARD UNIVERSITY NGL 22-007-117 Bloembergen, N. 13 2085
GSFC Theon, J. S. HARVARD UNIVERSITY NGR 22-007-275 Lindzen,, R. S. 31 2100
GSFC Kupperian, J. E. HARVARD UNIVERSITY NGR 22-007-285 Noyes, R. W. 11 2101
GSFC Chen, W. T. HOWARD UNIVERSITY NASW 2386. Deloatch, E. M. 53 1661
GSFC Okeefe, J. A. HOWARD UNIVERSITY NGL 09-011-006 Thorpe, A. N. 13 1662
GSFC Mentall, J. E. HOWARD UNIVERSITY NGR 09-011-004 Thorpe, A. N. 13 1665
GSFC Fedor, J. V. HOWARD UNIVERSITY NGR 09-011-039 Bainum, P. M. 41 1666
GSFC Hobbs, R. W. HOWARD UNIVERSITY NGR 09-011-056 Kumar, C. K. 11 1669
GSFC Yin, L. I. HOWARD UNIVERSITY NGR 09-011-057 Tsang, T. 13 1670
GSFC Gordon, F., Jr. INDIANA U-BLOOMINGTN NAS 5-21795 Wier, C. E. 32 1861
GSFC . Findlay, J. A. JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV NAS 5-11415 Doering, J. P. 31 1995
GSFC Gross, F. C. JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV NAS 5-22071 Rubin, R. J. 53 1996
GSFC Sobieski, S. JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV NAS 5-23316 Fastie, W. G. 11 1997
GSFC Kupperian, J. E. JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV NGR 21-001-120 Moos, H. W. 11 2005
GSFC Major, F. G. LAVAL UNIVERSITY NGR 52-133-001 Vanier, J. 45 3369
GSFC Szajna, E. J. LONG ISLAND UNIV NAS 5-21792 Yost, E. 33 2570
GSFC Gordon, F. LONG ISLAND UNIV NAS 5-21793 Yost, E. 32 2571
GSFC Jastrow, R. LONG ISLAND UNIV NGR 33-151-006 Yost, E. 32 2573
GSFC Browning, R. K. LA STATE U-BAT ROUGE NAS 5-23174 Huggett, R. W. 11 1961
GSFC Davis, M. A. MASS INST OF TECH NAS 5-11062 Bridge, H. S. 13 2117
GSFC Ostaff, W. MASS INST OF TECH NAS 5-11082 Clark, G. W. 19 2118
GSFC .Piterski, N. J. MASS INST OF TECH NAS 5-11450 Clark, G. W. 11 2119
GSFC Cambell, C. E. MASS INST OF TECH NAS 5-20091 Staelin, D. 42 2120
GSFC Unavailable MASS INST OF TECH NAS 5-21980 Unavailable 31 2121
GSFC Barbieri, R. W. MASS INST OF TECH NGR 22-009-207 Deyst, J. J., Jr. 42 2160
GSFC Wilheit, T. T. MASS INST OF TECH NGR 22-009-421 Barrett, A. H. 31 2166
GSFC Halem, M. MASS INST OF TECH NGR 22-009-727 Charney, J. 31 2188
GSFC Plotkin, H. H. MASS INST OF TECH. NGR 22-009-741 Javan, A. 13 2192
GSFC Sobieski, S. MASS INST OF TECH NGR 22-009-778 McCord, T. B. 11 2194
GSFC Clark, T. A. MASS-INST OF TECH NGR 22-009-839 Shapiro, 1. 1. 45 2206
GSFC Szajna, E. F. MICHIGAN STATE UNIV NAS 5-21834 Anderson, A. 39 2236
GSFC Stonesifer, G. R. MISSISSIPPI STATE U NAS 5-21817 Ingels, F. M. 32 2340
GSFC Stonesifer, G. R. MISSISSIPPI STATE U NAS 5-21881 Bouchillon, C. W. 39 2341
GSFC Mundy, J. R. MORGAN STATE COLLEGE NGR 21-025-011 Collagan, R. B. 45 2009
GSFC McKeehan, H. B. NAT POLYTECHNIC INST NAS 5-21224 Orellana, J. R. 49 3373
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GSFC Lantz. P. A. 
GSFC Flowers. 1. 
NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR 
NEW MEX ST U.LAS CR 







Posr. C. C. 
Snow. L. L. 
Chavez. R. 
Post, C. C. 
Sayka, A,, Jr. 
Lawrence. 0. H. 
Stroke. 0. W. 
Schaelfer, 0. A. 
Spar, J. 
Welby, C. W. 
Kaula, W. M. 
Founty, R. A. 
Ksienski; A. A. 
Ksienski, A. A. 
Rspp. R. H. 
Copeland, G. E. 
Smionson, G .  H. 
McMurtry. G. J. 
Spitzer. L., lr. 
Spitzer. L., 11. 
Lawrana, I. L. 
Daniclson. R. E. 
Lion. P. M. 
Monon, D. C. 
Lawrana, I .  L. 
McDonald. R. B. 
Baumgardner. M. F. 
Bouchillon, C. W. 
Wintz, P. A. 
Wintz, P. A. 
Anderson. H. R. 
Clouticr. P. A. 
M~ycra, V. I. 
Villard. 0. 0. 
GSFC Oosurhaut, J. D. 
GSFC L a n P  P. A. 
GSFC Oostcrhout. J. D. 
NEW MEX ST U-LAS C R  
NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR 
GSFC Bisrcll, E. E. 
GSFC Mangus. I. D. 
GSFC Hdem. M. 
G S F C  Halem. M. 
GSFC Ensor. G. J. 
GSFC Unavailable 
GSFC Hinrhmann. E. 
GSFC Hirxhmmn. E. 
OSFC Hinrhman. E. 
GSFC Smith. D. E. 
GSFC Gordon. F.. l r .  
GSFC Crump. E. W. 
GSFC b j n a .  E. F. 
GSFC Kuppcrian, I. E. 
GSFC Sobieski, S. 
GSFC Kcllsll, T. 
GSFC Sobicski. S. 
GSFC Barbieri, R. W. 
GSFC Sobieski. S. 
GSFC Born. A,. I l l  
GSFC Gordon. F.. Jr. 
GSFC Gordon, F.. Jr., 
GSFC Gordon, F., l r .  
GSFC Lynch. T. I. 
GSFC Lynch. T. I. 
GSFC Mccsc. K. 1. 
GSFC Taylor, H. A,. Jr. 
GSFC Stonesifcr, G. R. 
GSFC Baker, J. 
GSFC Lidalon. J. M. 
GSFC Crump. E. W. 
GSFC Crump, E. W. 
GSFC Lidston. J.  M. 
GSFC Wrublik. D. P. 
GSFC Stone. R. G. 
GSFC Barbieri. R. W. 
GSFC Hobbs, R. W. 
GSFC Chen. W. T. 
GSFC Chiu. H. Y, 
GSFC Hanxn, J. 
GSFC Hobbs, R. W. 
GSFC Mangus. J. D. 
GSFC Hanrcn, I. E. 
GSFC Pease, P. B. 
GSFC Damon, E. P. 
GSFC Stonesiler, G. R. 
GSFC Gordon, F.. Jr. 
GSFC McAvoy. N. 
GSFC Stoncsifcr. G. R. 
GSFC Crump. E. W. 
GSFC Meex, K. J. 
GSFC Chin, E. S. 
GSFC Hansen, 1. 
NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR 
NEW YORK INST TECH 
YEW YORK UNIVERSITY 




NO CAROLINA STATE U 
NORTHEASTERN UNIV 























OHIO STATE UNlV 
OHlO STI\TE UNlV 

























~ e b r a . ' ~ .  B. 
Rich, E. I. STANFORD UNIVERSITY 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY Lyon. R. P. 
Berra. D. B. 
Hofstadter, R. 
Peterson, A. M. 
Breakwell, I. V. 
Weinberg, I. L. 




Strakc, 0. W. 
Cess, R. D. 
Faster, G. H. 
Simmons, D. B. 
Rouse. J. W.. Jr. 
Miller, W. D. 
Galantowicz, A. 
Henry, H. R. 
Bclon, A. E. 
L'Heureun, J. I. 







STATE UNlV NY-ALBANY 
ST U NY.DNST MED CTR 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
STATE U NV-STONY BRK 
STATE U NV-STONY BRK 
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS AkM UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS AkM UNIVERSITY 




UNlV OF ARIZONA 
UNlV OF  ARIZONA 













NAS 5- 1 1444 
NAS 5-1 1456 
NAS 5-20514 
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GSFC Stonesifer, G. R. UNIV OF ARIZONA NAS 5-21812 McGinnies, W. G. 59 1103
GSFC Stonesifer, G. R. UNIV OF ARIZONA NAS 5-21819 Lowe, C. H. 59 1104
GSFC Stonesifer, G. R. UNIV OF ARIZONA NAS 5-21820 Smith, E. L., Jr. 39 1105
GSFC Stonesifer, G. R. UNIV OF ARIZONA NAS 5-21849 Slater, P. N. 99 1106
GSFC Stecher, T. P. UNIV OF ARIZONA NAS 5-22263 Kuiper, G. P. 11 1107
GSFC Browning, R. K. UNIV OF ARIZONA NAS 5-23176 Bowen, T. 11 1108
GSFC Curran, R. J. UNIV OF ARIZONA NGR 03-002-155 Herman, B. M. 31 1127
GSFC Hoffman, W. F. UNIV OF ARIZONA NGR 03-002-180 Lee, T. A. 11 1129
GSFC Sobieski, S. UNIV OF ARIZONA * NGR 03-002-363 Serkowski, K. M. 11 1139
GSFC Sobieski, S. UNIV OF ARIZONA NGR 03-002-372 Gilbert, G. R. 11 1142
GSFC Heath, D. F. UNIV OF ARIZONA NGR 03-002-382 Herman, B. M. 31 1143
GSFC Hobbs, R. W. UNIV OF ARIZONA NGR 03-002-392 Fink, U. 11 1146
GSFC Hobbs, R. W. UNIV OF ARIZONA NGR 03-002-393 Larson, S. M. 11 1147
GSFC Sobieski, S. UNIV OF ARIZONA NSG 5001 Angel, J. R. 11 1148
GSFC Madden, J.J. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NAS 5-11038 Anderson, R. A. 13 1319
GSFC Davis, M. A. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NAS 5-20079 Anderson, K. A. 13 1320
GSFC Davis, M. A. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NAS 5-20080 Mozer, F. S. 13 1321
GSFC Crump, E. W. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NAS 5-21827 Colwell, R. N. 39 1322
GSFC Lynch, T. J. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGR 05-003-538 Algazi, V. R. A5 1365
GSFC Kupperian, J. E. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGR 05-003-587 Spinrad, H. 11 1370
GSFC Hobbs, R. W. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGR 05-003-598 Townes, C. H. 11 .1371
GSFC Wales, R. 0O. UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES NAS 5-11674 Coleman, P. J., Jr. 32 1394
GSFC .Davis, M. A. UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES NAS 5-20064 Russell, C. T. . 13 1395
GSFC Bandeen, W. R. UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES NAS 5-21968 Kuriyan, J. G. 31 .1396
GSFC Wexler, R. UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES NGR 05-007-091 Mintz, Y. 31 1416
GSFC Halem, M. UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES NGR 05-007-328 Mintz, Y. 31 1425
GSFC Kupperian, J. E; UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES NGR 05-007-489 Plavec, M. 11 1436
GSFC Temkin, A. UNIV CALIF-RIVERSIDE NGL 05-008-005 Poe, R. T. 13 1443
GSFC Donley, J. L. UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO NAS 5-11080 Peterson, L. E. 39 1447
GSFC Donley, J. L. UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO NAS 5-11081 Peterson, L. E. 19 1448
GSFC Wales, R. 0O. UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO NAS 5-21055 Mcllwain, C. E. 13 1449
GSFC Carrion, W. J. UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO NGL 05-009-079 Helstom, C. W. 13 1458
GSFC Sobieski, S. UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO NGR 05-009-239 Beaver, E. A. 11 1480
GSFC Carpenter, L. H. UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO NGR 05-009-246 Berger, J. 39 1481
•GSFC Shulman, A. R. UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO NGR 05-009-260 Lee, S. H. 13 1484
GSFC Schaefer, D. H. UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO NGR 05-009-264 Lee, S. H. 49 1485
GSFC Meese, K. J. UNIV OF CHICAGO NAS 5-9096 Meyer, P. 13 1805
GSFC Meese, K. J. UNIV OF CHICAGO NAS 5-9366 Simpson, J. A. 13 1806
GSFC Ferer, B. H. UNIV OF CHICAGO NAS 5-11037 Simpson, J. A. 13 1807
GSFC Davis, M. A. UNIV OF CHICAGO NAS 5-11067 Simpson, J. A. 13 1808
GSFC Sobieski, S. UNIV OF CHICAGO NAS 5-23288 Van Altena, W. F. 11 1809
GSFC Shenk, W. E. UNIV OF CHICAGO NGR 14-001-008 Fujita, T. T. 31 1822
GSFC Christie, C. J. UNIV OF CHILE NAS 5-1925 Danyau, C. R. 99 3372
GSFC Lancaster, E. R. UNIV OF CINCINNATI NGR 36-004-068 Danielli, J. F. 11 2756
GSFC Donley, J. L. UNIV COLORADO-BOLDR NAS 5-11363 Brunner, E. C. 31 1554
GSFC Findlay, J. A. UNIV COLORADO-BOLDR NAS 5-11405 Barth. C. A. 31 1555
GSFC Underhill, A. B. UNIV COLORADO-BOLDR NAS 5-23274 Linsky. J. L. 11 1556
GSFC Sobieski, S. UNIV COLORADO-BOLDR NGR 06-003-219 Lillie. C. F. 11 1574
GSFC Gordon, F., Jr. UNIV OF DELAWARE NAS 5-21784 Szekielda, K. H. 33 1621
GSFC Gordon, F. UNIV OF DELAWARE NAS 5-21837 Klemas. V. 39 1622
GSFC Hobbs, R. W. UNIV OF DENVER NAS 5-23190 Edrich. J. 13 1582
GSFC Hobbs. R. W. UNIV OF DENVER NGR 06-004-133 Lesh. J. R. II 1592
GSFC Kupperian, J. E. UNIV OF DENVER NSG 5004 Lesh. J. R. 11 1594
GSFC Unavailable UNIV OF FLORIDA NGR 10-005-183 Unavailable 11 1703
GSFC Crump, E. W. UNIV OF IDAHO NAS 5-21850 Tisdale. E. W. 39 1785
GSFC Schneck. P. B. UNIV ILLINOIS-URBANA NAS 5-23334 Slotnick. D. 21 1837
GSFC Golden. T. S. UNIV ILLINOIS-URBANA NGR 14-005-189 Yeh. K. C. 45 1849
GSFC Davis, M. A. UNIV OF IOWA NAS 5-11039 Frank, L. A. 13 1905
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GSFC Limberis, B. R. UNIV OF IOWA NAS 5-11064 Frank, L. A. 13 1906
GSFC Madden, J. J. UNIV OF IOWA NAS 5-11074 Gurnett, D. A. 11 1907
GSFC Longanecker, G. W. UNIV OF IOWA NAS 5-11167 Gurnett, D. A. 13 1908
GSFC Eaker, H. L. UNIV OF IOWA NAS 5-11265 Frank, L. A. 13 1909
GSFC Ousley, G. W. UNIV OF IOWA NAS 5-11279 Gurnett, D. A. 11 1910
GSFC Davis, M. A. UNIV OF IOWA NAS 5-11431 Gurnett, D. A. 31 1911
GSFC Davis, M. A. UNIV OF IOWA NAS 5-20093 Gurnett, D. A. 13 1912
GSFC Davis, M. UNIV OF IOWA NAS 5-20094 Frank, L. A. 13 1913
GSFC Allen, R. F., Jr. UNIV OF IOWA NAS 5-20539 Van Allen, J. A. 11 1914
GSFC Stonesifer, G. R. UNIV OF IOWA NAS 5-21852 Hoppin, R. A. 32 1915
GSFC Stonesifer, G. R. UNIV OF KANSAS NAS 5-21822 Kanemasu, E. T. 39 1923
GSFC Davis, M. A. UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK NAS 5-11063 Gloeckler, G. 13 2012
GSFC Davis, M. A. UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK NAS 5-20062 Gloeckler, G. 13 2013
GSFC Conrath, B. J. UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK NAS 5-23237 Ponnamperuma, C. 12 2014
GSFC Fainberg, J. UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK NGL 21-002-029 Erickson, W. C. 11 2017
GSFC Abid, G. E. UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK NGL 21-002-033 Smith, E. P. 31 2018
GSFC Fainberg, J. UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK NGL 21-002-367 Kundu, M. R. 11 2020
GSFC Brace, L. H. UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK NGR 21-002-096 Matthews, D. L. 31 2025
GSFC Grunby, E. 1. UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK NGR 21-002-197 Chu, Y. 21 2026
GSFC Ogilvie, K. W. UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK NGR 21-002-291 Rosenberg, T. J. 13 2033
GSFC Mentzer, R. UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK NOR 21-002-296 Pai, S. 1. 31 2034
GSFC Teegarden, B. J. UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK NGR 21-002-316 Gloeckler, G. 13 2037
GSFC Hurt, C. R. UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK NGR 21-002-345 Hochuli, U. E. 45 2040
GSFC Alford, W. A. UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK NGR 21-002-351 Rosenfeld, A. 49 2042
GSFC Pease, P. B. UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK NGR 21-002-355 Pugsley, J. H. 45 2043
GSFC Schnetzler, C. C. UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK NGR 21-002-368 Weidner, J. R. 32 2044
GSFC Arking, A. UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK NGR 21-002-378 Rosenfeld, A. 31 2045
GSFC Smith, D. E. UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK NGR 21-002-390 Currie, D. G. 19 2047
GSFC Mueller, R. F. UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK NGR 21-002-399 Weidner, J. R. 39 2049
GSFC Rosenbaum, B. UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK NGR 21-002-412 Richard, J. P. 13 2052
GSFC Marini, J. W. UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK NGR 21-002-433 Harger, R. 0. 33 2054
GSFC Bufton, J. L. UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK NGR 21-002-444 Currie, D. G. 13 2056
GSFC Fitzmaurice, M. W. UNIV MD-EASTRN SHORE NGR 21-119-001 Singh, G. 19 2066
GSFC Rolinski, A. J. UNIV OF MASS-AMHERST NGL 22-010-018 Monopoli, R. V. 45 2224
GSFC Spencer, N. W. UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR NAS 5-11073 Carignan, G. R. 13 2246
GSFC Niemann, H. B. UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR NAS 5-11128 Carignan, G. R. 31 2247
GSFC Madden, J. J. UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR NAS 5-11174 Haddock, F. T. 13 2248
GSFC Pelz, D. T. UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR NAS 5-11309 Carignan, G. R. 11 2249
GSFC Pelz, D. T. UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR NAS 5-11376 Carignan, G. R. 31 2250
GSFC Spencer, N. W. UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR NAS 5-11380 Carignan, G. R. 31 2251
GSFC Unavailable UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR NAS 5-20622 Unavailable 43 2252
GSFC Spencer, N. W. UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR NAS 5-21038 Carignan, G. R. 31 2253
GSFC Wright, D. U., Jr. UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR NAS 5-21147 Horvath, R. 31 2254
GSFC Findlay, J. A. UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR NAS 5-23006 Hays, P. B. 31 2255
GSFC Spencer, N. W. UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR NAS 5-23230 Carignan, G. R. 31 2256
GSFC Trainor, J. H. UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR NAS 5-23267 MacNee, A. B. 13 2257
GSFC Spencer UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR NAS 5-23310 Unavailable 31 2258
GSFC Hughes, W. E. UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR NGL 23-005-183 Haddad, G. I. 45 2264
GSFC Wexler, R. UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR NSR 23-005-376 Bartman, F. L. 31 2295
GSFC Staff, W. 0O. U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL NAS 5-3838 Epney, O. 13 2304
GSFC Sizemore, K. 0O. U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL NAS 5-11173 Cahill, L. J., Jr. 49 2305
GSFC White, C. E. U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL NAS 5-11310 Kellogg, P. J. 13 2306
GSFC Findlay, J. A. U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL NAS 5-11438 Nier, A. O. 31 2307
GSFC Wainscott, F. H. U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL NAS 5-11687 Winckler, J. R. 49 2308
GSFC Davis, M. A. U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL NAS 5-23273 Kellogg, P. J. 13 2309
GSFC Flatley, T. W. UNIV MO-ROLLA NGR 26-003-069 Taylor, J. M. 49 2367
GSFC Gordon, F., Jr. UNIV OF MONTANA NAS 5-21826 Weidman, R. M. 32 2382
GSFC Stonesifer, G. R. UNIV NEBRASKA-LINCLN NAS 5-21756 Drew, J. V. 39 2385
242
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OFF TECHNICAL CONTRACT FIRST PRINCIPAL FIELD ACC
LOC OFFICER INSTITUTION NUMBER INVESTIGATOR CODE NO.
GSFC Kalet, M. W. UNIV NEBRASKA-LINCLN NAS 5-23125 Samson, J. A. 11 2386
GSFC Kupperian, J. E. UNIV NEBRASKA-LINCLN NGR 28-004-028 Gallagher, J. S. 11 2391
GSFC Crump, E. W. UNIV OF NEVADA-RENO NAS 5-21870 Tueller, P. A. 39 2392
GSFC Teegarden, B. J. UNIV NEW HAMPSHIRE NAS 5-11276 Webber, W. R. 11 2398
GSFC Wales, R. 0O. UNIV NEW HAMPSHIRE NAS 5-11694 Arnoldy, R. L. 11 2399
GSFC Orwig, L. E. UNIV NEW HAMPSHIRE NAS 5-23263 Chinburg, D. L. 31 2400
GSFC Meese, K. J. UNIV OF NEW MEXICO NAS 5-9314 Regener, V. H. 13 2474
GSFC Lynch, T. J. UNIV OF NOTRE DAME NGL 15-004-026 Massey, J. L. 45 1900
GSFC Christie, C. UNIV OF PERU NASW 7 Unavailable 49 3378
GSFC Temkin, A. UNIV OF PITTSBURGH NGL 39-011-035 Gerjuoy, E. 13 2859
GSFC Osantowski, J. F. UNIV OF ROCHESTER NAS 5-20028 Baumeister, P. 13 2648
GSFC Kutz, R. L. UNIV OF SOUTHERN CAL NAS 5-21505 Davisson, L. D. 45 1509
GSFC Premo, D. A. UNIV OF SOUTHERN CAL NGL 05-018-104 Gagliardi, R. M. 45 1516
GSFC Kutz, R. L. UNIV OF SOUTHERN CAL NGL 05-018-118 Davisson, L. D. 45 1517
GSFC Broderick, J. C. UNIV TENNESSEE-KNOXV NAS 5-21726 Rehder, J. B. 31 2907
GSFC Ensor, G. J. UNIV TENNESSEE-KNOXV NAS 5-21873 Parks, W. L. 59 2908
GSFC Broderick, J. C. UNIV TENNESSEE-KNOXV NAS 5-21875 Bodenheimer, R. E. 39 2909
GSFC Ensor, G. J. UNIV TENNESSEE-KNOXV NAS 5-21882 De Selm, H. R. 39 2910
GSFC Velez, C. E. UNIV TENNESSEE-KNOXV NGR 43-001-144 Feagin, T. 21 2928
GSFC Schaefer, D. H. UNIV TENNESSEE-KNOXV NSG 5002 Bodenheimer, R. E. 21 2931
GSFC Hirschman, H. UNIV TEXAS-AUSTIN NAS 5-21982 Straiton, A. W. 45 3049
GSFC Velez, C. E. UNIV TEXAS-AUSTIN NGR 44-012-255 Nacozy, P. E. 21 3075
GSFC Sobieski, S. UNIV TEXAS-AUSTIN NGR 44-012-260 Tull, R. G. 11 3077
GSFC Sobieski, S. UNIV TEXAS-AUSTIN NGR 44-012-261 Nather, R. E. 11 3078
GSFC Sobieski, S. UNIV TEXAS-AUSTIN NGR 44-012-263 Angel, J. R. 11 3079
GSFC Velez, C. E. UNIV TEXAS-AUSTIN NGR 44-012-269 Tapley, B. D. 21 3080
GSFC Kolenkiewicz, R. UNIV TEXAS-AUSTIN NGR 44-012-283 Tapley, B. D. 32 3083
GSFC Kupperian, J. E. UNIV TEXAS-AUSTIN NSG 5005 Lambert, D. L. 11 3086
GSFC Jackson, J. E. UNIV TEXAS-DALLAS NAS 5-11003 Hoffman, J. H. . .31 3091
GSFC Jackson, J. E. UNIV TEXAS-DALLAS NAS 5-11011 Heikkila, W. J. 31 3092
GSFC Findlay, J. A. UNIV TEXAS-DALLAS NAS 5-11406 Hoffman, J. H. 31 3093
GSFC Findlay, J. A. UNIV TEXAS-DALLAS NAS 5-11407 Hanson, W. B. • 31 3094
GSFC Kupperian, J. E. UNIV OF TOLEDO NGR 36-010-031 Molnar, M. R. 11 2765
GSFC Kupperian, J. E. UNIV OF TOLEDO NSG 5006 Molnar, M. R. 11 2766
GSFC Szajna, E. F. UNIV OF UTAH NAS 5-21883 Jensen, M. L. 32 3133
GSFC Szajna, E. F. UNIV OF VERMONT NAS 5-21753 Lind, A. O. -32 3153
GSFC Kelsall, T. N. UNIV OF VIRGINIA NAS 5-20065 Frederick, L. W. 11 3216
GSFC Bertsch, D. L. UNIV OF VIRGINIA NAS 5-22266 Frederick, L. W. 11 3217
GSFC Treon, S. L. UNIV OF WASHINGTON NGR 48-002-125 Leovy, C. B. 31 3295
GSFC Kupperian, J. E. UNIV OF WASHINGTON NGR 48-002-166 Wallerstein, G. 11 3305
GSFC Kupperian, J. E. UNIV WISC-MADISON NAS 5-1348 Code, A. D. 11 3320
GSFC Davis, M. A. UNIV WISC-MADISON NAS 5-11068 Scherb, F. 13 3321
GSFC Donley, J. L. UNIV WISC-MADISON NAS 5-11361 Kraushaar, W. L. 19 3322
GSFC Oberright, J. E. UNIV WISC-MADISON NAS 5-20068 Dombroski, R. M. 13 3323
GSFC Stonesifer, G. R. UNIV WISC-MADISON NAS 5-21754 Clapp, J. L. 39 3324
GSFC Greaves, J. R. UNIV WISC-MADISON NAS 5-21794 Erickson, R. W. 31 3325
GSFC Bandeen, W. R. UNIV WISC-MADISON NAS 5-21798 Suomi, V. E. 31 3326
GSFC Moody, J. C. UNIV WISC-MADISON NAS 5-21965 Suomi, V. E. 31 3327
GSFC Sobieski, S. UNIVWISC-MADISON NAS 5-23285 Bless, R. C. 11 3328
GSFC Grecues, J. UNIV WISC-MADISON NAS 5-23296 Suomi, V. E. 31 3329
GSFC Halem, M. UNIV WISC-MADISON NGR 50-002-215 Suomi, V. E. 31 3348
GSFC Sobieski, S. UNIV WISC-MADISON NGR 50-002-223 Roesler, F. L. 11 3349
GSFC Hobbs, R. W. UNIV WISC-MADISON NGR 50-002-242 Roesler, F. L. 11 3350
GSFC Gordon, F., Jr. UNIV OFWYOMING NAS 5-21799" Houston,. R. S. 32 3358
GSFC Gordon, F., Jr. UNIV OF WYOMING NAS 5-21818 Houston, R. S. 32 3359
GSFC 'Gordon, F., Jr. VIRGINIA POLY INST NAS 5-21729 Glover, L., 111 32 3242
GSFC Hirschmann, E. VIRGINIA POLY INST NAS 5-21984 Bostian, C. W. 45 3243
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TECHNICAL 
OFFICER 
Walter. L. S. 
Fedor. J. V. 
Hrartar, J .  A. 
Dod. L. R. 
Dad. L. R. 
Fedor, J. V. 
Ehrmann. C. H. 
Findlay, J. A. 
Schasfer. D. H. 
Unavailable 
Trajmar. S. 
Mounihan. P. I. 
Huntress. W. T. 
Strand. L. 
Estabrook. F. B. 
Caner, V. L. 
Wilmarth, V. R. 
Harris, J. W. 
Dornbach. 1. E. 
Alexander, W. C. 
Kaplan, H. 
Leach. C. S. 
Leach, C. S. 
Smith, M. C.. Jr. 
Kimley, S. L. 
Shumate, W. H. 
Smith, M. C., Jr. 
Kimzey. S. L. 
Hoffler. G .  W. 
Hanis, J. W. 
Harris. J. W. 
Eichelman. W. P. 
Wilmarth, V. R. 
Harris, J .  W. 
Hams, J. W. 
Harris, J. W. 
Harris, I. W. 
Bales. 1. R. 
Harris. J. W. 
Harris. J. W. 
Byrns, 2. H. 
Bauon. B. H. 
Rwslcy. W. F. 
Pitts, D. E. 
Harris, I. W. 
Holfman. R. A. 
Millcr, M. L. 
Dragg. J. 
Harri~, I. W. 
HofFman. R. A. 
Eichclman, W. F. 
Eichelman, W. F. 
Harris, J. W. 
Harris, J. W. 
Harris, 1. W. 
Joostcn. R. E. 
Harris, J. W. 
Miller, M. L. 
INSTITUTION 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VlRGlhlA POLY INST 
VlRGlVlA POLY 19ST 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 




FLORIDA A&M UNlV 
NO CAR A&T STATE U 
PAN AMERICAN UNlV 
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 
SO C'NIV-BATON ROUGE 
ALBAXY M t U  COLLEGE 
AMERICAN UNIVERSITY 
ARIZONA STATE UNlV 
AUSTIN STATE CNlV 
BAYLOR UNIV-MED COL 
BAYLOR UNIV-MtU COL 
BAYLOR UNIV.MED COL 
BAYLOR UXIV-MED COL 
BAYLOR UNIV-MED COL 
BAYLOR UNIV-MED COL 
BAYLOR UNIV-MED COL 
BAYMR UNIV-MED COL 
BAYLOR UXIV-MED COL 
BOSTO5 UNlVtRSlTY 
BROWN UNIVERSITY 
BRYX MAWR COLLEGE 
CALlF INST OF  TECH 
CALlF INST OF TECH 
CALlF INST OF  TECH 
CALIF INST OF  TECH 
CALlF INST OF TECH 
CALlF INST OF  TECH 
CALlF INST OF  TECH 
CALlF INST OF TECH 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE - ~ ~ ~ 
CITY COLLEGE OF  N Y 
CITY COLLEGE OF  N Y 
CLEMSON UNIV-CLEMSON 
CLEMSON CNIV-CI.kMSOh 
COLLEGE VIRGlh ISLND 
COLLEGE OF WM & MARY 
COLOR4DO SCH Ok MlNC 
COLORADO STATk CNIb 
COLORADO STATE UNlV 










































































Smtrman, W. L. 
Meirovitch, L. 
Brach, P. 
Walkcr, J. W. 
Barker, R. C. 
Lamb, W. E., Jr. 
Jones, H. W .  
c m n ,  w. J. 
Glaser, F. M. 
Summerfield, M. 
Chakkalakal, 0. A. 
Caulston. F. 
MacLeod, N. H. 
Moore, C. B. 
Baker, R. D. 
Johnson. P. C. 
Duncan, W. C. 
Campbell, 8. 0. 
Johnson. P. C. 
Nichols. B. L. 
Criswell, B. S. 
Roesslcr, R. 
Johnson. P. C. 
Nichols. B. L. 
Chobanion. A. V. 
Ruthcrford, M. J. 
Crawford. M. L. 
Burnett. D. S. 
Silver. L. T. 
Silver, L. T. 
Wasserburg. G. J .  
Epstein, S. 
A l k ,  A. L. 
Silver, L. T. 
Tombrello, T. A. 
Radcliffe, S. V. 
Pierson, W. J. 
Schilling. D. L. 
Caddis, I. L. 
Haun, J. R. 
Mccord, T. B. 
Aceto, H., Ir. 
Ice, K. 
Smith, 1. 
Lindsay, W. A. 
Lett, J. T. 
Langseth, M. G. 
Talwani, M. 
Horai, K. 
Horai. K.  
Ridley, W. 1. 
Hardy, E. E. 
Gold. T. 
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NAS 9-1 1528 
NSG W04 
NGR 39-007-056 
Cocks, F. H. 
Adams. J. B. 
Kubis, J.  F. 
Olne,  H: 
Hegsted, D.  M. 
Hays, I.  F. 
Modiwttc, I. L. 
Modisetle, I. L. 
Modisette, J. L. 
Choudhury, A. K. 
Mcinschein. W. G.  
Fastie, W. G .  
Henry. R. C. 
Goldslein, J. I. 
McCluskey,.G. E.. J r  
Sclar. C. B. 
Yost, E. 
Daniel. L. R.. Jr. 
Laseter, I. L. 
Moss. T. A. 
Simmons, D. G.  
press, F. 
Flink, J. M. 
Simmons, G .  
Burns, R. G. 
Uhlmann. D. R. 
Morris, C. F. 
Mandc~~cheid.  L. V. 
Henry, D. G.  
Hynek. 1. A. 
Haskell, R. E. 
Muellcr. I .  1. 
Keshock, E. 0. 
Schmitt, R. A. 
M e M w r y ,  G.  J .  
Muan, A. 
Kales, A. 
Sohel, M. S. 
Sohel. M. S. 
Gurnerman. G.  I. 
Hollislcr, L. S. 
Silva. L. F. 
Holfer. R. M. 
Landgrebe. D. A. 
Landgrebe, D. A. 
Taylor, L. A. 
Meyer, H. 0. 
Schreiber. E. 
F m m a n .  J .  W. 
Low. F. J. 
Davis. S. H. 
Lynn. M. S. 
Ward. C. H. 
Hcymann. D. 
Powell, B. N. 
Stcbbings. R. F. 
Walters. G .  K. 
Myers. V. I. 
Harris, J. W. 
Hams. 1. W. 
Feddemon, W. E. 
Rummel, J. A. 
Smith, M. C., Jr. 
Harris, 1. W. 
White, D. R. 
Konda. Y. 
Potter, A. E. 
Savely, R. T. 
Harris, J. W. 
Hardee. S. N. 
Harris, J. W. 
Harris. J. W. 
Kondo. Y. 
Harris, J. W. 
York, L. 9. 
Teixeira, C. 
Rummel. J. A. 
Giuli, R. T .  
Eichelrnan, W. F. 
Eichelrnan, W. F .  
Heidelbaugh, N. D .  
Harris. J. W. 
Harris. 1. W. 
Harris. J. W. 
Shack, P. E.' 
Forbes, C. D. 
Fenner. R. G.  
HenLC K. G.  
Dragg, J. L. 
Nance. R. L. 
French. 8. 0. 
Harris. J. W. 
Miller, M. L. 
Harris, J. W. 
Homick, J. L. 
Rozas, P. 
Potter, A. E .  
Miller. M. L. 
Harrb. I. W. 
Joostcn, R. E. 
Joosten, R. E. 
Potter. A. E. 
Overton, I. 
H a r e  . N. 
:.drris, J. W. 
Harris. J. W. 
Eichelfi, W. F. 
Eichclrnan, W. F. 
Kiwingcr, L. D. 
Baker. K. 
Schsld. H. W. 
Harris, J. W. 
Harris, J. W. 
Hudson, R. D. 
Hudson. R. D. 
Forbes, C. D. .  . 






HOUSTON BAPTIST COL 
HOUSTON BAPTIST COL 
HOUSTON BAPTIST COL 
HOIIARD LKIVtKSlTY 
I h D l r \ h A  L-BLOOMlhGTN 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNlV 






~~~~ ~ ~ ~ 
LEHIGH UYIVERSITY 
LEIIIGH UNlVtRSlTY 
NG R 39-007-06 1 
NGR 39-007-064 










































LA STAlF  1 .B\T R O C G t  
LA STATt  U - h t W  ORLNS 
LA STATE U-SHREVEPT 
JSC 
JSC 
MASS 1VST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
JSC 
ISC 
MASS INST O F  T t C H  
MASS l h S T  OF TE('H 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MEMPHIS ST UNlV 
MICHIGAN STATE UNlV 
NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR 
NORTHWESTERN UNlV 
OAKLAND UNIVERSITY 
OHIO STATE UNlV 











OREGON STATE UNIY 




PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 
















P C R D L E  C'IIVERSITY 




R l C t  UNlVLRSlTY 
RICI! ONIVERSIrY 



















SO DAKOTA STATE UNlV NAS 9-13337 
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TECH 
O F F  TECHNICAL 
OFFICER 
CONTRACT FIRST PRINCIPAL FIELD 
NUMBER INVESTIGATOR CODE 
ACC 
NO. 
SO UNIV-BATON ROUGE NSG 9001 Chehl. S. S. 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY NAS 9-5632 Kovilch. R. L 






Curry, D. M. 
Eichelman, W. F. 
York. L. B. 
Rummel, J. A. 
Harris, J. W. 
Harris, J. W. 
Hardee. S. N. 
Harris. J. W. 
Harris, J. W. 
Leach, C. S. 
Hoffman, R. A. 
Arndt, G. D. 
Moselcy, W. C., Jr  
Smith. M. C., Jr. 
Walkinshaw, C. H.  
Potter. A. E. 
Simmonds. R. C. 
Malthews, R. E.  
Pitts, D. E. 
Potter. A. E. 
McPherwn. T. M. 
Potter, A. E. 
Gardnsr, S. 
Shields. V. E. 
Day, J. L. 
Jackson. M. M .  
Frcnch. 8. 0. 
Leblane, C .  M. 
Harris, J .  W. 
Hams,  J.  W. 
Potter, A. E. 
Hardcc, S. N. 
Potter. A. E. 
Craddock, W. L.. 
Laffcny, P. E. 
Sanders. J. 
Sanders. J. 
Wilmarth, V. R. 
Harris, J. W. 
Harris. J. W. 
Harris, J. W. 
Leach, C. S. 
Smith, M. C.. Jr.  
Lalfeny. P. E. 
Hardee. S. N.  
Harris, J. W. 
Harris. J .  W. 
Harris. J. W. 
Harris. J .  W. 
Harris. J. W. 
Harris. J .  W. 
Hams. J .  W. 
Harris. J .  W. 
Wilmarth, V. R. 
Harrir, J .  W. 
Harris, J. W. 
Harris, J. W. 
Harris, J .  W. 
~~ ~ 
S T A S t O R D  UNIVERSITY NGK 05.020-632 Gdc;bcrp. J .  53 




STATE UNIV NY-BUFFAL 
ST U NY COL-GENESEO 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
NGL 33-183-013 
NAS 9-12770 







































Cadenhead, D. A. 
Young, R. A. 
Papikc, J. J. 
Schaeffer, 0. A. 
Miller, M. 
Highlower, D. 
Haden, C. R. 
Lowy, S. H. 
Burns. E. E. 
Kuykendall, W. E 
Toler, R. W. 
Dchon. R. A. 
Rouse, J. W., Jr. 
Guseman, L. D. 
Rouse, J. W., Jr. 
Taler, R. W. 
Rouse. J. L. 
Dixon, H. W. 
Wilson, R. F. 
Ponnoy, W. M. 
Spadick, D. H. 
Sellers, J. P. 
Wescott, E. M. 
Nagy, B. 
Drake, M. J. 
Waite. W. P. 
Dellon, R. A. 
Davis. 1.. A,. Jr. 
Alvarez. L. W. 
Anderson, K. A. 
Bowyer, C. S. 
Bowyer. C. S. 
Colwcll. R. N. 
Reynolds, J .  H. 
Price, P. B. 
Burlingame, A. L. 
Beljan. I. R. 
Vogel, J. M. 
Coleman, P. J.. J r  
Kaula, W. M. 




S T  U VY-UPST MI 1) CTR 
T t X A S  A k M  CNIVERSITY 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 45 
41 
59 




J S C  
JSC 
T E X \ S  ABM UUlVKRSlTY 
TEXAS A&M UUIVtRSII  Y 
T t X A S  A&M UNIVERSITY 
TFXAS A&M LNIVCRSI'I'Y 
T t X A S  A&M LlNlVtRSlTV 
TFXAS AarM UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS A&M UhlVLRSlrV 
TLXAS A&M UNIVtRSITY 
TFXAS ,\&M UNIVERSIT) 
TEXAS A&M L.'hlVtRSIl 'Y 
TEXAS SOL'THER'. L S l k  

















UNlV O F  ARIZONA 










JSC UNlV CALIF-BERKELEY 
JSC 
I S C  










U h l V  CAI 1F.I AUGELFS 
U h l V  CALI) L , \NGtLLS 













~~~~~~~~~. - ~ ~~ 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES NGL 05-007-330 Warren, N. 13 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES NGL 05-007-367 Wasson, J. T. I2 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV CALIF-SAN DlEGO 
UNlV CALIF-SAN DlEGO 
UNlV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNlV CALIF-S BARBARA 
UNlV 'OF CHICAGO 
UNlV O F  CHICAGO 
UNlV O F  CHICAGO 
UNlV O F  CHICAGO 
UNlV COLORADO-BOLDR 
NGR 05-007-289 Kaplan, I. R. 
NGL 05-009-148 Arnold, J. R. 
N G L  05-OW-150 Marti, K. 
N G L  05-009-154 Arrhenius. G. 0 
NGR 05-010-081 Tilton. G. R .  
NAS 9-14042 Fujila. T. 
NGL 14-001-167 Anders. E. 
NGL 14-001-169 Clayton. R. N. 
NGL 14001-I71 Smith. J. V. 
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TECHNICAL 
' OFFICER 
Micszkuc. B. J .  
Byrns. 2. H. 
Harris, 1. W. 
Smith, M. C.. Jr. 
Arndt, G. D. 
Jackson. J. T. 
Teegarden, D. L., Jr. 
Allen, J. P. 
MacDonald, R. B. 
Scheld, H. W. 
Schncider, H. 1. 
York, L. B. 
Golden, R. L. 
Golden, R. L. 
Eandi, B. K. 
Harris, J. W. 
While. D. 
Teegarden, D. L., Jr. 
Kimzey, S. L. 
Bender, M. 1. 
Miller. M. 
Potter. A. E. 
York. L. B. 
Forbes, C. D. 
York, L. B. 
Dell, M. E. 
Potter. A. E. 
Jackson, M. M. 
Harris, 1. W. 
Eiihelman, W. F. 
Hams. J. W. 
INSTITUTION 
UNIV OF  CONNECTICUT 
UNIV OF DELAWARE 
UNlV OF  DELAWARE 
UNIV OF HOUSTON 
UNlV OF  HOUSTON 
UNlV OF  HOUSTON 
UNlV OF  HOUSTON 
UNlV O F  HOUSTON 
UNlV OF  HOUSTON 
UNlV O F  HOUSTON 
UNlV OF  HOUSTON 
LNIV OF  HOUSTON 
I'tilV OF HOUSTON 
LtiLV OF HOUSTON 
UNlV O F  HOUSTON 
UNlV OF  HOUSTON 
UtiIk 01- HOUSTOh 
UNlV OF  HOUSTON 
USIV ILLINOIS-CHICGO 
UNlV ILLINOISURBANA 
UNlV OF  IOWA 
UNlV OF  KANSAS 
UNlV OF  KAUSAS 
L'NIV OF KANSAS 
UNlV OF KANSAS 
UNlV O t  KANSAS 
UNlV O F  KANSAS 
UNIV OF  KENTUCKY 
UNlV OF  KENTUCKY 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV OF  MASSAMHERST 
Harris. J. W. 
Leach. C. S. 
Hudson, R. D. 
Heidelbaugh. N. D. 
Harris, J. W. 
Harris, J. W. 
Harris, J. W. 
Kimzey, S. L. 
Smith, M. C., Jr. 
Ellis, W. E. 
Dawson, C. T. 
Heidelbaugh, N. D. 
Miller. M. L. 
Harris. J. W. 
Pitta, D. E. 
Teegarden, D. L., Jr. 
Hams, J. W. 
Harris, I. W. 
Michsl, E. L. 
Eichclman, W. F. 
Harris, J. W. 
Bailey, 1. V. 
Unavailable 
Wilmarth, V. R. 
Harris, J. W. 
Kaplan, H. 
Moseley. E. C. 
UNlV OF  MIAMI 
UNlV OF  MIAMI 
UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
U MlNN-MNPLSST PAUL 
U MINN-MNPLSST PAUL 
U MINN-MNPLSST PAUL 






UNlV OF  NEVADA-RENO 





UNlV OF PENNSYLVANIA 
UNIV OF  PITTSBURGH 
UNIV OF PITTSBURGH 
UNlV SAN FRANCISCO 
UNlV OF SOUTHERN CAL 
IINlV OF  SOUTHERN CAL 
C'WIV TtNNtSSt t -KNOXV 
U TFNNESSFE-MEMPHIS 










NAS 9- 12650 

























NGR I W - 0 9 7  
NGR 23605-616 








NAS 9-1 lW5 
NAS 9-13274 
NGL 32-W4-063 















Kenyon. A. J. 
Srekielda, K. H. 
Glass. 0. P. 
Cox, 1. E. 
Simpson. R. S. 
Sheer, D. H. 
Holland, W. E. 
Eisncr. M. E. 
Decell. H. P., Jr. 
Vcnkctcswaran, S. 
Zlatkis, A. 
Hayre. H. S. 
Sheldon. W. R. 
Goodman. C. 
Huang, C. J. 
King. E. A,. Ir. 
Hildsbrandt, A. F. 
Vant-Hull, L. L. 
Guttman, H. N. 
Karara. H. M. 
Hoppin. R. A. 
Ulaby, F. T. 
Varger. H. L. 
Eagleman, J. R. 
Maow. R. K. 
Moors, R. K. 
Ulaby. F.  T. 
Carter. W. M. 
Ehmann, W. D. 
Weber, J. 
Haggcrty, S. E. 
Fax, S. W. 
Epslein. M. 
Stolarski. R. S. 
Labula. T. P. 
Pepin, R. 0. 
Murthy, V. R. 
Bansjee, S. K. 
Mcnpl. C. E. 
Rambaut, P. C. 
Winnick, J. 
Tranler. W. H. 




Blank, H. R. 
Wcill, D. F. 
Goles. G .  G. 
Lambcrtsen, C. J. 
Donahw. T. M. 
Fuller, M. 
Benton, 6. V. ., 
Unavailable 
Stone, R. 0. 
Taylor, L. A. 
Autian. J. 
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Barnes. T. G.. 111 
Hcnk, K. G. 
Baker, V. R. 
Bertin. J. J. 
Hickox, C. E. 
Muehlkrger, W. R. 
Holz. R. K. 
McKetla. J. J. 
Helmreich, A. L. 
Hoffman, 1. H. 
odall. P. L. 
Mitchell, J. H. 
Cartcr. J. L. 
Shannon. I. L. 
Brown, L. R. 
Ritzmann, S. E. 




Pottcr. A. E. 
Mansur, S. R. 
Miller. M. L. 
Goodrich. W. D. 
Boyd. W. C. 
Wilmanh. .V. R. 
Wilmanh. V. R. 
Eandi. 6. K. 
Fcddcrson. W. E. 
Eichclman; W. F. 
Baker. K. 
Begman. S. A. 
Ham& 1. W. 
Buchanan. P. 
Buchanan, P. 
Kirmoy. S. L. 
Kimr&y. 9. L. 
Eichelman, W. F. 
Leach. C. S. 
Hams. 1. W. 
Leach, C. S. 
Jackson, M. M. 
Hcidclbaugh. N. D. 
Fewwon. J. K. 
Barnes, C. M. 
Hoffler. G. W. 
Eichclman. W. F. 
Milkr. M. L. 
Harris, J. W. 
Foreman. R. G. 
Hardw. 9. N. 
Smilh, M. C., Jr. 
Hon, F. 
Harris. I. W. 
Hams. J. W. 
Milkr, M. L. 
Hoffler, G. W. 
Curry, D. M. 
Laeh. C. S. 




Schoenbcrgcr. F. B. 
Flanks, H. H. 
Lee. W. H. 
k. W. H. 
k, W. H. 
Wri$ht, M. I. 
Momson, I. D. 
Schlimmer, G. E. 
Toh, P. D. 
Deae. J. H. 
SEhnoor. R. H. 
Dee%, J. H, 
Michalski, J. P. 
Toh, P. D. 
Toft. P. D. 
UNlV TEXAS-AUSTIN 
UNlV TEXASAUSTlN 
UNlV TEXAS-AUSTIN JSC 
JSC 
JSC 
UNlV TEXASAUSTIN - ~ -. ~~ 
UNlV TEXASAUSTIN 

















UNlV TEX-DENTAL BRCH 
UNlV TEX-DENTAL BRCH 
UNlV TEXASGALVESTON 
UNIV TEXASGALVESTOK 
UNlV TEXASGALVESTON NAS 9-13143 Lalham. 0. V. 
UNlV TEXASGALVESTDN NAS 9-13M5 Riumann. S. E 




U TEX HEALTH CTR-SA 
U TEX HEALTH CTR-SA 
UNlV TEX-PUB HEALTH 
UNlV TEX-PUB HEALTH 
UNlV TEX-PUB HEALTH 






NGR 4441t l5 l  
MOW;, W. W. 
Earlcy, L. E. 
Chambers, L. A. 
Downs, J. D. 
Stecle. J. H. 
Mitchell, J. H. 
Ward, S. H. 
Jcnscn. M. L. 
Ward. S. H. 
Folias, E. S. 
Junkins, J. L. 
Ncp. W. 8. 
Brownlcc. D. E. 
Ghost, 9. 
Harkin. L. A. 
Houston. R. S. 
Smith, R. F. 
h i s .  C. H. 
Lowry. 0. 
Walker. R. M. 
Psge, T. 
Bowin, C. 
Bryan. W. B. 
Pwnai, P. 
Bowman, T. E. 
Nwin. T. A. 
S ~ l .  H. C. 
Ni imo, B. G. 
Webb, R. P. 
Klaek, G. 
Bumgarner, R. A 
Krider. E. P. 
Farbsr, E. A. 
b n s o n ,  C. D. 
O'Brie". M. P. 
Bartholif J. F. 
Bartholic, I. F. 











UNlV OF UTAH 
UNIV OF UTAH 
UNlV OF UTAH 
UNlV OF VIRGINIA 
UNlV OF WASHINGTON 
UNlV OF WASHINGTON 
NOR 45403-093 
NAS 9-12752 





















UNlV OF WASHINGTON 
UNlV WISC-MADISON 
UNlV OF WYOMING 
JSC VANDERBILT UNIVERSTY 









WOODSHOLE OCEAN INST 





FLORIDA INST OF TECH 













FLORIDA TECH UNlV 
FLORIDA TECH UNlV 
NGR 10019-004 
NGR 10019d09 
GEORGIA INST OF TECH 
KENTUCKY STATE UNIV 
NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR 
UNlV OF ARIZONA 
UNlV OF FLORIDA 
UNlV OF FLORIDA 
UNIV OF FLORIDA 
UNIV OF FLORIDA 
UNlV OF FLORIDA 
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KSC Garo, J. T. UNIV OF MIAMI NASIO-8402 Veziroglu, T. N. 39 1706
KSC Bland, R. A. UNIV OF MIAMI NAS10-8498 Veziroglu, T. N. 39 1707
KSC Bland, R. A. UNIV OF MIAMI NASI-8600 Hirschberg, J. G. 39 1708
KSC Jorolan, A. E. UNIV OF SO CAROLINA NASIO-8354 Bonnell, R. D. 43 2890
LARC Whitman, R. 1. AMERICAN UNIVERSITY NAS 1-12209 Anderson, R. R. 39. 1625
LARC Long, E. R., Jr. AMERICAN UNIVERSITY NGR 09-003-014 Cullen, E. 45 1630
LARC Spearman, M. L. AUBURN UNIV-AUBURN NSG 1002 Nichols, J. O.. 41 1025
LARC Lanford, W. E. BENNETT COLLEGE-NC NSG 1032 Maggiolo, A. 12 2654
LARC Yates, E. C., Jr. BOSTON UNIVERSITY NGR 22-004-030 Morino, L. 41 2076
LARC Soffen, G. A. BROWN UNIVERSITY NAS 1-9680 Mutch, T. A. 31 2874
LARC Walker, G. H. BROWN UNIVERSITY NGR 40-002-093 Loferski, J. J. 13 2879
LARC Soften, G. A. CALIF INST OF TECH NAS 1-9703 Anderson, D. L. 32 1161
LARC Soffen, G. A. CALIF INST OF TECH NAS 1-12311 Horowitz, N. H. 51 1162
LARC Kenimer CALIF INST OF TECH NGL 05-002-100 Nicolett, M. A. 11 1180
LARC Lansing, D. L. CALIF INST OF TECH NGR 05-002-220 Liepmann, H. W. 13 1200
LARC Davis, R. C. CALIF INST OF TECH NSG 1005 Babcock, C. D., Jr. 49 1215
LARC Walker, G. H. CARNEGIE-MELLON UNIV NGR 39-087-021 Milnes, A. G. 13 2799
LARC Stroud, W. J. CASE WESTERN RESERVE NGL 36-003-002 Kicher, T. P. 41 2691
LARC Smith, R. E. CASE WESTERN RESERVE NSG 1069 Lynch, W. C. 99 2708
LARC Nealy, J. E. CHESAPEAKE COLLEGE NSG 1066 Paul, F. W. 13 1992
LARC Jewel, J. W., Jr. CHRISTPHR NEWPRT COL NAS 1-12152 McMurran, R. E. 41 3156
LARC Morris, G. J. CHRISTPHR NEWPRT COL NAS 1-12328 Roby, A. B. 41 3157
LARC Stroud, W. J. CLARKSON COL OF TECH NGL 33-007-075 Thornton, W. A. 41 2500
LARC Doggett, R. V., Jr. CLEMSON UNIV-CLEMSON NGR 41-001-027 Rudisill, C. S. 41 2886
LARC Richle, H. G., Jr. CLEVELAND STATE UNIV NSG 1030 Peters, L. K. 31 2716
LARC Wilson, J. W. COLLEGE OF WM & MARY NAS 1-11808 Remler, E. A. 13 3158
LARC Martin, D. J. COLLEGE OF WM & MARY NAS 1-11958 Aceto, H., Jr. 99 3159
LARC Martin, D. J. COLLEGE OF WM & MARY NGL 47-006-058 Sher, A. 99 3161
LARC Martin, D. J. COLLEGE OF WM & MARY NSG 1034 Von Baeyer, H. C. 13 3164
LARC Breckenridge, R. A. COLLEGE OF WM & MARY NSG 1089 Chen, A. B. 13 3165
LARC Sweet, G. E. COLORADO STATE UNIV NAS 1-12106 Vonder Haar, T. H. -31 1528
LARC Costen, R. C. COLORADO STATE UNIV NSG 1023 Sinclair, P.. C. 31 1549
LARC Danberg, J. E. COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY NGL 33-008-098 Friedman, M. B. 41 2510
LARC Shepherd, W. T. COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY NGL 33-008-118 Borsky, P. N. 62 2511
LARC Mixson, J. S. COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY NSG 1059 Vailaitas, R. 41 2527
LARC Soffen, G. A. CORNELL UNIVERSITY NAS 1-9683 Sagan, C. 13 2528
LARC Carlson, H. W. CORNELL UNIVERSITY NGL 33-010-054 Seebass, A. R. 13 2539
LARC Allario, F. CORNELL UNIVERSITY NGL 33-010-064 Cool, T. A. .12 2541
LARC Stephens, W. B. CORNELL UNIVERSITY NGL 33-010-070 Gallagher, R. H. 41 2542
LARC Barger, R. L. CORNELL UNIVERSITY NGR 33-010-203 Seebass, A. R. 41 2562
LARC* Sweet, G. E. DREXEL UNIVERSITY NAS 1-11871 House, F. B. 31 2806
LARC Howlett, J. T. DREXEL UNIVERSITY NGR 39-004-051 Mortimer, R. C. 46 2807
LARC Soffen, G. A. FLORIDA STATE UNIV NAS 1-9693 - Hess, S. K. 31 1680.
LARC Hardin, J. C. FLORIDA STATE UNIV NSG 1021 Tam, C. K. 13 1683
LARC Martin, D. J. GEORGE WASHINGTON U NGL 09-010-053 Liebowitz, H. 49 1650
LARC Margolis, K: GEORGE WASHINGTON U NGR 09-010-064 Liebowitz, H. 41 1651
LARC Mulac, R. W. GEORGE WASHINGTON U NGR 09-010-074 Liebowitz, H. 41 1652
LARC Fulton, R. E. GEORGE WASHINGTON U NGR 09-010-078 Liebowitz, H. 41 1653
LARC Hubbard, H. H. GEORGE WASHINGTON U NGR 09-010-085 Liebowitz, H. 41 1654
LARC Swift, C. T. GEORGE WASHINGTON U NGR 09-010-096 Liebowitz, H. 33 1656
LARC Callis, L. B. GEORGE WASHINGTON U NSG 1026 Liebowitz, H. 31 1657
LARC Peterson, J. P. GEORGIA INST OF TECH NGL 11-002-096 Horton, W. H. 41 1740
LARC Evans, J. S. GEORGIA INST OF TECH NGR 11-002-157 Huang. A. B. 41 1744
LARC Morris, R. GEORGIA INST OF TECH NGR 11-002-158 Walker, R. D., Jr. 45 1745
LARC Bushnell, D. M. GEORGIA INST OF TECH "NGR 11-002-159 Huang, A. B. 41 1746
LARC Leybold, H. A. GEORGIA INST OF TECH NGR 11-002-169 Hanagud, S. V. 21 1748
LARC Boatright, W. B. GEORGIA INST OF TECH NGR 11-002-177 Bangert, L. H. 41 1749
LARC Hammond, C. E: GEORGIA INST OF TECH NGR 11-002-185 Pierce, G. A. 41 1752
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LARC Carter, J. E. GEORGIA INST OF TECH NSG 1004 Wu, J. C. 41 1754
LARC Posey, J. W. GEORGIA INST OF TECH NSG 1047 Pierce, A. D. 46 1755
LARC Jewel, J. W., Jr. HAMPTON INSTITUTE NAS 1-12445 Williams, G. K.. 41 3166
LARC Anderson, A. F. HAMPTON INSTITUTE NGR 47-020-007 Bell, J. A. 62 3170
LARC Singh, J. J. HAMPTON INSTITUTE NGR 47-020-008 Han, K. S. 13 3171
LARC Catherines, J. J. HAMPTON INSTITUTE NSG 1011 Handy, J. W. 39 3172
LARC Cox, J. J. HAMPTON INSTITUTE NSG 1053 Trehan, A. 49 3173
LARC Soffen, G. A. HARVARD UNIVERSITY NAS 1-10492 McElroy, M. B. 31 2079
LARC Leonard, H. W. HARVARD UNIVERSITY NSG 1019 Budiansky, B. 46 2103
LARC Swift, C. T. HOFSTRA UNIVERSITY NGR 33-209-002 Weissman, D. E. 45 2569
LARC Diaz, A. V. INDIANA U-BLOOMINGTN NAS 1-12055 Hayes, J. M. 13 1860
LARC Bland, S. R. ISRAEL INST OF TECH NGR 52-012-006 Nissim, E. 41 3375
LARC Bland, S. R. ISRAEL INST OF TECH NGR 52-012-006 Nissim, E. 41 3375
LARC Newman, J. C., Jr. LEHIGH UNIVERSITY NGL 39-007-040 Wei, R. P. 47 2810
LARC Illg, W. LEHIGH UNIVERSITY NGR 39-007-011 Erdogan, F. 47 2811
LARC Fichter, W. B. LEHIGH UNIVERSITY NGR 39-007-066 Sih, G. C. 46 2816
LARC Cawthorn, J. M. LOUGHBOROUGH U TECH NGR 52-140-002 Lowson, M. V. 41 3374
LARC Cawthorn, J. M. LOUGHBOROUGH U TECH NGR 52-140-002 Lowson, M. V. 41 3374
LARC Moss, J. N. LA STATE U-BAT ROUGE NGL 19-001-059 Pike, R. W. 49 1965
LARC Johnson, D. L. LA STATE U-BAT ROUGE NGL 19-001-068 Whitehurst, C. A. 49 1966
LARC Hinton, D. E. MARQUETTE UNIVERSITY NSG 1025 Nigro, N. J. 21 3314
LARC Williams, T. S., Jr. MASS INST OF TECH NAS 1-9684 Biemann, K. 12 2108
LARC Soffen, G. A. MASS INST OF TECH NAS 1-9691 Rich, A. '51 2109
LARC Soffen, G. A. MASS INST OF TECH NAS 1-9702 Shapiro, I. T. 45 2110
LARC Howell, J. Q. MASS INST OF TECH NAS 1-10693 Staelin, D. H. 31 2111
LARC Whitten, J. B. .MASS INST OF TECH NGL 22-009-025 Young, L. R. 41 2145
LARC Mace, W. D. MASS INST OF TECH NGL 22-009-640 Simpson, R. W. 41 2156
LARC Barger, R. L. MASS INST OF TECH NGR 22-009-618 Toong, T. G. 41 2175
LARC Stone, R. W., Jr. MASS INST OF TECH NGR 22-009-701 Young, L. R. 41 2184
LARC Kyser, A. C. MASS INST OF TECH NGR 22-009-781 Mar, J. W. 41 2195
LARC Stewart, E. C. MASS INST OF TECH NGR 22-009-782 Deyst, J. J., Jr. 41 2196
LARC Hoad, D. R. MASS INST OF TECH NGR 22-009-818 Widnall, S. E. 41 2204
LARC Elliott, J. R. MASS INST OF TECH NSG 1018 Athens, M. 41 2207
LARC Hess, R. V. MASS INST OF TECH NSG 1048 Wrighton, M. S. 12 2208
LARC Reed, W. H., Ill MASS INST OF TECH NSG 1051 Dugundji, J. 41 2209
LARC Gunn, W. J. MEMPHIS ST UNIV NGR 43-008-007 Fletcher, J. L. 69 2900
LARC Gunn, W. J. MEMPHIS ST UNIV NGR 43-008-008 Fletcher, J. L. 69 2901
LARC Unavailable MICHIGAN STATE UNIV NAS 1-6860 Unavailable 13 2235
LARC Weinstein, L. M. MICHIGAN STATE UNIV NGR 23-004-085 Krzywoblocki, M. Z. 41 2240
LARC Morrisette, E. L. . MICHIGAN STATE UNIV NGR 23-004-089' Foss, J. F. 41 2241
LARC Hardin, J. C. MICHIGAN STATE UNIV NGR 23-004-091 Foss, J. F. 13 2242
LARC Bobbitt, P. J. MISSISSIPPI STATE U NGR 25-001-055 Thompson, J. F. 41 2351
LARC Harvey, G. A. NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR NAS 1-12715 Beebe, R. 11 2458
LARC Jones, W. L. NEW YORK UNIVERSITY NAS 1-10090 Pierson, W. J., Jr. 99 2575
LARC Fetterman, D. E. NEW YORK UNIVERSITY NGL 33-016-119 Ferri, A. 41 2580
LARC Huber, P. W. NEW YORK UNIVERSITY NGR 33-016-131 Ferri, A. 41 2581
LARC South, J. C., Jr. NEW YORK UNIVERSITY NGR 33-016-167 Garabedian, P. R. 41 2582
LARC Maestrello, L. NEW YORK UNIVERSITY NGR 33-016-177 Ferri, A. 41 2584
LARC Dunavant, J. C. NEW YORK UNIVERSITY NGR 33-016-179 Zakkay, V. 41 2585
LARC Hefner, J. N. NEW YORK UNIVERSITY NGR 33-016-193 Ferri, A. 41 2586
LARC Hefner, J. N. NEW YORK UNIVERSITY NSG 1049 Ferri, A. 41 2590
LARC Shodsmith, J. N. NORFOLK STATE COL NSG 1014 Boseman, M. 21 3175
LARC Mehrens, H. E. NORFOLK STATE COL NSG 1073 Jacobs, J. A. 47 3176
LARC Stone, R. W., Jr. NORFOLK STATE COL NSG 1074 Colegate, R. L. 59 3177
LARC Fripp, A. L. NO CAR A&T STATE U NGR 34-012-004 Williams, L. 45 2660
LARC Lassiter, W. S. NO CAROLINA STATE U NAS 1-12833 Monteith, L. K. 45 2662
LARC Armstrong, E. S. NO CAROLINA STATE U NGL 34-002-032 Sagan, H. 21 2666
LARC Thomson, R. G. NO CAROLINA STATE U NGL 34-002-084 Chang, T. S. 41 2667
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LARC Gunn, W. J. NO CAROLINA STATE U NGL 34-002-095 Levere, T. E. 69 2668
LARC Hagginbothom, W. K., Jr. NO CAROLINA STATE U NGR 34-002-108 Manning, C. R., Jr. 47 2669
LARC Hendricks, H. D. NO CAROLINA STATE U NGR 34-002-172 Monteith, L. K. 45 2670
LARC Crane, H. L. NO CAROLINA STATE U NGR 34-002-179 Smetana, F. O. 41 2673
LARC Imig, L. A. NO CAROLINA STATE U NGR 34-002-180 Fahmy, A. A. 41 2674
LARC Turner, R. E. NO CAROLINA STATE U NGR 34-002-184 Moore, C. J. 21 .2675
LARC Croswell, W. F. NO CAROLINA STATE U NGR 34-002-188 Kauffman, J. F. 45 2676
*LARC Leatherwood, J. D. NO CAROLINA STATE U NGR 34-002-189 Suggs, C. W. 59 2677
LARC Hamilton, H. H., II NO CAROLINA STATE U NGR 34-002-193 Dejaarnette, F. R. 41 2678
LARC Sidney, B. D. NO CAROLINA STATE U NSG 1013 Hassan, H. A. 31 2682
LARC Hohl, F. NO CAROLINA STATE U NSG 1058 Hassan, H. A. 19 2683
LARC Painter, J. H. NORTHWESTERN UNIV NGR 14-007-129 Schaefer, B. M. 45 1799
LARC Siemers, P. M. OHIO STATE UNIV NAS 1-12688 Petri, S. L. 41 2721
LARC Naumann, E. C. OHIO STATE UNIV NGL 36-008-109 Bailey, C. D. .41 2731
LARC Cockrell, C. R. OHIO STATE UNIV NGL 36-008-138 Richmond, J. H. 45 2732
LARC Croswell, W. F. OHIO STATE UNIV NGR 36-008-144 Peters, L., Jr. 45 2734
LARC Painter, J. H. OHIO STATE UNIV NGR 36-008-169 Peake, W. H. 45 2736
LARC Runyan, H. L., Jr. OHIO STATE UNIV NGR 36-008-197 Bailey, C. D. 41 2737
LARC Mace, W. D. OHIO UNIVERSITY NGR 36-009-017 McFarland, R. H. 41 2744
LARC Moul, M. T. OKLAHOMA STATE UNIV NGR 37-002-096 Rhoten, R. P. 45 2771
LARC Martin, D. J. OLD DOMINION UNIV NAS 1-9434 Ousterhout, D. S. 99 3178
LARC Martin, D. J. OLD DOMINION UNIV NAS 1-11707 Ousterhout, D. S. 49 3179
LARC Hellbaum, R. F. OLD DOMINION UNIV NGL 47-003-007 Goglia, G. L. 46 3182
LARC Johnston, N. J. OLD DOMINION UNIV NGL 47-003-008 Williams, R. L. 12 3183
LARC Leland, T. J. OLD DOMINION UNIV NGL 47-003-012 Cheng, R. 44 3184
LARC Gentry, G. L., Jr. OLD DOMINION UNIV NGL 47-003-039 Ousterhout, D. S. 41 3185
LARC Outlaw, R. A. OLD DOMINION UNIV NGR 47-003-040 Cox, J. L. 13 3187
LARC Outlaw, R. A. OLD DOMINION UNIV NGR 47-003-043 Pittman, M. A. 13 3188
LARC Phillips, D. H. OLD DOMINION UNIV NGR 47-003-048 Ake, R. L. 13 3189
. LARC Martin, D. J. OLD DOMINION UNIV NGR 47-003-052 Roberts, A. S. 41 3190
LARC Hulten, W. C. OLD DOMINION UNIV NGR 47-003-068 Harris, F. S., Jr. 31 3191
LARC McCormick, M. P. OLD DOMINION UNIV NGR 47-003-069 Chu, W. P. 13 3192
LARC Houghton, W. M. OLD DOMINION UNIV NGR 47-003-071 Bandy, A. R. 33 3193
LARC Outlaw, R. A. OLD DOMINION UNIV NGR 47-003-077 Cox, J. L. 13 3194
LARC Wilson, J. W. OLD DOMINION UNIV NGR 47-003-078 Khandelwal, G. S. 13 3195
LARC Melfi, L. T., Jr. -OLD DOMINION UNIV NGR 47-003-082 Clay, F. P. 31 3196
LARC Mixson, J. S. OLD DOMINION UNIV NGR 47-003-083 Kirby, R. H. 69 3197
LARC Northam, G. B. OLD DOMINION UNIV NGR 47-003-087 Bandy, A. R. 39 3198
LARC McCormick, M. P. OLD DOMINION UNIV NGR 47-003-088 Chu, W. P. 13 3199
LARC Hohl, F. OLD DOMINION UNIV NSG 1022 Harries, W. L. 13 3202
LARC Keating, G. M. OLD DOMINION UNIV NSG 1028 Goglia, G. L. 31 3203
LARC Morgan, H. L., Jr. OLD DOMINION UNIV NSG 1038 Baker, A. J. 41 3204
LARC Holmes, H. K. OLD DOMINION UNIV NSG 1039 Zuckerwar, A. J. 49 3205
LARC Hohl, F. OLD DOMINION UNIV NSG 1040 Harries, W. L. 19 3206
LARC Orr, H. D.,III OLD DOMINION UNIV NSG 1041 Becher, J. 39 3207
LARC Mixson, J. S. OLD DOMINION UNIV NSG 1042 Kirby, R. H. 69 3208
LARC Davis, J. G., Jr. OLD DOMINION UNIV NSG 1043 Thornton, E. A. 49 3209
LARC Wilson, J. W. OLD DOMINION UNIV NSG 1055 Khandelwal, G. S. 19 3210
LARC Remsberg, E. E. OLD DOMINION UNIV NSG 1060 Kindle, E. C. 31 3211
LARC Walberg, G. D. OLD DOMINION UNIV NSG 1065 Goglia, G. L. 41 3212
LARC Maestrello, L. PENNSYLVANIA STATE U NGL 39-009-121 Reethof, G. 41 2831
LARC Heyson, H. H. PENNSYLVANIA STATE U NGL 39-009-172 Eisenhuth, J. J. 41 2832
LARC Schoonover, W. E., Jr. PENNSYLVANIA STATE U NGR 39-009-256 Park, W. H. 46 2840
LARC Soffen, G. A. POMONA COLLEGE NAS 1-11854 Baird, A. K. 12 1235
LARC Soffen, G. A. PRINCETON UNIVERSITY NAS 1-9705 Hargraves, R. B. 13 2410
LARC Crane, H. L. PRINCETON UNIVERSITY NAS 1-11231 Seckel, E. 41 2411
LARC Hilton, D. A. PRINCETON UNIVERSITY NGL 31-001-119 Hayes, W. D. 41 2424
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APPENDIX C CROSS INDEX BY TECHNICAL OFFICER LOCATION 
TECHNICAL 
OFFICER 
Mace, W. D .  
Johnslon. N. J. 
McHalton, A. D. 
Hunar. W. W.. Jr. 
Margaron. R. 1. 
Landrum, E. J. 
Pao, S. P. 
Morgan. H. L., Jr. 
Ycager. P. R. 
Ellioll. J. R. 
Wood, G. M. 
Outlaw. R. A. 
Fulton, R. E. 
Bell, v. L. 
Breekenridge, R. A. 
Painter. 1. H. 
Solfen, G. A. 
Soffen. G. A. 
Sofie". G. A. 
Doggelt. R. V., Jr. 
Rnd, W. H. 
Nonham, G. B. 
Soffen, G. A. 
Hardssty. C. A. 
Williams, T. S. 
Chapman, A. J. 
South, J. C., Jr. 
Williams, J. G. 
Stroud, W. I. 
Bland, S. R.  
Hammond, C. E. 
Kcating, G. M. 
Rciehle, H. G.. Jr. 
Gessow. A. 
Brooks, D. R. 
Qucijo, M .  J. 
Price, H. L. 
Williams, J. G. 
Harris, 1. E. 
Hutchby, J. A. 
Hutchby. J. A. 
Hutchby, J. A. 
Rainey, R. W. 
Johnson, R. W. 
Rusrcll. J.  M.. 111 
Russell. J. M., Ill 
Margason, R. J. 
Solfen, G. A. 
Morgan, H. L., Jr. 
l ickle. J. W. 
Stickle, J. W. 
Hahl. F. 
Colfec. C. W., lr. 
Coffee, C. W., Jr. 
Jones, W. L. 
Ward. 1. F. 
Crane, H. L. 





~ ~ - ~ 
PURDUE I.'FIVEKSITY 




ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY 
SHAW UNIVERSITY 
SOIJTHFKS MFTHODIST L 
SOUTHtRN METHODIST U 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY 
STANFORD Chi\ tKS ITY  
STANFORD Ch l \ERSITY  
ST4UFORD USIVERSITY 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY - 
ST4NtORD L h l V t R F I T Y  
STATI  IJ NY-STONY BRK 
TENNESSEE TECH U -
T t X A S  A B M  UNIVkRSITY 
TEXAS ABW I NlVtRSlTY 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
UNXV CALIF-L ANGELES 
U S l V  CAI IC- I .  ANCiFLFS 
I .N IV  (:ALIF-I. ANGCLCS 
CNIV CALIt.RIVTRSIO1: 
U F I V  CALIF-S4N I)IFGO 
UN lV  0 1  C IW ' IUFATI  
I l * I IV OF CIFCIICNATI 
1JNlV OF CINCINNATI -~ - 
UN lY  OF CINCINNATI 
UhllV OF ( : IhClhNATI 
L1hIV COLOR.4DO-BOIDR 
U h l V  COLORADO-BOI DR 
USIV  COI.OR4DO-ROLDR 
U N l V  COLORADO-BOLDR 
U N l V  O F  DELAWARE 
U N l V  O F  DENVER 
U N l V  OF DENVER 
U N l V  O F  FLORIDA 
U N l V  O F  HOUSTON 
U N l V  ILLINOIS-URBANA 
U N l V  ILLINOIS-URBANA 
U N l V  ILLINOIS-URBANA 
U N l V  ILLINOISURBANA 
U N l V  O F  IOWA 
U N l V  O F  IOWA 
U N l V  OF KANSAS 
U N l V  O F  KANSAS 
U N l V  O F  KANSAS 
U N l V  O F  KANSAS 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT FIRST PRlNClPA 
NUMBER INVESTIGATOR 












N G L  26006-021 
NSG 1033 





N G L  05-020-243 




































N G R  17-002-072 
NGR 17-W2-107 
Graham. D. 
Gillham. I. K. 
Gillham. J. K. 
Miles, R. B. 
Skifrlad. J. G. 
Marshall, F. J. 
Kenlzer. C. P. 
Marshall. F. J. 
Schwarz. H. J. 
Kaufman, H. 
White. F. A. 
Stcbbingr, R. F. 
Rhodes, J. L. 
Chatterji. A. K .  
Chu. T.  L. 
Gupta, S. C. 
Levinthal, E. C. 
Lederberg. J. 
Tyler, G. L. 
Ashley, H. 
Herrrnann, G. 
Byer. R. L. 
Owens, T. 
McLennan, W. D. 
Young, A. T. 
Beckwith, S. W. 
Carlson, L. A. 
Palazotto. A. N. 
Schmit. L. A. 
Cole, 1. D. 
Fridmand, P. P. 
Knuth. E.-L. 
Behar. J. V. 
Libby. P. A. 
Herget. P. 
Wells. W. R. 
Chartoff, R. P. 
Sobel, L. H. 






Murcray, D. G. 
Murcray. D. G. 
Fearn. R. L. 
oro. 1. 
Ormsbee, A. 1. 
Ormsbee. A. I. 
Ommsbrr, A. I. 
Milev, G. H. 
Van Allen. I. A. 
Van Allen, J. A. 
Moore, R. K. 
Muirhead, V. U. 
Koh lma ,  D .  L. 
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APPENDIX C CROSS INDEX BY TECHNICAL OFFICER LOCATION 
TECH 
O F F  TECHNICAL 
IQC OFFICER 
LARC Pride, R. A. 
LARC Martin, D.  J. 
LARC Lamar, J. E. 
LARC Duberg, J. E. 
LARC Pellett, G .  L. 
LARC Wagner, H. S. 
LARC Norlham, G. B. 
LARC Wagner, H. S. 
LARC Housner. J. M. 
LARC McCarty, J.  L. 
LARC Czarnecki, K. R. 
LARC Fichter, W. B. 
LARC Russell, J. M., I l l  
LARC Lanford, W. E. 
L 4 R C  Ikckwith, 1. E. 
LARC Tripp, J. S. 
LARC Reichle, H. G., Jr. 
LARC Bavuso. S. J. 
LARC Russcll, J. M., I11 
LARC McCany, J. L. 
LARC Adilms, J. A. 
LARC Soflen. G .  A. 
LARC Mclfi, L. T., Jr. 
LARC Mixson, I. S. 
LARC Reichle. H. G., Jr. 
LARC Solfen, G. A. 
LARC Hellbaum, R. F. ' 
L 4 R C  Fripp, A. L. 
LARC Wilson, J. W. 
LARC ' Suttles, J..T. 
' LARC Soffcn, G. A. 
LARC Johnstan, N. J. 
LARC Bland, S. R. 
LARC Fetterman, D. E. 
LARC Hammond, C .  E.  
LARC Hunt. L. R. 
LARC Harvey. G. A. 
LARC Pinson, L. D. 
LARC Soffen. G. A. 
LARC Williams, T. S.. Jr. 
LARC Hardcsty,C. A. 
LARC Kelly, W. L. 
LARC Martin. D. J. 
LARC Yatcs, E. C.. Jr.  
LARC Rainey, A. G. 
LARC Kilgom. R. A. 
LARC Sewall, J. L. 
LARC Schoonover. W. E.. 
LARC Stone, R. W.. Jr. 
LARC Schocnstcr, J. A. 
LARC Kilgore, R. A. 
LARC Wells, J.  G. .  J r .  
LARC Soffen, G. A. 
LARC Heyson, H. H. 
LARC Heyson. H. H. 
LARC Dicus. D. L. 
LARC Smith, G .  L. 
LARC ' Remrberg. E. E. 
INSTITUTION 
UNlV O F  KANSAS 
UNIV O F  KANSAS 
UNlV O F  KANSAS 
UNlV O F  KANSAS 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV MARYLANDCOL P K  
UNlV MARYLAND-COL P K  
LINIV O F  MIAMI 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
~ ~ ~ 
UNlV MICH-AKU ,\RROK 
1.NIV MI(:H.4NK r\RBOH 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
I \I\' MICII -A\h  AKBOR 
L VI\ MICII- \\PI ARHOK 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
LlNlV MJCH-ANN ARBOR 
U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL 
U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL 
UNlV MO-ROLLA 
UNlV NEW BRUNSWICK 
UNlV O F  NEW MEXICO 
UNlV O F  NEW MEXICO 
UNIV OF NDTRE DAME 
UNlV O F  PENNSYLVANIA 
UNlV O F  RHODE ISLAND 
UNlV O F  ROCHESTER 
UNlV SO MISSISSIPPI 
UNlV TENNESSEE-KNOXV 
UNlV TEXAS-AUSTIN 
UNlV O F  UTAH 
UNlV O F  UTAH 
UNlV O F  VlRGlNlA 
UNlV OF VIRGINIA 
UNIV O F  VlRGlNlA 
UNlV O F  VIRGINIA 
UNlV O F  VlRGlNlA 
UNlV O F  VIRGINIA 
, Jr. UNlV O F  VIRGINIA 
UNlV O F  VlRGlNlA 
UNIV O F  VlRGlNlA 
UNlV OF VlRGlNlA 
UNlV O F  VlRGlNlA 





CONTRA= FIRST PRINCIPAL 
NUMBER INVESTIGATOR 









N G L  23-005410 
















































Lenzen. K. H. 
Lenzen. K. H. 
Roakam, I. 
Roskam, J .  
Davis, D. D. 
Davis, D. D.  
Wilkerson, T. D. 
Davis. D. D. 
Plass. H. J.. J t .  
Clark, S. R. 
Adamson. T. C.. Jr. 
Afkinr, A. G. 
Banman, F. L. 
Stcdman, D. H. 
Nichalls, 1. A. 
Zeigler, B. P. 
Drayson. S. R. 
Mcyer. J. E. 
Drayson, S. R. 
Clark. S. K. 
Howe. R .  M. 
Nier, A. 0. 
Nier. A. 0. 
Koval. L. R. 
Young, C. 
Keil, K. 
Richards, C. G. 
Gajda, W. J.. Jr. 
Shen, B. S. 
Spaulding, M. L. 
Vishniac, W. V. 
Thames, S. F. 
w u ,  I. M. 
Chaudhuri, S. N. 
Lumrdaine. E. 
Hodgson, I. W. 
Wray. J. D. 
Craig. R. R.  
Hanron. W. 8. 
Shorthill, R.  W. 
Staffanson, F. L. 
While, E. J.  
Barnes D. 
Haviland, J. K. 
Haviland, I. K. 
Zapata, R. N. 
Pilkcy. W. D. 
Jacobson. I. D. 
Jacobson. I. D. 
Haviland. J .  K. 
Zapala. R. N. 
Parrirh, E. A. , ' 
Leovy. C .  9. 
Joppa. R.  G .  
Rae, W. H. 
Fischbach. D. 8. 
Suorni. V. E. 
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Ward, J. F. 
Mauldin. L. E. 
Crumbly, K. H. 
McCormick. M. P. 
Mauldin, L. E. 
Fuller. W. H., Jr. 
Hahl. F. 
Wilkins, J. R. 
Bell, V. L. 
Creedon. J. F. 
Russin, W. R. 
Byvik, C. E. 
Martin, D. J .  
Newman. J. C., Jr. 
Skin. 8. A. 
Martin. D. J. 
Stein, B. A. 
Davis. J. G., Jr. 
Beckwith, 1. E. 
Stein, B. A. 
Zorumski. W. E.  
Hayduk. R. 1. 
Montgomery. R. C. 
Wornom, S. F. 
Davis. J .  G., Jr. 
Montgomery. R. C. 
Yeagsr. P. R. 
Newman. I. C., Jr. 
Johnston, N. J .  
Llewcllyn, C. P. 
Young, P. R. 
Wilson. J. W. 
Mehrens. H. E. 
Mehrcns. H. E. 
Heyman. 1. S. 
Johnson. J. W. 
Kirby. C. E. 
Noonan, K. W. 
Gray. D. L. 
Misencik. I .  A. 
Searholtz, R. G .  
Scasholtz, R. G .  
Sandercock, D. M. 
Coe, H. H. 
Pricm. R. J. 
Miwncik. 1. A. 
Klopp, W. D. 
Srawlcy. J .  E.  
Ludwig. L. P. 
Rayle. W. D. 
Quatinctz, M. 
Anderson, B. H. 
Ashbrook. R. L. 
Anderson, B. H. 
Gray. H. R. 
Usher. R. 1. 
13ray. H. R. 
Anderson. B. H. 
UNlV WISC-MILWAUKEE 
UNlV OF WYOMING 
UNlV OF WYOMING 
UNlV OF WYOMING 
U N I V O F  WYOMING 
UNlV OF WYOMING 
VANDERBILT UNIVERSTY 






N G R  43-002431 
Bratanow. T .  
Schroeder, D. J. 
Rpin.  T. J. 
Rosen. 1. M. 
Lee, J. H. 
Dalton, H. P. 
Stump, B. L. 
Reid, G. F. 
Schetz, J .  A. 
Wightman. 1.  P. 
Robertson. R. M. 
Smith, C. W. 
Tsnnsy. 0. R. 
Fabrycky, W. J. 
Tenoey. D. R. 
Herakovich. C. T. 
Schclr, I. A. 
Lynon, 1. L. 
Nayfeh, A. H. 
Melosh, R. J. 
Vanlandingham, H. 
Inger. G. R. 
Herakovich. C .  T. 
Cliff, E. M. 
Sanzone. G .  
Smith, C. W. 
Wolfe, J. F. 
Hinkelmann, K. 
Mason, J .  G. 
Stronach, C. E. 
Van Dyke. A. 
Crawlcy, L. F. 
Miller. J. G .  
Balanis. C. A. 
Stcinhardt, E. 
Wentz, W. H., Jr. 
Zuckerwar, A. J. 
Mylonas. C. 
Maxwell. 6. R. 
Maxwell, B. R. 
Rannic, W. D. 
Nypan. L. J .  
Reardon, F. H. 
Low. J. R., Jr.  
Low. J. R., Jr. 
Swedlow. J .  L. 
Hughes. W. F. 
Rcshotko. E. 
Eben. L. J. 
Reshotko. E. 
Wallaec, J. F. 
Reshotko. E. 
Troiano. A. R. 
Bolu. R. E. 
Hehcmann, R. H. 
Reshotko. E. 
VIRGISI4 COMSWLTH U 
VlRGlNlA COMNWI.Tt1 U 
VGl. 47-002420 
NGR 47.M2.041 
h G R  47-OIXdOS VA MILITARY INSTITUT 
VlRGlVlA POLY INST 




















VlRGlNlA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VlRGlNlA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA m L Y  INST 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VlRGlNlA POLY INST 
VlRGlNlA POLY INS7 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VlRGlNlA POLY INST 















VIRGIYIA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA PO1.Y INST 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
LARC 
LARC 
VlRGlSlA POLY INST 






VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VlRGlNlA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA STATE COL 












VlRGlNlA STATE COL 
WASHINGTON UNIVERSTY 
LARC WEST VIRGINIA UNlV 
LARC 
LARC 
HEST V I R G I N I A  U N I V  
WICHITA STATE LINIV 
NGR 49-001-061 
NGR 17-003-021 







N G L  40-002-080 
NGR 39-027-002 







CALIF INST O F  TECH 
CAL STATE U-NRTHRDGE 












CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 























APPENDIX C CROSS INDEX BY TECHNICAL OFFICER LOCATION
TECH GRANT/
OFF; TECHNICAL CONTRACT FIRST PRINCIPAL FIELD ACC
LOC OFFICER .,INSTITUTION NUMBER INVESTIGATOR CODE NO.
LERC Kohl, F. J. . CASE WESTERN RESERVE NSG 3009 Mateescu, G: D. 19 2709
LERC Probst, H. B. CASE WESTERN RESERVE NSG 3027 Mitchell, T. E. 47 2710
LERC Deissler, R. G. CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY NGR 09-005-076 .Ling, S. C. 13 1633
LERC Deissler, R. G. CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY NGR 09-005-099 Ling, S. C. 41 1635
LERC Raquet, C. A. CENTRAL ST UNIV-OHIO NGR 36-033-002 Rubin, D. 51 2713
LERC Putre, H. CITY COLLEGE OF N Y NGL 33-013-029 Pfeffer, R. 13 2492
LERC Barile, S. CLEVELAND STATE UNIV NGL 36-025-001 Casper, K. 13 2715
LERC Gedney, R. T. COLORADO STATE UNIV NAS 3-17213 Vickers, R. S. 32 1530
LERC Misencik, J. A. COLORADO STATE UNIV NGL 06-002-063 Smith, F. W. 46 1536
LERC Priem, R. J. COLORADO STATE.UNIV NGR 06-002-095 Mitchell, C. E. 42 1538
LERC Kerslake, W. R. COLORADO STATE UNIV NGR 06-002-112 Wilbur, P. J. 49 1541
LERC Serafini, J. S. COLORADO STATE UNIV NGR 06-002-147 Wilhelm, H. E. 42 1545
LERC Brown, G. V. COLORADO STATE UNIV NGR 06-002-159 Etters, R. D. 13 1546
LERC Mirtich, M. J. COLORADO STATE UNIV NSG 3011 Wilbur, P. J. 42 1551
LERC Lalli, V. R. COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY NGL 33-008-090 Stern, T. 45 2509
LERC Evvard, J. C. CORNELL UNIVERSITY NGL 33-010-042 Moore, F. K. 46 2538
LERC Brown, G. V. CORNELL UNIVERSITY NGR 33-010-188 Ashcroft, N. W. 13 2560
LERC Laurence, J. C. CORNELL UNIVERSITY NGR 33-010-189 Ruoff, A. L. 47 2561
LERC Marek, C. J. CORNELL UNIVERSITY NSG 3019 Gouldin, F. C. 41 2566
LERC Baker. C. E. GEORGE WASHINGTON U NSR 09-010-027 Schiff, H. 1. 59 1658
LERC Unavailable GEORGIA INST OF TECH NAS 3-17827 Unavailable 49 1724
LERC Huff, R. G. GEORGIA INST OF TECH NAS 3-i7861 Strahle, W. C. 41 1725
LERC Unavailable GEORGIA INST OF TECH NAS 3-18901 Unavailable 45 1726
LERC Priem, R. J. GEORGIA INST OF TECH NGL 11-002-085 Zinn, B. T. 41 1739
LERC Jones, W. R., Jr. GEORGIA INST OF TECH NGR 11-002-133 Winer, W. O. 46 1742
LERC Masser, C. C. GEORGIA INST OF TECH NGR 11-002-146 Williams, J. R. 49 1743
LERC Kascak, A. F. GEORGIA INST OF TECH NGR 11-002-166 Clement, J. D. 49 1747
LERC Priem, R. J. GEORGIA INST OF TECH NGR 11-002-179 Zinn, B. T. 42 1750
LERC Kaplan, G. M. 'GEORGIA INST OF TECH NGR 11-002-181 Clement, J. D. 49 1751
LERC Huff, R. G. GEORGIA INST OF TECH NSG 3015 Strahle, W. C. 13 1757
LERC Buckley, D. H. HIRAM COLLEGE NAS 3-17353 Wheeler, D. R. 13 2717
LERC Buckley, D. H. HIRAM COLLEGE NSG 3026 Wheeler, D. R. 47 2718
LERC Kaplan, G. M. ILL INST OF TECH NGR 14-004-008 Weinstein, H. 43 1787
LERC Zuk, J. JACKSON STATE UNIV NSG 3004 Chu, C. S. 49 2338
LERC Brown, G. V. KENT STATE UNIV NGR 36-007-027 Johnson, D. L. 13 2719
LERC Ashbrook, R. L. LEHIGH UNIVERSITY NGL 39-007-007 Kraft, R. W. 47 2809
LERC Misencik, J. A. LEHIGH UNIVERSITY NGR 39-007-067 Wei, R. P. 47 2817
LERC Lalli, V. R. . LOWELL TECH INST NGR 22-018-006 Burger, P. 45 2107
LERC Hacker, P. T. MASS INST OF TECH NAS 3-17534 Senturia, S. D. 19 2116
LERC Quatinetz, M. MASS INST OF TECH NGL 22-009-003 Grant, N. J. 47 2140
LERC McNally, W. D. MASS INST OF TECH NGL 22-009-383 Kerrebrock, J. L. 41 2152
LERC Weiss, S. MASS INST OF TECH NGR 22-009-339 Witner, E. A. 41 2162
LERC Holdeman, J. D. MASS INST OF TECH NGR 22-009-378 Fay, J. A. 43 2165
LERC Baumeister, K. J. MASS INST OF TECH NGR 22-009-805 Ingard, K. U. 41 2203
LERC Orange, T. W. MASS INST OF TECH NSG 3006 Kerrebrock, J. L. 41 2213
LERC Weinberg, I. MASS INST OF TECH NSG 3017 Gatos, H. C. 13 2214
LERC Fleming, D. P. MISSISSIPPI STATE U NGR 25-001-050 Stiffler, A. K. 46 2350
LERC Neustadter, H. E. NEW YORK UNIVERSITY NGR 33-016-197 Hoydysh, W. G. 39 2588
LERC Godlewski, M. P. NO CAROLINA STATE U NGR 34-002-195 Hauser, J. R. 45 2679
LERC Myers, I. NORTHEASTERN UNIV NAS12-2053 Radinodici, B. 45 2218
LERC Lad, R. A. NORTHWESTERN UNIV NGL 14-007-081 Waber, J. T. 13 1795
LERC Zaretsky, E. V. NORTHWESTERN UNIV NGR 14-007-084 Ching, H. S. 46 1796
LERC Grobman, J. S. NORTHWESTERN UNIV NGR 14-007-114 Kovitz, A. A. 41 1797
LERC Bambakidis; G. NORTHWESTERN UNIV NGR 14-007-131 Waber, J. T. 13 1800
LERC Gray, H. R. OHIO STATE UNIV NGL 36-008-051 Beck, F. H. 47 2729
LERC Gedney, R. T. OHIO STATE UNIV NSG 3005 Peake, W. H. 45 2742
LERC rleidmann, M. F. PENNSYLVANIA STATE U NAS 3-17855 Lakshminarayana, B. 41 2819
LERC Britsch, W. R. PENNSYLVANIA STATE U . NGL 39-009-001 Holl, J. W. 41 2824
255
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TECH 
OFF TECHNICAL 










LERC Bniteh, W. R. 
LERC Hiraehbcrg. M. H. 
LERC Prkm, R. J. 
LERC %one. J. R. 
LERC Ditmar. J. H. 
LERC Heidmann. M. F. 
LERC Sanders. W. A. 
LERC Dunninn. J. W. 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 





NGR 3 9 m - 2 1 5  
Lakshminarayana. B. 
Zamrik, S. Y. 
Facth. G. M. 
Arndt. R. E. 
Henderson, R. E. 
Lakshminarayana. B. 
Bradt. R. C. 
Glassman. I. 
. - 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 






LERC ~hairi:. C. PRINCETON UNlVERSlN NGR 3L-00l.261 Moon. F. C. 
LERC Gray. V. H. PRINCETON UNIVERSITY NGR II-CVl.3W Summrrlidd. M 
LERC Dunnin~. J. W.. Jr .  PRINCETON UNIVERSITY NGR 31-001-312 Glmsman. I. 
LERC ~ i n r n r . ~ ~ .  L. PURDUE UNIVERSITY NAS 3-18010 Vaidya. P. G. 
LERC Pderl, D. I. PURDUE U N l V E R S l n  NGR 15-CQ5-147 kcuyer,  M. R. 
LERC Anderson, B. H. PURDUE UNIVERSITY NGR 15-005-162 Hoffman, J. D. 
LERC Bishop. A. R. PURDUE UNIVERSITY NGR 15405-191 Hoffman, J. D. 
LERC Minner, G. L. PURDUE UNIVERSITY NSG U)29 Vaidya, P. G. 
LERC Lad, R. A. RENSSELAER WLY-NY NGL 33-01-3 Wikrly, S. E. 
LERC Milkr, C. D. RENSSELAER POLY-NY NGR 33-010-152 Ling, F. F. 
LERC Crimes, H. H. RENSSELAER POLY-NY NSG 3007 Diciendod, R. J. 
LERC Lad, R. A. RICE UNIVERSITY NGL 44-WMY)1 Rorschach, H. E. 
LERC Dicfrich. M. W. ROSE-HULMAN lNST TEC NAS 3-17337 Coy. I. 1. 
LERC CoUaday. R S STANFORD UNIVERSITY NAS 314336 ~a;s, W. M 
LERC Graham, R. W. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NGL O5-0MlY Kayo. W M. 




































Lad, R. A. 
Levine, S. R. 
Belles. F. E. 
Hixhbcrg. M. H; 
La4 R. A. 
Cassidy, J. F. 
Bucldcy, D. H. 
Ricm, R. J. 
King. R. 
Chamis. C. C. 
Priem. R. J. 
Kaplan, G. M. 
Slephr~s, J. R. 
Mank, C. 1. 
Johnson. R. L. 
Brown. G .  V. 
Haas. I. E. 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK NGL 33-035435 ~ e i g ~ e ,  L. L. 
Seigle. L. L. 
Berlad, A. L. 
Liu, H. W. 
Lak r ,  M. M. 
Busby. M. R. 
Sutherland, C. W. 
Purdy, K. R. 
Kuykcndahl, W. 
ThOrnt~". H. R. 
O'Hara, J. C. 
Perkins H. C. 
Zackay. V. F. 
Branch, M. C. 
Amstuiz, H. C. 
Joiner, W. C. 
Tabakofl, W. 
Harness, D. 
Fedder, R. C. 
Tabakolf, W. 
Henderson, H. T. 
Nevin. 3. H. 
Uberoi. M. S. 
Erscnburg, F. 
Wells, A. F. 
Walker, R, D., Jr. 
Hren.'J. 3. 
Hummel, R. E. 
Walker, R. D.. Jr. 
Lindholm. F. A. 
Chow, W. L. 
Jones. B. G. 
Jones, B. G. 
Strehlov. R. A. 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
STATE U NY-STONY RRK 
NGR 33-015-160 
NGR 33015-163 








T t M P L t  UNIVkRSITY 
TENNCSSk.E STAJT UNlV 
TtNNESSEE STATE UhlV 
'ITNNESSEE TECH U 
~~ 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSI17 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
TULANE UNIVERSITY 
UNIV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV CALIF-BERKELEY 
UNlV CALIF-BERKELEY 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV OF  CINCINNATI 





NGR 3 6 - W 5 4  
NGR 3&0W-055 
UNlV OF CINCINNATI 
UNlV OF CINCINNATI 
NGR 3-56 
NGR 36-CGMKJJ 
Rust. H. W.. Ir. 
Sundbq, G. R. 
Grier, N. T. 
Dti~rlsr, R. G. 
Hirschberg. M. H. 
Adoine, A. C. 
Easter, R. W. 
Lad. R. A. 
Lad, R. A. 
Soltis, D. G. 
Godleaski, M. P. 
Anderson, 6. H. 
Karehmr. A. M. 
Karchmer, A. M. 
Mamk, C. J.  















UNlV OF CINCINNATI 
UNlV OF  CINCINNATI 
UNlV COLORADO-BOLDR 
UNlV COLORADOBOLDR 
UNlV OF  CONNECTICUT 
UNlV OF  FLORIDA 
UNlV O F  FLORIDA 
UNlV OF  FLORIDA 
UNlV O F  FLORIDA 
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TECH GRANT/
OFF TECHNICAL CONTRACT FIRST PRINCIPAL FIELD ACC
LOC OFFICER INSTITUTION NUMBER INVESTIGATOR CODE NO.
LERC Dunning, J. W., Jr. UNIV ILLINOIS-URBANA NGR 14-005-200 Verdeyen, J. T. 13 1852
LERC Siewert, R. D. UNIV ILLINOIS-URBANA NSG 3008 Strehlow, R. A. 13 1857
LERC Sanders, W. A. UNIV OF KENTUCKY NGL 18-001-042 Leipold, M. H. 47 1947
LERC Haggard, J. B. UNIV OF KENTUCKY NGR 18-001-083 Lienhard, J. H. 13 1950
.LERC Gordon, S. UNIV OF KENTUCKY NGR 18-001-086 Funk, J. E. 12 1951
LERC Brown, W. F., Jr. UNIV OF KENTUCKY NSG 3013 Conrad, H. 47 1952
LERC Patch, R. W. UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK NGL 21-002-167 Miller, M. H. 13 2019
LERC Simoneau, R. J. UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK NGR 21-002-344 Sengers, J. V. 13 2039
LERC Coles, W. D. UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK NGR 21-002-400 Spain, 1. L. 19 2050
LERC Stephens, J. R. UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK NSG 3001 Arsenault, R. J. 13 2062
LERC Shannon, J. L., Jr. UNIV OF MIAMI NGR 10-007-118 Craig, H. L., Jr. 47 1716
LERC Freche, J. C. UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR NGL 23-005-005 Wilson, D. J. 47 2262
LERC Priem, R. J. UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR NGL 23-005-336 Nicholls, J. A. 46 2266
LERC Priem, R. J. UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR NGR 23-005-536 Nicholls, J. A. 46 2275
LERC Buckley, D. H. UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR NGR 23-005-603 Ludema, K. C. 47 2286
LERC Hyland, R. F. UNIV OF NEW MEXICO NAS 3-18522 Long, W. W. 49 2473
LERC Fordyce, J. S. UNIV OF PITTSBURGH NAS 3-17658 Liu, C. C. 12 2854
LERC Baker, C. E. UNIV OF PITTSBURGH NOR 39-011-161 Kaufman, F. 12 2869
LERC Stephens, J. R. UNIV OF PITTSBURGH NGR 39-011-164 Meier, G. H. 47 2870
LERC Fordyce, J. S. UNIV OF PITTSBURGH NSG 3002 Liu, C. C. 12 2872
LERC O'Donnell, P. M. UNIV OF PITTSBURGH NSG 3010 Liv, C. C. 12 2873
LERC Fordyce, J. S. UNIV OF SO ALABAMA NSG 3003 Weber, F. N., Jr. 13 1080
LERC Dorsch, R. G. UNIV OF SOUTHERN CAL NAS 3-17857 Laufer, J. 41 1508
LERC Dorsch, R. G. UNIV OF SOUTHERN CAL NSG 3025 Laufer, J. 41 1523
LERC Hady, W. F. UNIV TENNESSEE-KNOXV NGR 43-001-127 Milligan, M. W. 42 2925
LERC Dittmar, J. H. UNIV TENNESSEE-KNOXV NGR 43-001-134 Lunsdaine, E. 41 2926
LERC Dorsch, R. G. UNIV TENNESSEE-KNOXV NGR 43-001-135 Maus. J. R. .41 2927
LERC Unavailable UNIV OF TOLEDO NAS 3-17826 Unavailable 49 2762
LERC Willoh, R. G. UNIV OF TOLEDO NGR 36-010-024' Leininger, G. G. 49 2764
LERC Cunningham, R. E. UNIV OF VIRGINIA NGL 47-005-050 Gunter, E. J. 46 3219
LERC Lad, R. A. UNIV OF WASHINGTON NGL 48-002-004 Mueller, J. 1. 47 3286
LERC Brandhorst, H. W,.Jr. WAYNE STATE UNIV NGR 23-006-057 Wang, E. Y. 45 2297
LERC Dunning, J. W., Jr. WAYNE STATE UNIV NGR 23-006-063 Wang, E. Y. 45 2298
LERC Brandhorst, H. W., Jr. WAYNE STATE UNIV NSG 3014 Wang, E. Y. 13 2300
LERC Rice, E. J. WICHITA STATE UNIV NGR 17-003-018 Eversman, W. 13 1941
LERC Baker, C. E. YORK UNIVERSITY NGR 52-134-005 Schiff, H. I. 31 3371
MSFC Downs, S. W., Jr. ALABAMA A&M UNIV NGR 01-001-023 Golden, M. S. 39 1005
MSFC McDonough, G. F. ALABAMA A&M UNIV NGR 01-001-025 Manger, M. C. 39 1007
MSFC Parnell, T. A. ALABAMA A&M UNIV NSG 8001 George, M. C. 11 1008
MSFC Kurtz, R L. ALABAMA A&M UNIV NSG 8011 Lee, C. T. 13 1009
MSFC Ipwrey, D. O. ALABAMA A&M UNIV NSG 8013 Weathers, G. 45 1010
MSFC Wolverton, B. C. ALCORN STATE UNIV NSG 8005 Naqvi, S. M. 39 2334
MSFC Falls, L. W. APPALACHIAN STATE U NAS 8-29286 Carter, M. C. 21 2652
MSFC Jex, D. W. ATHENS COLLEGE NAS 8-28058 McNutt, R. C. 13 1011
MSFC Zwiener, J. M. ATHENS COLLEGE NAS 8-30561 McNutt, R. C. 13 1012
MSFC Emens, F. H. AUBURN UNIV-AUBURN NAS 8-20765 Irwin, J. D. 45 1013
MSFC Lowery, D. 0O. AUBURN UNIV-AUBURN NAS 8-26193 Honnell. M. A. 45 1014
MSFC Jones, B. P. AUBURN UNIV-AUBURN NAS 8-26579 Vachon, R. 1. 13 1015
MSFC White, J. B. AUBURN UNIV-AUBURN NAS 8-26930 Irwin, J. D. 45 1016
MSFC Hethcoat, J. P. AUBURN UNIV-AUBURN NAS 8-27664 Bennett, A. G. 42 1017
MSFC Ellsworth, D. J. AUBURN' UNIV-AUBURN NAS 8-29852 Boland, J. S., 111 49 1018
MSFC Downs, S. W. AUBURN UNIV-AUBURN NAS 8-29856 Hagler, T. B. 39 1019
MSFC McKannan. E. C. AUBURN UNIV-AUBURN NAS 8-29881 Vachon, R. 1. 72 1020
MSFC Duncan, J. R., Jr. AUBURN UNIV-AUBURN NAS 8-30248 Bennett, A. G. 41 1021
MSFC Cummings, R. E. AUBURN UNIV-AUBURN NAS 8-30654 Vachon, R. I. 21 1022
MSFC Kent, M. 1. BENDEDICT COLLEGE NSG 8004 Kinard, J. T. 39 2883
MSFC Krome,.H. 0O. CALIF INST OF TECH NAS 8-27403 Stone, E. C. 11 1168
MSFC Krome, H. 0O. CALIF INST OF TECH NAS 8-27978 Stone, E. C. 11 1169
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MSFC Reichman, E. J. CALIF INST OF TECH NAS 8-28028 Zirin, H. 11 1170
MSFC Gross, L. A. CALIF INST OF TECH NAS 8-29313 Acosta, A. J. 46 1171
MSFC Wdowiak, T. J. CASE WESTERN RESERVE NAS 8-29707 Bidelman, W. 11 2690
MSFC Brown, S.C. CITY COLLEGE OF N Y NAS 8-29616 Pierson, W. J. 33 2489
MSFC Turner, R. E. COLORADO STATE UNIV NAS 8-28590 Sadeh, W. Z. 39 1531
MSFC Sloan, J. C. COLORADO STATE UNIV NAS 8-28655 Marschner, B. W. 39 1532
MSFC Camp, D. W. COLORADO STATE UNIV NAS 8-29583 Cermak, J. E. 44 1533
MSFC Adams, G. D. COLORADO STATE UNIV NAS 8-30250 Jones, T. B. 45 1534
MSFC Neuschaefer, R. W. COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY NAS 8-27405 Angel, J. R. 11 2503
MSFC Lavender, R. E. COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY NAS 8-27970 Novick, R. 11 2504
MSFC Manning, H. COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY NAS 8-30532 Novick, R. 11 2505
MSFC Moore, W. W. FISK UNIVERSITY NGR 43-021-002 Silberman, E. 13 2897
MSFC Parnell, T. A. FISK UNIVERSITY NSG 8007 Mickens, R. E. 13 2898
MSFC Allen, R. E. GEORGETOWN UNIV NAS 8-29778 Leise, E. M. 47 1659
MSFC Kerr, J. H. GEORGIA INST OF TECH NAS 8-28591 Callor, W. R. 45 1727
MSFC Hasemeyer, E. A. GEORGIA INST OF TECH NAS 8-28735 Brown, J. L. 47 1728
MSFC Smith, O. E. GEORGIA INST OF TECH NAS 8-29753 Justus, C. G. 13 1729
MSFC Kerr, J. H. GEORGIA INST OF TECH NAS 8-29860 Hart, R. K. 45 1730
MSFC Kerr, J. H. GEORGIA INST OF TECH NAS 8-30246 Callen, W. R. 13 1731
MSFC Kerr, J. H. GEORGIA INST OF TECH NAS 8-30534 Shackelford, R. G. 99 1732
MSFC Thomas, J. M. GEORGIA INST OF TECH NAS 8-30617 Hanagud, S. V. 19 1733
MSFC Cummings, R. E. GEORGIA INST OF TECH NAS 8-30653 Spann, G. W. 39 1734
MSFC Smith, O. E. GEORGIA INST OF TECH NAS 8-30657 Justus, C. G. 49 1735
MSFC Huggins, C. T. GEORGIA INST OF TECH NAS 8-30919 Walsh, J. R. 21 1736
MSFC Kroes, R. L. GRAMBLING COLLEGE NGR 19-011-016 Murty, A. N. 13 1960
MSFC Unavailable HARVARD UNIVERSITY NAS 5-3Q49 Goldberg, L. II 2080
MSFC Schafer, C. F. HOWARD UNIVERSITY NAS 8-30252 Ukanwa, A. O. 13 1660
MSFC Wolverton, B. C. JACKSON STATE UNIV NGR 25-011-005 Sekhon, B. S. 39 2337MSFC Wolverton, B. C. JACKSON STATE UNIV NSG 8015 Perkins, J. 39 2339
MSFC Baugher, C. R. JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV NGR 21-001-024 Gotwols, B. L. 11 2000
MSFC Patterson, W. J. KENTUCKY STATE UNIV NSG 8008 Marano, G. A. 12 1944
MSFC Bond, J. B. LEHIGH UNIVERSITY NAS 8-28654 Vanderhoff, J. W. 19 2808
MSFC Wilson, H. B. LA STATE U-BAT ROUGE NAS 8-30380 Farmer, R. C. 13 1962MSFC Paludan, C. T. LA STATE U-BAT ROUGE NAS 8-30620 Maples, D. 39 1963
MSFC McDonough, G. F. LA STATE U-NEW ORLNS NAS 8-28955 Saussy, G. A. 39 1970
MSFC Hasemeyer, E. A. MASS INST OF TECH NAS 8-24364 Masubuchi, K. 49 2122
MSFC Poorman, R. M. MASS INST OF TECH NAS 8-24365 Masubuchi, K. 46 2123
MSFC Bodie, W. G. MASS INST OF TECH NAS 8-27972 Bradt, H. V. 11 2124
MSFC Jordan, W. MASS INST OF TECH NAS 8-27975 Lewin, W. H. 11 2125
MSFC Borelli, M. T. MASS INST OF TECH NAS 8-28055 Whitney, D. E. 46 2126
MSFC Adams, W. R. MASS INST OF TECH NAS 8-28306 Gatos, H. C. 19 2127
MSFC Hoppes, R. V. MASS INST OF TECH NAS 8-28732 Masubuchi, K. 46 2128
MSFC Fikes, E. H. MASS INST OF TECH NAS 8-29849 Ovellette, G. 46 2129
MSFC Hale, D. P. MASS INST OF TECH NAS 8-30301 Shapiro, I. I. 13 2130
MSFC Manning, H. MASS INST OF TECH NAS 8-30531 Clark, G. W. 11 2131
MSFC Davidson, M. C. MASS INST OF TECH NAS 8-30537 Gatos, H. C. 13 2132
MSFC Adams, W. R. MASS INST OF TECH NAS 8-30576 Gatos, H. C. 19 2133
MSFC Dalins, I. MASS INST OF TECH NGL 22-009-125 Gatos, H. C. 13 2147
MSFC Davidson, M. C. MASS INST OF TECH NGR 22-009-517 Gatos, H. C. 12 2168
MSFC Hollis, B. R., Jr. MISSISSIPPI STATE U NAS 8-26749 Gassaway, J. D. 49 2342
MSFC McDonough, G. F. MISSISSIPPI STATE U NAS 8-29036 McKee, J. C., Jr. 39 2343
MSFC Pitts, E. H. MISSISSIPPI STATE U NAS 8-30618 Rogers, T. W. 45 2344
MSFC Daniels, J. L., Jr. MISSISSIPPI STATE U NAS 8-30623 Miller, W. F. 39 2345
MSFC Kent, M. I. MISSISSIPPI STATE U NGL 25-001-032 Bouchillon, C. W. 99 2347
MSFC Wolverton, B. C. MISS VALLEY ST UNIV NSG 8009 Sethi, S. L. 51 2352
MSFC Smith, R. E. MOREHOUSE COLLEGE NGL 11-008-001 Gales, J. N. 12 1760
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TECHNICAL 
OFFICER 
Brown, S. C. 
Dsrington. J. C. 
Downs, S. W. 
Bannister. T. C. 
Fichtl, G. 
Fichtl, G. H. 
Gary, A. 
Bordelon, C. S. 
Davidson, M. C. 
Adams. W. R. 
Adams, W. R. 
Unavailable 
Putter, R. A. 
Ousley, A. T. 
Allen, R. E. 
Dsfin$, I. 
McKannan. E. C. 
Holder, R. C. 
Holladay, A. M. 
Turner. R. E. 
Fichtl, G .  H. 
Fichtl, G. H. 
Nowakowski, M. F. 
McDonaugh, G.  F. 
Bannister, T. C. 
Guest, S. H. 
Clark, E. E., Jr. 
Parnell. T .  A. 
Parnell. T. A. 
Swenson. G.  R. 
Sorcnan, V. C. 
Jones, B. P. 
Lacy, L. L. 
Hagyard, M. J. 
Smith. R. E. 
Adams. W. R. 
Hodgcs, B. 
Jones, J .  H. 
Allums, S. L. 
Decher, R .  
Smith; R. E. 
Davidson. M. C. 
Swenson. G .  R. 
Davidson, M ,  C. 
Harnby, H. G. 
Urban, E. W. 
Smith. R. E. 
Fields. S. A. 
Smith, R. E. 
Johnson, C. 
Morton, R. R. 
Unavailable 
Emens, F. H. 
Randall, J. L. 
Clarke. W. D. 
Bannister, T. C .  
Hemby, H .  G.  
Schafer, C. F. 
INSTITUTION 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
NO CAROLINA STATE U 
NORTH GEORGIA COL 
PAINE COLLEGE 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 




S T A r t  I 'NIV VY.AI BANY 
SThTF Ilh.lV NY-RCFCAL 
TALLADEGA COLLEGE 
TALLADEGA COLLEGE 
TENNESSEE STATE UNlV 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS ABM UNIVERSITY 
TFXAS ABM ChlVERSITY 
TEXAS A&M LINIVERSITY 
TEXAS A&M UNNERSITY 
TUSKEGEE INSTIT~JTE - 
LYIV AL.2.HL1NTSVILIE 




UNIV .\I.A.tlL STSVILLF. 
LNIY :\LA-HU\.lSVILLE. 
L1%I%' 4LA.HUNTSVILLK 
C N I \  A U - H L h T S V I L L E  
UNlV ALA-HUNTSVILLE 
UNIV .%LA-HUYTSVILLE 







C S l V  ALA-HUNTSVILLE 











































































Pierson. W. 1. 
Wdby. C. 
Biesbrack. 1. A. 
Lal, R. 8. 
Blackadar. A. K. 
Dutlon. J. A. 
Gureviteh, M. 
Daniclsan. R. E. 




Fairbanks. W. M. 
Weinberg, 1. L. 
Bigaui. P. E. 
Breeeher. J .  
Morrison. R. A. 
Houghton. I .  R. 
Porter, W. A. 
Scoggins, J. R. 
Brundidgc, K. C. 
Scoggins. J. R. 
Poner. W. A. 
Hidalgo, 1. V. 
Reams, F. M. 
Lenza. C. S. 
Doreswamy, C. V. 
Gregory, 1. C. 
Gregory, J. C. . . 
Wu, S. T. 
Beltz, 1.  S. 
Horner, J. M. 
Otto, G. H. 
Wu, S. T .  
Hermann, R. 
Walter. H. U. 
Polgc. R. J .  
Paa, S. P. 
Shih. C. C. 
Hendrickr, J. B. 
Wu, S. T .  
Castle. J .  G. 
Wu, S. T. 
Walter, H. U 
Doyle. F. L. 
Otto, G. H. 
Hung, R. J .  
Waltsrs, H. U. 
Hung. R. I .  
Engle, H. A. 
Rorsinp. L. M. 
Unavailable 
H0uts. R. C. 
Webb, W. E. 
Hill. J .  L. 
Mil agawa. I. 
April, G .  
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MSFC Eby. P. B. 
MSFC Bensko. I.. Jr. 
MSFC Bensko. J., Jr. 
MSFC Moore, W. W. 
MSFC Schutlenhofer. L. A 
MSFC Griner. D. 0. 
MSFC Wyman, C. L. 
MSFC Moore. W. W. . 
MSFC Snyder. R. S. 
MSFC Dabbs. I. R.. 
MSFC Ondrak. B. T. 
MSFC Neuschalsr. R. W. 
MSFC Adams, W. R. 
MSFC Seluer, S. M. 
MSFC McPherson, W. B. 
MSFC Adams, W. R. 
MSFC Jordan, W. E. 
MSFC Fountain. W. F. 
MSFC Dabbs. J. R. 
MSFC Hasemeyer, E. A. 
MSFC Schcll. J. T. 
MSFC Falls. L. W. 
MSFC Folds, D. 
MSFC McGuire, I. P. 
MSFC Patterson. J. W. 
MSFC Littlcs, J. W. 
MSFC Devrics. L. L. 
MSFC Devries. L. L. 
MSFC Krome, H. 0. 
MSFC Hoover. R. B. 
MSFC Randall, J. L. 
MSFC Parncll, T. A. 
MSFC Turner, R. E. 
MSFC Stephens. J .  B. 
MSFC Parnell, T. A. 
MSFC Seltzer, S. M. 
MSFC Larson, P. A. 
MSFC Lowrey, D. 0. 
MSFC Adams, W. R. 
MSFC Bannister, T. C. 
MSFC Parker, J. R. 
MSFC Borelli. M. T. 
MSFC Fichtl. G. H. 
MSFC Ellsworth. D. 1. 
MSFC Thompson. Z. 
MSFC Unavailable 
MSFC Fortenbcny. W. H. 
MSFC Mcrscr, C. W. 
MSFC Allen, R. E. 
MSFC Fchlbcrg, E. 
MSFC Key. 1. E. 
MSFC Krupnick, A. C. 
MSFC Ponder, T. W. 
MSFC Williams, S. R. 
MSFC Odell, C. R. 
MSFC Allen, R.  V. 




( . ' \ I \  A1.A-TllSC4LOOSA 
UNIV ALA-TCXhLOOSA 
UNlV OF ARIZONA 
UNIV OF ARIZONA 
UNIV OF ARIZONA 
UNlV OF ARIZONA 
LNUIV Chl  IC-BFRKtLFY 
CNIV CALIY.BFKKt.LFY 
C\IV ChLIF.BERKELEY 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES - ~ - 
I. hlV CALIk-L AN(ikl.ES 
CNIV CAI.IF.1. ASGF.LE.5 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES - 
I ihlV CALIF SAN DlICiO 
LNIV ( ALIC-S4N OlFGO 
UNlV O F  CHICAGO 
UNlV OF CONNECTICUT 
UNlV OF FLORIDA 
UNlV O F  GEORGIA 
UNlV O F  GEORGIA 
UNlV O F  HAWAII 
UNlV OF MASS-AMHERST 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
U MINN-MNPLSST PAUL 
~~~~ ~ ~ 
CSIV O F  MONTEVALLO 
IJNIV OF MONTEV.ALL0 




UNlV SAN FRANCISCO 
UNIV O F  SANTA CLARA 
UNIV O F  SO ALABAMA 
UNlV O F  SO CAROLINA 
UNlV OF SOUTHkRh CAL 
LFilV OF SOUlHL!RN CAL 
UNI'V TENNESSEE-KNOXV 
L'NIV TENVCSSEE.KSOXV 













































































Coulter, C. A. 
Hughes, T. H. 
Stow, S. H. 
Liu, H. K. 
Doughty, J .  0. 
Tifft. W. G. 
Shack, R. V. 
lambs, S. F. 
Bier, M. 
Alvarez. L. W. 
Prict, P. 8. 
Alvanz, L. W. 
Yue. A. S. 
Likins. P. W. 
Yue. A. S. 
Yue, A. S. 
Peterson, L. E. 
Hudson, H. S. 
Meyer, P. 
Katahis, T. Z. 
Patterson, E. P. 
Cohen, A. C. 
Burkhard, D. G. 
Jeffries, J. T. 
Crossley, F. R. 
Mcrte, H., Jr. 
Cicerone, R. J. 
Stedman, D. H. 
Waddington. C. J .  
Foreman, 1. W., Jr. 
Foreman, W. J. 
Childs. C. B. 
Inman, R.L.  
Canlicld, J. M. 
Bentan, E. V. 
Siljak, D. D. 
Elliott, J. M. 
Fellers, R. G. 
Wilcox, W. R. 
Wilcox, W. R. 
Hung, J. C. 
Gonzalez. R. C. 
Frost, W. 
Hung, I. C. 
Liu, T. C. 
Unavailable 
Sherman, G.  R. 
Shahrokh, F. 
Helvey, T. C. 
Bettis. D. G .  ' 
Becker, E. B. 
Andrade, J. D. 
Kraushaar. W. L. 
Heinc. R. W. 
Co&, A. D. 
Kinser, D. L. 






APPENDIX C CROSS INDEX BY TECHNICAL OFFICER LOCATION
TECH GRANT/
OFF TECHNICAL CONTRACT FIRST PRINCIPAL FIELD ACC
LOC OFFICER INSTITUTION NUMBER- INVESTIGATOR CODE NO.
MSFC Yates, 1. C., Jr. WASHINGTON ST UNIV NAS 8-29725 Johnson, A. A. 47 3307
MSFC Jones, J. H. WASHINGTON UNIVERSTY NAS 8-26084 Rodin, E. Y. 13 2371
MSFC Krome, H. 0. WASHINGTON UNIVERSTY NAS 8-27976 Israel, M. H. 11 2372
MSFC Allen, R. E. WAYNE STATE UNIV NAS 8-29823 Brown, R. K. 47 2296
MTF Mooneyhan, D. W. MISSISSIPPI STATE U NAS 9-13363 Bouchillon, C. W. 99 2346
WFC Rossi, L. C. CITY COLLEGE OF N Y NAS 6-2439 Pierson, W. J. 32 2488
WoC Oberholtzer, J. D. COLLEGE OF WM & MARY NGR 47-006-064 Aceto, H., Jr. 59 3163
WI C Stanley, H. R. .COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY NAS 6-2455 Kuo, J. T. 33 2502
WFC Holland, A. C. DC TEACHERS COLLEGE NGR 09-053-002 Curtis, W. C. 19 1639
WFC Kim, H. H. HAMPTON INSTITUTE NGR 47-020-006 Trehan, A. K. 19 3169
WFC Stanley, H. R. OHIO STATE UNIV NAS 6-2484 Rapp, R. H. 32 2726
WFC Gray, J. W. RICE UNIVERSITY NAS 6-1667 Freeman, J. W. 11 2964
WFC Vaughn, C. R. STATE UNIV NY-BUFFAL NGL 33-183-012 Williams, T. C. 51 2615
WFC Gray, J. W. UNIV ALASKA-FAIRBNKS NAS 6-1932 Davis, T. N. 31 1082
WFC Holton, E. M. UNIV CALIF-DAVIS NGR 05-004-035 Smith, R. E. 51 1385
WFC Stanley, H. R. UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES NAS 6-2463 Kaula, W. M. 33 1397
WFC Duke, J. R. UNIV OF DAYTON NAS 6-2456 Luers; J. K. 31 2761
WFC Hoge, F. E. UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK NGR 21-002-435 Alley, C. O. 13 2055
WFC Floyd, J. C. UNIV MD-EASTRN SHORE NAS 6-2067 Unavailable 99 2065
WFC Stanley, H. R. UNIV TEXAS-AUSTIN NAS 6-2454 Tapley, B. D. 32 3050
WFC Schmidlin, F. J. UNIV OF UTAH NAS 6-1908 Staffanson, F. L. 31 3134
WFC Duke, J. R. UNIV OF UTAH NAS 6-2498 Kao, S. K. 31 3135
WFC Bettle, J. F. VIRGINIA POLY INST NAS 6-1863 Pettry, D. E. 39 3244
WFC Scott, J. H. VIRGINIA POLY INST NAS 6-2388 Pettry, D. E. 39 3245
WFC Spurling, J. F. VIRGINIA POLY INST NGL 47-004-067 Tieleman, H. W. 31 3247
HQ-AA Emme, E. M. JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV NSR 21-001-077 Berthel, J. H. 73 2008
HQ-D Myers, B. C. NORTHWESTERN UNIV NGR 14-007-136 Radnor, M. 99 1801
HQ-EC Silverman, D. MASS INST OF TECH NASW 2197 Harrington, J. V. 99 2137
HQ-EC Silverman, D. ., WASHINGTON UNIVERSTY NGL 26-008-054 Morgan, R. P. 99 2374
HQ-ER Jacobs, G. J. BOSTON UNIVERSITY NGR 22-004-024 MacKay, R. S. 51 2073
HQ-ER Park, A. B. COLORADO SCH OF MINE NGL 06-001-015 Lee, K. 39 1527
HQ-ER Lehmann, J. UNIV COLORADO-BOLDR NGR 06-003-160 Baird, J. R. 45 1564
HQ-ER Jacobs, G. J. UNIV OF MONTANA NGR 27-002-006 Craighead, J. J. 51 2383
HQ-ES Murphy, J. P. OHIO STATE UNIV NASW 2435 Mueller, 1. 1. 32 2728
HQ-ES Murphy, J. P. OHIO STATE UNIV NGL 36-008-093 Mueller, 1. 1. 19 2730
HQ-ES Murphy, J. P. OHIO STATE UNIV NGR 36-008-204 Mueller, 1. 32 2738
HQ-ES Murphy, J. P. UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES NSG 7002 Kaula, W. M. 99 1439
HQ-FE Collin, E. E. OKLAHOMA STATE UNIV NASW 1964 Wiggins, K. E. 99 2770
HQ-FE Tuttle, F. B. OREGON STATE UNIV NGR 38-002-018 Williamson, S. E. 12 2784
HQ-FE Tuttle, F. B. UNIV OF UTAH NASW 2648 Ridd, M. K. 39 3139
HQ-I Frutkin, A..W. UNIV OF MIAMI NGR 10-007-089 Harvey, M. L. 75 1713
HQ-JG Arpoldi, L. B. HARVARD UNIVERSITY NGR 22-007-203 Hershberg, P. 1. 52 2092
HQ-JG Arnoldi, L. B. UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR NGR 23-005-185 French, J. R., Jr. 53 2269
HQ-KT Ault, L. A. GEORGE WASHINGTON U NASW 2444 Talbot, J. M. 99 1647
HQ-KT Holley, H. L. INDIANA U-BLOOMINGTN NASW 2353 Shriner, H. 99 1862
HQ-KT Holley, H. L. INDIANA U-BLOOMINGTN NASW 2467 Shriner, H. 99 1863
HQ-KT Holley, H. L. SOUTHEASTN STATE COL NASW 2512 Gold, H. 99 2772
HQ-KT Zimmerman, R. R. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NASW 2216 Harrison 99 1257
HQ-KT Holley, H. L. UNIV OF CONNECTICUT NASW 2307 Wilde, D. 99 1600
HQ-KT Holley, H. L. UNIV OF CONNECTICUT NASW 2516 Wilde, D. 99 1601
HQ-KT Orrick, D. W. UNIV OF DENVER NASW 2362 Kottenstette, J. P. 99 1583
HQ-KT Holley, H. L. UNIV OF GEORGIA NASW 2401 Carmon, J. L. 99 1769
HQ-KT Zimmerman, R. UNIV OF MIAMI NGR 10-007-113 Kline, J. 52 1715
HQ-KT Holley, H. L. UNIV OF NEW MEXICO NASW 2399 Shinnick, W. A. 99 2475
HQ-KT Holley, H. L. UNIV OF NEW MEXICO NASW 2534 Shinnick, W. A. 75 2476
HQ-KT Holley, H. L. UNIV OF PITTSBURGH NASW 2425 Holley, E. 99 2856
HQ-KT Holley, H. L. UNIV OF SOUTHERN CAL NASW 2360 Oulie, A. K. 99 1514
HQ-PA Smolensky, S. MASS INST OF TECH NGL 22-009-309 Zannetos, Z. S. 45 2151
261
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CONTRACT FIRST PRINCIPAL FIELD 
NUMBER INVESTIGATOR CODE 
ACC 
NO INSTITUTION 
HQ-PY Pohly, 1. G. 
HQ-PY Pohly, J. G. 
HQ-PY Pohly, J. G. 
HQ-PY Pohly, J. G. 
HQ-PY Pohly, 1. G. 
HQ-PY Pohly, 1. G. 
HQ-PY Carter, C. H. 
HQ-PY Carter, C. H. 
HQ-PY Pohly, 1. G. 
HQ-PY Morris. I. D. 
HQ-PY Pohly. J. G. 
HQ-PY Pohly, J. G. 
HQ-PY Carter, C. H. 
HQ-PY Carter, C. H. 
HQ-PY Carter, C. H. 
HQ-PY Pohly. J. G. 
HQ-PY Pahly, J. S .  
HQ-PY Rcdding, E. R. 
HQ-PY Hansing. F. D. 
HQ-PY Caner, C. H. 
HQ-PY Vilals, J. A. 
HQ-PY Vitale. J. A. 
HQ-PY Carter, C. H. 
HQ-PY' P O ~ I Y ,  I. G. 
HQ-PY Pohly, J .  G. 
HQ-PY Pohly, J. G. 
HQ-PY Pohly, I. G. 
HQ-PY Pohly, J.  G. 
HQ-PY Rcdding. E. R. 
HQ-PY Vitale, J. A. 
HQ.PY Vilalc. 1. A. 
HQ-PY Pohly, J. G. 
HQ-PY Pohly, 1. G .  
HQ-PY Pohly. J.  G .  
HQ.PY Pohly. J.  G. 
HQ-PY Pohly. J. G. 
HQ-PY Pohly. J. G. 
HQ-PY Pohly. J. G .  
HQ-PY Pohly, J .  G. 
HQ-PY Caner, C. H. 
HQ-PY Pohly. J. G. 
HQ-PY Pohly. 1. G. 
HQ-PY Chcn. W. T. 
HQ-PY Pohly. J. G. 
HQ.PY Pohly, J. G. 
HQ-PY Pohly, J. G. 
HQ-PY Caner. C. H. 
H P P Y  Redding, E. R. 
HQ-PY Vitale, J. A. 
HQ-PY Redding. E. R. 
HQ-PY Rcdding. E. R. 
HQ.PY Vitalc. 1. A. 
HQ-PY Redding, E. R. 
HQ.PY Vitalc, 1. A. 
HQ-PY Pohly, J. G. 
HQ-PY Pohly, 1. G. 
HQ-PY Pohly, 1. G. 
HQ-PY Pohly, J. G. 
ALABAMA A&M UNlV NGR 01-001-013 Lowsine, L. 
ALABAMA A&M UNIY NGR 01-001-017 George. M. C. 
ALABAMA A&M UNlV NGR 01-001-018 Manger, M. C. 
ALABAMA A&M UNlV NGR Ol-001-020 Lee. C. T. 
ALABAMA A&M UNlV NGR 01-00l-021 Weathers, G. D. 
ALABAMA A&M UNlV NGR 01-001-024 Saha. H. 
AUBURN UNIV-AUBURN NGT 01-003-044 Vachon. R. I. 
AUBURN UNIY-AUBURN NGT 01.003-045 O'Bnen, J F. 49 
BENNEM COLLEGE-NC NGT 34417-001 Sades. 1. H 99 
BOSTON COLLEGE NGR 22-003-028 Br i e .  B. N. 
BOWIE STATE COLLEGE NGR 21427-004 Srivastava. S. 
BOWlE STATE COLLEGE NGT 21-027-W9 Scurry. P. I. 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE NGT 36-003.007 T~o&. R. H 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE NGT 3W27-011 Prahl, 3: M. 49 
CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY NGT 09-005-093 Fang, B. T. 49 
CENTRAL ST UNIV-OHIO 
CENTRAL ST UNIV-OHIO 
COLLEGE OF  WM & MARY 
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 
NGR 36433-001 ~ar(z ler ,  E. A. 
Craft, T. J. 
Sher, A. 
Ginzberg. E. 
Robey, R. C. 
Liang, T. 
McHanus, H. N. 
Schultr. A,, Jr. 
Helmy, E. M. 
Hclrny, E. M. 
Rogers, R. 
McDowell, H. 
Cottrell, P. T. 








DELAWARE S7 41E COL 








FEDERAL CITY COLLEGE 
FLORIDA ABM UNIV 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U NGL 09-010-030 
GEORGIA INST OF TECH NGR IIM)Z-081 H ~ ~ S C ' ~ .  A. G. 99 
GEORGIA INST OF TECH NGT 11.002-064 Hansen. A. G. 99 
GOUCHER COLLEGE NGT 21-123-001 Walker. K. 
GRAMBLING COLLEGE SGR 19-011.008 Foacr, B. R. 
GRAMBLISG COLLEGE NGR 19-011.009 Terrell. J .  
GRAMBLING COLLEGE NGR 19411-012 Sabu. D. D. 
GRAMBLING COLLEGE NGR 1941 1.013 tialcndar, h 
GRAMBLING COLLEGE UGR 1941 1.014 Cross. M A 
HAMPTON INSTITUTE NOR 47-020-004 Handv. J. W. 
HAMPTO\ INSTITUTt hGR 47420-m5 Hunrcr, C E 13 





JACKSON STATE UNlV 
JACKSON STATE UNlV 
LEHIGH UNIVERSITY 
LA STATE U-BAT ROUGE 
LA STATE U-BAT ROUGE 
MASS INST OF  TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MICHIGAN STATE UNlV 
MISSISSIPPI STATE U 
MISSISSIPPI STATE V 
MOREHOUSE COLLEGE 
MOREHOUSE COLLEGE 
MORGAN STATE COLLEGE 
NM HIGHLANDS UNIV 
NGL 09411-W6 Ferguson, G. A. 
NGR 0941 1-052 Kumar, C. K. 
NGT 09-01 1-051 Deloatch, E. M. 
NGT 09-011-058 Cox, E. L. 
NGR 2541 1-001 Nclson. F. 
NGR 25411-002 Perkins, J. 
NGT 39W7-003 Stout. R. D. 
NGL 19-001-097 Whitehurst, C. A. 
NGL 19-001-105 Whitchurrt. C. A. 
NGL 22-009-019 Harrington. J .  V. 
NGL 22-009-638 Bridge, H. S. 
NGL 23-W-533 Baylan. M. G. 
NGL 25-001-M Brown. L. R. 
NGL 25-WI-054 Bauchillon. C. W. 
NGR 11-W-002 Spight. C. 
NGT 11-008.004 Gayles. J. N. 
NGT 21425-006 Proctor, N. K. 
NGT 32410-001 Macrtas. S. 
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TECH 
OFF TECHNICAL 
M C  OFFICER 
HQPY Pohly, I.  C. 
\HQPY Pohly, I.  G. 
HQ-PY Carter, C. H. 
HQ-PY Morris, J. D. 
HQ-PY Morris, J. D. 
HQ-PY Vitalc. J .  A. 
$Q-PY Caner, C. H. 
HQ-PY Carter. C. H. 
HQ~PY Vitale, J. A. 
H&PY PO~IY,  J .  C. 
HQ-PY Carter, C. H. 
HQPY Carter, C. H. 
HQPY Pohly, J. G. 
HQPY Pohly, J. G. 
HQ-PY Vilale. J. A. 
HQ-PY Vitals, J. A. 
HQ-PY Pohly, I .  C. 
HQ-PY Vitalc, J. A. 
HQPY Pohly, J. G. 
HQ-PY Redding. E. R. 
HQ-PY Pohly. J. G. 
HQ-PY Pohly, J. G. 
HQPY Pohly. J. G. 
HQ' -PY Carter. C. H. 
HQ-PY Cmler, C. H. 
HQ-PY Carter, C. H. 
HQ-PY Morris, I. D. 
HQ-PY Carter. C. H. 
HQ-PY Vitale, J. A. 
HQPY Pohly, J. G. 
HQ-PY Redding, E. R. 
HQPY Rsdding. E. R. 
HQPY Carter, C. H. 
HQPY Vitale, J. A. 
HQ-PY Vitale. J. A. 
HQ-PY Vitale, J .  A. 
HQ-PV Redding, E. R. 
HQ-PY Redding. E. R. 
HQ-PY Redding. E. R. 
HQ-PY Redding. E. R. 
HQ-PY Redding, E. R. 
HQ-PY Vitale, I.  A. 
HQ-PY Redding. E. R. 
HQ-PY Carter. C. H. 
HQ-PY Redding. E. R. 
HQPY Redding, E. R. 
HQ-PY Carter. C. H. 
HQPY Cilrter. C. H. 
H P P Y  Redding, E. R. 
HQ-PY Vitale, 1. A. 
HQPY Carter, C. H. 
HQ-PY Carter, C. H. 
HQ-PY Pohly, J .  G. 
HQ-PY Pohly, J. G. 
HQPY Redding, E. R. 
HQPY ViIalc, J. A. 
HQPY Carter, C. H. 
HQ-PY Carter, C. H. 
NORFOLK STATE,COL 
NO CAR A&T STATE U 
NO CAROLINA STATE U 
NORTHWESTERN UNlV 
NORTHWESTERN UNlV 
OLD DOMINION UNlV 
OLD DOMINION UNlV 
OLD DOMlNlON UNIV 
OREGON STATE UNlV 
PAh AMtRIC&h LUIV 
PLNUFYI VAYlA ST\TF U 
POLY lhST 0 1  UY 
PKAIKIC VlLH A&M U 
PR41Rlt \ I t  H AbM L 
PURDllF UUIVtR5ITI 
PURDUE UNIVERSITY 
SO CAROLINA ST COL 
SO DAKOTA STATE UNlV 
SOUTHEASTN STATE COL 
SOUTHFRN Mk.THODIST U 
SO UKIV.BATON ROll<il: 
SO UNIV.tl\TON ROUGk. 
SPtl.MAS COLLtGE, 










, UNlV ALASKA-FAIRBNKS 
UNlV OF ARIZONA 
UNlV CALIF-BERKELEY 
UNlV CALIF-BERKELEY 
' UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV OF  CHICAGO 
UNlV OF  CHlCAGO 
UNlV OF  ClNClNNATI 
UNlV COLORADO-BOLDR 
UNlV OF  DENVER 
UNIV O F  DENVER 
UNIV OF HOUSTON 
UNIV OF HOUSTON 
UNIV OF HOUSTON, 
UNlV OF HOUSTON 
UNlV OF KANSAS 
UNlV OF KANSAS 
UNlV OF KANSAS 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV MD-EASTRN SHORE 
UNlV MD-EASTRN SHORE 
UNlV OF MIAMI 
































































Colegatc. R. L. 
Madan. R. N. 
Hart, F. D. 
Radnar, M. 
Rubenstein, A. H. 
Kindle, E. C. 
Goglia, G. L. 
Goglia, G. L. 
Schrumpl. 8. J .  
Le Master. E. W. 
Reethol, G. 
Giordano. A. 8. 
Stubblelield, C. T. 
Ych, H. Y. 
~ o d & y ,  J .  
Payne, J. E. 
Myers. V. I. 
Robinson, 1. L. 
Denton, J. C. 
Johnson, J. A. 
Watson. M. M. 
McBay. S. M. 
Penit. J. M. 
Adams, I. L. 
Serrhader, D. 
Banelay. M. E. 
Morrison. R. A. 
Rouse, J .  W., Jr. 
Terrill, G. R. 
Rush, 1. E. 
Whitchurst, R. 
Raney, D. C. 
Selon, A. E. 
Johnson, I. D. 
Caicwell, R. N. 
Anderson, K. A. 
Libby, W. F. 
Simpson, J. A .  
Simpson, J. A. 
Guston. R. L. 
Ives. J .  D. 
Blackledge. J .  P. 
Evers, N. H. 
Allred. J. C. 
Huang, C. J. 
Huang, C. J. 
Huang, C. J. 
Barr. 8. G. 
Barr, 8. G. 
Smith. W. P 
Emad. F. P. 
Nagarajon, N. 
Singh, G. 
Man, E. H. 
Cahill, L. J., Jr. 
crnlvford, a, J,. 






APPENDIX C CROSS INDEX BY TECHNICAL OFFICER LOCATION
TECH GRANT/
OFF TECHNICAL CONTRACT FIRST PRINCIPAL FIELD ACC
LOC OFFICER INSTITUTION NUMBER INVESTIGATOR CODE NO.
HQ-PY Vitale, J. A. UNIV NEBRASKA-LINCLN NGL 28-004-020 Drew, J. V. 39 2388
HQ-PY Morris, J. D. UNIV OF NEW MEXICO NGL 32-004-042 Rosenthal, A. H. 75 2478
HQ-PY Carter, C. H. UNIV N CAR-CHPL HILL NGT 34-003-001 Ingram, J. C. 99 2686
HQ-PY Carter, C. H. UNIV OF PITTSBURGH NGT 39-011-003 Bonn, R. 99 2871
HQ-PY Carter, C. H. UNIV OF SOUTHERN CAL NGT 05-018-127 Kaprielian, Z. A. 49 1522
HQ-PY Vitale, J. A. UNIV SO MISSISSIPPI NGL 25-005-007 Pinson, J. W. 39 2353
HQ-PY Morris, J. D. UNIV TENNESSEE-KNOXV NGR 43-001-116 James, L. B. 99 2922
HQ-PY Carter, C..H. UNIV TEXAS-AUSTIN NGT 44-012-009 Ellison, F. P. 99 3084
HQ-PY Redding, E. R. UNIV TEXAS-DALLAS NGL 44-004-130 Johnson, F. S. 99 3100
HQ-PY Vitale, J. A. UNIV TEX-PUB HEALTH NGL 44-084-003 Rush, M. 59 3125
HQ-PY Carter, C. H. UNIV OF WASHINGTON NGT 48-002-007 McCarthy, J. L. 99 3306
HQ-PY Redding, E. R. UNIV WISC-MADISON NGL 50-002-001 Bock, R. M. 12 3333
HQ-PY Vitale, J. A. UNIV WISC-MADISON NGL 50-002-114 Suomi, V. E. 39 3337
HQ-PY Vitale, J. A. UNIV WISC-MADISON NGL 50-002-127 Clapp, J. L. 39 3338
HQ-PY Pohly, J. G. VIRGINIA STATE COL NGL 47-014-009 Agrawal, D. M. 21 3275
HQ-PY Pohly, J. G. VIRGINIA STATE COL NGR 47-014-005 Agrawal, K. M. 41 3277
HQ-PY Pohly, J. G. XAVIER UNIV-LA NGR 19-007-002 Fulwiler, J. H. 76 1984
HQ-MM Jones, W. L. BOSTON UNIVERSITY NGR 22-004-018 Fulton, G. P. 59 2071
HQ-MM Saunders, J. F. CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY NGR 09-005-022 Decicco, B. T. 51 1631
HQ-MM Vinograd, S. P. INDIANA U-BLOOMINGTN NGL 15-003-117 Maickel, R. P. 52 1866
HQ-MM Lang, R. H. MASS INST OF TECH NGL 22-009-156 Young, L. R. 59 2148
HQ-MM Belleville, R. E. MASS INST OF TECH NGR 22-009-018 Schmitt, F. 0O. 52 2158
HQ-MM Brownstein, H. S. OHIO STATE UNIV NGT 36-008-007 Ellingson, H. V. 52 2741
HQ-MM Brownstein, H. S. OHIO STATE UNIV NSR 36-008-108 Ellingson, H. V. 59 2743
HQ-MM Belleville, R. E. UNIV ARKANSAS-FAYETV NGR 04-001-039 Pauly, J. E. 51 1157
HQ-MM Saunders, J. F. UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO NGL 05-009-103 Baily, N. A. 51 1459
HQ-MM Jones, W. L. UNIV ILLINOIS-URBANA NGL 14-005-074 Ades, H. W. 52 1839
HQ-MM Saunders, J. F. UNIV OF SOUTHERN CAL NSR 05-018-087 Meehan, J. P. 59 1524
HQ-MM Saunders, J. F. VIRGINIA COMNWLTH U NGL 47-002-005 Ham, W. T. 51 3235
HQ-MT Huff, V. N. HOWARD UNIVERSITY NGR 09-011-053 Bainum, P. M. 46 1668
HQ-MT Hall, H. MASS INST OF TECH NGR 22-009-735 Chapman, P. K. 13 2191
HQ-MT Wild, J. W. PENNSYLVANIA STATE U NGR 39-009-210 Kaplan, M. H. 41 2838
HQ-MT Redfield, M. UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK NGR 21-002-285 Alley, C. O. 13 2032
HQ-R Hodge, K. E. MASS INST OF TECH NASW 2524 Unavailable 41 2139
HQ-RA Roudebush, W. H. CALIF INST OF TECH NGL 05-002-002 Liepmann, H. W. 41 1174
HQ-RA Gessow, A. UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK NGR 21-002-303 Melnik, W. L. 13 2036
HQ-RD Schwenk, F. C. PRINCETON UNIVERSITY NGR 31-001-185 Layton, J. P. 49 2433
HQ-RE Pontious, C. E. CALIF INST OF TECH NGR 05-002-340 McCann, G. D. 49 1213
HQ-RE Rosenfeld, S. A. HARVARD UNIVERSITY NGR 22-007-176 Book, R. V. 21 2090
HQ-RE Anderton, H. L. MASS INST OF TECH NGL 22-009-013 Kennedy, R. S. 45 2141
HQ-RE Rosenfeld, R. A. MASS INST OF TECH NGR 22-009-535 Guzman-Arenas, A. 99 2170
HQ-RE Janow, C. PENNSYLVANIA STATE U NGL 39-009-023 Shearer, J. L. 49 2829
HQ-RE Anderton, H. L. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NGL 05-020-103 Harris, S. E. 45 1261
HQ-RE Kurzhals, P. R. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGL 05-003-016 Desoer, C. A. 41 1332
HQ-RE Kurzhals, P. R. UNIV OF CONNECTICUT NGL 07-002-002 Lindorff, D. P. 41 1602
HQ-RE Pontious, C. E. UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK NGR 21-002-270 Miller, J. 21 2031
HQ-RE Michaels, T. S. UNIV TEXAS-AUSTIN NGL 44-012-008 Tapley, B. D. 42 3061
HQ-RE Pontious, C. E. UNIV WISC-MADISON NGR 50-002-160 Parmentier, R. D. 21 3342
HQ-RL Unavailable STANFORD UNIVERSITY NGL 05-020-275 Karamcheti, K. 13 1268
HQ-RM Brandon, F. D. NORTHWESTERN UNIV NSR 14-007-103 Radnor, M. 99 1802
HQ-RO Enders, J. H. MASS INST OF TECH NASW 2412 Simpon,. R. 99 2138
HQ-RP Wasel, R. A. CALIF INST OF TECH NGL 05-002-005 Knauss, W. G. 13 1176
HQ-RP Mullin, J. P. PRINCETON UNIVERSITY NGL 31-001-005 Jahn, R. G. 42 2421
HQ-RP Unavailable PURDUE UNIVERSITY NGR 15-005-002 Zucrow, M, J. 43 1884
HQ-RP Wasel, R. A. UNIV OF UTAH NGL 45-003-019 Baer, A. D. 12 3140
HQ-RP Wasel, R. A. UNIV OF UTAH NGL 45-003-029 Williams, M. L. 13 3142
HQ-RP Wasel, R. A. UNIV OF UTAH NGL 45-003-037 Devires, K. L. 46 3143
HQ-RR Lundholm, J. G. ARIZONA STATE UNIV NSG 7019 Jacobson, D. L. 13 1093
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HQ-RR Thom, K. GEORGIA INST OF TECH NSG 7067 Williams, R. 13 1759
HQ-RR Thornm, K. ILL INST OF TECH NSG 7039 Weinstein, H. 13 1789
HQ-RR Thomrn, K. NO CAROLINA STATE U NGR 34-002-177 Hassan, H.A. 13 2672
HQ-RR Thornm, K. PRINCETON UNIVERSITY NGR 31-001-328 Layton, J. P. 13 2447
HQ-RR Thornm, K. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NSG 7042 Pantell, R. H. 13 1314
HQ-RR Thom, K. UNIV OF FLORIDA NGL 10-005-089 Schneider, R. T. 13 1697
HQ-RR Unavailable UNIV ILLINOIS-URBANA NGR 14-005-010 Worley, W. J. 19 1842
HQ-RR Thornm, K. UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK NGR 21-002-408 Tidman, D. A. 21 2051
HQ-RR Thom, K. UNIV OF WASHINGTON NGL 48-002-044 Hertzberg, A. 13 3289
HQ-RW Gangler, J. J. ALFRED UNIVERSITY NASW 2504. Frechette, V. D.. 47 2486
HQ-RW Maltz, J. CASE WESTERN RESERVE NSG 7035 Manson, S. S. 47 2711
HQ-RW Gilstad, D. A. PURDUE UNIVERSITY NSR 15-005-037 Dewitt, D. P. 47 1897
HQ-RW Wilson, R. H., Jr. SOUTHERN METHODIST U NGR 44-007-028 Walsh, J. E. 21 2984
HQ-RW Weinberg, 1. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NGL 05-020-242 Little, W. A. 13 1265
HQ-RW Weinberg, I. TULANE UNIVERSITY NGL 19-002-027 Hermann, A. M. 13 1981
HQ-NS Thornm, K. CITY COLLEGE OF N Y NGL 33-013-034 Tchen, C. M. 13 2493
HQ-NS Miller, D. J. MASS INST OF TECH NGR 22-009-658 Sheridan, T. B. 46 2180
HQ-NS Thornm, K. NO CAROLINA STATE U NGL 34-002-017 Bennett, W. H. 13 2665
HQ-NS Harrison, H. H. PRINCETON UNIVERSITY NGR 31-001-151 Kelly, A. J. 13 2431
HQ-NS Schwenk, F. C. PRINCETON UNIVERSITY NGR 31-001-230 Kelly, A. J. 42. 2437
HQ-NS Harrison, H. H. STEVENS INST OF TECH NGL 31-003-020 Meissner, H. 13 2456
HQ-NS Schwenk, F. C. UNIV OF ARIZONA NGL 03-002-006 Schultz, D. G. 45 1117
HQ-NS Thom, K. UNIV ILLINOIS-URBANA NGR 14-005-183 Miley, G. H. 12 1848
HQ-SB Jacobs, G. J. UNIV OF CHICAGO NGL 14-001-012 Moran, H. F. 59 .1816
HQ-SG Boggess, N. W. BOSTON UNIVERSITY NGR 22-004-035 Hegyi, D. J. 13 2077
HQ-SG Boggess, N. W. BOWLING GRN STATE U NSG 7022 Ptak, R. L. 11 2689
HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIV NGR 45-001-011 Jones, D. E. 39 3128
HQ-SG Roman, N. G. CALIF INST OF TECH NGL 05-002-007 Neugebauer, G. I, 1177
HQ-SG Weldon, J. M. CALIF INST OF TECH NGL 05-002-034 Zirin, H. 11 1178
HQ-SG Boggess, N. W. CALIF INST OF TECH NGL 05-002-134 Oke, J. B. 11i 1182
HQ-SG Boggess, N. W. CALIF INST OF TECH NGL 05-002-207 Neugebauer, G. 11 1188
HQ-SG Weldon, J. M. CALIF INST OF TECH NGR 05-002-142 Leighton, R. B. 11 1194
HQ-SG Opp, A. G. CALIF INST OF TECH NGR 05-002-160 Vogt, R. E. 11 1197
HQ-SG Boggess, N. W. CALIF INST OF TECH NGR 05-002-256. Thorne, K. S. . 11 1201
HQ-SG Kelsall, T. CALIF INST OF TECH NGR 05-002-284 Garmire, G. P. 11 1203
HQ-SG Hallenbeck, D. R. CALIF INST OF TECH NGR 05-002-294' Zirin, H. 11 1204
HQ-SG Hallenbeck, D. R. CALIF INST OF TECH NGR 05-002-296 Garmire, G. P. II 1205
HQ-SG Weldon, J. M. CALIF INST OF TECH 'NGR 05-002-345 Zirin, H. 11 1214
HQ-SG Chase, R. H. CALIF INST OF TECH NSR 05-002-071 Zirin, H. 11 1217
HQ-SG Dubin, M. CAL STATE U-FULLERTN NGR 05-071-002 Johnson, F. M. 11 1219
HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY NGR 09-005-063 Whang, Y. C. 13 1632
HQ-SG Roman, N. G. COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY NGR 33-008-102 Novick, R. 11 2512
;HQ-SG Oertel, G. K. COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY NGR 33-008-125 Novick. R. 11 2514
HQ-SG Boggess, N. W. COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY NGR 33-008-158 Novick, R. 11 2516
HQ-SG Hallenbeck, D. R. COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY NGR 33008-183 Wolff, R. S. I 1 2520
HQ-SG Oertel, G. K. COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY NGR 33-008-189 Wolff, R. S. 11 2521
HQ-SG Kelsall, T. COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY NGR 33-008-194 Weisskopf, M. C. 11 2523
HQ-SG Oertel, G. K. COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY NGR 33-008-200 Novick, R. 11 2525
HQ-SG Opp, A. G. CORNELL UNIVERSITY NGR 33-010-145 Greisen, K. I. 11 2552
HQ-SG Boggess, N. W. CORNELL UNIVERSITY NGR 33-010-172 Harwit, M. O. 11 2556
HQ-SG Schmerling, E. R. DARTMOUTH COLLEGE NGR 30-0)01-041 Laaspere, T. 31 2396
HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. GRAMBLING COLLEGE NGR 19-011-007 Cummings. W. D. 13 1954
HQ-SG Weldon, J. M. HARVARD UNIVERSITY NGL 22-007-006 Goldberg, L. 11 2083
HQ-SG Weldon, J. M. HARVARD UNIVERSITY NGL 22-007-136 Dalgarno, O. 11 2086
HQ-SG Weldon, J. M. HARVARD UNIVERSITY NGR 22-007-202 Goldberg, L. II 2091
HQ-SG Oertel, G. K. HARVARD UNIVERSITY NGR 22-007-257 Maxwell. A. 11 2095
'HQ-SG Boggess, N. W. HARVARD UNIVERSITY NGR 22-007-270 Noyes. R. W. 11. 2098
HQ-SG Kelsall, T. HARVARD UNIVERSITY NGR 22-007-272 Cameron. A. G. 11 2099
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HQ-SG Weldon, J. M. HARVARD UNIVERSITY NSG 7009 Parkinson, W. H. 11 2105
HQ-SG Weldon, J. M. HARVARD UNIVERSITY NSG 7018 Noyes, R. W. 11 2106
HQ-SG Boggess, N. W. INDIANA U-BLOOMINGTN NGL 15-003-002 Johnson, H. R. 11 1864
HQ-SG Dubin, M. JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV NGR 21-001-001 Fastie, W. G. 11 1999
HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV NGR 21-001-119 Krimigis, S. M. 32 2004
HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV NSG 7055 Bostrom, C. 13 2006
HQ-SG Opp, A. G. LA STATE U-BAT ROUGE NGR 19-001-012 Huggett, R. W. 11 1969
HQ-SG Opp, A. G. MASS INST OF TECH NGL 22-009-015 Bridge, H. S. 13 2142'
HQ-SG Roman, N. G. MASS INST OF TECH NGR 22-009-366 Shapiro, I. I. 31 2164
HQ-SG Boggess, N. W. MASS INST OF TECH NGR 22-009-526 Weiss, R. 11 2169
HQ-SG Dubin, M. MASS INST OF TECH NGR 22-009-583 McCord, T. B. 11 2173
HQ-SG Roman, N. G. MASS INST OF TECH NGR 22-009-730 Bradt, H. 11 2189
HQ-SG Roman, N. G. MASS INST OF TECH NGR 22-009-785 Clark, G. W. 13 2197
HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. MASS INST OF TECH NGR 22-009-786 Bridge, H. S. 13 2198
HQ-SG Roman, N. G. MONTANA STATE UNIV NGR 27-001-040 Nordivedt, K., Jr. 11 2381
HQ-SG Roman, N. G. NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR NGL 32-003-069 Liefeld, R. J. 11 2469
HQ-SG Kelsall, T. NEW YORK UNIVERSITY NGR 33-016-196 Glassgold, A. E. 11 2587
HQ-SG Dubin, M. NO CAROLINA STATE U NGR 34-002-196 Manring, E. R. 11 2680
HQ-SG Boggess, N. W. NORTHWESTERN UNIV NGL 14-007-041 Huang, S. S. 11 1792
HQ-SG Roman, N. G. NORTHWESTERN UNIV NGR 14-007-122 Bahng, J. D. 11 1798
HQ-SG Schmerling, E. R. PENNSYLVANIA STATE U NGL 39-009-002 Ross, W. J. 13 2825
HQ-SG Schmerling, E. R. PENNSYLVANIA STATE U NGL 39-009-003 Nisbet, J. S. 13 2826
HQ-SG Schmerling, E. R. PENNSYLVANIA STATE U NGL 39-009-032 Kendall, B. R. 19 2830
HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. PENNSYLVANIA STATE U NGR 39-009-218 Hale, L. C. 13 2839
HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. POLY INST OF NY NGR 33-006-047 Gross, S. H. 13 2592
HQ-SG Rosendhal, J. D. PRINCETON UNIVERSITY NGL 31-001-007 Spitzer, L., Jr. 11 2422
HQ-SG Roman, N. G. PRINCETON UNIVERSITY NGR 31-001-001 Millich, F. 11 2429
HQ-SG Sures, A. H. PRINCETON UNIVERSITY NGR 31-001-142 Danielson, R. E. 11 2430
HQ-SG Sures, A. H. PRINCETON UNIVERSITY NGR 31-001-236 Spitzer, L., Jr. 11 2438
HQ-SG Roman, N. G. PRINCETON UNIVERSITY NSR 31-001-127 Spitzer, L. 11 2450
HQ-SG Sures, A. H. PRINCETON UNIVERSITY NSR 31-001-259 Morton, D. C. 11 2451
HQ-SG Roman, N. G. PRINCETON UNIVERSITY NSR 31-001-901 Lowrance, J. L. 11 2454
HQ-SG Roman, N. G. PURDUE UNIVERSITY NGL 15-005-003 Andrew, K. L. 11 1878
HQ-SG Dubin, M. RENSSELAER POLY-NY NGL 33-018-017 Hudson, J. B. 11 '2602
HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. RICE UNIVERSITY NGL 44-006-012 Stebbings, R. F. 13 2971
HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. RICE UNIVERSITY NGR 44-006-137 Dessler, A. J. 13 2973
HQ-SG Opp, A. G. RICE UNIVERSITY NSG 7015 Clayton, D. D. 11 2978
HQ-SG Dubin, M. RUTGERS UNIV-NEWARK NGR 31-004-049 Carroll, B. 13 2455
HQ-SG Oertel, G. K. SACRAMENTO CITY COL NGR 05-084-002 Vorpahl, J. A. 11 1237
HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NGL 05-020-008 Helliwell, R. A. 13 1259
HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NGL 05-020-176 Crawford, F. W. 13 1263
HQ-SG Weldon, J. M. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NGL 05-020-272 Sturrock, P. A. 13 1267
HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NGR 05-020-001 Darosa, A. V. 31 1273
HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NGR 05-020-407 Croft, T. A. 19 1278
HQ-SG Opp, A. G. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NGR 05-020-452 Hofstadter, R. 11 1280
HQ-SG Boggess, N. W. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NGR 05-020-510 Petrosian, V. 11 1282
HQ-SG Weldon, J. M. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NGR 05-020-559 Wilcox, J. M. 11 1284
HQ-SG Roman, N. G. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NGR 05-020-668 Sturrock, P. A. 11 1297
HQ-SG Weldon, J. M. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NGR 05-020-695 Walker, A. B. 11 1301
HQ-SG Roman, N. G. ST U NY COL-GENESEO NGR 33-219-002 Meisel, D. D. 11 2642
HQ-SG Weldon, J. M. STATE U NY-STONY BRK NGR 33-015-068 Stroke, G. W. 13 2624
HQ-SG Opp, A. G. STATE U NY-STONY BRK NGR 33-015-180 Forman, M. A. 11 2633
HQ-SG Weldon, J. M. STATE U NY-STONY BRK NSG 7003 Stroke, G. W. 45 2637
HQ-SG Dubin, M. TEMPLE UNIVERSITY NGR 39-012-001 Bohn, J. L. 11 2846
HQ-SG Oertel, G. K. UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE NGR 01-008-015 Rao, G. L. I I 1062
HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. UNIV ALASKA-FAIRBNKS NGR 02-001-001 Akasofu, S. I. 13 1085
HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. UNIV ALASKA-FAIRBNKS NGR 02-001-087 Davis, T. N. 13 1086
HQ-SG Dubin, M. UNIV ALASKA-FAIRBNKS NGR 02-001-088 Wescott, E. M. 31 1087
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HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. UNIV ALASKA-FAIRBNKS NSG 7051 Akasofu, S. 1. 13 1090
HQ-SG Aucremanne, M. J. UNIV OF ARIZONA NASW 2283 Meinel, A. B. 42 1114
HQ-SG Roman, N. G. UNIV OF ARIZONA NGL 03-002-017 Bashkin, S. 11 1118
HQ-SG Roman, N. G. UNIV OF ARIZONA NGL 03-002-032 Tifft, W. G. 11 1120
HQ-SG Dubin, M. UNIV OF ARIZONA NGL 03-002-081 Gehrels, A. M.' 11 1121
HQ-SG Opp, A. G. UNIV OF ARIZONA NGR 03-002-071 Bowen; T. 1.1 1125
HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. UNIV OF ARIZONA NGR 03-002-107 Fan, C. Y. 19 1126
HQ-SG Boggess, N. W. UNIV OF ARIZONA NGR 03-002-269 Low, F. J. 11 1133
HQ-SG Sobieski, S. UNIV OF ARIZONA NGR 03-002-309 Weymann, R. J. 11 1134
HQ-SG Boggess, N. W. UNIV OF ARIZONA NGR 03-002-371 Hoffman, W. F. 11 1141
HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. UNIV OF ARIZONA NSG 7024 Sonett, C. P. 31 1152
HQ-SG Schmerling, E. R. UNIV OF AUCKLAND NGR 52-001-001 Titheridge, J. E. 31 3377
HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGL 05-003-017 Anderson, K. A. 13 1333
HQ-SG Roman, N. G. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGL 05-003-272 Townes, C. H. 19 1336
HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGR 05-003-239 Anderson, K. A. 13 1342
HQ-SG Dubin, M. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGR 05-003-309 Cunningham, L. E. 31 1344
HQ-SG Opp, A. G. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGR 05-003-376 Price, P. B. 11 1345
HQ-SG Boggess, N. W. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGR 05-003-402 Townes, C. H. . 1 1346
HQ-SG Dubin, M. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGR 05-003-445 Mozer, F. S. 31 1350
HQ-SG Roman, N. G. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGR 05-003-450 Bowyer, C. S. 11 1351
HQ-SG Kelsall, T. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGR 05-003-453 Silk, J.I. 11 1354
HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGR 05-003-480 Mozer, F. S. 13 1360
HQ-SG Weldon, J. M. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGR 05-003-499 Phillips, J. G. 11 1361
HQ-SG Oertel, G. K. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGR 05-003-510 Anderson, K. A. 11 1362
HQ-SG Opp, A. G. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGR 05-003-513 Heckman, H. H. 11 1364
HQ-SG Opp, A. G. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGR 05-003-553 Alvarez, L. W. 11 1366
HQ-SG Kelsall, T. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGR 05-003-578 Silk, J. 1. 11 1369
HQ-SG Mead, G. UNIV CALIF-DAVIS NGR 05-004-006 Mcllwain, C. E. 32 1384
HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES NGL 05-007-004 Coleman, P. J., Jr. 13 1406
HQ-SG Dubin, M. UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES NGL 05-007-005 Wetherill, G. W. 11 1407
HQ-SG Weldon, J. M. UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES NGL 05-007-046 Alley, L. H. 11 1409
HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES NGL 05-007-190 Kennel, C. F. 13 1410
HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES NGR 05-007-276 Holzer, R. E. 13 1419
HQ-SG Berks, F. W. UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES NSG 7008 Russell, C. T. 13 1440
HQ-SG Opp, A. G. UNIV CALIF-RIVERSIDE NGR 05-008-022 White, R. S.. 11 1444
HQ-SG Opp, A. G. UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO NGL 05-005-003 Peterson, L. E. 13 1452
HQ-SG Boggess, N. W. UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO NGL 05-005-004 Burbidge, G. R. 11 1453
HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO NGL 05-005-007 McIlwain, C. E. 13 1454
HQ-SG Boggess, N. W. UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO NGL 05-009-230 Stein, W. A. 11 1464
HQ-SG Schmerling, E. R. UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO NGR 05-009-075 Banks, P. M. -. 31 1467
HQ-SG Schmerling, E. R. UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO NGR 05-009-076 Fejer, J. A. 13 1468
HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO NGR 05-009-081 Axford, W. 1. 13 1469
HQ-SG Aucremanne, M. J. UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO NGR 05-009-188 McIlwain, C. E. - 11 1474
HQ-SG Weldon, J. M. UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO NGR 05-009-226 Penner, S. S. 13 1479
HQ-SG Schmerling, E. R. UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO NGR 05-009-256 Banks, P. M. 19 1482
HQ-SG Schmerling, E. R. UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO NSG 7001 Doupnik, J. R. 31 1486
HQ-SG Boggess, N. W. UNIV CALIF-S CRUZ NGR 05-061-015 Rank, D. M. .11 1494
HQ-SG Opp, A. G. UNIV OF CHICAGO NGL 14-001-001 Parker, E. N. 11 1812
HQ-SG Opp, A. G. UNIV OF CHICAGO NGL 14-001-005 Meyer, P. 11 1813
HQ-SG Opp, A. G. UNIV OF CHICAGO NGL 14-001-006 Simpson, J. A. 11 1814
HQ-SG Dubin, M. UNIV OF CHICAGO NGL 14-001-060 Adams, T. 11 1817
HQ-SG Kelsall, T. UNIV OF CHICAGO NGR 14-001-147 Adams, T. 11 1824
HQ-SG Weldon, J. M. UNIV OF CHICAGO NGR 14-001-164 Blake, R. L. 11 1825
HQ-SG Weldon, J. M. UNIV COLORADO-BOLDR NGL 06-003-057 Hummer, D. G. 11 1558
HQ-SG Dubin, M. UNIV COLORADO-BOLDR NGL 06-003-064 Barth, C. A. 31 1559
HQ-SG Weldon, J. M. UNIV COLORADO-BOLDR NGR 06-003-069 Bruner, E. C. 11 1561
HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. UNIV COLORADO-BOLDR NGR 06-003-092 Speiser, T. W. 13 1562
HQ-SG Roman, N. G. UNIV COLORADO-BOLDR NGR 06-003-176 Lillie, C. F. 11 1565
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HQ-SG Roman. N. G .  
HQ-SG Calahan, H. D. 
HQ-SG Calahan, H. D. 
HQ-SG Dubin, M. 
H Q S G  Kavanagh. L. D., Jr. 
H Q S G  Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. 
H Q S G  Calahan, H. D. 
HWSG Oenel, G. K. 
HQ-SG Hallenbeck, D. R. 
HQ-SG Weldon, J. M. 
HO-SO Weldon. J. M. 
UNLV COLORADO-BOLDR NGR 06-003-179 Lillie, C. F. 
UNIV COLORADO-BOLDR NGR 06603-215 Sociscr. T. W 
U N I V  COLORADO-BOLDK SGR 06-003-216 iansky. J L. 
UKlV COLORADO-BOI.DR SGR 06003-222 Lll~c. C F 
UNlV OF DENVFR \(;R &OM-058 Patel. V .  L 
UNlV OF DENVER 
UNlV OF DENVER 
UNIV OF  FLORIDA 
UNlV OF  FLORIDA 
NGR (MWW ~ w d e r e r ,  J. G. 
NGR (MOM-123 Patel, V. L. 
NGL 10-005-049 Shneider. R. T. 
NGR 10-005-176 Carr. T. D. 
NGL 12-001-011 Jcflcricr, 1. T. 
NGR 12-001-075 Jeflerier, J. T. 
NGR 12-001-1 11 Jefleries. 1. T. 
~ -~ ~-~ 
UNlV OF  HAWAII 
UNlV OF  HAWAII 
HQ-S(i Bogges,, N. H 
HQ-SG %hmerllng. E. R 
HV-SG Schrncrline. L. R 
UNlV OF  HAWAII 
~ -~ ~ ~~~~~~~ ,
UNlV OF HOUSTON NGR 44605-133 Sheldon. W. R, 
UNlV ILLINOIS-URBANA NGR 14605-C62 Ych, K. C. 
HQ-SG Schmcrling, E. R. 
HQ-SG Roscndhal, 1. D. 
HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. 
HQSG Schmerling, E. R. 
HQ-SG Roman, N. G. 
H Q S G  Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. 
HQ-SG Dubin, M. 
HQ-SG Weldon, J. M. 
HQSG Opp, A. G. 
HQSG Rosendhal. J. D. 
HQ-Xi Weldon, J. M. 
HQ-SG Dubin, M. 
HQ-SG Opp, A. G. 
HQ-SG Bogsess. N. W. 
HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. 
HQ-SG Weldon. J. M. 
HQ-SG Weldan, J. M. 
HQ-SG Weldon, J. M. 
HQ-SG Schmerling, E. R. 
.HQSG Kavanagh. L. D.. Jr. 
HQSG Kavanagh. L. D., Jr. 
H Q S G  Boggess, N. W. 
HQ-SG Dubin. M. 
HQ-SG Weldon, J. M. 
HQ-SG Oertel, G. K. 
HQ-SG Oertel, G. K. 
HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. 
HQ-SG Opp. A. G. 
HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D.. Jr. 
HQ-SG Dubin, M. 
HQ-SG Kavanagh. L. D., Jr. 
HQSG Kavanagh. L. D., Jr. 
HQSG Roman, N. G. 
HQSG Weldan, J. M. 
HQSG Opp, A. G. 
HQ-SG Opp. A. G. 
HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D.. Jr. 
HQ-SG Calahan, H. D. 
HQ-SG Weldon, J. M. 
HQ-SG Dubin, M. 
HQ-SG Calrhan. H. D. 
HQ-SG Dubin. M. 
HQ-SG Sobieski, S. 
HQ-SG Weldon, J. M. 
UNlV ILLINOIS-URBANA NGR 14-005-181 Bowhill, S. A. 
UNlV ILLINOIS-URBANA NSG 7030 Swenson. G. W. 
UNlV OF IOWA NGL 16-001-002 Van Allen. J. A. 
UNIV OF  IOWA NGL 16(101-043 Montgomery, D. C. 
UNlV MARYLAND-BALT NGR 21-002-010 Misner, C. W. 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK NGL 21-002-005 Wu. C. S. 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK NGR 21-002-002 Ooik. E. 1. 
UNIV MARYLAND-COI. PK h(jR 21-002-W7 W,lkcrwn. T D 
UNlV M.ARYL4hD.COL PK hGR 21-002-M Earl. J. A. 
UNlV MAKYLAICU-COL PK h(;R 21.002-073 Grrm. H R 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK NGR 21-002-199 Kundu. M. R. 
~~~ 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK NGR 21602-219 Poultncy, S. K. 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK NGR 21-002-224 Gloeckler, G. 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK NGR 21602-301 Currie, 11. G. 
UNlV MARYLANDCOL PK NGR 21-002-386 Matthew, D. L. 
UNIV OF MASSAMHERST NGL 22-010-025 stmng. J. 
UNIV OF MASS-AMHERST NGR 22-010-039 Hucuenin, G. R. 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR NGL 23-005-275 Mohler, 0. C. 
UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR NGR 23-W5-015 Nagy, A. F. 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR NGR 23-005-320 Samir. U. 
C'KIV MICH-Ahh ARBOR NGR 23-005-3W Sharp. H .  F 
C'NIV M I C I I - A \ ~  ARBOR NGR 23-005-W H~ltner. W. A. 
CNlV MICH-A\& AKBOR NGK 23-W5-540 Banman. F L.  
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR NGR 23-W5-543 Tc~kc, R. G. 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR NGR 23-005-549 Haddock, F. T. 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR NSG 7004 Haddock, F. T. 
U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL NGL 24-005-008 Winckler 1. R. 
~~~~~~~ .~ ~ 
U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL NGR 24-005-050 Waddington, C. J. 
U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL NGR 24-005-111 Winfklcr, J. R. 
U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL NGR 24-005-196 Nier. A. 0. 
U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL NGR 24-005-253 Cahill, L. J., Jr. 
U MINN-MNPLSST PAUL NSG 7005 Winckler, J. R. 
U MINN-MNPLSST PAUL NSR 24-005-245 Luyten. W. 1. 
UNlV NEW HAMPSHIRE NGL 30-002-018 Chupp, E. L. 
UNlV NEW HAMPSHIRE NGL 30-002-021 Chupp. E. L. 
UNlV NEW HAMPSHIRE NGR 30-002-052 Webhcr, W. R. 
UNlV NEW HAMPSHIRE NGR 30-002-054 Amoldy. R. L. 
UNlV NEW HAMPSHIRE NGR 30-002-W7 Roelol. E. C. 
UNlV NEW HAMPSHIRE NGR 30-002-104 Chum, E. L 
~ ~ 
UNIV OF NEW MEXICO NGR 32-004-068 Peterson, A. W. 
UNlV O F N E W  MEXICO NGR 32-004-086 Ahluwalia. H. S. 
UNlV OF PITTSBURGH NGR 39-011-113 Donahue, T. M 
UNN O F  PtTTSBURGH NGR 39-011-150 Gerjuay. E. 





HQSG Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. 
HQSG Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. 
HQ-SG Weidon. J. M. 
HQSG Boggess, N. W. 
HQSG Wcldon. J. M. 
HQ-SG Weldon, I. M. 
HQ-SG Schmerling. E. R. 
HQSG Kavanagh, L. D., Ir. 
HQ-SG Opp, A. G. 
HQ-SG Schmcrling, E. R. 
HQ-SG Opp, A. G. 
HQSG Dubin. M. 
HQSG Schmerling, E. R. 
HQSG Dubin, M. 
HQSG Roman. N. G. 
HQSG Roman, N. G .  
HQ-SG Dubin, M. 
HQSG Calahan. H. D. 
H P S G  Roxndhal, J. D. 
HQ-SG Roman. N. G. 
HQ-SG Kavanagh. L. D., l r .  
HQ-SG Boggess. N. W. 
HQ.SG Hallenkck, D. R. 
HQ-SG Opp. A. G. 
HQ-SG Kavanagh. L. D., Jr. 
HQ-SG Opp, A. G. 
HQ.SG Baggers. N. W. 
HQSG Roman, N. G .  
HQSG Schmerling. E. R. 
HQSL Young, R. S. 
HQSL Brunk, W. E. 
HQ-SL Dwornik. S. E. 
HQ-SL Brunk, W. E. 
HQ-SL Brunk, W. E. 
HQ-SL Brunk. W. E. 
HQ-SL Dwornik, S. E. 
HQ-SL  bung, R. S. 
HQ-SL Dwornik, S. E. 
HQSL Brunk. W. E. 
HQSL Dwarnik. S. E. 
HQ-SL Dwornik. S. E. 
HQSL Dwornik. S. E. 
HQ-SL Young. R. S. 
HQ-SL Dwornik. S. E. 
HQ-SL Young. R. S. 
HQ-SL Tamer, P. 
HQ-SL Raring. R. H. 
HQ-SL Tamer. P. 
HQ-SL Fcllowr, R. F. 
HQ-SL Fellows, R. F. 
HQSL Young, R. S. 
HQSL Gsib, D. S. 
HQSL ~el lows.  R. F. 
HQSL Bfunk, W. E. 
HQSL Dwornik, S. E. 
H p s L  Young. R. S. 
HQ.SL Brunk, W. E. 
HQ-SL Fellows, R. F. 
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UNlV OF  SOUTHERN CAL 












UNlV OF  TOLEDO 
UNlV OF  TOLEDO 
UNIV,OF VIRGINIA 
UNIV OF WASHlNGTON 
UNlV OF  WASHINGTON 
UNlV WISC-MADISON 
UNlV WISC-MADISON - ~ 
USIV WISC-MADISON 
UNlV WISC-MADISON 
UNIV OF WYOMING 







BRIGHAM YOUNG UNlV 
BROWN UNIVERSITY 
CALlF INST OF TECH 
CALlF INST O t  TECH 
CALlC INST OF TtCH 
CALlF INST OF  TECH 
CALlF INST OF  TECH 
CALlF INST OF TECH ' 
CALlF INST OF  TECH 
CALlF INST OF  TECH 
CALIF INST OF  TECH 
CALlF INST OF TECII 
CALlF INST OF  TECH 
CALlF INST OF TECH 




COK".ELL UNlVt KSlTY 
CORNELL UNIVERSITY 
COKNkI I I NIVERSITY 




FLORIDA STATE UNlV 
FLORIDA STATE UNlV 





























































NGL I I-M2- 
FIRST PRINCIPAL 
INVESTIGATOR 
Intnligator, D. S. 
Intriligator. D. S. 
Sellin, I. A. 
vanden Boul. P. A. 
Lamkn,  D. L. 
Bengston, R. D. 
Heikkila, W. J. 
Hanson, W. B. 
McCracken, K. G. 
Heikkila, W. J. 
Allum, F. R. 
Tinsley. B. A. 
Heikkila, W. J. 
Wit\ A .  D. 
Wilt, A. N. 
Frederick, L. W. 
Hodge. P. W. 
Parks. G. K. 
Code, A. D. 
Kraushaar, W. L. 
Schcrb, F. 
Scherb, F. 
Hoffman, D. J. 
Tompkins, D. R.. Jr. 
Abrahamshrauner. B. 
Klarmann. J. 
Friedlander, M. W. 
Pap ,  T. 
Walker, I. C. 
Margulis, L. 
Jones, D. E. 
Muteh, T. A. 
Muhleman, D. 0. 
Munch, G. 
Muhlcman, D. 0. 
Murray,, B. C. 
Harowilz. N. H. 
Lelghlo". R. B. 
Westphal, J. A. 
Shoemaker. E. M. 
Shoemaker, E. M. 
Murray. B. C. 
Bonner, I. 
Andcmn, D. L. 
Wegner. P. A . ~  
Wehe. R. L. 
Unavailabl~ 
Wehe, R. L. 
Sagan. C. 
Gierasch. P. J. 
Sagan, C. 
Duxbury, I. M. 
Brice. N. M. 
Harwit, M. 0. 
Sagan. C. 
Larock. P. A. 
Hunt. R. H. 
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m 2  
1919 
2143 
Dwornik, S. E. HAMILTON COLLEGE 






Palter, D. B. 
Foster, T. L. 
Baghoarn, E. S. 
Goody. R. M. 
Goody. R. M. 
McElroy, M. B. 
Cameron, A. G. 
Hayes. 1. M. 
Krimigis. S. M. 
Williams, D. 
Barrett, A. H. 
Lewis. J. S. 
Biemann. K. 
Rich. A. 
McCord, T. 8. 
Thomas, T. B. 
Mffictchin. T. R. 
Pettengill. G. H. 
Pettengill, G. H. 
Shapiro, I. 1. 
Shapiro, I. 1. 
Erickson, A. E. 
Smilh, B. A. 
Smith, B. A. 
Smith. B. A. 
Hill. T. W. 
Curl. C. H. 
Casida. L. E., Jr. 
Gross, S. H. 
Eirich, F. R. 
Smith. W. H. 
Danielson. R. E. 
Layton. 1. P. 
Harteck, P. 
Yerazunis. S. W. 
Fenis, 1.  P. 
Wcdler, F. C. 
Chamberlain, J. W. 
Pallman, A. 1. 
Yopp, J. H. 
Howard, H. T. 
Ledsrberg. 1. 
Bracewell. R. N. 
Howard. H. T. 
Danielli. I. F. 




Plass, G. N. 
Meysr. I .  D. 
Laeey, J. C., Jr .  
Gehrels. A. M. 
Kuipcr, G. P. 
Hoenig. S. A. 
Roemer. E. 
Nagy. B. 
Gchnls. A. M. 
~ ~ 
young. R. S. 
Fellows, R. F. 
Fellows, R. F. 
Fellows, R. F. 
Duarnik, S. E 
Youn~.  R. S. 






~ i l " , ~ .  A. 
Fellows. R. F. 
Brunk, W. E. 
Fellows, R. F. 
young, R. S. 
Young, R. S. 
Brunk, W. E. 
Dwornik. S. E. 
Duarnik, S. E. 
Brunk, W. E. 
Fellows, R. F. 
Fellows, R. F. 
Fellows. R. F. 
Young, R. S. 
Brunk, W. E. 
Dwornik. S. E. 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNlV 
KANSAS FTAIf UhIV 




MASS INST OF  TECH NGL 22409-521 






MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS IKST 0). TECH 
MASS INST OF  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST OF  TECH 
MASS INST OF  TECH 
MASS INST OF  TECH 
MASS INST OF  TECH 
NGR 22-009-693 
NGR 2b009-694 












MIClllGAN 514TF LINIV 









NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR 
NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR 
NO DAKOTA STATE UNlV 
OREGON STATE UNlV 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 
POLY INST OF  NY 
POLY INST OF  NY 
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 
Fellows, R. F. 
Hall, L. B. 
Geib. D. S. 
Young, R. S. 
Fellows, R. F. 
Young, R. S. 






~~ ~~~ ~~ 
Brunk. W E .  PRlhCETON L'NIVERSITY 
Taner. P PRINCk.ION I. NlVERSlTY 
































Tamer, P. R E N S S E ~ ~ E R  POLY-NY 
Geib. D. S. RENSSELAER POLY-NY 
Young. R. S. 
Fellows, R. F. 
Fellows, R. F. 
Young. R. S. 
RENSSELAER POLY-NY 
RICE UNIVERSITY 
ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY 
SO ILL UNIV-CARBONDL 
I;ellou>. R F .  STASkORD Uhl\lk.KSITY 
Yaunz. K 5. STAhFORD UNIVERSITY HQ-SL 
HQ-SL Brunk, W. E. 
Holl. H. E. 
~ e i b ,  D. 
Dwornik, S. E. 
Fellows, R. F. 
Brunk, W. E. 
Geib. D. S. 
Fellows, R. F. 
Dwornik, S. E. 
Young, R. S. 
Brunk. W. E. 
Brunk, W. E. 
Fellows. R. F. 
Brunk, W. E. 
Young, R. S. 

















STATF. I J  NY-STONY BRK 
STATt L UY-STONY BRK 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
TEXAS ABM UNIVERSITY 
TULANE UNIVERSITY 
UNlV ALA-BIRMINGHAM 
UNlV OF ARIZONA 
UNlV OF ARIZONA 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV OF  ARIZONA 
UNlV OF  ARIZONA 
UNlV OF  ARIZONA 
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OFF TECHNICAL CONTRACT FIRST PRINCIPAL FIELD ACC
LOC OFFICER INSTITUTION NUMBER INVESTIGATOR CODE NO.
HQ-SL Brunk, W. E. UNIV OF ARIZONA NGR 03-002-356 Low, F. J. 11 1138
HQ-SL Dwornik, S. E. UNIV OF ARIZONA NGR 03-002-370 Sonett, C. P. 32 1140
HQ-SL Dwornik, S. E. U ARKANSAS-MONTICELO NGR 04-008-001 Dehon, R. A. 32 1159
HQ-SL Young, R. S. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGL 05-003-003 Calvin, M. 32 1331
HQ-SL Young, R. S. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGL 05-003-079 McLaron, A. D. 51 1335
HQ-SL Fellows, R. F. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGL 05-003-286 Pimentel, G. C. .31 1337
HQ-SL Dwornik, S. E. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGR 05-003-302 Calvin, M. 32 1343
HQ-SL Brunk, W. E. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGR 05-003-452 Townes, C. H. 11 1353
HQ-SL Young, R. S. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGR 05-003-460 Jukes, T. H. 12 1355
HQ-SL Young, R. S. UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES NGR 05-007-215 Libby, W: F. 32 1417
HQ-SL Young, R. S. UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES NGR 05-007-221 Kaplan, I. R. 32 1418
HQ-SL Dwornik, S. E. UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES NGR 05-007-317 Lingenfelter, R. E. 32 1422
HQ-SL Mitz, M. A. UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES NGR 05-007-327 Coleman, P. J., Jr. 13 1424
HQ-SL Young, R. S. UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES NGR 05-007-407 Schopf, J. W. 32 1431
HQ-SL Fellows, R. F. UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES NGR 05-007-437 Kieffer, H. H. 31 1435
HQ-SL Dwornik, S. E. UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO NGR 05-009-110 Alfven, H. 32 1471
HQ-SL Brunk, W. E. UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO NGR 05-009-142 Gillett, F. C. 11 1472
HQ-SL Young, R. S. UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO NGR 05-009-213 Yayanos, A. A. 51 1477
HQ-SL Young, R. S. UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO NGR 05-009-218 Miller, S. L. 12 1478
HQ-SL Young, R.S. UNIV CALIF-S BARBARA NGR 05-010-035 Cloud, P. E. 32 1491
HQ-SL Dwornik, S. E. UNIV CALIF-S BARBARA NGR 05-010-062 Peale, S. J. 32 1492
HQ-SL Dwornik, S. E. UNIV OF CHICAGO NGR 14-001-135 Turkevich, A. L. 32 1823
HQ-SL Fellows, R. F. UNIV OF CHICAGO NGR 14-001-194 Kaplan, L. D. 31 1826
HQ-SL Young, R. S. UNIV OF CHICAGO NGR 14-001-203 Anders, E. 32 1827
HQ-SL Dwornik, S. E. UNIV OF CHICAGO NGR 14-001-250 Turkevich, A. L. 13 1833
HQ-SL Brunk, W. E. UNIV OF CINCINNATI NGR 36-004-075 Herget, P. 11 2758
HQ-SL Fellows, R. F. UNIV COLORADO-BOLDR NGL 06-003-052 Barth, C. A. 31 1557
HQ-SL Fellows, R. F. UNIV COLORADO-BOLDR NGR 06-003-127 Barth, C. A. 31 1563
HQ-SL Dwornik, S. E. UNIV COLORADO-BOLDR NGR 06-003-199 Peterson, J. E. 32 1568
HQ-SL Fellows, R. F. UNIV COLORADO-BOLDR NGR 06-003-201 Thomas, G. E. 31 -1569
HQ-SL Fellows, R. F. UNIV OF FLORIDA NGL 10-005-008 Green, A. S. 31 1692
HQ-SL Dwornik, S. E. UNIV OF GEORGIA NGR 11-003-033 Herz, N. 32 1770
HQ-SL Dwornik, S. E. UNIV OF GEORGIA NGR 11003-037 Howard, H. T. 32 1771
HQ-SL Young, R. S. UNIV OF HAWAII NGL 12-001-042 Siegel, S. M. 51 1778
HQLSL Brunk, W. E. UNIV OF HAWAII NGL 12-001-057 Jefferies, J. T. 11 1779
HQ-SL Brunk, W. E. UNIV OF HAWAII NGR 12-001-083 Sinton, W. M. 11 1781
HQ-SL Young, R. S. UNIV OF HAWAII NGR 12-001-109 Folsome, C. E. 12 1782
HQ-SL Young, R. S. UNIV OF HOUSTON NGR 44-005-002 Oro, J. 32 3039
HQ-SL Young, R. S. UNIV OF HOUSTON NGR 44-005-091 Becker, R. S. 12 3040
HQ-SL Dwornik, S. E. UNIV OF HOUSTON NGR 44-005-131 King, E. A., Jr. 32 3041
HQ-SL Brunk, W. E. UNIV ILLINOIS-URBANA NGR 14-005-176 Dichel,J. R. 11 1845
HQ-SL Young, R. S. UNIV ILLINOIS-URBANA NSG 7044 Woese, C. R. 12 1859
HQ-SL Dwornik, S. E. . UNIV OF KANSAS NGR 17-002-106 Zeller, E. J. 32 1934
HQ-SL Young, R. S. UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK NGR 21-002-317 Ponnamperuma, C. 12 2038
HQ-SL Young, R. S. UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK NGR 21-002-425 Ponnamperuma, C. 12 2053
HQ-SL Brunk, W. E. UNIV OF MASS-AMHERST NGL 22-010-023 Irvine, W. M. 11 2225
HQ-SL Dwornik, S. E. UNIV OF MASS-AMHERST NGR 22-010-054 Hartshorn, J. H. 32 2230
HQ-SL Dwornik, S. E. UNIV OF MASS-AMHERST NGR 22-010-076 McGill, G. E. 32 2231
HQ-SL Young, R. S. UNIV OF MIAMI NGR 10-007-008 Fox, S. W. 12 1710
HQ-SL Young, R. S. UNIV OF MIAMI NGR 10-007-052 Harada, K. 12 1711
HQ-SL Fellows, W. R. UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR NGR 23-005-094 Liu, V. C. 31 2268
HQ-SL Fellows, R. F. UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR NGR 23-005-561 Cafignan, G. R. 31 2281
HQ-SL Dwornik, S. E. UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR NGR 23-005-563 Smith, C. 1. 32 2282
HQ-SL Fellows, R. F. U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL NGL 24-005-009 Nier, A. O. 31 2313
HQ-SL Hall, L. B. .U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL NGL 24-005-160 Pflug, I. J. 51 2314
HQ-SL Geib, D. S. U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL NGR 24-005-275 Swain, F. M. 12 2326
HQ-SL Brunk, W. E. UNIV NEBRASKA-LINCLN NGR 28-004-021 Samson, J. A. 31 2389
HQ-SL Dwornik, S. E. UNIV OF NEW MEXICO NGR 32-004-062 . Elston, W. E. 32 2482
271
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UNlV OF PITTSBURGH NGL 39-011-013 Fitc. W. L. 
UNlV OF PITTSBURGH NGL 39-011-030 Zipf. E. C. 
-UNIV OF PITTSBURGH NGR 39-011-134 Donahue. T. M. 
UNlV OF PITTSBURGH NOR 39-011-137 Biondi. M. A. 
UNlV OF PITTSBURGH NGR 39-011-146 Haokc. 8. 
HQSL Brunk, W. E. 
HQSL Fellows, R. F. 
HQ-SL Mitz, M. A. 
HQSL Fcllows. R. F. 
HQSL Dwomik, S. E. 
HQSL Fellows, R. F. 
HQ-SL Gcib. D. S. 
HQSL Dwomik, S. E. 
HQ-SL Fellows, R. F. 
HQ-SL Young. R. S. 
HQSL Fcllows, R. F. 
HQSL Fellows, R. F. 
HQ-SL Fellows, R. F. 
HQ-SL Bunk, W. E. 
HQSL Brunk. W. E. 
HQ-SL Bunk, W. E. 
HQSL Dcvornik, S. E. 
HQ-SL Young. R. S. 
HQSL Dwornik, S. E. 
HQ-SL Bunk. W. E. 
HQSL Fellows, R. F. 
HQ-SL Fellows, R. F. 
HQSL Dwomik, S. E. 
HQ-SL Young, R. S. 
HQSL Dwornik. S. E. 
HQ-SL Fellows, R. F. 
HQ-SL Young, R. S. 
HQSL Bmnk. W. E. 
HQ-SL Dwornik, 9. E. 
HQ-SL Fcllowa. R. F. 
HQSL Fellows, R. F. 
HQ-SL Fellow, R. F. 
HQSL Dwomik, S. E. 
HQ-SL Geib, D. S. 
HQ-SL Young. R. S. 
HQSL Fellows, R. F. 
HQSL Dwornik, S. E. 
HQSL Dwornik, S. E. 
HQ-SL Fcllows. R. F. 
HQ-SL Young. R. S. 
HQSL Dwornik, S. E. 
HQSM Bryson, R. P. 
HQ-SM Hanky, I. B. 
HQ-SM Bryson. R. P. 
HQ-SM Komfsky, L. J. 
HQSM Bryson, R. P. 
HQSM B m n ,  R. P. 
HQSM Bryson, R. P. 
HQSM Bryson, R. P. 
HQ-SM Bryson. R. P. 
HQ-SM Kosofsky, L. J. 
HQSM Bryson. R. P. 
HQ-SM Blyson. R. P. 
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. 
HQSM Bryson, R. P. 
HQSM Bryson, R. P. 
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. 
HQSM Kasofsky. L. I. 
UNlV OF PITTSBURGH NGR 39-011-155 Ddnahuc. T. M. 
UNlV OF ROCHESTER NGR 33-019-002 Vishniac, W. V. 
UNlV OF SANTA CLARA NGR 05-017-037 Grcelev. R. 
UNIV OF SO CAROLINA NGL 41-002433 Durip.'~. R. 
UNlV OF SO CAROLINA NGR 41-002-034 Rohlfing. D. L. 
UNlV OF SOUTHERN CAL NGR 05-018-178 Maiuonhy. T. 
UNlV OF SOUTHERN CAL NGR 05-018-180 Judge. D. L. 
UNlV TENNESSEE-KNOXV NGL 43-021006 Gailer. N. hi. 




NGL 44-012-055 D&glsl, J. N. 
NOR 44412-152 Smith, H. J. 




NOR 44-012-225 ~siker. P. L. 
NGR 44412-279 Devnucoukun. G. H. 
NOR 44412-282 Mulholland. J. D. 
UNlV TBXASDALLAS NGL 44X4001 Johnson. F. S. 
UNlV TEXASDALLAS NGL 44-004424 Johnson, F. S. 
UNlV OF UTAH NOR 45403-095 Wilson, R. C. 
UNlV OF VERMONT NSC 7021 Thanarsi, I. W. 
UNlV OF VIRGINIA NGR 47-W5-I72 Dolan. R. 
UNlV OF WASHINGTON NGR 48002473 Leovy. C. 8. 
UNlV OF WASHINGTON NGR W 2 - I M  Gordon. M. P. 
UNlV OF WASHINGTON NGR 48-002-142 ~ n c n c . ' ~ .  F  
UNlV OF WASHINGTON NOR 4&a)2-151 Vgohhi. F. C. 
UNlV OF WASHINGTON NOR 48402-162 Lcow. C. 8. 
UNlV WISC-MADISON NGR W - 1 4 0  weinnun. J. A. 
UNlV WISC-MADISON NOR 5Ma2-189 Suomi. V. E. 
UNlV WISC-PARKSIDE NOR J(M09-001 Smith. E. I. 
UTAH STATE UNlV 
UTAH STATE UNlV 
VIRGINIA W L Y  INST 
NOR 4MOZ-CcW Salisb&. F. 6. 
NSG 7038 Smith. G. 0. 
NGL 47a0e080 Mffiec. H. A. 
VIRGINIA STATE COL NOR 47-014-004 Gipson. M., Jr. 
WEST TEXAS ST UNlV NGR 44-01MO3 Underwood. 1. R. 
YALE UNIVERSITY NGL  W-00e043 Cream, R. I., Jr. 
YALE UNIVERSITY NGR 07.034409 Momwilz. H. J. 
YALE UNIVERSITY NOR 074W-157 Skinner. B. J. 
ARIZONA STATE UNlV NGL 03401-001 Vezimglu. T. N. 
ARIZONA STATE UNlV NSG 7040 Lsrimer. J. W. 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY NGR 2-27 Brewor, '7. 
BROWN UNIVERSITY NGR 4(Um116 Head, 1. W. 









Anderson. D. L. 
Ahrena, T. 1. 
Ingersoll. A. P. 
Burnett, D. S. 
Rehfuss. D. E. 
m a .  S. K. 
Adam, J. B. 
Dakkl. I. W. 
Gold, T. 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
CAL STATE U-S DIEGO 
CITY U N Y-GRAD SCHL 
COLLEGE VIRGIN ISLND 
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 
CORNELL UNIVERSITY 
CORNELL UNIVERSITY NGR 33-010-108 Turcotlc, D. L. 
CORNELL UNIVERSITY NGR 33-010118 Kwkes. A. F. 
FAIRLEIGH-DICKNSON U NGL 31d(MOIO Adams, 1. B. 
FAIRLEIGH-DICKNSON U NSG 7W7 Hartung, J. 8. 
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APPENDIX C CROSS INDEX BY TECHNICAL OFFICER LOCATION
TECH GRANT/
OFF TECHNICAL CONTRACT FIRST PRINCIPAL FIELD ACC
LOC OFFICER INSTITUTION NUMBER INVESTIGATOR CODE NO.
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. HARVARD UNIVERSITY NGR 22-007-175 Hays, J. F. 32 2089
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. ILL INST OF TECH NGR 14-004-049 Higgins, G. T. 39 1788
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV NGR 21-001-080 Marcus, A. H. 32 2001
HQ-SM Kosofsky, L. J. LEHIGH UNIVERSITY NGR 39-007-043 Goldstein, J. I. 32 2812
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P.. MASS INST OF TECH NGL 22.009-187 Press, F. 11 2149
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. MASS INST OF TECH NGR 22-009-350 McCord, T. B. 32 2163
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. MASS INST OF TECH NGR 22-009-790 McCord, T. B. 32 2199
HQ-SM Kosofsky, L. J. MASS INST OF TECH NSG 7010 Counselman, C. C., 1II .11 2215
HQ-SM Kosofsky, L. J. MASS INST OF TECH NSG 7048 McCord, T. B. 32 2216
\HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. NORTHWESTERN UNIV NGL 14-007-016 Hynek, J. A. 32 1791
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. OREGON STATE UNIV NGL 38-002-020 Schmitt, R. A. 32 2780
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. PENNSYLVANIA STATE U NGL 39-009-010 Gold, D. P. 32 2828
HQ-SM Strickland, A. T. PRINCETON UNIVERSITY NGR 31-001-202 Dicke, R. H. 13 2435
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. PRINCETON UNIVERSITY NGR 31-001-274 Phinney, R. A. 32 2442
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. PURDUE UNIVERSITY NGL 15-005-140 Lipschutz, M. E. 32 1881
HQ-SM Hanley,'J. B. RICE UNIVERSITY NSG 7025 Reasoner, D. L. 31 2979
HQ-SM Hanley, J. B. RICE UNIVERSITY NSG 7032 Michel, F. C. 31 2980
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. SO DAKOTA SCHL MINES NGR 42-001-006 Rahn, P. H. 32 2893
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NGL 05-020-232 Kovach, R. L. 39 1264
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NSG 7029 Tyler, G. L. 32 1313
HQ-SM Kosofsky, L. J. STATE U NY-STONY BRK NSG 7036 Hartung, J. B. 32 2638
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY NGR 44-001-152 Rowe, M. W. 32 3014
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. UNIV OF ARIZONA NGL 03-002-191 Strom 32 1123
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. UNIV OF ARIZONA NSG 7011 Wilkening, L. L. 32 1149
HQ-SM Hanley, J. B. UNIV OF ARIZONA NSG 7014 Whitaker, E. A. 32 1150
HQ-SM Hanley, J. B. UNIV OF ARIZONA NSG 7020 Sonett, C. P. 32 1151
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGR 05-003-406 Mitchell, J. K. 32 1347
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. UNIV CALIF-DAVIS NGR 05-004-074 Borg, R. J. 32 1386
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES NGL 05-007-002 Kaula, W. M. 32 1404
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES NGL 05-007-006 Kennedy, G. C. 32 1408
HQ-SM Strickland, A. T. UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES NGR 05-007-283 Kaula, W. M. 32 1420
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES NGR 05-007-329 Wasson, J. T. 32 1426
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. 'UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES NGR 05-007-351 Coleman, P. J., Jr. 32 1429
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES NSG 7052 Kieffer, S. W. 32 1441
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO NGL 05-009-002 Arrhenius, G. 32 1455
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO NGL 05-009-004 Arnold, J. R. 32 1456
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO NGL 05-009-005 Suess, H. E. 32 1457
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO NGR 05-005-005 Arnold, J. R. 32 1465
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO NSG 7027 Arnold, J. R. 32 1487
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. UNIV CALIF-S BARBARA NGL 05-010-019 Fisher, R. V. 32 1490
HQ-SM Hosterman, J. W. UNIV OF CHICAGO NGL 14-001-010 Anders, E. 32 1815
HQ-SM Hosterman, J. W. UNIV OF CHICAGO NGR 14-001-249 Grossman, L. 32 1832
HQ-SM Strickland, A. T. UNIV OF HAWAII NASW 2326 Jefferies, J, T. 11 1775
HQ-SM Strickland, A. T. UNIV OF HAWAII NGF 12-001-102 Jefferies, J. T. ii 1776
HQ-SM Strickland, A. T. UNIV OF HAWAII NGR 12-001-127 Jefferies, J. T. 32 1784
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. UNIV OF HOUSTON NGR 44-005-188 King, E. A., Jr. 32 3045
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. UNIV OF IDAHO NGR 13-001-014 Hall, W. B. 32 1786
HQ-SM Strickland, A. T. UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK NGR 21-002-267 Currie, D. G. 13 2030
HQ-SM Kosofsky, L. J. UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK NSG 7017 Wasilewski, P. 32' 2063
HQ-SM Kosofsky, L. 1. UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK NSG 7046 Adler, I. 32 2064
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. UNIV OF MASS-AMHERST NGR 22-010-052 McGill, G. E. 32 2229
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR NGR 23-005-537 Evans, B. J. 32 2276
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. UNIV OF NEW MEXICO NGL 32-004-011 Elston, W. E. 32 2477
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. UNIV OF NEW MEXICO NGL 32-004-064 Keil, K. 32 2480
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. UNIV OREGON-EUGENE NGL 38-003-010 Goles, G. G. 32 2787
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. UNIV OREGON-EUGENE NGR 38-003-020 Weill, D. F. 32 2790
HQ-SM Kosofsky, L. J. UNIV OF PENNSYLVANIA NSG 7031 Friel, J. J. 32 2853
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. UNIV OF PITTSBURGH NGL 39-011-085 Hapke, B. W. 32 2860
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HQSM Bryson, R. P. 
HQSM Bryson, R. P. 
HQ-SM Bryson. R. P. 
HQ-SM Strickland, A. T. 
HQSM Strickland, A. T. 
HQ-SM Hanley, J B. 
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. 
HQSM Hostsrman, J. W. 
HQSM Strickland, A. T. 
HQSM Bryson. R. P. 
HQSM Kosofsky, L. J. 
HQ-SS Hovnanian 
HQ-SS Starr, W. L. 
HQ-TN Bavely, J. C. 
HQ-P Pohly, J. G. 
INSTITUTION 
UNIV OF PIITSBURGH 




L NIV TLX4SDALI.AS 
UNlV OF VIRGINIA 
WASHINGTON UNlVtRSTY 
t4 LSLEYAN VVIVtRSITY 
YAI t Uh1Vt:RSIIY 
YALE UNIVERSITY 
MASS INST OF  TECH 
UNlV MOKANSAS CITY 
UNIV O F  ROME 























Clabaugh. S. E. 
Silverberg. E. C. 
Mulholland, J. D. 
Hodges, R. R., Jr. 
Allen. R. 0. 
Hahenberg, C. M. 
Faller, J. E. 
Skinner. B. J. 
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APPENDIX I) 
CROSS INDEX BY RTOP (Research and Technology Operating Plans) 
Each entry represents a single grant or  contract and there is one RTOP listed for  each grant 
or contract. However, several grants or  contracts may carry the same RTOP. The installation 
listed provided funding associated with the RTOP. A brief explanation of the RTOP system. 
of notstion appears in the prefatory pages. 
INSTAL ACC RTOP INSTAL 






















































UM HIGHLANDS UNlV 
UORTIiWESTt.Rh UNlV 
OKLAHOMA STATk UNlV 
SOUTHEASTN STATE COI. 
SPELMAS COLLEGE 
UNlV O F  HOUSTON 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV OF UTAH 
OKLAHOMA STATE UNlV 
HAUPTON INSTITUTE 
HAMPTON INSTITCTC 
UNlV O F  KANSAS 
VIRGINIA STATE COL 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
HARVARD UNIVERSITY 
OREGON STATE UNlV 
MORGAN STATE COLLEGE 
UNlV MD-EASTRN SHORE 
UNIV OF FLORIDA 
UNIV O F  CINClNNATl 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
PRINCETON UNlVERSlTY 
NO CAROLINA STATE U 
~ ~~ 
COLLEGE OF WM & MARY 
CORNELL UNIVERSITY 
GEORGIA lNST O F  TECH 
GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 
UNlV O F  MASS-AMHERST 
MASS INST OF TECH 
PRINCETON UNlVERSlTY 
COLORADO STATE UNlV 
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
TENNESSEE TECH U 
LOWELL TECH INST 
ATHENS COLLEGE 
TEMPLE UNIVERSITY 
UNlV O F  WASHINGTON 





















































U N I V  TENNESSEE-KNOXV' 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 
CLEVELAND STATE UNlV 
NORTHEASTERN UNlV 
CITY COLLEGE OF N Y 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
ILL INST O F  TECH 
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 
CLARKSON COL O F  TECH 
LA STATE U-BAT ROUGE 
MICHIGAN STATE UNlV 
NO CAROLINA STATE U 
UNlV OF VIRGINIA 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 
UNlV N CAR-CHPL HILL 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
PURDUE UNIVERSITY 
BROWN LINIVFRSITY 
CALIr INSI or ~ L C I I  
MASS INST O F  TECH 
1 N I V  MICH-ANU ARBOR 
USlV C4IIT-S.IN DJFCiO 
U\I\' O F  SOC'TIIFRN C%I.  
NO C4KOLINA STATt C 
OLO l)OMI\IOU C UIV 
RENSSt I .AlR-COhN 
SOUTHERN METHODIST U 
UNlV OF NEW MEXICO 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY 
IJNIV C%LIF-BFKKEI.EY 
LSI \ '  OF CONNFCTICU T 
UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
I.'hlV TI.'XASALISIIN 
TEXAS A&M UhlVtRSITY 
C 0 R N t l . l .  CNVFRSITY 
LOUGHBOKOUGH I1 IFCH 
LOL(iHBOROL(iH I1 I'tCH 
01.11 VOMlh10h  L S I C  
ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY 
UNIV OF VIRGINIA 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CASE HL'S1t.Rh RCStRVE 
h o n r t w L s I ~ ~ h .  I ~ N I V  





APPENDIX D CROSS INDEX BY RTOP NUMBER,
RTOP INSTAL- ACC RTOP INSTAL- ACC
NO. LATION INSTITUTION NO. NO. LATION INSTITUTION NO.
126-00-00 MSFC PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 2822 141-93-01 HQ INDIANA U-BLOOMINGTN 1863
127-00-00 ARC UNIV WISC-MADISON 3336 141-93-01 HQ SOUTHEASTN STATE COL 2772
127-00-00 ARC WEST VIRGINIA UNIV 3309 141-93-01 HQ SOUTHEASTN STATE COL 2773
127-00-00 ERC BOSTON UNIVERSITY 2071 141-93-01 HQ UNIV OF CONNECTICUT 1601
127-00-00 LARC UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 1459 141-93-01 HQ UNIV OF GEORGIA 1769
127-00-00 LARC VIRGINIA COMNWLTH U 3236
128-00-00 LARC PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 2423 141-93-01 HQ UNIV OF NEW MEXICO 2475
128-00-00 LERC PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 2S24 141-93-01 HQ UNIV OF PITTSBURGH 2856
128-00-00 LERC UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 2266 141-93-01 HQ UNIV OF SOUTHERN CAL 1514
128-00-00 HQ CALIF INST OF TECH 1176 141-93-01 HQ UNIV OF SOUTHERN CAL 1515
128-00-00 HQ PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 2827 141-93-02 GSFC DELAWARE STATE COL 1618
128-00-00 HQ PURDUE UNIVERSITY 1884 141-93-02 JSC UNIV ILLINOIS-URBANA 1838
128-00-00 HQ UNIV OF UTAH 3140 141-93-02 LARC WEST VIRGINIA UNIV 3312
128-00-00 HQ UNIV OF UTAH 3142 141-93-02 LERC - MASS INST OF TECH 2116
128-00-00 HQ UNIV OF UTAH 3143 141-93-02 WFC COLLEGE OF WM & MARY 3163
129-00-00 LARC CALIF INST OF TECH 1200 141-93-02 HQ GEORGE WASHINGTON U 1647
129-00-00 LARC LEHIGH UNIVERSITY 2810 141-93-02 HQ UNIV OF CHICAGO 1833
i29-00-00 LARC OLD DOMINION UNIV 3187 141-93-02 HQ UNIV OF MIAMI 1715
129-00-00 LERC CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY 1633 141-93-02 HQ UNIV OF NEW MEXICO 2476
129-00-00 HQ CALIF INST OF TECH 1174 141-94-00 HQ UNIV OF DENVER 1583
129-00-00 HQ CITY COLLEGE OF N Y 2493 141-94-00 HQ UNIV OF DENVER 1584
129-00-00 HQ COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 2510 141-95-01 LARC UNIV OF WYOMING 3364
129-00-00 HQ CORNELL UNIVERSITY 2539 141-95-02 ARC STANFORD UNIVERSITY 1292
129-00-00 HQ HARVARD UNIVERSITY 2090 141-95-02 GSFC ST U NY-DNST MED CTR 2639
129-00-00 HQ MASS INST OF TECH 2170 150-00-00 GSFC UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 2026
129-00-00 HQ SOUTHERN METHODIST U 2984 150-00-00 GSFC UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 2043
129-00-00 HQ STANFORD UNIVERSITY 1268 150-00-00 MSFC UNIV OF SO CAROLINA 2889
129-00-00 HQ STATE U NY-STONY BRK 2620 150-22-03 MSFC AUBURN UNIV-AUBURN 1013
129-00-00 HQ STEVENS INST OF TECH 2456 150-22-03 MSFC UNIV ALA-TUSCALOOSA 1064
129-00-00 HQ UNIV OF FLORIDA 1694 150-22-22 GSFC CAL STATE U-FULLERTN 1220
129-00-00 HQ UNIV OF FLORIDA 1696 150-22-36 GSFC SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY 2644
129-00-00 HQ UNIV ILLINOIS-URBANA 1842 160-00-00 LARC UNIV CALIF-RIVERSIDE 1442
129-00-00 HQ UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 2036 160-00-00 HQ UNIV COLORADO-BOLDR 1564
129-00-00 HQ UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 2262 160-00-00 HQ UNIV WISC-MADISON 3337
130-00-00 HQ NORTHWESTERN UNIV 1802 160-20-51 GSFC UNIV MO-ROLLA 2367
134-00-00 LERC CASE WESTERN RESERVE 2698 160-20-54 LARC GEORGE WASHINGTON U 1656
134-03-21 LARC LEHIGH UNIVERSITY 2816 160-20-54 LARC HOFSTRA UNIVERSITY 2569
134-03-21 LARC VIRGINIA POLY INST 3249 160-20-59 GSFC PURDUE UNIVERSITY 1888
134-03-21 LERC OHIO STATE UNIV 2729 160-20-59 GSFC UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 2042
134-03-23 LARC VIRGINIA POLY INST 3254 160-44-54 GSFC MASS INST OF TECH 2166
134-14-01 LARC UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 2291 160-44-54 GSFC UNIV OF ARIZONA 1127
134-14-06 LARC DREXEL UNIVERSITY 2807 160-44-54 GSFC UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 1396
135-19-01 LARC MASS INST OF TECH 2145 160-44-54 GSFC UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 2295
136-00-00 LARC MICHIGAN STATE UNIV 2240 160-44-55 GSFC UNIV OF WASHINGTON 3295
136-13-01 ARC GEORGIA INST OF TECH 1723 160-44-58 MSFC UNIV OF SO ALABAMA 1079
136-13-01 ARC OHIO STATE UNIV 2723 L60-44-63 LARC NO CAROLINA STATE U 2675
136-13-01 ARC UNIV OF WASHINGTON 3300 160-44-64 LARC UNIV OF DENVER 1590
136-13-01 LARC UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 1473 160-44-64 LARC UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 2277
136-14-02 LARC ISRAEL INST OF TECH 3375 160-44-64 LARC UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 2288
136-14-02 LARC ISRAEL INST OF TECH 3375 160-44-64 LARC UNIV NEW BRUNSWICK 3370
136-63-02 ARC UNIV OF SANTA CLARA 1502 160-44-79 ARC CAL STATE U-SAN JOSE 1231
136-63-02 ARC UNIV OF WASHINGTON 3298 160-75-01 WFC VIRGINIA POLY INST 3244
136-9X-00 ARC NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 2576 160-75-01 HQ UNIV OF MONTANA 2383
141-00-00 GSFC JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV 1996 '160-75-07 MSFC GEORGIA INST OF TECH 1730
160-75-13 JSC AUSTIN STATE UNIV 2939141-00-00 HQ JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV 2008 160-75-15 KSC UNIV OF FLORIDA 1690
141-00-00 HQ UNIV OF CONNECTICUT 1600 160-75-15 MSFC AUBURN UNIV-AUBURN 1019
141-91-00 GSFC FEDERAL CITY COLLEGE 1644 160-75-22 ARC CAL STATE U-SAN JOSE 1230
141-93-00 ARC UNIV MO-KANSAS CITY 2365 160-75-27 WFC STATE UNIV NY-BUFFAL 2615
141-93-01 HQ INDIANA U-BLOOMINGTN 1862 160-75-29 HQ BOSTON UNIVERSITY 2073
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OLD OOMlNlON UNlV 







GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
UNIV OF WYOMING 
UNlV ILLINOISURBANA 
UNIV OF MlAMl 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 














COLORADO SCH OF M l N t  
UNlV OF WASHINGTON 




OLD DOMINION UNIV 
UNlV ALA-TUSCALOOSA 




VIRGINIA PO1.Y ISST 
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 












UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV TEXASAUSTIN 
OHlO STATE UNIV 




COLORADO STATt UNlV 1548 177-42-81 JSC TEXAS A&M IINIVbRSITY 
UNlV MARYI.AN0-COL PK 2054 17742-81 JSC USlV O F  HOUSTON 
CITY COLLF.(it. OC N Y 2487 17742-81 JSC UNlV TEXASOALLAS 
UNlV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 1481 17742-83 JSC PURDUE UNIVERSITY 
OHIO STATE UNlV 2735 17742-83 JSC PURDUE UNIVERSITY 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 2056 177-4482 JSC UNlV O F  KANSAS 




UNlV MARYI.AND.COL PK 2047 177-51-71 MSFC GtORGlA INST O F  TECH 
STANFORD IINIVFRSIrY 1249 177-51-71 MSFC NOKTtI GFORGIA COL 




WAYNE STATE UNlV 2296 177-51-83 JSC TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
~~~ - -~ ~~~~ - ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ 
GEORGETOWN UNlV 1659 177.51.84 JSC TEXAS h&M UNlVtRSl lY 




VlRGlNlA POLY INST 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
c l n  COLLEGE OF N Y 
UNlV CALIF-BERKELEY 
UNlV O F  NOTRE DAME 
VlRGlNlA POLY INST 
CITY COLLEGE O F  N Y 









UNIV O F  KANSAS 
UNIV O F  FLORIDA 
AUBURN UNIV-AUBURN 
GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 
LA STATE U-BAT ROUGE 
UNlV TENNESSEE-KNOXV 
MISSISSIPPI STATE U 








~ ~~ ~ ~ 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 2040 177.53-71 MSFC UNlV ALA-TUSCALOOSA 



















UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
COLORADO STATE UNlV 
UNlV WISC-MADISON 
UNlV OF ARIZONA 
UNlV O F  CHICAGO 
NO CAROLINA STATE U 
UNlV OF KANSAS 
WEST VlRGlNlA UNlV 
COLORADO STATE UNlV 
COLORADO STATE UNlV 
HARVARD UNIVERSITY 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV WISC-MADISON 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
UNlV ALA-HUNTSVILLE 
CAL STATE U-CHIC0 
VlRGlNlA POLY INST 




















OHIO STATE UNlV 
LA STATE U-BAT ROUGE 
UNlV O F  RHODE ISLAND 
UNlV O F  MONTANA 
UNlV O F  MlAMl 
UNlV CALIF-BERKtLCY 
ClTY COLLECit OF N Y 
UNlV OKLAHOMA-NORMAN 
UNlV OF DELAWARE 




MASS INST O F  TECH 
IlNlV OF SOUTHERN CAL 
~ -
I t l l l G l I  IJNIVtRSITY 
UNIV OF ARllONA 
VANDFRBILT UNIVERSTY 
COLORADO STATE UNlV 
917ZI AIIS'dgAlNfl 018Io3NV.LS :JHv (9-89-981 9L6Z AIIS'dAINfl 31JIII 3Sf ZC-Lt-£81
t'I11 HJ1131 340 ISNI SSVw~ J'!V (0f989-981 9L6Z A1ISIRAINfl 3DISI DSf ZE-Lt'-981
99!! AJ3AV-:-SVSNVXIWV AI Z3,!v 09-89-981 WEZ ISNI AlOd VINIO)IIA OH 00-00-g8i
£09z AN-A-10d 'd3V12SSN~d OR 55-89-981 ME( NO.LDNIHSVA% A0 AINfl OR 00-W5-81
Mz A~IS)1AINfl 113NNO0J OH g£(-89-981 EIEZ -IflVd IS-S-IdN-NN~IA f) OH 00-00-581
9f~z AIIS'dAINfl 113N)I03 OH gg-89-981 Z61V171::0 InO 0-0-8
Kz ALIS11AINfl 119N*80D OH 00-00-981 61VIO330A fiH 0-058
I"W ~ NOISflOH A0 AM~f OH 8-0S-8 oo 00IG NVS-3flIVD AINfi OH 00-00-m8
CZ81 00VZ31HD -0 AiNfi OH 1-09-98 fll VNOZflIV -30 AINfl OH 00-00-981
1Lt'1 00910 NVS341VD A1Nfl OH 18-09-981 t9zI AI1SlIgAlNfl GI103NVIS OH 00-00-g8!
(tKI Am13a119AlV3 AINfl OH I18-05-g81 16LI AINfl N131S3MH11I0N OR 00-00-8!
ovil VNOZIdV 30 AINfl OH 18-OS-581 EV1Z B391 340 ISNI SSVN OH 00-00-581
819Z -1V:Ifle-AN AINfi 9IVIS OH 18-05-581 (EC N0SIGV%-3SIM AlInC OH 00-00-81
t'6Zl AlISS9AINfl CIII3NVIS OH 18-05-581 860C SVIVUv-svxgl AiNfi OR 00-00-C8!
8LIZ H3~30 AOJSNI SSVW OH 18-09-98! CILl IWAVIW A0 AINfl OH 00-00-18I
L60Z A1ISd3AINf tflVAd1VH OH 18-OS-981 60LI INVIN 30 AINfl OH 00-00-C8I
t,9z AlI119A1Nfl 113'8l03 OH, 18-05-58 0(61 SVSRVM 30 AMI~ OH 00-00-ESI
unz H391 -30 ISNI :11W) OH 18-09-981 MEt NOISfIOH A0 AM~f OH 00-001t81
LOZI 1-391 -30 ISNI AI1V3 OH 18-05-581 t'(0 NOISI1 -40 AINfl OH 00-00-fS!,
Z611 M331 J0 ISNI AIIVD OH 18-05-m8 5851 W13ANK1 -40 A!Nfl OH 00-00-C81
9&1I H331 340 JSNI A311V3 OH 10-09-981 LI'LZ IIVNN13NID A0 AINfl OH 00-00-ESI
COU AiNfI NOINIQO U-10 DSVI 16-LI'-981 gLOT VSO01V3Sfll-VIV AINf1 OH 00-00-C8!
168Z VNI10OlV3 OS 30 AINfl OH 98-Lt'-81 1(01 g~lIlllSNI 99093Sfll OH 00-00-E8I
898Z H9SflflSLLId -30 AINfI OH S8-Lt-981 C1'9Z AIL1Sg!AlNfl gSfl3Vd1AS OH 00-00-E81
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188-3656 H Q  
INSTITUTION 
UNIV OF ARIZONA 
UNlV COLORADO-BOLDR 
UNlV  MlCH-ANN ARBOR 
U MINN-MNPLSST PAUL 
IJhIV TEXASDALLAS 
CNIV WISC-MADISON 
U h I V  WISC-MADISON 
UNlV  WISC-MADISON 
RlCE UNIVERSITY 
UN lV  MICH-ANN ARBOR 
MASS INST OF TECH 
ACC RTOP I N S T A L  











U N l V  MICH-ANN ARBOR 




NEW YORK INST TECH 
U N l V  MARYLAND-COL PK 
CALlF INST OF TECH 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
U N l V  O F  DENVER 
MASS INST O t  TLCH 2183 188-38-52 GSFC LINIV MARYIASU-COL PK 
AUBCRS UhlV-AUBC'Rh IOU aXk-3h-52 HQ CALIF ISST OF l t ( ' H  
KESSSFIA~R POLY-NY 2 ~ ~ 7  18h.36-sz HQ S T A ~ F O R D  UNIVFKSI r Y  
STANFORD UNIV1:RSITY 1 3 1 1  188.38.5.' l l Q  I 'N IV  OF H A H 4 l l  
L U l V  TEXAEDALI.AS 3090 168-38-52 HQ CNlV MAKYLAND-COI. PK 
JOHNS IiOPKlNS US lV  2W2 186-38-52 HQ L 'h lV OF M A S S ~ M H E R S T  
UNlV  CALIF-L ANGELES 1424 188-38-52 HO UNIV O F  MASSAMHERST -- 
U N l V  OF PlTK%iURGH 2863 188-38-52 H Q  UNlV  MICH-ANN ARBOR 
NORTHEASERN UNlV  2220 188-38-52 HQ UNlV  MICH-ANN ARBOR 
RENSSELAER POLY-NY 2602 188-38-53 GSFC UNlV  NEW HAMPSHIRE 
U h l V  CALIF-DAVIS 3 188.38-53 HQ t IAKVARD L1XI\FKSITY 
UNlV MARYLAND-COI PK 2017 18%-38-53 HQ HARVAKD UNIVERSITY 
CALIF IUST OF TCCH 1177 188-38.53 I10 HAHVARI) IINIVERSITY 
NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR 2469 188-38-53 HQ STANFORD UNIVERSITY 
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 2430 188-38-53 H Q  STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 2450 188-38-53 H Q  UNlV  CALIF-BERKELEY 
U N l V  OF ARIZONA 1114 188-38-53 HQ UNlV  CALIF-SAN DlEGO 
U N l V  CALIF-BERKELEY 1344 188-38-53 HQ UNIV COLORADO-BOLDR 
UNIV  CALIF-L ANGELES 1409 188-38-53 HQ UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
U N l V  OF CHICAGO 1817 188-38-53 HQ UNlV NEW H A W S H I R E  
C h l V  Ok CLORIDA IbY5 188-38.53 HG U h I t  Ok KOCHFSTkR 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV 2004 188.38-53 l l Q  UNlV Tt\hl:SSLC-KSOXV 
MASS INST OF T l C l l  7142 18h-38.53 HO LINI!' TFY4SAIISTIN 
RICE UNIVERSITY 2971 188-38-53 HQ U N l V  TEXAS-AUSTIN 
UN lV  OF ARIZONA 1126 188-38-64 HQ CALIF INST O F  TECH 
UNlV  CALIF-BERKELEY 1333 188-3&64 HQ HARVARD UNIVERSITY 
U N l V  CALIF-L ANGELES I406 188-41-51 GSFC U N l V  OF ARIZONA 
L'NIV CAI IF -L  ANGCLtS 1410 lb8-41-51 (iSI:C UNlV OF ROCHI:STtR 
L'NIV CALIF-L AVGtLES IUU 16841.51 M S H '  (.Ask H'ESTFRN-RtStRVL. 
U h I V  C'AIIF-SAN DIEGO 1454 I8h l l - 51  HO ROULING CHI\  ST4TE I 1  
UN lV  CALIF-SAN DIEGO 1469 18841-51 HQ CALIF INST OF TECH 
UNlV  CALIF-SAN DIEGO 1482 188-41-51 HQ HARVARD UNIVERSITY 
UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 1486 188-41-51 HQ NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
UN lV  OF IOWA 1917 188-41-51 HO NORTHWESTERN UNlV  - ~ 
UNlV MARYLAhD-COI. PK 2016 186-41-51 110 PRINl.'I-TON L NIVF.RSITY 
U MlhN-MSPLSST PAI 'L 2212 I&#-41-51 +lQ I 'RINCElON I:I\IVEKSITV 
U MINN-MNPLSST PAUL 2330 18841-51 H Q  PURDUE UNIVERSITY 
U N l V  WISC-MADISON 3343 188-41-51 HQ UNIV OF ARIZONA 
WASHINGTON UNIVERSTY 2375 188-41-51 H Q  U N l V  OF ARIZONA 
UNlV  ALA-HUNTSVILLE 1038 18841-51 H Q  U N l V  CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
U N l V  ALA-HUNTSVILLE 1051 188-41-51 HQ U N I V  OF CHICAGO 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 2825 188-41-51 HQ U N l V  MARYLAND-COL PK 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 188-41-51 HQ U N l V  MARYLAND-COL PK 
POLY INST OF N Y  2826 188-41-51 H Q  U MINN-MNPLSST PAUL 2592 18841-51 H Q  UNIV  OF PITTSBURGH 
U N l V  CALIF-SAN DlEGO 188-41-51 HQ U N l V  OF VIRGINIA 
U N l V  CALIF-SAN DIEGO 1468 18841-52 HQ U N l V  ILLINOIS-URBANA 
UNlV  OF IOWA 1918 188-41-53 HQ INDIANA U-BLOOMINGTN 




APPENDIX D CROSS INDEX BY RTOP NUMBER
RTOP INSTAL- ACC RTOP INSTAL- ACC
NO. LATION INSTITUTION NO. NO. LATION INSTITUTION NO.
188-41-54 MSFC STANFORD UNIVERSITY 1275 188-46-57 GSFC CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY 1634
188-41-54 MSFC UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE 1048 188-46-57 HQ CORNELL UNIVERSITY 2552
188-41-54 MSFC UNIV ALA-TUSCALOOSA 1070 188-46-57 HQ RICE UNIVERSITY 2978
188-41-54 HQ CALIF INST OF TECH 1201 188-46-57 HQ STANFORD UNIVERSITY 1280
188-41-54 HQ MONTANA STATE UNIV 2381- -    ST TE UNIV 2381 188-46-57 HQ UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 1452
188-41-54 HQ UNIV MARYLAND-BALT 2011
18841-55 HQ BOSTON UNIVERSITY 2077 188-46-57 HQ UNIV NEW HAMPSHIRE 2402
188-41-55 HQ CALIF INST OF TECH 1188 188-46-64 JSC UNIV OF HOUSTON 3032
188-41-55 HQ CORNELL UNIVERSITY 2556 188-48-51 MSFC UNIV OF MONTEVALLO 1077
188-41-55 HQ HARVARD UNIVERSITY 2098 188-48-52 GSFC UNIV CALIF-RIVERSIDE 1443
188-41-55 HQ MASS INST OF TECH 2169 188-48-52 GSFC UNIV OF PITTSBURGH 2859
188-41-55 HQ STANFORD UNIVERSITY 1282 188-78-56 GSFC CALIF INST OF TECH 1165
188-41-55 HQ ST U NY COL-GENESEO 2642 188-78-56 GSFC CALIF INST OF TECH 1166
188-41-55 HQ UNIV OF ARIZONA 1133 188-78-56 GSFC JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV 1997
188-41-55 HQ UNIV OF ARIZONA 1141 188-78-56 GSFC PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 2417
188-41-55 HQ UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY 1336 188-78-56 GSFC PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 2418
188-41-55 HQ UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY 1346 188-78-56 GSFC PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 2419
188-41-55 HQ UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 1464 188-78-56 GSFC PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 2438
188-41-55 HQ UNIV CALIF-S CRUZ 1494 188-78-56 GSFC UNIV OF ARIZONA 1142
188-41-55 HQ UNIV OF HAWAII 1783 188-78-56 GSFC UNIV OF ARIZONA 1148
188-41-55 HQ WASHINGTON UNIVERSTY 2378 188-78-56 GSFC UNIV OF CHICAGO 1809
188-41-57 HQ FEDERAL CITY COLLEGE 1643 188-78-56 GSFC UNIV OF VIRGINIA 3216
188-41-59 GSFC BOWIE STATE COLLEGE 1986 188-78-56 GSFC UNIV WISC-MADISON 3328
188-41-59 HQ 'COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 2516 188-78-56 MSFC UNIV WISC-MADISON 3332
188-41-59 HQ STANFORD UNIVERSITY 1297 188-78-56 .HQ UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 1474
188-41-59 HQ UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY 1354 188-78-57 MSFC MASS INST OF TECH 2129
188-41-59 HQ UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY 1369 188-78-57 MSFC UNIV OF ARIZONA 1109
188-41-60 MSFC PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 2420 188-78-57 MSFC UNIV OF ARIZONA 1110
188-41-64 JSC HOUSTON BAPTIST COL 2952 188-78-57 MSFC UNIV OF ARIZONA 1111
188-41-64 JSC LEHIGH UNIVERSITY 2814 188-78-57 MSFC UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 1399
188-41-64 JSC LA STATE U-SHREVEPT 1972 188-78-57 MSFC UNIV OF SANTA CLARA 1498
188-45-51 GSFC STATE UNIV NY-ALBANY 2613 188-78-57 HQ PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 2451
188-45-51 HQ MASS INST OF TECH 2173 188-78-57 HQ UNIV OF ARIZONA 1134
188-45-51 HQ UNIV OF ARIZONA 1121 188-78-58 GSFC BELOIT COLLEGE 3313
188-45-51 HQ UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 2021 188-78-58 GSFC MASS INST OF TECH 2194
188-45-51 HQ UNIV OF NEW MEXICO 2483 188-78-58 GSFC PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 2444
188-45-52 LARC NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR 2458 188-78-58 GSFC UNIV OF ARIZONA 1139
188-45-52 LARC UNIV TEXAS-AUSTIN 3048 188-78-58 GSFC UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 1480
188-45-52 HQ UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 1407 188-78-58 GSFC UNIV COLORADO-BOLDR 1574
188-45-52 HQ UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 2028 188-78-58 GSFC UNIV TEXAS-AUSTIN 3077
188-45-52 HQ UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 2278 188-78-58 GSFC UNIV TEXAS-AUSTIN 3078
188-45-53 HQ CAL STATE U-FULLERTN 1219 188-78-58 GSFC UNIV TEXAS-AUSTIN 3079
188-45-53 HQ UNIV OF WASHINGTON 3291 188-78-58 GSFC UNIV WISC-MADISON 3349
18846-54 GSFC UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 2257 189-00-00 HQ CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY 1631
188-46-56 HQ CALIF INST OF TECH 1197 189-00-00 HQ EMORY UNIVERSITY 1720
188-46-56 HQ LA STATE U-BAT ROUGE 1969 189-00-00 HQ INDIANA U-BLOOMINGTN 1867
188-46-56 HQ UNIV OF ARIZONA 1125 189-00-00 HQ MASS INST OF TECH 2158
188-46-56 HQ UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY 1364 189-00-00 HQ OREGON STATE UNIV 2783
188-46-56 HQ UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY 1366 189-00-00 HQ UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY 1335
188-46-56 HQ UNIV CALIF-RIVERSIDE 1444 189-00-00 HQ UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 1411
188-46-56 HQ UNIV OF CHICAGO 1812 189-00-00 HQ UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 1470
188-46-56 HQ UNIV OF CHICAGO 1813 189-00-00 HQ UNIV OF CHICAGO 1816
188-46-56 HQ UNIV OF CHICAGO 1814 189-00-00 HQ UNIV OF KENTUCKY 1946
189-00-00 HQ U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL 2317
189-00-00 HQ UNIV OF PENNSYLVANIA 2850188-46-56 HQ UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 2029 190-00-00 HQ UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 1405190-00-00 HQ UN1V CALIF-L ANGELES 1405188-46-56 HQ U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL 2318 192-55-61 ARC STANFORD UNIVERSITY 1277
188-46-56 HQ UNIV NEW HAMPSHIRE 2403 192-55-61 HQ CAL STATE U-FULLERTN 1221
188-46-56 HQ UNIV OF WYOMING 3362 192-55-61 HQ CORNELL UNIVERSITY 2548
188-46-56 HQ WASHINGTON UNIVERSTY 2377 192-55-61 HQ MASS INST OF TECH 2161
280
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UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY 
UNlV OF HOUSTON 
MASS INST OF TECH 
UNlV CALIF-S BARBARA 
UNIV TEXASAUSTIN 
CALlF INST OF TECH 
CAL STATE U-S DlEGO 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV CALIF-SAN DlEGO 
UNlV CALIF-SAN DlEGO 
UNIV OF PENNSYLVANIA 
CORNELL UNIVERSITY 













STATE UNlV NY-BUFFAL 
STATE U NY.STONY BRK 
TEXAS 4&M UNIVERSITY 
UNlV ALA-BIRMINGHAM 
UNlV CALIF-BERKELEY 
UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNlV O F  HAWAll 
UNlV O F  HOUSTON 
UNlV ILLINOISURBANA 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV O F  MIAMI 
UNlV O F  MIAMI 
C MIhN-MHPLSST PAI:I. 2326 19542.66 tic LSIV MARYLAhU-COI PK 
UNIV OF SO CAROLINA 2892 19542-67 HQ ARIIOhA Sl'ATF IJXIV 
UNIV O F  VERMONT 3155 19542-67 HQ LFHIGH IJNIVFRSITY 
LNlV O F  WASHINCiTON 3 1  195-42.b7 tIQ TEXAS .\&M UNlVtRSlTY 
BOSTON UiilVERSlTY m74 195-42-67 HQ L NIV O t  ARIZONA 
CALIF INST 01' TFCH 1210 1 2 6 7  t1Q !.'!dl\ C4LIF.I ANCiLLkS 
HARVARD UNIVERSITY 
INDIANA U-BLOOMINGTN 
UNlV OF ARIZONA 
UNlV CALIF-BERKELEY 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV CALIF-S BARBARA 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNlV O F  CHICAGO 
UNlV O F  CHICAGO 
UNlV O F  HOUSTON 
UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV O F  PITTSBURGH 
UNlV O F  VIRGINIA 
YALE UNIVERSITY 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV OREGON-EUGENE 
UNlV OF HAWAll 
UNlV O F  HAWAll 
~ ~ 
UNlV OF CHICAGO 





LTAII STATF UNlV 
UNlV MOROLLA 

























MASS INST OF T tCH 2157 19543-50 ~ I Q  LNIV MARYLANDXOL PK 
MICHIGAN STATE CNlV ?23Y 1 9 W 0 0  HQ BKI(;HAM YOLNG I NIV 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 2835 1960000 HO CNI\ CALIF-SA& UIEGO 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY HQ 
GSFC 
GSFC 
UNlV O F  HAWAll 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
UNIV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV CALIF-BERKELEY 
UNlV O F  DENVER 
UNlV WISC-MADISON 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 
CORNELL UNIVERSITY 
MASS lNST O F  TECH 
NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
- - 
UNlV OF ROCHESTER 
YALE UNIVERSITY 
CALlF INST O F  TECH 
CALlF INST OF TECH 
FLORIDA STATE UNlV 
RENSSELAER POLY-NY 
SO ILL UNIV-CARBONDL 
UNlV CALIF-SAN DlEGO 
UNlV OF HAWAll 
UTAH STATE UNlV 
U MINN-MNPLSST PAUL 
HARDIN-SIMMONS UNlV 
NO DAKOTA STATE UNlV 
HOWARD UNIVERSITY 
CALlF INST OF rECH 
COLLEGE VIRGIN ISLND 
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 
HARVARD UNIVERSITY 
ILL INST OF TECH 




















UNlV OF ARIZONA 
UNlV OF ARIZONA 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV OF ARIZONA 
UNlV CALIF-BERKELEY 
UNlV O F  HAWAll 
UWIV T ~ X A S A U S T I N  
( NIV TtXASACS71N 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM
APPENDIX D CROSS INDEX BY RTOP NUMBER
RTOP INSTAL- ACC RTOP INSTAL- ACC
NO. LATION INSTITUTION NO. NO. LATION INSTITUTION NO.
196-41-80 HQ UNIV OF WASHINGTON 3299 340-00-00 LARC NORFOLK STATE COL 3175
196-41-82 HQ CALIF INST OF TECH 1191 340-00-00 LARC NORFOLK STATE COL 3176
196-41-82 HQ MASS INST OF TECH 2181 340-00-00 LARC NORFOLK STATE COL 3177
196-41-82 HQ STANFORD UNIVERSITY 1293 340-00-00 LARC NO CAR A&T STATE U 2660
196-41-82 HQ UNIV ILLINOIS-URBANA 1845 340-00-00 LARC SHAW UNIVERSITY 2684
196-41-82 HQ UNIV TEXAS-AUSTIN 3060196-41-82 HQ UNIV TEXAS-AUSTIN 3063 340-00-00 LARC VIRGINIA STATE COL 3278196-41-82 HQ UNIV TEXAS-AUSTIN 3063
196-41-84 HQ FLORIDA STATE UNIV 1682 340-00-00 LARC VIRGINIA STATE COL 3279
196-41-84 HQ PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 2439 340-00-00 LERC CENTRAL ST UNIV-L,;:IO 2713
196-41-84 HQ PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 2449 340-00-00 LERC JACKSON STATE UNIV 2338
196-41-85 HQ UNIV OF ARIZONA 1153 340-00-00 LERC TENNESSEE STATE UNIV 2902
196-41-85 HQ UNIV OF CINCINNATI 2758 340-00-00 LERC TENNESSEE STATE UNIV 2903
196-41-85 HQ UNIV OF MASS-AMHERST 2225 340-00-00 MSFC ALABAMA A&M UNIV 1005
310-10-22 GSFC UNIV OF CINCINNATI 2756 340-00-00 MSFC ALABAMA A&M UNIV 1007
310-10-22 GSFC UNIV TEXAS-AUSTIN 3080 340-00-00 MSFC ALABAMA A&M UNIV 1008
310-20-32 GSFC UNIV OF MASS-AMHERST 2224 340-00-00 MSFC ALABAMA A&M UNIV 1009
310-40-25 GSFC TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 2991 340-00-00 MSFC ALABAMA A&M UNIV 1010
310-40-39 GSFC CARNEGIE-MELLON UNIV 2802 340-00-00 MSFC ALCORN STATE UNIV 2334
310-40-39 GSFC UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 1484 340-00-00 MSFC BENDEDICT COLLEGE 0 2883
311-04-03 WFC UNIV ALASKA-FAIRBNKS 1082 340-00-00 MSFC FISK UNIVERSITY 2897
311-07-13 GSFC UNIV OF IOWA 1914 340-00-00 MSFC FISK UNIVERSITY 2898
311-20-09 HQ UNIV OF ROME 3376 340-00-00 MSFC GRAMBLING COLLEGE 1960
311-20-10 GSFC NAT POLYTECHNIC INST 3373 340-00-00 MSFC JACKSON STATE UNIV 2337
311-20-20 GSFC NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR 2460 340-00-00 MSFC JACKSON STATE UNIV 2339
311-20-20 GSFC NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR 2461 340-00-00 MSFC KENTUCKY STATE UNIV 1944
311-20-20 GSFC NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR 2462 340-00-00 MSFC MISS VALLEY ST UNIV 2352
311-20-20 GSFC NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR 2463 340-00-00 MSFC MOREHOUSE COLLEGE 1760
311-20-20 GSFC NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR 2464 340-00-00 MSFC MOREHOUSE COLLEGE 1763
311-80-41 GSFC UNIV TEXAS-AUSTIN 3075 340-00-00 MSFC PAINE COLLEGE 1765
311-80-63 GSFC UNIV TENNESSEE-KNOXV 2928 340-00-00 MSFC SO UNIV-BATON ROUGE 1977
311-90-53 GSFC CLEMSON UNIV-CLEMSON 2887 340-00-00 MSFC TALLADEGA COLLEGE 1027
312-02-22 GSFC UNIV OF CHILE 3372 340-00-00 MSFC TALLADEGA COLLEGE 1029
340-00-00 ARC CLARK COLLEGE 1718 340-00-00 MSFC TENNESSEE STATE UNIV 2904
340-00-00 ARC TALLADEGA COLLEGE 1028 340-00-00 MSFC TUSKEGEE INSTITUTE 1032
340-00-00 ARC XAVIER UNIV-LA 1985 340-00-00 MSFC TUSKEGEE INSTITUTE 1034
340-00-00 GSFC ALCORN STATE UNIV 2333 340-00-00 WFC DC TEACHERS COLLEGE 1639
340-00-00 GSFC BOWIE STATE COLLEGE 1988 340-00-00 WFC HAMPTON INSTITUTE 3169
340-00-00 GSFC BOWIE STATE COLLEGE 1991 340-00-00 HQ ALABAMA A&M UNIV 1001
340-00-00 GSFC COPPIN STATE COLLEGE 1993 340-00-00 HQ ALABAMA A&M UNIV 1002
340-00-00 GSFC DC TEACHERS COLLEGE 1640 340-00-00 HQ ALABAMA A&M UNIV 1003
340-00-00 GSFC FEDERAL CITY COLLEGE 1641 340-00-00 HQ ALABAMA A&M UNIV 1004
340-00-06 GSFC FEDERAL CITY COLLEGE 1645 340-00-00 HQ ALABAMA A&M UNIV 1006
340-00-00 GSFC FEDERAL CITY COLLEGE 1646 340-00-00 HQ AUBURN UNIV-AUBURN 1023
340-00-00 GSFC HOWARD UNIVERSITY 1669 340-00-00 HQ AUBURN UNIV-AUBURN 1024
340-00-00 GSFC HOWARD UNIVERSITY 1670 340-00-00 HQ BISHOP COLLEGE 2950
340-00-00 GSFC MORGAN STATE COLLEGE 2009 340-00-00 HQ BOSTON COLLEGE 2070
340-00-00 GSFC WASHINGTON TECH INST 1674 340-00-00 HQ BOWIE STATE COLLEGE 1987
340-00-00 JSC HOWARD UNIVERSITY 1673 340-00-00 HQ BOWIE STATE COLLEGE 1989
340-00-00 JSC PRAIRIE VIEW A&M U 2957 340-00-00 HQ BOWIE STATE COLLEGE 1990
340-00-00 JSC PRAIRIE VIEW A&M U 2960 340-00-00 HQ CALIF INST OF TECH 1189
340-00-00 JSC SO UNIV-BATON ROUGE 1978 340-00-00 HQ CASE WESTERN RESERVE 2707
340-00-00 JSC TEXAS SOUTHERN UNIV 3017 340-00-00 HQ CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY 1637
340-00-00 JSC TEXAS SOUTHERN UNIV 3018 340-00-00 HQ CENTRAL ST UNIV-OHIO 2712
340-00-00 JSC U ARKANSAS-PINE BLUF 1160 340-00-00 HQ CENTRAL ST UNIV-OHIO 2714
340-00-00 HQ COLLEGE OF WM & MARY 3160340-00-00 KSC BETHUNE-COOKMAN COL 1675 340-00-00 HQ COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 2517340-00-00 HQ COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 2517340-00-00 KSC KENTUCKY STATE UNIV 1943 340-00-00 HQ CORNELL UNIVERSITY 2544
340-00-00 LARC BENNETT COLLEGE-NC 2654 340-00-00 HQ DELAWARE STATE COL 1617
340-00-00 LARC HAMPTON INSTITUTE 3171 340-00-00 HQ DELAWARE STATE COL 1619
340-00-00 LARC HAMPTON INSTITUTE 3172 340-00-00 HQ DILLARD UNIVERSITY 1953
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FLORIDA A&M UNlV 




























UNlV OF NEW MEXICO 
UNlV SO MISSISSIPPI 
UNlV TENNESSEE-KNOXV 
UNlV TEXASDALLAS 
UNlV TEX-PUB HEALTH 
UNlV WISC-MADISON 
VIRGINIA COMNWLTH U 
VIRGINIA STATE COL 
VIRGINIA STATE COL 
WASHINGTON UNIVERSTY 
CRAMBLING COLLll(it 
<iRAMBLIE.(i COI I k G t  
GKAMBLIYG COLLE<it  
HAMPTON INSTITUTE 
HOWARD UNIVERSITY 
HOWARD L NlVtKSITY 
HOWhRD L hlVtRSITY 
HOU 4RV UNIVCKSIIY 
JACKSON STATE UNIV 
JACKSON STATE UNIV 
LA STATE U-BAT ROUGE 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
UNlV CALIF-BERKELEY 
UNlV OF CHICAGO 
LA STATE U-BAT ROUGE 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MICHIGAN STATE UNlV 
MISSISSIPPI STATE U 
MISSISSIPPI STATE U 
MOREHOUSE COLLEGE 
NORFOLK STATE COL 
NO CAR A&T STATE U 
NO CAR A&T STATE U 
OLD DOMINlON UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
UNlV TEXASAUSTIN 
UNlV OF WYOMING 
UNlV ALASKA-FAIRBNKS 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
CORNELL UNIVERSITY 
MASS INST OF TECH 
POMONA COLLEGE 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK - -  ~ 
UNlV OF ARIZONA 
LINIV OF ARIZONA 
UNlV OF ARIZONA 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV CALIF-BERKELEY 
UNlV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
IlNlV OF CHICAGO 
OLU VOMIVIO\ I \IV 
OKtCiOh STAT1 LNIV 




PAN AMERICAN UNlV 
PRAIRIE VlEW A&M U 
PRAIRIE VlEW A&M U 
PURDUE UNIVERSITY 
SO CAROLINA ST COL 
SO DAKOTA STATE UNlV 





L WlNN MVPl %ST P,\UI 
U MlVh MNYLSZr PACL 
U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL 
ARC 
ARC 
ARC UNlV OF ROCHESTER 
NMXMO IIQ SO 1INIV.BATON ROL!Gt 1975 352-03.W HQ L' MIKh-MVPLSSI  PAKL 
340-W00 HQ SO UNIV-BATON KOUGE 1976 3OQWUO ,\RC U h l i  O t  HAU \I1 
W00-00 t i 0  STAYkORD ONIVtRSITY 13Ub 2 6 h - W  \ K C  LNlV ILLINOISL KB4NA 
wwcu HQ STANFORD UNIVERSITY 1307 367-0000 LERC GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 
340-WM HQ TALLADEGA COLLEGE 1026 369-04-06 HQ OHIO STATE UNlV 
340-0MY) HO TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 3010 369-05-07 LARC UNlV OF KANSAS 
340.00-M HO TUSKEGEE INSTITUTE 1033 369-0741 WFC COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 
~~~~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
34C-00-00 HQ L NIV .AI.A-HI!XTSVILI F lob l 3*J-U74l H'FC 01110 STATt LKIV 
3 6 W  HQ UYIV r\LA-TUSC41.00S,\ 10-b 3 . 0 7 ~  WI'C L hlV 'TtXAS-AI'SllE. 
UNlV ALASKA-FAIRBNKS 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY 
UNlV O F  CHICAGO 
UNIV OF CHICAGO 
UNlV COLORADO-BOLDR 
UNlV O F  KANSAS 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MD-EASTRN SHORE 
UNlV MD-EASTRN SHORE 
UNlV MD-EASTRN SHORE 
U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL 
UNlV NEBRASKA-LINCLN 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY 
JOHhS HOPKINS UNlV 
PKIVCtTOh L\;IV):HSITY 
PURDUE UNIVERSITY 
UNIV O F  MASS.AMHERST 
UNlV OREGON-EUGENE 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV CALIF-BERKELEY 
UNlV OF IDAHO 
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ACC RTOP INSTAL 
NO. NO. LATION INSTITUTION 
CORNELL UNIVERSITY 2549 384-50-80 HQ UNlV CALIF- i  ANGELES 
CORNELL UNIVERSITY 2557 384-5080 HQ UNlV CALIF-S BARBARA 
MASS INST O F  TECH 2149 384-50-80 HQ UNlV COLORADOBOLDR 
MASS INST O F  TECH 2163 38650-80 HQ UNlV O F  GEORGIA 
OREGON STATE UNlV 
UNlV OF NEW MEXICO 2780 384-50-80 HQ 2480 UNlV O F  KANSAS 
DUKE UNIVERSITY 2657 38650-80 HQ UNlV O F  MASSAMHERST 
UNlV O F  SANTA CLARA 15, 384-50-80 HQ UNIV O F  MASSAMHERST 
BROWN UNIVERSITY 2880 384-5&80 HQ UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
FAIRLEIGH-DICKNSON U tM9 384-50-80 HQ UNlV O F  NEW MEXICO 
MASS INST OF TECH 2216 384-50-80 HQ UNlV O F  PITTSBURGH 
WASHINGTON UNIVERSTY 2380 384-5040 HQ UNlV O F  SANTA CLARA 
MASS INST OF TECH 2215 384-50-80 HQ UNlV TEXASAUSTIN 
RICE UNIVERSITY 2979 38650-80 HQ UNlV TEXASAUSTIN 
RICE UNIVERSITY 2980 384-50-80 HQ UNlV O F  UTAH 
STANFORD [JNlVERSlTY 1313 384-5B80 HO UNlV OF VIRGINIA 
~~ ~~~- ~- -~ ~ ~~- 
UNlV OF ARIZONA 1150 384-50-80 HQ UNlV O F  WASHINGTON 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 1151 384-50-80 HQ UNlV WISC-PARKSIDE 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 1429 38450-80 HQ VIRGINIA STATE COL 
UNIV TEXASDALLAS 31W 384-5&80 HQ WEST TEXAS ST UNlV 
ARIZONA STATE UNlV 1094 384-50-80 HQ YALE UNIVERSITY 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 1216 385&00 HO MASS INST O F  TECH 
CITY C' S Y-GRAD SCHL 2499 385-0000 HQ UNIV ALASKA.FAIRBNKS 
STATE IJ SV.STO*IY BRK 2638 3dSLW-OU tlQ UNlV COLORAW-BOLDR 
LlUlV CALIF-SAN DIEGO I487 3d5-Ua00 HO UNlV OF WYOMING 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 2064 385-3600 GSFC UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
CALIF lNST OF TECH 1172 385-3600 GSFC UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 2506 385-3600 LARC UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
MASS INST O F  TECH 2135 385-3600 HO BRIGHAM YOUNG UNlV 
RlCE UNlVtRSlTY 




USlV CALIC-L ANGELES 
UNlV O F  UTAH 
- .  . 
LI ARKANSASMONTICtLO 




JOHNS HOPKlNS UNIV 





WOODSHOLE OCEAN INST 2232 385-3600 HO UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
~ ~ . 
L13IV OF GEORGIA 1770 385.3600 HQ UNI\' OF AUCKLAND 
STANFORD USIVERSITY 1241 385-36-00 HQ NIV CALIF-BERKELEY 
MASS INST OF TECH 2202 385-3600 HO UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES . 
NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR 2471 385-3600 HQ UNlV COLORADO-BOLDR 
ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY 2357 385-36-00 HQ UNlV OF DENVER 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 1435 385-3600 HO UNlV OF DENVER 
L NIV OF CHICAGO 1826 385.3600 HQ UNlV OF DENVER 
VKIV COLORADO-BOLDR 1563 385-3600 HQ C'SIV ILLINOIS-URBANA 
UNlV COLORADO-BOLDR 1569 385-3600 HQ LNlV MARVLAND-COL PK 
CSIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 2281 385-3600 HQ C'SlV NEH HAMPSHlRt 
L'h'lV OF PllTSBURGH 2867 385-3640 HQ UNlV OF NEW MEXICO 
UNlV OF WASHINGTON 
BROWN UNIVERSITY 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 
HAMILTON COLLEGE 
MASS INST OF TECH 
NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR 
TULANE UNIVF.RSITY 
U ARKANSASMONTICELO 
UNlV O F  SOUTHERN CAL 
UNIV OF SOUTHERN CAL 
UNIV TEXASDALLAS 
UNlV TEXASDALLAS 
UNIV OF WASHINGTON 
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RTOP INSTAL- ACC RTOP INSTAL- ACC
NO. LATION INSTITUTION NO. NO. LATION INSTITUTION NO.
385-38-00 HQ HARVARD UNIVERSITY 2095 388-10-02 JSC BROWN UNIVERSITY 2881
385-38-00 HQ SACRAMENTO CITY COL 1237 388-10-02 JSC CALIF INST OF TECH 1185
385-38-00 HQ STANFORD UNIVERSITY 1301 388-10-02 JSC CALIF INST OF TECH 1186
385-38-00 HQ UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE 1062 388-10-02 JSC CALIF INST OF TECH 1187
385-38-00 HQ UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY 1362 388-10-02 JSC CALIF INST OF TECH 1212
385-38-00 HQ UNIV COLORADO-BOLDR 1573 388-10-02 JSC OREGON STATE UNIV 2781
385-38-00 HQ UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 2280
385-38-00 HQ UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 2293 388-10-02 JSC PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 2836
385-38-00 HQ UNIV NEW HAMPSHIRE 2406 388-10-02 JSC RICE UNIVERSITY 2972
385-41-00 GSFC UNIV COLORADO-BOLDR 1556 388-10-02 JSC STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
2623
385-41-00 HQ CALIF INST OF TECH 1205 388-10-02 JSC UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY 1339
385-41-00 HQ COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 2523 388-10-02 JSC UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY 1349
385-41-00 HQ MASS INST OF TECH 2197 388-10-02 JSC UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 1414
385-41-00 HQ NORTHWESTERN UNIV 1798 388-10-02 JSC UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 1461
385-41-00 HQ UNIV COLORADO-BOLDR 1566 388-10-02 JSC UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 1462
385-41-00 HQ UNIV OF FLORIDA 1701 388-10-02 JSC UNIV OF CHICAGO 1818
385-41-00 HQ UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 2272 388-10-02 JSC UNIV OF CHICAGO 1819
385-41-00 HQ UNIV TEXAS-AUSTIN 3068 388-10-02 JSC U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL 2315
385-41-00 HQ UNIV OF TOLEDO 2767 388-10-02 JSC, U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL 2321
385-41-00 HQ UNIV WISC-MADISON 3353 388-10-02 JSC UNIV OREGON-EUGENE 2789
385-45-00 ARC BOSTON COLLEGE 2069 388-10-02 JSC UNIV TENNESSEE-KNOXV 2919
385-45-00 GSFC CAL STATE U-S DIEGO 1224 388-10-03 JSC COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 2518
385-45-00 HQ NO CAROLINA STATE U 2680 388-10-03 JSC COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 2519
385-45-00 HQ RUTGERS UNIV-NEWARK 2455 388-10-03 JSC CORNELL UNIVERSITY 2551
385-45-00 HQ TEMPLE UNIVERSITY 2846 388-10-03 JSC DUKE UNIVERSITY 2658
385-45-00 HQ UNIV TEXAS-DALLAS 3107 388-10-03 JSC FAIRLEIGH-DICKNSON U 2408
385-45-00 HQ UNIV OF TOLEDO 2763 388-10-03 JSC JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV 2007
385-46-00 HQ STATE U NY-STONY BRK 2633 388-10-03 JSC MASS INST OF TECH 2171
385-4600 HQ UNIV TEXAS-DALLAS 3104 388-10-03 JSC QUEENS COLLEGE 2596
385-46-00 HQ UNIV TEXAS-DALLAS 3106 388-10-03 JSC STATE UNIV NY-BUFFAL 2616
385-50-00 GSFC UNIV OF ARIZONA 1100 388-10-03 JSC UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY 1340
387-30-01 HQ UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 1420 388-10-03 JSC UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 1413
387-30-01 HQ UNIV OF HAWAII 1784 388-10-03 JSC - UNIV CALIF-S BARBARA 1493
387-30-01 HQ UNIV TEXAS-AUSTIN 3066 388-10-03 JSC UNIV COLORADO-BOLDR 1567
387-30-01 HQ UNIV TEXAS-AUSTIN 3070 388-10-03 JSC U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL 2322
388-10-01 JSC BRYN MAWR COLLEGE 2794 388-10-03 JSC UNIV OF PITTSBURGH 2861
388-10-01 JSC CALIF INST OF TECH 1190 388-10-03 JSC UNIV OF UTAH 3144
388-10-01 JSC CASE WESTERN RESERVE 2695 388-10-04 JSC INDIANA U-BLOOMINGTN 1868
388-10-01 JSC COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 2524 388-10-04 JSC UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 1421
388-10-01 JSC HARVARD UNIVERSITY 2088 404-02-02 GSFC COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 2508
388-10-01 JSC LEHIGH UNIVERSITY 2813 404-02-02 GSFC STATE U NY-STONY BRK .2630
388-10-01 JSC LEHIGH UNIVERSITY 2815 404-02-02 GSFC STATE U NY-STONY BRK 2636
388-10-01 JSC MASS INST OF TECH 2172 405-02-02 - GSFC CITY COLLEGE OF N Y 2494
388-10.01 JSC MASS INST OF TECH. 2179 405-02-02 GSFC STATE U NY-STONY BRK 2621
388-10-01 JSC PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 2428 405-02-02 GSFC UNIV OF ARIZONA 1129
388-10-01 JSC PURDUE UNIVERSITY 1889 408-02-01 GSFC COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 2522
388-10-01 JSC RICE UNIVERSITY - 2974 408-02-02 GSFC CITY COLLEGE OF N Y, 2497
388-10-01 JSC STATE U NY-STONY BRK 2622 408-02-02 GSFC LONG ISLAND UNIV 
2573
388-10-01 JSC UNIV OF ARIZONA 1144 408-02-02 GSFC NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
2579
388-10-01 JSC UNIV OF CHICAGO 1820 408-02-02 GSFC NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
2583
388-10-01 JSC UNIV OF HOUSTON 3038 490-01-04 GSFC UNIV 
MICH-ANN ARBOR 2251
388-10-01 JSC UNIV OF MASS-AMHERST 2227 492-04-15 GSFC VIRGINIA 
POLY INST 3266
388-10-01 JSC UNIV OF NEW MEX CO 2479 492-22-00 KSC NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR 2467
388-10-01 JSC UNIV OF NEW MEXICO 2479 501-00-00 LERC CASE WESTERN RESERVE 2692
388-10-01 JSC UNIV OREGON-EUGENE 2788 501-01-02 ARC MASS INST OF TECH 2113
388-10-01 JSC UNIV TEXAS-DALLAS 3102 501-01-02 ARC PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 2415
388-10-01 JSC UNIV OF WASHINGTON 3301 501-01-06 LERC CASE WESTERN RESERVE 2693
388-10-01 JSC WASHINGTON UNIVERSTY 2376 501-01-06 LERC LEHIGH UNIVERSITY 2809
388-10-02 ARC UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 1391 501-01-06 LERC MASS INST OF TECH 2140
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RTOP INSTAL- ACC RTOP INSTAL- ACCNO. LATION INSTITUTION NO. NO. LATION INSTITUTION NO.
501-01-06 LERC PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 2845 501-08-10 MSFC APPALACHIAN STATE U 2652501-01-06 LERC STATE U NY-STONY BRK 2628 501-08-10 MSFC COLORADO STATE UNIV 1533501-01-06 LERC UNIV OF KENTUCKY 1947 501-08-10 MSFC GEORGIA INST OF TECH 1729501-02-01 LARC MASS INST OF TECH 2195501-03-02 LARC MASS INST OF TECH 2156 501-08-10 MSFC TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 2995
501-03-02 LARC OHIO UNIVERSITY 2744 501-08-10 MSFC UNIV OKLAHOMA-NORMAN 2775
501-03-02 LARC PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 2427 501-08-10 MSFC UNIV TENNESSEE-KNOXV 2913
501-03-11 ARC MASS INST OF TECH 2146 501-08-10 WFC VIRGINIA POLY INST 3247
501-03-11 ARC PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 2443 501-09-02 LARC MEMPHIS ST UNIV 2900
501-03-11 ARC STANFORD UNIVERSITY 1258 501-09-02 LARC MEMPHIS ST UNIV 2901501-03-11 ARC UNIV OF SANTA CLARA 1499 501-09-02 HQ UNIV ILLINOIS-URBANA 1839
501-03-11 ARC UTAH STATE UNIV 3150 501-15-81 ARC PURDUE UNIVERSITY 1892501-03-11 ARC UTAH STATE UNIV 3151 501-15-81 ARC STANFORD UNIVERSITY 1299501-04-01 ARC UNIV OF SANTA CLARA 1503 501-15-81 ARC UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 1423501-04-01 LARC GEORGE,WASHINGTON U 1651 501-15-82 LARC GEORGE WASHINGTON U 1652501-04-01 LARC GEORGE WASHINGTON U 1654 501-15-82 LARC OLD DOMINION UNIV 3190501-04-01 LARC MICHIGAN STATE UNIV 2242 501-15-82 LARC UNIV OF CINCINNATI 2752501-04-01 LARC NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 2584 501-15-82 LARC UNIV COLORADO-BOLDR 1579501-04-01 LARC PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 2831 501-15-82 LARC UNIV OF VIRGINIA 3227501-04-01 LARC PURDUE UNIVERSITY 1891 501-15-82 LARC VIRGINIA POLY INST 3251501-04-01 LERC GEORGIA INST OF TECH 1725 501-15-83 LERC CARNEGIE-MELLON UNIV 2805501-04-01 LERC GEORGIA INST OF TECH 1757 501-15-83 LERC CASE WESTERN RESERVE 2710501-04-01 LERC PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 2819 501-15-83 LERC MASS INST OF TECH 2203501-04-01 LERC PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 2844 501-15-83 LERC PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 2841501-04-01 LERC PURDUE UNIVERSITY 1871 501-15-83 LERC PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 2842501-04-01 LERC PURDUE UNIVERSITY 1895 501-15-83 LERC PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 2445501-04-01 LERC UNIV ILLINOIS-URBANA 1844 501-15-83 LERC UNIV OF CINCINNATI 2749501-04-01 LERC UNIV OF SOUTHERN CAL 1508 501-15-83 LERC UNIV ILLINOIS-URBANA 1850501-04-01 LERC UNIV OF. SOUTHERN CAL 1523 501-15-83 LERC UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 2286501-04-03 LARC GEORGIA INST OF TECH 1744 501-15-83 LERC UNIV TENNESSEE-KNOXV 2926501-04-03 LARC GEORGIA INST OF TECH 1749 501-15-83 LERC UNIV TENNESSEE-KNOXV 2927501-04-03 LARC NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 2581 501-15-83 LERC UNIV OF TOLEDO 2764501-04-03 LARC VIRGINIA POLY INST 3239 501-16-00 ARC &L STATE U-SAN JOSE 1228501-04-03 LERC CALIF INST OF TECH 1183 501-17-00 ARC STANFORD UNIVERSITY 1243501-04-03 LERC MASS INST OF TECH 2152 501-17-00 ARC UNIV OF CINCINNATI 2746501-06-01 LARC GEORGIA INST OF TECH 1746 501-17-00 ARC WASHINGTON UNIVERSTY 2370501-06-01 LARC GEORGIA INST OF TECH i754 501-21-20 HQ GEORGE WASHINGTON U 1648501-06-01 LARC NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 2582 501-21-21 ARC NO CAROLINA STATE U 2671501-06-01 LARC PURDUE UNIVERSITY 1893 501-21-21 ARC STANFORD UNIVERSITY 1295501-06-01 LARC UNIV OF KANSAS 1935 501-21-21 ARC UNIV NEBRASKA-LINCLN 2390501-06-02 ARC IOWA STATE UNIV 1901 501-21-21 LERC PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 2833501-06-02 ARC STANFORD UNIVERSITY 1289 501-21-21 LERC SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY 2645501-06-04 ARC MASS INST OF TECH 2174 501-21-21 LERC UNIV COLORADO-BOLDR 1576501-06-04 LARC UNIV OF VIRGINIA 3223 501-21-21 LERC UNIV OF KENTUCKY 1952501-06-05 LARC MISSISSIPPI STATE U 2351 501-21-22 ARC PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 2412501-06-05 LARC TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 3015 501-21-22 ARC UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY 1373501-06-05 LARC UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 2273 501-21-22 ARC UNIV OF UTAH 3132501-06-07 LARC UNIV.MICH-ANN ARBOR 2284 501-21-22 LARC OLD DOMINION UNIV 3183501-06-08 ARC UNIV OF WASHINGTON 3290 501-21-22 LARC UNIV SO MISSISSIPPI 
.2354501-06-08 LARC MICHIGAN STATE UNIV 2241 501-21-22 LARC VIRGINIA COMNWLTH U 3237501-06-09 ARC UNIV OF WASHINGTON 3294 501-21-22 LARC VIRGINIA POLY INST 3271501-06-09 LARC PURDUE UNIVERSITY 1886 501-21-22 LARC VIRGINIA POLY INST 3273
501-06-11 LARC PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 2424 501-21-23 LARC PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 2436
501-06-12 ARC HARVEY MUDD COLLEGE 1234 501-21-23 LARC UNIV OF CINCINNATI 2753
501-06-12 ARC UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY 1352 501-21-23 LERC CASE WESTERN RESERVE 2701501-06-13 LARC UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY 1352 501-22-01 LARC GEORGIA INST OF TECH 1740501-06-13 LARC FLORIDA STATE UNIV 1683 501-22-02 LARC GEORGIA INST OF TECH 1748501-08-10 FRC UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 1438 501-22-02 LARC LEHIGH UNIVERSITY 2811501-08-10 LARC OLD DOMINION UNIV 3210 501-22-02 LARC NO CAROLINA STATE U 2674501-08-10 LARC UNIV OF PENNSYLVANIA 2851 501-22-02 LARC OLD DOMINION UNIV 3192
286
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NO. LATION INSTITUTION NO. NO. LATION INSTITUTION NO.
501-22-02 LARC UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 2274 501-38-13 LERC MASS INST OF TECH 2162
501-22-02 LARC VIRGINIA POLY INST 3270 502-01-01 ARC UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 1437
501-22-02 LARC YOUNGSTOWN STATE U 2768 502-01-01 HQ PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 2447
501-22-03 LARC UNIV OF BRIDGEPORT 1597 502-01-02 ARC UNIV OREGON-EUGENE 2793
501-22-03 LARC UNIV OF KANSAS 1936 502-01-02 LERC CASE WESTERN RESERVE 2709
501-22-03 LARC VIRGINIA POLY INST 3257501-22-03 LARC VIRGINIA POLY INST 3267 502-01-02 LERC NORTHWESTERN UNIV 1795
501-22-03 LERC TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 3013 502-01-02 LERC NORTHWESTERN 
UNIV 1800
501-22-04 LARC CLEMSON UNIV-CLEMSON 2886 502-01-02 LERC RENSSELAER POLY-NY 
2609
501-22-04 LARC COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 2527 502-01-02 HQ STANFORD UNIVERSITY 1265
501-22-04 LARC MASS INST OF TECH 2209 502-01-02 HQ TULANE UNIVERSITY 1981
501-22-04 LARC OLD DOMINION UNIV 3205 502-01-03 LARC AMERICAN UNIVERSITY 1630
501-22-04 LARC PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 2426 502-01-03 LARC BROWN UNIVERSITY 2879
501-22-04 LARC STANFORD UNIVERSITY 1266 502-01-03 LARC CARNEGIE-MELLON UNIV 2799
501-22-04 LARC UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 1430 502-01-03 LARC COLLEGE OF WM & MARY 3164
501-22-04 LARC UNIV TENNESSEE-KNOXV 2920 502-01-03 LARC OLD DOMINION UNIV 3189
501-22-04 LARC VIRGINIA POLY INST 3240 502-01-03 MSFC MASS INST OF TECH 2147
501-22-05 ARC PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 2434 502-01-03 HQ ALFRED UNIVERSITY 2486
501-22-05 ARC UNIV TEXAS-AUSTIN 3071 502-01-04 LERC RICE UNIVERSITY 2970
501-22-10 LARC PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 2441 502-01-04 LERC UNIV OF WASHINGTON 3286
501-23-11 LARC VA MILITARY INSTITUT 3238 502-01-06 LERC STANFORD UNIVERSITY 1298
501-23-21 FRC UNIV OF KANSAS 1933 502-01-06 LERC UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 2062
501-23-32 LARC UNIV OF KANSAS 1939 502-01-07 LERC HIRAM COLLEGE 2718
501-23-32 LARC UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 2289 502-03-11 GSFC HARVARD UNIVERSITY 2085
501-24-01 LARC GEORGIA INST OF TECH 1755 502-03-11 GSFC MASS INST OF TECH 2192
501-24-01 LARC UNIV ILLINOIS-URBANA 1851 502-03-11 GSFC YALE UNIVERSITY 1609
501-24-01 LARC UNIV OF KANSAS 1932 502-03-12 HQ MASS INST OF TECH 2141
501-24-01 LARC VIRGINIA POLY INST 3262 502-03-12 HQ STANFORD UNIVERSITY 1261
501-24-01 LERC WICHITA STATE UNIV 1941 502-03-31 HQ CALIF INST OF TECH 1213
501-24-02 LERC CORNELL UNIVERSITY 2566 502-03-32 HQ UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 2031
501-24-02 LERC UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY 1374 502-03-51 LARC COLLEGE OF WM & MARY 3165
501-24-03 LERC UNIV OF CINCINNATI 2754 502-03-51 LARC OLD DOMINION UNIV 3178
501-24-05 LERC CASE WESTERN RESERVE 2704 502-03-52 LARC UNIV OF NOTRE DAME 1899
501-24-05 LERC PURDUE UNIVERSITY 1894 502-03-52 LARC UNIV OF VIRGINIA 3234
501-24-06 LERC UNIV ILLINOIS-URBANA . 1840 502-03-53 LARC NO CAROLINA STATE U 2670
501-24-07 LERC BUCKNELL UNIVERSITY 2795 502-03-53 LARC RENSSELAER POLY-NY 2608
501-24-07 LERC BUCKNELL UNIVERSITY 2796 502-03-53 LARC UNIV COLORADO-BOLDR 1577
501-24-07. LERC STANFORD UNIVERSITY 1262 502-03-53 LARC UNIV COLORADO-BOLDR 1578
501-24-07 LERC STATE U NY-STONY BRK 2629 502-04-01 LERC COLORADO STATE UNIV 1545
501-24-08 LERC PURDUE UNIVERSITY 1890 502-04-01 LERC COLORADO STATE UNIV 1551
501-24-09 LERC STANFORD UNIVERSITY 1247 502-04-14 HQ PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 2421
501-24-10 LERC CAL STATE U-NRTHRDGE 1222 502-04-25 LERC CAL STATE U-SACRAMEN 1223
501-24-10 LERC MISSISSIPPI STATE U 2350 502-04-25 LERC CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY 1635
501-24-10 LERC NORTHWESTERN UNIV 1796 502-04-25 LERC COLORADO STATE UNIV 1538
501-24-10 LERC ROSE-HULMAN INST TEC 1898 502-04-25 LERC GEORGIA INST OF TECH 1739
501-24-10 LERC UNIV OF VIRGINIA 3219 502-04-25 LERC GEORGIA INST OF TECH 1750
501-24-20 LERC YORK UNIVERSITY 3371 502-04-25 LERC PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 2446
501-26-01 FRC MASS INST OF TECH 2154 502-04-25 LERC TULANE UNIVERSITY 1982
501-26-01 FRC UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 1415 502-04-25 LERC UNIV COLORADO-BOLDR 1571
501-26-02 ARC UNIV OF WASHINGTON 3293 502-04-35 LERC COLORADO STATE UNIV 1546
501-29-02 ARC MASS INST OF TECH 2190 502-04-35 LERC CORNELL UNIVERSITY 
2560
501-29-12 LARC NO CAROLINA STATE U 2677 502-04-35 LERC .CORNELL UNIVERSITY 2561
501-29-12 LARC OLD DOMINION UNIV 3197 502-04-35 LERC UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 2050
502-04-36 LARC NO CAROLINA STATE U 2682
501-31-90 ARC UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY 1318 502-04-41 LARC NO CAROLINA STATE U 2662
501-38-11 LARC CHRISTPHR NEWPRT COL 3156 502-05-50 LERC MASS INST OF TECH 2214
501-38-11 LARC CHRISTPHR NEWPRT COL 3157, 502-05-50 LERC NO CAROLINA STATE U 2679
501-38-11 LARC HAMPTON INSTITUTE 3166 502-05-50 LERC UNIV OF FLORIDA 1705
501-38-12 LERC RENSSELAER POLY-NY 2605 502-05-50 LERC WAYNE STATE UNIV 2297
501-38-13 LARC UNIV ILLINOIS-URBANA 1854 502-05-50 LERC WAYNE STATE UNIV 2298
287
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l NSTA L 
LATION INSTITUTION 



















502-1 1-01 LERC 
502-ii-li ARC 
502-12-01 HO 
WAYNE STATE UNlV 










UNlV OF CINCINNATI 
L'NIV OF CINCINNATI liNlV OF FLORIDA 
I NlV OF PITISBLRGH 
L h l V  OF FA\TA CLARA 
DUKE UNIVERSITY 
BROWN UNIVERSITY 
UNlV O F  TULSA 
CHESAPEAKE COLLEGE 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
NO CAROL IYA STAT6 U 
OLD VOMINIOP; UNlV 
0 1 . 0  DOMlhlOii  UNIV 
UNlV ILLINOISURBANA 
VANDERBILT UNIVERSTY 






UNlV OF KENTUCKY 
UNlV MARYLANO-COL PK 
IISIV or I.LORIDA 1697 ~ 0 ~ 3 1 - 5 0  ARC STASFORD U N I V E R S I T Y  
L'hlV OF WASHlhGTOhl 3289 502.31-50 LARC TFXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
VVIV O F  CINCINN\TI 2750 502-31-50 HO CNlV OF WASHINGTON 
UNlV ILLINOISURBANA 1852 502-31-51 LERC UNlV TENNESSEE-KNOXV 
UNlV CALIF-BERKELEY 1367 502.32-01 LARC CALIF INST OF TECH 
ARIZONA STATE UNIV 1093 502-32-01 LARC OLD DOMINION UNlV 
502-21-20 LERC 
502-21-20 LERC 
IlNlV CAI-IF-BERKEl.EY 1368 502-32-02 LARC GEORGE WASHINGTON U . ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~~~ 
IlNlV O F  PIlTSBURGH 2870 502-32-02 LARC LNlV TENNtSStE.KNOX\' 




UYIV CALIP-L A h C t L t S  
COLORADO STATE UNlV 
WASHINGTON ST UVlV 
LARC OHlO STATE UNlV 
LARC OHlO STATE UNlV 
LERC GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 
LERC UNlV O F  KENTUCKY 
LARC NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
LARC NO CAROLINA STATE U 
LARC UNlV O F  CINCINNATI 
ARC STANFORD UNIVERSITY 
LARC VIRGINIA POLY INST 
LERC UNlV O F  ARIZONA 






0I .D DOMISION USlV 
ONIV CAL1F.L ANGELES 











CASE WESTERN RESERVE 2711 503-10-01 GRC PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 
COLORADO STATE UNlV I536 503-10-01 HO GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 
502-22-03 LERC LEHICH UNIVERSITY 
UNIV O F  MIAMI 
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 
UNIV OF CINCINNATI 
UNIV O F  MIAMI 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
HARVARD UNIVERSITY 
OHlO STATE UNIV 
UNIV ALA-TUSCALOOSA 
CARNEGIE-MELLON UNlV 
UNlV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNlV TENNESSEE-KNOXV 
YALE UNIVERSITY 
KENT STATE UNlV 
UNlV O F  CINCINNATI 
NO CAROLINA STATE U 
UNlV ILLINOISURBANA 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV O F  CINCINNATI 




H O  
502-22-10 LARC 
502-22-10 LARC 
502-22- l l ARC 
HQ 
LERC 







502-22-1 1 LARC 
502-23-21 MSFC 
502-23-32 GSFC 
OLD DOMINION UYlV 
UNlV CALIF.BERKELEY 
SOUTHERN METHODIST U 
UNlV O F  UTAH 
















DARTMOUTH COLLEGE 2397 50629.12 LARC LNIV O F  VIRGINIA 
MISSISSIPPI STATF C 2342 504-29-14 LARC MASS INST Ob m C H  
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
VANDERBILT UNIVERSTY 
OLD DOMINION UNlV 
UNlV COLORADO-BOLDR 
WASHINGTON UNIVERSTY 
GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV O F  FLORIDA 
FRC UNlV O F  VIRGINIA 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 











UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
COLORADO STATE UNlV 
HAMPTOS INSTITUTE 
MASS INST OF TECH 
UNlV WISC-MADISON 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
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6 M W M  GSFC 
6 W 0 0  GSFC 
63HX-00 LARC 






























MASS INST OF  TECH 
UNlV OF SOUTHERN CAL 
FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
TENNESSEE TECH U 
UNlV OF UTAH 
UNIV OF DAYTON 
UNIV OF  UTAH 
UNlV OF UTAH 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
LONG ISLAND UNlV 
UNlV TENNESSEE-KNOXV 
COLORADO SCH OF MINE 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY 
UNIV OF IOWA , 
UNIV OF .MONTANA 
UNlV OF UTAH 
UNlV OF WYOMING UNlV CALIt-L ANGEI.ES 
COIORADO STATE UNlV 
MASS INST OF TECH 
GSFC 
GSFC 
TEXAS TECH UNlV 
UNlV ALA-TUSCALOOSA 
UNIV O F  ARIZONA GSFC LONG ISLAND UNlV - ~ ~~~ ~ ~ - 
L NIV ILLINOISURBAICA 1837 MI-14-01 GSFC AMFRICAN I'NIVERSITY 




















OREGON STATE UNlV 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 
PURDUE UNIVERSITY 
UNIV OF ARIZONA 
UNlV OF ARIZONA 
UNlV OF DELAWARE 
UNlV OF IDAHO 
UNlV TENNESSEE-KNOXV 
UNlV WISC-MADISON 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
AMERICAN UNIVERSITY 
MISSISSIPPI STATE U 
UNlV TENNESSEE-KNOXV 
UNlV OF  ARIZONA 
UNlV OF  VERMONT 
UNlV CAI 1F.L ASGtLES 
L NIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
U MINN-MNPLSST PAUL 
UNlV NEW HAMPSHIRE 
M'ASS INST OF TECH 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
UNIV ILLINOISURBANA 
UNlV OF  PERU 
NORTHWESTBRN UNlV 
OHlO STATE UNlV 
OHIO STATE UNlV 
-~... . . ~ - - ~  - 
COLLEGE OF  WM 81 MARY 3159 642-12-W LARC OLD DOMINION UNlV 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U . 1650 642-12-00 LARC UNlV O F  WYOMING 
COLORADO STATE UNlV 
DREXEL UNIVERSITY 
UNlV OF  DENVER 
UNlV OF  WYOMING 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR 
UNlV OF  WYOMING 
NO CAROLINA STATE U 
UNlV OF DELAWARE 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
GSFC CITY COLLEGE OF  N Y 
GSFC GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 
GSFC OHlO STATE UNlV 
GSFC UNlV TEXASAUSTIN 
GSFC YlRGINlA POLY INST 
GSFC CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
GSFC PURDUE UNIVERSITY 
GSFC UNION COLLEGE 
LERC UNlV OF TOLEDO 
LARC OLD DOMLNION UNlV 
CORNELL UWVERSITY 2530 645-2001 LARC STANFORD CNIVERSITY 
CORNtLL UNIVERSITY 2531 b45-20.01 LARC CNIV M4RYLASD-COL PK 
MICHlCiAN STATF L'NIV 2236 645-20-01 LARC UNlV HISC.M4UISON 
MISSISSIPPI STATE U 2341 645-25-08 GSFC OHIO STATE UNlV 
~ ~ 
PCRDUE UICIVERS1T.Y I812 M5.50-01 1.ARC OLD DOMIXION LINIV 
PCKDUE UNlVtRSlTY 18?3 683-73.06 LARC OLD OOMINIOii C'NIV 
SO DAKOTA STATE UNlV 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
UNlV ALASKA-FAIRBNKS 
UNlV OF ARIZONA 
UNlV CALIF-BERKELEY 
UNlV OF  KANSAS 
UNlV NEBRASKA.LINCLN 
UNlV OF NEVADA-RENO 
UNlV TENNESSEE-KNOXV 
DARTMOUTH COLLEGE 
MSFC AUBURN UNIV-AUBURN 




UNlV OF  PITTSBURGH 











MASS INST OF  TECH 
BOSTON CNIVtKSITY 
IJhIV O t  DENVER 
M.\SS INST OF  TECH 
NASA's UNlVERSlTY PROGRAM 































































ACC RTOP INSTAL 
NO. NO. LATION INSTITUTION 
UNlV O F  PITTSBURGH 2869 770-18-03 ARC CAL STATE U-SAN JOSE 
TUFTS U N l V E R S l n  2222 790-00-00 LARC COLLEGE OF WM & MARY 
CORNELL UNIVERSITY 2562 791-91-51 LARC PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 
MASS INST O F  TECH 791-91-51 HQ MASS INST OF TECH 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
UNlV O F  PITTSBURGH 2580 791-93-03 ARC 2854 MASS INST OF TECH 
POLY INST O F  NY 2591 191-93-03 ARC MASS INST OF TECH 
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 2413 791-9343 ARC STANFORD UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 2989 791-9343 ARC UNlV CALIF-BERKELEY 
CORNELL UNIVERSITY 2540 791-93-51 HQ MASS INST OF TECH 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY 1309 797-00-00 ARC FOOTHILL COLLEGE 
AllRURN UNIV.AUBURY 1025 797-WU0 ARC ROCKtF tL lER UNlV 
LY1V MICkI-A'IN ARBOR ??Y2 797.0000 ARC UNlV CALII--I. ANCitlES 
h0  CAKOLlNh STATE U ?073 797-00.00 AKC UNIV ILI.INOIS-URBAVA 
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 2411 797-00-M ARC UTAH STATE UNlV 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 3263 802-31-00 GSFC CORNELL UNIVERSITY 
UNlV O F  KANSAS 1922 802-31-00 GSFC UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV MO-ROI.LA 2369 811-22-00 ARC BRIGHAM YOUNG UNlV - ~ ~~ . ~ - ~  
UYlV O F  \'IRGINlA 3 3 2  811-22-U) ARC CALIP ISST OF TECH 
I'UIV OF WASHINGTO& 3Zb7 811.2:60 ARC NkW YORK UNIbFRSITY 
UNlV O F  WASHINGTON 
OLD DOMINION UNlV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
UNlV O F  FLORIDA 
~ ~ 
GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 
UhlV C41.lF.L A Z G l L t S  
UNIV lLLlNOlSURBANA 
WICHI'lA STArF UNlV 
M4SS INST OF TECH 
PtNNSYLVANlA STATE U 
UNlV O F  KANSAS 
UNlV WISC-MILWAUKEE 
MASS INST OF TECH 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
UNlV TENNESSEE-KNOXV 

























UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV OF ARIZONA 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV CALIF-SAN DlEGO 
UNlV O F  CHICAGO 
UNlV O F  IOWA 
UNlV OF SOUTHERN CAL 
UNlV OF SOUTHERN CAL 
UNlV NEW HAMPSHIRE 
UNlV OF ARIZONA 
BROWN UNIVERSITY 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 
C0RNEI.L UNIVERSITY 
-. - 
FLORIDA S r 4 T t  UNIV 
IiAR\'AKD UhlVFRSlTY 
INDIANA U-BLOOMINGTN 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS lNST O F  TECH 
~ ~ ~ ~- 
OHIO STATE UNlV 
POMONA COLLEGE 
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 
~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~- 
PRINCETOW IJNIVERSll'Y 2114 o15..'0-00 L t R C  STANFORD UNIV€RSITY 
UUlV CALIF-L AWiELCS I393 XIS-2600 LAKC STANFORD UVIVERSITY 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
OKLAHOMA STATE UNIV 
RENSSELAER POLY-NY 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VlRGlNlA POLY INST 
UNlV OF VIRGINIA 
SOUTHERN METHODIST U 
UNlV O F  VlRGlNlA 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
UNlV OF NkW MEXICO 
UNlV O F  PITTSBURGH 

















STATt L' YV-STONY BRK 
TtXAS A&M CNIVCRSITY 
UNlV OF HOUSTON 
L MINN-MNPLC-ST PAL'I. 
LNiV O r  UEH MEXICO 
UNlV OF ROCHESTER 
UNlV TEXASDALLAS 
UNlV OF UTAH 
UNlV OF WASHINGTON 
MASS INST OF TECH 
UNlV CALIF-SAN DlEGO 
UNlV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 




NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 





































































UNlV OF IOWA 
UNlV WISC-MADISON 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
UNIV OF CHICAGO 
UNIV OF IOWA 
UNIV OF IOWA 
UNlV WISC-MADISON 
CORNELL UNIVERSITY 
UNlV O F  IOWA 
U MINN-MNPLSST PAUL 
HARVARD UNIVERSITY 
JOHNS HOPKINS LNlV 
LlYlV CALIF-BLRKI 1.1 Y 
GSFC 
GSFC 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV O F  DENVER 
UNlV OF FLORIDA 
UNlV NEBRASKA-LINCLN 
UNlV TEXAS-AUSTIN 
UNIV O F  TOLEDO 








UNlV OF CHICAGO 
UNlV OF IOWA 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
U MINN-MNPLSST PAUL 
UNIV CALIF-BERKE1.F.V 
UVlV CALIF-BERKELEY 
IINIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV OF WASHINGTOY 




UNlV O F  IOWA 
UNIV O F  IOWA 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV O F  IOWA 
UNIV O F  IOWA 
U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
UNlV O F  IOWA 
UNlV TEXASDALLAS 
UNlV TEXAS-DALLAS 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
LA STATE U-BAT ROUGE 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY 









GSFC COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 






VIRGINIA POLY INST 
STANFORD UNlVERSIW 
MASS lNST OF TECH 
~~ ~~ - ~~ 
LNIV CALIF.BERKkLFY 1321 878-21-W GSFC GEORGE H',\SHINGTOU C 
1 \IV CALIF:-BtRKliLtY 3 876.21-00 IIQ PKlVCkTOS IIUIVERSITY 
UNlV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 1450 879-WW HO CALIF INST OF TECH 
UNlV OF CHICAGO 1810 7 1 1  H FC RICI: L NIVERSIl V 
U Ml\N.MNPLSST PkUI. 2310 k7V-Il-W (;SF(: I .  NIV MAKYI ANI>-COI. PK 
UNIV O F  MONTEVALLO 1078 879.1 1.00 GSFC UNlV MICH.ANU ARBOR 
H'~s1119(;TON CNIVERSTY 2172 879.11.00 GSFC lJNlV MICII-,\NU ARBOR 
RICE IISIVtRSIrY 2962 679-11.W GSFC UNlV NEBRASKA-LINCLN 
ONIV O F  CHI(:A(iO 1805 h79-llUO (iSPC l(hlV OF VIRGINIA 
UNlV O F  CHICAGO 1806 879-3160 WFC UNlV ILLINOIS-URBANA 
ChllV O F  h F N  MFXICO 247l X7V-IlUO HQ COLUMBI,\ llhIVERSITY 
MASS INST OF TLCH 2159 879-1160 HQ I*ARVARD L'NIVERSITY 
HARVARV LNIVtRSITY 2081 879-11-00 HO JOllNS HOPKINS UNlV 852-2203 CSFC 
852-2244 GSFC 
852-2244 GSFC 
JOHNS llOPKlUS ('%I\' 
UVlV COl.ORADO.HOLI)K 
OVIV MICtl.AKS ARBOR 
MASS lNST OF TECH 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 













UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 




OHIO STATE UNIV 
CITY COLLEGE OF N Y 
UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV O F  IOWA 











NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 







































UNlV O F  DELAWARE 
UNlV O F  KENTUCKY 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 




UNlV OF SANTA CLARA 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNlV 
RlCE UNIVERSITY 
ST U NY COL-GENESEO 
UNIV O F  VIRGINIA 
WOODSHOLE OCEAN INST 
PORTLAND STATE UNlV 
ALBANY MED COLLEGE 
BAYLOR UNIV-MED COL 
RlCE UNIVERSITY 




UNlV OF HAWAII 
UNIV O F  HOUSTON 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL 
L1 MINU-MNPLSST PAI!L 
L MI>N-MNPLSST PAUL 
t h;lV YEW HAMPSHIRL 
UNIV OF PITTSBURGH 
lJNlV TLXAS-DAI !.AS 
UNlV WISC-MADISOF. 
UNlV WISC-MADISON 
NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR 
NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR 
U TEX HEALTH CTR-DAL 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
OHIO STATE UNlV 
UNlV OF UTAH 

















UNlV ALA-HUNTSVILLE I045 914-5040 JSC UNlV OF HOUSTON 
MASS INST O F  TECH 2191 914-50-00 JSC UNlV O F  HOUSTON 
FLORIDA INST O F  TECH 


























~ C S K L C L I  I N S T I T U T ~  
CITY COI L t G t  OF N Y 
GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 













FLORIDA TECH UNlV 
UNlV TENNESSEE-KNOXV 
LA STATE U-BAT ROUGE 
MISSISSIPPI STATE U 
UNlV ALA-HUNTSVILLE 
UNlV O F  GEORGIA 
UNlV O F  SOUTHERN CAL 
BAYLOR UNIV-MED COL 
HARVARD UNIVERSITY 
UNlV CALIF-DAVIS 
U TEX CANCER CENTER 
UNlV TEX-PUB HEALTH 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV O F  FLORIDA 
UNlV OF SO CAROLINA 
KSC 
KSC 
tLORIV\  INST OF TI CH 
GtOR<ilA IYST OF TFCH 
KSC FLORIDA TECH UNIV 
L ARC 
HQ ' .  
ARC 
OLD DOMINION UNlV 3194 948-60-90 ISC VANDKRBILT CSIVERSTY 
INIV MARYI.APID.COL PK 2032 946hO-'XI JSC WASHIU<iTON UtilVtRSTY 




OHIO STATE UNlV 2727 948-60-91 JSC BAYLOR UNIV-MED COL 
UNlV SAN FRANCISCO 1497 948-60-91 JSC FORDHAM UNIVERSITY 
UNlV O F  SOUTHERN CAL I512 948-6091 JSC UNlV MO-COLUMBIA 
ARC BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIV 3130 948-60-91 JSC UNlV TEXASGALVESTON 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 2635 948-60-91 JSC UNlV TEXASGALVESTON GSFC 
GSFC UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
COLLEGE VIRGIN ISLND 
COLORADO STATE UNIV 
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 




UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 















MISSISSIPPI STATE U 












UNlV O F  KANSAS 
UNlV CALIF-BERKELEY 
UNlV CALIF-BERKELEY 
COLORADO SCH O F  MINE 
DARTMOUTH COLLEGE 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 
PRESCOTT COLLEGE 
UNlV O F  IOWA 
UNlV O F  NEVADA-RENO 
UNlV TEXAS-AUSTIN 
UNlV O F  UTAH 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
APPENDIX D CROSS INDEX BY RTOP NUMBER 
ACC ' 
NO. 









9 6 6 3 0 0 0  
966-30-00 











NO. INSTITUTION l N S l l l U T l O N  
UNlV ALA-HUNTSVILLE 
UNIV O F  GEORGlA 
LA STATE U-BAT ROUGE 
UNlV TEX-PUB HEALTH 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
UNlV ALA-HUNTSVILLE 




UNlV O F  PI ITSBURGH 
UNlV O F  WYOMING 
MASS INST O F  TECH 










UNlV O F  WYOMING 
NO CAROLINA STATE U 











C O R N t L L  U N l V t R S l l Y  
P l lRDUF UUlVtRSlTY 
PURDUE UNIVFRSITV 
AMERICAN UNIVERSITY 
LONG ISLAND UNlV 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY 
UNlV O F  HOUSTON 
UNlV O F  KANSAS 
UNlV O F  KANSAS 












4 M t R I C A N  UNIVkRSITY 1629 9 6 h 3 W O  MSFC RC\SSlLAKK POLY-YY 
CALIF INST O F  TFCIi  1173 966-3U-00 M S t C  lJNlV CALII-L AVCiLLLS 
ISC UNlV CALIF-BERKELEY 1330 96630-00 MSFC UNIV O F  UTAH 
UNlV O F  CHICAGO 1811 97U00-00 ARC UNIV CALIF-DAVIS 
UNlV O F  SOUTHERN C A L  1513 97000-00 JSC UNlV NEBRASKA-LINCLN 






U h l V  'TLXASAUSIIV 3058 970-14.01 HO CiFOKGt W4SHINCiTON I' 
LVIV Tk.X4S-AUSTlh 3U59 9 7 0 1 4 4 1  HQ I S D l A h A  CI-BI.(H)MlN(ilh 














UNlV O F  KANSAS 1928 9 7 0 1 4 4 1  HQ STANFORD UNIVERSITY 
UNlV WISC-MADISON 3330 970.1461 H Q  UNIV ARKANSAS-FAYETV 
UNlV CALIF-BERKELEY 1324 970-14-01 H Q  UNlV CALIF-SAN F R A N  
GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 1728 97021-11 A R C  EMORY UNIVERSITY 
MASS INST O F  TECH 2127 97021-11 A R C  INDIANA U-BLOOMINGTN 
MASS INST O F  TECH 2128 970-21-11 A R C  MASS INST O F  TECH 
RENSSELAER POLY-NY 2598 970-21-11 A R C  MASS INST O F  TECH 
IJNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE IOM 970-21-11 A R C  MASS INST OF T t C H  
VhlV ALA-HUNlSVILLC I050 137021-11 ARC' ST LOUIS UNlVFRSlTY 
UNlV A1.A-TUSCALOOSA IW 97021-11 ARC S l A h F U K O  USIVCKSITY 
UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 1398 970-21-11 A R C  UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES - ~ - ~ ~- ~ 
C h I V  01: CONNECTICUT 1598 97021-11 ARC L N I \  CALIF-Shh. DIkGO 
U\ I \  Ok SOlJTHERV CAL I510 Y7021-I1 ARC UlrllV O F  Cl l lCAGO 
MSFC 
J s c  
J SC 
UNlV WISC-MADISON 3331 97021-11 ARC U COLORADODENV MEDL 
UNlV O F  HOUSTON 
UNlV O F  HOUSTON 
ARC U h l V  ILI INOISl!RBAh4 
h R C  UNIV O F  V t R M O V T  
ARC UWlV O F  VIRGIN!.\ 
4 R C  UPPSALA C K l \ ' t R S I I V  
AKC COR\kI .L  I.NI\I:RSITY 





















UNlV O F  WASHINGTON 





COLORADO S f A T E  L ICIV 
ARC STANFORD UNIVERSITY 
. A R C  UNlV TEXAS-GALVESTON 
ARC UNlV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
COLORADO STATE UNlV 1532 970-21-14 ARC ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY 
GRAMBLING COLLEGE 1956 970-21.14 A R C  STANFORD UNIVERSITY 
LA STATE U-NEW ORLNS 1970 97021-14 ARC STANFORD UNIVERSITY 
SO UNIV-BATON ROUGE 
TULANE UNIVERSITY 
UNlV ALA-HUNTSVILLE 
UNlV O F  FLORIDA 
UNlV TEXASAUSTIN 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV O F  HOUSTON 
UNlV ALA-HUNTSVILLE 
UNlV ALA-TUSCALOOSA 
UNlV O F  FLORIDA 
A R C  
A R C  
ARC 
A R C  
A R C  
A R C  
A R C  
A R C  
ARC 
A R C  
ARC 
UNlV CALIF-BERKELEY 




UNlV ChLIF.S.\N t R h \  




WEST VIRGINIA UNlV 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
APPENDlX D CROSS INDEX BY RTOP NUMBER 
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ACC RTOP INSTAL 













































UNlV CALIF-DAVIS 1376 970-23-30 ARC UNlV WISC-MADISON 










COLORADO STATE UNlV 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
BAYLOR UNIV-MED COL 
RICE UNIVERSITY 
BAYLOR UNIV-MED COL 




MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
NORTHEASTERN UNIV 
UNIV CALIF-DAVIS 
UNIV O F  FLORIDA 
OHIO STATE UNlV 
UNlV O F  KENTUCKY 
COLORADO STATE UNlV 
COLORADO STATE UNlV 
1.MOKY UNIVERSITY 1719 YlU51.12 JSC UNIV TEXAS-DAILAS 
FhlORY UNIVERSITY 1721 970-51-12 JSC L' T t X  MEALTH CTR-SA 
HARVARV L NIVTRSITY 2094 970-51-12 JSC I' T t X  HEALTH CTR-VAL 





















J S C  
BAYLOR UNIV-MED COL 
BAYLOR UNIV-MED COL 
HARDING COLLEGE 
MASS INST OF TECH 
UNlV MOCOLUMBIA 
UNlV O F  WASHINGTON 
BAYLOR UNIV-MED COL 
UNlV ILLINOISCHICGO 
BAYLOR UNIV-MED COL 
ST U NY-UPST MED CTR 
UNlV CALIF-DAVIS 
UNlV O F  MIAMI 
UNlV TEXASGALVESTON 
UNIV O F  FLORIDA 
UNIV OF HAWAII 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MO-COLUMBIA 
UNlV O F  PENNSYLVANIA 
UNlV O F  VIRGINIA 
UNlV O F  VIRGINIA 
UNlV WISC-MADISON 
BOWLING GRN STATE U 
CORNELL UNIVERSITY 
~- - 
C 1 t X  HFALTH CTR-SA 
UNIV OF CONNtCTlCUT 
UNlV O F  HOUSTON 
Sl.4NFORD llNlVERSlTY 1214 97051-25 JSC U TtNNkSSEE.MEMPHIS 
ChlV 01'  PENNSYLVANIA 2812 97&51-35 JSC I YIV O+ PFNYSYLVANIA 




UNlV O F  HOUSTON 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
UNlV MO-ROLLA 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 




L NIV TEX-DtNTAL BRCH 
JSC UNlV TEX-DENTAL BRCH 
UNlV TEXAS-AUSTIN 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
UNlV O F  HOUSTON 
COLLEGE OF WM & MARY 
COLORADO STATE UNlV 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
UNlV O F  HOUSTON 




TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
UNlV O F  HOUSTON 
U MINN-MNPLSST PAUL 
TEXAS TECH UNlV 
















(iFOR<ilA INST OF TFCH 
KE\T STATt UhlV 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
UNlV CALIF-BERKELEY 
UNlV O F  DENVER 
CAL STATE U-SAN JOSE 
MASS INST OF TECH 




CASE WESTERN RESERVE 





























UNI\' 1EX.PI.B H t A l T t I  







MASS INST O F  TECH 
UNlV CALIF-DAVIS 
GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 
UNIV OF HOUSTON 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
APPENDIX D CROSS INDEX BY RTOP NUMBER 
R W P  INSTAL 
NO. LATION INSTITUTION 
ACC 
NO. 
975-5601 MSFC UNlV ALA-HUNTSVILLE 1058 
975-6142 LARC OLD DOMINION UNIV 3198 
975-6145 MSFC UNlV ALA-HUNTSVILLE 1055 
975-7248 LARC RICE UNIVERSITY 2977 
975-W10 MSFC UNlV AlA.HIJNTSVILLF IMP 
975-8428 l lQ CALIF INS1 OF 1ECH 1217 
975.9095 LARC OLI) DOMINION UNIV )IS& 
975-9098 MSFC MASS INST O F  TECH 2168 
975-W95 MSFC TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 2997 
975-90-95 MSFC UNlV ALA-HUNTSVILLE 1056 
975-9098 MSFC UNlV ALA-TUSCALOOSA 
975-9098 MSFC UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
976-30-00 MSFC CITY COLLEGE OF N Y 
97630-00 MSFC NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
977-la64 ARC CORNELL UNIVERSITY 
977-10-64 ARC UNIV ALASKA-FAIRBNKS 
977-2243 MSFC GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 
981-60-00 HO PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 
982-52-00 MSFC ALABAMA A&M UNlV 1000 
982-52-W MSFC UNlV ALA-HUNTSVILLE 1046 
982-52M) MSFC UNlV TENNESSEE-KNOXV 2923 
982-52-130 MSFC WASHINGTOU USIVFRSlY 2371 
YBSIS-00 MSFC CALIF INST 01: TFCll 1171 
983-15-W MSFC UNlV \LA-HLSTSVILLE 1037 
98615-00 MSFC UNIV TEXAS-AUSTIN 3052 
96515-00 JSC MtMPIIIS ST UNlV 2899 
98615.00 JSC 1'l:XAS 4&M IINlVERSlTY 1000 
986-15-00 JSC UkIV TEXAS-AUSTIV 3057 
Ybb-15-00 JSC VIRGINIA POLY INST 3216 
986-25-00 MSbC GEORGl.\ l U S l  OF TECH 1735 
986-25-00 MSFC 'TEXAS AdrM LSIVERSITV 2936 
98625-00 MSFC UNIV ALA-TUSCALOOSA 1074 
989-10-00 ARC HARVARD UNIVERSITY 2104 
989-l&O ARC MASS INST OF TECH 2210 
989-10-00 JSC HOUSTON BAPTIST COL 2954 
989-10.00 LARC UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 2059 
989-10-00 LARC UNlV MARVLAND-COL PK 2061 
996.W-00 MSFC CALIF INST OF TECH 1170 
996-W-00 MSFC JOHNS HOPKINS UNlV Z a X ,  
99MXUX) MSFC UNlV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 1451 
99-00 MSFC UNIV O F  HAWAII 1774 
U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: 197-/ 55 
